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To HIS EXCELLENCY, EDMUND G. BROWN
Governor of Oalifornia
and to the Legislature of Oalifornia
The California Law Revision Commission was directed by Resolution Ch,apter 42
of the Statutes of 1956 to make a study "to determine whether the law of evidence
should be revised to conform to the Uniform Rules of Evidence drafted by the
National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws and approved by it
at its 1953 annual conference."
The Commission herewith submits its recommendation on this subject. The legislation recommended by the Commission consists of (1) a proposed Evidence Code
that includes the best features of the Uniform Rules and of the existing California
law and (2) the necessary conforming adjustments in existing statutory law.
To assist the Commission in the formulation of this recommendation, Professor
James H. Chadbourn (formerly of the School of Law, University of California at
Los Angeles, now of the Harvard Law School) prepared comprehensive studies of
the Uniform Rules of Evidence and the corresponding California law. In addition,
the Commission considered other published materials relating to the Uniform Rules,
including recent legislation and court rules adopted in other states. Several comprehensive reports of committees appointed by the New Jersey Supreme Court and by
the New. Jersey Legislature were particularl~· helpful.
Utilizing this research material, the Commission drafted preliminary re,·isions of
the Uniform Rules and submitted them to a special committee of the State Bar of
California appointed to work with the Commission on the evidence project. The
Commission made further revisions in the Uniform Rules in response to the State
Bar committee's analysis and criticism of the Commission's preliminary proposals.
A revised version of each article of the Uniform Rules was then published as a
tentative recommendation of the Commission in a report which also contained the
related research study prepared by Professor Chadbourn. Nine tentative recommendations and research studies relating to the Uniform Rules of Evidence, now published in Volume 6 of the Commission's REPORTS, RECOMMENDATIONS, AND STUDIES,
were published in pamphlet form between August 1962 and June 1964:
Article
I. General Provisions (April 1964)
Article
II. Judicial Notice (April 1964)
Burden of Producing Evidence, Burden of Proof, and Presumptions (Replacing
Article III) (June 1964)
Article IV. Witnesses (March 1964)
Article
V. Privileges (February 1964)
Article VI. Extrinsic Policies Affecting Admissibility (March 19641
Article VII. Expert and Other Opinion Testimony (March 1964)
Article VIII. Hearsay Evidence (August 1962)
Article IX. Authentication and Content of Writings (January 1964)
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The nine pamphlets containing the tentative recommendations were widely distributed. Copies were sent to all organizations, officials, lawyers, judges, and law
professors who had indicated th,at they would review and comment on the tentative
recommendations. Numerous persons and organizations reviewed the tentative recommendations and furnished the Commission with suggested revisions, many of
which are reflected in the proposed Evidence Code. Representatives of several organizations attended the Commission meetings at which the proposed code was
considered.
The Commission also retained Professor Ronan E. Degnan (of the School of Law,
University of California at Berkeley) to analyze and report on the statutory law
contained in Part IV of the Code of Civil Procedure. His report enabled the Commission to integrate those portions of the Code of Civil Procedure relating to evidence with the substance of the revised tentative recommendations into a single,
comprehensive Evidence Code. '
In September 1964, a preliminary draft of the proposed Evidence Code was published as Preprint Senate Bill No.1. Copies of the preprinted bill were distributed
to interested persons and organizations and were made available to members of the
bench and bar at the annual meeting of the State Bar in Santa Monica in October
1964.
While the Commission was reviewing and revising the preprinted bill prior to
the 1965 legislative session, many of the groups that had commented on the tentative recommendations continued to provide the Commission with valuable suggestions concerning both, the form and content of the proposed Evidence Code. Numerous other persons and organizations also reviewed the preprinted bill and many of
their suggestions are incorporated in the proposed code.
Thus, although this recommendation is the responsibility of the Law Revision
Commission, it reflects the contributions of many persons throughout the State
whose efforts have contributed materially to the quality of the final product. The
Commission's indebtedness to many of these persons is recorded in the list of
acknowledgments that follows.
Respectfully submitted,
JOHN

R.

McDONOUGH, JR.

Chairman
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OUTLINE OF PROPOSED LEGISLATION
EVIDENCE CODE

DIVISION 1. PRELIMINARY PROVISIONS AND
CONSTRUCTION
Sec.
1. Short title.
2. Common law rule construing code abrogated.
3. Constitutionality.
4. Construction of code.
5. Effect of headings.
6. References to statutes.
7. "Division, " "chapter," "article," "section," "subdivision,"
and "paragraph."
8. Construction of tenses.
9. Construction of genders.
10. Construction of singular and plural.
11. "Shall" and" may. "
12. Code effective January 1,1967.
DIVISION 2.
Sec.
100.
105.
110.
115.
120.
125.
130.
135.
140.
145.
150.
160.
165.
170.
175.
180.
185.
190.
195.
200.
205.
210.
220.
225.
230.
235.
240.
245.
250.

WORDS AND PHRASES DEFINED

Application of definitions.
" Action. "
"Burden of producing evidence."
"Burden of proof. "
"Civil action. "
" Conduct. "
" Criminal action. "
"Declarant. "
"Evidence."
"Thehearing."
"Hearsay evidence."
"Law. "
"Oath. "
"Perceive. "
"Person."
"Personal property. "
"Property."
"Proof."
"Public employee. "
"Public entity. "
"Real property."
"Relevant evidence."
"State. "
"Statement. "
"Statute."
" Trier of fact. "
"Unavailable as a witness."
"Verbal."
"Writing."
( 11 )
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DIVISION

3.

CHAPTER

Sec.
300.

1.

2.

PROVINCE OF COURT AND JURY

Questions of law for court.
Determination of foreign law.
Jury as trier of fact.
CHAPTER

Sec.
320.

3.

ORDER OF PROOF

Power of court to regulate order of proof.
CHAPTER

4.

ADMITTING AND EXCLUDING EVIDENCE

Article 1.
Sec.
350.
351.
352.
353.
354.
355.
356.

ApPLICABILITY OF CODE

Applicability of code.
CHAPTER

Sec.
310.
311.
312.

GENERAL PROVISIONS

General Provisions

Only relevant evidence admissible.
Admissibility of relevant evidence.
Discretion of court to exclude evidence.
Effect of erroneous admission of evidence.
Effect of erroneous exclusion of evidence.
Limited admissibility.
Entire act, declaration, conversation, or writing may be brought
out to elucidate part offered.

Article 2. Preliminary Determinations on Admissibility of Evidence
Sec.
400. "Preliminary fact. "
401. , 'Proffered evidence. "
402. Procedure for determining foundational and other preliminary
facts.
403. Determination of foundational and other preliminary facts
where relevancy, personal knowledge, or authenticity is disputed.
404. Determination of whether proffered evidence is incriminatory.
405. Determination of foundational and other preliminary facts in
other cases.
406. Evidence affecting weight or credibility.
CHAPTER 5. WEIGHT OF EVIDENCE GENERALLY
Sec.
410. "Direct evidence. "
411. Direct evidence of one witness sufficient.
412. Party having power to produce better evidence.
413. Party's failure to explain or deny evidence.

•
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DIVISION 4.
Sec.
450.
451.
452.
453.
454.
455.
456.
457.
458.
459 .

13

JUDICIAL NOTICE

Judicial notice may be taken only as authorized by law.
Matters which must be judicially noticed.
. Matters which may be judicially noticed.
Compulsory judicial notice upon request.
Information that may be used in taking judicial notice.
Opportunity to present information to court.
Noting for record denial of request to take judicial notice.
Instructing jury on matter judicially noticed.
Judicial notice by trial court in subsequent proceedings.
Judicial notice by reviewing court.

DIVISION 5. BURDEN OF PROOF; BURDEN OF PRODUCING
EVIDENCE; PRESUMPTIONS AND INFERENCES
CHAPTER

1.

BURDEN OF PROOF

Article 1. General
Sec.
500. Party who has the burden of proof.
501. Burden of proof in criminal action generally.
502. Instructions on burden of proof.
Article 2. Burden of Proof on Specific Issues
Sec.
520. Claim that person guilty of crime or wrongdoing.
521. Claim that person did not exercise care.
522. Claim that person is or was insane.
CHAPTER 2. BURDEN OF PRODUCING EVIDENCE
Sec.
550. Party who has the burden of producing evidence.
CHAPTER

3.

PRESUMPTIONS AND INFERENCES

Article 1.
Sec.
600.
601.
602.
603.
604.
605.
606.
607.

Presumption and inference defined.
Classification of presumptions.
Statute making one fact prima facie evidence of another fact.
Presumption affecting the burden of producing evidence defined.
Effect of presumption affecting burden of producing evidence.
Presumption affecting the burden of proof defined.
Effect of presumption affecting burden of proof.
Effect of presumption that establishes an element of a crime.
Article 2.

Sec.
620.
621.

General

Conclusive Presumptions

Conclusive presumptions.
Legitimacy.

14
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622.
623.
624.
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Facts recited in written instrument.
Estoppel by own statement or conduct.
Estoppel of tenant to deny title of landlord.
Article 3.

Presumptions Affecting the Burden of
Producing Evidence

Sec.
630. Presumptions affecting the burden of producing evidence.
631. Money delivered by one to another.
632. Thing delivered by one to another.
633. Obligation delivered up to the debtor.
634. Person in possession of order on himself.
~5.
Obligation possessed by creditor.
636. Payment of earlier rent or installments.
637. Ownership of things possessed.
638. Ownership of property by person who exercises acts of
ownership.
639. Judgment correctly determines rights of parties.
640. Writing truly dated.
641. Letter received in ordinary course of mail.
642. Conveyance by person having duty to convey real property.
.
643. Authenticity of ancient document.
644. Book purporting to be published by public authority.
645. Book purporting to contain reports of cases.
Article 4.
Sec.
660.
661.
662.
663.
664.
665.
666.
667.

Presumptions .Affecting the Burden of Proof

Presumptions affecting the burden of proof.
Legitimacy.
.
Owner of legal title to property is owner of beneficial title.
Ceremonial marriage.
Official duty regularly performed.
Arrest without warrant.
Judicial action lawful exercise of jurisdiction.
Death of person not heard from in seven years.
DIVISION 6.
CHAPTER

Sec.
700.
. 701.
702.
703.
704.

COMPETENCY

General rule as to competency.
Disqualification or witness.
Personal knowledge of witness.
Judge as witness.
Juror as witness.
CHAPTER

Sec.
710.
711.

1.

WITNESSES

Oath required.
Confrontation.

2.

OATH AND CONFRONTATION

OUTLINE OF PROPOSED LEGISLATION
CHAPTER

Article 1.

3.
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EXPERT WITNESSES

Expert Witnesses Generally

Sec.

720. Qualification as an expert witness.
721. Cross-examination 9f expert witness.
722. Credibility of expert witness.
723. Limit on number of expert witnesses.
Article 2.

Appointment of Expert Witness by Court

Sec.

730. Appointment of expert by court.
731. Payment of court-appointed expert.
732. Calling and examining court-appointed expert.
733. Right to produce other expert evidence.
CHAPTER

4.

INTERPRETERS AND TRANSLATORS

Sec.

750. Rules relating to witnesses apply to interpreters and translators.
751. Oath required of interpreters and translators.
752. Interpreters for witnesses.
753. Translators of writings.
754. Interpreters for deaf in criminal and commitment cases.
CHAPTER

5.

METHOD AND SCOPE OF EXAMINATION

Article 1. Definitions
Sec.

760. "Direct examination."
761. " Cross-examination. "
762. "Redirect examination. "
763. "Recross-examination. "
764. "Leading question. "
Article 2.

Examination of Witnesses

Sec.

765.
766.
767.
768.
769.
770.
771.
772.
773.
774.
775.
776.
777.
778.

Court to control mode of interrogation.
Responsive answers.
Leading questions.
Writings.
Inconsistent statement or conduct.
Evidence of inconsistent statement of witness.
Refreshing recollection with a writing.
Order of examination.
Cross-examination.
Re-examination.
Court may call witnesses.
Examination of adverse party or witness.
Exclusion of witness.
Recall of witness.
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CHAPTER 6.

CREDmILITY OF WITNESSES

Article 1.
Sec.
780.

REVISION COMMISSION

Credibility Generally

General rule as to credibility.

Article 2. Attacking or Supporting Credibility
Sec.
785. Parties may attack or support credibility.
786. Character evidence generally.
787. Specific instances of conduct.
788. Conviction of witness for a crime.
789. Religious belief.
790. Good character of witness.
791. Prior consistent statement of witness.
DIVISION 7. OPINION TESTIMONY AND
SCIENTIFIC EVIDENCE
CHAPTER 1. EXPERT
Article 1.
Sec.
800.
801.
802.
803.
804.
805.

Opinion testimony by lay witness.
Opinion testimony by expert witness.
Statement of basis of opinion.
Opinion based on improper matter.
Opinion based on opinion or statement of another.
Opinion on ultimate issue.
Opinion Testimony on Particular SUbjects

Opinion as to sanity.
CHAPTER 2.

Sec.
890.
891.
892.
893.
894.
895.
896.
897.

OTHER OPINION TESTIMONY

Expert and Other Opinion Testimony Generally

Article 2.
Sec.
870.

AND

BLOOD TESTS TO DETERMINE PATERNITY

Short title.
Interpretation.
Order for blood tests in civil actions involving paternity.
Tests made by experts.
Compensation of experts.
Determination of paternity.
Limitation on application in criminal matters.
Right to produce other expert evidence.
DIVISION 8.
CHAPTER 1.

Sec.
900. Application of definitions.
901. "Proceeding. "
902. "Civil proceeding. "

PRIVILEGES
DEFINITIONS

OUTLINE OF PROPOSED LEGISLATION

Sec.
903.
904.
905.

"Criminal proceeding."
"Disciplinary proceeding."
"Presiding officer. "
CHAPTER

Sec.
910.
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2.

ApPLICABILITY OF DIVISION

Applicability of division.
CHAPTER

3.

GENERAL PROVISIONS RELATING TO PRIVILEGES

Sec.
911.
912.
913.
914.

General rule as to privileges.
Waiver of privilege.
Comment on, and inferences from, exercise of privilege.
Determination of claim of privilege; limitation on punishment
for contempt.
915. Disclosure of privileged information in ruling on claim of
privilege.
916. Exclusion of privileged information where persons authorized
to claim privilege are not present.
917. Presumption that certain communications are confidential.
918. Effect of error in overruling claim of privilege.
919. Admissibility where disclosure erroneously compelled.
920. No implied repeal.
CHAPTER

Article 1.
Sec.
930.

Privilege of Defendant in Criminal Case

Privilege Against Self-Incrimination

Privilege against self-incrimination.
Article 3.

Sec.
950.
951.
952.
953.
954.
955.
956.
957.
958.
959.
960.
961.
962.

PARTICULAR PRIVILEGES

Privilege not to be called as a witness and not to testify.
Article 2.

Sec.
940.

4.

Lawyer-Client Privilege

"Lawyer."
"Client. "
"Confidential communication between client and lawyer."
' , Holder of the privilege."
Lawyer-client privilege.
When lawyer required to claim privilege.
Exception: Crime or fraud.
Exception: Parties claiming through deceased client.
Exception: Breach of duty arising out of lawyer-client relationship.
Exception: Lawyer as attesting witness.
Exception: Intention of deceased client concerning writing
affecting property interest.
Exception: Validity of writing affecting property interest.
Exception : Joint clients.

2-24465
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Article 4. Privilege Not to Testify Against Spouse
Sec.
970. Privilege not to testify against spouse.
971. Privilege not to be called as a witness against spouse.
972. When privilege not applicable.
973. Waiver of privilege.
Article 5. Privilege for Confidential Marital Communications
Sec.
980. Privilege for confidential marital communications.
981. Exception: Crime or fraud.
982. Exception: Commitment or similar proceeding.
983. Exception: Proceeding to establish competence.
984. Exception: Proceeding between spouses.
985. Exception: Certain criminal proceedings.
986'. Exception: Juvenile court proceedings.
987. Exception: Communication offered by spouse who IS criminal
defendant.
Article 6.
Sec.
990.
991.
992.
993.
994.
995.
996.
997.
998.
999.
1000.
1001.
1002.
1003.
1004.
1005.
1006.

Physician-Patient Privilege

"Physician."
"Patient. "
" Confidential communication between patient and physician. "
"Holder of the privilege. "
Physician-patient privilege.
When physician required to claim privilege.
Exception: Patient-litigant exception.
Exception: Crime Or tort.
Exception: Criminal or disciplinary proceeding.
Exception: Proceeding to recover damages for criminal conduct.
Exception: Parties claiming through deceased patient.
Exception: Breach of duty arising out of physician-patient
relationship.
Exception: Intention of deceased patient concerning writing
affecting property interest.
Exception: Validity of writing affecting property interest.
Exception: Commitment or similar proceeding.
Exception: Proceeding to establish competence.
Exception: Required report.

Article 7. Psychotherapist-Patient Privilege
Sec.
1010. "Psychotherapist."
1011. ' 'Patient. "
1012. "Confidential communication between patient and psychotherapist. "
1013. "Holder of the privilege."
1014. Psychotherapist-patient privilege.
1015. When psychotherapist required to claim priviiege.
1016. Exception: Patient-litigant exception.

OUTLINE OF PROPOSED LEGISLATION
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Sec.
1017. Exception: Court-appointed psychotherapist.
1018. Exception: Crime or tort.
1019. Exception: Parties claiming through deceased patient.
1020. Exception: Breach of duty arising out of psychotherapistpatient relationship.
1021. Exception: Intention of deceased patient concerning writing
affecting property interest.
1022. Exception: Validity of writing affecting property interest.
1023. Exception: Proceeding to determine sanity of criminal
defendant.
1024. Exception: Patient dangerous to himself or others.
1025. Exception: Proceeding to establish competence.
1026. Exception: Required report.
Article 8.
Sec.
1030.
1031.
1032.
1033.
1034.

Clergyman-Penitent Privileges

" Clergyman. "
"Penitent. "
"Penitential communication. "
Privilege of penitent.
Privilege of clergyman.

Article 9. Official Information and Identity of Informer
Sec.
1040. Privilege for official information.
1041. Privilege for identity of informer.
1042. Adverse order or finding in certain cases.
Article 10. Political Vote
Sec.
1050. Privilege to protect secrecy of vote.
Article 11. Trade Secret
Sec.
1060. Privilege to protect trade secret.
CHAPTER

Sec.
1070.
1071.
1072.
1073.

5.

IMMUNITY OF NEWSMAN FROM CITATION FOR' CONTEMPT

"Newsman."
"News media."
Newsman's immunity.
Determination of newsman's claim.
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DIVISION

9.

EVIDENCE AFFECTED OR EXCLUDED
EXTRINSIC POLICIES

BY

CHAPTER 1. EVIDENCE OF CHARACTER, HABIT, OR CUSTOM
Sec.
1100. Manner of proof of character.
1101. Evidence of character to prove conduct.
1102. Opinion and reputation evidence of character of criminal
defendant to prove conduct.
1103. Evidence of character of victim of crime to prove conduct.
1104. Character trait for care or skill.
1105. Habit or custom to prove specific behavior.
CHAPTER

2.

OTHER EVIDENCE AFFECTED OR EXCLUDED
BY EXTRINSIC POLICIES

Sec.
1150.
1151.
1152.
1153.

Evidence to test a verdict.
Subsequent remedial conduct.
Offer to compromise and the like.
Offer to plead guilty or withdrawn plea of guilty by criminal
defendant.
1154. Offer to discount a claim.
1155. Liability insurance.
1156. Records of medical study of in-hospital staff committee.
DIVISION

10.

HEARSAY EVIDENCE

CHAPTER 1. GENERAL PROVISIONS
Sec.
1200. The hearsay rule.
1201. Multiple hearsay.
1202. Credibility of hearsay declarant.
1203. Cross-examination of hearsay declarant.
1204. Hearsay statement offered against criminal defendant.
1205. No implied repeal.
<J.HAPTER

2.

EXCEPTIONS TO THE HEARSAY RULE

Article 1.
Sec.
1220.
1221.
1222.
1223.
1224.

Confession,<;! and Admissions

Admission of party.
Adoptive admission.
Authorized admission.
Admission of co-conspirator.
Statement of declarant whose liability or breach of duty is in
issue.
1225. Statement of declarant whose right or title is in issue.
1226. Statement of minor child in parent's action for child's injury.
1227. Statement of declarant in action for his wrongful death.
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Article 2. Declarations Against Interest
Sec.
1230. Declaration against interest.
Article 3.
Sec.
1235.
1236.
1237.
1238.

Statements of Witnesses

Inconsistent statement.
Prior consistent statement.
Past recollection recorded.
Prior identification.
Article 4.

Spontaneous, Contemporaneous, and Dying
Declarations

Sec.
1240. Spontaneous statement.
1241. Contemporaneous statement.
1242. Dying declaration.
Article 5. Statements of Mental or Physical State
Sec.
1250. Statement of declarant's then existing mental or physical state.
1251. Statement of declarant's previously existing mental or physical
state.
1252. Limitation on admissibility of statement of mental or physical
state.
Article 6.

Statements Relating to Wills and to
Claims Against Estates

Sec.
1260. Statement concerning declarant's will.
1261. Statement of decedent offered in action against his estate.
Article 7. Business Records
Sec.
1270. "A business."
1271. Business record.
1272. Absence of entry in business records.
Article 8.

Official Records and Other Official Writings

Sec.
1280.
1281.
1282.
1283.

Record by public employee.
Record of vital statistic.
Finding of presumed death by authorized federal employee.
Record by federal employee that person is missing, captured,
or the like.
1284. Statement of abaence of public record.

Article 9. Former Testimony
Sec.
1290. "Former testimony."
1291. Former testimony offered against party to former proceeding.
1292. Former testimony offered against person not a party to former
proceeding.
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Article 10. Judgments
Sec.
1300. Judgment of conviction of crime punishable as felony.
1301. Judgment against person entitled to indemnity.
1302. Judgment determining liability of third person.
Article 11.
Sec.
1310.
1311.
1312.
1313.
1314.
1315.
1316.

Family History

Statement concerning declarant's own family history.
Statement concerning family history of another.
Entries in family records and the like.
Reputation in family concerning family history.
Reputation in community concerning family history.
Church records concerning family history.
Marriage, baptismal, and similar certificates.

Article 12.

Reputation and Statements Concerning Community
History, Property Interests, and Character

Sec.
1320. Reputation concerning community history.
1321. Reputation concerning public interest in property.
1322. Reputation concerning boundary or custom affecting land.
1323. Statement concerning boundary.
1324. Reputation concerning character.
Article 13. Dispositive Instruments and Ancient Writings
Sec.
1330. Recitals in writings affecting property.
1331. Recitals in ancient writings.
Article 14. Commercial, Scientific, and Similar Publications
Sec.
1340. Commercial lists and the like.
1341. Publications concerning facts of general notoriety and interest.
DIVISION 11. WRITINGS
CHAPTER

1.

AUTHENTICATION AND PROOF OF WRITINGS

Article 1.
Sec.
1400.
1401.
1402.

Requirement of Authentication

Authentication defined.
Authentication required.
Authentication of altered writing.

Article 2. Means of Authenticating and Proving Writings
Sec.
1410. When writing is sufficiently authenticated to be received in evidence.
1411. Subscribing witness' testimony unnecessary.
1412. Use of other evidence when subscribing witness' testimony required.
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1413.
1414.
1415.
1416.
1417.
1418.
1419.
1420.
1421.
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Witness to the execution of a writing.
Authentication by admission.
Authentication by handwriting evidence.
Proof of handwriting by person familiar therewith.
Comparison of handwriting by trier of fact.
Comparison of writing by expert witness.
Exemplars when writing is 30 years old.
Authentication by evidence of reply.
Authentication by content.

Article 3. Acknowledged Writings and Official Writings
Sec.
1450. Classification of presumptions in article.
1451. Acknowledged writings.
1452. Official seals.
1453. Domestic official signatures.
1454. Foreign official signatures.
CHAPTER

2.

SECONDARY EVIDENCE OF WRITINGS

Article 1. Best Evidence Rule
Sec.
1500. The best evidence rule.
1501. Copy of lost or destroyed writing.
1502. Copy of unavailable writing.
1503. Copy of writing under control of opponent.
1504. Copy of collateral writing.
1505. Other secondary evidence of writings described III Sections
1501-1504.
1506. Copy of public writing.
1507. Copy of recorded writing.
1508. Other secondary evidence of writings described in Sections 1506
and 1507.
1509. Voluminous writings.
1510. Copy of writing produced at the hearing.
Article 2.
Sec.
1530.
1531.
1532.

Official Writings and Recorded Writings

Copy of writing in official custody.
Certification of copy for evidence.
Official record of recorded writing.

Article 3. Photographic Copies of Writings
Sec.
1550. Photographic copies made as business records.
1551. Photographic copies where original destroyed or lost.
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Article 4. Hospital Records
Sec.
1560. Compliance with subpoena duces tecum for hospital recorili;.
1561. Affidavit accompanying records.
1562. Admissibility of affidavit and copy of records.
1563. One witness and mileage fee.
1564. Personal attendance of custodian and production of original
records.
1565. Service of more than one subpoena duces tecum.
1566. Applicability of article.
CHAPTER

Sec.
1600.
1601.
1602.
1603.
1604.
1605.

3.

OFFICIAL WRITINGS AFFECTING PROPERTY

Official record of document affecting property interest.
Proof of content of lost official record affecting property.
Recital in patent for mineral lands.
Deed by officer in pursuance of court process.
Certificate of purchase or of location of lands.
Authenticated Spanish title records.
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EXISTING CODES: AMENDMENTS, ADDITIONS, AND REPEALS
BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS CODE
Section 2904 (Repealed)
Section 25009 (Amended)
Section 5012 (Amended)
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

53 (Amended)
164.5 (Added)
193 (Repealed)
194 (Repealed)
195 (Repealed)

CIVIL CODE
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

3544
3545
3546
3547
3548

(Added)
(Added)
(Added)
(Added)
( Added)

CODE OF CIVIL PROCEDURE
Section 1 (Amended)
Section 1855a (RepeaJed)
Section 117g (Amended)
Section 1863 (Repealed)
Section 125 (Amended)
Section 1867 (Repealed)
Section 153 (Amended)
Section 1868 (Repealed)
Section 433 (Amended)
Section 1869 (Repealed)
Section 631.7 (Added)
Section 1870 (Repealed)
Section 1256.2 (Repealed)
Section 1871 (Repealed)
Section 1747 (Amended)
Section 1872 (Repealed)
Title of Part IV (Amended)
Section 1875 (Repealed)
Section 1823 (Repealed)
Section 1879 (Repealed)
Section 1824 (Repealed)
Section 1880 (Repealed)
Section 1825 (Repealed)
Section 1881 (Repealed)
Section 1826 (Repealed)
Section 1883 (Repealed)
Section 1827 (Repealed)
Section 1884 (Repealed)
Section 1828 (Repealed)
Section 1885 (Repealed)
Section 1829 (Repealed)
Section 1893 (Amended)
Section 1830 (Repealed)
Section 1901 (Repealed)
Section 1831 (Repealed)
Section 1903 (Repealed)
Section 1832 (Repealed)
Section 1905 (Repealed)
Section 1833 (Repealed)
Section 1906 (Repealed)
Section 1834 (Repealed)
Section 1907 (Repealed)
Section 1908.5 (Added)
Section 1836 (Repealed)
Section 1837 (Repealed)
Section 1918 (Repealed)
Section 1838 (Repealed)
Section 1919 (Repealed)
Section 1839 (Repealed)
Section 1919a (Repealed)
Section 1844 (Repealed)
Section 1919b (Repealed)
Section 1845 (Repealed)
Section 1920 (Repealed)
Section 1845.5 (Repealed)
Section 1920a (RepeaJed)
Section 1920b (Repealed)
Section 1846 (Repealed)
Section 192] (Repealed)
Section 1847 (Repealed)
Section 1922 (Repealed)
Section 1848 (Repealed)
Section 1849 (Repealed)
Section 1923 (Repealed)
Section 1850 (Repealed)
Section 1924 (Repealed)
Section 1851 (Repealed)
Section 1925 (Repealed)
Section 1926 (Repealed)
Section 1852 (Repealed)
Section 1853 (Repealed)
Section 192·7 (Repealed)
Section 1854 (Repealed)
Section 1927.5 (Repealed)
Section 1855 (Repealed)
Section 1928 (Repealed)
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CODE OF CIVIL PROCEDURE-Continued
Sections 1928.1-1928.4 (Repealed) Sections 1980.1-1980.7 (Repealed)
Section 1928.1 (Repealed)
Section 1980.1 (Repealed)
Section 1928.2 (Repealed)
Section 1980.2 (Repealed)
Section 1928.3 (Repealed)
Section 1980.3 (Repealed)
Section 1928.4 (Repealed)
Section 1980.4 (Repealed)
Section 1936 (Repealed)
Section 1980.5 (Repealed)
~ection 1936.1 (Repealed)
Section 1980.6 (Repealed)
Section 1937 (Repealed)
Section 1980.7 (Repealed)
Section 1938 (Repealed)
Sections 1981-1983 (Repealed)
Section 1939 (Repealed)
Section 1981 (Repealed)
Section 1940 (Repealed)
Section 1982 (Repealed)
Section 1941 (Repealed)
Section 1983 (Repealed)
Section 1942 (Repealed)
Section 1998 (Repealed)
Section 1943 (Repealed)
Section 1998.1 (Repealed)
Section 1944 (Repealed)
Section 1998.2 (Repealed)
Section 1945 (Repealed)
Section 1998.3 (Repealed)
Section 1946 (Repealed)
Section 1998.4 (Repealed)
Section 1947 (Repealed)
Section 1998.5 (Repealed)
Section 1948 (Repealed)
Section 2009 (Amended)
Section 1951 (Repealed)
Section 2016 (Amended)
Sections 1953e-1953h (Repealed) Sections 2042-2056 (Repealed)
Section 1953e (Repealed)
Section 2042 (Repealed)
Section 1953f (Repealed)
Section 2043 (Repealed)
Section 1953f.5 (Repealed)
Section 2044 (Repealed)
Section 1953g (Repealed)
Section 2045 (Repealed)
Section 1953h (Repealed)
Section 2046 (Repealed)
Sections 1953i-1953l (Repealed)
Section 2047 (Repealed)
Section 1953i (Repealed)
Section 2048 (Repealed)
Section 1953j (Repealed)
Section 2049 (Repealed)
Section 2050 (Repealed)
Section 1953k (Repealed)
Section 1953l (Repealed)
Section 2051 (Repealed)
Section 1954 (Repealed)
Section 2052 (Repealed)
Sections 1957-1963 (Repealed)
Section 2053 (Repealed)
Section 1957 (Repealed)
Section 2054 (Repealed)
Section 1958 (Repealed)
Section 2055 (Repealed)
Section 1959 (Repealed)
Section 2056 (Repealed)
Section 1960 (Repealed)
. Section 2061 (Repealed)
Section 1961 (Repealed)
Section 2065 (Repealed)
Section 1962 (Repealed)
Section 2066 (Repealed)
Section 2078 (Repealed)
Section 1963 (Repealed)
Section 1967 (Repealed)
Section 2079 (Repealed)
Section 1968 (Repealed)
Sections 2101-2103 (Repealed)
Section 1973 (Repealed)
Section 2101 (Repealed)
Section 1974 (Amended)
Section 2102 (Repealed)
Section 1978 (Repealed)
Section 2103 (Repealed)
CORPORATIONS CODE
Section 25310 (Amended)
Section 6602 (Amended)
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GOVERNMENT CODE
Section 11513 (Amended)
• Section 19580 (Amended)
HEALTH AND SAFETY CODE
Section 3197 (Amended)
Section 270e (Amended)
Section 686 (Amended)
Section 688 (Amended)
Section 939.6 (Amended)
Section 961 (Amended)
Section 963 (Amended)

PENAL CODE
Section 1120 (Amended)
Section 1322 (Repealed)
Section 1323 (Repealed)
Section 1323.5 (Repealed)
Section 1345 (Amended)
Section 1362 (Amended)

PUBLIC UTILITIES CODE
Section 306 (Amended)
OPERATIVE DATE OF AMENDMENTS, ADDITIONS,
AND REPEALS
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RECOMMENDATION OF THE CALIFORNIA
LAW REVISION COMMISSION

proposing an
EVIDENCE CODE
BACKGROUND
The California Law Revision Commission was directed by the Legislature in 1956 to make a study to determine "whether the law of
evidence should be revised to conform to the Uniform Rules of Evidence
drafted by the National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State
Laws and approved by it at its 1953 annual conference."
Pursuant to this directive, the Commission has made a study of the
California law of evidence and the recommendations of the Commissioners on Uniform State Laws. The Commission has concluded that
the Uniform Rules should not be adopted in the form in which they
were proposed but that many features of the Uniform Rules should
be incorporated into the law of California. The Commission has also
concluded that California should have a new, separate Evidence Code
which will include the best features of the Uniform Rules and the existing California law.

The Case for Recodification of the California law of Evidence
In few, if any, areas of the law is there as great a need for immediate and accurate information as there is in the law of evidence. On
most legal questions, the judge or lawyer has time to research the law
before it is applied. But questions involving the admissibility of evidence arise suddenly during trial. Proper objections-stating the correct grounds-must be made immediately or the lawyer may find that
his objection has been waived. The judge must rule immediately in
order that the trial may progress in an orderly fashion. Frequently,
evidence questions cannot be anticipated and, hence, necessary research often cannot be done beforehand.
There is, therefore, an acute need for a systematic, comprehensive,
and authoritative statement of the law of evidence that is easy to use
and convenient for immediate reference. The California codes provide
such statements of the law in many fields-commercial transactions,
corporations, finance, insurance-where the need for immediate information is not nearly as great as it is in regard to evidence. A similar
statement of the law of evidence should be available to those who are
required to have that law at their fingertips for immediate application
to unanticipated problems. This can best be provided by a codification
of the law of evidence which would provide praetiti~1aers with a systematic, comprehensive, and authoritative statement of the law.
An attempt at codification of the California law of evidence was
made by the draftsmen of the 1872 Code of Civil Procedure. Part IV
of that code, entitled "Of Evidence," was apparently intended to be
a comprehensive codification of the subject. The existing statutory law
of evidence still consists almost entirely of the 1872 codification. Iso(29 )
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lated additions to or amendments of Part IV have been made from time
to time, but the original 1872 statute has remained as the fundamental
statutory basis of the California law of evidence.
Although Part IV of the Code of Civil Procedure purports to be a
comprehensive and systematic statement of the law of evidence, in fact
it falls far short of that. Its draftsmanship does not meet the standard::;
of the modern California codes. There are duplicating and inconsistent
provisions. There are long and complex sections that are difficult to read
and more difficult to understand. Important areas of the law of evidence are not mentioned at all in the code, and many that are mentioned are treated in the most cursory fashion. Many sections are
based on an erroneous analysis of the common law of evidence upon
which the code is based. Others preserve common law rules that experience has shown do more to inhibit than to enhance the search for
truth at a trial. Necessarily, therefore, the courts have had to develop
many, if not most, of the rules of evidence with but partial guidance
from the statutes.
Illustrative of the deficiencies in the existing code is the treatment of
the hearsay rule. Perhaps no rule of evidence is more important or
more frequently applied; yet, there is no statutory statement of the
hearsay rule in the code. On the other hand, several exceptions to the
hearsay rule are given explicit statutory recognition in the code. But
the list of exceptions is both incomplete and inaccurate. The Commission has identified and stated in the Evidence Code a number of exceptions to the hearsay rule that are recognized in case law but are not
recognized in the existing code, including such important exceptions
as the exception for spontaneous statements and the exception for statements of the declarant's state of mind.
Moreover, the exceptions that are mentioned in the existing code
sometimes bear little relationship to the actual state of the law. For
example, portions of the common law exception for declarations against
interest may be found in several scattered sections-Code of Civil Procedure Sections 1853, 1870 (4), and 1946 (1) . Yet, all of these sections
taken together do not express the entire common law rule, nor do they
reflect the law of California. Each requires that the declarant be dead
when the evidence is offered. Nonetheless, the courts have admitted
declarations against interest when the declarant is neither dead nor
otherwise unavailable. None of these sections permits an oral declaration against pecuniary interest, not relating to real property, to be
admitted except against a successor of the declarant. The courts, however, follow the traditional common law rule and admit such declarations despite the limitations in the code. Recently, too, the Supreme
Court decided that declarations against penal interest are admissible
despite the fact that the code refers only to declarations against pecuniary interest.
In the area of privilege, the existing code is equally obscure. It does
state in general terms the privileges that are recognized in California,
but it does nothing more. It does not indicate, for example, that the
attorney-client privilege may apply to communications made to persons other than the attorney himself or his secretary, stenographer, or
clerk. It does not indicate that the privilege protects only confidential
communications. The generally recognized exceptions to the privilege
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-such as the exception for statements made in contemplation of crime
-are nowhere mentioned. Nor does the code mention the fact that the
privilege may be waived. Nonetheless, the courts have recognized such
exceptions, have protected communications to intermediaries for transmittal to the attorney, have required the communication to have been
in confidence, and have held that the privilege may be waived.
On the question of the termination of a privilege, however, the courts
have deemed themselves strictly bound by the language of the code.
One case, for example, held that a physician's lips are forever sealed
by the physician-patient privilege upon the patient's death-even
though it was the patient's personal representative that desired to use
the evidence. This strange result was deemed compelled because the code
provides that a physician may not be examined "without the consent of
his patient," and a dead patient cannot consent. That decision was
followed by an amendment permitting the personal representative or
certain heirs of a decedent to waive the decedent's physician-patient
privilege in a wrongful death action; but, apparently, the law stated
in that case still applies in all other actions and to all of the other communication privileges.
Other important rules of evidence either have received similar
cursory treatment in the existing code or have been totally neglected.
Such important rules as the inadmissibility of evidence of liability insurance, the rules governing the admissibility and inadmissibility of
various kinds of character evidence, and the requirement that documents be authenticated before reception in evidence are entirely nonstatutory. The best evidence rule, while covered by statute, is stated in
three sections-Code of Civil Procedure Sections 1855, 1937, and 1938.
The code states the judge's duty to determine all questions of fact upon
which the admissibility of evidence depends, but there is no indication
that, as to some of these facts, a party must persuade the judge of
their existence while, as to others, a party need present merely enough
evidence to sustain a finding of their existence.
These and similar deficiencies call for a thorough revision and recodification of the California law of evidence. It is true that the courts
have filled in many of the gaps contained in the present code. They have
also been able to remedy some of the anomalies and inconsistencies in
the code by construction of the language used or by actual disregard
of the statutory language. But there is a limit on the extent to which
the courts can remedy the deficiencies in a statutory scheme. Reform of
tre California law of evidence can be achieved only by legislation
thoroughly overhauling and recodifying the law.
Previous California Efforts to Reform the Law of Evidence
Efforts at legislative reform of the law of evidence in California have
been made on several occasions. A substantial revision of Part IV of the
Code of Civil Procedure--clarifying many sections and eliminating.
inconsistent and conflicting sections-was enacted in 1901; but the
Supreme Court held the revision unconstitutional because the enactment embraced more than one subject and because of deficiencies in
the title of the enactment. About 1932, the California Code Commission
initiated a thoroughgoing revision of this field of law. The Code Commission placed the research and drafting in the hands of Dean William
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G. Hale of the University of Southern California Law School, assisted
by Professor James P. McBaine of the University of California Law
School and Professor Clarke B. Whittier of the Stanford Law School.
The Code Commission's study continued until the spring of 1939, when
it was abandoned because the American Law Institute had appointed
a committee to draft a Model Code of Evidence and the Code Commission thought it undesirable to duplicate the Institute's work.
National Efforts to Reform the law of Evidence
Efforts at reform in the law of evidence have also been made at the
national level, for California's law of evidence has been no more deficient than the law of most other states in the union. The widespread
deficiencies in the state of the law of evidence caused the American
Law Institute to abandon its customary practice of preparing restatements of the common law when it came to the subject of evidence.
"[T]he principal reason for the [American Law Institute] Council's
abandoning all idea of the Restatement of the present Law of Evidence
was the belief that however much that law needs clarification in order
to produce reasonable certainty in its application, the Rules themselves
in numerous and important instances are so defective that instead of
being the means of developing truth, they operate to suppress it. The
Council of the Institute therefore felt that a Restatement of the Law of
Evidence would be a waste of time or worse; that what was needed was
a thorough revision of existing law. A bad rule of law is not cured by
clarification." MODEL CODE OF EVIDENCE, Introduction, p. viii (1942).
In 1942, after three years of careful study and formulation by some
of the country's most distinguished judges, practicing lawyers, and
professors of law, the Institute's Model Code of Evidence was promulgated. It was widely debated, in California and elsewhere. The State
Bar of California referred it to the Bar's Committee on the Administration of Justice, which recommended that the Bar oppose the enactment of the Model Code into law. Reaction elsewhere was much the
same, and by 1949 adoption of the Model Code was a dead issue.
But the need for revision of the law of evidence was as great as ever.
The National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws
began working on a revision of the law of evidence. The work of the
Conference was based largely on the Model Code, but the Conference
hoped both to simplify that code and to eliminate proposals that were
objectionable. Four additional years of study and reformulation resulted in the promulgation of the Uniform Rules of Evidence.
In 1953 the Uniform Rules were approved 'by both the National
Conferenc~ of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws and the American
Bar Association. Since that time, many of the Uniform Rules have been
followed and cited with approval by courts throughout the country,
including the California courts. The Uniform Rules of ~vidence, with
only slight modification, have been adopted by .statute ;tn Kansas an~
the Virgin Islands. In other states, comprehensIve studIes of the Umform Rules have been undertaken with a view to their adoption either
by statute or in the form of court rules. In New Jersey, as a result of
such a study a revised form of the privileges article was adopted by
statute and the remainder of the Uniform Rules, also substantially
revised, was adopted by court rule.

RECOMMENDATIONS
The Uniform Rules of Evidence
The Uniform Rules of Evidence are the product of years of careful,
scholarly work and merit careful consideration. Nonetheless, the Commission recommends against their enactment in the form in which they
were approved by the National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws. Several considerations underlie this recommendation.
First, in certain important respects, the Uniform Rules would change
the law of California to an extent that the Commission considers undesirable. For example, the Uniform Rules would admit any hearsay
statement of a person who is present at the hearing and subject to
cross-examination. In addition, they do not provide a married person
with a privilege to refuse to testify against his spouse. In both respects
-and in a number of other respects as well-the Commission has disagreed with the conclusions reached by the Commissioners on Uniform
State Laws. Sometimes the disagreement has been upon matters of principle; in others, it has been upon matters of detail. In total, the disagreements have been substantial and numerous enough to persuade
the Law Revision Commission that the Uniform Rules of Evidence
should not be adopted in their present form.
Second, the existing California statutes contain many provisions that
have served the State well and that should be continued but are not
found in the Uniform Rules of Evidence. If the Uniform Rules of Evidence were approved in their present form, segregated from the remainder of the statutory law of evidence, California's statutory law of
evidence would be seriously complicated. Yet, the contrasting formats
of the Uniform Rules of Evidence and the California evidence statutes
make it impossible to integrate these two bodies of evidence law into
a single statute while preserving the Uniform Rules in the form in
which they were approved by the Commissioners on Uniform State
Laws.
Third, the draftsmanship of the Uniform Rules is in some respects
defective by California standards. The Uniform Rules contain several
rules of extreme length that are reminiscent of several of the cumbersome sections in the 1872 codification. For example, the hearsay rule
and all of its exceptions are stated in one rule that has 31 subdivisions.
Moreover, different language is sometimes used in the Uniform Rules to
express the same idea. For example, various communication privileges
(attorney-client, physician-patient, and husband-wife) are expressed
in a variety of ways even though all are intended to provide protection for confidential communications made in the course of the specified relationships.
Fourth, the need for nationwide uniformity in the law of evidence
is not of sufficient importance that it should outweigh these other considerations. The law of evidence-unlike the law relating to commercial
transactions, for example-affects only procedures in this State and
has no substantive significance insofar as the law of other states is
concerned. Thus, although the adoption of the Uniform Rules elsewhere
indicates that they are deserving of weighty consideration, such adoption is not in and of itself a reason to adopt the rules in California.
( 33 )
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For all these reasons, the Commission has concluded that California's
need for a thorough revision of the law of evidence cannot be met
satisfactorily by adoption of the Uniform Rules of Evidence.

The Evidence Code
A new Evidence Code is recommended instead of a revision of Part
IV of the Code of Civil Procedure for several reasons. Mechanically,
it would be difficult to include a revision of the rules of evidence in
Part IV of the Code of Civil Procedure because much of Part IV does
not concern evidence at all. * Logically, the rules of evidence do not
belong in the Code of Civil Procedure because these rules are concerned equally with criminal and civil procedure. But the most important consideration underlying the recommendation that a new code
be enacted is the desirability of having the rules of evidence available
in a separate volume that will be, in effect, an official handbook of the
law of evidence-a kind of evidence bible for busy trial judges and
lawyers.
The Evidence Code recommended by the Commission contains provisions relating to every area of the law of evidence. In this respect,
it is more comprehensive than either the Uniform Rules of Evidence
or Part IV of the Code of Civil Procedure. The code will not, however,
stifle all court development of the law of evidence. In some instancesthe Privileges division, for example-the code to a considerable extent
precludes further development of the law except by legislation. But,
in other instances, the Evidence Code is deliberately framed to permit
the courts to work out particular problems or to extend declared
principles into new areas of the law. As a general rule, the code permits
the courts to work toward greater admissibility of evidence but does
not permit the courts to develop additional exclusionary rules. Of
course, the code neither limits nor defines the extent of the exclusionary
evidence rules contained in the California and United States Constitutions. The meaning and scope of the rules of evidence that are based on
constitutional principles will continue to be developed by the courts.
The proposed Evidence Code is to a large extent a restatement of
existing California statutory and decisional law. The code makes some
significant changes in the law, but its principal effect will be to substitute a clear, authoritative, systematic, and internally consistent
statement of the existing law for a mass of conflicting and inaccurate
statutes and the myriad decisions attempting to make sense out of and
to fill in the gaps in the existing statutory scheme.
The proposed Evidence Code is divided into 11 divisions, each of
which deals comprehensively with a particular evidentiary subject.
Several divisions are subdivided into chapters and articles where the
complexity of the particular subject requires such further subdivision
in the interest of clarity. Thus, for example, each individual privilege

* Part

IV includes, for example, provisions relating to the safekeeping of official
documents, provisions requiring public officials to furnish copies of official documents, provisions creating procedures for establishing the content of destroyed
records, provisions on the substantive effect of seals, and the like. By placing
the revision of the law of evidence in a new code, the immediate need to recodify these sections is obviated. Of course, the remainder of Part IV should
be reorganized and recodified. But such a recodification is not a necessary part
of a revision and recodification of the law of evidence.
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is covered by a separate article. A Comment follows each provision of
the proposed legislation set out herein to explain in some detail the
reason for the inclusion of each section in the Evidence Code and the
reasons underlying any recommended changes in the law of California.
Cross-References are also included to facilitate the use of this recommendation. The references contained in these Cross-References are for
convenience only; the inclusion or omission of a particular reference in
no way reflects the Commission's intent in regard to the recommendation. References that are pertinent to all or nearly all of the sections
in a division appear in the Cross-References at the head of the division
instead of under each section. Both sectional and divisional Cross-References should be consulted to obtain a list of important references that
pertain to a particular section. Where an existing code section is mentioned in the Cross-References, the portion of the proposed legislation
containing amendments, additions, and repeals of existing statutes
should be consulted to determine whether the section referred to is
amended by the proposed legislation.
A summary of each division of the code and a discussion of its effect
on existing law appear below.
Division 1-Preliminary Provisions and Construction. Division
1 contains certain preliminary provisions that are usually found at
the beginning of the modern California codes. Its most significant
provision is the one prescribing the effective date of the codeJanuary 1, 1967. This delayed effective date will provide ample
opportunity for the lawyers and judges of California to become
familiar with the code before they are required to use it in practice.
Division 2-Words and Phrases Defined. Division 2 contains
the definitions that are used throughout the code. Definitions that
are used in only a single division, chapter, article, or section are
defined in the particular part of th~ code where the definition
is used.
Division 3-General Provisions. Division 3 contains certain
general provisions governing the admissibility of evidence. It
declares the admissibility of relevant evidence and the inadmissibility of irrelevant evidence. It sets forth in some detail the
functions of the judge and jury. It states the power of the judge
to exclude evidence because of its prejudicial effect or lack of substantial probative value. The division is, for the most part, a
codification of existing law. Section 405 makes a significant change,
however: It provides that the judge's rulings on the admissibility
of confessions, dying declarations, and spontaneous statements are
final, i.e., the jury does not redetermine the question of admissibility after the judge has ruled.
Division 4-Judicial Notice. Division 4 covers the subject of
judicial notice. It makes minor revisions in the matters that are
subject to judicial notice. For example, city ordinances may be noticed under the code while, generally speaking, they may not be
noticed under existing law. But the principal impact of Division
4 on the existing law is procedural. Thus, the division specifies some
matters that the judge is required to judicially notice, whether re-
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quested to or not-for example, California, sister-state, and federal
law. It specifies other matters that the judge may notice; but he is
not required to take judicial notice of any of these matters unless
he is requested to do so and is provided with sufficient information
to determine the matter. The division also guarantees the parties
reasonable notice and an opportunity to be heard when judicial
notice is to be taken of any matter that is of substantial consequence to the determination of the action.

Division 5-Burden of Proof; Burden of Producing Evidence;
Presumptions and Inferences. Division 5 deals with the burden of
proof, the burden of producing evidence, and presumptions and
inferences. It makes one significant change: Section 600 abolishes
the much criticized rule that a presumption is evidence. The division also provides that some presumptions affect the burden of
proof while others affect only the burden of producing evidence.
Under existing law, presumptions also have these effects; but Division 5 classifies a large number of presumptions as having one effect or the other and establishes certain criteria by which the
courts may classify any presumptions not classified by statute.
Division 6-Witnesses. Division 6 relates to witnesses and
makes several significant changes in the existing law. The dead
man statute is not continued; instead, a hearsay exception (Section 1261) is created to equalize the position of the estate with
that of the claimant. A party is permitted to attack the credibility of his own witness without showing either surprise or damage.
The nature of a criminal conviction that may be shown to impeach
a witness has been changed.
There are also several minor revisions of existing law that, while
important, will have less effect on the manner in which cases are
tried. For example, the conditions under v,hich a judge or juror
can testify have been t'evised, and the foundational requirements
for the introduction of a witness' inconsistent statement have been
modified.
Despite these changes, the bulk of Division 6 is a recodification
of well-recognized rules and principles of existing law.
Division 7-0pinion Testimony and Scientific Evidence. Division 7 sets forth the conditions under which opinion testimony may
be received from both lay and expert witnesses. The division restates existing law with but one significant change. If an expert
witness has based his opinion in part upon a statement of some
other person, Section 804 permits the adverse party to call the person whose statement was relied on and examine him as if under
cross-examination concerning the statement.
Division 8-Privileges. Division 8 covers the subject of privileges and, unlike most of the other provisions of the code, applies
to all proceedings where testimony can be compelled to be givennot just judicial proceedings. The division makes some major substantive changes in the law. For example, a new privilege is recognized for confidential communications made to psychotherapists;
and, although the privilege of a married person not to testify
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against his spouse is continued, the privilege of a spouse to prevent the other spouse from testifying against him is not_ But the
principal effect of the division is to clarify rather than to change
existing law. The division spells out in five chapters, one of which
is divided into 11 articles, a great many rules that can now be discovered, if at all, only after the most painstaking research. These
provisions make clear for the first time in California law the extent
to which doctrines that have developed in regard to one privilege
are applicable to other privileges.
Division 9-Evidence Affected or Excluded by Extrinsic Policies.
Division 9 codifies several exclusionary rules that are recognized
in existing statutory or decisional law. These rules are based on
considerations of public policy without regard to the reliability of
the evidence involved. The division states, for example, the rules
excluding evidence of liability insurance and evidence of subsequent repairs. The rules indicating when evidence of character
may be used to prove conduct also are stated in this division. The
division expands the existing rule excluding evidence of settlement
offers to exclude also admissions made in the course of settlement
negotiations.
Division 10-Hearsay Evidence. Division 10 sets forth the hearsay rule and its exceptions. The exceptions are, for the most part,
recognized in existing law. A few existing exceptions, however,
are substantially broadened. For example, the former testimony
exception in the Evidence Code does not require identity of parties
as does the existing exception. Dying declarations are made admissible in both civil and criminal proceedings. A few new exceptions are also created, such as an exception for a decedent's admissions in an action for his wrongful death and an exception for prior
inconsistent statements of a witness. The division permits impeachment of a hearsay declarant by prior inconsistent statements without the foundational requirement of providing the declarant with
an opportunity to explain. The division also permits a party to call
a hearsay declarant to the stand (if he can find him) and treat
him in effect as an adverse witness, i.e., examine him as if under
cross-examination.
Division 11-Writings. Division 11 collects a variety of rules
relating to writings. It defines the process of authenticating documents and spells out the procedure for doing so. The division substantially simplifies the procedure for proving official records and
authenticating copies, particularly for out-of-state records. The best
evidence rule appears in this division; and there are collected here
several statutes providing special procedures for proving the
contents of certain writings with copies. For the most part, the
division restates the existing California law.
Thus, the bulk of the Evidence Code is existing California law that
has been drafted and organized so that it is easy to find and to understand. There are some major changes in the law, but in each case the
change has been recommended only after a careful weighing of the need
for the evidence against the policy to be served by its exclusion.

PROPOSED LEGISLATION
The Commission's recommendation would be effectuated by enactment of the following measure:
An act to establish an Evidence Code, thereby consolidating
and revising the law relating to evidence; amending various sections of the Business and Professions Code, Civil
Code, Code of Civil Procedure, Corporations Code, Government Code, Health and Safety Code, Penal Code, and Public Utilities Code to make them consistent therewith; adding
Sections 164.5, 3544, 3545, 3546, 3547, and 3548 to the Civil
Code; adding Sections 631.7 and 1908.5 to the Code of Civil
Procedure; and repealing legislation inconsistent therewith.
The people of the State of California do enact as follows:
SECTION 1.

The Evidence Code is enacted, to read:

EVIDENCE CODE
DIVISION 1.

PRELIMINARY PROVISIONS AND CONSTRUCTION

§ 1. Short title

1.

This code shall be known as the Evidence Code.
This section is similar to comparable sections in recently
enacted California codes. E.g., VEHICLE CODE § 1. See also CODE CIV.
PROC. §§ 1, 19.
Comment.

§ 2. Common law rule construing code abrogated

2. The rule of the common law, that statutes in derogation
thereof are to be strictly construed, has no application to this
code. This code establishes the law of this State respecting the
subject to which it relates, and its provisions are to be liberally construed with a view to effect its objects and to promote justice.
Comment. This section is substantially the same as Section 4 of the
Code of Civil Procedure.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Similar provisions:
Civil Code § 4
Code of Civil Procedure § 4
Penal Code § 4

§ 3. Constitutionality

3. If any provision or clause of this code or application
ihereof to any person or circumstances is held invalid, such
invalidity shall not affect other provisions or applications of
the code which can be given effect without the invalid provision or application, and to this end the provisions of this code
are declared to be severable.
(38 )
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Comment. Section 3 is the same as Section 1108 of the Commercial
Code. See also, e.g., VEHICLE CODE § 5. This general "severability"
provision permits the repeal of comparable provisions applicable to
specific sections formerly compiled in the Code of Civil Procedure that
are now compiled in the Evidence Code and makes it unnecessary to
include similar provisions in future amendments to this code. See
CODE CIV. PROC. § 1928.4 (superseded by the Evidence Code).
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definition:
Person, see § 175

§ 4. Construction of code

4. Unless the provision or context otherwise requires, these
preliminary provisions and rules of construction shall govern
the construction of this code.
Comment. This is a standard provision in various California codes.
E.g., VEHICLE CODE § 6.
§ 5. Effect of headings

5. Division, chapter, article, and section headings do not
in any manner affect the scope, meaning, or intent of the provisions of this code.
Comment. Similar provisions appear in all the existing California
codes except the Civil Code, the Commercial Code, and the Code of
Civil Procedure. E.g., VEHICLE CODE § 7.
§ 6. References to statutes

6. Whenever any reference is made to any portion of this
code or of any other statute, such reference shall apply to all
amendments and additions heretofore or hereafter made.
Comment. This is a standard provision in various California codes.
E.g., VEHICLE CODE § 10.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definition:
Statute, see § 230

§ 7. IIDivision,1I II c hapter,1I lIarticle,1I IIsection,1I IIsu bdivision,1I
and IIparagraphll

7 . Unless otherwise expressly stated:
(a) "Division" means a division of this code.
(b) "Chapter" means a chapter of the division in which
that term occurs.
(c) "Article" means an article of the chapter in which that
term occurs.
.
( d) "Section" means a section of this code.
(e) "Subdivision" means a subdivision of the section in
which that term occurs.
(f) "Paragraph" means a paragraph of the subdivision in
which that term occurs.
Comment. Somewhat similar provisions appear in various California
codes. E.g., VEHICLE CODE § 11. See also CODE CIV. PROC. § 17(8).
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§ 8. Construction of tenses

8. The present tense includes the past and future tenses;
and the future, the present.
Comment. This is a standard provision in various California codes.
E.g., VEHICLE CODE § 12. See also CODE CIV. PROC. § 17.
§ 9. Construction of genders

9.

The masculine gender includes the feminine and neuter.
This is a standard provision in various California codes.
E.g., VEHICLE CODE § 13. See also CODE ClV. PROC. § 17.
Comment.

§ 10. Construction of singular and plural

10. The singular number includes the plural; and the plural, the singular.
Comment. This is a standard provision in various California codes.
E.g., VEHICLE CODE § 14. See also CODE CIV. PROC. § 17.
§ 11. "Shall" and "may'

11. "Shall" is mandatory and "may" is permissive .
This is a standard provision in various California codes.
E.g., VEHICLE CODE § 15.
. Comment.

§ 12. Code effective January 1, 1967

12. This code shall become operative on January 1, 1967,
and shall govern proceedings in actions brought on or after
that date and also further proceedings in actions pending on
that date. The provisions of Division 8 (commencing with Section 900) relating to privileges shall govern any claim of privilege made after December 31, 1966.
Comment. The delayed operative date provides time for California
judges and attorneys to become familiar with the code before it goes
into effect. Section 12 makes it clear that the Evidence Code governs
all proceedings after December 31, 1966. Thus, if the trial court makes
a ruling on the admission of evidence prior to January 1, 1967, such
ruling is not affected by the enactment of the Evidence Code; if an
appeal is taken from the ruling, Section 12 requires the appellate
court to apply the law applicable at the time the ruling was made. On
the other hand, any ruling made by the trial court on the admission of
evidence after December 31, 1966, is governed by the Evidence Code,
even if the trial of the particular action was commenced prior to that
date.
CROSS-REFF!RENCES
Definition:
Action, see § 105
Privileges, scope of application of, see §§ 901, 910, 920

DIVISION 2. WORDS AND PHRASES DEFINED
Comment. Division 2 contains definitions of general application only.
Words and phrases that have special significance only to a particular
division or article are defined in the division or article in which the
defined term is used. For example, Sections 900-905 define terms that
are used only in Division 8 (Privileges), and Sections 950-953 define
terms that are used in the article relating to the lawyer-client privilege.
Some additional sections of general application that are of a definitional nature include Sections 7-11 in Division 1.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Construction of code generally:
Gender, see § 9
Plural number, see § 10
Singular number, see § 10
Tense, see § 8
Other definitions of general application:
Article, see § 7
Authentication of a writing, see § 1400
Chapter, see § 7
Cross-examination, see § 761
Direct examination, see § 760
Division, see § 7
Inference, see § 600
Leading question, see § 764
May, see § 11
Paragraph, see § 7
Presumption, see § 600
Presumption affecting the burden of producing evidence, see § 603
Presumption affecting the burden of proof, see § 605
Redirect examination, see § 762
Recross·examination, see § 763
Section, see § 7
Shall, see § 11
Subdivision, see § 7

§ 100. Application of definitions

100. Unless the provision or context otherwise requires,
these definitions govern the construction of this code.
Comment. Section 100 is a standard provision found in the definitional portion of recently enacted California codes. See, e.g., VEHICLE
CODE § 100.
§ 105.

II

Actionl l

105. " Action" includes a civil action and a criminal action.
Defining the word" action" to include both a civil action
or proceeding and a criminal action or proceeding eliminates the necessity of repeating "civil action and criminal action" in numerous
code sections.
Comment.

CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Civil action, see § 120
Criminal action, see § 130

§ 110. IIBurden of producing evidencel l

110. "Burden of producing evidence" means the obligation
of a party to introduce evidence sufficient to avoid a ruling
against him on the issue.
(41 )
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Comment. The phrases defined in Sections 110 and 115 provide a
convenient means for distinguishing between the burden of proving a
fact and the burden of going forward with the evidence. They recognize
a distinction that is well established in California. WITKIN, CALIFORNIA
EVIDENCE §§ 53-60 (1958). The practical effect of the distinction is discussed in the Comments to Division 5 (commencing with Section 500),
especially in the Comments to Sections 500 and 550.
The second paragraph of Section 115 makes it clear that "burden of
proof" refers to the burden of proving the fact in question by a preponderance of the evidence unless a heavier or lesser burden of proof
is specifically required in a particular case by constitutional, statutory,
or decisional law. See the definition of "law" in EVIDENCE CODE § 160.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Assignment of burden of producing evidence, see § 550
Definition:
Evidence, see § 140
Presumptions affecting burden of producing evidence, see §§ 603,604, 607, 630

§ 115. "Burden of proof"

115. "Burden of proof" means the obligation of a party to
meet the requirement of a rule of law that he raise a reasonable doubt concerning the existence or nonexistence of a fact
or that he establish the existence or nonexistence of a fact by
a preponderance of the evidence, by clear and convincing
proof, or by proof beyond a reasonable doubt.
Except as otherwise provided by law, the burden of proof
requires proof by a preponderance of the evidence.
Comment. See the Comment to Section 110.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Assignment of burden of proof, see §§ 500-522
Definitions:
Law, see § 160
Proof, see § 190
Presumptions affecting burden of proof, see §§ 605-607, 660

§ 120. "Civil action"

,

120. "Civil action" includes all actions and proceedings
other than a criminal action.
Comment. Defining" civil action" to include civil proceedings eliminates the necessity of repeating "civil action or proceeding" in numerous code sections, and, together with the definition of "criminal action"
in Section 130, it assures the applicability of the Evidence Code to all
actions and proceedings. See EVIDENCE CODE § 300.
Definition:
Criminal action, see § 130

CROSS-REFERENCES

§ 125. "Conduct"

125. "Conduct" includes all active and passive behavior,
both verbal and nonverbal.
Comment. This broad definition of "conduct" is self-explanatory.
Definition:
Verbal, see § 245

CROSS-REFERENCES
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§ 130. "Criminal action"

130. " Criminal action" includes criminal proceedings.
See the Comment to Section 120.

Comment.

§ 135. "Declarant"

135. "Declarant" is a person who makes a statement.
Ordinarily, the word" declarant" is used in the Evidence
Code to refer to a person who makes a hearsay statement as distinguished from the witness who testifies to the content of the statement.
See EVIDENCE CODE § 1200 and the Comment thereto.
Comment.

CROSS-REFERENCES
Defini tion :
Statement, see § 225

§ 140. "Evidence"

140. "Evidence" means testimony, writings, material objects, or other things presented to the senses that are offered
to prove the existence or nonexistence of a fact.
Comment. "Evidence" is defined broadly to include the testimony
of witnesses, tangible objects, sights (such as a jury view or the appearance of a person exhibited to a jury), sounds (such as the sound of
a voice demonstrated for a jury), and any other thing that may be
presented as a basis of proof. The definition includes anything offered
in evidence whether or not it is technically inadmissible and whether or
not it is received. For example, Division 10 (commencing with Section
1200) uses "evidence" to refer to hearsay which may be excluded as
inadmissible but which may be admitted if no proper objection is made.
Thus, when inadmissible hearsay or opinion testimony is admitted
without objection, this definition makes it clear that it constitutes evidence that may be considered by the trier of fact.
Section 140 is a better statement of existing law than Code of Civil
Procedure Section 1823, which is superseded by Section 140. Although
Section 1823 by its terms restricts "judicial evidence" to that "sanctioned by law," the general principle is well established that matter
which is technically inadmissible under an exclusionary rule is nonetheless evidence and may be considered in support of a jUdgment if
it is offered and received in evidence without proper objection or
motion to strike. E.g., People v. Alexander, 212 Cal. App.2d 84, 98, 27
Cal. Rptr. 720, 727 (1963) ("illustrations of this principle are numerous and cover a wide range of evidentiary topics such as incompetent hearsay, secondary evidence violating the best evidence rule,
inadmissible opinions, lack of foundation, incompetent, privileged or
unqualified witnesses, and violations of the parol evidence rule"). See
WITKIN, CALIFORNIA EVIDENCE §§ 723-724 (1958).
Under this definition, a presumption is not evidence. See also EVIDENCE CODE § 600 and the Comment thereto.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Proof, see § 190
Writing, see § 250
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Judicial notice as substitute for evidence, see § 457
Jury view:
Civil case, see Code of Civil Procedure § 610
Criminal case, see Penal Code § 1119
Presumption not evidence, see § 600

§ 145. "The hearing"

145. "The hearing" means the hearing at which a question
under this code arises, and not some earlier or later hearing.
Comment. "The hearing" is defined to mean the hearing at which
the particular question under the Evidence Code arises and, unless a
particular provision or its context otherwise indicates, not some earlier
or later hearing. This definition is much broader than would be a reference to the trial itself; the definition includes, for example, preliminary
hearings and post-trial proceedings.
§ 150. "Hearsay evidence"

150. "Hearsay evidence" is defined in Section 1200.
Comment. Because of its special significance to Division 10, the substantive definition of "hearsay evidence" is contained in Section 1200.
See the Comment to Section 1200.
§ 160. "Law"

160. "Law" includes constitutional, statutory, and decisionallaw.
Comment. This definition makes it clear that a reference to "law"
includes the law established by judicial decisions as well as by constitutional and statutory provisions.
§ 165. "Oath"

165. "Oath" includes affirmation.
Comment. Similar definitions are found in other California codes.
E.g., VEHICLE CODE § 16.
§ 170. "Perceive"

170. "Perceive" means to acquire knowledge through one's
senses.
Comment. This definition is self-explanatory.
§ 175. "Person"

175. "Person" includes a natural person, firm, association,
organization, partnership, business trust, corporation, or public
entity.
Comment. This broad definition is similar to definitions found in
other codes. E.g., GOVT. CODE § 17; VEHICLE CODE § 470. See also CODE
CIV. PROC. § 17.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definition:
Public entity, see § 200
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§ 180. "Personal property"

180. "Personal property" includes money, goods, chattels,
things in action, and evidences of debt.
Comment. This definition is the same as the definition of "personal
property" in Section 17 (3) of the Code of Civil Procedure.
CROSS-REFERENCES
"Real property" defined, see § 205

§ 185. "Property"

185. "Property" includes both real and personal property.
This definition is the same as the definition of "property"
in Section 17 (1) of the Code of Civil Procedure.
Comment.

CROSS-REFERENCES
• Definitions:
Personal property, see § 180
Real property, see § 205

§ 190. "Proof"

190. "Proof" is the establishment by evidence of a requisite degree of belief concerning a fact in the mind of the trier
of fact or the court.
Comment. This definition is more accurate than the definition of
"proof" in Code of Civil Procedure Section 1824, which is superseded
by Section 190. The disjunctive reference to "the trier of fact or the
court" is needed because, even when the jury is the trier of fact, the
court is required to determine preliminary questions of fact on the
basis of proof.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Evidence, see § 140
Trier of fact, see § 235

§ 195. "public employee"

195. "Public employee" means an officer, agent, or employee of a public entity.
Comment. This definition specifically includes public officers and
agents, thereby eliminating any distinction between employees and
officers and making it unnecessary to repeat the phrase" officer, agent,
or employee" in numerous code sections.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definition:
Public entity, see § 200

§ 200. "public entity"

200. "Public entity" includes a nation, state, county, city
and county, city, district, public authority, public agency, or
any other political subdivision or public corporation, whether
foreign or domestic.
Comment. The broad definition of "public entity" includes every
form of public authority, both foreign and domestic. Occasionally,
"public entity" is used in the Evidence Code with limiting language to
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refer specifically to entities within this State or the United States. E.g ..•
EVIDENCE CODE § 452(b). Cf. EVIDENCE CODE § 452(f).
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definition:
State, see § 220

§ 205. "Real property"

205. "Real property" includes lands, tenements, and hereditaments.
Comment. This definition is substantially the same as the definition
of "real property" in Section 17(2) of the Code of Civil Procedure.
CROSS-REFERENCES
"Personal property" defined, see § 180

§ 210. liRe levant evidence"

210. "Relevant evidence" means evidence, including evidence relevant to the credibility of a witness or hearsay declarant, having any tendency in reason to prove or disprove any
disputed fact that is of consequence to the determination of the
action.
Comment. This definition restates existing law. E.g., Larson v. Solbakken, 221 Cal. App.2d 410, 419, 34 Cal. Rptr. 450, 455 (1963);
People v. Lint, 182 Cal. App.2d 402, 415, 6 Cal. Rptr. 95, 102-103
(1960). Thus, under Section 210, "relevant evidence" includes not only
evidence of the ultimate facts actually in dispute but also evidence of
other facts from which such ultimate facts may be presumed or inferred. This retains existing law as found in subdivisions 1 and 15 of
Code of Civil Procedure Section 1870, which are superseded by the
Evidence Code. In addition, Section 210 makes it clear that evidence
relating to· the credibility of witnesses and hearsay declarants is "relevant evidence." This restates existing law. See CODE CIV. PROC. §§ 1868,
1870(16) (credibility of witnesses), which are superseded by the Evidence Code, and Tentative Recommendation and a Study Relating to
the Uniform Rules of Evidence (Article VIII. Hearsay Evidence), 6
CAL. LAW REVISION COMM'N, REP., REO. & STUDIES Appendix at 339340,569-575 (1964) (credibility of hearsay declarants).
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Action, see § 105
Declarap. t, see § 135
Evidence, see § 140
Proof, see § 190

§ 220. "State"

220. "State" means the State of California, unless applied
to the different parts of the United States. In the latter case,
it includes any state, district, commonwealth, territory, or
insular possession of the United States.
Comment. This definition is more precise than the comparable definition found in Section 17 (7) of the Code of Civil Procedure. For
example, Section 220 makes it clear that" state" includes Puerto Rico,
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even though Puerto Rico is now a "commonwealth" rather than a "territory. "
§ 225. "Statement"

225. " Statement" means (a) a verbal expression or (b)
nonverbal conduct of a person intended by him as a substitute for a verbal expression.
Comment. The significance of this definition is explained in the Comment to Evidence Code Section 1200.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Conduct, see § 125
Verbal, see § 245

§ 230. "Statute"

230. "Statute" includes a provision of the Constitution.
In the Evidence Code, "statute" includes a constitutional
provision. Thus, for example, when a particular section is subject to
any exceptions "otherwise provided by statute," exceptions provided
by the Constitution also are applicable.
Comment.

§ 235. "Trier of fact"

235. "Trier of fact" includes (a) the jury and (b) the
court when the court is trying an issue of fact other than one
relating to the admissibility of evidence.
Comment. "Trier of fact" is defined to include not only the jury
but also the court when it is trying an issue of fact without a jury.
The definition is not exclusive; a referee, court commissioner, or other
officer conducting proceedings governed by the Evidence Code may be
a trier of fact. See EVIDENCE CODE § 300.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definition:
Evidence, see § 140

§ 240. "Unavailable as a witness"

240. (a) Except as otherwise provided in subdivision (b),
"unavailable as a witness" means that the declarant is:
(1) Exempted or precluded on the ground of privilege from
testifying concerning the matter to which his statement is
relevant;
(2) Disqualified from testifying to the matter;
(3) Dead or unable to attend or to testify at the hearing because of then existing physical or mental illness or infirmity;
(4) Absent from the hearing and the court is unable to
compel his attendance by its process; or
(5) Absent from the hearing and the proponent of his statement has exercised reasonable diligence but has been unable
to procure his attendance by the court's process.
(b) A declarant is not unavailable as a witness if the exemption, preclusion, disqualification, death, inability, or absence of the declarant was brought about by the procurement
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or wrongdoing of the proponent of his statement for the purpose of preventing the declarant from attending or testifying.
Comment. Usually, the phrase "unavailable as a witness" is used in
the Evidence Code to state the condition that must be met whenever
the admissibility of hearsay evidence is dependent upon the declarant's
present unavailability to testify. See, e.g., EVIDENCE CODE §§ 1241, 1251,
1291, 1292, 1310, 1311, 1323. See also CODE CIV. PROC. § 2016(c) (3)
and PENAL CODE §§ 1345 and 1362, relating to depositions.
"Unavailable as a witness" includes, in addition to cases where the
declarant is physically unavailable (i.e., dead, insane, or beyond the
reach of the court's process), situations in which the declarant is legally
unavailable (i.e., prevented from testifying by a claim of privilege or
.disqualified from testifying). Of course, if the declaration made out of
court is itself privileged, the fact that the declarant is unavailable to
testify at the hearing on the ground of privilege does not make the declaration admissible. The exceptions to the hearsay rule that are set
forth in Division 10 (commencing with Section 1200) of the Evidence
Code do not declare that the evidence described is necessarily admissible. They merely declare that such evidence is not inadmissible
under the hearsay rule. If there is some other rule of law-such as
privilege-which makes the evidence inadmissible, the court is not
authorized to admit the evidence merely because it falls within an
exception to the hearsay rule. Accordingly, the hearsay exceptions permit the introduction of evidence where the declarant is unavailable because of privilege only if the declaration itself is not privileged or
is not inadmissible for some other reason.
Section 240 substitutes a uniform standard for the varying standards
of unavailability provided by the superseded Code of Civil Procedure
sections providing hearsay exceptions. E.g., CODE CIV. PROC. § 1870 (4),
(8). The conditions constituting unavailability under these superseded
sections vary from exception to exception without apparent reason.
Under some of these sections, the evidence is admissible if the declarant is dead; under others, the evidence is admissible if the declarant is dead or insane; under still others, the evidence is admissible
if the declarant is absent from the jurisdiction. Despite the express
language of these superseded sections, Section 240 may, to a considerable extent, restate existing law. Compare People v. Spriggs, 60
Cal.2d 868, 875, 36 Cal. Rptr. 841, 845, 389 P.2d 377, 381 (1964)(generaIly consistent with Section 240), with the older cases, some but not
all of which are inconsistent with the Spriggs case and with Section
240. See the cases cited in Tentative Recommendation and a Study Relating to the Uniform Rules of Evidence (Article VIII. Hearsay Evidence), 6 CAL. LAW REVISION COMM'N, REP., REC. & STUDIES Appendix
at 411 note 7 (1964).
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Declarant, see § 135
Hearing, see § 145
Statement, see § 225
Disqualification of witness, see §§ 700-701
Privileges, see §§ 900-1073
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§ 245. "Verbal"

245. "Verbal" includes both oral and written words.
The word" verbal" is defined to avoid the necessity of repeating "oral or written" in various sections of the code.
Comment.

CROSS-REFERENCES
Definition:
Writing, see § 250

§ 250. "Writing"

250. "Writing" means handwriting, typewriting, printing,
photostating, photographing, and every other means of recording upon any tangible thing any form of communication
or representation, including letters, words, pictures, sounds,
or symbols, or combinations thereof.
Comment. "Writing" is defined very broadly to include ail forms
of tangible expression, including pictures and sound recordings.

3-24465

DIVISION 3.
CHAPTER 1.

GENERAL PROVISIONS
APPLICABILITY OF CODE

§ 300. Applicability of code

300. Except as otherwise provided by statute, this code applies in every action before the Supreme Court or a district
court of appeal, superior court, municipal court, or justice
court, including' proceeding's conducted by a referee, court commissioner, or similar officer, but does not apply in grand jury
proceedings.
Comment. Section 300 makes the Evidence Code applicable to all
proceedings conducted by California courts except those court proceedings to which it is made inapplicable by statute. The provisions
of the code do not apply in administrative proceedings, legislative
hearings, or any other proceedings unless some statute so provides or
the agency concerned chooses to apply them.
Various code sections-in tlie Evidence Code as well as in other
codes-make the provisions of the Evidence Code applicable to a certain extent in proceedings other than court proceedings. E.g., GOVT.
CODE § 11513 (a finding in a proceeding conducted under the Administrative Procedure Act may not be based on hearsay evidence unless
the evidence would be admissible over objection in a civil action);
PENAL CODE § 939.6 (a grand jury, in investigating a charge, may
receive only evidence admissible over objection in a criminal action) ;
EVIDENCE CODE § 910 (provisions of the Evidence Code relating to
privileges are applicable in all proceedings of every kind in which
testimony can be compelled to be given) ; and EVIDENCE CODE § 1566
(Sections 1560-1565 are applicable in nonjudicial proceedings).
Section 300 does not affect any other statute relaxing rules of evidence for specified purposes. See, e.g., CODE CIV. PROC. § 117g (judge
of small claims court may make informal investigation either in or out
of court), § 1768 (hearing of conciliation proceeding to be conducted
informally), § 2016 (b) (inadmissibility of testimony at trial is not
ground for objection to testimony sought from a deponent, provided
that such testimony is reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery
of admissible evidence) ; PENAL CODE § 1203 (judge must consider probation officer's investigative report on question of probation) ; ·WELF.
& INST. CODE § 706 (juvenile court must consider probation officer's
social study in determining disposition to be made of ward or dependent child).
CROSS-REFERENCES
Criminal action, applicability of rules of evidence, see Penal Code § 1102
Definitions:
Action, see § 105
Statute, see § 230
Grand jury proceedings, applicability of rules of evidence, see Penal Code § 939.6
See also the statutes cited in the Comment
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PROVINCE OF COURT AND JURY

§ 310. Questions of law for court

310. All questions of law (including but not limited to
questions concerning the construction of statutes and other
writings, the admissibility of evidence, and other rules of evidence) are to be decided by the court. Determination of issues
of fact preliminary to the admission of evidence are to be
decided by the court as provided in Article 2 (commencing
with Section 400) of Chapter 4.
Comment. Section 310 restates the 'substance of and supersedes the
first sentence of Section 2102 of the Code of Civil Procedure.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Comment on evidence, see Constitution, Art. I, § 13; Art. VI, § 19; Penal Code
§ 1127
Criminal action, questions for court and jury, see Penal Code §§ 1124-1127
Definitions:
Evidence, see § 140
Law, see § 160
Statute, see § 230
'Writing, see § 250
Issue of law, trial by court, see Code of Civil Procedure § 591
.J udicial notice, see § § 450-459
Office of judge in construing statute or instrument, see Code of Civil Procedure
§ 1858
Preliminary determinations on admissibility of evidence, see §§ 400-406

§ 311. Determination of foreign law

311. (a) Determination of the law of a foreign nation or
a public entity in a foreign nation is a question of law to be
determined in the manner provided in Division 4 (commencing
with Section 450).
(b) If such law is applicable and the court is unable to
determine it, the court may, as the ends of justice require,
either:
(1) Apply the law of this State if the court can do so consistently with the Constitution of the United States and the
Constitution of this State; or
(2) Dismiss the action without prejudice or, in the case of
a reviewing court, remand the case to the trial court 'with directions to dismiss the action without prejudice.
Comment. Section 311 restates the substance of and supersedes the
last paragraph of Section 1875 of the Code of Civil Procedure.
The court may be unable to determine the foreign law because the
parties have not provided the court with sufficient information to make
such determination. If it appears that the parties may be able to obtain such information, the court may, of course, grant the parties
additional time within which to obtain such information and make it
available to the court. But when all sources of information as to the
foreign law are exhausted and the court is unable to determine the
foreign law, Section 311 provides the rule that governs the disposition
of the case.
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CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Action, see 105
Law, see § 160
Public entity, see § 200
State, see § 220
Judicial notice of foreign law, see § 452

*

§ 312. Jury as trier of fact

312. Except as otherwise provided by law, where the trial is
by jury:
(a) All questions of fact are to be decided by the jury.
(b) Subject to the control of the court, the jury is to determine the effect and value of the evidence addressed to it, including the credibility of witnesses and hearsay declarants.
Comment. Section 312 restates the substance of and supersedes Section 2101 and the first sentence of Section 2061 of the Code of Civil
Procedure. The rule stated in Section 312· is subject to such exceptions
as are otherwise provided by statutory or decisional law. See, e.g.,
EVIDENCE CODE §§ 310, 311, 457.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Actual fraud a question of fact, see Civil Code § 1574
Blood tests, conclusive effect, see §§ 892, 895, 896
Comment on evidence, see Constitution, Art. I, § 13; Art. VI, § 19; Penal Code
§ 1127
Criminal action, questions for jury, see Penal Code §§ 1125-1127
Defini tions :
Declarant, see § 135
Evidence, see § 140
Law, see § 160
Instructions to jury on questions of fact, see Code of Civil Procedure § 608; Penal
Code § 1127
Issues of fact, by whom tried, see Code of Civil Procedure § 592
JUdicially noticed facts binding on jury, see § 457
JUrors as judges of credibility of witnesses, see Constitution, Art. VI, § 19; Penal
Code § 1127
Jury to determine law and fact in libel prosecutions, see Constitution, Art. I, § 9;
Penal Code §§ 251, 1125
Trial by jury, see Constitution, Art. I, § 7

CHAPTER 3.

ORDER OF PROOF

§ 320. Power of court to regulate order of proof

320. Except as otherwise provided by law, the court in its
discretion shall regulate the order of proof.
Comment. Section 320 restates the substance of and supersedes the
first sentence of Section 2042 of the Code of Civil Procedure. Under
Section 320, as under existing law, the trial judge has wide discretion
to determine the order of proof. See CALIFORNIA CIVIL PROCEDURE DURING TRIAL, Parrish, Order of Proof, 205 (Cal. Cont. Ed. Bar 1960). Of
course, the order of proof ordinarily should be as prescribed in Code
of Civil Procedure Section 607 or 631.7 (added in this recommendation) or in Penal Code Sections 1093 and ]094.
Directions of the trial judge which control the order of proof should
be distinguished from those which actually exclude evidence. Obviously, it is not permissible, through repeated directions of the order
of proof, to prevent a party from presenting relevant evidence on a
disputed fact. Foster v. Keating, 120 Cal. App.2d 435, 261 P.2d 529
(1953); CALIFORNIA CIVIL PROCEDURE DURING TRIAL, Parrish, Order
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of Proof, 205, 210 (Cal. Cont. Ed. Bar 1960). See also Murry v. Manley, 170 Cal. App.2d 364, 338 P.2d 976 (1959).
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definition:
Law, see § 160
Order of proof:
Civil jur~- case, see Code of Civil Procedure § 607
Civil nonjury case, see Code of Civil Procedure § 631.7
Criminal action, see Penal Code §§ 1093, 1094
Facts preliminary to admission of evidence, see § 403 (b)

CHAPTER 4.

ADMITTING AND EXCLUDING EVIDENCE

Article 1.

General Provisions

§ 350. Only relevant evidence admissible

350. No evidence is admissible except relevant evidence.
Section 350 restates and supersedes that portion of Code
of Civil Procedure Section 1868 requiring the exclusion of irrelevant
evidence.
Comment.

CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Evidence, see § 140
Relevant evidence, see § 210
Determination of relevancy, see § 403

§ 351. Admissibility of relevant evidence

351. Except as otherwise provided by statute, all relevant
evidence is admissible.
Comment. Section 351 abolishes all limitations on the admissibility
of relevant evidence except those that are based on a statute, including
a constitutional provision. See :EVIDENCE CODE § 230. The Evidence
Code contains a number of provisions that exclude relevant evidence
either for reasons of public policy or because the evidence is too unreliable to be presented to the trier of fact. See, e.g., EVIDENCE CODE
§ 352 (cumulative, unduly prejudicial, etc. evidence), §§ 900-1073
(privileges), §§ 1100-1156 (extrinsic policies), § 1200 (hearsay). Other
codes also contain provisions that may in some cases result in the
exclusion of relevant evidence. See, e.g., CIVIL CODE §§ 79.06, 79.09,
227; CODE CIV. PROC. § 1747; EDUC. CODE § 14026; FIN. CODE § 8754;
FISH & GAME CODE § 7923; GOVT. CODE §§ 15619, 18573, 18934, 18952,
20134, 31532; HEALTH & SAF. CODE §§ 211.5, 410; INS. CODE §§ 735,
855, 10381.5; LABOR CODE § 6319; PENAL CODE §§ 290, 938.1, 3046,
3107, 11105; PUB. RES. CODE § 3234; REV. & TAX. CODE §§ 16563,
19282-19289; UNEMPL. INS. CODE §§ 1094, 2111, 2714; VEHICLE CODE
§§ 1808, 16005, 20012-20015, 40803, 40804, 40832, 40833; W ATEE CODE
§ 12516; WELF. & INST. CODE §§ 118, 827.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Authentication of writings, see §§ 1400-1421
Credibility of witness, see §§ 770, 780-791
Defini tions :
Relevant evidence, see § 210
Statute, see § 230
Determination of relevancy, see § 403
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Evidence excluded because of:
Best evidence rule, see §§ 1500-1510
Cumulative or prejudicial effect, see § 352
Extrinsic policies, see § § 1100-1156
Hearsay rule, see §§ 1200-1341
Privileges, see §§ 000-1073
Judge as witness, see § 703
Juror as witness, see § 704
See also the statutes cited in the Comment

§ 352. Discretion of court to exclude evidence

352. The court in its discretion may exclude evidence if its
probative value is substantially outweighed by the probability
that its admission will (a) necessitate undue consumption of
time or (b) create substantial danger of undue prejudice, of
confusing the issues, or of misleading the jury.
Comment. Section 352 expresses a rule recognized by statute and in
several California decisions. CODE CIV. PROC. §§ 1868, 2044 (superseded
by the Evidence Code) ; Adk1'ns v. Brett, 184 Cal. 252, 258, 193 Pac.
251, 254 (1920) (" the matter [of excluding prejudicial evidence] is
largely one of discretion on the part of the trial judge") ; Moody v.
Peirano,4 Cal. App. 411, 418, 88 Pac. 380, 382 (1906) (" a wide discretion is left to the trial judge in determining whether [evidence of a
collateral nature] is admissible or not").
CROSS-REFERENCES
Control of interrogation of witnesses, see § 765
Criminal action, excluding evidence, see Penal Code § 1044
Definition:
Evidence, see § 140
Expert witnesses, limiting number to be called, see § 723

§ 353. Effect of erroneous admission of evidence

353. A verdict or finding shall not be set aside, nor shall
the judgment or decision based thereon be reversed, by reason
of the erroneous admission of evidence unless:
(a) There appears of record an objection to or a motion to
exclude or to strike the evidence that was timely made and so
stated as to make clear the specific ground of the objection or
motion; and
(b) The court which passes upon the effect of the error or
errors is of the opinion that the admitted evidence should
have been excluded on the ground stated and that the error
or errors complained of resulted in a miscarriage of justice.
Comment. Subdivision (a) of Section 353 codifies the well-settled
California rule that a failure to make a timely objection to, or motion
to exclude or to strike, inadmissible evidence waives the right to complain of the erroneous admission of evidence. See ,VITKIN, CALIFORNIA
EVIDENCE §§ 700-702 (1958). Subdivision (a) also codifies the related
rule that the objection or motion must specify the ground for objection, a general objection being insufficient. WITKIN, CALIFORNIA EVIDENCE §§ 703-709 (1958).
Subdivision (b) reiterates the requirement of Section 4% of Article
VI of the California Constitution that a judgment may not be reversed, nor maya new trial be granted, because of an error unless the
error is prejudicial.
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Section 353 is, of course, subject to the constitutional requirement
that a judgment must be reversed if an errOr has resulted in a denial
of due process of law. People v. Matteson, 61 Ca1.2d ___ , 39 Cal. Rptr.
1, 393 P.2d 161 (1964).
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definition:
Evidence, see § 140
Disallowing claim of privilege as reversible error, see § 918
Formal finding of preliminary facts unnecessary, see § 402
Miscarriage of justice, see Constitution, Art. VI, § 412

§ 354. Effect of erroneous exclusion of evidence

354. A verdict or finding shall not be set aside, nor shall
the judgment or decision based thereon be reversed, by reason
of the erroneous exclusion of evidence unless the court which
passes upon the effect of the error or errors is of the opinion
that the error or errors complained of resulted in a miscarriage
of justice and it appears of record that:
(a) The substance, purpose, and relevance of the excluded
evidence was made known to the court by the questions asked,
an offer of proof, or by any other means;
(b) The ruling"s of the court made compliance with subdivision (a) futile; or
(c) The evidence was sought by questions asked during
cross-examination.
Comment. Section 354, like Section 353, reiterates the requirement
of the California Constitution that a judgment may not be reversed,
nor maya new trial be granted, because of an error unless the error
is prejudicial. CAL. CONST., Art. VI, § 41h.
The provisions of Section 354 that require an offer of proof or other
disclosure of the evidence improperly excluded reflect existing law.
See WITKIN, CALIFORNIA EVIDENCE § 713 (1958). The exceptions to this
requirement that are stated in Section 354 also reflect existing law.
Thus, an offer of proof is unnecessary where the judge has limited the
issues so that an offer to prove matters related to excluded issues would
be futile. Lawless v. Calaway, 24 Cal.2d 81, 91, 147 P.2d 604, 609
(1944). An offer of proof is also unnecessary when an objection is improperly sustained to a question on cross-examination. Tossman v. N ewman, 37 Cal.2d 522, 525-526, 233 P.2d 1, 3 (1951) ("no offer of proof
is necessary in order to obtain a review of rulings on cross-examination") ; People v. Jones, 160 Cal. 358, 117 Pac. 176 (1911).
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Cross-examination, see §§ 761,772, 773
Evidence, see § 140
Formal finding of preliminary facts unnecessary, see § 402
Miscarriage of justice, see Constitution, Art. VI, § 412

§ 355. limited admissibility

355. When evidence is admissible as to one party or for
one purpose and is inadmissible as to another party or for
another purpose, the court upon request shall restrict the evidence to its proper scope and instruct the jury accordingly.
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Comment. Section 355 codifies existing law which requires the court
to instruct the jury as to the limited purpose for which evidence may
be considered when such evidence is admissible for one purpose and
inadmissible for another. See Adkins v. Brett, 184 Cal. 252, 193 Pac.
251 (1920).
Under Section 352, as under existing law, the judge is permitted to
exclude such evidence if he deems it so prejudicial that a limiting instruction would not protect a party adequately and the matter in
question can be proved sufficiently by other evidence. See discussion
in Adkins v. Brett, 184 Cal. 252, 258, 193 Pac. 251, 254 (1920) ; Tentative Recommendation and a Study Relating to the Uniform Rules of
Evidence (Article VI. Extrinsic Policies A.ffecting Admissibility), 6
CAL. LAW REVISION COMM'N, REP., REC. & STUDIES 601, 612, 639-640
(1964).
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definition:
Evidence, see § 140
Exclusion of unduly prejudicial evidence, see § 352

§ 356. Entire act, declaration, conversation, or writing may be brought out
to elucidate part offered
356. Where part of an act, declaration, conversation, or

writing is given in evidence by one party, the whole on the
same subject may be inquired into by an adverse party; when
a letter is read, the answer may be given; and when a detached
act, declaration, conversation, or writing is given in evidence,
any other act, declaration, conversation, or writing which is
necessary to make it understood may also be given in evidence.
Comment. Section 356 restates the substance of and supersedes Section 1854 of the Code of Civil Procedure.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Circumstances under which instrument was made, see Civil Code § 1647; Code of
Civil Procedure § 1860
Definition:
Writing, see § 250
Exclusion of cumulative or unduly prejudicial evidence, see § 352

Article 2.

Preliminary Determinations on Admissibility of Evidence

§ 400. "Preliminary fact"
400. As used in this article, "preliminary fact" means a

fact upon the existence or nonexistence of which depends the
admissibility or inadmissibility of evidence. The phrase "the
admissibility or inadmissibility of evidence" includes the
qualification or disqualification of a person to be a witness and
the existence or nonexistence of a privilege.
Comment. "Preliminary fact" is defined to distinguish those facts
upon which the admissibility of evidence depends from those facts
sought to be proved by that evidence.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definition:
Evidence, see § 140
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§ 401. "Proffered evidence"

401. As used in this article, "proffered evidence" means
evidence, the admissibility or inadmissibility of which is dependent upon the existence or nonexistence of a preliminary
fact.
Comment. "Proffered evidence" is defined to avoid confusion between evidence whose admissibility is in question and evidence offered
on the preliminary fact issue. "Proffered evidence" includes such
matters as the testimony to be elicited from a witness who is claimed
to be disqualified, testimony or tangible evidence claimed to be privileged, and any other evidence to which objection is made.
Definitions:
Evidence, see § 140
Preliminary fact, see § 400

CROSS-REFERENCES

§ 402. Procedure for determining foundational and other preliminary facts

402. (a) When the existence of a preliminary fact is disputed, its existence or nonexistence shall be determined as provided in this article.
(b) The court may hear and determine the question of the
admissibility of evidence out of the presence or hearing of the
jury; but in a criminal action, the court shall hear and determine the question of the admissibility of a confession or admission of the defendant out of the presence and hearing of the
jury.
(c) A ruling on the admissibility of evidence implies whatever finding of fact is prerequisite thereto; a separate or
formal finding is unnecessary unless required by statute.
Comment. Under Section 310, the court must decide preliminary
questions of fact upon which the admissibility of evidence depends.
Section 402 prescribes certain procedures that must be observed by
the court when making such preliminary determinations.
Subdivision (aJ. Subdivision (a) requires the judge to observe the
procedures specified in Article 2 (commencing with Section 400) when
he is determining disputed factual questions preliminary to the admission or exclusion of evidence. The provisions of Article 2 are designed to distinguish clearly between (1) those situations where the
judge must be persuaded of the existence of the preliminary fact upon
which admissibility depends and (2) those situations where the judge
must admit the proffered evidence merely upon the introduction of evidence sufficient to sustain a finding of the preliminary fact. Under the
Evidence Code, as under existing law, the judge determines some preliminary fact questions on the basis of all of the evidence presented
to him by both parties, resolving any conflicts in that evidence. EVIDENCE CODE § 405. See, e.g., People v. Gl-ab, 13 Cal. App.2d 528, 57
P.2d 588 (1936) (judge considered conflicting evidence and decided
that a proposed witness was not married to the defendant and, therefore, was competent to testify). See also Fairbank v. Hughson, 58 Cal.
314 (1881) (error to permit jury to determine whether witness was
an expert). On the other hand, the judge does not always resolve conflicts in the evidence submitted on preliminary fact questions; in some
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cases, the proffered evidence must be admitted if there is evidence
sufficient to sustain a finding of the preliminary fact. EVIDENCE CODE
§ 403. See, e.g., Reed v. Clark, 47 Cal. 194, 200 (1873); Verzan v.
McGregor, 23 Cal. 339 (1863).
Subdivision (b). Subdivision (b) requires the judge to determine
the admissibility of a confession or admission of a criminal defendant
out of the presence and hearing of the jury. Under existing law,
whether the preliminary hearing is held out of the presence of the
jury is left to the judge's discretion. People v. Gonzales, 24 Cal.2d
870, 151 P.2d 251 (1944); People v. Nelson, 90 Cal. App. 27, 31, 265
Pac. 366, 367 (1928). The existing procedure permits the jury to hear
evidence that may be extremely prejudicial. For example, in People v.
Black, 73 Cal. App. 13,238 Pac. 374 (1925), the alleged coercion consisted of threats to send the defendants to New Mexico to be prosecuted for murder. Subdivision (b) prevents this kind of prejudice.
Nothing in subdivision (b) precludes a defendant from presenting to
the jury evidence attacking the credibility of a confession that is admitted (EVIDENCE CODE § 406), and such evidence may include some
of the same matters presented to the judge during the preliminary
hearing.
Subdivision (c). Subdivision (c) codifies existing law. Wilcox v.
Berry, 32 Cal.2d 189, 195 P.2d 414 (1948) (where evidence is properly
received, the ground of the court's ruling is immaterial); City &
County of San Francisco v. Western Air Lines, Inc., 204 Cal. App.2d
105, 22 Cal. Rptr. 216 (1962) (where evidence is excluded, the ruling
will be upheld if any ground exists for the exclusion).
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Criminal action, see § 130
Evidence, see § 140
Preliminary fact, see § 400
Statute, see § 230
Determination of admissibility of evidence for court, see § 310
Exclusion of cumulative or unduly prejudicial evidence, see § 352

§ 403. Determination of foundational and other preliminary facts where relevancy, personal knowledge, or authenticity is disputed

403. (a) The proponent of the proffered evidence has the
burden of producing evidence as to the existence of the preliminary fact, and the proffered evidence is inadmissible unless
the court finds that there is evidence sufficient to sustain a
finding of the existence of the preliminary fact, when:
(1) The relevance of the proffered evidence depends on the
existence of the preliminary fact;
(2) The preliminary fact is the personal knowledge of a
witness concerning the subject matter of his testimony;
(3) The preliminary fact is the authenticity of a writing; or
(4) The proffered evidence is of a statement or other conduct of a particular person and the preliminary fact is whether
that person made the statement or so conducted himself.
(b) Subject to Section 702, the court may admit conditionally the proffered evidence under this section, subject to evi-
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dence of the preliminary fact being supplied later in the
course of the trial.
(c) If the court admits the proffered evidence under this
section, the court:
(1) May, and on request shall, instruct the jury to determine whether the preliminary fact exists and to disregard the
proffered evidence unless the jury finds that the preliminary
fact does exist.
(2) Shall instruct the jury to disregard the proffered evidence if the court subsequently determines that a jury could
not reasonably find that the preliminary fact exists.
Comment. Ai; indicated in the Comment to Section 402, the judge
does not determine in all instances whether a preliminary fact exists
or does not exist. At times, the judge must admit the proffered evidence
if there is evidence sufficient to sustain a finding of the preliminary
fact, and the jury must finally decide whether the preliminary fact
exists. See, e.g., Verzan v. McGregor, 23 Cal. 339 (1863). Section 403
covers those situations in which the judge is required to admit the
proffered evidence upon the introduction of evidence sufficient to sustain a finding of the preliminary fact.
Subdivision (aJ
Some writers have attempted to distinguish the kinds of questions
to be decided under the standard prescribed in Section 403 from the
kinds of questions to be decided under the standard described in Section 405 on the ground that the former questions involve the relevancy
of the proffered evidence while the latter questions involve the competency of evidence that is relevant. Maguire & Epstein, Preliminary
Questions of Fact in Determining the Admissibility of Evidence, 40
HARV. L. REV. 392 (1927); Morgan, Functions of Judge and Jury in
the Determination of Preliminary Questions of Fact, 43 HARV. L. REV.
165 (1929). It is difficult, however, to distinguish all preliminary fact
questions upon this principle. And eminent legal authorities sometimes
differ over whether a particular preliminary fact question is one of
relevancy or competency. For example, Wigmore classifies admissions
with questions of relevancy (4 WIGMORE, EVIDENCE 1 (3d ed. 1940»
while Morgan classifies admissions with questions of competency to be
decided under the standard prescribed in Section 405 (MORGAN, BASIC
PROBLEMS OF EVIDENCE 244 (1957)).
To eliminate uncertainties of classification, subdivision (a) lists the
kinds of preliminary fact questions that are to be determined under
the standard prescribed in Section 403. And to eliminate any uncertainties that are not resolved by this listing, various Evidence Code
sections state specifically that admissibility depends on "evidence sufficient to sustain a finding" of certain facts. See, e.g., EVIDENCE CODE
§§ 1222, 1223, 1400.
The preliminary fact questions listed in subdivision (a), or identified
elsewhere as matters to be determined under the Section 403 standard,
are not finally decided by the judge because they have been traditionally regarded as jury questions. The questions involve the credibility of testimony or the probative value of evidence that is admitted
on the ultimate issues. It is the jury's function to determine the effect
and value of the evidence addressed to it. EVIDENCE CODE § 312. Hence,
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the judge's function on questions of this sort is merely to determine
whether there is evidence sufficient to permit a jury to decide the
question. The "question of admissibility . . . merges imperceptibly
into the weight of the evidence, if admitted." Di Carlo v. United States,
6 F .2d 364, 367 (2d Cir. 1925). If the judge finally determined the
existence or nonexistence of the preliminary fact, he would deprive a
party of a jury decision on a question that the party has a right to
have decided by the jury.
For example, if the question of A's title to land is in issue, A may
seek to prove his title by a deed from former owner O. Section 1401
requires that the deed be authenticated, and the judge, under Section
403, must rule on the question of authentication. If A introduces evidence sufficient to sustain a finding of the genuineness of the deed, the
judge is required to admit it. If the rule were otherwise and the judge,
on the basis of the adverse party's evidence, were permitted to decide
that the deed was spurious and not admissible, the judge would be
resolving the basic factual issue in the case and A would be deprived
of a jury finding on the issue, even though he is entitled to a jury
decision and even though he has introduced evidence sufficient to warrant a jury finding in his favor.
Illustrative of the preliminary fact questions that should be decided
under Section 403 are the following:
Section 350-Relevancy. Under existing law, as under Section 403,
if the relevancy of proffered evidence depends on the existence of some
preliminary fact, the evidence is admissible if there is evidence sufficient to warrant a jury finding of the preliminary fact. Reed v. Clark,
47 Cal. 194, 200 (1873). Thus, for example, if P sues D upon an alleged
agreement, evidence of negotiations with A is inadmissible because irrelevant unless A is shown to be D's agent; but the evidence of the
negotiations with A is admissible if there is evidence sufficient to sustain a finding of the agency. Brown v. Spencer, 163 Cal. 589, 126 Pac.
493 (1912). The same rule is applicable when a person is charged with
criminal responsibility for the acts of another because they are conspirators. See discussion in People v. Steccone, 36 Cal.2d 234, 238, 223
P.2d 17, 19 (1950).
Section 702-Requirement of personal knowledge. Evidence sufficient to sustain a finding of a witness' personal knowledge seems to be
sufficient under the existing California practice. See, e.g., People v.
Avery, 35 Cal.2d 487,492, 218 P.2d 527, 530 (1950) ("Bolton testified
that he observed the incident about which he testified. His testimony,
therefore, was not incompetent under section 1845 of the Code of Civil
Procedure."); People v. McCarthy, 14 Cal. App. 148, 151, 111 Pac.
274, 275 (1910). See also Tentative Recommendation and a Study Relating to the Uniform Rules of Evidence (Article IV. Witnesses), 6
CAL. LAW REVISION COMM'N, REP., REC. & STUDIES 701,711-713 (1964).
Section 788-Conviction of a crime when offered to atta,ck credibility. In this situation, the preliminary fact issue to be decided under
Section 403 is whether the witness is actually the person who was convicted. This involves the relevancy of the evidence (since, obviously,
the conviction of another does not affect the witness' credibility) and
should be a question to be resolved by the jury. The judge should not
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be able to decide finaIIy that it was the witness who was convicted
and, thus, to prevent a contest on that issue before the jury. The existing law is uncertain in this regard; however, it seems likely that any
evidence sufficient to identify the witness as the person convicted is
sufficient to warrant admission of the conviction. See People v. Theodore, 121 Cal. App.2d 17, 28, 262 P.2d 630, 637 (1953) (relying on
presumption of identity of person from identity of name). Section
403 does not affect the special procedural rule provided in Section 788
that requires the proponent of the evidence to make the preliminary
showing out of the presence and hearing of the jury. See EVIDENCE
CODE § 788 and the Comment thereto.
Section BOO-Req1tirement that lay opinion be based on personal perception. The requirement specified in Section 800 is merely a specific
application of the personal knowledge requirement in Section 702. See
the discussion of Section 702 in this Comment, supra.
Sections 1200-1341-Identity of hearsay declarant. For most hearsay evidence, admissibility depends upon two preliminary determinations: (1) Did the declarant actually make the statement as claimed
by the proponent of the evidence ¥ (2) Does the statement meet certain
standards of trustworthiness required by some exception to the hearsay
rule?
The first determination involves the relevancy of the evidence. For
example, if the issue is the state of mind of X, a person's statement as
to his state of mind has no tendency to prove X's state of mind unless
the declarant was X. Relevancy depends on the fact that X made the
statement. Accordingly, if otherwise competent, a hearsay statement
is admitted upon evidence sufficient to sustain a finding that the claimed
declarant made the statement.
The second determination involves the competency of the evidence.
Unless the evidence meets the requisite standards of an exception to the
hearsay rule, it must be kept from the trier of fact despite its relevancy
either because it is too unreliable or because public policy requires its
suppression. For example, if an admission was in fact made by a defcndant to a criminal action, the admission is relevant. But public
policy requires that the admission be held inadmissible if it was not
given voluntarily.
The admissibility of some hearsay declarations is dependent solely
upon the determination that a particular declarant made the statement .
. Some of these exceptions to the hearsay rule-such as inconsistent statements of trial witnesses and admissions-are mentioned specificaIIy
below. Since the only preliminary fact to be determined in regard to
these declarations involves the relevancy of the evidence, they should
be admitted upon the introduction of evidence sufficient to sustain a
finding of the preliminary fact.
When the admissibility of hearsay depends both upon a determination that a particular declarant made the statement and upon a determination that the requisite standards of a hearsay exception have
been met, the former determination is to be made upon evidence sufficient to sustain a finding of the preliminary fact. Paragraph (4) is
included in subdivision (a) to make this clear.
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Section 1220-Admissions of a party. The only preliminary fact
that is subject to dispute is the identity of the declarant. Under Section 403(a) (4), an admission is admissible upon the introduction of
evidence sufficient to sustain a finding that the party made the state. ment. Existing law appears to be in accord. Eastman v. Means, 75 Cal.
App. 537, 242 Pac. 1089 (1925).
An admission is not admissible in a criminal case unless it was given
voluntarily. The voluntariness of an admission by a criminal defendant
is determined under Section 405, not Section 403.
Sections 1221, 1222-Atlthorized and adoptive admissions. Under
existing law, both authorized admissions (by an agent of a party)
and adoptive admissions are admitted upon the introduction of evidence sufficient to sustain a finding of the foundational fact. Sample
v. Rotlnd MOltntain Citrus Farm Co., 29 Cal. App. 547, 156 Pac. 983
(1916) (authorized admission) ; Southe1's v. Savage, 191 Cal. App.2d
100, 12 Cal. Rptr. 470 (1961) (adoptive admission).
Section 1223-Admission of co-conspirator. The admission of a
co-conspirator is another form of an authorized admission. Hence, the
proffered evidence is admissible upon the introduction of evidence
sufficient to sustain a finding of the conspiracy. Existing law is in
accord. People v. Robinson, 43 Cal.2d 132, 137, 271 P.2d 865, 868
(1954).
Sections 1224-1227-Admission of third person whose liability,
breach of duty, or right is in iSslte. The only preliminary fact subject
to dispute is the identity of the declarant; and the preliminary showing
required in regard to this class of admissions is the same as if the declarant were being sued directly. Any evidence of the making of the
statement by the claimed declarant is sufficient to warrant its admission. Existing law is in accord. See Langley v. Zurich General Ace. &
Liab. Ins. Co., 219 Cal. 101, 25 P.2d 418 (1933). Although Sections
1226 and 1227 are new to California law, the same principles should
be applicable.
Sections 1235, 1236-Previoll,s statements of witnesses. Prior inconsistent statements and prior consistent statements made before bias or
other improper motive arose are dealt with in Sections 1235 and 1236.
In each case, the evidence is relevant and probative if the witnesses to
the stlltements are credible. The credibility of the witnesses testifying
to these statements should be decided finally by the jury. Moreover, the
only preliminary fact subject to dispute insofar as alleged inconsistent
statements are concerned is the identity of the declarant. Hence, evidence is admitted under these sections upon the introduction of evidence sufficient to sustain a finding of the preliminary fact. The
existing practice seems to be consistent with Section 403. See Schneider
v. Market Street Ry., 134 Cal. 482, 492, 66 Pac. 734, 738 (1901)
("'Whether the [prior inconsistent] statements made to Glassman and
Hubbell were made by Meley, or by some other man, was a question for
the jury. Both witnesses testified that they were made by him.' ') ;
People v. Neely, 163 Cal. App.2d 289, 312, 329 P.2d 357, 371 (1958)
(two prior consistent statements held admissible because the "jury
could properly infer . . . the motive to fabricate did arise after the
making of the two statements").
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Sections 1400-1402-Authentication of writings. Under existing
law, an otherwise competent writing is admissible upon the introduction of evidence sufficient to sustain a finding of the authenticity of the
writing. Verzan v. McGregor, 23 Cal. 339 (1863). Section 403(a) (3)
retains this existing law.
Sections 1410-1421-Means of authenticating writings. Sections
1410 through 1421 merely state several ways in which the requirements of Sections 1400 through 1402 may be met. Hence, to the extent
that Sections 1410 through 1421 specify facts that may be shown to
authenticate writings, the same principles apply: In each case, the
judge must decide whether the evidence offered is sufficient to sustain
a finding of the authenticity of the proffered writing and admit the
writing if there is such evidence. Care should be exercised, however, to
distinguish those cases where the disputed preliminary fact is the
authenticity of an exemplar with which the proffered writing is to be
compared (EVIDENCE CODE §§ 1417-1419) or the qualification of a witness to give an opinion concerning the authenticity of a writing
(EVIDENCE CODE §§ 1416, 1418); the judge is required to determine
such questions under the the provisions of Section 405.
Subdivision (b)
Subdivision (b) restates the apparent meaning of Section 1834 of the
Code of Civil Procedure. Under this subdivision, the judge may receive
evidence that is conditionally admissible under Section 403, subject to
the presentation of evidence of the preliminary fact later in the course
of the trial. See Brea v. McGlashan, 3 Cal. App.2d 454, 465, 39 P.2d
877,882 (1934).
Subdivision (c)
Subdivision (c) relates to the instructions to be given the jury when
evidence is admitted whose admissibility depends on the existence of
a preliminary fact determined under Section 403. When such evidence
is admitted, the jury is required to make the ultimate determination
of the existence of the preliminary fact. Unless the jury is persuaded
that the preliminary fact exists, it is not permitted to consider the
evidence.
For example, if P offers evidence of his negotiations with A in his
contract action against D, the judge must admit the evidence if there
is other evidence sufficient to sustain a finding that A was D's agent. If
the jury is not persuaded that A was in fact D's agent, then it is not
permitted to consider the evidence of the negotiations with A in determining D's liability.
Frequently, the jury's duty to disregard conditionally admissible
evidence when it is not persuaded of the existence of the preliminary
fact on which relevancy is conditioned is so clear that an instruction
to this effect is unnecessary. For example, if the disputed preliminary
fact is the authenticity of a deed, it hardly seems necessary to instruct
the jury to disregard the deed if it should find that the deed is not
genuine. No rational jury could find the deed to be spurious and, yet,
to be still effective to transfer title from the purported grantor.
At times, however, it is not quite so clear that conditionally admissible evidence should be disregarded unless the preliminary fact is
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found to exist. In such cases, the jury should be appropriately instructed. For example, the theory upon which agent's and co-conspirator's statements are admissible is that the party is vicariously responsible for the acts and statements of agents and co-conspirators within
the scope of the agency or conspiracy. Yet, it is not always clear that
statements made by a purported agent or co-conspirator should be
disregarded if not made in furtherance of the agency or conspiracy.
Hence, the jury should be instructed to disregard such statements unless it is persuaded that the statements were made within the scope of
the agency or conspiracy. People v. Geiger, 49 Cal. 643, 649 (1875);
People v. Talbott, 65 Cal. App.2d 654, 663, 151 P.2d 317, 322 (1944).
Subdivision (c), therefore, permits the judge in any case to instruct
the jury to disregard conditionally admissible evidence unless it is
persuaded of the existence of the preliminary fact; further, subdivision
(c) requires the judge to give such an instruction whenever he is requested by a party to do so.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Burden of producing evidence, see § 110
Conduct, see ~ 125
Evidence, see § 140
Preliminary fact, see § 400
Proffered evidence, see § 401
Statement, see § 225
Writinl!". see § 250
See al80 the statutes cited in the Oomment

§ 404. Determination of whether proffered evidence is incriminatory

404. Whenever the proffered evidence is chlimed to be
privileged under Section 940, the person claiming the privile'!e
has the burden of showing that the proffered evidence might
tend to incriminate him; and the proffered evidence is inadmissible unless it clearly appears to the court that the proffered
evidence cannot possibly have a tendency to incriminate the
person claiming the privilege.
Comment. Section 404 provides a special procedure to be followed
by the judge when an objection is made in reliance upon the privilege
against self-incrimination. Under Section 404, the objE'cting party ha'l
the burden of showing that the testimony sought might incriminate
him. However, the party is not required to produce evidence as such.
In addition to considering evidence, the judge must consider the matters disclosed in argument, the implications of the question, the setting
in which it is asked, the applicable statute of limitations, and all other
relevant factors. See Cohen v. Superior Court, 173 Cal. App.2d 61, 70,
343 P.2d 286, 291 (1959). Nonetheless, the burden is on the objector
to present to the judge information of this sort sufficient to indicate
that the proffered evidence might incriminate him. If he presents information of this sort, Section 404 requires the judge to sustain the
claim of privilege unless it clearly appears that the proffered evidencc
cannot possibly have a tendency to incriminate the person claiming the
privilege.
Section 404 is consistent with existing law: The party claiming the
privilege "has the burden of showing that the testimony which was
being required might be used in a prosecution to help establish his
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guilt"; the court may require testimony to be given only if it clearly
appears to the court that the claim of privilege is mistaken and that
any answer " 'cannot possibly' " have a tendency to incriminate thc
witness. Cohen v. Superior Court, 173 Cal. App.2d 61, 68, 70-72, 343
P.2d 286, 290, 291-292 (1959) (italics in original).
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definition:
Proffered evidence. see § 401
Privilege against self-incrimination, see § 940

§ 405. Determination of foundational and other preliminary facts in other
cases

405. With respect to preliminary fact determinations not
governed by Section 403 or 404 :
(a) When the existence of a preliminary fact is disputed,
the court shall indicate which party has the burden of producing evidence and the burden of proof on the issue as implied
by the rule of law under which the question arises. The court
shall determine the existence or nonexistence of the preliminary fact and shall admit or exclude the proffered evidence
as required by the rule of law under which the question arises.
(b) If a preliminary fact is also a fact in issue in the action:
(1) The jury shall not be informed of the court's determination as to the existence Or nonexistence of the preliminary fact.
(2) If the proffered evidence is admitted, the jury shall not
be instructed to disregard the evidence if its determination of
the fact differs from the court's determination of the preliminary fact.
Comment. Section 405 requires the judge to determine the existence
or nonexistence of disputed preliminary facts except in certain situations covered by Sections 403 and 404. Section 405 deals with evidentiary rules designed to withhold evidence from the jury because it
is too unreliable to be evaluated properly or because public policy requires its exclusion.
Under Section 405, the judge first indicates to the parties who has
the burden of proof and the burden of producing evidence on the disputed issue as implied by the rule of law under which the question
arises. For example, Section 1200 indicates that the burden of proof is
usually on the proponent of the evidence to show that the proffererl
evidence is within a hearsay exception. Thus, if the disputed preliminary fact is whether the proffered statement was spontaneous, as required by Section 1240, the proponent would have the burden of persuading the judge as to the spontaneity of the statement. On the other
'hand, the privilege rules usually place the burden of proof on the
objecting party to show that a privilege is applicable. Thus, if the
disputed preliminary fact is whether a person is married to a party
and, hence, whether their confidential communications are privileged
under Section 980, the burden of proof is on the party asserting the
privilege to persuade the judge of the existence of the marriage.
After the judge has indicated to the parties who has the burden of
proof and the burden of producing evidence, the parties submit their
evidence on the preliminary issue to the judge. If the judge is per-
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suaded by the party with the burden of proof, he finds in favor of that
party in regard to the preliminary fact and either admits or excludes
the proffered evidence as required by the rule of law under which the
question arises. Otherwise, he finds against that party on the preliminary fact and either admits or excludes the proffered evidence as required by such finding.
Section 405 is generally consistent with existing law. CODE CIV. PROC.
§ 2102 (" All questions of law, including the admissibility of testimony,
[and] the facts preliminary to such admission, . . . are to be decided
by the Court") (superseded by EVIDENCE CODE § 310).

Examples of preliminary fact issues to be decided under Section 405
Illustrative of the preliminary fact questions that should be decided
under Section 405 are the following:
Section 701-Disqualification of a witness for lack of mental capacity. Under existing law, as under this code, the party objecting to a
proffered witness has the burden of proving the witness' lack of capacity. People v. Craig, 111 Cal. 460, 469, 44 Pac. 186, 188 (1896);
People v. Tyree, 21 Cal. App. 701, 706, 132 Pac. 784, 786 (1913) (disapproved on other grounds in People v .•7I'1cCaughan, 49 Cal.2d 409,
420,317 P.2d 974, 981 (1957)).
Section 720-Qualifications of an expert witness. Under Section
720, as under existing law, the proponent must persuade the judge that
his expert is qualified, and it is error for the judge to submit the qualifications of the expert to the jury. Fairbank v. Hughson, 58 Cal. 314
(1881); Eble v. Peluso, 80 Cal. App.2d 154, 181 P.2d 680 (1947).
Section 788-Conviction of a crime when offered to attack credibility. If the disputed preliminary fact is whether a pardon or some
similar relief has been granted to a witness convicted of a crime, the
judge's determination is made under Section 405. Cf. Comment to Section 403.
Section 870-0pinion evidence on sanity. Whether a witness is sufficiently acquainted with a person whose sanity is in question to be
qualified to express an opinion on the matter involves, in effect, the
expertise of the witness on that limited subject. The witness' qualifications to express such an opinion, therefore, are to be determined by the
judge under Section 405 just as the qualifications of other experts are
decided by the judge. See the discussion of Section 720 in this Comment, supra. Under existing law, too, determination of whether a witness is an "intimate acquaintance" is a question addressed to the
court. Estate of Budan, 156 Cal. 230, 104 Pac. 442 (1909).
Sections 900-1073-Privileges. Under this code, as under existing
law, the party claiming a privilege has the burden of proof on the preliminary facts. San Diego Professional Ass'n v. Superior Court, 58
Cal.2d 194, 199, 23 Cal. Rptr. 384, 387, 373 P.2d 448, 451 (1962) (" The
burden of establishing that a particular matter is privileged is on the
party asserting that privilege.") ; Chronicle Publishing Co. v. Superior
Court, 54 Cal.2d 548, 565, 7 Cal. Rptr. 109, 117, 354 P.2d 637, 645
(1960). The proponent of the proffered evidence, however, has the
burden of proof upon any preliminary fact necessary to show that an
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exception to the privilege is applicable. But see Abbott v. Superior
C01lrt, 78 Cal. App.2d 19, 21, 177 P.2d 317, 318 (1947) (suggesting
that a prima facie showing by the proponent is sufficient where the
issue is whether a communication between attorney and client was
made in contemplation of crime).
Sections 1152, 1154-Admissions made during compromise negotiar
tions. With respect to admissions made during compromise negotiations, the disputed preliminary fact to be decided by the judge is
whether the admission occurred during compromise negotiations or at
some other time. This code places the burden on the objecting party
to satisfy the judge that the admission occurred during such
negotiations.
Sections 1200-1341-Hearsay evidence. When hearsay evidence is
offered, two preliminary fact questions may be raised. The first question
relates to the authenticity of the proffered declaration-was the statement actually made by the person alleged to have made it? The second question relates to the existence of those circumstances that make
the hearsay sufficiently trustworthy to be received in evidence-e.g.,
was the declaration spontaneous, the confession voluntary, the business
record trustworthy ~ Under this code, questions relating to the authenticity of the proffered declaration are decided under Section 403. See
the Comment to Section 403. But other preliminary fact questions are
decided under Section 405.
For example, the court must decide whether a statement offered as a
dying declaration was made under a sense of impending death, and
the proponent of the evidence has the burden of proof on this issue.
People v. Keelin, 136 Cal. App.2d 860, 873, 289 P.2d 520, 528 (1955);
People v. Pollock, 31 Cal. App.2d 747,753-754,89 P.2d 128, 131 (1939).
Under this code, the proponent of a hearsay declaration has the burden
of proof on the unavailability of the declarant as a witness under
Section 1291 or 1310; but the party objecting to the evidence has the
burden of proving that the unavailability of the declarant was procured by the proponent in order to prevent the declarant from testifying. See EVIDENCE CODE § 240.
Section 1416-0pinion evidence on handwriting. Whether a witness
is sufficiently acquainted with the handwriting of a person to give an
opinion on whether a questioned writing is in that person's handwriting
involves, in effect, the expertise of the witness on the limited subject
of the supposed writer's handwriting. The witness' qualifications to express such an opinion, therefore, are to be determined by the judge
under Section 405 just as the qualifications of other experts are decided by the jUdge. See the discussion of Section 720 in this Comment,
supra.
Sections 1417-1419-Comparison of writing with exemplar. Under
Sections 1417 through 1419, as under existing la\y, the judge must be
satisfied that a writing is genuine before he may adl1:it it for comparison with other writings whose authenticity is in dispute. People v. Creegan, 121 Cal. 554, 53 Pac. 1082 (1898) ; Marshall v. Hancock, 80 Cal. 82,
22 Pac. 61 (1889).
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Sections 1500-1510-Best evidence rule. Under Section 405, as under existing law, the trial judge is required to determine the preliminary fact necessary to warrant reception of secondary evidence of a
writing, and the burden of proof on the issue is on the proponent of the
secondary evidence. Cotton v. Hudson, 42 Cal. App.2d 812, 110 P.2d
70 (1941).
Sections 1550, 1551-Photographic copy of writing. Sections 1550
and 1551 are special exceptions to the best evidence rule; hence, Section
405 governs the determination of any disputed preliminary fact under
these sections just as it governs the determination of disputed preliminary facts under Sections 1500 through 1510. See the discussion of
Sections 1500-1510 in this Comment, supra.
Confessions, dying declarations, and spontaneous statements
Section 405 is generally consistent with existing law. It will, however, substantially change the law relating to confessions, dying declarations, and spontaneous statements. Under existing law, the judge
considers all of the evidence and decides whether evidence of this sort
is admissible, as indicated in Section 405. But if he decides the proffered evidence is admissible, he submits the preliminary question to
the jury for a final determination whether the confession was voluntary, whether the dying declaration was made in realization of impending doom, or whether the spontaneous statement was in fact
spontaneous; and the jury is instructed to disregard the statement if
it does not believe that the condition of admissibility has been satisfied.
People v. Baldwin, 42 Cal.2d 858, 866-867, 270 P.2d 1028, 1033-1034
(1954) (confession-see the court's instruction, id. at 866, 270 P.2d
at 1033) ; People v. Gonzales, 24 Ca1.2d 870, 876-877, 151 P.2d 251, 254
(1944) (confession); People v. Singh, 182 Cal. 457, 476, 188 Pac. 987,
995 (1920) (dying declaration); People v. Keelin, 136 Cal. App.2d
860, 871, 289 P.2d 520, 527 (1955) (spontaneous declaration).
Under Section 405, the judge's rulings on these questions are final;
the jury does not have an opportunity to redetermine the issue.
Section 405 will have no effect on the admissibility of confessions
where the uncontradicted evidence shows that the confession was not
voluntary. Under existing law, as under the Evidence Code, such a
confession may not be admitted for consideration by the jury. People
v. Trout, 54 Cal.2d 576, 6 Cal. Rptr. 759, 354 P.2d 231 (1960); People
v. Jones, 24 Cal.2d 601, 150 P.2d 801 (1944). Section 405 will also
have no effect on the admissibility of confessions in those instances
where, despite a conflict in the evidence, the court is persuaded that
the confession was not voluntary; for, under existing law (as under
the Evidence Code), "if the court concludes that the confession was not
free and voluntary it . . . is in duty bound to withhold it from the
jury's consideration." People v. Gonzales, 24 Ca1.2d 870, 876, 151 P.2d
251,254 (1944).
Hence, Section 405 changes the law relating to confessions only where
there is a substantial conflict in the evidence over voluntariness and
the court is not persuaded that the confession was involuntary. Under
existing law, a court that is in doubt may "pass the buck" concerning
such a confession to the jury when there is a difficult factual question
to resolve; for "if there is evidence that the confession was free and
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voluntary, it is within the court's discretion to permit it to be read
to the jury, and to submit to the jury for its determination the question whether under all the circumstances the confession was made
freely and voluntarily." People v. Gonzales, 24 Cal.2d 870, 876, 151
P.2d 251, 254 (1944). Under the Evidence Code, however, the court
is required to withhold a confession from the jury unless the court is
persuaded that the confession was made freely and voluntarily. The
court has no "discretion" to avoid difficult decisions by shifting the
responsibility to the jury. If the court is in doubt, if the prosecution
has not persuaded it of the voluntary nature of the confession, Section 405 requires the court to exclude the confession. Thus, Section 405
makes the procedure for determining the admissibility of a confession
the same as the procedure for determining the admissibility of physical
evidence claimed to have been seized in violation of constitutional
guarantees. See People v. Gorg, 45 Cal.2d 776, 291 P.2d 469 (1955);
People v. Chavez, 208 Cal. App.2d 248, 24 Cal. Rptr. 895 (1962).
The existing law is based on the belief that a jury, in determining the
defendant's guilt or innocence, can and will refuse to consider a confession that it has determined was involuntary even though it believes that the confession is true. Section 405, on the other hand, proceeds upon the belief that it is unrealistic to expect a jury to perform
such a feat. Corroborating facts stated in a confession cannot but
assist the jury in resolving other conflicts in the evidence. The question of voluntariness will inevitably become merged with the question
of guilt and the truth of the confession; and, as a result of this merger,
the admitted confession will inevitably be considered on the issue of
guilt. The defendant will receive a greater degree of protection if the
court is deprived of the power to shift its fact-determining responsibility to the jury and is required to exclude a confession whenever it
is not persuaded that the confession was voluntary.
The foregoing discussion has focused on confessions because the case
law is well developed there. But the "second crack" doctrine is equally
unsatisfactory when applied to dying declarations and spontaneous
statements. Hence, Section 405 requires the court to rule finally on the
admissibility of these statements as well.
Of course, Section 405 does not prevent the presentation of any
evidence to the jury that is relevant to the reliability of the hearsay
statement. See EVIDENCE CODE § 406. Thus, a party may present evidence of the circumstances under which a confession, dying declaration,
or spontaneous statement was made where such evidence is relevant to
the credibility of the statement, even though such evidence may duplicate to some degree the evidence presented to the coutt on the issue of
admissibility. But the jury's sole concern is the truth or falsity of
the facts stated, not the admissibility of the statement.
CROSS·REFERENCES
Definitions:
Action, see § 105
Burden of producing evidence, see § 110
Burden of proof. see § 115
Evidence, see § 140
Law, see § 160
Preliminary fact, see § 400
Proffered evidence, see § 401
Requiring disclORure of information claimed to be privileged, see § 915
See also the statutes cited in the Oomment
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§ 406. Evidence affecting weight or credibility

406. This article does not limit the right of a party to introduce before the trier of fact evidence relevant to weight
or credibility.
Comment. Other sections in this article provide that the judge determines whether proffered evidence is admissible, i.e., whether it may
be considered by the trier of fact. Section 406 simply makes it clear
that the judge's decision on a question of admissibility does not preclude the parties from introducing before the trier of fact evidence
relevant to weight and credibility.
CROSS·REFERENCES
Definitions:
Evidence, see § 140
Trier of fact, see § 235

CHAPTER 5.

§ 410. IIDirect evidence

WEIGHT OF EVIDENCE GENERALLY

ll

410. As used in this chapter, "direct evidence" means evidence that directly proves a fact, without an inference or presumption, and which in itself, if true, conclusively establishes
that fact.
Comment. Section 410 restates the substance of and supersedes Section 1831 of the Code of Civil Procedure.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Evidence, see § 140
Inference, see § 600
Presumption, see § 600
Proof, see § 190

§ 411. Direct evidence of one witness sufficient

411. Except where additional evidence is required by statute, the direct evidence of one witness who is entitled to full
credit is sufficient for proof of any fact.
Comment. Section 411 restates the substance of and supersedes Section 1844 of the Code of Civil Procedure. The phrase "except where
additional evidence is required by statute" has been substituted for
the phrase "except perjury and treason" in Section 1844 because the
"perjury and treason" exception to Section 1844 is too limited: Corroboration is required by Section 20 of Article I of the California
Constitution (treason) and by Penal Code Sections 653f (solicitation
to commit feloniel;), 1103a (perjury), 1108 (abortion and prostitution
cases), 1110 (obtaining property by oral false pretenses), and 1111
(testimony of accomplices); in addition, Civil Code Section 130 provides that divorces cannot be granted on the uncorroborated testimony
of the parties.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Corroboration, when required:
Abortion. see Penal Code § 1108
Accomplice testimony, see Penal Code § 1111
Divorce, see Civil Code § 130
False pretenses, see Penal Code § 1110
Lost or destroyed will, see Probate Code §§ 74,350
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Nuncupative will, see Probate Code § 34
Perjury, see Penal Code § 1103a
Prostitution, procuring female under 18 for, see Penal Code § 1108
Soliciting commission of certain crimes, see Penal Code 633f
Treason, see Constitution, Art. I, § 20; Penal Code § 1103
Definitions:
Direct evidence, see § 410
Evidence, see § 140
Proof, see § 190
Statute, see § 230

*

§ 412. Party having power to produce better evidence
412. If weaker and less satisfactory evidence is offered

when it was within the power of the party to produce stronger
and more satisfactory evidence, the evidence offered should
be viewed with distrust.
Comment. Section 412 restates the substance of and supersedes subdivisions 6 and 7 of Section 2061 of the Code of Civil Procedure.
Section 413, taken together with Section 412, restates in substance
the meaning that has been given to the presumptions appearing in
subdivisions 5 and 6 of Code of Civil Procedure Section 1963.
Evidence Code Section 913 provides that "no presumption shall
arise because of the exercise of [a] privilege, and the trier of fact
may not draw any inference therefrom," and the trial judge is required to give such an instruction if he is requested to do so. However,
there is no inconsistency between Section 913 and Sections 412 and
413. Section 913 deals only with the inferences that may be drawn
from the exercise of a privilege; it does not purport to deal with
the inferences that may be drawn from the evidence in the case. Sections 412 and 413, on the other hand, deal with the inferences to be
drawn from the evidence in the case; and the fact that a privilege has
been relied on is irrelevant to the application of these sections. Ct.
People v. Adamson, 27 Ca1.2d 478,165 P.2d 3 (1946).
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definition:
Evidence, see § 140

§ 413. Party's failure to explain or deny evidence

413. In determining what inferences to draw from the evidence or facts in the case against a party, the trier of fact
may consider, among other things, the party's failure to explain or to deny by his testimony such evidence or facts in
the case against him, or his wilful suppression of evidence
relating thereto, if such be the case.
Comment. See the Comment to Section 412.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Comment on defendant's failure to explain or deny case against him, see Constitution, Art. I, § 13; Penal Code § 1127
Definitions:
Evidence, see § 140
Inference, see § 600
Trier of fact, see § 235

DIVISION 4.

JUDICIAL NOTICE

The statutory scheme in Division 4 is based on Article 2
(Rules 9-12) of the Uniform Rules of Evidence. The court is required
to take judicial notice of the matters listed in Section 451. It may take
judicial notice of the matters listed in Section 452 even when not requested to do so; it is required to notice them, however, if a party requests it and satisfies the requirements of Section 453.
There is some overlap between the matters listed in the mandatory
notice provisions of Section 451 and the matters listed in the permissiveunless-a-request-is-made provisions of Section 452. Thus, when a matter
falls within Section.451, judicial notice is mandatory even though the
matter would otherwise fall within Section 452. The introductory clause
of Section 452 makes this clear. For example, public statutory law is
required to be noticed under subdivision (a) of Section 451 even
though it would also be included under official acts of the legislative
department under subdivision (c) of Section 452. Certain regulations
are required to be noticed under subdivision (b) of Section 451 even
though they might also be included under subdivisions (b) and (c) of
Section 452. And indisputable matters of universal knowledge are required to be noticed under subdivision (f) of Section 451 even though
such matters might be included under subdivisions (g) and (h) of
Section 452.
There is also some overlap between the various categories listed in
Section 452. However, this overlap will cause no difficulty because all
of the matters listed in Section 452 are treated alike.
Comment.

§ 450. Judicial notice may be taken only as authorized by law

450. Judicial notice may not be taken of any matter unless authorized or required by law.
Comment. Section 450 provides that judicial notice may not be taken
of any matter unless authorized or required by law. See EVIDENCE CODE
§ 160, defining" law. " Sections 451 and 452 state a number of matters
which must or may be judicially noticed. Judicial notice of other matters is authorized or required by other statutes or by decisional law.
E.g., CIVIL CODE § 53; CORP. CODE § 6602. In this respect, the Evidence
Code is consistent with existing law, for the principal judicial notice
provision found in existing law-Code of Civil Procedure Section 1875
(superseded by this division of the Evidence Code )-does not limit
judicial notice to those matters specified by statute. Judicial notice has
been taken of various matters not so specified, principally of those
matters of common knowledge which are certain and indisputable.
WITKIN, CALIFORNIA EVIDENCE §§ 50-52 (1958).
Under the Evidence Code, as under existing law, courts may consider
whatever materials are appropriate in construing statutes, determining
constitutional issues, and formulating rules of law. That a court may
consider legislative history, discussions by learned writers in treatises
and law reviews, materials that contain controversial economic and
social facts or findings or that indicate contemporary opinion, and sim-
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ilar materials is inherent in the requirement that it take judicial notice
of the law. In many cases, the meaning and validity of statutes, the
precise nature of a common law rule, or the correct interpretation of a
constitutional provision can be determined only with the help of such
extrinsic aids. Cf. People v. Sterling Refining Co., 86 Cal. App. 558,
564, 261 Pac. 1080, 1083 (1927) (statutory authority to notice "public
and private acts" of legislature held to authorize examination of legislative history of certain acts). See also Perez v. Sharp, 32 Cal.2d 711,
198 P.2d 17 (1948) (texts and authorities used by court in opinions
determining constitutionality of statute prohibiting interracial marriages). Section 450 will neither broaden nor limit the extent to which
a court may resort to extrinsic aids in determining the rules of law
that it is required to notice. Nor will Section 450 broaden or limit the
extent to which a court may take judicial notice of any other matter
not specified in Section 451 or 452.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Blood tests, conclusive effect of, see § 895
Definition:
Law, see § 160
Judicial notice of:
Administrative regulations of California state agencies, see Government Code
~ ~ 11383, 11384
Another proceeding pending between same parties on same cause, see Code of Civil
Procedure § 433
California Administrative Code and Administrative Register, contents of, see
Government Code §~ 11383, 11384
Cities, organization and existence of, see Government Code § 34330.
City and city and county charters, see Constitution, Art. XI, § 8.
County charters, see Constitution, Art. XI, § 71f.!
Federal Register, certain material published in, see United States Code, Title 44,
~ 307

Foreign corporations, judicial notice of official acts concerning, see Corporations
Code § 6602
Ordinances, judicial notice of in criminal actions, see Penal Code § 963
Recorded instruments containing restrictive racial covenants and the like, see
Civil Code § 53
State Personnel Board rules and amendments, see Government Code § 18576
See also the Cross-References under Section 453

§ 451. MaHers which must be judicially noticed

451. Judicial notice shall be taken of:
(a) The decisional, constitutional, and public statutory law
of the United States and of every state of the United States
and of the provisions of any charter described in Section 7%
or 8 of Article XI of the California Constitution.
(b) Any matter made a subject of judicial notice by Section
11383, 11384, or 18576 of the Government Code or by Section
307 of Title 44 of the United States Code.
(c) Rules of practice and procedure for the courts of this
State adopted by the Judicial Council.
(d) Rules of pleading, practice, and procedure prescribed
by the United States Supreme Court, such as the Rules of the
United States Supreme Court, the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure, the Admiralty Rules, the Rules of the Court of Claims, the Rules of the
Customs Court, and the General Orders and Forms in Bankruptcy.
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( e) The true signification of all English words and phrases
and of all legal expressions.
(f) Facts and propositions of generalized knowledge that
are so universally known that they cannot reasonably be the
subject of dispute.
Comment. Judicial notice of the matters specified in Section 451 is
mandatory, whether or not the court is requested to notice them. Although the court errs if it fails to take judicial notice of the matters
specified in this section, such error is not necessarily reversible error.
Depending upon the circumstances, the appellate court may hold that
the error was "invited" (and, hence, is not reversible error) or that
points not urged in the trial court may not be advanced on appeal.
These and similar principles of appellate practice are not abrogated by
this section.
Section 451 includes matters both of law and of fact. The matters
specified in subdivisions (a), (b), (c), and (d) are all matters that,
broadly speaking, can be considered as a part of the "law" applicable
to the particular case. The court can reasonably be expected to discover
and apply this law even if the parties fail to provide the court with
references to the pertinent cases, statutes, regulations, and rules. Other
matters that also might properly be considered as a part of the law
applicable to the case (such as the law of foreign nations and certain
regulations and ordinances) are included under Section 452, rather
than under Section 451, primarily because of the difficulty of ascertaining such matters. Subdivision (e) of Section 451 requires the court
to judicially notice "the true signification of all English words and
phrases and of all legal expressions." These are facts that must be
judicially noticed in order to conduct meaningful proceedings. Similarly, subdivision (f) of Section 451 covers "universally known"
facts.
Listed below are the matters that must be judicially noticed under
Section 451.
California and federal law. The decisional, constitutional, and public statutory law of California and of the United States must be judicially noticed under subdivision (a). This requirement states existing
law as found in subdivision 3 of Code of Civil Procedure Section 1875
(superseded by the Evidence Code).
Law of sister states. The decisional, constitutional, and public statutory law in force in sister states must be judicially noticed under subdivision (a). California courts now take judicial notice of the law of
sister states under subdivision 3 of Section 1875 of the Code of Civil
Procedure. However, Section 1875 seems to preclude notice of sisterstate law as interpreted by the intermediate-appellate courts of sister
states, whereas Section 451 requires notice of relevant decisions of all
sister-state courts. If this be an extension of existing law, it is a desirable one, for the intermediate-appellate courts of sister states are as
responsive to the need for properly determining the law as are equivalent courts in California. The existing law also is not clear as to
whether a request for judicial notice of sister-state law is required and
whether judicial notice is mandatory. On the necessity for a request for
judicial notice, see Comment, 24 CAL. L. REV. 311, 316 (1936). On
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whether judicial notice is mandatory, see In re Bartges, 44 Ca1.2d 241,
282 P.2d 47 (1955), and the opinion of the Supreme Court in denying
a hearing in Estate of Moore, 7 Cal. App.2d 722, 726, 48 P.2d 28, 29
(1935). Section 451 requires such notice to be taken without a request
being made.
Law of territories and possessions of the United States. The decisional, constitutional, and public statutory law in force in the territories and possessions of the United States must be judicially noticed
under subdivision (a). See the broad definition of "state" in EVIDENCE
CODE § 220. It is not clear under existing California law whether this
law is treated as sister-state law or foreign law. See WITKIN, CALIFORNIA EVIDENCE § 45 (1958).
Charter provisions of California cities and counties. Judicial notice
must be taken under subdivision (a) of the provisions of charters
adopted pursuant to Section 7% or 8 of Article XI of the California
Constitution. Notice of these provisions is mandatory under the State
Constitution. CAL. CONST., Art. XI, § 7 112 (county charter), § 8 (charter of city or city and county).
Regulations of California and federal agencies. Judicial notice must
be taken under subdivision (b) of the rules, regulations, orders, and
standards of general application adopted by California state agencies
and filed with the Secretary of State or printed in the California Administrative Code or the California Administrative Register. This is
existing law as found in Government Code Sections 11383 and 11384.
Under subdivision (b), judicial notice must also be taken of the rules
of the State Personnel Board. This, too, is existing law under Government Code Section 18576.
Subdivision (b) also requires California courts to judicially notice
documents published in the Federal Register (such as (1) presidential
proclamations and executive orders having general applicability and
legal effect and (2) orders, regulations, rules, certificates, codes of fair
competition, licenses, notices, and similar instruments, having general
applicability and legal effect, that are issued, prescribed, or promulgated by federal agencies). There is no clear holding that this is existing California law. Although Section 307 of Title 44 of the United
States Code provides that the "contents of the Federal Register shall
be judicially noticed," it is not clear that this requires notice by state
courts. See Broadway Fed. etc. Loan ~{ss'n v. Howard, 133 Cal. App.2d
382,386 note 4,285 P.2d 61,64 note 4 (1955) (referring to 44 U.S.C.A.
§§ 301-314). Compare Note, 59 HARV. L. REV. 1137, 1141 (1946) (doubt
expressed that notice is required), with Knowlton, Judicial Notice, 10
RUTGERS L. REV. 501, 504 (1956) ("it would seem that this provision
is binding upon the state courts"). Livermore v. Beal, 18 Cal. App.2d
535, 542-543, 64 P .2d 987, 992 (1937), suggests that California courts
are required to judicially notice pertinent federal official action, and
California courts have judicially noticed the contents of yarious proclamations, orders, and regulations of federal agencies. E.g., Pacific
Solvents Co. v. Superior C01trt, 88 Cal. App.2d 953, 955, 199 P.2d 740,
741 (1948) (orders and regulations); People v. Mason, 72 Cal. App.2d
699, 706-707, 165 P.2d 481, 485 (1946) (presidential and executive
proclamations) (disapproved on other grounds in People v. Friend, 50
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Cal.2d 570, 578, 327 P.2d 97, 102 (1958)) ; Downer v. Grizzly Livestock
(f Land Co., 6 Cal. App.2d 39, 42, 43 P.2d 843, 845 (1935) (rules and
regulations). Section 451 makes the California law clear.
Rules of court. Judicial notice of the California Rules of Court is
required under subdivision (c). These rules, adopted by the Judicial
Council, are as binding on the parties as procedural statutes. Cantillon
v. Superior Court, 150 Cal. App.2d 184, 309 P.2d 890 (1957). See
Albermont Petroleum, Ltd. v. Cunningham, 186 Cal. App.2d 84, 9 Cal.
Rptr. 405 (1960). Likewise, the rules of pleading, practice, and procedure promulgated by the United States Supreme Court are required to
be judicially noticed under subdivision (d).
The rules of the California and federal courts which are required to
be judicially noticed under subdivisions (c) and (d) are, or should be,
familiar to the court or easily discoverable from materials readily
available to the court. However, this may not be true of the court rules
of sister states or other jurisdictions nor, for example, of the rules of
the various United States Courts of Appeals or local rules of a particular superior court. See Albermont Petroleum, Ltd. v. Cunningham,
186 Cal. App.2d 84, 9 Cal. Rptr. 405 (1960). Judicial notice of these
rules is permitted under subdivision (e) of Section 452 but is not required unless there is compliance with the provisions of Section 453.
Words, phrases, and legal expressions. Subdivision (e) requires the
court to take judicial notice of "the true signification of all English
words and phrases and of all legal expressions. " This restates the same
matter covered in subdivision 1 of Code of Civil Procedure Section
1875. Under existing law, however, it is not clear that judicial notice
of these matters is mandatory.
"Universally known" facts. Subdivision (f) requires the court to
take judicial notice of indisputable facts and propositions universally
known. "Universally known" does not mean that every man on the
street has knowledge of such facts. A fact known among persons of
reasonable and average intelligence and knowledge will satisfy the
"universally known" requirement. Cf. People v. Tossetti, 107 Cal. App.
7, 12, 289 Pac. 881, 883 (1930).
Subdivision (f) should be contrasted with subdivisions (g) and (h)
of Section 452, which provide for judicial notice of indisputable facts
and propositions that are matters of common knowledge or are capable
of immediate and accurate determination by resort to sources of reasonably indisputable accuracy. Subdivisions (g) and (h) permit notice
of facts and propositions that are indisputable but are not "universally " known.
Judicial notice does not apply to facts merely because they are known
to the judge to be indisputable. The facts must fulfill the requirements
of subdivision (f) of Section 451 or subdivision (g) or (h) of Section
452. If a judge happens to know a fact that is not widely enough known
to be subject to judicial notice under this division, he may not "notice" it.
It is clear under existing law that the court may judicially notice
the matters specified in subdivision (f); it is doubtful, however, that
the court must notice them. See Varcoe v. Lee, 180 Cal. 338, 347, 181
Pac. 223, 227 (1919) (dictum). Since subdivision (f) covers universally
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known facts, the parties ordinarily will expect the court to take judicial
notice of them; the court should not be permitted to ignore such facts
merely because the parties fail to make a formal request for judicial
notice.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Defini tion :
State, see § 220

§ 452. Matters which may be judicially noticed

452. Judicial notice may be taken of the following matters
to the extent that they are not embraced within Section 451:
(a) Resolutions and private acts of the Congress of the
United States and of the legislature of any state of the United
States.
(b) Regulations and legislative enactments issued by or
under the authority of the United States or any public entity
in the United States.
(c) Official acts of the legislative, executive, and judicial
departments of the United States and of any state of the
United States.
(d) Records of (1) any court of this State or (2) any court
of record of the United States or of any state of the United
States.
( e) Rules of court of (1) any court of this State or (2) any
court of record of the United States or of any state of the
United States.
(f) The law of foreign nations and public entities in foreign
nations.
(g) Specific facts and propositions that are of such common
knowledge within the territorial jurisdiction of the court that
they cannot reasonably be the subject of dispute.
(h) Specific facts and propositions that are not reasonably
subject to dispute and are capable of immediate and accurate
determination by resort to sources of reasonably indisputable
accuracy.
Comment. Section 452 includes matters both of law and of fact. The
court may take judicial notice of these matters, even when not requested to do so; it is required to notice them if a party requests it and
satisfies the requirements of Section 453.
The matters of law included under Section 452 may be neither known
to the court nor easily discoverable by it because the sources of information are not readily available. However, if a party requests it and
furnishes the court with" sufficient information" for it to take judicial
notice, the court must do so if proper notice has been given to each
adverse party. See EVIDENCE CODE § 453. Thus, judicial notice of these
matters of law is mandatory only if counsel adequately discharges his
responsibility for informing the court as to the law applicable to the
case. The simplified process of judicial notice can then be applied to all
of the law applicable to the case, including such law as ordinances and
the law of foreign nations.
Although Section 452 extends the process of judicial notice to some
matters of law which the courts do not judicially notice under existing
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law, the wider scope of such notice is balanced by the assurance that
the matter need not be judicially noticed unless adequate information
to support its truth is furnished to the court. Under Section 453, this
burden falls upon the party requesting that judicial notice be taken.
In addition, the parties are entitled under Section 455 to a reasonable
opportunity to present information to the court as to the propriety of
taking judicial notice and as to the tenor of the matter to be noticed.
Listed below are the matters that may be judicially noticed under
Section 452 (and must be noticed if the conditions specified in Section 453 are met).
Resolutions and private acts. Subdivision (a) provides for judicial
notice of resolutions and private acts of the Congress of the United
States and of the legislature of any state, territory, or possession of the
United States. See the broad definition of "state" in EVIDENCE CODE
§ 220.
The California law on this matter is not clear. Our courts are authorized by subdivision 3 of Code of Civil Procedure Section 1875 to take
judicial notice of private statutes of this State and the United States,
and they probably would take judicial notice of resolutions of this
State and the United States under the same subdivision. It is not clear
whether such notice is compulsory. It may be that judicial notice of a
private act pleaded in a criminal action pursuant to Penal Code Section 963 is mandatory, whereas judicial notice of the same private act
may be discretionary when pleaded in a civil action pursuant to Section
459 of the Code of Civil Procedure.
Although no case in point has been found, California courts probably
would not take judicial notice of a resolution or private act of a sister
state or territory or possession of the United States. Although Section
1875 is not the exclusive list of the matters that will be judicially
noticed, the courts did not take judicial notice of a private statute
prior to the enactment of Section 1875. Ellis v. Eastman, 32 Cal. 447
(1867) .
Regulations, ordinances, and similar legislative enactments. Subdivision (b) provides for judicial notice of regulations and legislative
enactments adopted by or under the authority of the United States or
of any state, territory, or possession of the United States, including
public entities therein. See the broad definition of "public entity" in
EVIDENCE CODE § 200. The words' 'regUlations and legislative enactments" include such matters as "ordinances" and other similar legislative enactments. Not all public entities legislate by ordinance.
This subdivision changes existing law. Under existing law, municipal
courts take judicial notice of ordinances in force within their jurisdiction. People v. Cowles, 142 Cal. App.2d Supp. 865, 867, 298 P.2d 732,
733-734 (1956); People v. Crittenden, 93 Cal. App.2d Supp. 871, 877,
209 P.2d 161, 165 (1949). In addition, an ordinance pleaded in a criminal action pursuant to Penal Code Section 963 must be judicially noticed. On the other hand, neither the superior court nor a district court
of appeal will take judicial notice in a civil action of municipal or
county ordinances. Thompson v. Guyer-Hays, 207 Cal. App.2d 366, 24
Cal. Rptr. 461 (1962); County of Los Angeles v. Bartlett, 203 Cal.
App.2d 523, 21 Cal. Rptr. 776 (1962); Becerra v. Hochberg, 193 Cal.
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App.2d 431, 14 Cal. Rptr. 101 (1961). It seems safe to assume that
ordinances of sister states and of territories and possessions of the
United States would not be judicially noticed under existing law.
Judicial notice of certain regulations of California and federal agencies is mandatory under subdivision (b) of Section 451. Subdivision
(b) of Section 452 provides for judicial notice of California and federal regulations that are not included under subdivision (b) of Section
451 and, also, for judicial notice of regulations of other states and
territories and possessions of the Ullited States.
Both California and federal regulations have been judicially noticed
under subdivision 3 of Code of Civil Procedure Section 1875. 18 CAL.
JUR.2d Evidence § 24. Although no case in point has been found, it is
unlikely that regulations of other states or of territories or possessions
of the United States would be judicially noticed under existing law.
Official acts of the legislative, executive, and judicial departments.
Subdivision (c) provides for judicial notice of the official acts of the
legislative, executive, and judicial departments of the United States and
any state, territory, or possession of the United States. See the broad
definition of "state" in EVIDENCE CODE § 220. Subdivision (c) states
existing law as found in subdivision 3 of Code of Civil Procedure Section 1875. Under this provision, the California courts have taken judicial notice of a wide variety of administrative and executive acts, such
as proceedings and reports of the House Committee on Un-American
Activities, records of the State Board of Education, and records of a
county planning commission. See WITKIN, CALIFORNIA EVIDENCE § 49
(1958), and 1963 Supplement thereto.
Court records and rules of court. Subdivisions (d) and (e) provide
for judicial notice of the court records and rules of court of (1) any
court of this State or (2) any court of record of the United States or
of any state, territory, or possession of the United States. See the
broad definition of "state" in EVIDENCE CODE § 220. So far as court
records are concerned, subdivision (d) states existing law. Flores v.
Arroyo, 56 Cal.2d 492, 15 Cal. Rptr. 87, 364 P.2d 263 (1961). While
the provisions of subdivision (c) of Section 452 are broad enough to
include court records, specific mention of these records in subdivision
(d) is desirable in order to eliminate any uncertainty in the law on
this point. See the Flores case, supra.
Subdivision (e) may change existing law so far as judicial notice of
rules of court is concerned, but the provision is consistent with the
modern philosophy of judicial notice as indicated by the holding in
Flores v. Arroyo, supra. To the extent that subdivision (e) overlaps
with subdivisions (c) and (d) of Section 451, notice is, of course,
mandatory under Section 451.
Law of foreign nations. Subdivision (f) provides for judicial notice
of the law of foreign nations and public entities in foreign nations.
See the broad definition of "public entity" in EVIDENCE CODE § 200.
Subdivision (f) should be read in connection with Sections 311, 453,
and 454. These provisions retain the substance of the existing law
which was enacted in 1957 upon recommendation of the California
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Law Revision Commission. CODE CIV. PROC. § 1875. See 1 CAL. LAW REVISION COMM 'N, REP., REC. & STUDIES, Recommendation and Study Relating to Judicial Notice of the Law of Foreign Countries at I-I (1957).
Subdivision (f) refers to "the law" of foreign nations and public
entities in foreign nations. This makes all law, in whatever form, subject to judicial notice.
Matters of "common knowledge" and verifiable facts. Subdivision
(g) provides for judicial notice of matters of common knowledge
within the court's jurisdiction that are not subject to dispute. This
subdivision states existing case law. Varcoe v. Lee, 180 Cal. 338, 181
Pac. 223 (1919); 18 CAL. JUR.2d Evidence § 19 at 439-440. The California courts have taken judicial notice of a wide variety of matters
of common knowledge. WITKIN, CALIFORNIA EVIDENCE §§ 50-52 (1958).
Subdivision (h) provides for judicial notice of indisputable facts
immediately ascertainable by reference to sources of reasonably indisputable accuracy. In other words, the facts need not be actually known
if they are readily ascertainable and indisputable. Sources of "reasonably indisputable accuracy" include not only treatises, encyclopedias, almanacs, and the like, but also persons learned in the subject
matter. This would not mean that reference works would be received
in evidence or sent to the jury room. Their use would be limited to
consultation by the judge and the parties for the purposes of determining whether or not to take judicial notice and determining the tenor
of the matter to be noticed.
Subdivisions (g) and (h) include, for example, facts which are accepted as established by experts and specialists in the natural, physical,
and social sciences, if those facts are of such wide acceptance that to
submit them to the jury would be to risk irrational findings. These
subdivisions include such matters listed in Code of Civil Procedure
Section 1875 as the" geographical divisions and political history of the
world." To the extent that subdivisions (g) and (h) overlap subdivision (f) of Section 451, notice is, of course, mandatory under Section
451.
The matters covered by subdivisions (g) and (h) are included in
Section 452, rather than Section 451, because it seems reasonable to put
the burden on the parties to bring adequate information before the
court if judicial notice of these matters is to be mandatory. See EVIDENCE CODE § 453 and the Comment thereto.
Under existing law, courts take judicial notice of the matters that
are included under subdivisions (g) and (h), either pursuant to Section 1875 of the Code of Civil Procedure or because such matters are
matters of common knowledge which are certain and indisputable.
WITKIN, CALIFORNIA EVIDENCE §§ 50-52 (1958). Notice of these matters
probably is not compulsory under existing law.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Public entity, see § 200
State, see § 220
Judicial notice of certain matters required, see § 451
See also the Cross-References under Section 453
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§ 453. Compulsory .iudicial notice upon request

453. Judicial notice shall be taken of any matter specified
in Section 452 if a party requests it and:
(a) Gives each adverse party sufficient notice of the request,
through the pleadings or otherwise, to enable such adverse
party to prepare to meet the request; and
(b) Furnishes the court with sufficient information to enable it to take judicial notice of the matter.
Comment. Section 453 provides that the court must take judicial
notice of any matter specified in Section 452 if a party requests that
such notice be taken, furnishes the court with sufficient information to
enable it to take judicial notice of the matter, and gives each adverse
party sufficient notice of the request to prepare to meet it.
Section 453 is intended as a safeguard and not as a rigid limitation
on the court's power to take judicial notice. The section does not affect
the discretionary power of the court to take judicial notice under Section 452 where the party requesting that judicial notice be taken fails
to give the requisite notice to each adverse party or fails to furnish
sufficient information as to the propriety of taking judicial notice or
as to the tenor of the matter to be noticed. Hence, when he considers it
appropriate, the judge may take judicial notice under Section 452 and
may consult and use any source of pertinent information, whether or
not furnished by the parties. However, where the matter noticed under
Section 452 is one that is of substantial consequence to the actioneven though the court may take judicial notice under Section 452
when the requirements of Section 453 have not been satisfied-the
party adversely affected must be given a reasonable opportunity to
present information as to the propriety of taking judicial notice and
as to the tenor of the matter to be noticed. See EVIDENCE CODE § 455
and the Comment thereto.

The "notice" requirement. The party requesting the court to judicially notice a matter under Section 453 must give each adverse party
sufficient notice, through the pleadings or otherwise, to enable him to
prepare to meet the request. In cases where the notice given does not
satisfy this requirement, the court may decline to take judicial notice.
A somewhat similar notice to the adverse parties is required under
subdivision 4 of Section 1875 of the Code of Civil Procedure when a
request for judicial notice of the law of a foreign country is made.
Section 453 broadens this eXisting requirement to cover all matters
specified in Section 452.
The notice requirement is an important one since judicial notice is
binding on the jury under Section 457. Accordingly, the adverse parties
should be given ample notice so that they will have an opportunity to
prepare to oppose the taking of judicial notice and to obtain information relevant to the tenor of the matter to be noticed.
Since Section 452 relates to a wide variety of facts and law, the
notice requirement should be administered with flexibility in order to
insure that the policy behind the judicial notice rules is properly implemented. In many cases, it will be reasonable to iXpect the notice
to be given at or before the time of the pretrial conference. In other
cases, matters of fact or law of which the court should take judicial
4-U466
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notice may come up at the trial. Section 453 merely requires reasonable
notice, and the reasonableness of the notice given will depend upon the
circumstances of the particular case.

The" sufficient information" requirement. Under Section 453, the
court is not required to resort to any sources of information not provided by the parties. If the party requesting that judicial notice be
taken under Section 453 fails to provide the court with "sufficient information, " the judge may decline to take judicial notice. For example,
if the party requests the court to take judicial notice of the specific
gravity of gold, the party requesting that notice be taken must furnish
the judge with definitive information as to the specific gravity of gold.
The judge is not required to undertake the necessary research to determine the fact, though, of course, he is not precluded from doing such
research if he so desires.
Section 453 does not define "sufficient information"; this will necessarily vary from case to case. "\Vhile the parties will understandably
use the best evidence they can produce under the circumstances, mechanical requirements that are ill-suited to the individual case should
be avoided. The court justifiably might require that the party requesting that judicial notice be taken provide expert testimony to clarify
especially difficult problems.
Burden on party requesting that judicial notice be taken. Where
a request is made to take judicial notice under Section 453, the court
may decline to take judicial notice unless the party requesting that
notice be taken persuades the judge that the matter is one that properly
may be noticed under Section 452 and also persuades the judge as to
the tenor of the matter to be noticed. The degree of the judge's persuasion regarding a particular matter is determined by the subdivision
of Section 452 which authorizes judicial notice of the matter. For example, if the matter is claimed to be a fact of common knowledge under
paragraph (g) of Section 452, the party must persuade the judge that
the fact is of such common knowledge within the territorial jurisdiction
of the court that it cannot reasonably be subject to dispute, i.e., that
no reasonable person having the same information as is available to
the judge could rationally disbelieve the fact. On the other hand, if
the matter to be noticed is a city ordinance under paragraph (b) of
Section 452, the party must persuade the judge that a valid ordinance
exists and also as to its tenor; but the judge need not believe that no
reasonable person could conclude otherwise.
Without regard to the evidence supplied by the party requesting
that judicial notice be taken, the judg.e's determination to take judicial
notice of a matter specified in Section 452 will be upheld on appeal if
the matter was properly noticed. The reviewing court may resort to
any information, whether or not available at the trial, in order to
sustain the proper taking of judicial notice. See EVIDENCE CODE § 459.
On the other hand, even though a party requested that judicial notice
be taken under Section 453 and gave notice to each adverse party in
compliance with subdivision (a) of Section 453, the decision of the
judge not to take judicial notice will be upheld on appeal unless the
reviewing court determines that the party furnished information to
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the judge that was so persuasive that no reasonable judge would have
refused to take judicial notice of the matter.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Accusatory pleading not required to state matters judicially noticed, see Penal Code
§ 961
Pleading ordinance:
Civil action, see Code of Civil Procedure § 459
Criminal action, see Penal Code § 963

§ 454. Information that may be used in taking judicial notice

454. In determining the propriety of taking judicial notice
of a matter, or the tenor thereof:
(a) Any source of pertinent information, including the advice of persons learned in the subject matter, may be consulted
or used, whether or not furnished by a party.
(b) Exclusionary rules of evidence do not apply except for
Section 352 and the rules of privilege.
Comment. Since one of the purposes of judicial notice is to simplify
the process of proofmaking, the judge should be given considerable
latitude in deciding what sources are trustworthy. This section permits
the court to use any source of pertinent information, including the
advice of persons learned in the subject matter. It probably restates
existing law as found in Section 1875 of the Code of Civil Procedure.
See Estate of McNamara, 181 Cal. 82, 89-91, 183 Pac. 552, 555 (1919) ;
Rogers v. Cady, 104 Cal. 288, 290, 38 Pac. 81 (1894) (dictum); Tenta-

tive Recommendation and a Study Relating to the Uniform Rules of
Evidence (Article II. Judicial Notice), 6 CAL. LAW REVISION COMM'N,
REP., REC.

&

STUDIES

801, 850-851 (1964).

CROSS-REFERENCES
Exclusion of cumulative or unduly prejudicial evidence, see § 352
Privileges, see §§ 900-1073

§ 455. Opportunity to present information to court

455. With respect to any matter specified in Section 452
or in subdivision (f) of Section 451 that is of substantial consequence to the determination of the action:
(a) If the court has been requested to take or has taken Or
proposes to take judicial notice of such matter, the court shall
afford each party reasonable opportunity, before the jury is
instructed or before the cause is submitted for decision by the
court, to present to the court information relevant to (1) the
propriety of taking judicial notice of the matter and (2) the
tenor of the matter to be noticed.
(b) If the court resorts to any source of information not
received in open court, including the advice of persons learned
in the subject matter, such information and its source shall be
made a part of the record in the action and the court shall
afford each party reasonable opportunity to meet such information before judicial notice of the matter may be taken.
Comment. Section 455 provides procedural safeguards designed to
afford the parties reasonable opportunity to be heard both as to the
propriety of taking judicial notice of a matter and as to the tenor of
the matter to be noticed.
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Subdivision (a). This subdivision guarantees to the parties a reasonable opportunity to present information to the court as to the
propriety of taking judicial notice and as to the tenor of the matter
to be noticed. In a jury case, the subdivision provides the parties with
an opportunity to present their information to the judge before a jury
instruction based on a matter judicially noticed is given. Where the
matter subject to judicial notice relates to a cause tried by the court,
the· subdivision guarantees the parties an opportunity to dispute the
taking of judicial notice of the matter before the cause is submitted
for decision. If the judge does not discover that a matter should be
judicially noticed until after the cause is submitted for decision, he
may, of course, order the cause to be reopened for the purpose of
permitting the parties to provide him with information concerning the
matter.
Subdivision (a) is limited in its application to those matters specified
in subdivision (f) of Section 451 or in Section 452 that are of substantial consequence to the determination of the action, for it would
not be practicable to make the subdivision applicable to the other matters listed in Section 451 or to matters that are of inconsequential
significance.
What constitutes a "reasonable opportunity" to "present . . . information" will depend upon the complexity of the matter and its importance to the case. For example, in a case where there is no dispute
as to the existence and validity of a city ordinance, no formal hearing
would be necessary to determine the propriety of taking judicial notice
of the ordinance and of its tenor. But, where there is a complex question
as to the tenor of foreign law applicable to the case, the granting of a
hearing under subdivision (a) would be mandatory. The New York
courts have so construed their judicial notice statute, saying that an
opportunity for a litigant to know what the deciding tribunal is considering and to be heard with respect to both law and fact is guaranteed by due process of law. Arams v. Arams, 182 Misc. 328, 182 Misc.
336, 45 N.Y.S.2d 251 (Sup. Ct. 1943).
Subdivision (b). If the court resorts to sources of information not
previously known to the parties, this subdivision requires that such
information and its source be made a part of the record when it relates
to taking judicial. notice of a matter specified in subdivision (f) of Section 451 or in Section 452 that is of substantial consequence to the
determination of the action. This requirement is based on a somewhat
similar requirement found in Code of Civil Procedure Section 1875
regarding the law of a foreign nation. Making the information and its
source a part of the record assures its availability for examination by
the parties and by a reviewing court. In addition, subdivision (b)
requires the court to give the parties a reasonable opportunity to meet
such additional information before judicial notice of the matter may
be taken.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definition :
Action, see § 105
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§ 456. Noting for record denial of request to take judiCial notice

456. If the court denies a request to take judicial notice of
any matter, the court shall at the earliest practicable time so
advise the parties and indicate for the record that it has denied
the request.
Comment. Section 456 requires the judge to advise the parties and
indicate for the record at the earliest practicable time any denial of a
request to take.judicial notice of a matter. The requirement is imposed
in order to provide the parties with an adequate opportunity to submit
evidence on any matter as to which judicial notice was anticipated but
not taken. No comparable requirement is found in existing law. Compare EVIDENCE CODE § 455 and the Comment thereto.
§ 457. Instructing jury on maHer judicially noticed

457. If a matter judicially noticed is a matter which would
otherwise have been for determination by the jury, the court
may, and upon request shall, instruct the jury to accept as a
fact the matter so noticed.
Comment. Section 457 makes matters judicially noticed binding on
the jury and thereby eliminates any possibility of presenting to the
jury evidence disputing the fact as noticed by the court. The section is
limited to instruction on a matter that would otherwise have been for
determination by the jury; instruction of juries on matters of law is
not a matter of evidence and is covered by the general provisions of
law governing instruction of juries. The section states the substance of
the existing law as found in Code of Civil Procedure Section 2102.
See People v. Mayes, 113 Cal. 618, 625-626, 45 Pac. 860, 862 (1896);
Gallegos v. Union-Tribune Publishing Co., 195 Cal. App.2d 791, 797798, 16 Cal. Rptr. 185, 189-190 (1961).
§ 458. Judicial notice by trial court in subsequent proceedings

458. The failure or refusal of the trial court to take judicial notice of a matter, or to instruct the jury with respect
to the matter, does not preclude the trial court in subsequent
proceedings in the action from taking judicial notice of the
matter in accordance with the procedure specified in this division.
Comment. This section provides that the failure or even the refusal
of the court to take judicial notice of a matter at the trial does not
bar the trial judge, or another trial judge, from taking judicial notice
of that matter in a subsequent proceeding, such as a hearing on It
motion for new trial or the like. Although no California case in point
has been found, it seems safe to assume that the trial judge has the
power to take judicial notice of a matter in subsequent proceedings,
since the appellate court can properly take judicial notice of any
matter that the trial court could properly notice. See People v.
Tossetti, 107 Cal. App. 7, 12, 289 Pac. 881, 883 (1930).
CROSS-REFERENCES

Definition:
Action, see § 105
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§ 459. Judicial notice by reviewing court
459. (a) The reviewing court shall take judicial notice of

(1) each matter properly noticed by the trial court and (2)
each matter that the trial court was required to notice under
Section 451 or 453. The reviewing court may take judicial notice of any matter specified in Section 452. The reviewing
court may take judicial notice of a matter in a tenor different
from that noticed by the trial court.
(b) In determining the propriety of taking judicial notice
of a matter, or the tenor thereof, the reviewing court has the
same power as the trial court under Section 454.
( c) When taking judicial notice under this section of a
matter specified in Section 452 or in subdivision (f) of Section
451 that is of substantial consequence to the determination of
the action, the reviewing court shall comply with the provisions of subdivision (a) of Section 455 if the matter was not
theretofore judicially noticed in the action.
(d) In deteqnining the propriety of taking judicial notice
of a matter specified in Section 452 or in subdivision (f) of
Section 451 that is of substantial consequence to the determination of the action, or the tenor thereof, if the reviewing court
resorts to any source of information not received in open court
or not included in the record of the action, including the
advice of persons learned in the subject matter, the reviewing
court shall. afford each party reasonable opportunity to meet
such information before judicial notice of the matter 'may be
taken.
Comment. Section 459 sets forth a separate set of rules for the taking of judicial notice by a reviewing court.
Subdivision (a). Subdivision (a) requires that a reviewing court
take judicial notice of any matter that the trial court properly noticed
or was obliged to notice. This means that the matters specified in Section 451 must be judicially noticed by the reviewing court even though
the trial court failed to take judicial notice of such matters. A matter
specified in Section 452 also must be judicially noticed by the reviewing
court if such matter was properly noticed by the trial court in the
exercise of its discretion or an appropriate request was made at the trial
level and the party making the request satisfied the conditions specified
in Section 453. However, if the trial court erred, the reviewing court
is not bound by the tenor of the notice taken by the trial court.
Having taken judicial notice of such a matter, the reviewing court
mayor may not apply it in the particular case on appeal. The effect
to be given to matters judicially noticed on appeal, where the question
has not been raised below, depends on factors that are not evidentiary
in character and are not mentioned in this code. For example, the appellate court is required to notice the matters of law mentioned in Section 451, but it may hold that an error which the appellant has "invited" is not reversible error or that points not urged in the trial
court may not be advanced on appeal, and refuse, therefore, to apply
the law to the pending case. These principles do not mean that the
appellate court does not take judicial notice of the applicable law;
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they merely mean that, for reasons of policy governing appellate
review, the appellate court may refuse to apply the law to the case
before it.
In addition to requiring the reviewing court to judicially notice those
matters which the trial court properly noticed or was required to
notice, the subdivision also provides authority for the reviewing court
to exercise the same discretionary power to take judicial notice as is
possessed by the trial court.
Subdivision (b). The reviewing court may consult any source of
pertinent information for the purpose of determining the propriety of
taking judicial notice or the tenor of the matter to be noticed. This
includes, of course, the power to consult such sources for the purpose
of sustaining or reversing the taking of judicial notice by the trial
court. As to the rights of the parties when the reviewing court consults such materials, see subdivision (d) and the Comment thereto.
Subdivision (c). This subdivision provides the parties with the
same procedural protection when judicial notice is taken by the reviewing court as is provided by Section 455 (a) .
Subdivision (d). This subdivision assures the parties the same procedural safeguard at the appellate level that they have in the trial
court: If the appellate court resorts to sources of information not included in the record in the action or proceeding, or not received in open
court at the appellate level, either to sustain the tenor of the notice
taken by the trial court or to notice a matter in a tenor different from
that noticed by the trial court, the parties must be given a reasonable
opportunity to meet such additional information before judicial notice
of the matter may be taken. See EVIDENCE CODE § 455 (b) and the
Comment thereto.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definition:
Action, see § 105

DIVISION 5. BURDEN OF PROOF; BURDEN OF PRODUCING
EVIDENCE; PRESUMPTIONS AND INFERENCES
CHAPTER 1.

BURDEN OF PROOF

Article 1.

General

§ 500. Party who has the burden of proof

500. Except as otherwise provided by law, a party has the
burden of proof as to each fact the existence or nonexistence
of which is essential to the claim for relief or defense that he
is asserting.
Comment. As used in Section 500, the burden of proof means the
obligation of a party to produce a particular state of conviction in the
mind of the trier of fact as to the existence or nonexistence of a fact.
See EVIDENCE CODE §§ 115, 190. If this requisite degree of conviction is
not achieved as to the existence of a particular fact, the trier of fact
must assume that the fact does not exist. MORGAN, BASIC PROBLEMS OF
EVIDENCE 19 (1957); 9 WIGMORE, EVIDENCE § 2485 (3d ed. 1940).
Usually, the burden of proof requires a party to convince the trier of
fact that the existence of a particular fact is more probable than its
nonexistence--a degree of proof usually described as proof by a preponderance of the evidence. EVIDENCE CODE § 115; WITKIN, CALIFORNIA EVIDENCE § 59 (1958). However, in some instances, the burden of
proof requires a party to produce a substantially greater degree of
belief in the mind of the trier of fact concerning the existence of the
fact-a burden usually described by stating that the party must introduce clear and convincing proof (WITKIN, CALIFORNIA EVIDENCE § 60
(1958)) or, with respect to the prosecution in a criminal case, proof
beyond a reasonable doubt (PENAL CODE § 1096).
The defendant in a criminal case sometimes has the burden of proof
in regard to a fact essential to negate his guilt. However, in such cases,
he usually is not required to persuade the trier of fact as to the existence of such fact; he is merely required to raise a reasonable doubt in
the mind of the trier of fact as to his guilt. EVIDENCE CODE § 501;
People v. Bushton, 80 Cal. 160, 22 Pac. 127 (1889). If the defendant
produces no evidence concerning the fact, there is no issue on the
matter to be decided by the jury; hence, the jury may be instructed
that the nonexistence of the fact must be assumed. See, e.g., People v.
Harmon, 89 Cal. App.2d 55, 58, 200 P.2d 32, 34 (1948) (prosecution
for narcotics possession; jury instructed "that the burden of proof is
upon the defendant that he possessed a written prescription and that
in the absence of such evidence it must be assumed that he had no
such prescription"). See also People v. Boo Doo Hong, 122 Cal. 606,
607, 55 Pac. 402, 403 (1898).
Section 1981 of the Code of Civil Procedure (superseded by Evidence Code Section 500) provides that the party holding the affirmative
of the issue must produce the evidence to prove it and that the burden
of proof lies on the party who would be defeated if no evidence were
given on either side. This section has been criticized as establishing
a meaningless standard:
(88 )
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The "affirmative of the issue" lacks any substantial objective
meaning, and the allocation of the burden actually requires the
application of several rules of practice and policy, not entirely
consistent and not wholly reliable. [WITKIN, CALIFORNIA EVIDENCE
§ 56 at 72-73 (1958).]
That the burden is on the party having the affirmative [or] that a
party is not required to prove a negative . . . is no more than a
play on words, since practically any proposition may be stated in
either affirmative or negative form. Thus a plaintiff's exercise of
ordinary care equals absence of contributory negligence, in the
minority of jurisdictions which place this element in plaintiff's
case. In any event, the proposition seems simply not to be so.
[Cleary, Presuming and Pleading: An Essay on Juristic Immaturity, 12 STAN. L. REV. 5, 11 (1959).]
"The basic rule, which covers most situations, is that whatever facts
a party must affirmatively plead he also has the burden of proving."
WITKIN, CALIFORNIA EVIDENCE § 56 at 73 (1958). Section 500 follows
this basic rule. However, Section 500 is broader, applying to issues not
necessarily raised in the pleadings.
Under Section 500, the burden of proof as to a particular fact is
normally on the party to whose case the fact is essential. "[W]hen a
party seeks relief the burden is upon him to prove his case, and he
cannot depend wholly upon the failure of the defendant to prove his
defenses." Cal. Employment Comm'n v. Malm, 59 Cal. App.2d 322,
323, 138 P.2d 744, 745 (1943). And, "as a general rule, the burden
is on the defendant to prove new matter alleged as a defense . . . ,
even though it requires the proof of a negative." Wilson v. California
Cent. R.R., 94 Cal. 166, 172, 29 Pac. 861, 864 (1892).
Section 500 does not attempt to indicate what facts may be essential
to a particular party's claim for relief or defense. The facts that must
be shown to establish a cause of action or a defense are determined
by the substantive law, not the law of evidence.
The general rule allocating the burden of proof applies "except as
otherwise provided by law." The exception is included in recognition
of the fact that the burden of proof is sometimes allocated in a manner
that is at variance with the general rule. In determining whether the
normal allocation of the burden of proof should be altered, the courts
consider a number of factors: the knowledge of the parties concerning
the particular fact, the availability of the evidence to the parties, the
most desirable result in terms of public policy in the absence of proof
of the particular fact, and the probability of the existence or nonexistence of the fact. In determining the incidence of the burden of
proof, "the truth is that there is not and cannot be anyone general
solvent for all cases. It is merely a question of policy and fairness based
on experience in the different situations." 9 WIGMORE, EVIDENCE § 2486
at 275 (3d ed.1940).
Under existing California law, certain matters have been called
"presumptions" even though they do not fall within the definition contained in Code of Civil Procedure Section 1959 (superseded by Evidence Code Section 600). Both Section 1959 and Evidence Code Section 600 define a presumption to be an assumption or conclusion of fact
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that the law requires to be drawn from the proof or establishment of
some other fact. Despite the statutory definition, subdivisions 1 and 4
of Code of Civil Procedure Section 1963 (superseded by Sections 520
and 521 of the Evidence Code) provide presumptions that a person is
innocent of crime or wrong and that a person exercises ordinary care
for his own concerns. Similarly, some cases refer to a presumption of
sanity. It is apparent that these so-called presumptions do not arise
from the establishment or proof of a fact in the action. In fact, they are
not presumptions at all but are preliminary allocations of the burden
of proof in regard to the particular issue. This preliminary allocation
of the burden of proof may be satisfied in particular cases by proof of
a fact giving rise to a presumption that does affect the burden of proof.
For example, the initial burden of proving negligence may be satisfied
in a particular case by proof that undamaged goods were delivered to
a bailee and that such goods were lost or damaged while in the bailee's
possession. Upon such proof, the bailee would have the burden of proof
as to his lack of negligence. George v. Bekins Van db Storage Co., 33
Cal.2d 834, 205 P.2d 1037 (1949). Cf. COM. CODE § 7403.
Because the assumptions referred to above do not meet the definition
of a presumption contained in Section 600, they are not continued in
this code as presumptions. Instead, they appear in the next article in
several sections allocating the burden of proof on specific issues. See
Article 2 (Sections 520-522).
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Burden of proof, see § 115
Law, see § 160
Proof of guilt beyond reasonable doubt, see § 501 ; Penal Code § 1096

§ 501. Burden of proof in criminal action generally

501. Insofar as any statute, except Section 522, assigns the
burden of proof in a criminal action, such statute is subject
to Penal Code Section 1096.
Comment. A statute assigning the burden of proof may require the
party to whom the burden is assigned to raise a reasonable doubt
in the mind of the trier of fact or to persuade the trier of fact by a
preponderance of evidence, by clear and convincing proof, or by proof
beyond a reasonable doubt. See EVIDENCE CODE § 115.
Sections 520-522 (which assign the burden of proof on specific issues)
may, at times, assign the burden of proof to the defendant in a criminal
action. Elsewhere in the codes are other sections that either specifically
allocate the burden of proof to the defendant in a criminal action or
have been construed to allocate the burden of proof to the defense.
For example, Health and Safety Code Section 11721 provides specifically that, in a prosecution for the use of narcotics, it is the burden
of the defense to show that the narcotics were administered by or under
the direction of a person licensed to prescribe and administer narcotics.
Health and Safety Code Section 11500, on the other hand, prohibits
the possession of narcotics but provides an exception for narcotics possessed pursuant to a prescription. The courts have construed this section to place the burden of proof on the defense to show that the exception applies and that the narcotics were possessed pursuant to a pre-
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scription. People v. Marschalk, 206 Cal. App.2d 346, 23 Cal. Rptr.
743 (1962); People v. Bill, 140 Cal. App. 389, 392-394, 35 P.2d 645,
647-648 (1934).
Section 501 is intended to make it clear that' the statutory allocations of the burden of proof appearing in this chapter and elsewhere
in the codes are subject to Penal Code Section 1096, which requires
that a criminal defendant be proved guilty beyond a reasonable doubt,
i.e., that the statutory allocations do not (except on the issue of insanity) require the defendant to persuade the trier of fact of his
innocence. Under Evidence Code Section 522, as under existing law,
the defendant must prove his insanity by a preponderance of the evidence. People v. Daugherty, 40 Cal.2d 876,256 P.2d 911 (1953). However, where a statute allocates the burden of proof to the defendant
on any other issue relating to the defendant's guilt, the defendant's
burden, as under existing law, is merely to raise a reasonable doubt
as to his guilt. People v. Bushton, 80 Cal. 160, 22 Pac. 127 (1889).
Section 501 also makes it clear that, when a statute assigns the burden
of proof to the prosecution in a criminal action, the prosecution must
discharge that burden by proof beyond a reasonable doubt.
OROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Burden of proof, see § 115
Criminal action, see § 130
Statute, see § 230
Proof of guilt beyond reasonable doubt, see Penal Code § 1096

§ 502. Instructions on burden of proof

502. The court on all proper occasions shall instruct the
jury as to which party bears the burden of proof on each issue
and as to whether that burden requires that a party raise a
reasonable doubt concerning the existence or nonexistence of
a fact or that he establish the existence or nonexistence of a
fact by a preponderance of the evidence, by clear and convincing proof, or by proof beyond a reasonable doubt.
Comment. Section 502 supersedes subdivision 5 of Code of Civil Procedure Section 2061.
OROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Burden of proof, see § 115
Proof, see § 190

Article 2.

Burden of Proof on Specific Issues

§ 520. Claim that person guilty of crime or wrongdoing

520. The party claiming that a person is guilty of crime or
wrongdoing has the burden of proof on that issue.
Comment. Section 520 restates the substance of and supersedes subdivision 1 of Code of Civil Procedure Section 1963.
OROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Burden of proof, see § 115
Person, see § 175
Proof of guilt beyond reasonable doubt, see § 501; Penal Code § 1096
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§ 521. Claim that person did not exercise care

521. The party claiming that a person did not exercise a
requisite degree of care has the burden of proof on that issue.
Comment. Section 521 supersedes the presumption in subdivision 4
of Code of Civil Procedure Section 1963. Under existing law, the
presumption is considered "evidence"; while under the Evidence Code,
it is not. See EVIDENCE CODE § 600 and the Comment thereto.
OROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Burden of proof, see § 115
Person, see § 175

§ 522. Claim that person is or was insane

522. The party claiming that any person, including himself, is or was insane has the burden of proof on that issue.
Comment. Section 522 codifies an allocation of the burden of proof
that is frequently referred to in the cases as a presumption. See, e.g.,
People 11. Daugherty, 40 Cal.2d 876, 899, 256 P.2d 911,925-926 (1953).
OROSS-REFERENCES
Definition :
Burden of proof, see § 115

CHAPTER 2.

BURDEN OF PRODUCING EVIDENCE

§ 550. Party who has the burden of producing evidence

550. The burden of producing evidence as to a particular
fact is initially on the party with the burden of proof. Thereafter, the burden of producing evidence as to a particular fact
is on the party who would suffer a finding against him on that
fact in the absence of further evidence.
Comment. Section 550 deals with the allocation of the burden of producing evidence. At the outset of the case, this burden will coincide with
the burden of proof. 9 WIGMORE, EVIDENCE § 2487 at 279 (3d ed. 1940).
However, during the course of the trial, the burden may shift from one
party to another, irrespective of the incidence of the burden of proof.
For example, if the party with the initial burden of producing evidence
establishes a fact giving rise to a presumption, the burden of producing
evidence will shift to the other party, whether or not the presumption
is one that affects the burden of proof. In addition, a party may introduce evidence of such overwhelming probative force that no person
could reasonably disbelieve it in the absence of countervailing evidence,
in which case the burden of producing evidence would shift to the opposing party to produce some evidence. These principles are in accord
with well-settled California law. See discussion in WITKIN, CALIFORNIA
EVIDENCE §§ 53-56 (1958). See also 9 WIGMORE, EVIDENCE § 2487 (3d
ed.1940).
OROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Burden of producing evidence, see 1110
Burden of proof, see § 115
Evidence, see § 140
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PRESUMPTIONS AND INFERENCES
Article 1.

General

§ 600. Presumption and inference defined

600. (a) Subject to Section 607, a presumption is an assumption of fact that the law requires to be made from another
fact or group of facts found or otherwise established in the
action. A presumption is not evidence.
(b) An inference is a deduction of fact that may logically
and reasonably be drawn from another fact Or group of facts
found or otherwise established in the action.
Comment. Except for the limitation at the beginning of the section,
the definition of a presumption in Section 600 is substantially the
same as that contained in Code of Civil Procedure Section 1959: "A
presumption is a deduction which the law expressly directs to be made
from particular facts." Section 600 was derived from Rule 13 of the
Uniform Rules of Evidence and supersedes Code of Civil Procedure
Section 1959.
The reference to Section 607 appears in this section because, under
the Evidence Code, a rebuttable presumption cannot require the jury
to find a fact essential to the guilt of a defendant in a criminal case; it
can merely authorize such a finding. See EVIDENCE CODE § 607 and the
Comment thereto.
The second sentence of subdivision (a) may be unnecessary in light
of the definition of "evidence" in Section 140-" testimony, writings,
material objects, or other things presented to the senses that are offered
to prove the existence or nonexistence of a fact." Presumptions, then,
are not "evidence" but are conclusions that the law requires to be
drawn (in the absence of a sufficient contrary showing) when some
other fact is proved or otherwise established in the action.
Nonetheless, the second sentence has been added here to repudiate
specifically the rule of Smellie v. SoutMrn Pac. 00., 212 Cal. 540, 299
Pac. 529 (1931). That case held that a presumption is evidence that
must be weighed against conflicting evidence; and in Scott v. Burke,
39 Cal.2d 388, 247 P.2d 313 (1952), the Supreme Court held that conflicting presumptions must be weighed against each other. These decisions require the jury to perform an intellectually impossible task. The
jury is required to weigh the testimony of witnesses and other evidence
as to the circumstances of a particular event against the fact that the
law requires an opposing conclusion in the absence of contrary evidence
and to determine which "evidence" is of greater probative force. Or
else, the jury is required to accept the fact that the law requires two
opposing conclusions and to determine which required conclusion is of
greater probative force.
Moreover, the doctrine that a presumption is evidence imposes upon
the party with the burden of proof a much higher burden of proof than
is warranted. For example, if a party with the burden of proof has a
presumption invoked against him and if the presumption remains in the
case as evidence even though the jury believes that he has produced a
preponderance of the evidence, the effect is that he must produce some
additional but unascertainable quantum of proof in order to dispel the
effect of the presumption. See Scott v. Burke, 39 Ca1.2d 388, 405-406,
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247 P.2d 313, 323-324 (1952) (dissenting opinion). The doctrine that a
presumption is evidence gives no guidance to the jury or to the parties
as to the amount of this additional proof. The most that should be expected of a party in a civil case is that he prove his case by a preponderance of the evidence (unless some specific presumption or rule of
law requires proof of a particular issue by clear and convincing evidence). The most that should be expected of the prosecution in a criminal case is that it establish the defendant's guilt beyond a reasonable
doubt. To require some additional quantum of proof, unspecified and
uncertain in amount, to dispel a presumption which persists as evidence in the case unfairly weights the scales of justice against the party
with the burden of proof.
To avoid the confusion engendered by the doctrine that a presumption is evidence, this code describes "evidence" as the matters presented in judicial proceedings and uses presumptions solely as devices
to aid in determining the facts from tM evidence presented.
The definition of "inference" in subdivision (b) restates in substance
the definition contained in Code of Civil Procedure Sections 1958 and
1960. Under the Evidence Code, an inference is not itself evidence; it
is the result of reasoning from evidence.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Action, see § 105
Evidence, see § 140
Law, see § 160
Effect of presumption establishing element of crime, see § 607
Prima facie evidence, see § 602
See also the OroBs-References under Sections 601, 602, 630, 660

§ 601. Classification of presumptions

601. A presumption is either conclusive or rebuttable.
Every rebuttable presumption is either (a) a presumption
affecting the burden of producing evidence or (b) a presumption affecting the burden of proof.
Comment. Under existing law, some presumptions are conclusive.
The court or jury is required to find the existence of the presumed fact
regardless of the strength of the opposing evidence. The conclusive presumptions are specified in Section 1962 of the Code of Civil Procedure
(superseded by Article 2 (Sections 620-624) of this chapter).
Under existing law, too, all presumptions that are not conclusive are
rebuttable presumptions. CODE CIV. PROC. § 1961 (superseded by EVIDENCE CODE § 601). However, the existing statutes make no attempt to
classify the rebuttable presumptions.
For several decades, courts and legal scholars have wrangled over
the purpose and function of presumptions. The view espoused by Professors Thayer (THAYER, PRELIMINARY TREATISE ON EVIDENCE 313-352
(1898» and Wigmore (9 WIGMORE, EVIDENCE §§ 2485-2491 (3d ed.
1940», accepted by most courts (see Morgan, Presumptions, 10 RUTGERS L. REV. 512, 516 (1956», and adopted by the American Law Institute's Model Code of Evidence, is that a presumption is a preliminary assumption of fact that disappears from the case upon the introduction of evidence sufficient to sustain a finding of the nonexistence
of the presumed fact. In Professor Thayer's view, a presumption
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merely reflects the judicial determination that the same conclusionary
fact exists so frequently when the preliminary fact exists that, once the
preliminary fact is established, proof of the conclusionary fact may be
dispensed with unless there is actually some contrary evidence:
Many facts and groups of facts often recur, and when a body of
men with a continuous tradition has carried on for some length of
time this process of reasoning upon facts that often repeat themselves, they cut short the process and lay down a rule. To such
facts they affix, by a general declaration, the character and operation which common experience has assigned to them. [THAYER,
PRELIMINARY TREATISE ON EVIDENCE 326 (1898).]
Professors Morgan and McCormick argue that a presumption should
shift the burden of proof to the adverse party. MORGAN, SOME PROBLEMS
OF PROOF 81 (1956); MCCORMICK, EVIDENCE § 317 at 671-672 (1954).
They believe that presumptions are created for reasons of policy and
argue that, if the policy underlying a presumption is of sufficient weight
to require a finding of the presumed fact when there is no contrary
evidence, it should be of sufficient weight to require a finding when the
mind of the trier of fact is in equilibrium, and, a fortiori, it should be
of sufficient weight to require a finding if the trier of fact does not
believe the contrary evidence.
The classification of presumptions in the Evidence Code is based on
a third view suggested by Professor Bohlen in 1920. Bohlen, The Effect
of Rebuttable Presumptions of Law Upon the Burden of Proof, 68
U. PA. L. REV. 307 (1920). Underlying the presumptions provisions
of the Evidence Code is the conclusion that the Thayer view is correct as to some presumptions, but that the Morgan view is right as to
others. The fact is that presumptions are created for a variety of reasons, and no single theory or rationale of presumptions can deal adequately with all of them. Hence, the Evidence Code classifies all rebuttable presumptions as either (1) presumptions affecting the burden of
producing evidence (essentially Thayer presumptions), or (2) presumptions affecting the burden of proof (essentially Morgan presumptions).
Sections 603 and 605 set forth the criteria by which the two classes
of rebuttable presumptions may be distinguished, and Sections 604,
606, and 607 prescribe their effect. Articles 3 and 4 (Sections 630-667)
classify many presumptions found in California law; but many other
presumptions, both statutory and common law, must await classification by the courts in accordance with the criteria contained in Sections
603 and 605.
The classification scheme contained in the Evidence Code follows a
distinction that appears in the California cases. Thus, for example, the
courts have at times held that presumptions do not affect the burden
of proof. Estate of Eakle, 33 Cal. App.2d 379, 91 P.2d 954 (1939)
(presumption of undue influence); Valentine v. Provident Mut. Life
Ins. Co., 12 Cal. App.2d 616, 55 P.2d 1243 (1936) (presumption of
death from seven years' absence). And at other times the courts have
held that certain presumptions do affect the burden of proof. Estate of
Nickson, 187 Cal. 603, 203 Pac. 106 (1921) (" clear and convincing
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proof" required to overcome presumption of community property) ;
Estate of Walker, 180 Cal. 478, 181 Pac. 792 (1919) ("clear and satisfactory proof" required to overcome presumption of legitimacy). The
cases have not, however, explicitly recognized the distinction, nor have
they applied it consistently. Oompare Estate of Eakle, supra (presumption of undue influence does not affect burden of proof), with
Estate of Witt, 198 Cal. 407, 245 Pac. 197 (1926) (presumption of
undue influence must be overcome with "the clearest and most satisfactory evidence"). The Evidence Code clarifies the law relating to
presumptions by identifying the distinguishing factors, and it provides
a measure of certainty by classifying a number of specific presumptions.
CROSS-REFERENCES.
Conclusive presumptions, see §§ 620-624
Definition:
Presumption, see § 600
Presumptions affecting the burden of producing evidence, see §§ 603, 604, 607,
630-645

Presumptions affecting the burden of proof, see §§ 605-607,660-667
Prima facie evidence, see § 602

§ 602. Statute making one fact prima facie evidence of another fact

602. A statute providing that a fact or group of facts is
prima facie evidence of another fact establishes a rebuttable
presumption.
Comment. Section 602 indicates the construction to be given to the
large number of statutes scattered through the codes that state that
one fact or group of facts is prima facie evidence of another fact. See,
e.g., AGRIC. CODE § 18, COM. CODE § 1202, REV. & TAX. CODE § 6714.
In some instances, these statutes have been enacted for reasons of
public policy that require them to be treated as presumptions affecting
the burden of proof. See People v. Schwartz, 31 Cal.2d 59, 63, 187 P.2d
12, 14 (1947); People v. Mahoney, 13 Cal.2d 729, 732-733, 91 P.2d
1029, 1030-1031 (1939). It seems likely, however, that in many instances such statutes are not intended to affef:lt the burden of proof but
only the burden of producing evidence. Section 602 provides that these
statutes are to be regarded as rebuttable presumptions. Hence, unless
some specific language applicable to the particular statute in question
indicates whether it affects the burden of proof or only the burden of
producing evidence, the courts will be required to classify these statutes
as presumptions affecting the burden of proof or the burden of producing evidence in accordance with the criteria set forth in Sections
603 and 605.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Copies of Spanish title papers as prima facie evidence, see § 1605
Deed pursuant to court process as prima facie evidence, see § 1603
Definitions:
Rebuttable presumption, see § 601
Statute, see § 230
Official certificate of purchase as prima facie evidence, see § 1604
Official record as prima facie evidence, see § 1600
Patent for mineral lands as prima facie evidence, see § 1602
See alBo the OroBB-ReferenceB under Sections 630, 660
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§ 603. Presumption affecting the burden of producing evidence defined

603. A presumption affecting the burden of producing evidence is a presumption established to implement no public
policy other than to facilitate the determination of the particular action in which the presumption is applied.
Comment. Sections 603 and 605 set forth the criteria for determining whether a particular presumption is a presumption affecting the
burden of producing evidence or a presumption affecting the burden of
proof. Many presumptions are classified in Articles 3 and 4 (Sections
630-667) of this chapter. In the absence of specific statutory classification, the courts may determine whether a presumption is a presumption
affecting the burden of producing evidence or a presumption affecting
the burden of proof by applying the standards contained in Sections
603 and 605.
Section 603 describes those presumptions that are not based on any
public policy extrinsic to the action in which they are invoked. These
presumptions are designed to dispense with unnecessary proof of facts
that are likely to be true if not disputed. Typically, such presumptions
are based on an underlying logical inference. In some cases, the presumed fact is so likely to be true and so little likely to be disputed
that the law requires it to be assumed in the absence of contrary evidence. In other cases, evidence of the nonexistence of the presumed
fact, if there is any, is so much more readily available to the party
against whom the presumption operates that he is not permitted to
argue that the presumed fact does not exist unless he is willing to
produce such evidence. In still other cases, there may be no direct
evidence of the existence or nonexistence of the presumed faCt; but,
because the case must be decided, the law requires a determination
that the presumed fact exists in light of common experience indicating
that it usually exists in such cases. Of, BOHLEN, STUDIES IN THE LAW
OF TORTS 644 (1926). Typical of such presumptions are the presumption that a mailed letter was received (Section 641) and presumptions
relating to the authenticity of documents (Sections 643-645).
The presumptions described in Section 603 are not expressions of
policy; they are expressions of experience. They are intended solely
to eliminate the need for the trier of fact to reason from the proven
or established fact to the presumed fact and to forestall argument over
the existence of the presumed fact when there is no evidence tending
to prove the nonexistence of the presumed fact.
GROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Action, see § 105
Burden of producing evidence, see § 110
Presumption, see § 600
Presumptions affecting the burden of producing evidence, see §§ 630--645
See also the Cross-References under Section 630

§ 604. Effect of presumption affecting burden of producing evidence

604. Subject to Section 607, the effect of a presumption
affecting the burden of producing evidence is to require the
trier of fact to assume the existence of the presumed fact unless and until evidence is introduced which would support a
finding of its nonexistence, in which case the trier of fact shall
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determine the existence or nonexistence of the presumed fact
from the evidence and without regard to the presumption.
Nothing in this section shall be construed to prevent the drawing of any inference that may be appropriate.
Comment. Section 604 describes the manner in which a presumption
affecting the burden of producing evidence operates. Such a presumption is merely a preliminary assumption in the absence of contrary
evidence, i.e., evidence sufficient to sustain a finding of the nonexistence of the presumed fact. If contrary evidence is introduced, the trier
of fact must weigh the inferences arising from the facts that gave rise
to the presumption against the contrary evidence and resolve the conflict. For example, if a party proves that a letter was mailed, the trier of
fact is required to find that the letter was received in the absence of
any believable contrary evidence. However, if the adverse party denies
receipt, the presumption is gone from the case. The trier of fact must
then weigh the denial of receipt against the inference of receipt arising
from proof of mailing and decide whether or not the letter was received.
If a presumption affecting the burden of producing evidence is relied
on, the judge must determine whether there is evidence sufficient to
sustain a finding of the nonexistence of the presumed fact. If there is
such evidence, the presumption disappears and the judge need say
nothing about it in his instructions. If there is not evidence sufficient to
sustain a finding of the nonexistence of the presumed fact, the judge
should instruct the jury concerning the presumption. If the basic fact
from which the presumption arises is established (by the pleadings, by
stipulation, by judicial notice, etc.) so that the existence of the basic
fact is not a question of fact for the jury, the jury should be instructed
that the presumed fact is also established. If the basic fact is a question of fact for the jury, the judge should charge the jury that, if it
finds the basic fact, the jury must also find the presumed fact. MORGAN,
BASIC PROBLEMS OF EVIDENCE 36-38 (1957).
If the prosecution in a criminal action relies on a presumption affecting the burden of producing evidence to establish an element of the
crime with which the defendant is charged and if there is no evidence
as to the nonexistence of the presumed fact, the jury should be instructed that it is permitted to find the presumed fact but is not required to do so. See EVIDENCE CODE § 607 and the Comment thereto.
OROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Burden of producing evidence, see § 110
Evidence, see § 140
Inference, see § 600
Presumption, see § 600
Trier of fact, see § 235
Effect of presumption that establishes element of crime, see § 607

§ 605. Presumption affecting the burden of proof defined

605. A presumption affecting the burden of proof is a presumption established to implement some public policy other
than to facilitate the determination of the particular action in
which the presumption is applied, such as the policy in favor
of the legitimacy of children, the validity of marriage, the
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stability of titles to property, or the security of those who
entrust themselves or their property to the administration of
others.
Comment. Section 605 describes a presumption affecting the burden
of proof. Such presumptions are established in order to carry out or to
effectuate some public policy other than or in addition to the policy
of facilitating the trial of actions.
Frequently, presumptions affecting the burden of proof are designed
to facilitate determination of the action in which they are applied.
Superficially, therefore, such presumptions may appear merely to be
presumptions affecting the burden of producing evidence. What makes
a presumption one affecting the burden of proof is the fact that there
is always some further reason of policy for the establishment of the
presumption. It is the existence of this further basis in policy that
distinguishes a presumption affecting the burden of proof from a presumption affecting the burden of producing evidence. For example,
the presumption of death from seven years' absence (Section 667)
exists in part to facilitate the disposition of actions by supplying a
rule of thumb to govern certain cases in which there is likely to be
no direct evidence of the presumed fact. But the policy in favor of
distributing estates, of settling titles, and of permitting life to proceed
normally at some time prior to the expiration of the absentee's normal
life expectancy (perhaps 30 or 40 years) that underlies the presumption indicates that it should be a presumption affecting the burden of
proof.
Frequently, too, a presumption affecting the burden of proof will
have an underlying basis in probability and logical inference. For
example, the presumption of the validity of a ceremonial marriage
may be based in part on the probability that most marriages are valid.
However, an underlying logical inference is not essential. In fact, the
lack of an underlying inference is a strong indication that the presumption affects the burden of proof. Only the needs of public policy
can justify the direction of a particular assumption that is not warranted by the application of probability and common experience to
the known facts. Thus, the total lack of any inference underlying the
presumption of the negligence of an employer that arises from his
failure to secure the payment of workmen's compensation (LABOR CODE
§ 3708) is a clear indication that the presumption is based on public
policy and affects the burden of proof. Similarly, the fact that the
presumption of death from seven years' absence may conflict directly
with the logical inference that life continues for its normal expectancy
is an indication that the presumption is based on public policy and,
hence, affects the burden of proof.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Action, s.ee § 105
Burden of proof, see § 115
Presumption, see § 600
Presumptions affecting the burden of proof, see §§ 660-667
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§ 606. Effect of presumption affecting burden of proof

606. Subject to Section 607, the effect of a presumption
affecting the burden of proof is to impose upon the party
against whom it operates the burden of proof as to the nonexistence of the presumed fact.
Comment. Section 606 describes the manner in which a presumption
affecting the burden of proof operates. In the ordinary case, the party
against whom it is invoked will have the burden of proving the nonexistence of the presumed fact by a preponderance of the evidence.
Certain presumptions affecting the burden of proof may be overcome
only by clear and convincing proof. When such a presumption is
relied on, the party against whom the presumption operates will have
a heavier burden of proof and will be required to persuade the trier
of fact of the nonexistence of the presumed fact by proof" 'sufficiently
strong to command the unhesitating assent of every reasonable mind.' "
Sheehan v. Sullivan, 126 Cal. 189, 193, 58 Pac. 543, 544 (1899).
If the party against whom the presumption operates already has
the same burden of proof as to the nonexistence of the presumed fact
that is assigned by the presumption, the presumption can have no
effect on· the case and no instruction in regard to the presumption
should be given. See Speck v. Sarver, 20 Ca1.2d 585, 590, 128 P.2d 16,
19 (1942) (dissenting opinion by Traynor, J.) ; Morgan, Instructing
the Jury Upon Presumptions and Burden of Proof, 47 HARV. L. REV. 59,
69 (1933). If the evidence is not sufficient to sustain a finding of the
nonexistence of the presumed fact, the judge's instructions will be
the same as if the presumption were merely a presumption affecting
the burden of producing evidence. See the Comment to Section 604.
If there is evidence of the nonexistence of the presumed fact, the
judge should instruct the jury on the manner in which the presumption affects the factfinding process. If the basic fact from which the
presumption arises is so established that the existence of the basic fact
is not a question of fact for the jury (as, for example, by the pleadings,
by judicial notice, or by stipulation of the parties), the judge should
instruct the jury that the existence of the presumed fact is to be
assumed until the jury is persuaded to the contrary by the requisite
degree of proof (proof by a preponderance of the evidence, clear and
convincing proof, etc.). See MCCORMICK, EVIDENCE § 317 at 672 (1954).
If the basic fact is a question of fact for the jury, the judge should
instruct the jury that, if it finds the basic fact, it must also find the
presumed fact unless persuaded of the nonexistence of the presumed
fact by the requisite degree of proof. MORGAN, BASIC PROBLEMS OF EVIDENCE 38 (1957).
In a criminal case, a presumption affecting the burden of proof may
be relied upon by the prosecution to establish an element of the crime
with which the defendant is charged. But, in such a case, the effect of
the presumption on the factfinding process and the nature of the instructions differ substantially from those described in Section 606 and
this Comment. See EVIDENCE CODE § 607 and the Comment thereto. On
other issues, a presumption affecting the burden of proof will have the
same effect in a criminal case as it does in a civil case, and the instructions will be the same.

..
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CROSS-REFERENCES
Definition:
Burden of proof, see § 115
Effect of presumption that establishes element of crime, see § 607

§ 607. Effect of presumption that establishes an element of a crime

607. When a rebuttable presumption operates in a criminal
action to establish an element of the crime with which the
defendant is charged, neither the burden of producing evidence nor the burden of proof is imposed upon the defendant;
but, if the trier of fact finds that the facts that give rise to
the presumption have been proved beyond a reasonable doubt,
the trier of fact may but is not required to find that the
presumed fact has also been proved beyond a reasonable doubt.
Comment. Under Section 607, rebuttable presumptions apply somewhat differently when invoked to establish a fact essential to the guilt
of a criminal defendant than they do when invoked to establish some
other fact.
If a presumption affecting the burden of producing evidence is invoked to establish a fact essential to a defendant's guilt, the judge must
determine whether there is evidence sufficient to sustain a finding of the
nonexistence of the presumed fact. If there is such evidence, the presumption disappears from the case (see EVIDENCE CODE § 604) and the
jury should be given no instruction on the effect of the presumption.
If there is no contrary evidence, however, the judge should instruct the
jury that, if it finds that the facts giving rise to the presumption have
been proved beyond a reasonable doubt, it is permitted to find that the
presumed fact has been proved beyond a reasonable doubt.
If a presumption affecting the burden of proof is invoked to establish a fact essential to a defendant's guilt, whether or not there is contrary evidence, the judge should instruct the jury that, if it finds that
the facts giving rise to the presumption have been proved beyond a
reasonable doubt, it is permitted-but not required-to find that the
presumed fact has also been proved beyond a reasonable doubt.
Thus, under the Evidence Code, a rebuttable presumption cannot
place either the burden of producing evidence or the burden of proof
on the defendant concerning a fact constituting an element of the
crime with which he is <!harged. Those burdens may be placed on a
defendant only by statutes so providing. Cf. Sections 500, 501, and 550
and the Comments thereto. See also the comment on affirmative defenses in MODEL PENAL CODE, TENTATIVE DRAFT No. 4 at 110-112
(1955) .
Effect on existing law. Section 607 changes existing California law
and practice in two respects. However, because of the confusion engendered by conflicting instructions that are now given in criminal
cases, it is uncertain whether the change will have any practical significance in the trial of criminal cases.
First, Section 607 may change the California law by providing that
a presumption cannot require a jury in a criminal case to find a fact
constituting an element of the crime charged. Whether or not Section
607 changes the law in this respect, it will modify existing practice,
for juries have been instructed that they are bound to find in accordance with applicable presumptions.
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Code of Civil Procedure Section 1959 defines a presumption as "a
which the law expressly directs to be made from particular
facts." Code of Civil Procedure Section 1961 provides that the jury
"are bound to find according to the presumption" if it is not" controverted by other evidence." Although "the rules of evidence in civil
actions are also applicable to criminal actions" as a general rule (PENAL
CODE § 1102; on presumptions, cf. People v. Hewlett, 108 Cal. App.2d
358, 239 P .2d 150 (1951)), the applicability of these sections to criminal cases cannot be regarded as settled, for there appears to be no
appellate decision in which the propriety of instructing a jury in a
criminal case in their terms has been considered. Nevertheless, there
are cases in which juries have been instructed on presumptions in
the terms of California Jury Instructions, Criminal (2d ed. 1958)
Numbers 25 and 40, both of which, after reciting the statutory definition, state: "Unless declared by law to be conclusive, it [a
presumption] may be controverted by other evidence, direct or indirect; but unless so controverted, the jury is bound to find in accordance
with the presumption." See, e.g., People v. Masters, 219 Cal. App.2d
672, 33 Cal. Rptr. 383 (1963) ; People v. Porter, 217 Cal. App.2d 824,
31 Cal. Rptr. 841 (1963); People v. Perez, 128 Cal. App.2d 750, 276
P.2d 72 (1954); People v. Candiotto, 128 Cal. App.2d 347, 275 P.2d
500 (1954) (opinions indicate, without discussion, that the quoted
instruction was given).
Under Section 607, it is clear that a presumption which operates to
establish the guilt of a criminal defendant is not a "deduction which
the law expressly directs to be made"; it is only a conclusion that the
trier of fact is permitted-but is not required-to draw. Hence, a jury
cannot be instructed that, unless a presumption is controverted, "the
jury is bound to find in accordance with the presumption." Instead,
the judge should instruct the jury that it is permitted, but is not
required, to find in accordance with the presumption. An instruction
similar to Instruction Number 25 contained in California Jury Instructions, Criminal (2d ed. 1958) may be given only if the statute defining
the crime explicitly places the burden of proof on the defendant or provides that the fact in question creates an exception to the defined
crime. See, e.g., People v. Harmon, 89 Cal. App.2d 55, 58, 200 P.2d 32,
34 (1948) (crime defined as possession of narcotics except upon prescription; instruction approved stating "that the burden of proof is
upon the defendant that he possessed a written prescription and that
in the absence of such evidence it must be assumed that he had no such
prescription"). See also People v. Boo Doo Hong, 122 Cal. 606, 607, 55
Pac. 402, 403 (1898). Cf. Comments to Sections 500 and 501.
Second, Section 607 will change the California law by providing that
neither the burden of proof nor the burden of producing evidence
is placed on a criminal defendant by a presumption. The California courts have held that a presumption that operates to establish
a fact essential to the guilt of a criminal defendant " 'places upon
the defendant the burden of producing such evidence thereon as
will . . . create a reasonable doubt in the minds of the jury as to' "
the existence of the presumed fact. People v. Martina, 140 Cal. App.2d
17,25,294 P.2d 1015,1019 (1956). See also People v. Hardy, 33 Cal.2d
~eduction
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52, 64, 198 P.2d 865, 872 (1948) ("the defendant ... is. . required . . . only to produce sufficient evidence to raise a reasonable
doubt in the minds of the jury") ; People v. Scott, 24 Cal.2d 774, 783,
151 P.2d 517, 521 (1944) ("he [the defendant] must ... go forward
with evidence to the extent of raising a reasonable doubt that he tampered with the identification marks [of a firearm in violation of Penal
Code Section 12091] ") ; People v. Agnew, 16 Ca1.2d 655, 666, 107 P.2d
601, 606 (1940) ("the burden thus placed upon the defendant [by a
common law presumption] could be met by evidence which produced
in their [the jury's] minds a reasonable doubt . . ."). And, under
existing law, an instruction stating that the defendant has such a
burden may be given. People v. Martina, 140 Cal. App.2d 17, 294 P.2d
1015 (1956). Thus, under existing law, a presumption has been held to
place upon the defendant a burden similar to that which he has under
a statute specifically placing the burden of proof upon him. People v.
Agnew, 16 Cal.2d 655, 107 P.2d 601 (1940) ; People v. Bushton, 80 Cal.
160, 22 Pac. 127 (1889).
However, under existing law, a criminal defendant is entitled to an
instruction in every case that he "is presumed to be innocent until the
contrary is proved, and in case of a reasonable doubt whether his guilt
is satisfactorily shown, he is entitled to an acquittal .... " PENAL CODE
§ 1096. In presumptions cases, juries have been instructed that a presumption relied on by the prosecution does "not relieve the prosecution
of the burden of proving every element of the offense charged . . . ."
People v. Hewlett, 108 Cal. App.2d 358, 373, 239 P.2d 150, 159 (1951).
California Jury Instructions, Criminal (2d ed. 1958) Number 51, which
relates to the defendant's right to refuse to testify, refers to the prosecution's "burden of proving every essential element of the crime and
the guilt of the defendant beyond a reasonable doubt" and goes on to
say that" the defendant may choose to rely on the state of the evidence
and upon the failure, if any, of the People to prove every essential element of the charge against him, and no lack of testimony on defendant's part will supply a failure of proof by the People so as to support
by itself a finding against him on any such essential element." Thus,
where a crime is defined to include certain specified elements and a presumption is relied on to prove one of the elements, juries have been
given instructions that both require the prosecution to prove the crucial
element beyond a reasonable doubt and require the defendant to raise
a reasonable doubt on the question.
Under Section 607, it is clear that neither the burden of producing
evidence nor the burden of proof-even to the extent of raising a reasonable doubt-is placed on a criminal defendant by a presumption. It
is also clear that an instruction that so states-such as the instruction
approved in People v. Martina, 140 Cal. App.2d 17, 294 P.2d 1015
(1956)-is improper. But it is uncertain whether this change will have
much practical significance in the trial of criminal cases. Section 607
merely precludes the giving of an instruction that conflicts with other
required instructions and, therefore, avoids the present confusion concerning the proper allocation of the burden of proof. It seems likely
that the practical effect of these instructions has been to require the
jury to weigh the effect of a presumption in determining whether
the prosecution has proved each element of the crime beyond a reason-
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able doubt. Thus, as a practical matter, a presumption may be considered much the same as other evidence in the case is considered. There
is language in some cases indicating that this is the actual function of
a presumption. For example, in People v. Hardy, 33 Cal.2d 52, 64, 198
P.2d 865, 872 (1948), the court said that "the rule [relating to the
defendant's burden] is the same whether the People rely on testimonial
evidence or on presumptions, except where the presumption is conclusive." See also People v. Hewlett, 108 Cal. App.2d 358, 373, 239 P.2d
150, 159 (1951) ("it seems quite clear that any of the disputable presumptions set forth by law . . . may be considered by the jury in
weighing the presumption of innocence and in determining whether the
prosecution has sustained the burden of showing that the defendant is
guilty ... beyond a reasonable doubt").
Section 607 provides specifically that a presumption is a matter that
may be relied on by the trier of fact, and in so providing it achieves
directly a result that now is probably achieved in practice as a result
of the contradictory instructions that are given.
Policy underlying Section 607. The treatment of presumptious and
the burden of proof in this code is similar to that proposed in the Model
Penal Code. Like Section 607, the presumptions contained in the Model
Penal Code permit a jury finding of the presumed fact but do not require such a finding. MODEL PENAL CODE § 1.12(5) (Proposed Official
Draft 1962). However, under the Model Penal Code, the prosecution
is relieved of producing any evidence as to a matter that is made an
affirmative defense. MODEL PENAL CODE § 1.12 (Proposed Official Draft
1962). "Unless there is evidence supporting the defense, there is no
issue on the point to be submitted to the jury." MODEL PENAL CODE,
TENTATIVE DRAFT No.4 at 110 (1955). The prosecution is required to
prove beyond a reasonable doubt a fact that is made an affirmative defense only when "the defendant shows enough to justify such doubt
upon the issue. " Ibid. Similarly, under Evidence Code Section 501, the
defendant may be foreclosed from obtaining a jury decision as to the
existence of a particular fact when there is no evidence thereof if the
existence of that fact is made an affirmative defense either by a statute
specifically assigning to the defendant the burden of proof as to the
existence of the fact or by a statute describing the existence of the fact
as an exception to the defined crime. Section 607 thus does not preclude the Legislature from placing the burden of proof on a criminal
defendant. It merely forbids the Legislature from using a presumption for that purpose. The burden of proof on the essential elements
of a crime must remain on the prosecution j it cannot be shifted to the
defendant by presumptions. If the defendant is to be given the burden
of proof, the statute defining the crime must clearly indicate that a
defense, not an element of the crime, is involved.
The Commission recognizes that in some instances, as a practical
matter, it will be difficult or virtually impossible for the prosecution
to produce evidence of an essential element of an offense. That is
especially so when the element involves proof of a negative fact (e.g., a
possessor of narcotics did not have a doctor's prescription therefor)
or a fact solely or peculiarly within the defendant's knowledge (e.g.,
that he defaced the identification marks on a pistol or revolver). Nonetheless, it is and has been the prosecution's burden on all of the evidence
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to persuade the trier of fact beyond a reasonable doubt of the defendant's gui.lt of the offense charged. The Commission's purpose has been
to reconcile these two policies so that an undue burden of producing
evidence is not imposed on the prosecution while, at the same time,
maintaining and not relaxing its burden of persuasion; it is believed
that Section 607 accomplishes this purpose.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Burden of producing evidence, see § 110
Burden of proof, see § 115
Criminal action, see § 130
Reasonable doubt, see Penal Code § 1096
Rebuttable presumption, see § 601
Trier of fact, see § 235

Article 2.

Conclusive Presumptions

§ 620. Conclusive presumptions

620. The presumptions established by this article, and all
other presumptions declared by law to be conclusive, are conclusive presumptions.
Comment. This article supersedes and continues in effect without
substantive change the provisions of subdivisions 2, 3, 4, and 5 of
Section 1962 of the Code of Civil Procedure. Other statutes not listed
in this article also provide conclusive presumptions. See, e.g., CIVIL
CODE § 3440. There may also be a few nonstatutory conclusive presumptions. See WITKIN, CALIFORNIA EVIDENCE § 63 (1958).
Conclusive presumptions are not evidentiary rules so much as they
are rules of substantive law. Hence, the Commission has not recommended any substantive revision of the conclusive presumptions contained in this article.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Law, see § 160
Presumption, see § 600

§ 621. Legitimacy

621. Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the issue
of a wife cohabiting with her husband, who is not impotent,
is conclusively presumed to be legitimate.
Comment. Section 621 restates and supersedes subdivision 5 of Code
of Civil Procedure Section 1962.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definition:
Law, see § 140
Rebuttable presumption of legitimacy, see § 661

§ 622. Facts recited in written instrument

622. The facts recited in a written instrument are conclusively presumed to be true as between the parties thereto, or
their successors in interest; but this rule does not apply to the
recital of a consideration.
Comment. Section 622 restates and supersedes subdivision 2 of Code
of Civil Procedure Section 1962.
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§ 623. Estoppel by own statement or conduct

623. Whenever a party has, by his own statement or conduct, intentionally and deliberately led another to believe a
particular thing true and to act upon such belief, he is not, in
any litigation arising out of such statement or conduct, permitted to contradict it.
Comment. Section 623 restates and supersedes subdivision 3 of Code
of Civil Procedure Section 1962.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Conduct, see § 125
Statement, see § 225

§ 624. Estoppel of tenant to deny title of landlord

624. A tenant is not permitted to deny the title of his
landlord at the time of the commenc~ment of the relation.
Comment. Section 624 restates and supersedes subdivision 4 of Code
of Civil Procedure Section 1962.
Article 3.

Presumptions Affecting the Burden of Producing Evidence

§ 630. Presumptions affecting the burden of producing evidence

630. The presumptions established by this article, and all
other rebuttable presumptions established by law that fall
within the criteria of Section 603, are presumptions affecting
the burden of producing evidence.
Comment. Article 3 sets forth a list of presumptions, recognized in
existing law, that are classified here as presumptions affecting the
burden of producing evidence. The list is not exhaustive. Other presumptions affecting the burden of producing evidence may be found
in other codes. Others will be found in the common law. Specific
statutes will classify some of these, but some must await classification
by the courts. The list here, however, will eliminate any uncertainty
as to the proper classification for the presumptions in this article.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Acknowledged writings and official writings presumed genuine, see §§ 1450-1454
Copy of official writing as prima facie evidence, see § 1530
Definitions:
Law, see § 160
Presumption, see § 600
Effect of presumption affecting burden of producing evidence, see § 604
Official record of writing as prima facie evidence, see § 1532
Prima facie evidence, see § 602

§ 631. Money delivered by one to another

631. Money delivered by one to another is presumed to
have been due to the latter.
Comment. Section 631 restates and supersedes the presumption in
subdivision 7 of Code of Civil Procedure Section 1963.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Classification and effect of presumption, see §§ 604, 630
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§ 632. Thing delivered by one to another

632. A thing delivered by one to another is presumed to
have belonged to the latter.
Comment. Section 632 restates and supersedes the presumption in
subdivision 8 of Code of Civil Procedure Section 1963.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Classification and effect of presumption, see §§ 604, 630

§ 633. Obligation delivered up to the debtor

633. An obligation delivered up to the debtor is presumed
to have been paid.
Comment. Section 633 restates and supersedes the presumption in
subdivision 9 of Code of Civil Procedure Section 1963.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Classification and effect of presumption, see §§ 604, 630

§ 634. Person in possession of order on himself

634. A person in possession of an order on himself for the
payment of money, or delivery of a thing, is presumed to have
paid the money or delivered the thing accordingly.
Comment. Section 634 restates and supersedes the presumption
found in subdivision 13 of Code of Civil Procedure Section 1963.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Classification and effect of presumption, see §§ 604, 630
Definition:
Person, see § 175

§ 635. Obligation possessed by creditor

635. An obligation possessed by the creditor is presumed
not to have been paid.
Comment. The presumption in Section 635 is a common law presumption recognized in the California cases. E.g., Light v. Stevens,
159 Cal. 288, 113 Pac. 659 (1911).
CROSS-REFERENCES
Classification and effect of presumption, see §§ 604, 630

§ 636. Payment of earlier rent or installments

636. The payment of earlier rent or installments is presumed from a receipt for later rent or installments.
Comment. Section 636 restates and supersedes the presumption in
subdivision 10 of Code of Civil Procedure Section 1963.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Classification and effect of presumption, see §§ 604, 630
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§ 637. Ownership of things possessed

637. The things which a person possesses are presumed to
be owned by him.
Comment. Section 637 restates and supersedes the presumption found
in subdivision 11 of Code of Civil Procedure Section 1963.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Classification and effect of presumption, see §§ 604, 630
Definition:
Person, see § 175

§ 638. Ownership of property by person who exercises acts of ownership

638. A person who exercises acts of ownership over property is presumed to be the owner of it.
Comment. Section 638 restates and supersedes the presumption found
in subdivision 12 of Code of Civil Procedure Section 1963. Subdivision
12 of Code of Civil Procedure Section 1963 provides that a presumption
of ownership arises from common reputation of ownership. This is
inaccurate, however, for common reputation is not admissible to prove
private title to property. Berniaud v. Beecher, 76 Cal. 394, 18 Pac. 598
(1888) ; Simons v. Inyo Cerro Gordo Co., 48 Cal. App. 524, 192 Pac.
144 (1920).
CROSS-REFERENCES
Classification and effect of presumption, see §§ 604, 630
Definitions:
Person, see § 175
Property, see § 185

§ 639. Judgment correctly determines rights of parties

639. A judgment, when not conclusive, is presumed to correctly determine or set forth the rights of the parties, but
there is no presumption that the facts essential to the judgment have been correctly determined.
Comment. Section 639 restates and supersedes the presumption
found in subdivision 17 of Code of Civil Procedure Section 1963. The
presumption involved here is that the judgment correctly determines
that one party owes another money, or that the parties are divorced,
or their marriage has been annulled, or any similar rights of the
parties. The presumption does not apply to the facts underlying the
judgment. For example, a judgment of annulment is presumed to
determine correctly that the marriage is void. Clark v. City of Los
Angeles, 187 Cal. App.2d 792, 9 Cal. Rptr. 913 (1960). However, the
judgment may not be used to establish presumptively that one of the
parties was guilty of fraud as against some third party who is not
bound by the judgment.
In a few cases, a judgment may be used as evidence of the facts
necessarily determined by the jUdgment. See, e.g., EVIDENCE CODE §§
1300-1302. But, even in those cases, the judgments do not presumptively
establish the facts determined; they are merely evidence.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Classification and effect of presumption, see §§ 604, 630
Judgment as hearsay evidence, see §§ 1300-1302
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§ 640. Writing truly dated

640. A writing is presumed to have been truly dated.
Section 640 restates and supersedes the presumption in
subdivision 23 of Code of Civil Procedure Section 1963.
Comment.

CROSS-REFERENCES
Classification and effect of presumption, see §§ 604, 6..'10
Definition:
Writing, see § 250

§ 641. Letter received in ordinary course of mail

641. A letter correctly addressed and properly mailed is
presumed to have been received in the ordinary course of mail.
Comment. Section 641 restates and supersedes the presumption in
subdivision 24 of Code of Civil Procedure Section 1963.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Classification and effect of presumption, see §§ 604, 630

§ 642. Conveyance by person having duty to convey real property

642. A trustee or other person, whose duty it was to convey
real property to a particular person, is presumed to have
actually conveyed to him when such presumption is necessary
to perfect title of such person or his successor in interest.
Comment. Section 642 restates and supersedes the presumption in
subdivision 37 of Code of Civil Procedure Section 1963.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Classification and effect of presumption, see §§ 604, 630
Definitions:
Person, see § 175
Real property, see § 205

§ 643. Authenticity of ancient document

643. A deed or will or other writing purporting to create,
terminate, or affect an interest in real or personal property is
presumed to be authentic if it:
(a) Is at least 30 years old;
(b) Is in such condition as to create no suspicion concerning its authenticity;
( c ) Was kept, or if found was found, in a place where
such writing, if authentic, would be likely to be kept or
found; and
(d) Has been generally acted upon as authentic by persons
having an interest in the matter.
Comment. Section 643 restates and supersedes the presumption
found in subdivision 34 of Code of Civil Procedure Section 1963.
Although the statement of the ancient documents rule in Section 1963
requires the document to have been acted upon as if genuine before
the presumption applies, some recent cases have not insisted upon this
requirement. Estate of Nidever, 181 Cal. App.2d 367, 5 Cal. Rptr. 343
(1960) ; Kirkpatrick v. Tapo Oil Co., 144 Cal. App.2d 404, 301 P.2d
274 (1956). The requirement that the document be acted upon as
genuine is, in substance, a requirement of the possession of property
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by those persons who would be entitled to such possession under the
document if it were genuine. See 7 WIGMORE, EVIDENCE §§ 2141, 2146
(3d ed. 1940); Tentative Recommendation and a Study Relating to
the Uniform Rules of Evidence (Article IX. Authentication and Content of Writings), 6 CAL. LAW REVISION Cm.Ui'N, REP., REC. & STUDIES
101, 135-137 (1964). Giving the ancient documents rule a presumptive
effect-i.e., requiring a finding of the authenticity of an ancient document-seems justified when it is a dispositive instrument and the persons interested in the matter have acted upon the instrument for a
period of at least 30 years as if it were genuine. Evidence which is not
of this strength may be sufficient in particular cases to warrant an
inference of genuineness and thus justify the admission of the document into evidence, but the presumption should be confined to those
cases where the evidence of genuineness is not likely to be disputed.
See 7 WIGMORE, EVIDENCE § 2146 (3d ed. 1940). Accordingly, Section
643 limits the presumptive application of the ancient documents rule
to dispositive instruments.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Classification and effect of presumption, see §§ 604, 630
Definitions:
Person, see § 175
Personal property, see § 180
Real property, see § 205
Writing, see § 250

§ 644. Book purporting to be published by public authority

644. A book, purporting to be printed or published by
public authority, is presumed to have been so printed or
published.
Comment. Section 644 restates and supersedes the presumption in
subdivision 35 of Code of Civil Procedure Section 1963.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Classification and effect of presumption, see §§ 604, 630

§ 645. Book purporting to contain reports of cases

645. A book, purporting to cootain reports of cases adjudged in the tribunals of the state or nation where the book
is published, is presumed to contain correct reports of such
cases.
Comment. Section 645 restates and supersedes the presumption
found in subdivision 36 of Code of Civil Procedure Section 1963.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Classification and effect of presumption, see §§ 604, 630
Definition:
State, see § 220

Article 4.

Presumptions Affecting the Burden of Proof

§ 660. Presumptions affecting the burden of proof

660. The presumptions established by this article, and all
other rebuttable presumptions established by law that fall
within the criteria of Section 605, are presumptions affecting
the burden of proof.
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Comment. In some cases it may be difficult to determine whether a
particular presumption is a presumption affecting the burden of proof
or a presumption affecting the burden of producing evidence. To
avoid uncertainty, it is desirable to classify as many presumptions
as possible. Article 4 (§ § 660-667), therefore, lists several presumptions
that are to be regarded as presumptions affecting the burden of proof.
The list is not exclusive. Other statutory and common law presumptions that affect the burden of proof must await classification by the
courts.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definition:
Law, see § 160
Effect of presumption affecting the burden of proof, see § 606
Hospital records, affidavit attached to copy presumed true, see § 1562
Privileged communications, presumption of confidentiality, see § 917

§ 661. legitimacy

661. A child of a woman who is or has been married, born
during the marriage or within 300 days after the dissolution
thereof, is presumed to be a legitimate child of that marriage.
This presumption may be disputed only by the people of the
State of California in a criminal action brought under Section
270 of the Penal Code or by the husband or wife, or the descendant of one or both of them. In a civil action, this presumption may be rebutted only by clear and convincing proof.
Comment. Section 661 restates and supersedes the presumption
found in Sections 193, 194, and 195 of the Civil Code and subdivision
31 of Code of Civil Procedure Section 1963 as these sections have been
interpreted by the courts.
Civil Code Section 194 provides a presumption of legitimacy for
children born within ten months after the dissolution of a marriage. The
courts have said that the ten-month period referred to is actually 300
days. Estate of McNamara, 181 Cal. 82, 183 Pac. 552 (1919). Hence,
the more accurate time period has been substituted for the ten-month
period referred to in Section 194.
As under existing law, the presumption may be overcome only by
clear and convincing proof. Kusior v. Silver, 54 Cal.2d 603, 7 Cal.
Rptr. 129, 354 P.2d 657 (1960).
Of course, this presumption can be applied only when the conclusive
presumption of legitimacy stated in Section 621 is inapplicable. Kusior
v. Silver, 54 Ca1.2d 603, 7 Cal. Rptr. 129, 354 P.2d 657 (1960).
CROSS-REFERENCES
Blood tests to determine paternity, see §§ 890-897
Classification and effect of presumption, see §§ 606,660
Conclusive presumption of legitimacy, see § 621
Definitions:
Civil action, see § 120
Criminal action, see § 130
Proof, see § 190

§ 662. Owner of legal title to property is owner of beneficial title

662. The owner of the legal title to property is presumed
to be the owner of the full beneficial title. This presumption
may be rebutted only by clear and convincing proof.
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Comment. Section 662 codifies a common law presumption recognized in the California cases. The presumption may be overcome only
by clear and convincing proof. Olson v. Olson, 4 Cal.2d 434, 437, 49
P.2d 827, 828 (1935); Rench v. McM1tllen, 82 Cal. App.2d 872, 187
P.2d 111 (1947).
CROSS-REFERENCES
Classification and effect of presumption, see §§ 606, 660
Definitions:
Proof, see § 190
Property, see § 185

§ 663. Ceremonial marriage

663. A ceremonial marriage is presumed to be valid.
Section 663 codifies a common law presumption recognized in the California cases. Estate of Hughson, 173 Cal. 448, 160
Pac. 548 (1916); Wilcox v. Wilcox, 171 Cal. 770, 155 Pac. 95 (1916);
Freeman S.S. Co. v. Pillsbury, 172 F.2d 321 (9th Cir. 1949).
Comment.

CROSS-REFERENCES
Classification and effect of presumption, see §§ 606, 660

§ 664. Official duty regularly performed

664. It is presumed that official duty has been regularly
performed.
Comment. Section 664 restates and supersedes subdivision 15 of Code
of Civil Procedure Section 1963.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Classification and effect of presumption, see §§ 606, 660

§ 665. Arrest without warrant

665. An arrest without a warrant is presumed to be unlawful.
Comment. Section 665 codifies a common law presumption recognized in the California cases. People v. Agnew, 16 Ca1.2d 655, 107 P.2d
601 (1940). Under this presumption, if a person arrests another without the color of legality provided by a warrant, the person making the
arrest must prove the circumstances that justified the arrest without a
warrant. Badillo v. Superior Court, 46 Ca1.2d 269, 294 P.2d 23 (1956) ;
Dragna v. White,45 Ca1.2d 469, 471, 289 P.2d 428, 430 (1955) ("Upon
proof of [arrest without process] the burden is on the defendants to
prove justification for the arrest. ' ') .
Of course, this presumption is applicable only when the legality of
an arrest is in issue, as, for example, in false arrest cases or in cases
where evidence is offered that was seized in a search incident to an
arrest. In these situations, the presumption has no effect other than to
require that the party relying on the legality of an arrest prove its
legality. Under Section 600, the presumption is not evidence of the
illegality of an arrest, and it would be improper to so argue.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Classification and effect of presumption, see §§ 606, 660
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§ 666. Judicial action lawful exercise of jurisdiction

666. Any court of this State or the United States, or any
court of general jurisdiction in any other state or nation, or
any judge of such a court, acting as such, is presumed to have
acted in the lawful exercise of its jurisdiction. This presumption applies only when the act of the court or judge is under
collateral attack.
Comment. Section 666 restates and supersedes the presumption in
subdivision 16 of Code of Civil Procedure Section 1963. Under existing
law, the presumption applies only to courts of general jurisdiction; the
presumption has been hel~ inapplicable to a superior court in California when acting in a special or limited jurisdiction. Estate of Sharon,
179 Cal. 447, 177 Pac. 283 (1918). The presumption also has been held
inapplicable to courts of inferior jurisdiction. Santos v. Dondero, 11
Cal. App.2d 720, 54 P.2d 764 (1936). There is no reason to perpetuate
this distinction insofar as the courts of California and of the United
States are concerned. California's municipal and justice courts are
served by able and conscientious judges and are no more likely to act
beyond their jurisdiction than are the superior courts. Moreover, there
is no reason to suppose that a superior court or a federal court is less
respectful of its jurisdiction when acting in a limited capacity (for example, as a juvenile court) than it is when acting in any other capacity.
Section 666, therefore, applies to any court or judge of any court of
California or of the United States. So far as other states are concerned,
the distinction is still applicable, and the presuinption applies only to
courts of general jurisdiction.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Classification and effect of presumption, see §§ 606, 660
Definition:
State, see § 220

§ 667. Death of person not heard from in seven years

667. A person not heard from in seven years is presumed
to be dead.
Comment. Section 667 restates and supersedes the presumption in
subdivision 26 of Code of Civil Procedure Section 1963.
CROSS·REFERENCES
Classification and effect of presumption, see §§ 606, 660
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DIVISION 6.

WITNESSES

CROSS-REFERENCES
Accomplice as witness, see Penal Code § 1111
Attendance of witnesses, compelled by subpoena, see Code of Civil Procedure § 1985
et seq.; Penal Code § 1326 et seq.
Co-defendant in criminal action, discharge to testify, see Penal Code §§ 1099-1101
Convicts as witnesses, see Penal Code § 2603
Crimes:
Falsifying, destroying, or concealing evidence, see Penal Code §§ 132-138
Perjury and subornation thereof, see Penal Code §§ 118-129
Expert and other opinion testimony, see §§ 800-897
Number of witnesses to prove fact, see § 411
Preliminary determinations on admissibility of evidence, see §§ 400-406
Prisoners as witnesses, see Code of Civil Procedure §§ 1995-1997; Penal Code
§§ 1567,2620-2623
Privileges, see §§ 900-1073

CHAPTER 1.

COMPETENCY

§ 700. General rule as to competency

700. Except as otherwise provided by statute, every person
is qualified to be a witness and no person is disqualified to
testify to any matter.
Comment. Section 700 makes it clear that all grounds for disqualification of witnesses must be based on statute. There can be no nonstatutory grounds for disqualification. The section is similar to and
supersedes Section 1879 of the Code of Civil Procedure, which provides
that "all persons ... who, having organs of sense, can perceive, and
perceiving, can make known their perceptions to others, may be witnesses. "
Just as Code of Civil Procedure Section 1879 is limited by various
statutory restrictions on the competency of witnesses, the broad rule
stated in Section 700 is also substantially qualified by statutory restrictions appearing in the Evidence Code and in other California codes.
See, e.g., EVIDENCE CODE § 701 (mental or physical capacity to be a
witness), § 702 (requirement of personal knowledge), § 703 (judge
as a witness), § 704 (juror as a witness), §§ 900-1073 (privileges)·,
§ 1150 (continuing existing law limiting use of juror's evidence concerning jury misconduct); VEHICLE CODE § 40804 (speed trap evidence) .
CROSS-REFERENCES
. Criminal action, competency of witnesses, see Penal Code § 1321
Defendant in criminal case, privilege not to be called as a witness and not to testify,
see § 930; Constitution, Art. I, § 13
Definition:
Statute, see § 230
Judge as witness, see § 703
Juror as witness, see §§ 704, 1150; Penal Code § 1120
Mental or physical incapacity to be witness, see § 701
Personal knowledge requirement, see § 702
Religious qualifications, see Constitution, Art. I, § 4
Speed trap. competency of witness, see Vehicle Code § 40804
Spouse, privilege not to be called as witness and not to testify, see §§ 970-973
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§ 701. Disqualification of witness

701. A person is disqualified to be a witness if he is:
(a) Incapable of expressing himself concerning the matter
so as to be understood, either directly or through interpretation by one who can understand him; or
(b) Incapable of understanding the duty of a witness to tell
the truth.
Comment. Under existing law, the competency of a person to be a
witness is a question to be determined by the court and depends upon
his capacity to understand the oath and to perceive, recollect, and
communicate that which he is offered to relate. "Whether he did perceive accurately, does recollect, and is communicating accurately and
truthfully are questions of credibility to be resolved by the trier of
fact." People v. McCaughan, 49 Ca1.2d 409, 420, 317 P.2d 974, 981
(1957).
Under the Evidence Code, too, the competency of a person to be a
witness is a question to be determined by the court. See EVIDENCE CODE
§ 405 and the Comment thereto. However, Section 701 requires the
court to determine only the prospective witness' capacity to communicate and his understanding of the duty to tell the truth. The missing
qualifications-the capacity to perceive and to recollect-are determined in a different manner. Because a witness, qualified under Section 701, must have personal knowledge of the facts to which he testifies (Section 702), he must, of course, have the capacity to perceive and
to recollect those facts. But the court may exclude the testimony of
a witness for "lack of personal knowledge only if no jury could reasonably find that he has such knowledge. See EVIDENCE CODE § 403
and the Comment thereto. Thus, the Evidence Code has made a person '8 capacity to perceive and to recollect a condition for the admission of his testimony concerning a particular matter instead of a condition for his competency to be a witness. And, under the Evidence
Code, if there is evidence that the witness has those capacities, the
determination whether he in fact perceived and does recollect is left
to the trier of fact. See EVIDENCE CODE §§ 403 and 702 and the Comments thereto.
Although Section 701 modifies the existing law with respect to
determining the competency of witnesses, it seems unlikely that the
change will have much practical significance. Theoretically, Section
701 may permit children and persons suffering from mental impairment to testify in some instances where they are now disqualified from
testifying; in practice, however, the California courts have permitted
children of very tender years and persons with mental impairment
to testify. See WITKIN, CAI,IFORNIA EVIDENCE §§ 389, 390 (1958). See
also Bradburn v. Peacock, 135 Cal. App.2d 161, 164-165, 286 P.2d 972,
974 (1955) (reversible error to preclude a child from testifying without
conducting a voir dire examination to determine his competency: "We
cannot say that no child of 3 years and 3 months is capable of receiving
just impressions of the facts that a man whom he knows in a truck
which he knows ran over his little sister. Nor can we say that no child
of 3 years and 3 months would remember such facts and be able to
relate them truly at the age of 5." (Emphasis in originaL)) ; People
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v. McCaughan, 49 Cal.2d 409, 317 P.2d 974 (1957) (indicating that
committed mental patients may be competent witnesses). For further
discussion, see Tentative Recommendation and a Study Relating to the
Uniform Rules of Evidence (Article IV. Witnesses), 6 CAL. LAW
REVISION COMM'N, REP., REC. & STUDIES 701, 709-710 (1964).
CROSS-REFERENCES
Criminal actionsz competency of witnesses, see Penal Code § 1321
Determination or whether witness disqualified, see § 405
See al80 the Gr08s-References under Section 700

§ 702. Personal knowledge of witness

702. (a) Subject to Section 801, the testimony of a witness
concerning a particular matter is inadmissible unless he has
personal knowledge of the matter. Against the objection of
a party, such personal knowledge must be shown before the
witness may testify concerning the matter.
.
(b) A witness' personal knowledge of a matter may be
shown by any otherwise admissible evidence, including his
own testimony.
Comment. Section 702 states the general requirement that a witness
must have personal knowledge of the facts to which he testifies. "Personal knowledge" means a present recollection of an impression derived from the exercise of the witness' own senses. 2 WIGMORE, EVIDENCE § 657 at 762 (3d ed. 1940). Cf. EVIDENCE CODE § 170, defining
"perceive. " Section 702 restates the substance of and supersedes Code
of Civil Procedure Section 1845.
Except to the extent that experts may give opinion testimony not
based on personal knowledge (see EVIDENCE CODE § 801), the requirement of Section 702 is applicable to all witnesses, whether expert or
not. Certain additional qualifications that an expert witness must
possess are set forth in Article 1 (commencing with Section 720) of
Chapter 3.
Under existing law, as under Section 702, an objection must be made
to the testimony of a witness who does not have personal knowledge;
but, if there is no reasonable opportunity to object before the testimony is given, a motion to strike is appropriate after lack of knowledge
has been shown. Fildew v. Shattuck &; Nimmo Warehouse Co., 39 Cal.
App. 42, 46, 177 Pac. 866, 867 (1918) (objection to question properly
sustained when foundational showing of personal knowledge was not
made) ; Sneed v. Marysville Gas &; Elec. Co., 149 Cal. 704, 709, 87 Pac.
376, 378 (1906) (error to overrule motion to strike testimony after
lack of knowledge shown on cross-examination); Parker v. Smith, 4
Cal. 105 (1854) (testimony properly stricken by court when lack of
knowledge shown on cross-examination).
If a timely objection is made that a witness lacks personal knowledge,
the court may not receive his testimony subject to· the condition that
evidence of personal knowledge be supplied later in the trial. Section
702 thus limits the ordinary power of the court with respect to the
order of proof. See EVIDENCE CODE § 403 (b). See also EVIDENCE CODE
§ 320.
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CROSS-REFERENCES
Definition:
Evidence, see § 140
Determination of whether witness has personal knowledge, see § 403
Opinion testimony as to sanity, see § 870
Opinion testimony generally, see §§ 800-805
Past memory recorded, see §§ 1237, 1238
Refreshing memory, see § 771

§ 703. Judge as witness

703. (a) Before the judge presiding at the trial of an
action may be called to testify in that trial as a witness, he
shall, in proceedings held out of the presence and hearing of
the jury, inform the parties of the information he has concerning any fact or matter about which he will be called to
testify.
(b) Against the objection of a party, the judge presiding
at the trial of an action may not testify in that trial as a
witness. Upon such objection, which shall be deemed a motion
for mistrial, the judge shall declare a mistrial and order the
action assigned for trial before another judge.
(c) In the absence of objection by a party, the judge presiding at the trial of an action may testify in that trial as a
witness.
Comment. Under existing law, a judge may be called as a witness
even if a party objects, but the judge in his discretion may order the
trial to be postponed or suspended and to take place before another
jUdge. CODE Crv. PROC. § 1883 (superseded by EVIDENCE CODE §§ 703
and 704). But see People v. Connors, 77 Cal. App. 438, 450-457, 246
Pac. 1072, 1076-1079 (1926) (dictum) (abuse of discretion for the presiding judge to testify to important and necessary facts).
Section 703, however, precludes the judge from testifying if a party
objects. Before the judge may be called to testify in a civil or criminal
action, he must disclose to the parties out of the presence and hearing
of the jury the information he has concerning the case. After such disclosure, if no party objects, the judge is permitted-but not requiredto testify.
Section 703 is based on the fact that examination and cross-examination of a judge-witness may be embarrassing and prejudicial to a party.
By testifying as a witness for one party, a judge appears in a partisan
attitude before the jury. Objections to questions and to his testimony
must be ruled on by the witness himself. The extent of cross-examination and the introduction of impeaching and rebuttal evidence may be
limited by the fear of appearing to attack the judge personally. For
these and other reasons, Section 703 is preferable to Code of Civil
Procedure Section 1883.
Definition:
Action, see § 105

CROSS-REFERENCES

§ 704. Juror as witness

704. (a) Before a juror sworn and impaneled in the trial
of an action may be called to testify before the jury in that
trial as a witness, he shall, in proceedings conducted by the
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court out of the presence and hearing of the remaining jurors,
inform the parties of the information he has concerning any
fact or matter about which he will be called to testify.
(b) Against the objection of a party, a juror sworn and impaneled in the trial of an action may not testify before the
jury in that trial as a witness. Upon such objection, which
shall be deemed a motion for mistrial, the court shall declare
a mistrial and order the action assigned for trial before another jury.
(c) In the absence of objection by a party, a juror sworn
and impaneled in the trial of an action may be compelled to
testify in that trial as a witness.
Comment. Under existing law, a juror may be called as a witness
even if a party objects, but the judge in his discretion may order the
trial to be postponed or suspended and to take place before another jury.
CODE CIV. PROC. § 1883 (superseded by EVIDENCE CODE §§ 703 and
704). Section 704, on the other hand, prevents a juror from testifying
before the jury if any party objects.
A juror-witness is in an anomalous position. He manifestly cannot
weigh his oWn testimony impartially. A party affected adversely by the
juror's testimony is placed in an embarrassing position. He cannot freely
cross-examine or impeach the juror for fear of antagonizing the jurorand perhaps his fellow jurors as well. And, if he does not attack the
juror's testimony, the other jurors may give his testimony undue
weight. For these and other reasons, Section 704 forbids jurors to
testify over the objection of any party.
Before a juror may be called to testify before the jury in a civil or
criminal action, he is required to disclose to the parties out of the
presence and hearing of the remaining jurors the information he has
concerning the case. After such disclosure, if no party objects, the juror
is required to testify. If a party objects, the objection is deemed a
motion for mistrial and the judge is required to declare a mistrial and
order the action assigned for trial before another jury.
Section 704 is concerned only with the problem of a juror who is
called to testify before the jury. Section 704 does not deal with voir
dire examinations of jurors, with testimony of jurors in post-verdict
proceedings (such as on motions for new trial), or with the testimony
of jurors on any other matter that is to be decided by the court. Cf.
EVIDENCE CODE § 1150 and the Comment thereto.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Criminal action, duty of juror" to disclose knowledge, see Penal Code § 1120
Definition:
Action, see § 105
Misconduct by jury, evidence of, see § 1150; Code of Civil Procedure § 657

CHAPTER 2.

OATH AND CONFRONTATION

§ 710. Oath required

710. Every witness before testifying shall take an oath
or make an affirmation or declaration in the form provided
by Chapter 3 (commencing with Section 2093) of Title 6 of
Part IV of the Code of Civil Procedure.
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Comment. Sections 710 and 711 restate the substance of and supersede Section 1846 of the Code of Civil Procedure.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Oath required of interpreter or translator, see § 751

§ 711. Confrontation

711. At the trial of an action, a witness can be heard
only in the presence and subject to the examination of all
the parties to the action, if they choose to attend and examine.
Comment. See the Comment to Section 710.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Defendant in criminal case, right to confront adverse witnesses, see Penal Code § 686
Definition:
Action, see § 105
Examination of witnesses, see §§ 760-778

CHAPTER 3.
Article 1.

EXPERT WITNESSES

Expert Witnesses Generally

§ 720. Qualification as an expert witness

720. (a) A person is qualified to testify as an expert if he
has special knowledge, skill, experience, training, or education
sufficient to qualify him as an expert on the subject to which
his testimony relates. Against the objection of a party, such
special knowledge, skill, experience, training, or education
must be shown before the witness may testify as an expert.
(b) A witness' special knowledge, skill, experience, training,
or education may be shown by any otherwise admissible evidence, including his own testimony.
Comment. This section states existing law as declared in subdivision 9 (last clause) of Code of Civil Procedure Section 1870, which is
superseded by Sections 720 and 801.
The judge must be satisfied that the proposed witness is an expert.
People v. Haeussler, 41 Cal.2d 252, 260 P.2d 8 (1953); Pfingsten v.
Westenhaver, 39 Cal.2d 12, 244 P.2d 395 (1952); Bossert v. Southern
Pac. Co., 172 Cal. 504, 157 Pac. 597 (1916); People v. Pacific Gas &;
Elec. Co., 27 Cal. App.2d 725, 81 P.2d 584 (1938).
Against the objection of a party, the special qualifications of the
proposed witness must be shown as a prerequisite to his testimony as an
expert. With the consent of the parties, the judge may receive a
witness' testimony conditionally, subject to the necessary foundation
being supplied later in the trial. See EVIDENCE CODE § 320. Unless the
foundation is subsequently supplied, however, the judge should grant
a motion to strike or should order the testimony stricken from the record
on his own motion.
The judge's determination that a witness qualifies as an expert
witness is binding on the trier of fact, but the trier of fact may
consider the witness' qualifications as an expert in determining the
weight to be given his testimony. Pfingsten v. Westenhaver, 39 Cal.2d
12,244 P.2d 395 (1952) ; Howland v. Oakland Consolo St. Ry., 110 CaL
513, 42 Pac. 983 (1895); Estate of. Johnson, 100 CaL App.2d 73, 223
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P.2d 105 (1950). See EVIDENCE CODE §§ 405 and 406 and the Comments
thereto.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Blood test experts, qualifications, see § 893
Court may limit number of experts, see § 723
Cross-examination concerning qUalifications, see § 721
Definition:
Evidence, see § 140
Determination of whether witness is an expert, see § 405
Handwriting, opinion as to, see § 1416
Interpreters, see §§ 750-754
Opinion testimony generally, see §§ 801-805
Sanity, opinion as to, see § 870
Translators, see §§ 750-754
Writing, authenticity of, see § 1418

§ 721. Cross-examination of expert witness

721. (a) Subject to subdivision (b), a witness testifying
as an expert may be cross-examined to the same extent as
any other witness and, in addition, may be fully cross-examined as to (1) his qualifications, (2) the subject to which his
expert testimony relates, and (3) the matter upon which his
opinion is based and the reasons for his opinion.
(b) If a witness testifying as an expert testifies in the form
of an opinion, he may not be cross-examined in regard to the
content or tenor of any scientific, technical, or professional
text, treatise, journal, or similar pUblication unless:
(1) The witness referred to, considered, or relied upon such
publication in arriving at or forming his opinion; or
(2) Such publication has been admitted in evidence.
Comment. Under Section 721, a witness who testifies as an expert
may, of course, be cross-examined to the same extent as any other witness. See Chapter 5 (commencing with Section 760). But, under subdivision (a) of Section 721, as under existing law, the expert witness is
also subject to a somewhat broader cross-examination: "Once an expert
offers his opinion, however, he exposes himself to the kind of inquiry
which ordinarily would have no place in the cross-examination of a
factual witness. The expert invites investigation into the extent of his
knowledge, the reasons for his opinion including facts and other matters upon which it is based (Code Civ. Proc., § 1872), and which he
took into consideration; and he may be 'subjected to the most rigid
cross examination' concerning his qualifications, and his opinion and
its sources [citation omitted]." Hope v. Arrowhead & Puntas Waters,
Inc., 174 Cal. App.2d 222, 230, 344 P.2d 428, 433 (1959). The crossexamination rule stated in subdivision (a) is based in part on the last
clause of Code of Civil Procedure Section 1872.
Subdivision (b) clarifies a matter concerning which there is considerable confusion in the California decisions. It is at least clear under
existing law that an expert witness may be cross-examined in regard
to those books on which he relied in forming or arriving at his opinion.
Lewis v. Johnson, 12 Ca1.2d 558, 86 P.2d 99 (1939); People v. Hooper,
10 Cal. App.2d 332, 51 P .2d 1131 (1935). Dicta in some decisions indicate that the cross-examiner is strictly limited to the books relied on
by the expert witness. See, e.g., Baily v. Kreutzmann, 141 Cal. 519, 75
Pac. 104 (1904). Other cases, however, suggest that an expert witness
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may be cross-examined in regard to any book of the same character
as the books on which he relied in forming his opinion. Griffith v. Los
Angeles Pac. Co., 14 Cal. App. 145, 111 Pac. 107 (1910). See Salgo v.
Leland Stanford etc. Bd. Trustees, 154 Cal. App.2d 560, 317 P.2d 170
(1957) ; Gluckstein v. Lipsett, 93 Cal. App.2d 391, 209 P.2d 98 (1949)
(reviewing California authorities). (Possibly, the cross-examiner is
restricted under this view to the use of such books as "are not in
harmony with the testimony of the witness." Griffith v. Los Angeles
Pac. Co., supra.) Language in several earlier cases indicated that the
cross-examiner could use books to test the competency of an expert
witness, whether or not the expert relied on books in forming his
opinion. Fisher v. Southern Pac. R.R., 89 Cal. 399, 26 Pac. 894 (1891) ;
People v. Hooper, 10 Cal. App.2d 332, 51 P.2d 1131 (1935). More
recent decisions indicate, however, that the opinion of an expert witness must be based either generally or specifically on books before the
expert can be cross-examined concerning them. Lewis v. Johnson, 12
Ca1.2d 558, 86 P.2d 99 (1939); Salgo v. Leland Stanford etc. Bd.
Trustees, 154 Cal. App.2d 560, 317 P.2d 170 (1957); Gluckstein v.
Lipsett,93 Cal. App.2d 391, 209 P.2d 98 (1949). The conflicting California cases are gathered in Annot., 60 A.L.R.2d 77 (1958).
If an expert witness has relied on a particular pUblication in forming
his opinion, it is necessary to permit cross-examination in regard to
that publication in order to show whether the expert correctly read,
interpreted, and applied the portions he relied on. Similarly, it is
important to permit an expert witness to be cross-examined concerning
those publications referred to or considered by him even though not
specifically relied on by him in forming his opinion. An expert's reasons
for not relying on particular publications that were referred to or
considered by him while forming his opinion may reveal important
information bearing upon the credibility of his testimony. However, a
rule permitting cross-examination on technical treatises not considered
by the expert witness would permit the cross-examiner to utilize this
opportunity not for its ostensible purpose-to test the expert's opinion-but to bring before the trier of fact the opinions of absentee
authors without the safeguard of cross-examination. Although the
court would be required upon request to caution the jury that the
statements read are not to be considered evidence of the truth of the
propositions stated, there is a danger that at least some jurors might
rely on the author's statements for this purpose. Yet, the statements
in the text might be based on inadequate background research, might
be subject to unexpressed qualifications that would be applicable to the
case before the court, or might be unreliable for some other reason that
could be revealed if the author were subject to cross-examination.
Therefore, subdivision (b) does not permit cross-examination of an
expert witness on scientific, technical, or professional works not
referred to, considered, or relied on by him.
If a particular publication has already been admitted in evidence,
however, the reason for subdivision (b)-to prevent inadmissible evidence from being brought before the jury-is inapplicable. Hence, the
subdivision permits an expert witness to be examined concerning such
a publication without regard to whether he referred to, considered,
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or relied on it in forming his opinion. Cf. Laird v. T. W. Mather, Inc.,
51 Cal.2d 210,331 P.2d 617 (1958).
The rule stated in subdivision (b) thus provides a fair and workable
solution to this conflict of competing interests with respect to the
permissible use of scientific, technical, or professional publications by
the cross-examiner.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Commercial, scientific, and similar publications as hearsay evidence, see §§ 1340,
1341
Cross-examination generally, see §§ 760-778
Definition:
Cross-examination, see § 761
Instruction on expert opinion testimony, see Penal Code § 1127b
Opinion testimony generally, see §§ 801-805

§ 722. Credibility of expert witness

722. (a) The fact of the appointment of an expert witness
by the court may be revealed to the trier of fact.
(b) The compensation and expenses paid or to be paid to
an expert witness by the party calling him is a proper subject
of inquiry by any adverse party as relevant to the credibility of
the witness and the weight of his testimony.
Comment. Subdivision (a) of Section 722 codifies a rule recognized
in the California decisions. People v. Cornell, 203 Cal. 144, 263 Pac.
216 (1928); People v. Strong, 114 Cal. App. 522, 300 Pac. 84 (1931).
Subdivision (b) of Section 722 restates the substance of Section
1256.2 of the Code of Civil Procedure. Section 1256.2, however, applies
only in condemnation cases, while Section 722 is not so limited. It is
uncertain whether the California law in other fields of litigation is as
stated in Section 722. At least one California case has held that an
expert could be asked whether he was being compensated but that
he could not be asked the amount of the compensation. People v.
Tomalty, 14 Cal. App. 224, 111 Pac. 513 (1910). However, the decision
may have been based on the discretionary right of the trial judge to
curtail collateral inquiry.
In any event, the rule enunciated in Section 722 is a desirable rule.
The tendency of some experts to become advocates for the party
employing them has been recognized. 2 WIGMORE, EVIDENCE § 563 (3d
ed. 1940); Friedenthal, Discovery and Use of an Adverse Party's
Expert Information, 14 STAN. L. REV. 455, 485-486 (1962). The jury
can better appraise the extent to which bias may have influenced an
expert's opinion if it is informed of the amount of his fee-and, hence,
the extent of his possible feeling of obligation to the party calling him.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Credibility of witnesses generally, see §§ 780, 785-791
Definition:
Trier of fact, see § 235

§ 723. limit on number of expert witnesses

723. The court may, at any time before or during the trial
of an action, limit the number of expert witnesses to be called
by any party.
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Comment. Section 723 restates the substance of and supersedes the
last sentence of Section 1871 of the Code of Civil Procedure.
CROSS-REFERENCES
CumUlative evidence, exclusion, see § 352
Definition:
•
Action, see § 105

Article 2.

Appointment of Expert Witness by Court

§ 730. AppOintment of expert by court

730. When it appears to the court, at any time before or
during the trial of an action, that expert evidence is or may
be required by the court or by any party to the action, the
court on its own motion or on motion of any party may appoint one Qr more experts to investigate, to render a report
as may be ordered by the court, and to testify as an expert at
the trial of the action relative to the fact or matter as to which
such expert evidence is or may be required. The court may
fix the compensation for such services, if any, rendered by any
person appointed under this section, in addition to any service
as a witness, at such amount as seems reasonable to the court.
Comment. Section 730 restates the substance of and supersedes the
first paragraph of Section 1871 of the Code of Civil Procedure .

•

CROSS-REFERENCES
Appointment of blood test experts, see §§ 890-897
Appointment of expert may be revealed to trier of fact, see § 722
Appointment of interpreter or translator, see §§ 750-754
Criminal cases:
Appointment of alienists to determine sanity, see Penal Code § 1027
Skilled persons as witnesses to prove forgery, see Penal Code § 1107
Definitions:
Action, see § 105
Evidence, see § 140
Opinion testimony by expert, see §§ 801-805
Qualification of expert, see § 720

§ 731. Payment of court-appointed expert

731. (a) In all criminal actions and juvenile court proceedings, the compensation fixed under Section 730 shall be
a charge against the county in which such action or proceeding
is pending and shall be paid out of the treasury of such county
on order of the court.
(b) In any county in which the procedure prescribed in this
subdivision has been authorized by the board of supervisors,
the compensation fixed under Section 730 for medical experts
in civil actions in such county shall be a charge against and
paid out of the treasury of such county On order of the court.
( c ) Except as otherwise provided in this section, in all
civil actions, the compensation fixed under Section 730 shall,
in the first instance, be apportioned and charged to the several
parties in such proportion as the court may determine and
may thereafter be taxed and allowed in like manner as other
costs.
.
Comment. Section 731 restates the substance of and supersedes the
second paragraph of Section 1871 of the Code of Civil Procedure.
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CROSS-REFERENCES
Compensation of:
Alienists appointed in criminal action, see Penal Code § 1027
Blood test experts, see 5§ 894,896
Interpreters and translators, see §§ 752-754
Definitions:
Civil action, see § 120
Criminal action, see 5 130

§ 732. Calling and examining court-appointed expert

732. .Any expert appointed by the court under Section 730
may be called and examined by the court or by any party to
the action. When such witness is called and examined by the
court, the parties have the same right as is expressed in Section
775 to cross-examine the witness and to object to the questions
asked and the evidence adduced.
Comment. Section 732 restates the substance of and supersedes the
fourth paragraph of Section 1871 of the Code of Civil Procedure.
Section 732 refers to Section 775, which is based on language
originally contained in Section 1871. Section 775 permits each party
to the action to object to questions asked and evidence adduced and,
also, to cross-examine any person called by the court as a witness to
the same extent as if such person were called as a witness by an adverse
party.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Appointment b' court, disclosure of, see § 722
Cross-examination of expert witnesses generally, see 1 721
Definitions:
Action, see § 105
Cross-examination, see § 761
Evidence, see 1140
Examination of alienists appointed in criminal action, see Penal Code 11027
Examination of witnesses generally, see §§ 760-778
Opinion testimony by expert, see §§ 801-805

§ 733. Right to produce other expert evidence

733. Nothing contained in this article shall be deemed or
construed to prevent any party to any action from producing
other expert evidence on the same fact or matter mentioned
in Section 730; but, where other expert witnesses are called
by a party to the action, their fees shall be paid by the party
calling them and only ordinary witness fees shall be taxed
as costs in the action.
Comment. Section 733 restates the substance of and supersedes the
third paragraph of Section 1871 of the Code of Civil Procedure.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Court may limit number of expert witnesses, see § 723
Definitions:
Action, see 5 105
Evidence, see § 140
Similar provision:
Blood test experts, see § 897
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INTERPRETERS AND TRANSLATORS

§ 750. Rules relating to witnesses apply to interpreters and translators

750. A person who serves as an interpreter or translator
in any action is subject to all the rules of law relating to
witnesses.
Comment. Section 750 codifies existing law. E.g., People v. Lem Deo,
132 Cal. 199, 201, 64 Pac. 265, 266 (1901) (interpreter); People v.
Bardin,148 Cal. App2d 776,307 P.2d 384 (1957) (translator).
CROSS-REFERENCES
Credibility of witnesses, see §§ 722, 780, 785-791
Cross-examination of expert witnesses, see § 721
Definitions:
Action, see § 105
Law, see § 160
Examination of witnesses generally, see §§ 760-778
Qualification as expert witness, see § 720
Qualification as interpreter, see Code of Civil Procedure § 264
See aZso the Oross-References under Section 700

§ 751. Oath required of interpreters and translators

751. (a) An interpreter shall take an oath that he will
make a true interpretation to the witness in a language that
the witness understands and that he will make a true interpretation of the witness' answers to questions to counsel, court,
or jury, in the English language, with his best skill and judgment.
(b) A translator shall take an oath that he will make a
true translation in the English language of any writing he
is to decipher or translate.
Comment. Section 751 is based on language presently contained in
subdivision (c) of Section 1885 of the Code of Civil Procedure.
Definitions:
Oath, see § 165
Writi~g, see § 250

CROSS-REFERENCES

§ 752. Interpreters for witnesses

752. (a) When a witness is incapable of hearing or understanding the English language or is incapable of expressing
himself in the English language so as to be understood directly
by counsel, court, and jury, an interpreter whom he can understand and who can understand him shall be sworn to interpret
for him.
(b) The interpreter may be appointed and compensated as
provided in Article 2 (commencing with Section 730) of
Chapter 3.
Comment. Section 752 restates the substance of and supersedes Section 1884 of the Code of Civil Procedure. It is drawn broadly enough
to authorize the use of an interpreter for a person whose inability to
be understood directly stems from physical disability as well as from,
lack of understanding of the English language. See discussion in
People v. Walker, 69 Cal. App. 475, 231 Pac. 572 (1924). Under Section 752, as under existing law, whether an interpreter should be
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appointed is largely within the discretion of the trial judge. People v.
Holtzclaw, 76 Cal. App. 168, 243 Pac. 894 (1926).
Subdivision (b) of Section 752 substitutes for the detailed language
in Code of Civil Procedure Section 1884 a reference to the general
authority of a court to appoint expert witnesses, since interpreters are
treated as expert witnesses and subject to the same rules of competency
and examination as are experts generally. The existing procedure provided by Code of Civil Procedure Section 1884 does not insure that
an interpreter who is required to testify will be. paid reasonable compensation for his services. Section 752 corrects this deficiency in the
existing law.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Appointment of expert witness by court, see §§ 730-733
Interpreter for deaf person in certain actions, see § 754
Interpreter subject to rules applicable to witnesses, see § 750
Interpreter's oath, see § 751
See also the Gross-References under Section 750

§ 753. Translators of writings

753. (a) When the written characters in a writing offered
in evidence are incapable of being deciphered or understood
directly, a translator who· can decipher the characters or understand the language shall be sworn to decipher or translate the writing.
(b) The translator may be appointed and compensated as
provided in Article 2 (commencing with Section 730) of
Chapter 3.
Comment. Section 753 restates the substance of and supersedes Section 1863 of the Code of Civil Procedure, but the language of Section
753 is new. The same principles that require the appointment of an
interpreter for a witness who is incapable of expressing himself so as
to be understood directly apply with equal force to documentary evidence. See EVIDENCE CODE § 752 and the Comment thereto.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Appointment of expert witness by court, see §§ 730-733
Definitions:
Evidence, see § 140
Writing, see § 250
Translator subject to rules applicable to witnesses, see § 750
Translator's oath, see § 751
See also the Gross-References under Section 750

§ 754. Interpreters for deaf in criminal and commitment cases

754. (a) As used in this section, "deaf person" means a
person with a hearing loss so great as to prevent his understanding language spoken in a normal tone.
(b) In any criminal action where the defendant is a deaf
person, all of the proceedings of the trial shall be interpreted
to him in a language that he understands by a qualified interpreter appointed by the court.
(c) In any action where the mental condition of a deaf
person is being considered and where such person may be
committed to a mental institution, all of the court proceedings
pertaining to him shall be interpreted to him in a language
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that he understands by a qualified interpreter appointed by
the court.
(d) Interpreters appointed under this section shall be paid
for their services a reasonable sum tD be determined by the
court, which shall be a charge against the county in which
such action is pending and shall be paid out of the treasury
of such county on order of the court.
Comment. Section 754 restates the substance of and supersedes Section 1885 of the Code of Civil Procedure. Subdivision (c) of Section
1885 is not continued in Section 754 but is restated in substance in
Section 751.
The phrase "with or without a hearing aid" has been deleted from
the definition of "deaf person" as unnecessary. The court's inquiry
should be directed towards the ability of the person to hear; the court
should not be concerned with the means by which he might be enabled
to hear.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Action, see § 105
Criminal action, see § 130
See also the Oross-References under Sections 750 and 752

CHAPTER 5.

METHOD AND SCOPE OF EXAMINATION

Article 1.

Definitions

§ 760. "Direct examination"

760. "Direct examination" is the first examination of a
witness upon a matter that is not within the scope of a previous examination of the witness.
Comment. Section 760 restates the substance of and supersedes the
first clause of Code of Civil Procedure Section 2045 and the last clause
of Code of Civil Procedure Section 2048. Under Section 760, an examination of a witness called by another party is direct examination if
the examination relates to a matter that is not within the scope of the
previous examination of the witness.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Examination of:
Adverse party, see § 776
Alienist appointed to determine sanity, see Penal Code § 1027
Blood test expert, see § 893
Hearsay declarant, see § 1203
Person upon whose statement expert bases opinion, see § 804
Witness called by court, see § 775
Leading questions on direct examination, see § 767
Opinion testimony, giving supporting matter on direct examination, see § 802
Order of examination, see § 772

§ 761. "Cross-examination"

761. "Cross-examination" is the examination of a witness
by a party other than the direct examiner upon a matter that
is within the scope of the direct examination of the witness.
Comment. Section 761 restates the substance of and supersedes the
definition of "cross-examination" found in Section 2045 of the Code of
Civil Procedure. In accordance with existing law, it limits cross-exam-
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ination of a witness to the scope of the witness' direct examination.
See generally WITKIN, CALIFORNIA EVIDENCE §§ 622-638 (1958).
Section 761, together with Section 773, retains the cross-examination
rule now applicable to a defendant in a criminal action who testifies
as a witness in that action. See People v. McCarthy, 88 Cal. App.2d
883, 200 P.2d 69 (1948). See also People v. Arrighini, 122 Cal. 121,
54 Pac. 591 (1898) ; People v. O'Brien, 66 Cal. 602, 6 Pac. 695 (1885) ;
WITKIN, CALIFORNIA EVIDENCE § 629 (1958). See also EVIDENCE CODE
§ 772(d).
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definition:
Direct examination, see § 760
Order of examination, see § 772
Scope of cross-examination, see § 773
See also the OroBB-ReferenceB under Sections 760 and 773

§ 762. "Redirect examination"

762. "Redirect examination" is an examination of a witness by the direct examiner subsequent to the cross-examination of the witness.
Comment. "Redirect examination" and "recross-examination" are
not defined in existing statutes, but the terms are recognized in practice. See WITKIN, CALIFORNIA EVIDENCE §§ 697, 698 (1958). The scope
of redirect and recross-examination is limited by Section 774.
The definition of "redirect examination" embraces not only the
examination immediately following cross-examination of the witness
but also any subsequent re-examination of the witness by the direct
examiner.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definition:
Cross-examination, see § 761
Leading questions on redirect examination, see § 767
Order of examination, see § 772
Re-examination generally, see § 774

§ 763. "Recross-examination"

763. "Recross-examination" is an examination of a witness
by a cross-examiner subsequent to a redirect examination of
the witness.
Comment. See the Comment to Section 762. The definition of "recross-examination" embraces not only the examination immediately
following the first redirect examination of the witness but also any
subsequent re-examination of the witness by a cross-examiner.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definition:
Redirect examination, see § 762
Leading questions on recross-examination, see § 767
Order of examination, I!ee § 772
Re-examination generally, see § 774

§ 764. "Leading question"

764. A "leading question" is a question that suggests to
the witness the answer that the examining party desires.
Comment. Section 764 restates the substance of and supersedes the
first sentence of Section 2046 of the Code of Civil Procedure. For
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restrictions on the use of leading questions in the examination of a
witness, see EVIDENCE CODE § 767 and the Comment thereto.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Leading questions, when permitted, see § 767

Article 2. Examination of Witnesses
§ 765. Court to control mode of interrogation

765. The court shall exercise reasonable control over the
mode of interrogation of a witness so as (a) to make such interrogation as rapid, as distinct, and as effective for the ascertainment of the truth, as may be, and (b) to protect the
witness from undue harassment or embarrassment.
Comment. Section 765 restates the substance of and supersedes
Section 2044 of the Code of Civil Procedure. As to the latitude permitted the judge in controlling the examination of witnesses under
existing law, which is continued in effect by Section 765, see Commercial
Union Assur. Co. v. Pacific Gas &- Elec. Co., 220 Cal. 515, 31 P.2d 793
(1934). See also People v. Davis, 6 Cal. App. 229, 91 Pac. 810 (1907).
CROSS-REFERENCES
Criminal action, control of proceedings by judge, see Penal Code § 1044

§ 766. Responsive answers

766. A witness must give responsive answers to questions,
and answers that are not responsive shall be stricken on motion
of any party.
Comment. Section 766 restates the substance of and supersedes
Section 2056 of the Code of Civil Procedure.
§ 767. Leading questions

767. Except under special circumstances where the interests of justice otherwise require:
(a) A leading question may not be asked of a witness on
direct or redirect examination.
(b) A leading question may be asked of a witness on crossexamination or recross-examination.
Comment. Subdivision (a) restates the substance of and supersedes
the last sentence of Section 2046 of the Code of Civil Procedure. Subdivision (b) is based on and supersedes a phrase that appears in Code
of Civil Procedure Section 2048.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Cross-examination by party whose interest iR not adverse to party calling witness,
see § 773
Definitions:
Cross-examination, see § 761
Direct examination, see § 760
Leading question, see § 764
Recross-examination, see § 763
Redirect examination, see § 762
See also the Cross-References under Section 760
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§ 768. Writings

768. (a) In examining a witness concerning a writing, including a statement made by him that is inconsistent with any
part of his testimony at the hearing, it is not necessary to
show, read, or disclose to him any part of the writing.
(b) If a writing is shown to a witness, all parties to the
action must be given an opportunity to inspect it before any
question concerning it may be asked of the witness.
Comment. Section 768 deals with a subject now covered in Sections
2052 and 2054 of the Code of Civil Procedure. Under the existing
sections, a party need not disclose to a witness any information concerning a prior inconsistent oral statement of the witness before asking
him questions about the statement. People v. Kidd, 56 Cal.2d 759, 765,
16 Cal. Rptr. 793, 796-797, 366 P.2d 49,52-53 (1961) ; People v. Campos,
10 Cal. App.2d 310, 317, 52 P.2d 251, 254 (1935). However, if a witness'
prior inconsistent statements are in writing or, as in the case of former
oral testimony, have been reduced to writing, "they must be shown to
the witness before any question is put to him concerning them." CODE
CIV. PROC. § 2052 (superseded by EVIDENCE CODE § 768) ; Umemoto v.
McDonald,6 Ca1.2d 587, 592, 58 P.2d 1274, 1276 (1936).
Section 768 eliminates the distinction made in existing law between
oral and written statements and permits a witness to be asked questions
concerning a prior inconsistent statement, whether written or oral, even
though no disclosure is made to him concerning the prior statement.
(Whether a foundational showing is required before other evidence of
the prior statement may be admitted is not covered in Section 768;
the prerequisites for the admission of such evidence are set forth in
Section 770.) The disclosure of inconsistent written statements that is
required under existing law limits the effectiveness of cross-examination
by removing the element of surprise. The forewarning gives the dishonest witness the opportunity to reshape his testimony in conformity
with the prior statement. The existing rule is based on an English
common law rule that has been abandoned in England for 100 years.
See MCCORMICK, EVIDENCE § 28 at 53 (1954).
With respect to other types of writings (such as those that are not
made by the witness himself or, even though made by him, are not
inconsistent statements used for impeachment purposes), there apparently is no requirement that they be shown to a witness before he can
be examined concerning them. Section 2054 of the Code of Civil Procedure requires only that the adverse party be given an opportunity
to inspect any writing that is actually shown to a witness before the
witness can be examined concerning the writing. See People v. Briggs,
58 Cal.2d 385, 413, 24 Cal. Rptr. 417, 435, 374 P.2d 257, 275 (1962);
People v. Keyes, 103 Cal. App. 624, 284 Pac. 1096 (1930) (hearing
denied) ; People v. De Angelli, 34 Cal. App. 716, 168 Pac. 699 (1917).
Section 768 clarifies whatever doubt may exist in this regard by declaring that such a writing need not be shown to the witness before he can
be examined concerning it. Of course, the best evidence rule may in
some cases preclude eliciting testimony concerning the content of a
writing. See EVIDENCE CODE § 1500 and the Comment thereto.
Subdivision (b) of Section 768 preserves the right of the adverse
party to inspect a writing that is actually shown to a witness before
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the witness can be examined concerning it. As indicated above, this
preserves the existing requirement declared in Code of Civil Procedure
Section 2054. However, the right of inspection has been extended to
all parties to the action.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Best evidence rule, see § 1500
Defini tions :
Action, see § 105
Hearing, see § 145
Statement, see § 225
Writing, see § 250
Disclosing information concerning inconsistent statement, see § 769
Evidence of inconsistent statement, when permitted, see § 770
Inconsistent statement as hearsay evidence, see § 1235

§ 769. Inconsistent statement or conduct

769. In examining a witness concerning a statement or
other conduct by him that is inconsistent with any part of his
testimony at the hearing, it is not necessary to disclose to him
any information concerning the statement or other conduct.
Comment. Section 769 is consistent with the existing California law
regarding the examination of a witness concerning prior inconsistent
oral statements. People v. Kidd, 56 Ca1.2d 759, 765, 16 Cal. Rptr. 793,
796-797,366 P.2d 49,52-53 (1961). Insofar as this section also relates
to inconsistent statements of a witness that are in writing (see the
definitions of "statement" and "conduct" in EVIDENCE CODE §§ 225
and 125, respectively), see the Comment to Section 768.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Conduct. see § 125
Hearing, see § 145
Statement, see § 225
Evidence of inconsistent statement, when permitted, see § 770
See also the Oross-References under Section 770

§ 770. Evidence of inconsistent statement of witness

770. Unless the interests of justice otherwise require, extrinsic evidence of a statement made by a witness that is inconsistent with any part of his testimony at the hearing shall be
excluded unless:
(a) The witness was so examined while testifying as to give
him an opportunity to explain or to deny the statement; or
(b) The witness has not been excused from giving further
testimony in the action.
Comment. Under Section 2052 of the Code of Civil Procedure, extrinsic evidence of a witness' inconsistent statement may be admitted
only if the witness was given the opportunity, while testifying, to
explain or deny the contradictory statement. Permitting a witness to
explain or deny an alleged inconsistent statement is desirable, but
there is no compelling reason to provide the opportunity for explanation before the inconsistent statement is introduced in evidence. Accordingly, unless the interests of justice otherwise require, Section 770
permits the judge to exclude evidence of an inconsistent statement only
if the witness during his examination was not given an opportunity
to explain or deny the statement and he has been unconditionally ex-
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cused and is not subject to being recalled as a witness. Among other
things, Section 770 will permit more effective cross-examination and
impeachment of several collusive witnesses, since there need be no
disclosure of prior inconsistency before all such witnesses have been
examined.
Where the interests of justice require it, the court may permit
extrinsic evidence of an inconsistent statement to be admitted even
though the witness has been excused and has had no opportunity to
explain or deny the statement. An absolute rule forbidding introduction
of such evidence where the specified conditions are not met may cause
hardship in some cases. For example, the party seeking to introduce
the statement may not have learned of its existence until after the
witness has left the court and is no longer available to testify. For
the foundational requirements for the admission of a hearsay declarant's inconsistent statement, see EVIDENCE CODE § 1202 and the Comment thereto.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Action, see § 105
Evidence, see § 140
Hearing, see § 145
Statement, see § 225
Disclosure not required when examining witness, see §§ 768, 769
Hearsay exception for inconsistent statement, see § 1235
Inconsistent statement of hearsay declarant, see § 1202

§ nl. Refreshing recollection with a writing

771. If a witness, either while testifying or prior thereto,
uses a writing to refresh his memory with respect to any
matter about which he testifies, such writing must be produced
at the request of an adverse party, who may, if he chooses,
inspect the writing, cross-examine the witness concerning it,
and read it to the jury.
Comment. Section 771 grants to an adverse party the right to inspect
any writing used to refresh a witness' recollection, whether the writing
is used by the witness while testifying or prior thereto. The right of
inspection granted by Section 771 may be broader than the similar
right of inspection granted by Section 2047 of the Code of Civil Procedure, for Section 2047 has been interpreted by the courts to grant
a right of inspection of only those writings used by the witness while
he is testifying. People v. Gallardo, 41 Ca1.2d 57, 257 P.2d 29 (1953);
People v. Grayson, 172 Cal. App.2d 372, 341 P.2d 820 (1959); Smith
v. Smith, 135 Cal. App.2d 100, 286 P.2d 1009 (1955). In a criminal case,
however, the defendant can compel the prosecution to produce any
written statement of a prosecution witness relating to matters covered
in the witness' testimony. People v. Estrada, 54 Cal.2d 713, 7 Cal. Rptr.
897, 355 P .2d 641 (1960). The extent to which the public policy reflected in criminal discovery practice overrides the restrictive interpretation of Code of Civil Procedure Section 2047 is not clear. See
WITKIN, CALIFORNIA EVIDENCE § 602 (Supp. 1963). In any event,
Section 771 follows the lead of the criminal cases, such as People v.
Silberstein, 159 Cal. App.2d Supp. 848, 323 P.2d 591 (1958) (defendant
entitled to inspect police report used by police officer to refresh his
rec'ollection before. testifying), and grants a right of inspection without
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regard to when the writing is used to refresh recollection. If a witness'
testimony depends upon the use of a writing to refresh his recollection,
the adverse party's right to inspect the writing should not be made to
depend upon the happenstance of when the writing is used.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Cross-examination, see § 773
Definitions:
Cross-examination, see § 761
Writing, see § 250
Inspection of writing shown to witness, see § 768
Past memory recorded, see § 1237
Prior identification, see § 1238

§

n2.

Order of examination

772. (a) The examination of a witness shall proceed in
the following phases: direct examination, cross-examination,
redirect examination, recross-examination, and continuing
thereafter by redirect and recross-examination.
(b) Unless for good cause the court otherwise directs, each
phase of the examination of a witness m,ust be concluded before the succeeding phase begins.
(c) Subject to subdivision (d), a party may, in the discretion of the court, during his cross-examination, redirect
examination, or recross-examination of a witness, examine the
witness upon a matter not within the scope of a previous examination of the witness.
(d) If the witness is the defendant in a criminal action, the
witness may not be examined under direct examination by
another party.
Comment. Subdivision (a) codifies existing but nonstatutory California law. See WITKIN, CALIFORNIA EVIDENCE § 576 at 631 (1958).
Subdivision (b) is based on and supersedes the second sentence of
Section 2045 of the Code of Civil Procedure. The language of the
existing section has been expanded, however, to require completion
of each phase of examination of the witness, not merely the direct
examination.
Under subdivision (c), as under existing law, a party examining a
witness under cross-examination, redirect examination, or recrossexamination may go beyond the scope of the initial direct examination
if the court permits. See CODE CIV. PROC. §§ 2048 (last clause), 2050;
WITKIN, CALIFORNIA EVIDENCE §§ 627, 697 (1958). Under the definition
in Section 760, such an extended examination is direct examination.
Cf. CODE CIV. PROC. § 2048 ("such examination is to be subject to the
same rules as a direct examination").
Subdivision (d) states an exception for the defendant-witness in a
criminal action that reflects existing law. See WITKIN, CALIFORNIA
EVIDENCE § 629 at 676 (1958).
CROSS-REFERENCES
Control of mode of interrogation, see § 765
CroBB-examination, see § 773
Definitions:
Criminal action, see § 130
CroBB-examination, see § 761
Direct examination, see § 760
RecroBB-examination, see § 763
Redirect examination, see § 762
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Expert'witness, cross-examination of, see 721
Expert witness, examination of, see §§ 801-805
Recall of witnesses, see § 778
Re-examination, see § 774
See also the Cross-References under Section 760

§ 773. Cross-examination

773. (a) A witness examined by one party may be crossexamined upon any matter within the scope of the direct examination by each other party to the action in such order as
the court directs.
(b) The cross-examination of a witness by any party whose
interest is not adverse to the party calling him is subject to
the same rules that are applicable to the direct examination.
Comment. Subdivision (a) restates the substance of Sections 2045
(part) and 2048 of the Code of Civil Procedure and Section 1323 of
the Penal Code.
Subdivision (b) is based on the holding in Atchison, T. & S.F. Ry. v.
Southern Pac. Co., 13 Cal. App.2d 505, 57 P.2d 575 (1936). That case
held that a party not adverse to the direct examiner of a witness did not
have the right to cross-examine the witness. Under subdivision (a), such
a party would have the right to cross-examine the witness upon any
matter within the scope of the direct examination, but he would be
prohibited by Section 767 from asking leading questions during such
examination. If the witness testifies on direct examination to matters
that are, in fact, antagonistic to a party's position, he may be permitted
to cross-examine with leading questions even though from a technical
point of view the interest of the cross-examiner is not adverse to that
of the direct examiner. Cf. McCarthy v. Mobile Cranes, Inc., 199 Cal.
App.2d 500, 18 Cal. Rptr. 750 (1962).
CROSS-REFERENCES
Control of mode of interrogation, see § 765
Definitions:
Action, see § 105
Cross-examination, see § 761
Direct examination, see § 760
Expert witness, cross-examination of, see § 721
Expert witness, examination of, see §§ 801-805
Leading questions on direct and cross-examination, see § 767
Offer of proof unnecessary on cross-examination, see § 354
Part of transaction covered, admissibility of whole, see § 356
Witness called by court, cross-examination of. ~ee §§ 732, 775
See also the Oross-References under Section 760

§ 774. Re-examination

774. A witness once examined cannot be re-examined as
to the same matter without leave of the court, but he may be
re-examined as to any new matter upon which he has been
examined by another party to the action. Leave may be granted
or withheld in the court's discretion.
Comment. Section 774 is based on and supersedes the first and third
sentences of Section 2050 of the Code of Civil Procedure. The nature
of a re-examination is to be determined in accordance with the definitions in Sections 760-763.
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CROSS-REFERENCES
Definition:
Action, see § 105
Phases of examination, see § 772
Recall of witness, see § 778

§ n5. Court may call witnesses

775. The court on its own motion may call witnesses and
interrogate them the same as if they had been produced by a
party to the action, and the parties may object to the questions
asked and the evidence adduced the same as if such witnesses
were called and examined by an adverse party. Such witnesses
may be cross-examined by all parties to the action in such
order as the court directs.
Comment. The power of the judge to call expert witnesses is well
recognized by statutory and case law in California. CODE Crv. PROC.
§ 1871 (recodified as Section 723 and Article 2 (commencing with
Section 730) of Chapter 3) ; PENAL CODE § 1027; Citizens State Bank
v. Castro, 105 Cal. App. 284, 287 Pac. 559 (1930). See also CODE Crv.
PROC. §§ 1884 and 1885 (interpreters), continued in substance by
Chapter 4 (commencing with Section 750).
The power of the judge to call other witnesses is also recognized by
case law. Travis v. Southern Pac. Co., 210 Cal. App.2d 410, 425, 26
Cal. Rptr. 700, 707-708 (1962) (" [W]e have been cited to no case,
nor has our independent research disclosed any case, dealing with a
civil action in which a witness has been called to the stand by the
court, over objection of a party. However, we can see no difference
in this respect between a civil and a criminal case. In both, the endeavor of the court and the parties should be to get at the· truth of
the matter in contest. Fundamentally, there is no reason why the
court in the interests of justice should not call to the stand anyone
who appears to have relevant, competent and material information.").
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Action, see § 105
Cross-examination, see § 761
Evidence, see § 140
Examination of expert called by court, see § 732
Leading questions, see § 767
Objections to evidence, see § 353
Order of examination, see § 772

§ n6. Examination of adverse party or witness

776. (a) A party to the record of any. civil action, or a
person identified with such a party, may be called and examined
as if under cross-examination by any adverse party at any
time during the presentation of evidence by the party calling
the witness. The party calling such witness is not bound by
his testimony, and the testimony of such witness may be rebutted by the party calling him for such examination by other
evidence.
(b) A witness examined by a party under this section may
be cross-examined by all other parties to the action in such
order as the court directs; but the witness may be examined
only as if under redirect examination by:
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(1) In the case of a witness who is a party, his own counsel
and counsel for a party who is not adverse to the witness.
(2) In the case of a witness who is not a party, counsel for
the party with whom the witness is identified and counsel for
a party who is not adverse to the party with whom the witIJess
is identified.
(c) For the purpose of this section, parties represented by
the same counsel are deemed to be a single party.
(d) For the purpose of this section, a person is identified
with a party if he is:
(1) A person for whose immediate benefit the action is
prosecuted or defended by the party.
(2) A director, officer, superintendent, member, agent, employee, or managing agent of the party or of a person specified
in paragraph (1), or any public employee of a public entity
when such public entity is the party.
(3) A person who was in any of the relationships specified
in paragraph (2) at the time of the act or omission giving riBe
to the cause of action.
( 4) A person who was in any of the relationships specified
in paragraph (2) at the time he obtained knowledge of the
matter concerning which he is sought to be examined under
this section.
Comment. Section 776 restates the substance of Code of Civil Procedure Section 2055 as it has been interpreted by the courts. See W ITKIN, CALIFORNIA EVIDENCE §§ 607-613 (1958), and pertinent cases cited
and discussed therein.
Subdivision (a). Subdivision (a) restates the provisions of Section
2055 that permit a party to call and examine as if under cross-examination an adverse party and certain adverse witnesses. However, Section 776 substitutes the phrase "or a person identified with such a
party" for the confusing enumeration of persons listed in the first
sentence of Section 2055. This phrase is defined in subdivision (d) of
Section 776 to include all of the persons presently named in Section
2055. See the Comment to subdivision (d), infra.
Subdivision (b). Subdivision (b) is based in part on similar provisions contained in Code of Civil Procedure Section 2055. Unlike Section 2055, however, this subdivision is drafted in recognition of the
problems involved in multiple party litigation. Thus, the introductory
portion of subdivision (b) states the general rule that a witness examined under this section may be cross-examined by all other parties
to the action in such order as the court directs. For example, a party
whose interest in the action is identical with that of the party who
called the witness for examination under this section has a right to
cross-examine the witness fully because he, too, has the right to call
the witness for examination under this section. Similarly, a party
whose interest in the action is adverse to the party who calls the witness for examination under this section has the right to cross-examine
the witness fully unless he is identified with the witness as described
in paragraphs (1) and (2) of this subdivision. Paragraphs (1) and
(2) restrict the nature of the cross-examination permitted of a witness
by a party with whom the witness is identified and by parties whose
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interest in the action is not adverse to the party with whom the witness is identified. These parties are limited to examination of the
witness as if under redirect examination. In essence, this means that
leading questions cannot be asked of the witness by these parties. See
EVIDENCE CODE § 767. Although the examination must proceed as if it
were a redirect examination, under Section 761 it is in fact a crossexamination and limited to the scope of the direct. See also EVIDENCE
CODE §§ 760, 773.
Subdivision ( c). Subdivision (c) codifies a principle that has been
recognized in the California cases even though not explicitly stated
in Code of Civil Procedure Section 2055. See Gates v. Pendleton, 71
Cal. App. 752, 236 Pac. 365 (1925); Goehring v. Rogers, 67 Cal. App.
260, 227 Pac. 689 (1924).
Subdivision ( d). Subdivision (d) lists the classes of persons who
are "identified with a party" as that phrase and variations of it are
used in subdivisions (a) and (b) of Section 776. The persons named
in paragraphs (1) and (2) are those described in the first sentence of
Code of Civil Procedure Section 2055 as being subject to examination
pursuant to the section because of a particular relationship to a party.
See the definitions of "person," "public employee," and "public entity" in EVIDENCE CODE §§ 175, 195, and 200, respectively. In addition,
paragraph (3) of this subdivision describes persons who were in any
of the J:.equisite relationships at the time of the act or omission giving
rise to the cause of action. This states existing case law. Scott v. Del
Monte Properties, Inc., 140 Cal. App.2d 756, 295 P.2d 947 (1956);
Wells v. Lloyd, 35 Cal. App.2d 6, 94 P.2d 373 (1939). Similarly, paragraph (4) extends this principle to include any person who obtained
relevant knowledge as a result of such a relationship but who does
not fit the precise descriptions contained in paragraphs (1) through
(3). For example, a person whose employment by a party began after
the cause of action arose and terminated prior to the time of his examination at the trial would be included in the description contained
in paragraph (4) if he obtained relevant knowledge of the incident
as a result of his employment. It is not clear whether this states existing law, for no California decision has been found that decides this
question. The paragraph is necessary, however, to preclude a party
from preventing examination of his employee pursuant to this section
by the simple expedient of discharging the employee prior to trial
and reinstating him afterwards. Cf. Wells v. Lloyd, 35 Cal. App.2d 6,
12, 94 P.2d 373, 376-377 (1939).
CROSS-REFERENCES
Cross-examination generally, see § 773Definitions:
Civil action) see § 120
Cross-examInation, see § 761
Evidence, see § 140
Person, see § 175
Public employee, see § 195
Public entity, see § 200
Redirect examination, see § 762
Leading questions, see § 767
Offer of proof unnecessary on cross-examination, see § 354
Order of examination, see § 772
Re-examination generally, see § 774
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§ 777. Exclusion of witness

777. (a) Subject to subdivisions (b) and (c), the court
may exclude from the courtroom any witness not at the time
under examination so that such witness cannot hear the testimony of other witnesses.
(b) A party to the action cannot be excluded under this
section.
(c) If a person other than a natural person is a party to
the action, an officer or employee designated by its attorney
is entitled to be present.
Comment. Section 777 is based on and supersedes Section 2043 of
the Code of Civil Procedure. Under the existing law, the judge exercises broad discretion in regard to the exclusion of witnesses. People
v. Lariscy, 14 Cal.2d 30, 92 P.2d 638 (1939); People v. Garbutt, 197
Cal. 200, 239 Pac. 1080 (1925). Cf. PENAL CODE § 867 (power of magistrate to exclude witnesses during preliminary examination). See also
CODE Crv. PROC. § 125 (general discretionary power of the court to
exclude witnesses).
Under the existing law, the judge may not exclude a party to an
action. If the party is a corporation, an officer designated by its attorney is entitled to be present. Section 777 permits the right of presence
to be exercised by an employee as well as an officer. Also, because there
is little practical distinction between corporations and other artificial
entities and organizations, Section 777 extends the right of presence
to all artificial parties.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Defendant in eriminal action, presence of, see Penal Code § 1043
Definitions:
Action, see § 105
Person, see § 175
Divorce or seduction cases, private hearing, see Code of Civil Procedure § 125
Magistrates authorized to exclude and separate witnesses, see Penal Code § 867

§ 778. Recall of witness

778. After a witness has been excused from giving further
testimony in the action, he cannot be recalled without leave of
the court. Leave may be granted or withheld in the court's
discretion.
Comment. Section 778 restates the substance of and supersedes the
second and third sentences of Section 2050 of the Code of Civil Procedure.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definition:
Action, see § 105
Re-examination of witness, see § 774

CHAPTER 6.

CREDIBIlITY OF WITNESSES

Article 1.

Credibility Generally

§ 780. General rule as to credibility

780. Except as otherwise provided by law, the court or
jp.ry may consider in determining the credibility of a witness
any matter that has any tendency in reason to prove or dis-
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prove the truthfulness of his testimony at the hearing, including but not limited to any of the following:
(a) His demeanor while testifying and the manner in which
he testifies.
(b) The character of his testimony.
(c) The extent of his capacity to perceive, to recollect, or
to communicate any matter about which he testifies.
(d) The extent of his opportunity to perceive any matter
about which he testifies.
(e) His character for honesty or veracity or their opposites.
(f) The existence or nonexistence of a bias, interest, or other
motive.
(g) A statement previously made by him that is consistent
with his testimony at the hearing.
(h) A statement made by him that is inconsistent with any
part of his testimony at the hearing.
( i) The existence or nonexistence of any fact testified to
by him.
(j) His attitude toward the action in which he testifies or
toward the giving of testimony.
(k) His admission of untruthfulness.
Comment. Section 780 is a restatement of the existing California law
as declared in several sections of the Code of Civil Procedure, all of
which are superseded by this section and other sections in Article 2
(commencing with Section 785) of this chapter. See, e.g., CODE CIV.
PROC. §§ 1847, 2049, 2051, 2052, 2053.
Section 780 is a general catalog of those matters tlJ.at have any
tendency in reason to affect the credibility of a witness. So far as the
admissibility of evidence relating to credibility is concerned, Section
780 is technically unnecessary because Section 351 declares that "all
relevant evidence is admissible." However, this section makes it clear
that matters that may not be "evidence" in a technical sense can affect the credibility of a witness, and it provides a convenient list of
the most common factors that bear on the question of credibility. See
Davis v. Judson, 159 Cal. 121, 128, 113 Pac. 147, 150 (1910); La Jolla
Casa de Manana v. Hopkins, 98 Cal. App.2d 339, 346, 219 P.2d 871,
876 (1950). See generally WITKIN, CALIFORNIA EVIDENCE §§ 480-485
(1958). Limitations on the admissibility of evidence offered to attack
or support the credibility of a witness are stated in Article 2 (commencing with Section 785).
There is no specific limitation in the Evidence Code on the use of
impeaching evidence on the ground that it is "collateral". The socalled "collateral matter" limitation on attacking the credibility of a
witness excludes evidence relevant to credibility unless -such evidence
is independently relevant to the issue being tried. It is based on the
sensible notion that trials should be confined to settling those disputes
between the parties upon which their rights in the litigation depend.
Under existing law, this" collateral matter" doctrine has been treated
as an inflexible rule excluding evidence relevant to the credibility of
the witness. See, e.g., People v. Wells, 33 Cal.2d 330, 340, 202 P.2d 53,
59 (1949), and cases cited therein.
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The effect of Section 780 (together with Section 351) is to eliminate
this inflexible rule of exclusion. This is not to say that all evidence of
a collateral nature offered to attack the credibility of a witness would
be admissible. Under Section 352, the court has substantial discretion
to exclude collateral evidence. The effect of Section 780, therefore, is to
change the present somewhat inflexible rule of exclusion to a rule of
discretion to be exercised by the trial judge.
There is no limitation in the Evidence Code on the use of opinion
evidence to prove the character of a witness for honesty, veracity, or
the lack thereof. Hence, under Sections 780 and 1100, such evidence
is admissible. This represents a change in the present law. See People
v. Methvin, 53 Cal. 68 (1878). However, the opinion evidence that may
be offered by those persons intimately familiar with the witness is
likely to be of more probative value than the generally admissible evidence of reputation. See 7 WIGMORE, EVIDENCE § 1986 (3d ed. 1940).
CROSS-REFERENCES
Attacking and supporting credibility, limitations on, see §§ 785-791
Character evidence as affecting credibility, see §§ 786-790, 1100
Comment on credibility by court, see Constitution, Art. VI, § 19; Penal Code § 1127
Consistent statements, see §§ 791, 1236, 1238
Definitions:
Action, see § 105
Hearing, see § 145
Law, see § 160
Proof, see § 190
Statement, see § 225
Exclusion of evidence of little probative value, see § 352
Expert witnesses, credibility of, see §§ 721,722
Hearsay declarant, credibility of, see § 1202
Inconsistent statements, see §§ 768-770, 1235
Jurors as judges of credibility, see § 312; Constitution, Art. VI, § 19; Penal Code
§ 1127
Witnesses protected from undue harassment or embarrassment, see § 765

Article 2.

Attacking or Supporting Credibility

§ 785. Parties may attack or support credibility

785. The credibility of a witness may be attacked or supported by any party, including the party calling him.
Comment. Section 785 eliminates the present restriction on attacking the credibility of one's own witness. Under the existing law, a party
is precluded from attacking the credibility of his own witness unless
he has been surprised and damaged by the witness' testimony. CODE
CIV. PROC. §§ 2049, 2052 (superseded by EVIDENCE CODE §§ 768, 769,
770, 785) ; People v. LeBeau, 39 Cal.2d 146, 148, 245 P.2d 302, 303
(1952). In large part, the present law rests upon the theory that a
party producing a witness is bound by his testimony. See discussion
in Smellie v. Southern Pac. Co., 212 Cal. 540, 555-556, 299 Pac. 529,
535 (1931). This theory has long been abandoned in several jurisdictions where the practical exigencies of litigation have been recognized.
See MCCORMICK, EVIDENCE § 38 (1954). A party has no actual control
over a person who witnesses an event and is required to testify to aid
the trier of fact in its function of determining the truth. Hence, a
party should not be "bound" by the testimony of a witness produced
by him and should be permitted to attack the credibility of the witness
without anachronistic limitations. Denial of the right to attack credibility may often work a hardship on a party where by necessity he
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must call a hostile witness. Expanded opportunity for testing credibility is in keeping with the interest of providing a forum for full and
free disclosure. In regard to attacking the credibility of a "necessary"
witness, see generally People v. McFarlane, 134 Cal. 618, 66 Pac. 865
(1901) ; Anthony v. Hobbie, 85 Cal. App.2d 798,803-804,193 P.2d 748,
751 (1948) ; First Nat'l Bank v. De Moulin, 56 Cal. App. 313, 321, 205
Pac. 92, 96 (1922).
CROSS-REFERENCES
Evidence affecting credibility generally, see § 780
See also the Gross-References under Section 780

§ 786. Character evidence generally

786. Evidence of traits of his character other than honesty
or veracity, or their opposites, is inadmissible to attack or
support the credibility of a witness.
Comment. Section 786 limits evidence relating to the character of a
witness to the character traits necessarily involved in a proper determination of credibility. Other character traits are not sufficiently
probative of a witness' honesty or veracity to warrant their consideration on the issue of credibility.
Section 786 is substantially in accord with the present California
law. CODE CIV. PROC. § 2051 (superseded by EVIDENCE CODE §§ 780,
785-788); People v. Yslas, 27 Cal. 630, 633 (1865).
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definition:
Evidence, see § 140
Evidence of good character to support credibility, see § 790
Kinds of character evidence admissible to support or attack credibility, see §§ 787789, 1100

§ 787. Specific instances of conduct

787. Subject to Sectioll 788, evidence of specific instances
of his conduct relevant only as tending to prove a trait of his
character is inadmissible to attack or support the credibility
of a witness.
Comment. Under Section 787, as under existing law, evidence of
specific instances of a witness' conduct is inadmissible to prove a trait
of his character for the purpose of attacking or supporting his credibility. See Sharon v. Sharon, 79 Cal. 633, 673-674, 22 Pac. 26, 38
(1889) ; CODE CIV. PROC. § 2051 (superseded by Section 787 and several other sections in Chapter 6). Section 787 is subject, however, to
Section 788, which permits certain kinds of criminal convictions to be
used for the purpose of attacking a witness' credibility.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Conviction of crime, when admissible to attack credibility, see § 788
Definitions:
Conduct, see § 125
Evidence, see § 140

§ 788. Conviction of witness for a crime

788. (a) Subject to subdivision (b), evidence of a witness'
conviction of a felony is admissible for the purpose of attacking his credibility if the court, in proceedings held out of the
presence and hearing of the jury, finds that:
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(1) An essential element of the crime is dishonesty or false
statement; and
(2) The witness has admitted his conviction of the crime
or the party attacking the credibility of the witness has produced competent evidence of the conviction.
(b) Evidence of a witness' conviction of a felony is inadmissible for the purpose of attacking his credibility if:
(1) A pardon based on his innocence has been granted to
the witness by the jurisdiction in which he was convicted.
(2) A certificate of rehabilitation and pardon has been
granted to the witness under the provisions of Chapter 3.5
(commencing with Section 4852.01) of Title () of Part 3 of
the Penal Code.
(3) The accusatory pleading against the witness has been
dismissed under the provisions of Penal Code Section 1203.4.
(4) The conviction was under the laws of another jurisdiction and the witness has been relieved of the penalties and
disabilities arising from the conviction pursuant to a procedure
substantially equivalent to that referred to in paragraph (2)
or (3).
(5) A period of more than 10 years has elapsed since the
date of his release from confinement, or the expiration of the
period of his parole, probation, or sentence, whichever is the
later date.
Comment. Under Section 787, evidence of specific instances of a witness' conduct is inadmissible for the purpose of attacking or supporting
his credibility. Section 788 states an exception to this general rule
where the evidence of the witness' misconduct consists of his conviction of a felony of a kind described in this section. A judgment of conviction that is offered to prove that the person adjudged guilty committed the crime is hearsay. See EVIDENCE CODE §§ 1200 and 1300 and the
Comments thereto. But the hearsay objection to the evidence specified
in Section 788 is overcome by the declaration in the section that such
evidence "is admissible" when offered on the issue of credibility.
Subdivision (a). Under subdivision (a), as under existing law, only
felony convictions may be used for impeachment purposes. See CODE
CIV. PROC. § 2051. Criminal convictions are admitted for the purpose
of showing that the witness, by the serious nature of his previous criminal conduct, has demonstrated such a lack of honesty or veracity that
now he cannot be trusted to testify truthfully. See EVIDENCE CODE
§ 786; CODE CIV. PROC. § 2051; WITKIN, CALIFORNIA EVIDENCE § 651
(1958). Hence, subdivision (a) limits the convictions that may be
shown for impeachment purposes to those felonies that necessarily indicate the witness' dishonesty or lack of veracity. Other convictions
cannot be shown because they have little or no tendency to prove the
witness is not trustworthy and because they frequently have an unduly
prejudicial effect. To preclude any necessity for retrying the previous
crime to determine whether the conviction is admissible under Section
788, the minimum elements essential to conviction must necessarily involve dishonesty or false statement, or the conviction cannot be shown.
Cf. In re Hallinan, 43 Ca1.2d 243, 272 P.2d 768 (1954).
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Subdivision (a) modifies existing law, for under existing law any
felony conviction may be used for impeachment purposes even though
the crime involved has no bearing on the witness' honesty or veracity.
See CODE CIV. PROC. § 2051. Section 788 substitutes for this undiscriminating treatment of felony convictions the requirement that the convictions be relevant to the purpose for which they are admitted, i.e.,
that the convictions tend to prove the witness' dishonesty or lack of
veracity.
"Dishonesty" as used in Section 788 means "any breach of honesty
or trust, as lying, deceiving, cheating, stealing, or defrauding." MERRIAM-WEBSTER, NEW INTERNATIONAL DICTIONARY (3d ed. 1961). "[T]he
measure of [the] meaning [of dishonesty] is ... an infirmity of purpose
so opprobrious or furtive as to be fairly characterized as dishonest in
the COmmon speech of men." Cardozo, C. J., in World Exchange Bank v.
Commercial Casualty Ins. Co., 255 N.Y. 1, 173 N.E. 902, 903 (1930).
Thus, convictions of felonies involving fraud, deception, and lying may,
of course, be shown under Section 788. Cf. Hogg v. Real Estate Commissioner, 54 Cal. App.2d 712, 129 P.2d 709 (1942). All forms of larceny may also be shown. Ct. Brecheen v. Riley, 187 Cal. 121, 200 Pac.
1042 (1921). Similarly, other crimes involving the wrongful deprivation of another of his property and furtive, stealthy crimes (such as
burglary) may be shown.
On the other hand, such crimes as felony drunk driving, manslaughter, arson (except for fraudulent purposes), assault, and possession
of a deadly weapon do not involve dishonesty or false statement and
may not be shown under Section 788.
Under subdivision (a), evidence of the conviction of a witness for a
crime is inadmissible unless the appropriate showing has first been made
to the court in proceedings out of the presence and hearing of the
jury. Thus, for the purpose of impeaching the credibility of a witness,
a party may not ask the witness whether he has been convicted of a
crime unless the party has first made the requisite showing to the court.
The procedure provided by subdivision (a) is necessary to avoid unfair imputations of crimes that either are inadmissible for impeachment
or are nonexistent. In the hearing held out of the presence of the jury,
the party seeking to impeach the witness may ask the witness whether
he has been convicted of a crime that is admissible for impeachment
purposes. If the witness denies any prior conviction, the party seeking
to impeach is precluded from asking the witness any questions on the
matter before the jury unless he can produce competent evidence of the
conviction. Of course, if the witness admits a prior conviction of the
proper kind, the witness may be asked concerning the conviction before
the jury and his admission of the conviction can be shown if he then
denies it. This is substantially in accord with existing law as declared
in People v. Perez, 58 Cal.2d 229, 23 Cal. Rptr. 569, 373 P.2d 617
(1962).
The procedure specified in Section 788 is applicable to all witnesses;
hence, it is applicable to a defendant in a criminal action if he chooses
to testify as a witness. Of course, a criminal defendant who does not
choose to testify is not subject to impeachment and his prior convictions
are not admissible for such a purpose.
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Subdivision (b). Subdivision (b) is a logical extension of the policy
expressed in Section 2051 of the Code of Civil Procedure that prohibits
the use of a conviction to attack credibility if a pardon has been granted
upon the basis of a certificate of rehabilitation. See also CODE CIV. PROC.
§ 2065. Section 2051 is too limited, however, because it does not exclude
convictions in analogous situations.
Insofar as other convictions and pardons are concerned, the conviction is admissible to attack credibility, and the pardon-even
though it may be based on the innocence of the defendant and his
wrongful conviction for the crime-is admissible merely to mitigate
the effect of the conviction. People v. Hardwick, 204 Cal. 582, 269
Pac. 427 (1928). Moreover, the certificate of rehabilitation referred
to in Section 2051 is available ·only to felons who have been confined
in a state prison or penal institution; it is not available to persons
granted probation. PENAL CODE § 4852.01. Section 1203.4 of the Penal
Code provides a procedure for setting aside the convictions of rehabilitated probationers. Yet, under Section 2051 of the Code of Civil
Procedure, a conviction that has been set aside under Penal Code
Section 1203.4 may be shown to attack the credibility of the defendant
in a subsequent criminal prosecution. People v. James, 40 Cal. App.2d •
740,105 P.2d 947 (1940).
Subdivision (b) eliminates these anachronisms by prohibiting the
use of a conviction to attack credibility if the person convicted has
been determined to be either innocent or rehabilitated and a pardon
has been granted or the conviction has been set aside by court order
pursuant to the cited provisions of the Penal Code or he has been
relieved of the penalties and disabilities of the conviction pursuant to
a similar procedure provided by the laws of another jurisdiction.
Paragraph (5) of subdivision (b) is new to California law. The fact
that a person may have committed a crime at some remote time is of
little probative value in determining his present character. Therefore,
paragraph (5) excludes evidence of remote convictions, for it is the
witness' character at the time of the hearing that the trier of fact must
determine.

CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Evidence, see § 140
Law, see § 160
Determination of whether pardon granted or the like, see § 405
Determination of whether witness was convicted, see § 403
Judgments as hearsay evidence, see §§ 1300-1302

§ 789. Religious belief

789. Evidence of his religious belief or lack thereof is inadmissible to attack or support the credibility of a witness.
Comment. Section 789 codifies existing law as expressed in People v.
Copsey, 71 Cal. 548, 12 Pac. 721 (1887), where the Supreme Court
held that evidence relating to a witness' religious belief or lack thereof
is incompetent on the issue of his credibility as a witness. See CAL.
CONST., Art. I, § 4.
Definition:
Evidence, see § 140

CROSS-REFERENCES
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§ 790. Good character of witness

790. Evidence of the good character of a witness is inadmissible to support his credibility unless evidence of his bad
character has been admitted for the purpose of attacking his
credibility.
Comment. Section 790 restates without substantive change a rule
that is well recognized by statutory and case law in California. CODE
CIV. PROC. § 2053 (superseded by EVIDENCE CODE §§ 790, 1101) ; People
v. Bush, 65 Cal. 129, 131, 3 Pac. 590, 591 (1884). Unless the credibility
of a witness is put in issue by an attack impugning his character for
honesty or veracity (see Section 786), evidence of the witness' good
character admitted merely to support his credibility introduces collateral material that is unnecessary to a proper determination of any
legitimate issue in the action. See People v. Sweeney, 55 Cal.2d 27,
38-39, 9 Cal. Rptr. 793, 799, 357 P.2d 1049, 1055 (1960).
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definition:
Evidence, see § 140
Evidence admissible to support credibility, see § 780
Proof of character, see § 1100

§ 791. Prior consistent statement of witness

791. Evidence of a statement previously made by a witness that is consistent with his testimony at the hearing is
inadmissible to support his credibility unless it is offered
after:
(a) Evidence of a statement made by him that is inconsistent with any part of his testimony at the hearing has been
admitted for the purpose of attacking his credibility, and the
statement was made before the alleged inconsistent statement; or
(b) An express or implied charge has been made that his
testimony at the hearing is recently fabricated or is influenced
by bias or other improper motive, and the statement was made
before the bias, motive for fabrication, or other improper
motive is alleged to have arisen.
Comment. Section 791 sets forth the conditions for admitting a witness' prior consistent statements for the purpose of supporting his
credibility as a witness. For a discussion of the effect to be given to the
evidence admitted under this section, see EVIDENCE CODE § 1236 and
the Comment thereto.
Subdivision (a). Subdivision (a) permits the introduction of a witness' prior consistent statement if evidence of an inconsistent statement of the witness has been admitted for the purpose of attacking his
credibility and if the consistent statement was made before the alleged
inconsistent statement.
Under existing California law, evidence of a prior consistent statement is admissible to rebut a charge of bias, interest, recent fabrication,
or other improper motive. See the Comment to subdivision (b), infra.
Existing law may preclude admission of a prior consistent statement
to rehabilitate a witness where only a prior inconsistent statement has
6-24465
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been admitted for the purpose of attacking his credibility. See People v.
Doyell, 48 Cal. 85, 90-91 (1874). However, recent cases indicate that
the offering of a prior inconsistent statement necessarily is an implied
charge that the witness has fabricated his testimony since the time the
inconsistent statement was made and justifies the admission of a consistent statement made prior to the alleged inconsistent statement. People v. Bias, 170 Cal. App.2d 502,511-512,339 P.2d 204,210-211 (1959).
Subdivision (a) makes it clear that evidence of a previous consistent
statement is admissible under these circumstances to show that no such
fabrication took place. Subdivision (a), thus, is no more than a logical
extension of the general rule that evidence of a prior consistent statement is admissible to rehabilitate a witness following an express or
implied charge of recent fabrication.
Subdivision (b). This subdivision codifies existing law. See People v.
K ynette, 15 Cal.2d 731, 104 P .2d 794 (1940) (overruled on other
grounds in People v. Snyder, 50 Ca1.2d 190,197,324 P.2d 1,6 (1958)).
Of course, if the consistent statement was made after the time the improper motive is alleged to have arisen, the logical thrust of the evidence is lost and the statement is inadmissible. See People v. Doetschman, 69 Cal. App.2d 486,159 P.2d 418 (1945).
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Evidence, see § 140
Hearing, see § 145
Statement, see § 225
Hearsay exception for:
Consistent statement, see § 1236
Inconsistent statement, see § 1235
Prior identification, see § 1238
Inconsistent statements, see §§ 768-770

DIVISION 7. OPINION TESTIMONY AND
SCIENTIFIC EVIDENCE
Comment. Two matters concerning the terminology used in this division should be noted: (1) The word "opinion" is used to include
all opinions, inferences, conclusions, and other subjective statements
made by a witness. (2) The word "matter" is used to encompass facts,
data, and such matters as a witness' knowledge, experience, and other
intangibles upon which an opinion may be based. Thus, every conceivable basis for an opinion is included within this term.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Competency of witnesses, see §§ 700-704
Control of mode of interrogation, see § 765
Credibility of witnesses, see §§ 780, 785-791
Examination of witnesses generally, see §§ 760-778
Exclusion of cumulative or unduly prejudicial evidence, see § 352
Expert witnesses generally, see §§ 720-754
Preliminary determinations on admissibility of evidence, see §§ 400-406

CHAPTER 1.
Article 1.

EXPERT AND OTHER OPINION TESTIMONY
Expert and Other Opinion Testimony Generally

§ 800. Opinion testimony by lay witness
800. If a witness is not testifying as an expert, his testi-

mony in the form of an opinion is limited to such an opinion
as is permitted by law, including but not limited to an opinion
that is:
(a) Rationally based on the perception of the witness; and
(b) Helpful to a clear understanding of his testimony.
Comment. This section codifies existing law. A witness who is not
testifying as an expert may testify in the form of an opinion only if
the opinion is based on his own perception. Stuart v. Dotts, 89 Cal.
App.2d 683, 201 P.2d 820 (1949). See discussion in Manney v. Housing
Authority, 79 Cal. App.2d 453, 459-460, 180 P.2d 69, 73 (1947). And,
in addition, the opinion must be "helpful to a clear understanding of
his testimony." See Tentative Recommendation and a Study Relating
to the Uniform Rules of Evidence (Article VII. Expert and Other
Opinion Testimony), 6 CAL. LAW REVISION COMM'N, REP., REC. &
STUDIES 901, 931-935 (1964).
Section 800 does not make inadmissible an opinion that is admissible
under existing law, even though the requirements of subdivisions (a)
and (b) are not satisfied. Thus, the section does not affect the existing
rule that a nonexpert witness may give his opinion as to the value of
his property or the value of his own services. See WITKIN, CALIFORNIA
EVIDENCE § 179 (1958). The words "such an opinion as is permitted by
law" in Section 800 make this clear.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Law, see § 160
Perceive, see § 170
Handwriting, opinion as to, see § 1416
Sanity, opinion as to, see § 870

( 147 )
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§ 801. Opinion testimony by expert witness

801. If a witness is testifying as an expert, his testimony
in the form of an opinion is limited to such an opinion as is:
(a) Related to a subject that is sufficiently beyond common
experience that the opinion of an expert would assist the trier
of fact; and
(b) Based on matter (including his special knowledge, skill,
experience, training, and education) perceived by or personally known to the witness or made known to him at or before
the hearing, whether or not admissible, that is of a type that
reasonably may be relied upon by an expert in forming an
opinion upon the subject to which his testimony relates, unless
an expert is precluded by law from using such matter as a
basis for his opinion.
Comment. Section 801 deals with opinion testimony of a witness
testifying as an expert; it sets the standard for admissibility of such
testimony.
.
Subdivision (a), which states when an expert may give his opinion
upon a subject that is within the scope of his expertise, codifies the
existing rule that expert opinion is limited to those subjects that are
beyond the competence of persons of common experience, training, and
education. People v. Cole, 47 Cal.2d 99, 103, 301 P.2d 854, 856 (1956).
For examples of the variety of subjects upon which expert testimony
is admitted, see WITKIN, CALIFORNIA EVIDENCE §§ 190-195 (1958).
Subdivision (b) states a general rule in regard to the permissible
bases upon which the opinion of an expert may be founded. The California courts have made it clear that the nature of the matter upon
which an expert may base his opinion varies from case to case. In some
fields of expert knowledge, an expert may rely on statements made by
and information received from other persons; in some other fields of
expert knowledge, an expert may not do so. For example, a physician
may rely on statements made to him by the patient concerning the
history of his condition. People v. Wilson, 25 Cal.2d 341, 153 P.2d 720
(1944). A physician may also rely on reports and opinions of other
physicians. Kelley v. Bailey, 189 Cal. App.2d 728, 11 Cal. Rptr. 448
(1961) ; Hope v. Arrowhead & Puntas Waters, Inc., 174 Cal. App.2d
222, 344 P.2d 428 (1959). An expert on the valuation of real or personal property, too, may rely on inquiries made of others, commercial
reports, market quotations, and relevant sales known to the witness.
Betts v. Southern Cal. Fruit Exchange, 144 Cal. 402, 77 Pac. 993
(1904) ; Hammond Lumber Co. v. County of Los Angeles, 104 Cal.
App. 235, 285 Pac. 896 (1930) ; Glantz v. Freedman, 100 Cal. App. 611,
280 Pac. 704 (1929). On the other hand, an expert on automobile accidents may not rely on extrajudicial statements of others as a partial
basis for an opinion as to the point of impact, whether or not the statements would be admissible evidence. Hodges v. Severns, 201 Cal.
App.2d 99, 20 Cal. Rptr. 129 (1962); Ribble v. Cook, 111 Cal. App.2d
903, 245 P.2d 593 (1952). See also Behr v. County of Santa Cruz, 172
Cal. App.2d 697, 342 P.2d 987 (1959) (report of fire ranger as to cause
of fire held inadmissible because it was based primarily upon statements made to him by other persons).
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Likewise, under existing law, irrelevant or speculative matters are
not a proper basis for an expert's opinion. See Roscoe Moss Co. v. J enkins, 55 Cal. App.2d 369, 130 P.2d 477 (1942) (expert may not base
opinion upon a comparison if the matters compared are not reasonably
comparable) ; People v. Luis, 158 Cal. 185, 110 Pac. 580 (1910) (physician may not base opinion as to person's feeblemindedness merely upon
the person's exterior appearance); Long v. Cal.-Western States Life
Ins. Co., 43 Cal.2d 871, 279 P.2d 43 (1955) (speculative or conjectural
data); Eisenmayer v. Leonardt, 148 Cal. 596, 84 Pac. 43 (1906) (speculative or conjectural data). Compare People v. Wochnick, 98 Cal.
App.2d 124, 219 P.2d 70 (1950) (expert may not give opinion as to the
truth or falsity of certain statements on basis of lie detector test), with
People v. Jones, 42 Cal.2d 219, 266 P.2d 38 (1954) (psychiatrist may
consider an examination given under the influence of sodium pentothal
-the so-called "truth serum"-in forming an opinion as to the mental
state of the person examined).
The variation in the permissible bases of expert opinion is unavoidable in light of the wide variety of subjects upon which such opinion
can be offered. In regard to some matters of expert opinion, an expert
must, if he is going to give an opinion that will be helpful to the jury,
rely on reports, statements, and other information that might not be
admissible evidence. A physician in many instances cannot make a
diagnosis without relying on the case history recited by the patient or
on reports from various technicians or other physicians. Similarly, an
appraiser must rely on reports of sales and other market data if he is
to give an opinion that will be of value to the jury. In the usual case
where a physician's or an appraiser's opinion is required, the adverse
party also will have its expert who will be able to check the data relied
upon by the adverse expert. On the other hand, a police officer can
analyze skid marks, debris, and the condition of vehicles that have been
involved in an accident without relying on the statements of bystanders; and it seems likely that the jury would be as able to evaluate the
statements of others in the light of the physical facts, as interpreted by
the officer, as would the officer himself. It is apparent that the extent
to which an expert may base his opinion upon the statements of others
is far from clear. It is at least clear, however, that it is permitted in a
number of instances. See Young v. Bates Valve Bag Corp., 52 Cal.
App.2d 86,96-97, 125 P.2d 840, 846 (1942), and cases therein cited. Cf.
People v. Alexander, 212 Cal. App.2d 84, 27 Cal. Rptr. 720 (1963).
It is not practical to formulate a detailed statutory rule that lists all
of the matters upon which an expert may properly base his opinion,
for it would be necessary to prescribe specific rules applicable to each
field of expertise. This is clearly impossible; the subjects upon which
expert opinion may be received are too numerous to make statutory
prescription of applicable rules a feasible venture. It is possible, however, to formulate a general rule that specifies the minimum requisites
that must be met in every case, leaving to the courts the task of determining particular detail within this general framework. This standard
is expressed in subdivision (b) which states a general rule that is applicable whenever expert opinion is offered on a given subject.
Under subdivision (b), the matter upon which an expert's opinion is
based must meet each of three separate but related tests. First, the mat-
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ter must be perceived by or personally known to the witness or must be
made known to him at or before the hearing at which the opinion is
expressed. This requirement assures the expert's acquaintance with the
facts of a particular case either by his personal perception or observation or by means of assuming facts not personally known to the witness.
Second, and without regard to the means by which an expert familiarizes himself with the matter upon which his opinion is based, the matter
relied upon by the expert in forming his opinion must be of a type
that reasonably may be relied upon by experts in forming an opinion
upon the subject to which his testimony relates. In large measure, this
assures the reliability and trustworthiness of the information used by
experts in forming their opinions. Third, an expert may not base his
opinion upon any matter that is declared by the constitutional, statutory, or decisional law of this State to be an improper basis for an
opinion. For example, the statements of bystanders as to the cause of
a fire may be considered reliable for some purposes by an investigator
of the fire, particularly when coupled with physical evidence found at
the scene, but the courts have determined this to be an improper basis
for an opinion since the trier of fact is as capable as the expert of
evaluating such statements in light of the physical facts as interpreted
by the expert. Behr v. County of Santa Cruz, 172 Cal. App.2d 697, 342
P.2d 987 (1959).
The rule stated in subdivision (b) thus permits an expert to base his
opinion upon reliable matter, whether or not admissible, of a type that
may reasonably be used in forming an opinion upon the subject to which
his expert testimony relates. In addition, it provides assurance that the
courts and the Legislature are free to continue to develop specific rules
regarding the proper bases for particular kinds of expert opinion in
specific fields. See, e.g., 3 CAL. LAW REVISION COMM'N, REP., REc. &
STUDIES, Recommendation and Study Relating to Evidence in Eminent
Domain Proceedings at A-I (1961). Subdivision (b) thus provides a
sensible standard of admissibility while, at the same time, it continues
in effect the discretionary power of the courts to regulate abuses,
thereby retaining in large measure the existing California law.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Blood test experts, see §§ 890-897
Definitions:
Hearing, see § 145
Law, see § 160
Perceive, see § 170
Trier of fact, see § 235
Expert witnesses, appointment by court, see §§ 730-733
Expert witnesses generally, see §§ 720-723
Interpreters, see §§ 750-754
Judicial notice, use of expert testimony, see § 454
Translators, see §§ 750-754
Writing, expert testimony concerning authenticity of, see § 1418

§ 802. Statement of basis of opinion

802. A witness testifying in the form of an OpInIOn may
state on direct examination the reasons for his opinion and
the matter (including, in the case of an expert, his special
knowledge, skill, experience, training, and education) upon
which it is based, unless he is precluded by law from using such
reasons or matter as a basis for his opinion. The court in its
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discretion may require that a witness before testifying in the
form of an opinion be first examined concerning the matter
upon which his opinion is based.
Comment. Section 802 restates the substance of and supersedes a
portion of Section 1872 of the Code of Civil Procedure. Section 802,
however, relates to all witnesses who testify in the form of opinion,
while Section 1872 relates only to experts.
Although Section 802 (like its predecessor, Code of Civil Procedure
Section 1872) provides that a witness may state the basis for his opinion
on direct examination, it is clear that, in some cases, a witness is
1'equired to do so in order to show that his opinion is applicable to the
action before the court. Under existing law, where a witness testifies
in the form of opinion not based upon his personal observation, the
assumed facts upon which his opinion is based must be stated in order
to show that the witness has some basis for forming an intelligent opinion and to permit the trier of fact to determine the applicability of the
opinion in light of the existence or nonexistence of such facts. Eisenmayer v. Leonardt, 148 Cal. 596, 84 Pac. 43 (1906); Lemley v. DOM
Gas Engine Co., 40 Cal. App. 146, 180 Pac. 671 (1919) (hearing denied). Evidence Code Section 802 will not affect the rule set forth in
these cases, for it is based essentially on the requirement that all evidence must be shown to be applicable-or relevant-to the action.
EVIDENCE CODE §§ 350, 403. But under Section 802, as under existing
law, a witness testifying from his personal observation of the facts upon
which his opinion is based need not be examined concerning such facts
before testifying in the form of opinion; his personal observation is a
sufficient basis upon which to found his opinion. Lumbermen's Mut.
Cas. Co. v. Industrial Ace. Comm'n, 29 Cal.2d 492, 175 P.2d 823
(1946) ; Hart v. Olson, 68 Cal. App.2d 657, 157 P.2d 385 (1945) ; Lemley v. Doak Gas Engine Co., supra. However, the court may require a
witness to state the facts observed before stating his opinion. In this
respect, Section 802 codifies the existing rule concerning lay witnesses
and, although the existing law is unclear, probably states the existing
rule as to expert witnesses. See Tentative Recommendation and a Study
Relating to the Uniform Rules of Evidence (Article VII. Expert and
Other Opinion Testimony), 6 CAL. LAW REVISION COMM'N, REP., REC. &
STUDIES 901, 934 (lay witness), 939 (expert witness) (1964).
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Direct examination, see § 760
Law, see § 160

§ 803. Opinion based on improper matter

803. The court may, and upon objection shall, exclude
testimony in the form of an opinion that is based in whole or
in significant part on matter that is not a proper basis for
such an opinion. In such case, the witness may, if there remains
a proper basis for his opinion, then state his opinion after
excluding from consideration the matter determined to be
improper .

•
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Comment. Under Section 803, as under existing law, an opinion may
be held inadmissible or .may be stricken if it is based wholly or in substantial part upon improper considerations. Whether or not the opinion
should be held inadmissible or stricken will depend in a particular case
on the extent to which the improper considerations have influenced the
opinion. "The question is addressed to the discretion of the trial
court." People v. Lipari, 213 Cal. App.2d 485, 493, 28 Cal. Rptr. 808,
813-814 (1963). See discussion in City of Gilroy v. Filice, 221 Cal.
App.2d 259,271-272,34 Cal. Rptr. 368, 375-376 (1963), and cases cited
therein. If a witness' opinion is stricken because of reliance upon improper considerations, the second sentence of Section 803 assures the
witness the opportunity to express his opinion after excluding from
his consideration the matter determined to be improper.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Handwriting, basis of opinion as to, see §§ 1416, 1418, 1419
Matter upon which opinion may be based, see §§ 800,801
Sanity, opinion as to, see § 870

§ 804. Opinion based on opinion or statement of another

804. (a) If a witness testifying as an expert testifies that
his opinion is based in whole or in part upon the opinion or
statement of another person, such other person may be called
and examined by any adverse party as if under cross-examination concerning the opinion or statement.
(b) This section is not applicable if the person upon whose
opinion or statement the expert witness has relied is (1) a
party, (2) a person identified with a party within the meaning
of subdivision (d) of Section 776, or (3) a witness who has
testified in the action concerning the opinion or statement upon
which the expert witness has relied.
(c) Nothing in this section makes admissible an expert
opinion that is inadmissible because it is based in whole or in
part on the opinion or statement of another person.
( d) An expert opinion otherwise admissible is not made
inadmissible by this section because it is based on the opinion
or statement of a person who is unavailable for examination
pursuant to this section.
Comment. Section 804 is designed to provide protection to a party
who is confronted with an expert witness who relies on the opinion or
statement of some other person. (See the Comment to Section 801 for
examples of opinions that may be based on the statements and opinions
of others.) In such a situation, a party may find that cross-examination
of the witness will not reveal the weakness in his opinion, for the crucial parts are based on the observations or opinions of someone else.
Under existing law, if that other person is called as a witness, he is the
witness of the party calling him and, therefore, that party may not
subject him to cross-examination.
The existing law operates unfairly, for it unnecessarily restricts
meaningful cross-examination. Hence, Section 804 permits a party to
extend his cross-examination into the underlying bases of the opinion
testimony introduced against him by calling the authors of opinions

•
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and statements relied on by adverse witnesses and examining them as if
under cross-examination concerning the subject matter of their opinions and statements. See the Comment to EVIDENCE CODE § 1203.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Cross-examination of expert witness, see § 721
Definitions:
Action, see § 105
Statement, see ~ 225
Examination of wItnesses, method and scope, see §§ 760-778
Similar provision:
Hearsay declarant, examination as if under cross-examination, see § 1203

§ 805. Opinion on ultimate issue

805. Testimony in the form of an opinion that is otherwise
admissible is not objectionable because it embraces the ultimate
issue to be decided by the trier of fact.
Comment. Although several older cases indicated that an opinion
could not be received on an ultimate issue, more recent cases have repudiated this rule. Hence, this section is declarative of existing law.
People v. Wilson, 25 Cal.2d 341, 349-350, 153 P.2d 720, 725 (1944);
Wells Truckways, Ltd. v. Oebrian, 122 Cal. App.2d 666, 265 P.2d 557
(1954); People v. King, 104 Cal. App.2d 298, 231 P.2d 156 (1951).
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definition:
Trier of fact, see § 235

Article 2.

Opinion Testimony on Particular Subjects

§ 870. Opinion as to sanity

870. A witness may state his opinion as to the sanity of a
person when:
(a) The witness is an intimate acquaintance of the person
whose sanity is in question;
(b) The witness was a subscribing witness to a writing, the
validity of which is in dispute, signed by the person whose
sanity is in question and the opinion relates to the sanity of
such person at the time the writing was signed; or
(c) The witness is qualified under Section 800 or 801 to
testify in the form of an opinion.
Comment. Subdivisions (a) and (b) restate the substance of and
supersede subdivision 10 of Section 1870 of the Code of Civil Procedure. Subdivision (c) merely makes it clear that a witness who meets
the requirements of Section 800 or Section 801 is qualified to testify in
the form of an opinion as to the sanity of a person. Section 870 does not
disturb the present rule that permits a witness to testify to a person's
rational or irrational appearance or conduct, even though the witness
is not qualified under Section 870 to express an opinion on the person's
sanity. See Pfingst v. Goetting, 96 Cal. App.2d 293, 215 P.2d 93 (1950).
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definition:
Writing, see § 250
Opinion testimony generally, see §§ 800-805
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CHAPTER 2.

BLOOD TESTS TO DETERMINE PATERNITY

§ 890. Short title

890. This chapter may be cited as the Uniform Act On
Blood Tests to Determine Paternity.
Comment. Section 890 is identical with and supersedes Section 1980.1
of the Code of Civil Procedure.
§ 891. Interpretation

891. This act shall be so interpreted and construed as to
effectuate its general purpose to make uniform the law of
those states which enact it.
Comment. Section 891 is identical with and supersedes Section 1980.2
of the Code of Civil Procedure.
§ 892. Order for blood tests in civil actions involving paternity

892. In a civil action in which paternity is a relevant fact,
the court may upon its own initiative or upon suggestion made
by or on behalf of any person whose blood is involved, and
shall upon motion of any party to the action made at a time so
as not to delay the proceedings unduly, order the mother,
child, and alleged father to submit to blood tests. If any party
refuses to submit to such tests, the court may resolve the question of paternity against such party or enforce its order if the
rights of others and the interests of justice so require.
Comment. Section 892 restates the substance of and supersedes Section 1980.3 of the Code of Civil Procedure.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Appointment of expert witnesses generally, see §§ 730-733
Court order for blood test, see Code of Civil Procedure § 2032
Definition:
Civil action, see § 120

§ 893. Te.sts made by experts

893. The tests shall be made by experts qualified as examiners of blood types who shall be appointed by the court. The
experts shall be called by the court as witnesses to testify to
their findings and shall be subject to cross-examination by the
parties. Any party or person at whose suggestion the tests have
been ordered may demand that other experts, qualified as
examiners of blood types, perform independent tests under
order of the court, the results of which may be offered in evidence. The number and qualifications of such experts shall be
determined by the court.
Comment. Section 893 is identical with and supersedes Section 1980.4
of the Code of Civil Procedure.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Examination of expert witnesses, see §§ 721, 722, 801-805
Examination of witnesses generally, see §§ 760-778
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§ 894. Compensation of experts

894. The compensation of each expert witness appointed
by the court shall be fixed at a reasonable amount. It shall be
paid as the court shall order. The court may order that it be
paid by the parties in such proportions and at such times as it
shall prescribe, or that the proportion of any party be paid by
the county, and that, after payment by the parties or the
county or both, all or part or none of it be taxed as costs in
the action.
Comment. Section 894 restates the substance of and supersedes all of
Code of Civil Procedure Section 1980.5 except the last sentence, which
is superseded by Evidence Code Section 897.

•

Definition:
Action, see § 105

CROSS-REFERENCES

§ 895. Determination of paternity

895 .• If the court finds that the conclusions of all the experts, as disclosed by the evidence based upon the tests, are
that the alleged father is not the father of the child, the question of paternity shall be resolved accordingly. If the experts
disagree in their findings or conclusions, the question shall be
submitted upon all the evidence.
Comment. Section 895 is identical with and supersedes Section 1980.6
of the Code of Civil Procedure.
Definition:
Evidence, see § 140

CROSS-REFERENCES

§ 896. Limitation on application in criminal maHers

896. This chapter applies to criminal actions subject to the
following limitations and provisions:
(a) An order for the tests shall be made only upon application of a party or on the court's initiative.
(b) The compensation of the experts shall be paid by the
county under order of court.
(c) The court may direct a verdict of acquittal upon the
conclusions of all the experts under the provisions of Section
895; otherwise, the case shall be submitted for determination
upon all the evidence.
Comment. Section 896 restates the substance of and supersedes Section 1980.7 of the Code of Civil Procedure.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Criminal action, see § 130
Evidence, see § 140
Effect of expert testimony, instruction on, see Penal Code § 1127b
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§ 897. Right to produce other expert evidence

897. Nothing contained in this chapter shall be deemed
or construed to prevent any party to any action from producing other expert evidence on the matter covered by this
chapter; but, where other expert witnesses are called by a
party to the action, their fees shall be paid by the party
calling them and only ordinary witness fees shall be taxed
•
as costs in the action.
Comment. Section 897 supersedes the last sentence of Section 1980.5
of the Code of Civil Procedure. Insofar as Section 897 permits a party
to produce other expert evidence, it makes no change in existing law.
However, Section 897 permits a party to recover ordinary witness fees
for expert witnesses called by him, whereas Section 1980.5 does not
permit him to do so. In this respect, Section 897 is consistent with the
general provision on recovery of witness fees for expert witnesses called
by a party in a case where other experts are appointed by the court.
See CODE CIV. PROC. § 1871 (third paragraph) (recodified as EVIDENCE
CODE § 733).
CROSS-REFERENCES
Court may limit number of expert witnesses, see § 723
Definitions:
Action, see § 105
Evidence, see § 140
Similar provision:
Court-appointed experts generally, see § 733

DIVISION 8.

PRIVilEGES

CHAPTER 1. DEFINITIONS
§ 900. Application of definitions
900. Unless the .provision or context otherwise requires,
the definitions in this chapter govern the construction of this
division. They do not govern the construction of any other
division.
Comment. Section 900 makes it clear that the definitions in Sections
901 through 905 apply only to Division 8 (Privileges) and that these
definitions are not applicable where the context or language of a
particular section in Division 8 requires that a word or phrase used
in that section be given a different meaning. The definitions contained
in Division 2 (commencing with Section 100) apply to the entire code,
including Division 8. Definitions applicable only to a particular article
are found in that article.
CROSS-REFERENCES
See Division 2 and the Cross-References under that division for definitions of general application

§ 901. "Proceeding"

901. "Proceeding" means any action, hearing, investigation, inquest, or inquiry (whether conducted by a court, administrative agency, hearing officer, arbitrator, legislative body,
or any other person authorized by law) in which, pursuant to
law, testimony can be compelled to be given.
Comment. "Proceeding" is defined to mean all proceedings of whatever kind in which testimony can be compelled by law to be given. It
includes civil and criminal actions and proceedings, administrative
proceedings, legislative hearings, grand jury proceedings, coroners'
inquests, arbitration proceedings, and any other kind of proceeding in
which a person can be compelled by law to appear and give evidence.
This broad definition is necessary in order that Division 8 may be
made applicable to all situations where a person can be compelled to
testify. The reasons for giving this broad scope to Division 8 are stated
in the Comment to Section 910.
Definitions:
Action, see § 105
Law, see § 160

CROSS-REFERENCES

§ 902. "Civil proceeding"

902. "Civil proceeding" means any proceeding except a
criminal proceeding.
Comment. "Civil proceeding" includes not only a civil action or
proceeding, but also any nonjudicial proceeding in which, pursuant to
law, testimony can be compelled to be given. See EVIDENCE CODE §§ 901
and 903.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Criminal proceeding, see § 903
Proceeding, see § 901
(157 )
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§ 903. "Criminal proceeding"

903. "Criminal proceeding" means:
(a) A criminal action; and
(b) A proceeding pursuant to Article 3 (commencing with
Section 3060) of Chapter 7 of Division 4 of Title 1 of the
Government Code to determine whether a public officer should
be removed from office for wilful or corrupt misconduct in
office.
Comment. This division treats a proceeding by accusation for the
removal of a public officer under Government Code Sections 3060-3073
the same as a criminal action. Proceedings by accusation and criminal
actions are so nearly alike in their basic nature that, so far as privileges
are concerned, this similar treatment is justified.
Definition:
Criminal action, see § 130

CROSS-REFERENCES

§ 904. "Disciplinary proceeding"

904. "Disciplinary proceeding" means a proceeding brought
by a public entity to determine whether a right, authority,
license, or privilege (including the right or privilege to be
employed by the public entity or to hold a public office) should
be revoked, suspended, terminated, limited, or conditioned,
but does not include a criminal proceeding.
Comment. The definition of "disciplinary proceeding" generally follows the definition in Government Code Section 11503 of the kind of
proceeding initiated by accusation. The Government Code definition
has been modified, however, to make it clear that Section 904 covers
not only license revocation and suspension proceedings, but also personnel disciplinary proceedings. "Disciplinary proceeding" does not
include, however, a proceeding by accusation for the removal of a
public officer under Government Code Section 3060 et seq.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Defini tions :
Criminal proceeding, see § 903
Proceeding, see § 901
Public entity, see § 200

§ 905. "Presiding officer"

905. "Presiding officer" means the person authorized to
rule on a claim of privilege in the proceeding in which the
claim is made.
Comment. "Presiding officer" is defined so that reference may be
made in Division 8 to the person who makes rulings on questions of
privilege in nonjudicial proceedings. The term includes arbitrators,
hearing officers, referees, and any other person who is authorized to
make rulings on claims of privilege. It, of course, includes the judge
or other person presiding in a judicial proceeding.
Definition:
Proceeding, see § 901

CROSS-REFERENCES
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APPLICABILITY OF DIVISION

§ 910. Applicability of division

910. Except as otherwise provided by statute, the provisions of this division apply in all proceedings. The provisions
of any statute making rules of evidence inapplicable in particular proceedings, or limiting the applicability of rules of
evidence in particular proceedings, do not make this division
inapplicable to such proceedings .
• Comment. Most rules of evidence are designed for use in courts. Generally, their purpose is to keep unreliable or prejudicial evidence from
being presented to the trier of fact. Privileges are granted, however,
for reasons of policy unrelated to the reliability of the information
involved. A privilege is granted because it is considered more important
to keep certain information confidential than it is to require disclosure
of all the information relevant to the issues in a pending proceeding.
Thus, for example, to protect the attorney-client relationship, it is
necessary to prevent disclosure of confidential communications made
in the course of that relationship.
If confidentiality is to be protected effectively by a privilege, the
privilege must be recognized in proceedings other than judicial proceedings. The protection afforded by a privilege would be insufficient
if a court were the only place where the privilege could be invoked.
Every officer with power to issue subpoenas for investigative purposes,
every administrative agency, every local governing board, and many
more persons could pry into the protected information if the privilege
rules were applicable only in judicial proceedings.
Therefore, the policy underlying the privilege rules requires their
recognition in all proceedings of any nature in which testimony can
be compelled by law to be given. Section 910 makes the privilege rules
applicable to all such proceedings. In this respect, it follows the precedent set in New Jersey when privilege rules, based in part on the
Uniform Rules of Evidence, were enacted. See N.J. Laws 1960, Ch. 52,
p. 452 (N.J. REV. STAT. §§ 2A :84A-1 to 2A :84A-49).
Statutes that relax the rules of evidence in particular proceedings
do not have the effect of making privileges inapplicable in such proceedings. For example, Labor Code Section 5708, which provides that
the officer conducting an Industrial Accident Commission proceeding
"shall not be bound by the common law or statutory rules of evidence, "
does not make privileges inapplicable in such proceedings. Thus, the
lawyer-client privilege must be recognized in an Industrial Accident
Commission proceeding. On the other hand, Division 8 and other statutes provide exceptions to particular privileges for particular types of
proceedings. E.g., EVIDENCE CODE § 998 (physician-patient privilege inapplicable in criminal proceeding or disciplinary proceeding) ; LABOR
CODE §§ 4055, 6407, 6408 (testimony by physician and certain reports
of physicians admissible as evidence in Industrial Accident Commission
proceedings) .
Whether Section 910 is declarative of existing law is uncertain. No
California case has squarely decided whether the privileges which are
recognized in judicial proceedings are also applicable in nonjudicial
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proceedings. By statute, however, they have been made applicable in
all adjudicatory proceedings conducted under the terms of the Administrative Procedure Act. GOVT. CODE § 11513. The reported decisions
indicate that, as a general rule, privileges are assumed to be applicable
in nonjudicial proceedings. See, e.g., lIfcKnew v. Superior Court, 23
Cal.2d 58, 142 P.2d 1 (1943); Ex parte McDonough, 170 Cal. 230, 149
Pac. 566 (1915); Board of Educ. v. Wilkinson, 125 Cal. App.2d 100,
270 P.2d 82 (1954); In re Bntns, 15 Cal. App.2d 1, 58 P.2d 1318
(1936). Thus, Section 910 appears to be declarative of existing practice,
but there is no authority as to whether it is declarative of existing law.
Its enactment will remove the existing uncertainty concerning the right
to claim a privilege in a nonjudicial proceeding. See generally Tentative Recommendation and a Study Relating to the Uniform Rules of
Evidence (Article V. Privileges), 6 CAL. LAW REVISION COMM'N, REP.,
REC. & STUDIES 201,309-327 (1964).
D~finitions

CROSS-REFERENCES

:
Proceeding, see § 901
Statute, see § 230
Discovery proceedings, privileges recognized, see Code of Civil Procedure § 2016 (b)
State administrative proceedings, privileges recognized, see Government Code § 11513

CHAPTER 3.

GENERAL PROVISIONS RElATING TO PRIVILEGES

§ 911. General rule as to privileges

911. Except as otherwise provided by statute:
(a) No person has a privilege to refuse to be a witness.
(b) No person has a privilege to refuse to disclose any
matter or to refuse to produce any writing, object, or other
thing.
(c) No person has a privilege that another shall not be a
witness or shall not disclose any matter or shall not produce
any writing, object, or other thing.
Comment. This section codifies the existing law that privileges are
not recognized in the absence of statute. See Chronicle Pub. Co. v.
Superior Court, 54 Cal.2d 548, 565, 7 Cal. Rptr. 109, 117, 354 P.2d 637,
645 (1960); Tatkin v. Superior Cmlrt, 160 Cal. App.2d 745, 753, 326
P.2d 201, 205-206 (1958); Whitlow v. Superior Cmlrt, 87 Cal. App.2d
175, 196 P.2d 590 (1948). See also 8 WIGMORE, EVIDENCE § 2286
(McNaughton rev. 1961); WITKIN, CALIFORNIA EVIDENCE § 396 at
446 (1958). This is one of the few instances where the Evidence Code
precludes the courts from elaborating upon the statutory scheme. Even
with respect to privileges, however, the courts to a limited extent are
permitted to develop the details of declared principles. See, e.g., Section
1060 (trade secret).
CROSS-REFERENCES

Definitions:
Person, see § 175
Statute, see § 230
Writing, see § 250
'York product of attorney, discovery of, see Code of Civil Procedure § 2016 (b)
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§ 912. ·Waiver of privilege

912. (a) Except as otherwise provided in this section, the
right of any persoll to claim a privilege provided by Section
954 (lawyer-client privilege), 980 (privilege for confidential
marital communications), 994 (physician-patient privilege),
1014 (psychothera pist-patien t privilege), 1033 (privilege of
penitent), or 1034 (privilege of clergyman) is waived with
respect to a communication protected by such privilege if any
holder of the privilege, without coercion, has disclosed a significant part of the communication or has consented to such
disclosure made by anyone. Consent to disclosure is manifested
by any statement or other conduct of the holder of the privilege indicating his consent to the disclosure, including his
failure to claim the privilege in any proceeding in which he
has the legal standing and opportunity to claim the privilege.
(b) Where ~wo or more persons are joint holders of a privilege provided by Section 954 (lawyer-client privilege), 994
(physician-patient privilege), or 1014 (psychotherapist-patient
privilege), a waiver of the right of a particular joint holder
of the privilege to claim the privilege does not affect the right
of another joint holder to claim the privilege. In the case of
the privilege provided by Section 980 (privilege for confidential marital communications), a waiver of the right of one
spouse to claim the privilege does not affect the right of the
other spouse to claim the privilege.
(c) A disclosure that is itself privileged under this division is not a waiver of any privilege.
(d) A disclosure in confidence of a communication that is
protected by a privilege provided by Section 954 (lawyerclient privilege), 994 (physician-patient privilege), or 1014
(psychotherapist-patient privilege), when such disclosure is
reasonably necessary for the accomplishment of the purpose
for which the lawyer, physician, or psychotherapist was consulted, is not a waiver of the privilege.
Comment. This section covers in some detail the matter of waiver of
those privileges that protect confidential communications.
Subdivision (a). Subdivision (a) states the general rule with respect to the manner in which a privilege is waived. Failure to claim
the privilege where the holder of the privilege has the legal standing
and the opportunity to claim the privilege constitutes a waiver. This
seems to be the existing law. See City &- County of San Francisco v.
Superior Court, 37 Cal.2d 227, 233, 231 P.2d 26, 29 (1951); Lissak v.
Crocker Estate Co., 119 Cal. 442, 51 Pac. 688 (1897). There is, however, at least one case that is out of harmony with this rule. People v.
Kor, 129 Cal. App.2d 436, 277 P.2d 94 (1954) (defendant's failure to
claim privilege to prevent a witness from testifying to a communication
between the defendant and his attorney held not to waive the privilege
to prevent the attorney from similarly testifying).
Subdivision (b). A waiver of the privilege by a joint holder of the
privilege does not operate to waive the privilege for any of the other
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joint holders of the privilege. This codifies existing law. See P~ople v.
Kor, 129 Cal. App.2d 436, 277 P.2d 94 (1954); People v. Abair, 102
Cal. App.2d 765, 228 P.2d 336 (1951).
Subdivision (c). A privilege is not waived when a revelation of the
privileged matter takes place in another privileged communication.
Thus, for example, a person does not waive his lawyer-client privilege
by telling his wife in confidence what it was that he told his attorney.
Nor does a person waive the marital communication privilege by telling
his attorney in confidence in the course of the attorney-client relationship what it was that he told his wife. And a person does not waive the
lawyer-client privilege as to a communication by relating it to another
attorney in the course of a separate relationship. A privileged communication should not cease to be privileged merely because it has been
related in the course of another privileged communication. The theory
underlying the concept of waiver is that the holder of the privilege has
abandoned the secrecy to which he is entitled under the privilege.
Where the revelation of the privileged matter takes place in another
privileged communication, there has not been such an abandonment. Of
course, this rule does not apply unless the revelation was within the
scope of the relationship in which it was made; a client consulting his
lawyer on a contract matter who blurts out that he told his doctor that
he had a venereal disease has waived the privilege, even though he intended the revelation to be confidential, because the revelation was not
necessary to the contract business at hand.
Subdivision (d). Subdivision (d) is designed to maintain the confidentiality of communications in certain situations where the communications are disclosed to others in the course of accomplishing the
purpose for which the lawyer, physician, or psychotherapist was consulted. For example, where a confidential communication from a client
is related by his attorney to a physician, appraiser, or other expert in
order to obtain that person's assistance so that the attorney will better
be able to advise his client, the disclosure is not a waiver of the privilege, even though the disclosure is made with the client's knowledge
and consent. Nor would a physician's or psychotherapist's keeping of
confidential records necessary to diagnose or treat a patient, such as
confidential hospital records, be a waiver of the privilege, even though
other authorized persons have access to the records. Communications
such as these, when made in confidence, should not operate to destroy
the privilege even when they are made with the consent of the client or
patient. Here, again, the privilege holder has not evidenced any abandonment of secrecy. Hence, he should be entitled to maintain the confidential nature of his communications to his attorney or physician
despite the necessary further disclosure.
Subdivision (d) may change California law. Himmelfarb v. United
States, 175 F.2d 924 (9th Cir. 1949), applying the California law of
privileges, held that a lawyer's revelation to an accountant of a client's
communication to the lawyer waived the client's privilege if such revelation was authorized by the client. However, no California case precisely in point has been found.
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CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Condnct, see § 125
Person, see § 175
Proceeding, see § 901
Statement, see § 225
Physical or mental examination for discovery, when privilege waived, see Code of
Civil Procedure § 2032

§ 913. Comment on, and inferences from, exercise of privilege

913. (a) If in the instant proceeding or on a prior occasion
a privilege is or was exercised not to testify with respect to
any matter, or to refuse to disclose or to prevent another from
disclosing any matter, neither the presiding officer nor counsel
may comment thereon, no presumption shall arise because of
the exercise of the privilege, and the trier of fact may not
draw any inference therefrom as to the credibility of the
witness or as to any matter at issue in the proceeding.
(b) The court, at the request of a party who may be adversely affected because an unfavorable inference may be
drawn by the jury because a privilege has been exercised, shall
instruct the jury that no presumption arises because of the
exercise of the privilege and that the jury may not draw any
inference therefrom as to the credibility of the witness or as
to any matter at issue in the proceeding.
Comment. Section 913 prohibits any comment on the exercise of a
privilege and provides that the trier of fact may not draw any inference therefrom. Except as noted below, this probably states existing
law. See People v. Wilkes, 44 Ca1.2d 679,284 P.2d 481 (1955). In addition, the court is required, upon request of a party who may be adversely affected, to instruct the jury that no presumption arises and
that no inference is to be drawn from the exercise of a privilege. If
comment could be made on the exercise of a privilege and adverse inferences drawn therefrom, a litigant would be under great pressure to
forgo his claim of privilege and the protection sought to be afforded
by the privilege would be largely negated. Moreover, the inferences
which might be drawn would, in many instances, be quite unwarranted.
It should be noted that Section 913 deals only with comment upon,
and the drawing of adverse inferences from, the exercise of a privilege.
Section 913 does not purport to deal with the inferences that may be
drawn from, or the comment that may be made upon, the evidence in
the case.
Section 13 of Article I of the California Constitution provides that,
in a criminal case, the failure of the defendant to explain or to deny
by his testimony the evidence in the case against him may be commented upon. The courts, in reliance on this provision, have held that
the failure of a party in either a civil or criminal case to explain or
to deny the evidence against him may be considered in determining
what inferences should be drawn from that evidence. People v. Adamson,27 Ca1.2d 478, 165 P.2d 3 (1946); Fross v. Wotton, 3 Ca1.2d 384,
44 P.2d 350 (1935). However, the cases have emphasized that this right
of comment and consideration does not extend in criminal cases to the
drawing of inferences from the claim of privilege itself. Inferences
may be drawn only from the evidence in the case and the defendant's
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failure to explain or deny such evidence. People v. Ashley, 42 Cal.2d
246, 267 P.2d 271 (1954); People v. Adamson, supra, 27 Cal.2d 478,
165 P .2d 3 (1946). Section 413 of the Evidence Code expresses the
principle underlying this constitutional provision; nothing in Section
913 affects the application of Section 413 in either criminal or civil
cases. See the Comment to EVIDENCE CODE § 413. Thus, for example,
it is perfectly proper under the Evidence Code for counsel to point
out that the evidence against the other party is uncontradicted.
People v. Adamson, supra, sustained the validity of Article I, Section
13, of the California Constitution against an attack based upon the
United States Constitution. The Adamson decision was affirmed by the
United States Supreme Court in Adamson v. California, 332 U.S. 46
(1947), on the ground that the federal privilege arising under the
Fifth Amendment to the United States Constitution did not apply in
state proceedings. This basis for the decision in Adamson v. California,
supra, was recently repudiated in Malloy v. Hogan, 378 U.S. 1 (1964),
which held that the privilege against self-incrimination is made applicable to state proceedings by the Fourteenth Amendment. In neither
case, however, did the United States Supreme Court decide whether
the right of comment and inference permissible under California law
is consistent with the guarantees of the federal constitution. Nonetheless, the Malloy decision has at least cast doubt on the validity of the
California rule-reflected in Article I, Section 13, of the California
Constitution and Evidence Code Section 413-when a federal constitutional privilege is involved.
Section 913 may modify existing California law as it applies in civil
cases. In Nelson v. Southern Pacific Co., 8 Cal.2d 648, 67 P.2d 682
(1937), the Supreme Court held that evidence of a person's exercise
of the privilege against self-incrimination in a prior proceeding may
be shown for impeachment purposes if he testifies in a self-exculpatory
manner in a subsequent proceeding. The Supreme Court within recent
years has overruled statements in certain criminal cases declaring a
similar rule. People v. Snyder, 50 Cal.2d 190, 197, 324 P.2d 1, 6 (1958)
(overruling or disapproving several cases there cited). See also People
v. Sharer, 61 Cal.2d ___ ,40 Cal. Rptr. 851,395 P.2d 899 (1964). Section
913 will, in effect, overrule the holding in the Nelson case, for it declares
that no inference may be drawn from an exercise of a privilege either
on the issue of credibility or on any other issue, whether the privilege
was exercised in the instant proceeding or on a prior occasion. The
status of the rule in the Nelson case has been in doubt because of the
recent holdings in criminal cases; Section 913 eliminates any remaining
basis for applying a different rule in civil cases.
There is some language in Fross v. Wotton, 3 Cal.2d 384, 44 P.2d
350 (1935), that indicates that unfavorable inferences may be drawn
in a civil case from a party's claim of the privilege against self-incrimination during the case itself. Such language was unnecessary to
that decision; but, if it does indicate California law, that law is changed
by Evidence Code Sections 413 and 913. Under these sections, it is
clear that, in civil cases as well as criminal cases, inferences may be
drawn only from the evidence in the case, not from the claim of
privilege.
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CROSS· REFERENCES
Comment on failure of criminal defendant to explain or deny evidence against him,
see Constitution, Art. I, § 13 ; Penal Code § 1127
Definitions:
Inference, see § 600
Presiding officer, see § 905
Presumption, see § 600
Proceeding, see § 901
Trier of fact, see § 235
Failure to explain or deny evidence in case, see § 413

§ 914. Determination of claim of privilege; limitation on
punishment for contempt

914. (a) The presiding officer shall determine a claim of
privilege in any proceeding in the same manner as a court determines such a claim under Article 2 (commencing with Section 400) of Chapter 4 of Division 3.
(b) No person may be held in contempt for failure to disclose information claimed to be privileged unless he has failed
to comply with an order of a court that he disclose such information. This subdivision does not apply to any governmental agency that has constitutional contempt power, nor
does it impliedly repeal Chapter 4 (commencing with Section
9400) of Part 1 of Division 2 of Title 2 of the Government
Code. If no other statutory procedure is applicable, the procedure prescribed by Section 1991 of the Code of Civil Procedure shall be followed in seeking an order of a court that
the person disclose the information claimed to be privileged.
Comment. Subdivision (a) makes the general provisions concerning
preliminary determinations on admissibility of evidence (Sections 400406) applicable when a presiding officer who is not a judge is called
upon to determine whether or not a privilege exists. Subdivision (a)
is necessary because Sections 400-406, by their terms, apply only to
determinations by a court.
Subdivision (b) is needed to protect persons claiming privileges in
nonjudicial proceedings. Because such proceedings are often conducted
by persons untrained in law, it is desirable to have a judicial determination of whether a person is required to disclose information claimed
to be privileged before he can be held in contempt for failing to disclose
such information. What is contemplated is that, if a claim of privilege
is made in a nonjudicial proceeding and is overruled, application must
be made to a court for an order compelling the witness to answer. Only
if such order is made and is disobeyed may a witness be held in contempt. That the determination of privilege in a judicial proceeding
is a question for the judge is well-established California law. See, e.g.,
Holm 1.1. Superior Court, 42 Ca1.2d 500, 507, 267 P.2d 1025, 1029 (1954).
Subdivision (b), of course, does not apply to any body-such as the
Public Utilities Commission-that has constitutional power to impose
punishment for contempt. See, e.g., CAL. CONST., Art. XII, § 22. Nor
does this subdivision apply to witnesses before the State Legislature
or its committees. See GOVT. CODE §§ 9400-9414.
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CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Presiding officer, see § 905
Proceeding, see § 901
Statute, see § 230
Procedure for compelling testimony in out-of-court proceedings, see Code of Civil
Procedure § 1991
Procedure for determining questions of fact on claims of privilege, see §§ 404, 405
Public Utilities Commission, power to punish for contempt, see Constitution, Art.
XII, § 22
State Legislature or its committees compelling testimony, see Government Code
§§ 9400-9414

§ 915. Disclosure of privileged information in ruiing on claim of privilege

915. (a) Subject to subdivision (b), the presiding officer
may not require disclosure of information claimed to be privileged under this division in order to rule on the claim of
privilege.
(b) When a court is ruling on a claim of privilege under
Article 9 (commencing with Section 1040) of Chapter 4 (official information and identity of informer) or under Section
1060 (trade secret) and is unable to do so without requiring
disclosure of the information claimed to be privileged, the court
may require the person from whom disclosure is sought or the
person authorized to claim the privilege, or both, to disclose
the information in chambers out of the presence and hearing
of all persons except the person authorized to claim the privilege and such other persons as the person authorized to claim
the privilege is willing to have present. If the judge determines that the information is privileged, neither he nor any
other person may ever disclose, without the consent of a person authorized to permit disclosure, what was disclosed in the
course of the proceedings in chambers.
Comment. Subdivision (a) states the general rule that revelation of
the information asserted to be privileged may not be compelled in
order to determine whether or not it is privileged. This codifies existing
law. See Collette v. Sarrasin, 184 Cal. 283, 288-289, 193 Pac. 571, 573
(1920) ; People v. Glen Arms Estate, Inc., 230 Cal. App.2d ___ , __ _
note 1, 41 Cal. Rptr. 303, 305 note 1 (1964).
Subdivision (b) provides an exception to this general rule for information claimed to be privileged under Section 1040 (official information), Section 1041 (identity of an informer), or Section 1060 (trade
secret). These privileges exist only if the interest in maintaining the
secrecy of the information outweighs the interest in seeing that justice
is done in the particular case. In at least some cases, it will be necessary for the judge to examine the information claimed to be privileged
in order to balance these competing considerations intelligently. See
People v. Glen Arms Estate, Inc., 230 Cal. App.2d ___ , ___ note 1, 41
Cal. Rptr. 303, 305 note 1 (1964), and the cases cited in 8 WIGMORE,
EVIDENCE § 2379 at 812 note 6 (McNaughton rev. 1961). And see United
States v. Reynolds, 345 U.S. 1, 7-11 (1953), and pertinent discussion
thereof in 8 WIGMORE, EVIDENCE § 2379 (McNaughton rev. 1961).
Even in these cases, Section 915 undertakes to give adequate protection to the person claiming the privilege by providing that the infor-
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mation be disclosed in confidence to the judge and requiring that it be
kept in confidence if it is found to be privileged.
The exception in subdivision (b) applies only when a court is ruling
on the claim of privilege. Thus, in view of subdivision (a), disclosure
of the information cannot be required, for example, in an administrative proceeding.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Person, see § 175
Presiding officer, see § 905
Procedure for determining claims~f privilege, see ~§ 404, 405, 914

§ 916. Exclusion of privileged information where persons authorized to
claim privUege are not present

916. (a) The presiding officer, on his own motion or on the
motion of any party, shall exclude information that is subject to a claim of privilege under this division if:
(1) The person from whom the information is sought is not
a person authorized to claim the privilege; and
(2) There is no party to the proceeding who is a person authorized to claim the privilege.
(b) The presiding officer may not exclude information
under this section if:
(1) He is otherwise instructed by a person authorized to
permit disclosure; or
(2) The proponent of the evidence establishes that there is
no person authorized to claim the privilege in existence.
Comment. Section 916 is needed to protect the holder of a privilege
when he is not available to protect his own interest. For example, a
third party-perhaps the lawyer's secretary-may have been present
when a confidential communication to a lawyer was made. In the absence of both the holder himself and the lawyer, the secretary could be
compelled to testify concerning the communication if there were no
provision such as Section 916 which requires the presiding officer to
recognize the privilege.
The erroneous exclusion of information pursuant to Section 916 on
the ground that it is privileged might amount to prejudicial error. On
the other hand, the erroneous failure to exclude information pursuant
to Section 916 could not amount to prejudicial error. See EVIDENCE
CODE § 918.
Section 916 may be declarative of the existing law. No case in point
has been found, but see the language in People v. Atkinson, 40 Cal. 284,
285 (1870) (attorney-client privilege).
Definitions:
Evidence, see § 140
Person, see § 175
Presiding officer, see § 905
Proceeding, see § 901

CROSS-REFERENCES

§ 917. Presumption that certain communications are confidential

917. Whenever a privilege is claimed on the ground that
the matter sought to be disclosed is a communication made in
confidence in the course of the lawyer-client, physician-patient,
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psychotherapist-patient, clergyman-penitent, or husband-wife
relationship, the communication is presumed to have been
made in confidence and the opponent of the claim of privilege
has the burden of proof to establish that the communication
was not confidential.
Comment. A number of sections provide privileges for communications made "in confidence" in the course of certain relationships. Although there appear to have been no cases involving the question in
California, the general rule elsewhere is that a communication made in
the course of such a relationship is preslined to be confidential and
the party objecting to the claim of privilege has the burden of showing
that it was not. See generally, with respect to the marital communication privilege, 8 WIGMORE, EVIDENCE § ~336 (McNaughton rev. 1961).
See also Blau v. United States, 340 U.S. 332, 333-335 (1951) (holding
that marital communications are presumed to be confidential). In
adopting by statute a revised version of the privileges article of the
Uniform Rules of Evidence, New Jersey included such a provision in
its statement of the lawyer-client privilege. N.J. REV. STAT. § 2A: 84A20(3), added by N.J. Laws 1960, Ch. 52, p. 452.
If the privilege claimant were required to show that the communication was made in confidence, he would be compelled, in many cases,
to reveal the subject matter of the communication in order to establish
his right to the privilege. Hence, Section 917 is included to establish a
presumption of confidentiality, if this is not already the existing law in
California. See Sharon v. Sharon, 79 Cal. 633, 678, 22 Pac. 26, 40
(1889) (attorney-client privilege) ; Hager v. Shindler, 29 Cal. 47, 63
(1865) ("Prima facie, all communications made by a client to his attorney or counsel [in the course of that relationship] must be regarded
as confidentiaL").
Definitions:
Burden of proof, see § 115
Presumption, see § 600

CROSS· REFERENCES

§ 918. Effect of error in overruling claim of privilege

918. A party may predicate error on a ruling disallowing
a claim of privilege only if he is the holder of the privilege,
except that a party may predicate error on a ruling disallowing a claim of privilege by his spouse under Section 970 or 971.
Comment. This section is consistent with existing law. See People v.
Gonzales, 56 Cal. App. 330, 204 Pac. 1088 (1922), and discussion of
similar cases cited in Tentative Recommendation and a Study Relating
to the Uniform Rules of Evidence (Article V. Privileges), 6 CAL. LAW
REVISION COMM'N, REP., REc. & STUDIES 201, 525 note 5 (1964).
§ 919. Admissibility where disclosure erroneously compelled

919. Evidence of a statement or other disclosure of privileged information is inadmissible against a holder of the
privilege if:
(a) A person authorized to claim the privilege claimed it
but nevertheless disclosure erroneously was required to be
made; or
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(b) The presiding officer did not exclude the privileged information as required by Section 916.
Comment. Section 919 protects a holder of a privilege from the detriment he would otherwise suffer in a later proceeding when, in a prior
proceeding, the presiding officer erroneously overruled a claim of privilege and compelled revelation of the privileged information. Although
Section 912 provides that such a coerced disclosure does not waive a
privilege, it does not provide specifically that evidence of the prior
disclosure is inadmissible; Section 919 assures the inadmissibility of
such evidence in the subsequent proceeding.
Section 919 probably states existing law. See People v. Abair, 102
Cal. App.2d 765, 228 P.2d 336 (1951) (prior disclosure by an attorney
held inadmissible in a later proceeding where the holder of the privilege
had first opportunity to object to attorney's testifying). See also People
v. Kor, 129 Cal. App.2d 436,277 P.2d 94 (1954). However, there is little
case authority upon the proposition.
Definitions:
Evidence, see § 140
Person, see § 175
Presiding officer, see § 905

CROSS-REFERENCES

§ 920. No implied repeal

920. Nothing in this division shall be construed to repeal
by implication any other statute relating to privileges.
Comment. Some of the statutes relating to privileges are found in
other codes and are continued in force. See, e.g., PENAL CODE §§ 266h
and 266i (making the marital communications privilege inapplicable in
prosecutions for pimping and pandering, respectively). Section 920 assures that nothing in this division makes privileged any information
declared by statute to be unprivileged or makes unprivileged any information declared by statute to be privileged.
CROSS-REFERENCES

Definition:
Statute, see § 230

CHAPTER 4.
Article 1.

PARTICULAR PRIVILEGES

Privilege of Defendant in Criminal Case

§ 930. Privilege not to be called as a witness and not to testify

930. To the extent that such privilege exists under the.Constitution of the United States or the State of California, a
defendant in a criminal case has a privilege not to be called
as a witness and not to testify.
Comment. Section 930 recognizes that the defendant in a criminal
case has a constitutional privilege not to be called as a witness and not
to testify. CAL. CONST., Art. I, § 13. See Killpatrick v. Superior Court,
153 Cal. App.2d 146, 314 P.2d 164 (1957); People v. Talle, 111 Cal.
App.2d 650, 245 P.2d 633 (1952). Section 930 also recognizes that the
defendant may have a similar privilege under the United States Constitution. See Malloy v. Hogan, 378 U.S. 1 (1964).
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CROSS-REFERENCES
Constitutional provisions:
Cal. Constitution, Art. I, § 13
u.S. Constitution, Fifth Amendment

Article 2. Privilege Against Self-Incrimination
§ 940. Privilege against self-incrimination

940. To the extent that such privilege exists under the
Constitution of the United States or the State of California,
a person has a privilege to refuse to disclose any matter that
may tend to incriminate him.
Comment. Section 940 recognizes the privilege (derived from the
California and United States Constitutions) of a person to refuse, when
testifying, to give information that might tend to incriminate him. See
Fross v. Wotton, 3 Ca1.2d 384, 44 P.2d 350 (1935); In re Leavitt, 174
Cal. App.2d 535, 345 P.2d 75 (1959). This privilege should be distinguished from the privilege stated in Section 930 (privilege of defendant in a criminal case to refuse to testify at all).
Section 940 does not determine the scope of the privilege against
self-incrimination; the scope of the privilege is determined by the
pertinent provisions of the California and United States Constitutions
as interpreted by the courts. See CAL. CONST., Art. I, § 13. See also
Malloy v. Hogan, 378 U.S. 1 (1964). Nor does Section 940 prescribe the
exceptions to the privilege or indicate when it has been waived. This,
too, is determined by the cases interpreting the pertinent provisions of
the California and United States Constitutions. For a statement of the
scope of the constitutional privilege and some of its exceptions, see
Tentative Recommendation and a Study Relating to the Uniform Rules
of Evidence (Article V. Privileges), 6 CAL. LAW REVISION COMM'N,
REP., REC. & STUDIES 201, 215-218, 343-377 (1964).
CROSS-REFERENCES
Constitutional provisions:
Cal. Constitution, Art. I, § 13
U.S. Constitution, Fifth Amendment
Determination of whether evidence may tend to incriminate, see § 404

Article 3.

lawyer-Client Privilege

§ 950. "lawyer"

950. As used in this article, "lawyer" means a person authorized, or reasonably believed by the client to be authorized,
to practice law in any state or nation.
Comment. "Lawyer" is defined to include a person "reasonably believed by the client to be authorized" to practice law. Since the privilege is intended to encourage full disclosure, the client's reasonable
belief that the person he is consulting is an attorney is sufficient to
justify application of the privilege. See 8 WIGMORE, EVIDENCE § 2302
(McNaughton rev. 1961), and cases there cited in note 1. See also
MCCORMICK, EVIDENCE § 92 (1954).
There is no requirement that the lawyer be licensed to practice in a
jurisdiction that recognizes the lawyer-client privilege. Legal transactions frequently cross state and national boundaries and require consultation with attorneys from many different jurisdictions. When a
California resident travels outside the State and has occasion to con-
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sult a lawyer during such travel, or when a lawyer from another state
or nation participates in a transaction involving a California client,
the client should be entitled to assume that his communications will be
given as much protection as they would be if he consulted a California
lawyer in California. A client should not be forced to inquire about the
jurisdictions where the lawyer is authorized to practice and whether
such jurisdictions recognize the lawyer-client privilege before he may
safely communicate with the lawyer.·
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Client, see § 951
State, see § 220
Similar provisions:
Physician-patient privilege, see § 990
Psychotherapist-patient privilege, see § 1010

§ 951. "Client"

951. As used in this article, "client" means a person who,
directly or through an authorized representative, consults a
lawyer for the purpose of retaining the lawyer or securing
legal service or advice from him in his professional capacity,
and includes an incompetent (a) who himself so consults the
lawyer or (b) whose guardian or conservator so consults the
lawyer in behalf of the incompetent.
Comment. Under Section 951, public entities have a privilege insofar as communications made in the course of the lawyer-client relationship are concerned. This codifies existing law. See Holm v. Superior
Court,42 Ca1.2d 500, 267 P.2d 1025 (1954). Likewise, such unincorporated organizations as labor unions, social clubs, and fraternal societies
have a lawyer-client privilege when the organization (rather than its
individual members) is the client. See EVIDENCE CODE § 175 (defining
"person") and § 200 (defining "public entity").
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Lawyer, see § 950
Person, see § 175
Similar provisions:
Physician-patient privilege, see § 991
Psychotherapist-patient privilege, see § 1011

§ 952. "Confidential communication between client and lawyer"

952. As used in this article, "confidential communication
between client and lawyer" means information transmitted between a client and his lawyer in the course of that relationship
and in confidence by a means which, so far as the client is
aware, discloses the information to no third persons other
than those who are present to further the interest of the client
in the consultation or those to whom disclosure is reasonably
necessary for the transmission of the information or the accomplishment of the purpose for which the lawyer is consulted, and includes advice given by the lawyer in the course
of that relationship.
Comment. The requirement that the communication be made in the
course of the lawyer-client relationship and be confidential is in accord
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with existing law. See City &7 County of San Francisco v. Superior
Court, 37 CaI.2d 227, 234-235, 231 P.2d 26, 29-30 (1951).
Confidential communications also include those made to third parties
--such as the lawyer's secretary, a physician, or similar expert-for the
purpose of transmitting such information to the lawyer because they
are "reasonably necessary for the transmission of the information."
This codifies existing law. See, e.g., City &7 County of San Francisco v.
Superior Court, supra (communication to a physician); Loftin v.
Glaser, Civil No. 789604 (L.A. Super. Ct., JUly 23,1964) (communication to an accountant), as reported in Los Angeles Daily Journal Report Section, August 25, 1964 (memorandum opinion of Judge Philbrick McCoy) .
A lawyer at times may desire to have a client reveal information to
an expert consultant in order that the lawyer may adequately advise his
client. The inclusion of the words "or the accomplishment of the purpose for which the lawyer is consulted" assures that these communications, too, are within the scope of the privilege. This part of the definition may change existing law. Himmelfarb v. United States, 175 F.2d
924, 938-939 (9th Cir. 1949), applying California law, held that the
presence of an accountant during a lawyer-client consultation destroyed
the privilege, but no California case directly in point has been found.
Of course, if the expert consultant is acting merely as a conduit for
communications from the client to the attorney, the doctrine of City &7
County of San Francisco v. Superior Court, supra, applies and the
communication would be privileged under existing law as well as under
this section. See also EVIDENCE CODE § 912(d) and the Comment thereto.
The words "other than those who are present to further the interest
of the client in the consultation" indicate that a communication to a
lawyer is nonetheless confidential even though it is made in the presence
of another person-such as a spouse, parent, business associate, or
joint client-who is present to further the interest of the client in the
consultation. These words refer, too, to another person and his attorney
who may meet with the client and his attorney in regard to a matter
of joint concern. This may change existing law, for the presence of a
third person sometimes has been held to destroy the confidential character of the consultation, even where the third person was present
because of his concern for the welfare of the client. See Attorney-Client
Privilege in California, 10 STAN. L. REV. 297, 308 (1958), and authorities there cited in notes 67-71. See also Himmelfarb v. United States,
supra.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Client, see § 951
Lawyer, see § 950
Person, see § 175
Disclosure to third person, when privileged, see § 912
Presumption that communication is confidential, see § 917
Similar provisions:
Physician-patient privilege! see § 992
Psychotherapist-patient privilege, see § 1012
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§ 953. "Holder of the privilegel l

953. As used in this article, "holder of the privilege"
means:
(a) The client when he has no guardian or conservator.
(b) A guardian or conservator of the client when the client
'has a guardian or conservator.
( c) The personal representative of the client if the client is
dead.
(d) A successor, assign, trustee in dissolution, or any similar representative of a firm, association, organization, partnership, business trust, corporation, or public entity that is no
longer in existence.
Comment. Under subdivisions (a) and (b), the guardian of a client
is the holder of the privilege if the client has a guardian, and the
client becomes the holder of the privilege when he no longer has a
guardian. For example, if an underage client or his guardian consults
a lawyer, the guardian is the holder of the privilege under subdivision
(b) until the guardianship is terminated; thereafter, the client himself is the holder of the privilege. The present California law is uncertain. The statutes do not deal with the problem, and no appellate
decision has discussed it.
Under subdivision (c), the personal representative of a client is the
holder of the privilege when the client is dead. He may either claim
or waive the privilege on behalf of the deceased client. This may be a
change in California law. Under existing law, it seems probable that
the privilege survives the death of the client and that no one can waive
it after the client's death. See Collette v. Sarrasin, 184 Cal. 283, 289,
193 Pac. 571, 573 (1920). Hence, the privilege apparently is recognized
even when it would be clearly to the interest of the estate of the deceased client to waive it. Under Section 953, however, the personal
representative of a deceased client may waive the privilege. The purpose underlying the privilege-to provide a client with the assurance
of confidentiality-does not require the recognition of the privilege
when to do so is detrimental to his interest or to the interests of his
estate.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Client, see § 951
Public entity, see § 200
Similar provisions:
Physician-patient privilege, see § 993
Psychotherapist-patient privilege, see § 1013

§ 954. lawyer-client privilege

954. Subject to Section 912 and except as otherwise provided in this article, the client, whether or not a party, has
a privilege to refuse to disclose, and to prevent another from
disclosing, a confidential communication between client and
lawyer if the privilege is claimed by:
(a) The holder of the privilege;
(b) A person who is authorized to claim the privilege by the
holder of the privilege; or
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(c) The person who was the lawyer at the time of the confidential communication, but such person may not claim the
privilege if there is no holder of the privilege in existence or
if he is otherwise instructed by a person authorized to permit
disclosure.
Comment. Section 954 is the basic statement of the lawYer-client
privilege. Exceptions to this privilege are stated in Sections 956-962.
Persons entitled to claim the privilege. The persons entitled to claim
the privilege are specified in subdivisions (a), (b), and (c). See
EVIDENCE CODE § 953 for the definition of "holder of the privilege."
Eavesdroppers. Under Section 954, the lawyer-client privilege can
be asserted to prevent anyone from testifying to a confidential communication. Thus, clients are protected against the risk of disclosure by
eavesdroppers and other wrongful interceptors of confidential communications between lawyer and client. Probably no such protection was
provided prior to the enactment of Penal Code Sections 653i and 653j.
See People v. Castiel, 153 Cal. App.2d 653, 315 P.2d 79 (1957). See
also Attorney-Client Privilege in California, 10 STAN. L. REV. 297, 310312 (1958), and cases there cited in note 84.
Penal Code Section 653j makes evidence obtained by electroiltw
eavesdropping or recording in violation of the section inadmissible in
"any judicial, administrative, legislative, or other proceeding." The
section also provides a criminal penalty and contains definitions and
exceptions. Penal Code Section 653i makes it a felony to eavesdrop
by an electronic or other device upon a conversation between a person in custody of a public officer or on public property and that person's lawyer, religious advisor, or physician.
Section 954 is consistent with Penal Code Sections 653i and 653j but
provides broader protection, for it protects against disclosure of confidential communications by anyone who obtained knowledge of the
communication without the client's consent. See also EVIDENCE CODE
§ 912 (when disclosure with client's consent constitutes a waiver of
the privilege). The use of the privilege to prevent testimony by eavesdroppers and those to whom the communication was wrongfully disclosed does not, however, affect the rule that the making of the communication under circumstances where others could easily overhear it is
evidence that the client did not intend the communication to be confidential. See Sharon v. Sharon, 79 Cal. 633, 677, 22 Pac. 26, 39 (1889).
Termination of privilege. The privilege may be claimed by a person listed in Section 954, or the privileged information excluded by the
presiding officer under Section 916, only if there is a holder of the
privilege in existence. Hence, the privilege ceases to exist when the
client's estate is finally distributed and his personal representative is
discharged. This is apparently a change in California law. Under the
existing law, it seems likely that the privilege continues to exist indefinitely after the client's death and that no one has authority to
waive the privilege. See Collette v. Sarrasin, 184 Cal. 283, 193 Pac. 571
(1920). See generally Paley v. Superior Court, 137 Cal. App.2d 450,
290 P.2d 617 (1955), and discussion of the analogous situation in
connection with the physician-patient privilege in Tentative Recommendation and a Study Relating to the Uniform Rules of Evidence
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(Article V. Privileges), 6 CAL. LAW REVISION COMM'N, REP., REC. &
STUDIES 201, 408-410 (1964). Although there is good reason for maintaining the privilege while the estate is being administered-particularly if the estate is involved in litigation-there is little reason to
preserve secrecy at the expense of excluding relevant evidence after the
estate is wound up and the representative is discharged.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Defini tions :
Client, see § 951
Confidential communication between client and lawyer, see § 952
Holder of the privilege, see § 953
LawYer, see § 950
Person, see § 175
Eavesdropping on privileged communications prohibited, see Penal Code §§ 653i,

653j

General provisions relating to privileges, see §§ 910-920
Similar provisions:
Physician-patient privilege, see § 994
Psychotherapist-patient privilege, see § 1014

§ 955. When lawyer required to claim privilege

955. The lawyer who received or made a communication
subject to the privilege under this article shall claim the privilege whenever he is present when the communication is sought
to be disclosed and is authorized to claim the privilege under
subdivision (c) of Section 954.
Comment. The obligation of the lawyer to claim the privilege on behalf of the client, unless otherwise instructed by a person authorized
to permit disclosure, is consistent with Section 6068 ( e) of the Business
and Professions Code.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definition:
Lawyer, see § 950
Duty of lawyer to maintain confidence, see Business and Professions Code § 6068 (e)
Similar provisions:
Physician-patient privilege, see § 995
Psychotherapist-patient privilege, see § 1015

§ 956. Exception: Crime or fraud

956. There is no privilege under this article if the services
of the lawyer were sought or obtained to enable or aid anyone
to commit or plan to commit a crime or a fraud.
Comment. California now recognizes this exception. Abbott v. Superior Court, 78 Cal. App.2d 19, 177 P.2d 317 (1947). Cf. Nowell
v. Superior Court, 223 Cal. App.2d 652, 36 Cal. Rptr. 21 (1963).
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definition:
LawYer, see § 950
Similar provisions:
Marital communications privilege, see § 981
Physician-patient privilege, see § 997
Psychotherapist-patient privilege, see § 1018

§ 957. Exception: Parties claiming through deceased client

957. There is no privilege under this article as to a communication relevant to an issue between parties all of whom
claim through a deceased client, regardless of whether the
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claims are by testate or intestate succession or by inter vivos
transaction.
Comment. .The lawyer-client privilege does not apply to a communication relevant to an issue between parties all of whom claim through
a deceased client. Under existing law, all must claim through the client
by testate or intestate succession in order for this exception to be applicable; a claim by inter vivos transaction apparently is not within the
exception. Paley v. Superior C01trt, 137 Cal. App.2d 450, 457-460, 290
P.2d 617, 621-623 (1955). Section 957 extends this exception to include
inter vivos transactions.
The traditional exception for litigation between claimants by testate
or intestate succession is based on the theory that claimants in privity
with the estate claim through the client, not adversely; and the deceased client presumably would want his communications disclosed in
litigation between such claimants so that his desires. in regard to the
disposition of his estate might be correctly ascertained and carried out.
This rationale is equally applicable where one or more of the parties is
claiming by inter vivos transaction as, for example, in an action between a party who claims under a deed (executed by a client in full
possession of his faculties) and a party who claims under a will executed while the client's mental stability was dubious. See the discussion in Tentative Recommendation and a Study Relating to the Uniform Rules of Evidence (Article V. Privileges), 6 CAL. LAW REVISION
COMM'N, REP., REC. & STUDIES 201, 392-396 (1964).
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definition:
Client, see § 951
•
Similar provisions:
Marital communications privilege, see § 984
Physician-patient privilege, see § 1000
Psychotherapist-patient privilege, see § 1019

§ 958. Exception: Breach of duty arising out of lawyer-client relationship

958. There is no privilege under this article as to a communication relevant to an issue of breach, by the lawyer or by the
client, of a duty arising out of the lawyer-client relationship.
Comment. This exception has not been recognized by a holding in
any California case, although dicta in several opinions indicate that it
would be recognized if the question were presented in a proper case.
People v. Tucker, 61 Cal.2d ___ , 40 Cal. Rptr. 609, 395 P.2d 449
(1964) ; Henshall v. Coburn, 177 Cal. 50, 169 Pac. 1014 (1917) ; Pacific
Tel. &1 Tel. Co. v. Fink, 141 Cal. App.2d 332, 335, 296 P.2d 843, 845
(1956) ; Fleschler v. Strauss, 15 Cal. App.2d 735, 60 P.2d 193 (1936).
See generally WITKIN, CALIFORNIA EVIDENCE § 419 (1958).
It would be unjust to permit a client either to accuse his attorney of
a breach of duty and to invoke the privilege to prevent the attorney
from bringing forth evidence in defense of the charge or to refuse to
pay his attorney's fee and invoke the privilege to defeat the attorney's
claim. Thus, for example, if the defendant in a criminal action claims
that his lawyer did not provide him with an adequate defense, communications between the law;yer and client relevant to that issue are
not privileged. See People v. Tucker, 61 Cal.2d ___ , 40 Cal. Rptr. 609,
395 P.2d 449 (1964). The duty involved must, of course, be one aris-
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ing out of the lawyer-client relationship, e.g., the duty of the lawyer
to exercise reasonable diligence on behalf of his client, the duty of
the lawyer to care faithfully and account for his client's property, or
the client's duty to pay for the lawyer's services.
CROSS· REFERENCES
Definitions:
Client, see § 951
Lawyer, see § 950
Similar provisions:
Physician-patient privilege, see § 1001
Psychotherapist-patient privilege. see § 1020

§ 959. Exception: Lawyer as attesting witness

959. There is no privilege under this article as to a communication relevant to an issue concerning the intention or
competence of a client executing an attested document of
which the lawyer is an attesting witness, or concerning the
execution or attestation of such a document.
Comment. This exception relates to the type of communication about
which an attesting witness would testify. The mere fact that an attorney acts as an attesting witness should not destroy the lawyer-client
privilege as to all statements made concerning the document attested;
but the privilege should not prohibit the lawyer from performing the
duties expected of an attesting witness. Under existing law, the attesting witness exception is broader, having been used as a device to obtain
information which the lawyer who is an attesting witness received in
his capacity as a lawyer rather than as an attesting witness. See In re
Mullin, 110 Cal. 252,42 Pac. 645 (1895).
CROSS-REFERENCES
Authentication of writing by subscribing witness, see §§ 1411-1413
Definitions:
Clien t, see § 951
Lawyer, see § 950
Opinion as to sanity by subscribing witness, see § 870

§ 960. Exception: Intention of deceased client concerning writing
affecting property interest

960. There is no privilege under this article as to a communication relevant to an issue concerning the intention of a
rlient, now deceased, with respect to a deed of conveyance,
will, or other writing, executed by the client, purporting to
affect an interest in property.
Comment. Although the attesting witness exception stated in Section 959 is limited to information of the kind to which one would
expect an attesting witness to testify, there is merit to having an exception that applies to all dispositive instruments. A client ordinarily
would desire his lawyer to communicate his true intention with regard
to a dispositive instrument if the instrument itself leaves the matter in
doubt and the client is deceased. Likewise, the client ordinarily would
desire his attorney to testify to communications relevant to the validity
of such instruments after the client dies. Accordingly, two additional
exceptions-Sections 960 and 961-are provided for this purpose. These
exceptions have been recognized by the California decisions only in
7-24465
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cases where the lawyer is an attesting witness. See the Comment to
EVIDENCE CODE § 959.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Client, see § 951
Property, see § 185
'Vriting, see § 250
Similar provisions:
Physician-patient privilege, see § 1002
Psychotherapist-patient privilege, see § 1021

§ 961. Exception: Validity of writing affecting property interest

961. There is no privilege under this article as to a communication relevant to an issue concerning the validity of a deed
of conveyance, will, or other writing, executed by a client, now
deceased, purporting to affect an interest in property.
Comment. See the Comment to Section 960.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Client, see § 951
Property, see § 185
Writing, see § 250
Similar provisions:
Physician-patient privilege, see § 1003
Psychotherapist-patient privilege, see § 1022

§ 962. Exception: Joint clients

962. Where two or more clients have retained or consulted
a lawyer upon a matter of common interest, none of them may
claim a privilege under this article as to a communication
made in the course of that relationship when such communication is offered in a civil proceeding between such clients.
Comment. This section states existing law. Clyne v. Brock, 82 Cal.
App.2d 958, 965, 188 P.2d 263, 267 (1947); Croce v. Superior Court,
21 Cal. App.2d 18, 68 P.2d 369 (1937). See also Harris v. Harris, 136
Cal. 379, 69 Pac. 23 (1902).
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Civil proceeding, see § 902
Clien t, see § 951
Lawyer, see § 950
Waiver of privilege by joint holder, see § 912

Article 4.

Privilege Not to Testify Against Spouse

§ 970. Privilege not to testify against spouse

970. Except as otherwise provided by statute, a married
person has a privilege not to testify against his spouse in
any proceeding.
Comment. Under this article, a married person has two privileges:
(1) a privilege not to testify against his spouse in any proceeding (Section 970) and (2) a privilege not to be called as a witness in any proceeding to which his spouse is a party (Section 971).
The privileges under this article are not as broad as the privilege
provided by existing law. Under existing law, a married person has a
privilege to prevent his spouse from testifying against him, but only
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the witness spouse has a privilege under this article. Under the existing
law, a married person may refuse to testify for the other spouse, but
no such privilege exists under this article. For a discussion of the reasons for these changes in existing law, see the Law Revision Commission's Comment to Code of Civil Procedure Section 1881 (superseded
by the Evidence Code).
The rationale of the privilege provided by Section 970 not to testify
against one's spouse is that such testimony would seriously disturb or
disrupt the marital relationship. Society stands to lose more from such
disruption than it stands to gain from the testimony which would be
available if the privilege did not exist. The privilege is based in part on
a previous recommendation and study of the California Law Revision Commission. See 1 CAL. LAW REVISION COMM'N, REP., REC.
& STUDIES, Recommendation and Study Relating to the _Marital" For
and Against" Testimonial Privilege at F-1 (1957).
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definition:
Proceeding, see § 901
General provisions relating to privileges, see § § 910-920
Privilege inapplicable in prosecutions for:
Abandonment or nonsupport of wife or child, see Penal Code § 270e
Pandering, see Penal Code § 266i
Pimping, see Penal Code § 266h
Prostitution, placing wife in house of, see Penal Code § 266g
Venereal disease control violations, see Health and Safety Code § 3197
8upport proceedings, privilege inapplicable, see Civil Code § 250; Code of Civil Procedure § 1688

§ 971. Privilege not to be called as a witness against spouse

971. Except as otherwise provided by statute, a married
person whose spouse is a party to a proceeding has a privilege
not to be called as a witness by an adverse party to that proceeding without the prior express consent of the spouse having
the privilege under this section unless the party calling the
spouse does so in good faith without knowledge of the marital
relationship.
Comment. The privilege of a married person not to be called as a
witness against his spouse is somewhat similar to the privilege given
the defendant in a criminal case not to be called as a witness (Section
930). This privilege is necessary to avoid the prejudicial effect, for
example, of the prosecution's calling the defendant's wife as a witness,
thus forcing her to object before the jury. The privilege not to be
called as a witness does not apply, however, in a proceeding where the
other spouse is not a party. Thus, a married person may be called as a
witness in a grand jury proceeding because his spouse is not a party
to that proceeding, but the witness in the grand jury proceeding may
claim the privilege under Section 970 to refuse to answer a question
that would compel him to testify against his spouse.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definition:
Proceeding, see § 901'
See also the Cross-References under Section 970
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§ 972. When privilege not applicable

972. A married person does not have a privilege under
this article in:
(aJ A proceeding brought by or on behalf of one spouse
against the other spouse.
(b) A proceeding to commit or otherwise place his spouse
or his spouse's property, or both, under the control of another
because of the spouse's alleged mental or physical condition.
(c) A proceeding brought by or on behalf of a spouse to
establish his competence.
(d) A proceeding under the Juvenile Court Law, Chapter
2 (commencing with Section 500) of Part 1 of Division 2 of
the Welfare and Institutions Code.
( e) A criminal proceeding in which one spouse is charged
with:
(1) A crime against the person or property of the other
spouse or of a child of either, whether committed before or
during marriage.
(2) A crime against the person or property of a third
person committed in the course of committing a crime against
the person or property of the other spouse, whether committed
before or during marriage.
(3) Bigamy or adultery.
(4) A crime defined by Section 270 or 270a of the Penal
Code.
Comment. The exceptions to the privileges under this article are
similar to those contained in Code of Civil Procedure Section 1881 (1)
and Penal Code Section 1322, both of which are superseded by the
Evidence Code. However, the exceptions in this section have been
drafted so that they are consistent with those provided in Article 5
(commencing with Section 980) of this chapter (the privilege for confidential marital communications).
A discussion of comparable exceptions may be found in the Comments to the sections in Article 5 of this chapter.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Criminal proceeding, see § 903
Person, see § 175
Proceeding, see § 901
Property, see § 185
Similar provisions:
Marital communications privilege, see §§ 982-986
Physician-patient privilege, see §§ 1004, 1005
Psychotherapist-patient privilege, see §§ 1024, 1025
See also the Cross-References under Section 970

§ 973. Waiver of privilege

973. (a) Unless erroneously compelled to do so, a married
person who testifies in a proceeding to which his spouse is a
party, or who testifies against his spouse. in any proceeding,
does not have a privilege under this article in the proceeding
in which such testimony is given.
(b) There is no privilege under this article in a civil proceeding brought or defended by a married person for the immediate benefit of his spouse or of himself and his spouse.
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Comment. Section 973 contains special waiver provisions for the
privileges provided by this article.
Subdivision (a). Under subdivision (a), a married person who
testifies in a proceeding to which his spouse is a party waives both
privileges provided for in this article. Thus, for example, a married
person cannot call his spouse as a witness to give favorable testimony
and have that spouse invoke the privileg-e provided in Section 970 to
keep from testifying on cross-examination to unfavorable matters; nor
can a married person testify for an adverse party as to particular mat- .
ters and then invoke the privilege not to testify against his spouse as
to other matters.
In any proceeding where a married person's spouse is not a party,
the privilege not to be called as a witness is not available, and a married persan may testify like any other witness without waiving the
privilege provided under Section 970 so long as he does not -,stify
against his spouse. However, under subdivision (a), the ptivileg~ not
to testify against his spouse in that proceeding is waived as to all matters if he testifies against his spouse as to any matter.
Subdivision (b). This subdivision precludes married persons from
taking unfair advantage of their marital status to escape their duty
to give testimony under Section 776, which supersedes Code of Civil
Procedure Section 2055. It recognizes a doctrine of waiver that has been
developed in the California cases. Thus, for example" when suit is
brought to set aside a conveyance from husband to wife allegedly in
fraud of the husband's creditors, both spouses being named as defendants, it has been held that setting up the conveyance in the answer
as a defense waives the privilege. Tobias v. Adams, 2010 Cal. 689, 258
Pac. 588 (1927) ; Schwartz v. Brandon, 97 Cal. App. 30, 275 Pac. 448
(1929). But cf. Marple 1) • .Jackson, 184 Cal. 411, 193 Pac. 940 (1920).
Also, when husband and wife are joined as defendants in a quiet title
action and assert a claim to the property, they have been held to have
waived the privilege. Hagen v. Silva, 139 Cal. App.2d 199, 293 P.2d
143 (1956). And when both spouses joined as plaintiffs in an action
to recover damages to one of them, each was held to have waived the
privilege as to the testimony of the other. In re Strand, 123 Cal. App.
170,11 P.2d 89 (1932). (It should be noted that, with respect to damages for personal injuries, Civil Code Section 163.5 (added by Cal.
Stats. 1957, Ch. 2334, § 1, p. 4066) provides that all damages awarded
to a married person in a civil action for personal injuries are the separate property of such married person.) This principle of waiver has
seemingly been developed by the case law to prevent a spouse from
refusing to testify as to matters which affect his own interest on the
ground that such testimony would also be "against" his spouse. It has
been held, however, that a spouse does not waive the privilege by
making the other spouse his agent, even as to transactions involving
the agency. Ayres v. Wright, 103 Cal. App. 610, 284 Pac. 1077 (1930).
Definitions:
Civil proceeding, see § 902
Proceeding, see § 901

CROSS-REFERENCES
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Article 5.

Privilege for Confidential Marital Communications

§ 980. Privilege for confidential marital communications

980. Subject to Section 912. and except as otherwise provided in this article, a spouse (or his guardian or conservator
when he has a guardian or conservator), whether or not a
party, has a privilege during the marital relationship and
afterwards to refuse to disclose, and to prevent another from
disclosing, a communication if he claims the privilege and
the communication was made in confidence between him and
the other spouse while they were husband and wife.
Comment. Section 980 is the basic statement of the privilege for confidential marital communications. Exceptions to this privilege are
stated in Sections 981-987.
Who can claim the privilege. Under Section 980, both spouses are
the holders of the privilege and either spouse may claim it. Under
existing law, the privilege may belong only to the nontestifying spouse
inasmuch as Code of Civil Procedure Section 1881 (1), superseded by
the Evidence Code, provides: "[N] or can either . . . be, without the
consent of the other, examined as to any communication made by one
to the other during the marriage." (Emphasis added.) It is likely, however, that Section 1881 (1) would be construed to grant the privilege to
both spouses. See In re De Neef, 42 Cal. App.2d 691, 109 P.2d 741
(1941). But see People v. Keller, 165 Cal. App.2d 419, 423-424, 332
P.2d 174,176 (1958) (dictum).
•
A guardian of an incompetent spouse may claim the privilege on
behalf of that spouse. However, when a spouse is dead, no one can
claim the privilege for him; the privilege, if it is to be claimed at all,
can be claimed only by or on behalf of the surviving spouse.
Termiootion of marriage. The privilege may be claimed as to confidential communications made during a marriage even though the marriage has been terminated at the time the privilege is claimed. This
states existing law. CODE CIV. PROC. § 1881(1) (superseded by the
Evidence Code); People v. Mullings, 83 Cal. 138,23 Pac. 229 (1890).
Free and open communication between spouses would be unduly inhibited if one of the spouses could be compelled to testify as to the
nature of such communications after the termination of the marriage.
Eavesdroppers. The privilege may be asserted to prevent testimony
by anyone, including eavesdroppers. To a limited extent, this constitutes a change in California law. See the Comment to EVIDENCE CODE
§ 954. See generally People v. Peak, 66 Cal. App.2d 894, 153 P.2d 464
(1944); People v. Morhar, 78 Cal. App. 380, 248 Pac. 975 (1926);
People v. Mitchell, 61 Cal. App. 569, 215 Pac. 117 (1923). Section 980
also changes the existing law which permits a third party, to whom one
of the spouses had revealed a confidential communication, to testify
concerning it. People v. Swaile, 12 Cal. App. 192, 195-196, 107 Pac. 134,
137 (1909) ; People v. Chadwick,4 Cal. App. 63, 72, 87 Pac. 384, 387388 (1906). See also Wolfie v. United States, 291 U.S. 7 (1934). Under
Section 912, such conduct would constitute a waiver of the privilege
only as to the spouse who makes the disclosure.
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CROSS-REFERENCES
General provisions relating to privileges, see §§ 910-920
Overhearing and recording confidential communication, see Penal Code § 653j
Presumption that communication confidential, see § 917
Privilege inapplicable in prosecutions for:
Abandonment or nonsupport of wife or child, see Penal Code § 270e
Pandering, see Penal Code § 266i
Pimping, see Penal Code § 266h
Venereal disease control, see Health and Safety Code § 3197
Privilege of spouse not to be called as witness, see § 971
Privilege of spouse not to testify, see § 970
Support proceedings, see Civil Code § 250; Code of Civil Procedure § 1688

§ 981. Exception: Crime or fraud

981. There is no privilege under this article if the communication was made, in whole or in part, to enable or aid
anyone to commit or plan to commit a crime or a fraud.
Comment. California recognizes this as an exception to the lawyerclient privilege, but it does not appear to have been recognized in the
California cases dealing wit.h the confidential marital communications
privilege. Nonetheless, the exception does not seem so broad that it
would impair the values that the privilege is intended to preserve; in
many cases, the evidence which would be admissible under this exception will be vital in order to do justice between the parties to a lawsuit.
This exception would not, of course, infringe on the privileges accorded
to a married person under Sections 970 and 971.
It is important to note that the exception provided by Section 981
is quite limited. It does not permit disclosure of communications that
merely reveal a plan to commit a crime or fraud; it permits disclosure
only of communications made to enable or aid anyone to commit or
plan to commit a crime or fraud. Thus, unless the communication is
for the purpose of obtaining assistance in the commission of the crime
or fraud or in furtherance thereof, it is not made admissible by the
exception provided in this section. Of, People v. Pierce, 61 Cal.2d ___ ,
40 Cal. Rptr. 845, 395 P.2d 893 (1964) (husband and wife who conspire only between themselves against others cannot claim immunity
from prosecution for conspiracy on the basis of their marital status).
CROSS-REFERENCES
Similar provisions:
Lawyer-client privilege, see § 956
Physician-patient privilege, see § 997
Psychotherapist-patient privilege, see § 1018

§ 982. Exception: Commitment or similar proceeding

982. There is no privilege under this article in a proce~d
ing to commit either spouse or otherwise place him or his
property, or both, under the control of another because of his
alleged mental or physical condition.
Comment. Sections 982 and 983 express existing law. CODE CIV. PROC.
§ 1881 (1) (superseded by the Evidence Code). Commitment and competency proceedings are undertaken for the benefit of the subject
person. Frequently, much or all of the evidence bearing on a spouse's
competency or lack of competency will consist of communications to
the other spouse. It would be undesirable to permit either spouse to
invoke a privilege to prevent the presentation of this vital information
inasmuch as these proceedings are of such vital importance both to
society and to the spouse who is the subject of the proceedings.
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CROSS-REFERENCES

Definition:
Proceeding, see § 901
Similar provisions:
:\Iarital testimonial privilege, see § 972 (b)
Physician-patient privilege, see § 1004
Psychotherapist-patient privilege, see § 1024

§ 983. Exception: Proceeding to establish competence

983. There is no privilege under this article in a proceeding brought by or on behalf of either spouse to establish his
competence.
Comment. See the Commcnt to Section 982.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definition:
Proceeding, see § 901
Similar provisions:
Marital testimonial privilege, see § 972 (c)
Physician-patient privilege, see § 1005
Psychotherapist-patient privilege, see § 1025

§ 984. Exception: Proceeding between spouses

984. There is no privilege under this article in:
(a) A proceeding brought by or on behalf of one spouse
against the other spouse.
(b) A proceeding between a surviving spouse and a person
who claims through the deceased spouse, regardless of whether
such claim is by testate or intestate sue cession or by inter
vivos transaction.
Comment. The exception to the marital communications privilege for
litigation between the spouses states existing law. CODE Cry. PROC.
§ 1881 (1) (superseded by the Evidence Code). Section 984 extends
the principle to cases where one of the spouses is dead and the litigation is between his successor and the surviving spouse. See generally
Estatc of Gillett, 73 Cal. App.2d 588, 166 P.2d 870 (1946).
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definition:
Proceeding, see § 901
Similar provisions:
Lawyer-client privilege, see § 957
Marital testimonial privilege, see § 972 (a)
Physician-patient privilege, see § 1000
Psychotherapist-patient privilege, see § 1019

§ 985. Exception: Certain criminal proceedings

985. There is no privilege under this article in a criminal
proceeding in which one spouse is charged with:
(a) A crime committed at any time against the person or
property of the other spouse or of a child of either.
(b) A crime committed at any time against the person or
property of a third person committed in the course of committing a crime against the person or property of the other
spouse.
( c) Bigamy or adultery.
(d) A crime defined by Section 270 or 270a of the Penal
Code.
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Comment. This exception restates with minor -variations an exception
that is recognized under existing law. CODE CIV. PROC. § 1881 (1)
(superseded by the Evidence Code). Sections 985 and 986 together
create an exception for all the proceedings mentioned in Section 1322
of the Penal Code (superseded by the Evidence Code).
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Criminal proceeding, see § 903
Person, see § 175
Property, see § 185
Similar provision:
Marital testimonial privilege, see § 972 (e)

§ 986. Exception: Juvenile court proceeding

986. There is no privilege under this article in a proceeding under the Juvenile Court Law, Chapter 2 (commencing
with Section 500) of Part 1 of Division 2 of the Welfare and
Institutions Code.
Comment. See the Comment to Section 985.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Similar provision:
Marital testimonial privilege, see § 972(d)

§ 987. Exception: Communication offered by spouse who is criminal defendant

987. There is no privilege under this article in a criminal
proceeding in which the communication is offered in evidence
by a defendant who is one of the spouses between whom the
communication was made.
Comment. This exception does not appear to have been recognized
in any California case. Nonetheless, it is a desirable exception. When
a married person is the defendant in a criminal proceeding and seeks
to introduce evidence which is material to his defense, his spouse (or
his former spouse) should not be privileged to withhold the information.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definition:
Criminal proceeding, see § 903

Article 6.

Physician-Patient Privilege

§ 990. IIPhysician ll

990. As used in this article, "physician" means a person
authorized, or reasonably believed by the patient to be authorized, to practice medicine in any state or nation.
Comment. Defining" physician" to include a person '~reasonably
believed by the patient to be authorized" to practice medicine changes
the existing law which requires that the physician be licensed. See CODE
CIV. PROC. § 1881(4) (superseded by the Evidence Code). But, if this
privilege is to be recognized, it should protect the patient from reasonable mistakes as to unlicensed practitioners. The privilege also should
be applicable to communications made to a physician authorized to
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practice in any state or nation. When a California resident travels outside the State and has occasion to visit a physician during such travel,
or when a physician from another state or nation participates in the
treatment of a person in California, the patient should be entitled to
assume that his communications will be given as much protection as
they would be if he consulted a California physician in California. A
patient should not be forced to inquire about the jurisdictions where
the physician is authorized to practice medicine and whether such jurisdictions recognize the physician-patient privilege before he may safely
communicate with the physician.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Patient, see § 991
State, see § 220
Similar provisions:
Lawyer-client privilege, see § 950
Psychotherapist-patient privilege, see § 1010

§ 991. "Patient"

991. As used in this article, "patient" means a person
who consults a physician or submits to an examination by a
physician for the purpose of securing a diagnosis or preventive, palliative, or curative treatment of his physical or mental
or emotional condition.
Comment. "Patient" means a person who consults a physician for
the purpose of diagnosis or treatment. This definition conforms with
existing California law. See McRae v. Erickson, 1 Cal. App. 326, 332333, 82 Pac. 209, 212 (1905).
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definition:
Physician, see § 990
Similar provisions:
Lawyer-client privilege, see § 951
Psychotherapist-patient privilege, see § 1011

§ 992. "Confidential communication between patient and physician"

992. As used in this article, "confidential communication
between patient and physician" means information, including
information obtained by an examination of the patient, transmitted between a patient and his physician in the course of
that relationship and in confidence by a means which, so far
as the patient is aware, discloses the information to no third
persons other than those who are present to further the interest of the patient in the consultation or those to whom dischJ!!ure is reasonably necessary for the transmission of the
information or the accomplishment of the purpose for which
the physician is consulted, and includes advice given by the
physician in the course of that relationship.
Comment. This section generally restates existing law, except that
it is uncertain whether a doctor's statement to a patient. giving his
diagnosis is presently covered by the privilege. See CODE Crv. PROC.
§ 1881(4) (superseded by the Evidence Code). See also the Oomment
to EVIDENCE CODE § 952.
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CROSS-REFERENCES

Defini tions :
Patient, see § 991
Physician, see § 990
Disclosure to third person, when privileged, see § 912
Presumption that communication was confidential, see § 917
Similar provisions:
Lawyer-client privilege, see § 952
Psychotherapist-patient privilege, see § 1012

§ 993. "Holder of the privilege"

993. As used in this article, "holder of the privilege"
means:
(a) The patient when he has no guardian or conservator.
(b) A guardian or conservator of the patient when the patient has a guardian or conservator.
(c) The personal representative of the patient if the patient
is dead.
Comment. A guardian of the patient is the holder of the privilege if
the patient has a guardian. If the patient has separate guardians of his
estate and of his person, either guardian may claim the privilege. The
provision making the personal representative of the patient the holder
of the privilege when the patient is dead may change California law.
The existing law may be that the privilege survives the death of the
patient in some cases and that no one can waive it on behalf of the
patient. See the discussion in Tentative Recommendation and a Study
Relating to the Uniform Rules of Evidence (Article V. Privileges), 6
CAL. LAW REVISION COMM'N, REP., REC. & STUDIES 201, 408-410 (1964).
Sections 993 and 994 enable the personal representative to protect the
interest of the patient's estate in the confidentiality of these statements
and to waive the privilege when the estate would benefit by waiver.
When the patient's estate has no interest in preserving confidentiality,
or when the estate has been distributed and the representative discharged, the importance of providing complete access to information
relevant to a particular proceeding should prevail over whatever remaining interest the decedent may have had in secrecy.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definition:
Patient, see § 991
Similar provisions:
Lawyer-client privilege, see § 953
Psychotherapist-patient privilege, see § 1013

§ 994. Physician-patient privilege

994. Subject to Section 912 and except as otherwise provided in this article, the patient, whether or not a party, has
a privilege to refuse to disclose, and to prevent another from
disclosing, a confidential communication between patient and
physician if the privilege is claimed by:
(a) The holder of the privilege;
(b) A person who is authorized to claim the privilege by
the holder of the privilege; or
(c) The person who was the physician at the time of the
confidential communication, but such person may not claim
the privilege if there is no holder of the privilege in existence
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or if he is otherwise instructed by a person authorized to permit disclosure.
Comment. This section, like Section 954 (lawyer-client privilege),
is based on the premise that the privilege must be claimed by a person
who is authorized to claim the privilege. If there is no claim of privilege
by a person with authority to make the claim, the evidence is admissible.
See the Comments to EVIDENCE CODE §§ 993 and 954.
For the reasons indicated in the Comment to Section 954, an eavesdropper or other interceptor of a communication privileged under this
section is not permitted to testify to the communication.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Defini tions :
Confidential communication between patient and physician, see § 992
Holder of the privilege, see § 993
Patient, see § 991
Physician, see § 990
Eavesdropping on privileged communications prohibited, see Penal Code §§ 6li3i. 653j
General provisions relating to privileges, see §§ 910-920
Similar provisions:
Lawyer-client privilege, see § 954
Psychotherapist-patient privilege, see § 1014
Venereal disease control prosecutions, privilege inapplicable, see Health and Safety
Code § 3197

§ 995. When physician required to claim privilege

995. The physician who received or made a communication
'subject to the privilege under this article shall claim the privilege whenever he is present when the communication is sought
to be disclosed and is authorized to claim the privilege under
subdivision (c) of Section 994.
Comment. The obligation of the physician to claim the privilege on
behalf of the patient, unless otherwise instructed by a person authorized
to permit disclosure, is consistent with Section 2379 of the Business and
Professions Code.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definition:
Physician, see § 990
Duty to maintain confidence, see Business and Professions Code § 2379
Similar provisions:
Lawyer-client privilege, see § 955
Psychotherapist-patient privilege, se!' § 1015

§ 996. Exception: Patient-litigant exception

996. There is no privilege under this article as to a communication relevant to an issue concerning the condition of
the patient if such issue has been tendered by:
(a) The patient;
(b) Any party claiming through or under the patient;
(c) Any party claiming as a beneficiary of the patient
through a contract to which the patient is or was a party; or
(d) The plaintiff in an action brought under Section 376
or 377 of the Code of Civil Procedure for damages for the
injury or death of the patient.
Comment. Section 996 provides that the physician-patient privilege
does not exist in any proceeding in which an issue concerning the condition of the patient has been tendered by the patient. If the patient
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himself tenders the issue of his condition, he should not be able to withhold relevant evidence from the opposing party by the exercise of the
physician-patient privilege.
A limited form of this exception is recognized by Code of Civil
Procedure Section 1881(4) (superseded by the Evidence Code) which
makes the privilege inapplicable in personal injury actions. This exception is also recognized in various types of administrative proceedings
where the patient tenders the issue of his condition. E.g., LABOR CODE
§§ 4055, 5701, 5703, 6407, 6408 (proceedings before the Industrial Accident Commission). The exception provided by Section 996 applies
not only to proceedings before the Industrial Accident Commission but
also to any other proceeding where the patient tenders the issue of his
condition. The exception in Section 996 also states existing law in
applying the exception to other situations where the patient himself
has raised the issue of his condition. In re Cathey, 55 Cal.2d 679, 690692, 12 Cal. Rptr. 762, 768, 361 P.2d 426,432 (1961) (prisoner in state
medical facility waived physician-patient privilege by putting his mental condition in issue by application for habeas corpus) ; see also City &
County of San Francisco v. S1lperior Court, 37 Cal.2d 227, 232, 231
P .2d 26, 28 (1951) (personal injury case).
Section 996 also provides that there is no privilege in an action
brought under Section 377 of the Code of Civil Procedure (wrongful
death). Under Code of Civil Procedure Section 1881(4) (superseded by
the Evidence Code), a person authorized to bring the wrongful death
action may consent to the testimony by the physician. As far as testimony by the physician is concerned, there is no reason why the rules of
evidence should be different in a case where the patient brings the action
and a case where someone else sues for the patient's wrongful death.
Section 996 also provides that there is no privilege in an action
brought under Section 376 of the Code of Civil Procedure (parent's
action for injury to child). In this case, as in a case under the wrongful death statute, the same rule of evidence should apply when the
parent brings the action as applies when the child is the plaintiff.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definition:
Patient, see § 991
Medical examination, order for, see Code of Civil Procedure § 2032
Similar provision:
Psychotherapist-patient privilege, see § 1016

§ 997. Exception: Crime or tort

997. There is no privilege under this article if the services
of the physician were sought or obtained to enable or aid anyone to commit or plan to commit a crime or a tort or to escape
detection or apprehension after the commission of a crime or
a tort.
Comment. This section is considerably broader in scope than Section
956 which providE's that the lawyer-client privilege does not apply
when the communication was made to enable anyone to commit or plan
to commit a crime or a fraud. Section 997 creates an exception to the
physician-patient privilege where the services of the physician were
sought or obtained to enable or aid anyone to commit or plan to commit
a crime or a tort, or to escape detection or apprehension after commis-
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sion of a crime or a tort. People seldom, if ever, consult their physicians in regard to matters which might subsequently be determined to
be a tort, and there is no desirable end to be served by encouraging
such communications. On the other hand, people often consult lawyers
about matters which may later turn out to be torts and it is desirable
to encourage discussion of such matters with lawyers. Whether the exception provided by Section 997 now exists in California has not been
determined in any decided case, but it probably would be recognized in
an appropriate case in view of the similar court-created exception to
the lawyer-client privilege. See the Comment to EVIDENCE CODE § 956.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definition:
Physician, see § 990
Similar provisions:
Lawyer-client privilege, see § 956
Marital communications privilege, see § 981
Psychotherapist-patient privilege, see § 1018

§ 998. Exception: Criminal or

~isciplinary

proceeding

998. There is no privilege under this article in a criminal
proceeding or in a disciplinary proceeding.
Comment. The physician-patient privilege is not now applicable in
a criminal proceeding. CODE CIV. PROC. § 1881 (4) (superseded by the
Evidence Code). See also People v. Griffith, 146 Cal. 339, 80 Pac. 68
(1905). Section 998 also provides that the privilege may not be claimed
in those administrative proceedings that are comparable to criminal
proceedings, i.e., proceedings brought for the purpose of imposing discipline of some sort. Under existing law, the physician-patient privilege is available in all administrative proceedings conducted under the
Administrative Procedure Act because it has been incorporated by
reference in Government Code Section 11513 (c); but it is not specifically made available in administrative proceedings not conducted
under the Administrative Procedure Act because the statute granting
the privilege in terms applies only to civil actions. Section 998 sweeps
away this distinction which has no basis in reason.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Criminal proceeding, see § 903
Disciplinary proceeding, see § 904

§ 999. Exception: Proceeding to recover damages for criminal conduct

999. There is no privilege under this article in a proceeding to recover damages on account of conduct of the patient
which constitutes a crime.
Comment. Section 999 makes the physician-patient privilege inapplicable in civil actions to recover damages for any criminal conduct,
whether or not felonious, on the part of the patient. Under Sections
1290-1292 (hearsay), the evidence admitted in the criminal trial
would be admissible in a subsequent civil trial as former testimony.
Thus, if the exception provided by Section 999 did not exist, the evidence subject to the privilege would be available in a civil trial only
if a criminal trial were conducted first; it would not be available if the
civil trial were conducted first. The admissibility of evidence should
not depend on the order in which civil and criminal matters are tried.
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This exception is provided, therefore, so that the same evidence is available in the civil case without regard to when the criminal case is tried.
Definitions:
Conduct, see § 125
Patient, see § 991
Proceeding, see § 901

CROSS-REFERENCES

§ 1000. Exception: Parties claiming through deceased patient

1000. There is no privilege under this article as to a communication relevant to an issue between parties all of whom
claim through a deceased patient, regardless of whether the
claims are by testate or intestate succession or by inter vivos
transaction.
Comment. See the Comment to Section 957.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definition:
Patient, see § 991
Similar provisions:
Lawyer-client privilege, see § 957
Marital communications privilege, see § 984
Psychotherapist-patient privilege, see § 1019

§ 1001. Exception: Breach of duty arising out of physician-patient
relationship

1001. There is no privilege under this article as to a communication relevant to im issue of breach, by the physician or
by the patient, of a duty arising out of the physician-patient
relationship.
Comment. See the Comment to Section 958.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Patient, see § 991
Physician, see § 990
Similar provisions:
Lawyer-client privilege, see § 958
Psychotherapist-patient privilege, see § 1020

§ 1002. Exception: Intention of deceased patient concerning writing
affecting property interest

1002. There is no privilege under this article as to a communication relevant to an issue concerning the intention of
a patient, now deceased, with respect to a deed of conveyance,
will, or other writing, executed by the patient, purporting to
affect an interest in property.
Comment. Existing law provides exceptions virtually coextensive
with those provided in Sections 1002 and 1003. CODE ClV. PROC.
§ 1881 (4) (superseded by the Evidence Code). See the Comment to
Section 960.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Patient, see § 991
Property, see § 185
Writing, see § 250
Similar provisions:
Lawyer-client privilege, see 960
Psychotherapist-patient privilege, see § 1021

*
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§ 1003. Exception: Validity of writing affecting property interest

1003. There is no privilege under this article as to a communication relevant to an issue concerning the validity of a
deed of conveyance, will, or other writing, executed by a
patient, now deceased, purporting to affect an interest in
property.
Comment. See the Comment to Section 1002.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Patient, see § 991
Property, see § 185
Writing, see § 250
Similar provisions:
Lawyer-client privilege, see § 961
Psychotherapist-patient privilege, see § 1022

§ 1004. Exception: Commitment or similar proceeding

1004. There is no privilege under this article in a proceeding to commit the patient or otherwise place him or his property, or both, under the control of another because of his
alleged mental or physical condition.
Comment. This exception covers not only commitments of mentally
ill persons but also such cases as the appointment of a conservator
under Probate Code Section 1751. In these cases, the proceedings are
being conducted for the benefit of the patient and he should not have
a privilege to withhold evidence that the court needs in order to act
properly for his welfare. There is no similar exception in existing law.
McClenahan v. Keyes, 188 Cal. 574, 584, 206 Pac. 454, 458 (1922)
(dictum). But see 35 Ops. CAl,. ATTY. GEN. 226 (1960), regarding the
unavailability of the present physician-patient privilege where the
physician acts pursuant to court appointment for the explicit purpose
of giving testimony.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Patient, see § 991
Proceeding, see § 901
Property, see § 185
Similar provisions:
Marital communications privilege, see § 982
Marital testimonial privilege, see § 972 (b)
Psychotherapist-patient privilege, see § 1024

§ 1005. Exception: Proceeding to establish competence

1005. There is no privilege under this article in a proceeding brought by or on behalf of the patient to establish his
competence.
Comment. This exception is new to California law. When a patient
has placed his mental condition in issue by instituting a proceeding to
establish his competence, he should not be permitted to withhold the
most vital evidence relating thereto.
CROSS-REFEREXCES
Definitions:
Patient, see § 991
Proceeding, see § 901
Similar provisions:
Marital communications privilege, see § 983
Marital testimonial privilege, see § 972( c)
Psychotherapist-patient privilege, see § 1025
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§ 1006. Exception: Required report

1006. There is no privilege under this article as to information that the physician or the patient is required to report
to a public employee, or as to information required to be
recorded in a public office, unless the statute, charter, ordinance, administrative regulation, or other provision requiring
the report or record specifically provides that the information
is confidential Or may not be disclosed in the particular
proceeding.
Comment. This exception is not recognized by existing law. However,
no valid purpose is served by preventing the use of relevant information when the law requiring the information to be reported to a public
office does not restrict disclosure.
CROSS-REFERE~CES

Definitions:
Patient, see § 991
Physician, see § 990
Proceeding, see § 901
Public employee, see § 195
Statute, see § 230
Similar provision:
Psychotherapist-patient privilege, see § 1026

Article 7.

Psychotherapist-Patient Privilege

§ 101 O. "Psychotherapist"

1010. As used in this article, "psychotherapist" means:
(a) A person authorized, or reasonably believed by the patient to be authorized, to practice medicine in any state or
nation who devotes, or is reasonably believed by the patient
to devote, a substantial portion of his time to the practice of
psychiatry; or
.
(b) A person certified as a psychologist under Chapter 6.6
(commencing with Section 2900) of Division 2 of the Business
and Professions Code.
Comment. A" psychotherapist" is defined to include only a person
who is or who is reasonably believed to be a psychiatrist or who is a
California certified psychologist (see Bus. & PROF. CODE § 2900 et seq.).
See the Comment to Section 990.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Patient, see § 1011
State, see § 220
Similar provisions:
Lawyer-client privilege, see § 950
Physician-patient privilege, see § 990

§ 1011. "Patient"

1011. As used in this article, "patient" means a person
who consults a psychotherapist or submits to an examination
by a psychotherapist for the purpose of securing a diagnosis
or preventive, palliative, or curative treatment of his mental
or emotional condition.
Comment. See the Comment to Section 991. Section 1011 is comparable to Section 991 (physician-patient privilege) except that Sec-
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tion 1011 is limited to cases in which diagnosis or treatment of the
patient's mental or emotional condition is sought.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Defini tion :
Psychotherapist, see § 1010
Similar provisions:
Lawyer-client privilege, see § 951
Physician-patient privilege, see § 991

§ 1012. "Confidential communication between patient and psychotherapist"

1012. As used in this article, "confidential communication
between patient and psychotherapist" means information, including information obtained by an examination of the patient, transmitted between a patient and his psychotherapist
in the course of that relationship and in confidence by a means
which, so far as the patient is aware, discloses the information
to no third persons other than those who are present to further the interest of the· patient in the consultation or those
to whom disclosure is reasonably necessary for the transmission of the information or the accomplishment of the purpose
for which the psychotherapist is consulted, and includes advice given by the psychotherapist in the course of that relationship.
Comment. See the Comment to Section 992.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Patient, see § 1011
Psychotherapist, see § 1010
Disclosure to third person, when privileged, see § 912
Presumption that communication was confidential, see § 917
Similar provisions:
Lawyer-client privilege, see § 952
Physician-patient privilege, see § 992

§ 1013. "Holder of the privilege"

1013. As used in this article, "holder of the privilege"
means:
(a) The patient when he has no guardian or conservator.
(b) A guardian or conservator of the patient when the patient has a guardian or conservator.
(c) The personal representative of the patient if the patient is dead.
Comment. See the Comment to Section 993.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definition:
Patient, see § 1011
Similar provisions:
Lawyer-client privilege, see § 953
Physician-patient privilege, see § 993

§ 1014. Psychotherapist-patient privilege

1014. Subject to Section 912 and except as otherwise provided in this article, the patient, whether or not a party, has
a privilege to refuse to disclose, and to prevent another from
disclosing, a confidential communication between patient and
psychotherapist if the privilege is claimed by:
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(a) The holder of the privilege;
(b) A person who is authorized to claim the privilege by
the holder of the privilege; or
(c) The person who was the psychotherapist at the time of
the confidential communication, but such person may not claim
the privilege if there is no holder of the privilege in existence
or if he is otherwise instructed by a person authorized to permit disclosure.
Comment. This article creates a psychotherapist-patient privilege
that provides much broader protection than the physician-patient
privilege.
Psychiatrists now have only the physician-patient privilege which
is enjoyed by physicians generally. On the other 'hand, persons who consult certified psychologists have a much broader privilege under Business and Professions Code Section 2904 (superseded by the Evidence
Code). There is no rational basis for this distinction.
A broad privilege should apply to both psychiatrists and certified
psychologists. Even rudimentary psychoanalysis and psychotherapy
is dependent upon the fullest revelation of the most intimate and
embarrassing details of the patient's life. Unless a patient is assured
that such information can and will be held in utmost confidence, he
will be reluctant to make the full disclosure upon which diagnosis and
treatment depend. The Law Revision Commission has received several
reliable reports that persons in need of treatment sometimes refuse
such treatment from psychiatrists because the confidentiality of their
communications cannot be assured under existing law. Many of these
persons are seriously disturbed and constitute threats to other persons
in the community. Accordingly, this article establishes a new privilege
that grants to patients of psychiatrists a privilege much broader in
scope than the ordinary physician-patient privilege. Although it is
recognized that the granting of the privilege may operate in particular
cases to withhold relevant information, the interests of society will be
better served if psychiatrists are able to assure patients that their
confidences will be protected.
The privilege also applies to psychologists and supersedes the psychologist-patient privilege provided in Section 2904 of the Business
and Professions Code. The new privilege is one for psychotherapists
generally.
Generally, the privilege provided by this article follows the physician-patient privilege, and the Comments to Sections 990 through 1006
are pertinent. The following differences, however, should be noted:
(1) The psychotherapist-patient privilege applies in all proceedings.
The physician-patient privilege does not apply in criminal or disciplinary proceedings. This difference in the scope of the two privileges
is based on the fact that the Law Revision Commission has been advised that proper psychotherapy often is denied a patient solely because he will not talk freely to a psychotherapist for fear that the
latter may be compelled in a criminal proceeding to reveal what he has
been told.
Although the psychotherapist-patient privilege applies in a criminal
proceeding, the privilege is not available to a defendant who puts his
mental or emotional condition in issue, as, for example, by a plea of
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insanity or a claim of diminished responsibility. See EVIDENCE CODE
§§ 1016 and 1023. In such a proceeding, the trier of fact should have
available to it all information that can be obtained in regard to the
defendant's mental or emotional condition. That evidence can often be
furnished by the psychotherapist who examined or treated the patientdefendant.
(2) There is an exception in the physician-patient privilege for
commitment or guardianship proceedings for the patient. EVIDENCE
CODE § 1004. Section 1024 provides a considerably narrower exception
in the psychotherapist-patient privilege.
(3) The physician-patient privilege does not apply in civil actions
for damages arising out of the patient's criminal conduct. EVIDENCE
CODE § 999. Nor does It apply in disciplinary proceedings. EVIDENCE
CODE § 998. No similar exceptions are provided in the psychotherapistpatient privilege. These exceptions appear in the physician-patient
privilege because that privilege does not apply in criminal proceedings.
See EVIDENCE CODE § 998. Therefore, an exception is also created for
comparable civil and administrative cases. The psychotherapist-patient
privilege, however, does apply in criminal cases; hence, there is no
similar exception in disciplinary proceedings or civil actions involving
the patient's criminal conduct.
CROSS-REFI<mEXCES
Definition.. :
Confidential communication between patipnt and psychotherapist, see § 1012
Holder of the privilege, see § 1013
Patient, see § 1011
Psychotherapist, see § 1010
Similar provisions:
Lawyer-client privilege, see § 954
Physician-patient privilege, see § 994
See al80 the Cro88-Reference8 to Section 994

§ 1015. When psychotherapist required to claim privilege

1015. The psychotherapist who received or. made a communication subject to the privilege under this article shall claim
the privilege whenever he is present when the communication
is sought to be disclosed and is authorized to claim the privilege under subdivision (c) of Section 1014.
Comment. See the Comment to Section 995.
CROSS-REI~I<;REXCES

Definition:
Psychotherapist, see § 1010
Duty to maintain confidence:
Certified psychologist, ·see Business and Professions Code § 2960(g)
Phy'sician, see Business and Professions Code § 2379
Similar provisions:
Lawyer-client privilege, see § 955
Physician-patient privilege, see § 995

§ 1016. Exception: Patient-litigant exception

1016. There is no privilege under this article as to a communication relevant to an issue concerning the mental or
emotional condition of the patient if such issue has been tendered by:
(a) The patient;
(b) Any party claiming through or under the patient;
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(c) Any party claiming as a beneficiary of the patient
through a contract to which the patient is or was a party; or
(d) The plaintiff in an action brought under Section 376
or 377 of the Code of Civil Procedure for damages for the
injury or death of the patient.
Comment. See the Cornrnent to Section 996.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definition:
Patient, see § 1011
Mental examination, order for, see Code of Civil Procedure § 2032
Similar provision:
Physician-patient privilege, see § 996

§ 1017. Exception: Court-appointed psychotherapist

1017. There is no privilege under this article if the psychotherapist is appointed by order of a court to examine the
patient, but this exception does not apply where the psychotherapist is appointed by order of the court upon the request
of the lawyer for the defendant in a criminal proceeding in
order to provide the lawyer with information needed so that
he may advise the defendant whether to enter a plea based on
insanity or to present a defense based on his mental or emotional condition.
Comment. Section 1017 provides an exception to the psychotherapistpatient privilege if the psychotherapist is appointed by order of a court
to examine the patient. Generally, where the relationship of psychotherapist and patient is created by court order, there is not a sufficiently confidential relationship to warrant extending the privilege
to communications made in the course of that relationship. Moreover,
when the psychotherapist is appointed by the court, it is most often
for the purpose of having the psychotherapist testify concerning
his conclusions as to the patient's condition. It would be inappropriate
to have the privilege apply in this situation. See generally 35 Ops. CAL.
ATTY. GEN. 226 (1960), regarding the unavailability of the present
physician-patient privilege under these circumstances.
On the other hand, it is essential that the privilege apply where the
psychotherapist is appointed by order of the court to provide the defendant's lawyer with information needed so that he may advise the
defendant whether to enter a plea based on insanity or to present a defense based on his mental or emotional condition. If the defendant
determines not to tender the issue of his mental or emotional condition,
the privilege will protect the confidentiality of the communication between him and his court-appointed psychotherapist. If, however, the
defendant determines to tender this issue-by a plea of not guilty by
reason of insanity, by presenting a defense based on his mental or
emotional condition, or by raising the question of his sanity at the
time of the trial-the exceptions provided in Sections 1016 and 1023
make the privilege unavailable to prevent disclosure of the communications between the defendant and the psychotherapist.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Criminal proceeding, see § 903
Patient, see § 1011
Psychotherapist, see § 1010
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§ 1018. Exception: Crime or tort

1018. There is no privilege under this article if the services
of the psychotherapist were sought or obtained to enable or
aid anyone to commit or plan to commit a crime or a tort or
to escape detection or apprehension after the commission of
a crime or a tort.
Comment. See the Comment to Section 997.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definition:
Psychotherapist, see § 1010
Similar provisions:
Lawyer-client privilege, see § 956
Marital communications privilege, see § 981
Physician-patient privilege, see § 997

§ 1019. Exception: Parties claiming through deceased patient

1019. There is no privilege under this article as to a communication relevant to an issue between parties all of whom
claim through a deceased patient, regardless of whether the
claims are by testate or intestate succession or by inter vivos
transaction.
Comment. See the Comment to Section 957.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definition:
Patient, see § 1011
Similar provisions:
Lawyer-client privilege, .see § 957
Marital communications privilege, see § 984
Physician-patient privilege, see § 1000

§ 1020. Exception: Breach of duty arising out of psychotherapist-patient
relationship

1020. There is no privilege under this article as to a communication relevant to an issue of breach, by the psychotherapist or by the patient, of a duty arising out of the psychotherapist-patient relationship.
Comment. See the Comment to Section 958.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Patient, see § 1011
Psychotherapist, see § 1010
Similar provisions:
Lawyer-client privilege, see § 958
Physician-patient privilege, see § 1001

§ 1021. Exception: Intention of deceased patient concerning writing
affecting property interest

1021. There is no privilege under this article as to a communication relevant to an issue concerning the intention of a
patient, now deceased, with respect to a deed of conveyance,
will, or other writing, executed by the patient, purporting to
affect an interest in property.
Comment. See the Comment to Section 1002.
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CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Patient, see § 1011
Property, see § 185
Writing, see § 250
Similar provisions:
Lawyer-client pridlege, see § 960
Physician-patient privilege, see § 1002

§ 1022. Exception: Validity of writing affecting property interest

1022. There is no privilege under this article as to a communication relevant to an issue concerning the validity of a
deed of conveyance, will, or other writing, executed by a patient, now deceased, purporting to affect an interest in
property.
Comment. See the Comment to Section 1002.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Patient, see § 1011
Property, see § 185
Writing, see § 250
Similar provisions:
Lawyer-elient privilege, see § 961
Physician-patient privilege, see § 1003

§ 1023. Exception: Proceeding to determine sanity of criminal defendant

1023. There is no privilege under this article in a proceeding under Chapter 6 (commencing with Section 1367) of
Title 10 of Part 2 of the Penal Code initiated at the request
of the defendant in a criminal action to determine his sanity.
Comment. Section 1023 is included to make it clear that the psychotherapist-patient privilege does not apply when the defendant raises
the issue of his sanity at the time of trial. The section probably is unnecessary because the exception provided by Section 1016 is broad
enough to cover this situation.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definition:
Criminal action, see § 130

§ 1024. Exception: Patient dangerous to himself or others

1024. There is no privilege under this article if the psychotherapist has reasonable cause to believe that the patient is in
such mental or emotional condition as to be dangerous to himself or to the person or property of another and that disclosure
of the communication is necessary to prevent the threatened
danger.
Comment. This section provides a narrower exception to the psychotherapist-patient privilege than the comparable exceptions provided
by Section 982 (privilege for confidential marital communications) and
Section 1004 (physician-patient privilege). Although this exception
might inhibit the relationship between the patient and his psychotherapist to a limited extent, it is essential that appropriate action be taken
if the psychotherapist becomes convinced during the course of treatment that the patient is a menace to himself or others and the patient
refuses to permit the psychotherapist to make the disclosure necessary
to prevent the threatened danger.
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CROSS-RFJFFmEXCES
Definitions:
Patient, see § 1011
Property, see § 185
Psychotherapist, see § 1010
Similar provisions:
Marital communications privilege, see § 982
Marital testimonial privilege, see § 972(b)
Physician-patient privilege, see § 1004

§ 1025. Exception: Proceeding to establish competence

1025. There is no privilege under this article in a proceeding brought by or on behalf of the patient to establish his
competence.
Comment. See the Comment to Section 1005.
CROSS-REFEHEXCES
Definitions:
Patient, see § 1011
Proceeding, see § 901
Similar provisions:
Marital communications privilege, see § 983
Marital testimonial privilege, see § 972(c)
Physician-patient privilege, see § 1005

§ 1026. Exception: Required report
1026. There is no privilege under this article as to informa.

tion that the psychotherapist or the patient is required to
report to a public employee or as to information required to
be recorded in a public office, unless the statute, charter,
ordinance, administrative regulation, or other provision requiring the report or record specifically provides that the
information is confidential or may not be disclosed in the particular proceeding.
Comment. See the Comment to Section 1006.
CROSS-REF EHENCES
Definitions:
Patient, see § 1011
Proceeding, see § 901
Psychotherapist, see § 1010
Public employee, see § 195
Statute, see § 230
Similar provision:
Physician-patient privilege, see § 1006

Article 8.

Clergyman-Penitent Privileges

§ 1030. "Clergyman"
1030. As used in this article, "clergyman" means a priest,

minister, or similar functionary of a church or of a religious
denomination or religious organization.
Comment. " Clergyman" is broadly defined in this section.
§ 1031. "Penitent"
1031. As used in this article, "penitent" means a person

who has made a penitential communication to a clergyman.
This section defines" penitent" by incorporating the definitions in Sections 1030 and 1032.
Comment.
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CROSS-REFEREXCES
Definitions:
Clergyman, see § 1030
Penitential communication, Bee § 1032

§ 1032. "Penitential communication"

1032. As used in this article, "penitential communication"
means a communication made in confidence, in the presence of
no third person so far as the penitent is aware, to a clergyman
who, in the course of the discipline or practice of his church,
denomination, or organization, is authorized or accustomed to
hear such communications and has a duty to keep them secret.
Comment. Under existing law, the communication must be a "confession." CODE CIV. PROC. § 1881 (3) (superseded by the Evidence
Code). Section 1032 extends the protection that traditionally has been
provided only to those persons whose religious practice involves "confessions. "
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Clergyman, see § 1030
Penitent, see § 1031
Presumption that communication was confidential, see § 917

§ 1033. Privilege of penitent

1033. Subject to Section 912, a penitent, whether or not
a party, has a privilege to refuse to disclose, and to prevent
another from disclosing, a penitential communication if he
claims the privilege.
Comment. This section provides the penitent with a privilege to refuse to disclose, and to prevent another from disclosing, a penitential
communication. Because of the definition of "penitential communication, " Section 1033 provides a broader privilege than the existing law.
Section 1033 differs from Code of Civil Procedure Section 1881(3)
(superseded by the Evidence Code) in that Section 1881 (3) gives a
penitent a privilege only to prevent a clergyman from disclosing the
communication. Literally, Section 1881 (3) does not give the penitent
himself the right to refuse disclosure. However, similar privilege statutes have been held to grant a privilege both to refuse to disclose and
to prevent the other communicant from disclosing the privileged statement. See City &; County of San Francisco v. Superior Court, 37 Ca1.2d
227, 236, 231 P.2d 26, 31 (1951) (attorney-client privilege) ; Verdelli
v. Gray's Harbor Commercial Co., 115 Cal. 517, 525-526, 47 Pac. 364,
366 (1897) (" a client cannot be compelled to disclose communications
which his attorney cannot be permitted to disclose"). Hence, it is likely
that Section 1881 (3) would be similarly construed.
Section 1033 also protects against disclosure by eavesdroppers. In
this respect, the section provides the same scope of protection that is
provided by the other confidential communication privileges. See the
Comment to Section 954.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Penitent, see § 1031
Penitential communication, see § 1032
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Eavesdropping on confidential communications prohibited, see Penal Code §§ 6G3i,
6G3j
General provisions relating to pril'ileges, see §§ 910-920

§ 1034. Privilege of clergyman

1034. Subject to Section 912, a clergyman, whether or not
a party, has a privilege to refuse to disclose a penitential
communication if he claims the privilege.
Comment. This section provides the clergyman with a privilege in
his own right. Moreover, he may claim this privilege even if the penitent has waived the privilege granted him by Section 1033.
There may be several reasons for granting clergymen the traditional priest-penitent privilege. At least one underlying reason seems
to be that the law will not compel a clergyman to violate-nor punish
him for refusing to violate-the tenets of his church which require him
to maintain secrecy as to confidential statements made to him in the
course of his religious duties. See generally 8 'WIGMORE, EVIDENCE
§§ 2394-2396 (McNaughton rev. 1961).
The clergyman is under no legal compulsion to claim the privilege.
Hence, a penitential communication will be admitted if the clergyman
fails to claim the privilege and the penitent is deceased, incompetent,
absent, or fails to claim the privilege. This probably changes existing
law; but, if so, the change is desirable. For example, if a murderer
had confessed the crime to a clergyman, the clergyman might under
some circumstances (e.g., if the murderer has died) decline to claim the
privilege and, instead, give the evidence on behalf of an innocent third
party who had been indicted for the crime. The extent to which a
clergyman should keep secret or reveal penitential communications is
not an appropriate subject for legislation; the matter is better left to
the discretion of the individual clergyman involved and the discipline
of the religious body of which he is a member.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Clergyman, see § 1030
Penitential communication, see § 1032
See also the Cross-References under Section 1033

Article 9.

Official Information and Identity of Informer

§ 1040. Privilege for official information

1040. (a) As used in this section, "official information"
means information acquired in confidence by a public employee
in the course of his duty and not open, or officially disclosed,
to the public prior to the time the claim of privilege is made.
(b) A public entity has a privilege to refuse to disclose official information, and to prevent another from disclosing such
information, if the privilege is claimed by a person authorized
by the public entity to do so and:
(1) Disclosure is forbidden by an Act of the Congress of
the United States or a statute of this State; or
(2) Disclosure of the information is against the public interest because there is a necessity for preserving the confi-
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dentiality of the information that outweighs the necessity for
disclosure in the interest of justice; but no privilege may be
claimed under this paragraph if any person authorized to do
so has consented that the information be disclosed in the proceeding. In determining whether disclosure of the information
is against the public interest, the interest of the public entity
as a party in the outcome of the proceeding may not be considered.
Comment. Under existing law, official information is protected either
by subdivision 5 of Code of Civil Procedure Section 1881 (which, like
Section 1040, prohibits disclosure when the interest of the public would
suffer thereby) or by specific statutes such as the provisions of the Revenue and Taxation Code prohibiting disclosure of information reported
in tax returns. See, e.g., REV. & TAX. CODE §§ 19281-19289. Section 1881
is superseded by the Evidence Code, but the specific statutes protecting
official information remain in effect. EVIDENCE CODE § 1040(b) (1).
Section 1040 permits the official information privilege to be invoked
by the public entity or its authorized representative. Since the privilege
is granted to enable the government to protect its secrets, no reason
exists for permitting the privilege to be exercised by persons who are
not concerned with the public interest. It should be hoted, however,
that another statute may provide a person with a privilege not to disclose a report he made to the government; the Evidence Code has no
effect on that privilege. See the Comment to EVIDENCE CODE § 920.
The privilege may be asserted to prevent testimony by anyone who
has official information. This provides the public entity with more protection than existing law. See the Comment to EVIDENCE CODE § 954 (attorney-client privilege).
Official information is absolutely privileged if its disclosure is forbidden by either a federal or state statute. Other official information
is subject to a conditional privilege: The judge must determine in each
instance the consequences to the public of disclosure and the consequences to the litigant of nondisclosure and then decide which outweighs the other. He should, of course, be aware that the public has
an interest in seeing that justice is done in the particular cause as well
as an interest in the secrecy of the information.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Communications from parties in conciliation proceedings deemed to he official information, see Code of Civil Procedure § 1747
Definitions:
Proceeding, see § 901
Public employee, see § 195
Public entity, see § 200
State, see § 220
Statute, see § 230
Disclosure of information to court, see § 915
General provisions relating to privileges, see § § 910-920
Overhearing and recording confidential communication, see Penal Code § 653j

§ 1041. Privilege for identity of informer

1041. (a) Except as provided in this section, a public entity has a privilege to refuse to disclose the identity of a person who has furnished information as provided in subdivision
(b) purporting to disclose a violation of a law of the United
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States or of this State or of a public entity in this State, and
to prevent another from disclosing such identity, if the privilege is claimed by a person authorized by the public entity to
do so and:
(1) Disclosure is forbidden by an Act of the Congress of
the United States or a statute of this State; or
(2) Disclosure of the identity of the informer is against
the public interest because there is a necessity for preserving
the confidentiality of his identity that outweighs the necessity for disclosure in the interest of justice; but no privilege
may be claimed under this paragraph if any person authorized
to do so has consented that the identity of the informer be
disclosed in the proceeding. In determining whether disclosure
of the identity of the informer is against the public interest,
the interest of the public entity as a party in the outcome of
the proceeding may not be considered.
(b) This section applies only if the information is furnished
in confidence by the informer to:
(1) A law enforcement officer;
(2) A representative of an administrative agency charged
with the administration or enforcement of the law alleged to
be violated; or
(3) Any person for the purpose of transmittal to a person
listed in paragraph (1) or (2).
(c) There is no privilege under this section to prevent the
informer from disclosing his identity.
Comment. Under existing law, the identity of an informer is protected by subdivision 5 of Code of Civil Procedure Section 1881 (which,
like Section 1041, prohibits disclosure when the interest of the public
would suffer thereby). Section 1881 is superseded by the Evidence
Code.
This privilege may be claimed under the same conditions as the official information privilege may be claimed, except that it does not apply
if a person is called as a witness and asked if he is the informer.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Proceeding, see § 901
Public entity, see § 200
State, see § 220
Statute, see § 230
Disclosure of identity of informer to court, see § 915
General provisions relating to privileges, see H 910-920
Overhearing and recording confidential communication, see Penal Code § 653j

§ 1042. Adverse order or finding in certain cases

1042. (a) Except where disclosure is forbidden by an Act
of the Congress of the United States, if a claim of privilege
under this article by the State or a public entity in this State
is sustained in a criminal proceeding or in a disciplinary proceeding, the presiding officer shall make such order or finding
of fact adverse to the public entity bringing the proceeding as
is required by law upon any issue in the proceeding to which
the privileged information is material.
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(b) Notwithstanding subdivision (a), where a search is
made pursuant to a warrant valid on its face, the public entity
bringing a criminal proceeding or a disciplinary proceeding
is not required to reveal to the defendant official information
or the identity of an informer in order to establish the legality
of the search or the admissibility of any evidence obtained as
a result of it.
Comment. Section 1042 provides special rules regarding the consequences of invocation of the privileges provided in this article by the
prosecution in a criminal proceeding or a disciplinary proceeding.
Subdivision (a). This subdivision recognizes the existing California
rule in a criminal case. As was stated by the United States Supreme
Court in United States v. Reynolds, 345 U.S. 1, 12 (1953), "since the
Government which prosecutes an accused also has the duty to see that
justice is done, it is unconscionable to allow it to undertake prosecution and then invoke its governmental privileges to deprive the accused
of anything which might be material to his defense." This policy applies if either the official information privilege (Section 1040) or the
informer privilege (Section 1041) is exercised in a criminal proceeding
or a disciplinary proceeding.
In some cases, the privileged information will be material to the
issue of the defendant's guilt or innocence; in such cases, the law requires that the court dismiss the case if the public entity does not reveal
the information. People v. McShann, 50 Cal.2d 802, 330 P.2d 33 (1958).
In other cases, the privileged information will relate to narrower issues,
such as the legality of a search without a warrant; in those cases, the
law requires that the court strike the testimony of a particular witness
or make some other order appropriate under the circumstances if the
public entity insists upon its privilege. Priestly v. Superior Court, 50
Ca1.2d 812, 330 P .2d 39 (1958).
Subdivision (a) applies only if the privilege is asserted by the State
of California or a public entity in the State of California. Subdivision
(a) does not require the imposition of its sanction if the privilege is
invoked in an action prosecuted by the State and the information is
withheld by the federal government or another state. Nor may the
sanction be imposed where disclosure is forbidden by federal statute.
In these respects, subdivision (a) states existing California law. People
v. Parham, 60 Ca1.2d 378, 33 Cal. Rptr. 497, 384 P.2d 1001 (1963)
(prior statements of prosecution witnesses withheld by the Federal
Bureau of Investigation; denial of motion to strike witnesses' testimony affirmed).
Subdivision (b). This subdivision codifies the rule declared in
People v. Keener, 55 Cal.2d 714, 723, 12 Cal. Rptr. 859, 864, 361 P.2d
587,592 (1961), in which the court held that "where a search is made
pursuant to a warrant valid on its face, the prosecution is not required to reveal the identity of the informer in order to establish the
legality of the search and the admissibility of the evidence obtained
as a result of it." Subdivision (b), however, applies to all official information, not merely to the identity of an' informer.
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CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Criminal proceeding, see § 903
Disciplinary proceeding, see § 904
Evidence, see § 140
Law, see § 160
Presiding officer, see § 905
Proceeding, see § 901
Public entity, see § 200
State, see § 220
Identity of informer, see § 1041
Official information, see § 1040

Article 10.

Political Vote

§ 1050. Privilege to protect secrecy of vote

1050. If he claims the privilege, a person has a privilege
to refuse to disclose the tenor of his vote at a public election
where the voting is by secret ballot unless he voted illegally or
he previously made an unprivileged disclosure of the tenor
of his vote.
Comment. Section 1050 declares existing law. The California cases
declaring such a privilege have relied upon the provision of the Constitution that "secrecy in voting be preserved." CAL. CONST., Art. II,
§ 5. See Bush v. Head, 154 Cal. 277, 97 Pac. 512 (1908); Smith v.
Thomas, 121 Cal. 533, 54 Pac. 71 (1898). Since the policy of ballot
secrecy extends only to legally cast ballots, the California cases-as
well as Section 1050-recognize that there is no privilege as to the
tenor of an illegal vote. Patterson v. Hanley, 136 Cal. 265, 68 Pac.
821 (1902).
Article 11.

Trade Secret

§ 1060. Privilege to protect trade secret

1060. If he or his agent or employee claims the privilege,
the owner of a trade secret has a privilege to refuse to disclose
the secret, and to prevent another from disclosing it, if the
allowance of the privilege will not tend to conceal fraud or
otherwise work injustice.
Comment. This privilege is granted so that secret information essential to the continued operation of a business or industry may be afforded
some measure of protection against unnecessary disclosure. Thus, the
privilege prevents the use of the witness' duty to testify as the means
for injuring an otherwise profitable business where more important
interests will not be jeopardized. See generally 8 WIGMORE, EVIDENCE
§ 2212 (3) ( McNaughton rev. 1961) . Nevertheless, there are dangers in
the recognition of such a privilege. Copyright and patent laws provide
adequate protection for many of the matters that might otherwise be
classified as trade secrets. Recognizing the privilege as to such information would serve only to hinder the courts in determining the truth
without providing the owner of the secret any needed protection.
Again, disclosure of the matters protected by the privilege may be
essential to disclose unfair competition or fraud or to reveal the improper use of dangerous materials by the party asserting the privilege.
Recognizing the privilege in such cases would amount to a legally sanctioned license to commit the wrongs complained of, for the wrongdoer
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would be privileged to withhold his wrongful conduct from legal
scrutiny.
Therefore, the privilege exists under this section only if its application will not tend to conceal fraud or otherwise work injustice. The
limits of the privilege are necessarily uncertain and will have to be
worked out through judicial decisions.
Although no California case has been found holding evidence of a
trade secret to be privileged, at least one California case has recognized that such a privilege may exist unless its holder has injured
another and the disclosure of the secret is indispensable to the ascertainment of the truth and the ultimate determination of the rights of
the parties. Willson v. Superior Court, 66 Cal. App. 275, 225 Pac. 881
(1924), (trade secret held not subject to privilege because of plaintiff's
need for information to establish case against the person asserting the
privilege). Indirect recognition of such a privilege has also been given
in Code of Civil Procedure Section 2019, which provides that in discovery proceedings the court may make protective orders prohibiting
inquiry into "secret processes, developments or research."
CROSS-REFERENCES
Disclosure of secret to court, see § 915
General provisions relating to privileges, see §§ 910-920
Overhearing and recording confidential communication, see Penal Code § 653j
Protective orders in discovery proceedings, see Code of Civil Procedure § 2019( b) (1)

CHAPTER 5. IMMUNITY OF NEWSMAN FROM
CITATION FOR CONTEMPT

§ 1070. "Newsman"

1070. As used in this chapter, "newsman" means a person
directly engaged in the procurement of news for publication,
or in the publication of news, by news media.
Comment. See the Comment to Section 1072.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definition:
News media, see § 1071

§ 1071. "News media"

1071. As used in this chapter, "news media" means newspapers, press associations, wire services, radio, and television.
Comment. See the Comment to Section 1072.
§ 1072. Newsman's immunity

1072. A newsman may not be adjudged in contempt for
refusing to disclose the source of news procured for publication and published by news media, unless the source has been
disclosed previously or the disclosure of the source is required
in the public interest or otherwise required to prevent injustice.
Comment. This chapter permits certain newsmen to maintain secrecy
as to the source of their news where more important interests will not
be unduly jeopardized. Because of the basic similarity between the governmental informer privilege and the protection afforded newsmen
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under this chapter-that is, both are permitted to maintain secrecy
concerning the identity of a person who has furnished information in
the interest of promoting disclosure of such information-the protection given newsmen is substantially the same as that granted to public
officials concerning the identity of their informers. See EVIDENCE CODE
§ 1041. The Commission recommends adoption of this chapter because
newsmen are given somewhat similar protection under existing law.
CODE CIV. PROC. § 1881 (6) (superseded by this chapter).
The definition of "news media" in Section 1071 is consistent with
existing law. CODE CIV. PROC. § 1881 (6).
Section 1072 provides protection to the newsman; it does not protect the informer from being required to disclose that he is the news
source. This is consistent with the existing California statute and with
the treatment afforded governmental informers under Section 1041.
Both Section 1072 and the existing statute require the information
to have been disseminated. See CODE elv. PROC. § 1881 (6) .
Just as a judge may require disclosure of a governmental informer's
identity when such disclosure is required in the interest of justice,
Section 1072 also permits the judge to require disclosure when such
disclosure is required in the interest of justice. This changes existing
law. However, the newsman's need for protection seems to be no
greater than the public entity's need for protection in the case of a
governmental informer.
It should be noted that Section 1072 provides an immunity from
being adjudged in contempt; it does not create a privilege. Thus, the
section will not prevent the use of the sanctions provided by the discovery act when the newsman is a party to a civil proceeding. In this
respect, Section· 1072 retains existing law. Bramson v. Wilkerson, Civil
No. 760973 (L.A. Super. Ct., January 4, 1962), as reported in 3 Cal.
Disc. Proc. 72 (Metropolitan News Review Section, January 30, 1962)
(memorandum opinion of Judge Philbrick McCoy). This limitation on
the protection provided by Section 1072 is consistent with Section 1042
which limits the protection afforded to a public entity to refuse to disclose the identity of an informer.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Newsman, see § 1070
News media, see § 1071

§ 1073. Determination of newsman's claim

1073. The procedure specified in subdivisions (a) and (b)
of Section 914 and in subdivisions (a) and (b) of Section 915
applies to the determination of a newsman's claim for protection under Section 1072.
Comment. A claim for protection under Section 1072 is to be determined in accordance with the procedure for determination of a public entity's claim for protection against having to disclose the identity
of a governmental informer. Section 1073 makes this clear.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definition:
Newsman, see § 1070

DIVISION 9.

EVIDENCE AFFECTED OR EXCLUDED
BY EXTRINSIC POLICIES
CROSS-REFEHE~CES

Admissibility of relevant eviarnce generally, se!' § 331
Exclusion of cumulative or unduly prejudicial eyidence, see § 352
Opinion testimony generally, see §§ 800-805
Preliminary determinations on admissibility of evidence, see §§ 400-406
Privileges, see § § 900-1073

CHAPTER 1.

EVIDENCE OF CHARACTER, HABIT, OR CUSTOM

§ 1100. Manner of proof of character

1100. Except. as otherwise provided by statute, any otherwise admissible evidence (including evidence in the form of
an opinion, evidence of reputation, and evidence of specific
instances of such person's conduct) is admissible to prove a
person's character or a trait of his character.
Comment. Section 1100 states the kinds of evidence that may be used
to prove a person's character or a trait of his character. The section
makes it clear that reputation evidence, opinion evidence, and evidence
of specific instances of conduct are admissible for this purpose.
Section 1100 is technically unnecessary because Section 351 declares
that all relevant evidence is admissible. Hence, all of the evidence declared to be admissible by Sect.ion 1100 would be admissible anyway
under the general provisions of Section 351. Section 1100 is included
in the Evidence Code, however, to forestall the argument that Section
351 does not remove all judicially created restrictions on the kinds of
evidence that may be used to prove character or a trait of character.
Subject to certain statutory restrictions, the character evidence described in Section 1100 is admissible under Section 351 whenever it is
relevant. Evidence of a person's character or a trait of his character
is relevant in three situations: (1) when offered on the issue of his credibility as a witness, (2) when offered as circumstantial evidence of his
conduct in conformity with such character or trait of character, and
(3) when his character or a trait of his character is an ultimate fact in
dispute in the action.
Sections 786-790 establish restrictions that are applicable when character evidence is offered to attack or to support the credibility of a witness. See the Comments to Sections 787 and 788 for a discussion of the
restrictions on the kinds of evidence admissible for this purpose.
Sections 1101-1104 substantiallY'restrict the extent to which character evidence may be used as circt(,mstantial evidence of conduct. See the
Comments to those sections for a discussion of the restrictions on the
kinds of evidence admissible for this purpose.
•
Section 1100 applies without restriction only when character or a
trait of character is an ultimate fact in dispute in the action. As applied
to this situat.ion, Section 1100 is generally consistent with existing law,
although the existing law is uncertain in some respects. Cases involving
character as an ultimate issue have admitted opinion evidence (People
v. Wade, 118 Cal. 672, 50 Pac. 841 (1897) ; People v. Samonset, 97 Cal.
448, 450, 32 Pac. 520, 521 (1893», reputation evidence (Estate of
Akers, 184 Cal. 514, 519-520, 194 Pac. 706, 708-709 (1920); People v.
(209 )
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Samonset, supra), and evidence of specific acts (Guardianship of Wisdom, 146 Cal. .App.2d 635, 304 P.2d 221 (1956); Currin v. Currin, 125
Cal. App.2d 644, 271 P.2d 61 (1954) ; Guardianship of Casad, 106 Cal.
.App.2d 134, 234 P.2d 647 (1951)). However, there are cases which exclude some kinds of evidence where particular traits are involved. For
example, in cases involving the unfitness or incompetency of an employee, evidence of specific acts is admissible to prove such unfitness or
incompetency, while evidence of reputation is not. E.g., Gier v. Los Angeles Consolo Elec. Ry., 108 Cal. 129, 41 Pac. 22 (1895). Section 1100
eliminates the uncertainties in existing law and makes admissible any
evidence that is relevant to prove the character in issue.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Character as affecting credibility, see §§ 786-790
Character evidence to prove conduct, see §§ 1101-1104
Defini tions :
Conduct, see § 125
Evidence, see § 140
Statute, see § 230

§ 1101. Evidence of character to prove conduct

1101. (a) Except as provided in this section and in Sections 1102 and 1103, evidence of a person's character or a
trait of his character (whether in the form of an opinion, evidence of reputation, or evidence of specific instances of his
conduct) is inadmissible when offered to prove his conduct
on a specified occasion.
(b) Nothing in this section prohibits the admission of evidence that a person committed a crime, civil wrong, or other
act when relevant to prove some fact (such as motive, opportunity, intent, preparation, plan, knowledge, identity, or absence of mistake or accident) other than his disposition to
commit such acts.
(c) Nothing in this section affects the admissibility of evidence offered to support or attack the credibility of a witness.
Comment. Section 1101 is concerned with evidence of a person's
character (i.e., his propensity or disposition to engage in a certain type
of conduct) that is offered as a basis for an inference that he behaved
in conformity with that character on a particular occasion. Section 1101
is not concerned with evidence offered to prove a person's character
when that character is itself in issue; the admissibility of character
evidence offered for this purpose is determined under Sections 351 and
1100. Nor is Section 1101 concerned with evidence of character offered
on the issue of the credibility of a witness; the admissibility of such
evidence is determiu.ed under Sections 786-790. See EVIDENCE CODE
§ 1101(c).
Civil cases. Section 1101 excludes evidence of character to prove
conduct in a civil case for the following reasons. First, character evidence is of slight probative value and may be very prejudicial. Second,
character evidence tends to distract the trier of fact from the main
question of what actually happened on the particular occasion and permits the trier of fact to reward the good man and to punish the bad
man because of their respective characters. Third, introduction of char-
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acter evidence may result in confusion of issues and require extended
collateral inquiry.
Section 1101 states the general rule recognized under existing law.
CODE Cry. PROC. § 2053 (" Eyidence of the good character of a party is
not admissible in a civil action .... " (Section 2053 is superseded by
various Evidence Code sections.)) ; Deevy v. Tassi, 21 Cal.2d 109, 130
P.2d 389 (1942) (assault; evidence of defendant's bad character for
peace and quiet held inadmissible) ; Vance v. Richardson, 110 Cal. 414,
42 Pac. 909 (1895) (assault; evidence of defendant's good character
for peace and quiet held inadmissible) ; Van Horn v. Van Horn, 5 Cal.
App. 719, 91 Pac. 260 (1907) (divorce for adultery; eviden~e of defendant's and the nonparty-corespondent's good character held inadmissible). Under existing law, however, there may be an exception to this
general rule. Existing law may permit evidence to be introduced of the
unchaste character of a plaintiff to show the likelihood of her consent to
an alleged rape. Valencia v. Milliken, 31 Cal. App. 533, 160 Pac. 1086
(1916) (civil action for rape; error, but nonprejudicial, to limit evidence of unchaste character of plaintiff to issue of damages). The Evidence Code has no such exception for civil cases. But see EVIDENCE
CODE § 1103 (criminal cases).
Criminal cases. Section 1101 states the general rule that evidence of
character to prove conduct is inadmissible in a criminal case. Sections
1102 and 1103 state exceptions to this general principle. See the C(fmment to Section 1102.
Evidenoe of misconduct to show fact other than character. Section
1101 does not prohibit the admission of evidence of misconduct when it
is offered as evidence of some other fact in issue, such as motive, common scheme or plan, preparation, intent, knowledge, identity, or absence
of mistake or accident. Subdivision (b) of Section 1101 makes this
clear. This codifies existing law. People v. Lisenba, 14 Cal.2d 403, 94
P.2d 569 (1939) (prior crime admissible to show general criminal plan
and absence of accident) ; People v. David, 12 Cal.2d 639, 86 P.2d 811
(1939) (prior robbery admissible to show defendant's sanity and ability
to devise and execute deliberate plan) ; People v. Morani, 196 Cal. 154,
236 Pac. 135 (1925) (prior abortion admissible to show that operation
was not performed in ignorance of effect and, hence, to show necessary
intent). See discussion in CALIFORNIA CRIMINAL LAW PRACTICE 491-498
(Cal. Cont. Ed. Bar 1964).
CROSS-REFERENCES
Character as affecting credibility, see §§ 786-790
Definitions:
Conduct, see § 125
Evidence, see § 140
Evidence of prior conviction of witness, see § 788

§ 1102. Opinion and reputation evidence of character of criminal
defendant to prove conduct

1102. In a criminal action, evidence of the defendant's
character or a trait of his character in the form of an opinion
or evidence of his reputation is not made inadmissible by Section 1101 if such evidence is:
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(a) Offered by the defendant to prove his conduct in conformity with such character or trait of character.
(b) Offered by the prosecution to rebut evidence adduced
by the defendant under subdivision (a).
Comment. Sections 1102 and 1103 state exceptions (applicable only
in criminal cases) to the general rule of Section 1101 that character
evidence is not admissible to prove conduct in conformity with that
character.

Sections 1102 and 1103 generally
Under Section 1102, the accused in a criminal case may introduce
evidence of his good character to show his innocence of the alleged
crime-provided that the character or trait of character to be shown
is relevant to the charge made against him. This codifies existing law.
People v. Chrisman, 135 Cal. 282, 67 Pac. 136 (1901). Sections 1101
and 1102 make it clear that the prosecution may not, on its own initiative, use character evidence to prove that the defendant had the
disposition to commit the crime charged; but, if the defendant first
introduces evidence of his good character to show the likelihood of
innocence, the prosecution may meet his evidence by introducing evidence of the defendant's bad character to show the likelihood of guilt.
This also codifies existing law. People v. Jones, 42 Cal.2d 219, 266 P.2d
38 (1954) (prosecution for sexual molestation of child; error to exclude expert psychiatric opinion that defendant was not a sexual
psychopath) ; People v. Stewart, 28 Cal. 395 (1865) (murder prosecution; error to exclude evidence of defendant's good character for
peace and quiet) ; People v. Hughes, 123 Cal. App.2d 767, 267 P.2d
376 (1954) (assault prosecution; evidence of defendant's violent
nature held admissible after introduction of evidence showing his
good character for peace and quiet). See CALIFORNIA CRIMINAL LAW
PRACTICE 489-490 (Cal. Cont. Ed. Bar 1964).
Likewise, under Section 1103, the defendant may introduce evidence
of the character of the victim of the crime where the conduct of the
victim in conformity with his character would tend to exculpate the
defendant; and, if the defendant introduces evidence of the bad character of the victim, the prosecution may introduce evidence of the
victim's good character. This codifies existing law. People v. Hoffman,
195 Cal. 295, 311-312, 232 Pac. 974, 980 (1925) (murder prosecution;
evidence of victim's good reputation for peace and quiet held inadmissible when defendant had not attacked reputation of victim) ; People v. Lamar, 148 Cal. 564, 83 Pac. 993 (1906) (murder prosecution;
error to exclude evidence of victim's bad character for violence offered
to prove victim was aggressor and defendant acted in self-defense) ;
People v. Shea, 125 Cal. 151, 57 Pac. 885 (1899) (rape prosecution;
error to exclude evidence of the prosecutrix's unchaste character offered
to prove the likelihood of consent) ; People v. Fitch, 28 CaL App.2d 31,
81 P.2d 1019 (1938) (murder prosecution; evidence of victim's good
character for peace and quiet held admissible after defendant introduced evidence of victim's violent nature). See also Comment, 25 CAL.
L. REV. 459 (1937).
Thus, under Sections 1102 and 1103, the defendant in a criminal
case is given the right to introduce character evidence that would be
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inadmissible in a civil case. However, evidence of the character of the
defendant or the victim-though weak-may be enough to raise a
reasonable doubt in the mind of the trier of fact concerning the defendant's guilt. And, since his life or liberty is at stake, the defendant
should not be deprived of the right to introduce evidence even of such
slight probative value.
Kinds of character evidence admissible to prove conduct under Sections
1102 and 1103.
The three kinds of evidence that might be offered to prove character
as circumstantial evidence of conduct are: (1) evidence as to reputation, (2) opinion evidence as to character, and (3) evidence of specific
acts indicating character. The admissibility of each of these kinds of
evidence when character is sought to be proved as circumstantial evidence of conduct under Sections 1102 and 1103 is discussed below.
Reputation evidence. Reputation evidence is the ordinary means
sanctioned by the cases for proving character as circumstantial evidence of conduct. WITKIN, CALIFORNIA EVIDENCE § 125 (1958). See
People v. Fair,43 Cal. 137 (1872). Both Sections 1102 and 1103 codify
the existing law permitting character to be proved by reputation.
Opinion evidence. There is recent authority for the admission of
opinion evidence to prove character as circumstantial evidence of conduct. People v. Jones, 42 Ca1.2d 219, 266 P.2d 38 (1954) (error to exclude expert psychiatric opinion that the defendant was not a sexual
psychopath and, hence, unlikely to have violated Penal Code Section
288). However, opinion evidence generally has been held inadmissible.
See People v. Spigno, 156 Cal. App.2d 279, 319 P.2d 458 (1957) (full
discussion of the Jones case) ; CALIFORNIA CRIMINAL LAW PRACTICE 489490 (Cal. Cont. Ed. Bar 1964).
The general rule under existing law excludes the most reliable form
of character evidence and admits the least reliable. The opinions of
those whose personal intimacy with a person gives them firsthand
knowledge of that person's character are a far more reliable indication
of that character than is reputation, which is little more than accumulated hearsay. See 7 WIGMORE, EVIDENCE § 1986 (3d ed. 1940). The
danger of collateral issues seems no greater than that inherent in reputation evidence. Accordingly" both Section 1102 and Section 1103
permit character to be proved by opinion evidence.
Evidence of specific acts. Under existing law, the admissibility of
evidence of specific acts to prove character as circumstantial evidence
of conduct depends upon the nature of the conduct sought to be proved.
Evidence of specific acts of the accused is excluded as a general rule
in order to avoid the possibility of prejudice, undue confusion of the
issues with collateral matters, unfair surprise, and the like. Thus, it is
usually held that evidence of specific acts by the defendant is inadmi~
sible to prove his guilt even though the defendant has opened the
question by introducing evidence of his good character. See discussion
in People v. Gin Shue, 58 Cal. App.2d 625, 634, 137 P.2d 742, 747-748
(1943). On the other hand, it is well settled that in a rape case the
defendant may show the unchaste character of the prosecutrix by
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evidence of prior voluntary intercourse in order to indicate the unlikelihood of resistance on the occasion in question. People v. Shea, 125
Cal. 151, 57 Pac. 885 (1899); People v. Benson, 6 Cal. 221 (1856);
People v. Battilana, 52 Cal. App.2d 685, 126 P.2d 923 (1942). However, in a homicide or assault case where the defense is self-defense,
evidence of specific acts of violence by the victim is inadmissible to
prove his violent nature (and, hence, that the victim was the aggressor)
unless the prior acts were directed against the defendant himself. People v. Yokum, 145 Cal. App.2d 245, 302 P.2d 406 (1956); People v.
Soules, 41 Cal. App.2d 298, 106 P.2d 639 (1940). But see People v.
Carmichael, 198 Cal. 534, 548, 246 Pac. 62, 68 (1926) (if defendant
had knowledge of victim's statement evidencing violent nature, the
"statement was material and might have had an important bearing
upon his plea of self-defense") ; People v. Swigart, 80 Cal. App. 31,
251 Pac. 343 (1926). See also Comment, 25 CAL. L. REV. 459, 466-469
(1937).
Section 1102 codifies the general rule under existing law which precludes evidence of specific acts of the defendant to prove character
as circumstantial evidence of his innocence or of his disposition to
commit the crime with which he is charged.
Section 1103 permits both the defendant and the prosecution to use
evidence of specific acts of the victim of the crime to prove the victim's character as circumstantial evidence of his conduct. In this
respect, the section harmonizes conflicting rules found in existing law.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Conduct, see § 125
Criminal action, see § 130
Evidence, see § 140

§ 1103. Evidence of character of victim of crime to prove conduct

1103. In a criminal action, evidence of the character or a
trait of character (in the form of an opinion, evidence of reputation, or evidence of specific instances of conduct) of the victim of the crime for which the defendant is being prosecuted
is not made inadmissible by Section 1101 if such evidence is:
(a) Offered by the defendant to prove conduct of the victim
in conformity with such character or trait of character.
(b) Offered by the prosecutton to rebut evidence adduced
by the defendant under subdivision (a).
Comment. See the Comment to Section 1102.
Definitions:
Conduct, see § 125
Criminal action, see § 130
Evidence, see § 140

CROSS-REFERENCES

§ 1104. Character trait for care or skill

1104. Except as provided in Sections 1102 and 1103, evidence of a trait of a person's character with respect to care
or skill is inadmissible to prove the quality of his conduct on
a specified occasion.
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Comment. Section 1104 places a further limitation on the use of
character evidence. Under Section 1104, character evidence with respect to care or skill is inadmissible to prove that conduct on a specific
occasion was either careless or careful, skilled or unskilled, except to
the extent permitted by Sections 1102 and 1103.
Section 1104 codifies well-settled California law. Towle v. Pacific
Improvement Co., 98 Cal. 342, 33 Pac. 207 (1893). The purpose of the
rule is to prevent collateral issues from consuming too much time and
distracting the attention of the trier of fact from what was actually
done on the particular occasion. Here, the slight probative value of
the evidence balanced against the danger of confusion of issues, collateral inquiry, prejudice, and the like, warrants a fixed exclusionary
rule.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Conduct, see § 125
Evidence, see § 140
Habit or custom, evidence of, see § 1105

§ 1105. Habit or custom to prove specific behavior

1105. Any otherwise admissible evidence of habit or custom
is admissible to prove conduct on a specified occasion in conformity with the habit or custom.
Comment. Section 1105, like Section 1100, declares that certain evidence is admissible. Hence, Section 1105 is technically unnecessary
because Section 351 declares that all relevant evidence is admissible.
Nonetheless, Section 1105 is desirable to assure that evidence of custom
or habit (a regular response to a repeated specific situation) is admissible even where evidence of a person's character (his general disposition or propensity to engage in a certain type of conduct) is inadmis. sible.
The admissibility of habit evidence to prove conduct in conformity
with the habit has long been established in California. Wallis v. Southern Pac. Co., 184 Cal. 662, 195 Pac. 408 (1921) (distinguishing cases
holding character evidence as to care or skill inadmissible) ; Craven v.
Central Pac. R.R., 72 Cal. 345, 13 Pac. 878 (1887). The admissibility
of evidence of the custom of a business or occupation is also well established. Hughes v. Pacific Wharf & Storage Co., 188 Cal. 210, 205 Pac.
105 (1922) (mailing letter). However, under existing law, evidence of
habit is admissible only if there are no eyewitnesses. Boone v. Bank of
America, 220 Cal. 93, 29 P.2d 409 (1934). In earlier cases, the Supreme Court criticized the "no eyewitness" limitation:
This limitation upon the introduction of such testimony seems
rather illogical. If the fact of tHe existence of habits of caution
in a given particular has any legitimate evidentiary weight, the
party benefited ought to have the advantage of it for whatever it
is worth, even against adverse eye-witnesses; and if the testimony
of the eye-witnesses is in his favor, it would be at least a harmless cumulation of evidence to permit testimony of his custom or
habit. [Wallis v. Southern Pac. Co., 184 Cal. 662, 665, 195 Pac.
408,409 (1921).]
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The "no eyewitness" limitation is undesirable. Eyewitnesses frequently are mistaken, and some are dishonest. The trier of fact should
be entitled to weigh the habit evidence against the eyewitness testimony
as well as all of the other evidence in the case. Hence, Section 1105
does not contain the" no eyewitness" limitation.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Conduct, see § 125
Evidence, see § 140
Character for care or skill, evidence of, see § 1104
Mining claims, evidence of custom or usage, see Code of Civil Proeedure § 748

CHAPTER 2.

OTHER EVIDENCE AFFECTED OR EXCLUDED
BY EXTRINSIC POLICIES

§ 1150. Evidence to test a verdict

1150. Except as otherwise provided by law, upon an inquiry as to the validity of a verdict, any otherwise admissible
evidence may be received as to statements made, or conduct,
conditions, or events occurring, either within or without the
jury room, of such a character as is likely to have influenced
the verdict improperly. No evidence is admissible to show the
effect of such statement, conduct, condition, or event upon a
juror either in influencing him to assent to or dissent from
the verdict or concerning the mental processes by which it
was determined.
Comment. Section 1150 codifies existing law which permits evidence
of misconduct by a trial juror to be received but forbids the reception
of evidence as to the effect of such misconduct on the minds of the
jurors. People v. Stokes, 103 Cal. 193, 196-197, 37 Pac. 207, 208-209
(1894) .
Section 1150 excludes only evidence of the effect of various occurrences on a juror's mind; it does not affect the existing rules concerning admissibility of evidence of the fact of such occurrences. Hence,
Section 1150 makes no change in the rules concerning when testimony
or affidavits of jurors may be received to impeach or support a verdict.
Under existing law, a juror is incompetent to give evidence as to matters that might impeach his verdict. People v. Gray, 61 Cal. 164, 183
(1882). See also Siemsen v. Oakland, S. L., & H. Elec. Ry., 134 Cal.
494, 66 Pac. 672 (1901). He is competent, however, to give evidence
that no misconduct was committed by the jury after independent evidence has been given that there was misconduct. People v. Deegan, 88
Cal. 602, 26 Pac. 500 (1891). By statute, a juror may give evidence by
affidavit that a verdict was determined by chance. CODE CIV. PROC.
§ 657 (2). And the courts have held that affidavits of jurors may be
used to prove that a juror concealed bias or other disqualification by
false answers on voir dire or was mentally incompetent to serve as a
juror. E.g., Williams v. Bridges, 140 Cal. App. 537, 35 P.2d 407 (1934)
(false answer on voir dire) ; Noll v. Lee, 221 Cal. App.2d 81, 34 Cal.
Rptr.223 (1963) (hcaring denied) (false answer on voir dire) ; Church
v. Capital Freight Lines, 141 Cal. App.2d 246, 296 P.2d 563 (1956)
(mental competence of juror).
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Section 1150 also makes no change in the existing law concerning the
grounds upon which a verdict. may be set aside, i.e., what constitutes
jury misconduct. See CODE CIV. PROC. § 657 (civil case) ; PENAL CODE
§ 1181 (criminal case).
Definitions:
Conduct, see § 125
Evidence, see § 140
Statement, see § 225

CROSS· REFERENCES

§ 1151. Subsequent remedial conduct

1151. When, after the occurrence of an event, rElmedial or
precautionary measures are taken, which, if taken previously,
would have tended to make the event less likely to occur, evidence of such subsequent measures is inadmissible to prove
negligence or culpable conduct in connection with the event.
Comment. Section 1151 codifies well-settled law. Helling v. Schindler,
145 Cal. 303, 78 Pac. 710 (1904); Sappenfield v. Main Street etc. R.R.,
91 Cal. 48, 27 Pac. 590 (1891). The admission of evidence of subsequent
repairs to prove negligence would substantially discourage persons
from making repairs after the occurrence of an accident.
Section 1151 does not prevent the use of evidence of subsequent
remedial conduct for the purpose of impeachment in appropriate cases.
This is in accord with Pierce v. J. C. Penney Co., 167 Cal. App.2d 3,
334 P.2d 117 (1959).
Definitions:
Conduct, see § 125
Evidence, see § 140
Proof, see § 190

CROSS-REFERENCES

§ 1152. Offer to compromise and the like

1152. (a) Evidence that a person has, in compromise or
from humanitarian motives, furnished or offered or promised
to furnish money or any other thing, act, or service to another
who has sustained or claims to have sustained loss or damage,
as well as any conduct or statements made in negotiation
thereof, is inadmissible to prove his liability for the loss or
damage or any part of it.
(b) This section does not affect the admissibility of evidence of:
(1) Partial satisfaction of an asserted claim or demand
without questioning its validity when such evidence is offered
to prove the validity of the claim; or
(2) A debtor's payment or promise to pay all or a part of
his pre-existing debt when such evidence is offered to prove
the creation of a new duty on his part or a revival of his preexisting duty.
Comment. Section 1152, like Section 2078 of the Code of Civil
Procedure which it supersedes, declares that compromise offers are
inadmissible to prove liability. Because of the particular wording of
Section 2078, an offer of compromise probably may not be considered
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as an admission even though admitted without objection. See Tentative
Recommendation and a Study Relating to the Uniform Rules of Evidence (Article VI. Extrinsic Policies Affecting Admissibility), 6 CAL.
LAW REVISION COMM'N, REP., REO. & S'l'UDIES 601,675-676 (1964). See
also Scott v. Wood, 81 Cal. 398,405-406,22 Pac. 871, 873 (1889). Under
Section 1152, however, nothing prohibits the consideration of an offer
of settlement on the issue of liability if the evidence is received without
objection. This modest change in the law is desirable. An offer of compromise, like other incompetent evidence, should be considered to the
extent that it is relevant when it is presented to the trier of fact
without objection.
The words" as well as any conduct or statements made in negotiation
thereof" make it clear that statements made by parties during negotiations for the settlement of a claim may not be used as admissions in
later litigation. This language will change the existing law under which
certain statements made during settlement negotiations may be used
as admissions. People v. Forster, 58 Ca1.2d 257, 23 Cal. Rptr. 582, 373
P.2d 630 (1962). The rule excluding offers is b~sed upon the public
policy in favor of the settlement of disputes without litigation. The
same public policy requires that admissions made during settlement
negotiations also be excluded. The rule of the Forster case that permits
such statements to be admitted places a premium on the form of the
statement. The statement "Assuming, for the purposes of these negotiations, that I was negligent . . ." is inadmissible; but the statement
"All right, I was negligent! Let's talk about damages . . ." may be
admissible. See the discussion in People v. Glen Arms Estate, Inc., 230
Cal. App.2d ___ , ___ , 41 Cal. Rptr. 303, 316 (1964). The rule of the
Forster case is changed by Section 1152 because that rule prevents the
complete candor between the parties that is most conducive to settlement.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Conduct, see § 125
Evidence, see § 140
Person, see § 175
Proof, see § 190
Statement, see § 225

§ 1153. Offer to plead guilty or withdrawn plea of guilty

by criminal defendant
1153. Evidence of a plea of guilty, later withdrawn, or of
an offer to plead guilty to the crime charged or to any other
crime, made by the defendant in a criminal action is inadmissible in any action or in any proceeding of any nature, including proceedings before agencies, commissions, boards, and
tribunals.
COm'ment. Section 1153 is consistent with existing law. Under existing law, evidence of a rejected offer to plead guilty to the crime charged
or to a lesser crime is inadmissible. PENAL CODE § 1192.4; People v.
Wilson, 60 Cal.2d 139, 155-156, 32 Cal. Rptr. 44, 54-55, 383 P.2d 452,
462-463 (1963); People v. Hamilton, 60 Cal.2d 105, 113-114, 32 Cal.
Rptr.4, 8-9, 383 P.2d 412,416-417 (1963). Likewise, a plea of guilty,
later withdrawn, is inadmissible. People v. Quinn, 61 Cal. 2d ___ , 39
Cal. Rptr. 393, 393 P.2d 705 (1964).
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CROSS-REFERENCES
Compromising certain public offenses by leave of the court, see Penal Code §§ 13771379
Definitions:
Action, see § 105
Criminal action, see § 130
Evidence, see § 140
Rejected offer to plead guilty, inadmissible, see Penal Code § 1192.4

§ 1154. Offer to discount a claim

1154. Evidence that a person has accepted or offered or
promised to accept a sum of money or any other thing, act,
or service in satisfaction of a claim, as well as any conduct
or statements made in negotiation thereof, is inadmissible to
prove the invalidity of the claim or any part of it.
Comment. Section 1154 stems from the same policy of encouraging
settlement and compromise that is reflected in Section 1152. Except for
the language "as well as any conduct or statements made in negotiation thereof, " this section codifies existing law. Dennis v. Belt, 30 Cal.
247 (1866); Anderson v. Yousem, 177 Cal. App.2d 135, 1 Cal. Rptr.
889 (1960); Cramer v. Lee Wa Corp., 109 Cal. App.2d 691, 241 P.2d
550 (1952). The significance of the quoted language is indicated in the
Comment to Section 1152.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Conduct, see § 125
Evidence, see § 140
Person, see § 175
Proof, see § 190
Statement, see § 225
Offer of defendant to compromise, see Code of Civil Procedure § 997

§ 1155. Liability insurance

1155. Evidence that a person was, at the time a harm was
suffered by another, insured wholly or partially against loss
arising from liability for that harm is inadmissible to prove
negligence or other wrongdoing.
Comment. Section 1155 codifies existing law. Roche v. Llewellyn Iron
Works Co., 140 Cal. 563, 74 Pac. 147 (1903). Evidence of liability
insurance might be inadmissible in the absence of Section 1155 because
it is not relevant; Section 1155 assures its inadmissibility.
Definitions:
Evidence, see § 140
Person, see § 175
Proof, see § 190

CROSS-REFERENCES

§ 1156. Records of medical study of in-hospital staff committee

1156. (a) In-hospital medical staff committees of a licensed hospital may engage in research and medical study for
the purpose of reducing morbidity or mortality, and may
make findings and recommendations relating to such purpose.
The written records of interviews, reports, statements, or
memoranda of such in-hospital medical staff committees relating to such medical studies are subject to Sections 2016 and
2036 of the Code of Civil Procedure (relating to discovery
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proceedings) but, subject to subdivisions (b) and (c), shall
not be admitted as evidence in any action or before any administrative body, agency, or person.
(b) This section does not affect the admissibility in evidence
of the original medical records of any patient.
(c) This section does not exclude evidence which is relevant
evidence in a criminal action.
Comment. Section 1156 restates the substance of and supersedes Code
of Civil Procedure Section 1936.1 (added by Cal. Stats. 1963, Ch. 1558,
§ 1, p. 3142).
Definitions:
Action, see § 105
Criminal action, see § 130
Evidence, see § 140
Statement, see § 225

CROSS-REFERENCES

DIVISION 1O.

HEARSAY EVIDENCE

Comment. Division 10 contains the hearsay rule and the most commonly used exceptions to the rule. Other exceptions may be found in
other statutes scattered throughout the codes. Under the Evidence Code,
the hearsay objection is met if the evidence offered falls within any of
the exceptions to the hearsay rule. But the fact that the hearsay objection is overcome does not necessarily make the evidence admissible. All
other exclusionary rules apply anQ. may require exclusion of the evidence.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Admissibility of hearsay evidence in criminal actions, see Penal Code § 686
Hospital records, see §§ 1060-1566
Official writings affecting property, see §§ 1600-1605
Official writings and recorded writings, see §§ 1450-1454, 1530-1532, 1600
Part of transaction proved, admissibility of whole, see § 356
Photographic copies of writings, see §§ 1550, 1551
Preliminary determinations on admissibility of evidence, see §§ 400--406
8ee also the Gross-References under Sections 1290 and 1500

CHAPTER 1.

GENERAL PROVISIONS

§ 1200. The hearsay rule

1200. (a)" Hearsay evidence" is evidence of a statement
that was made other than by a witness while testifying at the
hearing and that is offered to prove the truth of the matter
stated.
(b) Except as provided by law, hearsay evidence is inadmissible.
(c) This section shall be known and may be cited as the
hearsay rule.
Comment. Section 1200 states the hearsay rule. It defines hearsay
evidence and provides that such evidence is inadmissible unless it meets
the conditions .of an exception established by law. Chapter 2 (commencing with Section 1220) of this division contains a series of exceptions to the hearsay rule. Other exceptions may be found in other statutes or in decisional law. But the fact that certain evidence meets the
requirements of an exception to the hearsay rule does not necessarily
make such evidence admissible. The exception merely provides that
such evidence is not inadmissible under the hearsay rule. If there is
some other rule of law-such as privilege or the best evidence rulethat makes the evidence inadmissible, the court is not authorized to
admit the evidence merely because it falls within an exception to the
hearsay rule. See also EVIDENCE CODE § 352.
Although the California courts have excluded hearsay evidence since
the earliest days of the State (see, e.g., People v. Bob, 29 Cal.2d 321,
175 P.2d 12 (1946) ; Kilburn v. Ritchie, 2 Cal. 145 (1852)), the hearsay rule has never been clearly stated in statutory form. Code of Civil
Procedure Section 1845 (superseded by Evidence Code Section 702)
has at times been considered to be the statutory basis for the hearsay
rule. People v. Spriggs, 60 Cal.2d 868, 872, 36 Cal. Rptr. 841, 844, 389
P.2d 377, 380 (1964). Analytically, however, Section 1845 doe! not
deal with hearsay at all; it deals only with the requirement of personal
(221 )
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knowledge. It is true that the section provides that there is an exception
to the personal knowledge requirement "in those few express cases in
which . . . the declarations of others, are admissible"; but "this section is inaccurate, so far as it refers to [this] exception. In such case
the witness testifies merely to the making' of the declaration, which he
must have heard in order to be a competent witness to testify to it,
and hence, the fact to which he testifies is a fact within his own knowledge, derived from his own perceptions." Sneed v. Marysville Gas e.tc.
Co., 149 Cal. 704, 708, 87 Pac. 376, 378 (1906).
"Hearsay evidence" is defined in Section 1200 as "evidence of a
statement that was made other than by a witness while testifying at the
hearing and that is offered to prove the truth of the matter stated."
Under this definition, as under existing case law, a statement that is
offered for some purpose other than to prove the fact stated therein
is not hearsay. Smith v. Whittier, 95 Cal. 279, 30 Pac. 529 (1892). See
WITKIN, CALIFORNIA EVIDENCE §§ 215-218 (1958).
The word "statement" used in the definition of "hearsay evidence"
is defined in Section 225 as "a verbal expression" or "nonverbal conduct . . . intended . . . as a substitute for a verbal expression."
Hence, evidence of a person's conduct out of court is not inadmissible
under the hearsay rule expressed in Section 1200 unless that conduct
is clearly assertive in character. Nonassertive conduct is not hearsay.
Some California cases have regarded evidence of nonassertive conduct
al!l hearsay evidence if it is offered to prove the actor's belief in a particular fact as a basis for an inference that the fact believed is true.
See, e.g., Estate of De Laveaga, 165 Cal. 607, 624, 133 Pac. 307, 314
(1913) ("the manner in which a person whose sanity is in question
was treated by his family is not, taken alone, competent substantive
eviden~ tending to prove insanity, for it is a mere extra-judicial expression of opinion on the part of the family") ; People v. Mendez, 193
Cal. 39, 52, 223 Pac. 65, 70 (1924) ("circumstances of flight [of other
persons from the scene of a crime] are in the nature of confessions . . .
and are, therefore, in the nature of hearsay evidence' ') (overruled on
other grounds in People v. McCaughan, 49 Cal.2d 409, 420, 317 P.2d
974,981 (1957)).
Other California cases, however, have held that evidence of nonassertive conduct is not hearsay even though offered to prove that the belief
giving rise to the conduct was based on fact. See, e.g., People v. Reifenstuhl, 37 Cal. App.2d 402, 99 P.2d 564 (1940) (hearing denied) (incoming telephone calls made for the purpose of placing bets admissible
over hearsay objection to prove that place of reception was bookmaking
establishment) .
Under the Evidence Code, nonassertive conduct is not regarded as
hearsay for two reasons. First, one of the principal reasons for the
hearsay rule--to exclude declarations where the veracity of the declarant cannot be tested by cross-examination-does not apply because such
conduct, being nonassertive, does not involve the veracity of the declarant. Second, there is frequently a guarantee of the trustworthiness
of the inference to be drawn from such non assertive conduct because
the actor has based his actions on the correctness of his belief, i.e.. , his
actions speak louder than words.
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Of course, if the probative value of evidence of nonassertive conduct
is outweighed by the probability that such evidence will be unduly
prejudicial, confuse the issues, mislead the jury, or consume too much
time, the judge may exclude the evidence under Section 352.
Under Section 1200, exceptions to the hearsay rule may be found
either in statutes or in decisional law. Under existing law, too, the courts
have recognized exceptions to the exclusionary rule in addition to those
exceptions expressed in the statutes. See People v. Spriggs, 60 Ca1.2d
868, 874, 36 Cal. Rptr. 841, 844, 389 P.2d 377, 380 (1964).
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Evidence, see § 140
Hearing, see § 145
Law, see § 160
Proof, see § 190
Statement, see § 225
See also the Gross-References for Division 10

§ 1201. Multiple hearsay

1201. A statement within the scope of an exception to the
hearsay rule is not inadmissible on the ground that the evidence is hearsay evidence if the hearsay evidence of such statement consists of one or more statements each of which meets
the requirements of an exception to the hearsay rule.
Comment. Section 1201 makes it possible to use admissible hearsay to
prove another statement that is also admissible hearsay. For example,
under Section 1201, an official reporter's transcript of the testimony
at a previous trial may be used to prove the testimony previously given
(EVIDENCE CODE § 1280) ; the former testimony may be used as evidence
(EVIDENCE CODE § 1291) to prove that a party made a statement; and
the party's statement is admissible against him as an admission (EVIDENCE CODE § 1220). Thus, under Section 1201, the evidence of the
admission contained in the transcript is admissible because each of the
hearsay statements involved is within an exception to the hearsay rule.
Although no California case has been found where the admissibility
of "multiple hearsay" has been analyzed and discussed, the practice
is apparently in accord with the rule stated in Section 1201. See, e.g.,
People v. Collup, 27 Ca1.2d 829, 167 P.2d 714 (1946) (transcript of
former testimony used to prove admission).
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Evidence, see § 140
Hearsay evidence, see § 1200
Statement, see § 225
Hearsay rule, see § 1200

§ 1202. Credibility of hearsay declarant

1202. Evidence of a statement or other conduct by a declarant that is inconsistent with a statement by such declarant
received in evidence as hearsay evidence is not inadmissible
for the purpose of attacking the credibility of the declarant
though he is not given and has not had an opportunity to
explain or to deny such inconsistent statement or other con-
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duct. Any other evidence offered to attack or support the
credibility of the declarant is admissible if it would have been
admissible had the declarant been a witness at the hearing.
For the purposes of this section, the deponent of a deposition
taken in the action in which it is offered shall be deemed to
be a hearsay declarant.
Comment. Section 1202 deals with the impeachment of a declarant
whose hearsay statement is in evidence as distinguished from the impeachment of a witness who has testified. It clarifies two points. First,
evidence to impeach a hearsay declarant is not to be excluded on the
ground that it is collateral. Second, the rule applying to the impeachment of a witness-that a witness may be impeached by an inconsistent
statement only if he is provided with an opportunity to ~xplain or
deny it-does not apply to a hearsay declarant.
When hearsay evidence in the form of former testimony has been
. admitted, the California courts have permitted a party to impeach the
hearsay declarant with evidence of an inconsistent statement made by
the hearsay declarant after the former testimony was given, even
though the declarant was never given an opportunity to explain or
deny the inconsistency. People v. Gallup, 27 Ca1.2d 829, 167 P.2d 714
(1946). Apparently, however, former testimony may not be impeached
by evidence of an inconsistent statement made prior to the former
testimony unless the would-be impeacher either did not know of the
inconsistent statement at the time the former testimony was given or
unless he had provided the declarant with an opportunity to explain
or deny the inconsistent statement. People v. Greenwell, 20 Cal. App.2d
266,66 P.2d 674 (1937), as limited by People v. Gallup, 27 Cal.2d 829,
167 P.2d 714 (1946). The courts permit dying declarations to be impeached by evidence of contradictory statements by the deceased despite the lack of any foundation, for only in very rare cases would it be
possible to provide the declarant with an opportunity to explain or
deny the inconsistency. People v. Lawrence, 21 Cal. 368 (1863).
Section 1202 substitutes for this case law a uniform rule permitting
a hearsay declarant to be impeached by inconsistent statements in all
cases, whether or not the declarant has been given an opportunity to
explain or deny the inconsistency. If the hearsay declarant is unavailable as a witness, the party against whom the evidence is admitted
should not be deprived of both his right to cross-examine and his right
to impeach. Gf. People v. Lawrence, 21 Cal. 368, 372 (1863). If the
hearsay declarant is available, the party electing to use the hearsay of
such a declarant should have the burden of calling him to explain or
deny any alleged inconsistencies.
Of course, the trial judge may curb efforts to impeach hearsay declarants if he determines that the inquiry is becoming too remote from
the issues that are actually at stake in the litigation. EVIDENCE CODE
§ 352.
Section 1235 provides that evidence of inconsistent statements made
by a trial witness may be admitted to prove the truth of the matter
stated. No similar exception to the hearsay rule is applicable to a
hearsay declarant's inconsistent statements that are admitted under
Section 1202. Hence, the hearsay rule prohibits any such statement
from being used to prove the truth of the matter stated. If the declarant
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is not a witness and is not subject to cross-examination upon the subject
matter of his stat'ements, there is no sufficient guarantee of the trustworthiness of the statements he has made out of court to warrant their
reception as substantive evidence unless they fall within some recognized exception to the hearsay rule.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Action, see § 105
Conduct, see § 125
Declarant, see § 135
Evidence, see § 140
Hearsay evidence, see § 1200
Statement, see § 225
Deposition taken in same action, admissibility of, see Code of Civil Procedure
§ 2016(d)-(f) ; Penal Code §§ 1345, 1362

§ 1203. Cross-examination of hearsay declarant

1203. (a) The declarant of a statement that is admitted as
hearsay evidence may be called and examined by any adverse
party as if under cross-examination concerning the statement.
(b) This section is not applicable if the declarant is (1) a
party, (2) a person identified with a party within the meaning
of subdivision (d) of Section 776, or (3) a witness who has
testified in the action concerning the statement.
(c) This section is not applicable if the statement is one
described in Article 1 (commencing with Section 1220), Article 3 (commencing with Section 1235), or Article 10 (commencing with Section 1300) of Chapter 2 of this division.
(d) A statement that is otherwise admissible as hearsay evidence is not made inadmissible by this section because the declarant who made the statement is unavailable for examination
pursuant to this section.
Comment, Hearsay evidence is generally excluded because the declarant was not in court and not subject to cross-examination before
the trier of fact when he made the statement. People v. Bob, 29 Cal.2d
321, 325, 175 P.2d 12, 15 (1946).
In some situations, hearsay evidence is admitted because there is
either some exceptional need for the evidence or some circumstantial
probability of its trustworthiness, or both. People v. Brust, 47 Cal.2d
776, 785, 306 P.2d 480, 484 (1957) ; Turney v. Sousa, 146 Cal. App.2d
787, 791, 304 P.2d 1025, 1027-1028 (1956). Even though it may be
necessary or desirable to permit certain hearsay evidence to be admitted despite the fact that the adverse party had no opportunity to
cross-examine the declarant when the hearsay statement was made,
there seems to be no reason to prohibit the adverse party from crossexamining the declarant concerning the statement. The policy in favor
of cross-examination that underlies the hearsay rule, therefore, indicates that the adverse party should be accorded the right to call the
declarant of a statement received in evidence and to cross-examine him
concerning his statement.
Section 1203, therefore, reverses (insofar as a hearsay declarant is
concerned) the traditional rule that a witness called by a party is a
witness for that party and may not be cross-examined by him. Because
a hearsay declarant is in practical effect a witness against the party
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against whom his hearsay statement is admitted, Section 1203 gives
that party the right to call and cross-examine the hearsay declarant
concerning the subject matter of the hearsay statement just as he has
the right to cross-examine the witnesses who appear personally and
testify against him at the trial.
Subdivisions (b) and (c) make Section 1203 inapplicable in certain
situations where it would be inappropriate to permit a party to examine a hearsay declarant as if under cross-examination. Thus, for example, subdivision (b) does not permit counsel for a party to examine
his own client as if under cross-examination merely because a hearsay
statement of his client has been admitted; and, because a party should
not have the right to cross-examine his own witness merely because the
adverse party has introduced a hearsay statement of the witness, witnesses who have testified in the action concerning the statement are not
subject to examination under Section 1203.
Subdivision (d) makes it clear that the unavailability of a hearsay
declarant for examination under Section 1203 has no effect on the admissibility of his hearsay statements. The subdivision forestalls any
argument that availability of the declarant for examination under Section 1203 is an additional condition of admissibility for hearsay evidence.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Action, see § 105
Declarant, see § 135
Hearsay evidence, see § 1200
Statement, see § 225
Examination of witnesses, method and scope, see §§ 760.-778
Offer of proof unnecessary on cross-examination, see § 354
Similar provision:
Person upon whose statement an expert bases his opinion, examination as if under
cross-examination, see § 804

§ 1204. Hearsay statement offered against criminal defendant

1204. A statement that is otherwise admissible as hearsay
evidence is inadmissible against the defendant in a criminal
action if the statement was made, either by the defendant or
by another, under such circumstances that it is inadmissible
against the defendant under the Constitution of the United
States or the State of California.
Comment. Section 1204 is a statutory recognition that hearsay evidence that fits within an exception to the hearsay rule may nonetheless
be inadmissible under the Constitution of the United States or the Constitution of California. Thus, Section 1220, which creates an exception
for the statements of a party, is subject to the constitutional rule excluding evidence of involuntary confessions against a criminal defendant.
In People v. Underwood, 61 Cal.2d ___ , 37 Cal. Rptr. 313, 389 P.2d
937 (1964), the California Supreme Court held that a prior inconsistent statement of a witness could not be introduced to impeach him
in a criminal action when the statement would have been inadmissible
as an involuntary confession if the witness had been the defendant.
To the extent that the Underwood decision is based on constitutional
principles, its effect is continued by Section 1204 and its principle is
made applicable to all hearsay statements.
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CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Criminal action, see § 130
Hearsay evidence, see § 1200
Statement, see § 225

§ 1205. No implied repeal

1205. Nothing in this division shall be construed to repeal
by implication any other statute relating to hearsay evidence.
Comment. Although some of the statutes providing for the admission
of hearsay evidence will be repealed when the Evidence Code is enacted, a number of statutes will remain in the various codes. For the
most part, these statutes are narrowly drawn to make a particular type
of hearsay evidence admissible under specifically limited circumstances.
To assure the continued validity of these provisions, Section 1205 states
that they will not be impliedly repealed by the enactment of the Evidence Code.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Hearsay evidence, see § 1200
Statute, see § 230

CHAPTER 2.

EXCEPTIONS TO THE HEARSAY RULE

Article 1.

Confessions and Admissions

§ 1220. Admission of party

1220. Evidence of a statement is not made inadmissible
by the hearsay rule when offered against the declarant in an
action to which he is a party in either his individual or representative capacity, regardless of whether the statement was
made in his individual or representative capacity.
Comment. Section 1220 states existing law as found in subdivision 2
of Section 1870 of the Code of Civil Procedure. The rationale underlying this exception is that the party cannot object to the lack of the
right to cross-examine the declarant since the party himself made the
statement. Moreover, the party can cross-examine the witness who testifies to the party's statement and can explain or deny the purported admission. The statement need not be one which would be admissible if
made at the hearing. See Shields v. Oxnard Harbor Dist., 46 Cal.
App.2d 477,116 P.2d 121 (1941).
In a criminal action, a defendant's statement is not admissible under
this section unless it was made voluntarily. EVIDENCE CODE § 1204.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Admission made during compromise negotiations, see §§ 1152, 1154
Confession of defendant in criminal action, see §§ 402, 405, 1204
Definitions:
Action, see § 105
Declarant, see § 135
Evidence, see § 140
Statement, see § 225
Hearsay rule, see § 1200
Nolo contendere plea, see Penal Code § 1016
Withdrawn plea of guilty, or offer to plead guilty, see § 1153; Penal Code § 1192.4
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§ 1221. Adoptive admission

1221. Evidence of a statement offered against a party is not
made inadmissible by the hearsay rule if the statement is one
of which the party, with knowledge of the content thereof, has
by words or other conduct manifested his adoption or his belief
in its truth.
Comment. Section 1221 restates an exception found in subdivision 3
of Section 1870 of the Code of Civil Procedure.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Admissibility against criminal defendant, see § 1204
Admission made during compromise negotiations, see §§ 1152, 1154
Definitions:
Conduct, see § 125
Evidence, see § 140
Statement, see § 225
Hearsay rule, see § 1200
Partner's admission, see Corporations Code § 15011

§ 1222. Authorized admission

1222. Evidence of a statement offered against a party is not
made inadmissible by the hearsay rule if:
(a) The statement was made by a person authorized by the
party to make a statement or statements for him concerning
the subject matter of the statement; and
(b) The evidence is offered either after admission of evidence sufficient to sustain a finding of such authority or, in
the court's discretion as to the order of proof, subject to the
admission of such evidence.
Comment. Section 1222 provides a hearsay exception for authorized
admissions. Under this exception, if a party authorized an agent to
make statements on his behalf, such statements may be introduced
against the party under the same conditions as if they had been made
by the party himself. The authority of the declarant to make the statement need not be express; it may be implied. It is to be determined in
each case under the substantive law of agency. Section 1222 restates
an exception found in the first portion of subdivision 5 of Section 1870
of the Code of Civil Procedure. See Tentative Recommendation and a
Study Relating to the Uniform Rules of Evidence (Article VIII. Hearsay Evidence), 6 CAL. LAW REVISION COMM'N, REP., REC. & STUDIES
Appendix at 484-490 (1964).
CROSS-REFERENCES
Admissibility against criminal defendant, see § 1204
Admission made during compromise negotiations, see §§ 1152, 1154
Definitions:
Evidence, see § 140
Statement, see § 225
Hearsay rule, see § 1200
Order of proof, see § 320
Partner's admission, see Corporations Code § 15011

§ 1223. Admission of co-conspirator

1223. Evidence of a statement offered against a party is not
made inadmissible by the hearsay rule if :
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(a) The statement was made by the declarant while participating in a conspiracy tp commit a crime or civil wrong and in
furtherance of the objective of that conspiracy;
(b) The statement was made prior to or during the time
that the party was participating in that conspiracy; and
(c) The evidence is offered either after admission of evidence sufficient to sustain a finding of the facts specified in
subdivisions (a) and (b) or, in the court's discretion as to the
order of proof, subject to the admission of such evidence.
Comment. Section 1223 is a specific example of a kind of authorized
admission that is admissible under Section 1222. The statement is admitted because it is an act of the conspiracy for which the party, as a
co-conspirator, is legally responsible. People v. Lorraine, 90 Cal. App.
317, 327, 265 Pac. 893, 897 (1928). See CALIFORNIA CRIMINAL LAW
PRACTICE 471-472 (Cal. Cont. Ed. Bar 1964). Section 1223 restates an
exception found in subdivision 6 of Section 1870 of the Code of Civil
Procedure.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Admissibility against criminal defendant, see § 1204
Definitions:
Declarant, see § 135
Evidence, see § 140
Statement, see § 225
Hearsay rule, see § 1200
Order of proof, see § 320

§ 1224. Statement of declarant whose liability or breach of duty is in issue

1224. When the liability, obligation, or duty of a party to
a civil action is based in whole or in part upon the liability,
obligation, or duty of the declarant, or when the claim or right
asserted by a party to a civil action is barred or diminished by
a breach of duty by the declarant, evidence of a statement
made by the declarant is as admissible against the party as it
would be if offered against the declarant in an action involving
that liability, obligation, duty, or breach of duty.
Comment. Section 1224 restates in substance a hearsay exception
found in Code of Civil Procedure Section 1851 (superseded by Evidence Code Sections 1224 and 1302). See Butte County v. Morgan, 76
Cal. 1, 18 Pac. 115 (1888); Ingram v. Bob Jaffe Co., 139 Cal. App.2d
193,293 P.2d 132 (1956) ; Standard Oil Co. v. Houser, 101 Cal. App.2d
480, 225 P.2d 539 (1950). Section 1224, however, limits this hearsay
exception to civil actions. Much of the evidence within this exception
is also covered by Section 1230, which makes declarations against interest admissible. However, to be admissible under Section 1230, the
statement must have been against the declarant's interest when made;
this requirement is not stated in Section 1224.
Code of Civil Procedure Section 1851 provides for the admission of
a declarant's statements in an action where the liability of the party
against whom the statements are offered is based on the declarant's
breach of duty. Butte County v. Morgan, 76 Cal. 1, 18 Pac. 115 (1888) ;
Nye &; Nissen v. Central etc. Ins. Corp., 71 Cal. App.2d 570, 163 P.2d
100 (1945). Section 1224 of the Evidence Code refers specifically to
"breach of duty" in order to admit statements of a declarant whose
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breach of duty is in issue without regard to whether that breach gives
rise to a liability of the party against whom the statements are offered
or merely defeats a right being asserted by that party. For example,
in Ingram v. Bob Jaffe Co., 139 Cal. App.2d 193,293 P.2d 132 (1956),
a statement of a person permitted to operate a vehicle was admitted
against the owner of the vehicle in an action seeking to hold the owner
liable on the derivative liability of vehicle owners established by Vehicle Code Section 17150. Under Section 1224, the statement of the
declarant would also be admissible against the owner in an action
brought by the Owner to recover for damage to his vehicle where the
defense is based on the contributory negligence of the declarant.
Section 1302 supplements the rule stated in Section 1224. Section
1302 creates an exception for judgments against a third person when
one of the issues between the parties is the liability, obligation, or
duty of the third person and the judgment determines that liability,
obligation, or duty. Together, Sections 1224 and 1302 codify the holdings of the cases applying Code of Civil Procedure Section 1851. See
Tentative Recommendation and a Study Relating to the Uniform
Rules of Evidence (Article VIII. Hearsay Evidence), 6 CAL. LAW
REVISION COMM'N, REP., REC. & STUDIES Appendix at 491-496 (1964).
CROSS-REFERENCES
Admission made during compromise negotiations, see §§ 1152, 1154
Definitions:
Action, see § 105
Civil action, see § 120
Declarant, see § 135
Evidence, see § 140
Statement, see § 225
Partner'ji admission, see Corporations Code § 15011

§ 1225. Statement of declarant whose right or title is in issue

1225. When a right, title, or interest in any property or
claim asserted by a party to a civil action requires a determination that a right, title, or interest exists or existed in the declarant, evidence of a statement made by the declarant during
the time the party now claims the declarant was the holder
of the right, title, or interest is as admissible against the party
as it would be if offered agaim;t the declarant in an action
involving that right, title, or interest.
Comment. Section 1225 expresses a common law exception to the
hearsay rule that is recognized in part in Section 1849 of the Code of
Civil Procedure. Section 1849 (which is superseded by Section 1225)
permits the statements of predecessors in interest of real property to
be admitted against the successors; however, the California cases follow the general rule of permitting predecessors' statements to be admitted against successors of either real or personal property. Smith v.
Goethe, 159 Cal. 628, 115 Pac. 223 (1911); 4 WIGMORE, EVIDENCE
§ 1082 et seq. (3d ed. 1940).
It should be noted that "statements made before title accrued in the
declarant will not be receivable. On the other hand, the time of divestiture, after which no statements could be treated as admissions, is the
time when the party against whom they are offered has by his own
hypothesis acquired the title; thus, in a suit, for example, between A's
heir and A's grantee, A's statements at any time before his death are
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receivable ag'ainst the heir; but only his statements before the grant
are receivable against the grantee." 4 WIGMORE, EVIDENCE § 1082 at
153 (3d ed. 1940).
Despite the limitations of Section 1225, some statements of a grantor
made after di.vestiture of title will be admissible; but another theory
of admissibility must be found. For example, later statements of his
state of mind may be admissible on the issue of his intent. EVIDENCE
CODE §§ 1250 and 1251. Where it is claimed that a conveyance was in
fraud of creditors, the later statements of the grantor may be admissible not as hearsay but as evidence of the fraud itself (cf. Bush &
Mallett Co. v. Helbing, 134 Cal. 676, 66 Pac. 967 (1901)) or as declarations of a co-conspirator in the fraud (cf. McGee v. Allen, 7 Ca1.2d 468,
60 P.2d 1026 (1936)). See generally 4 WIGMORE, EVIDENCE § 1086 (3d
ed.1940).
Section 1225 supplements the rule provided in Section 1224. Under
Section 1224, for example, a party suing an executor on an obligation
incurred by the decedent prior to his death may introduce admissions
of the decedent. Similarly, under Section 1225, a party sued by an
executor on an obligation claimed to have been owed to the decedent
may introduce admissions of the decedent.
CRQSS-REFERENCES
Admission made during compromise negotiations, see §§ 1152, 1154
Definitions:
Action, see § 105
Civil action, see § 120
Declarant, see § 135
Evidence, see § 140
Property, see § 185
Statement, see § 225
Partner's admission, see Corporations Code § 15011

§ 1226. Statement of minor child in parent's action for child's injury

1226. Evidence of a statement by a minor child is not made
inadmissible by the hearsay rule if offered against the plaintiff
in an action brought under Section 376 of the Code of Civil
Procedure for injury to such minor child.
Comment. See the Comment to Section 1227.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Admission made during compromise negotiations, see §§ 1152, 1154
Definitions:
Evidence, see § 140
Statement, see § 225
Hearsay rule, see § 1200

§ 1227. Statement of declarant in action for his wrongful death

1227. Evidence of a statement by the deceased is not made
inadmissible by the hearsay rule if offered against the plaintiff
in an action brought under Section 377 of the Code of Civil
Procedure.
Comment. Under existing law, an admission by a decedent is not admissible against his heirs or representatives in a wrongful death action
brought by them. Marks v. Reissinger, 35 Cal. App. 44, 169 Pac. 243
(1917). Cf. Hedge v. Williams, 131 Cal. 455, 63 Pac. 721 (1901). The
reason is that the action is a new action, not merely a survival of the
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decedent's action. This rule has been severely criticized and is contrary to the rule adopted by most American courts. Carr v. Duncan,
90 Cal. App.2d 282, 285,202 P.2d 855, 856 (1949).
Under Section 1224, the admissions of a decedent are admissible to
establish the liability of his executor. Similarly, when the executor
brings an action for the decedent's death under Code of Civil Procedure Section 377, the defendant should be permitted to introduce the
admissions of the decedent. Without Section 1227, in an action between
two executors arising out of an accident which was fatal to both participants, the plaintiff executor would be able to introduce admissions
of the defendant's decedent, but the defending executor would be unable to introduce admissions of the plaintiff's decedent.
Section 1227 changes the rule announced in the California cases and
makes the admissions of the decedent admissible in wrongful death
actions. Section 1226 provides a similar rule for the analogous cases
arising under Code of Civil Procedure Section 376 (action by parent of
injured child).
Section 1227 recognizes that, in an action brought under Code of
Civil Procedure Section 377, the only reason for treating the admissions of a plaintiff's decedent differently from tlwse of a defendant's
decedent is a technical procedural rule. The plaintiff in a wrongful
death action-and the parent of an injured child in an action under
Code of Civil Procedure Section 376-stands in reality so completely
on the right of the deceased or injured person that such person's admissions should be admitted against the plaintiff, even though (as a
technical matter) the plaintiff is asserting an independent right.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Admission made during compromise negotiations, see §§ 1152, 1154
Definitions:
Evidence, see § 140
Statement, see § 225
Hearsay rule, see § 1200

Article 2.

Declarations Against Interest

§ 1230. Declaration against interest

1230. Evidence of a statement by a declarant having sufficient knowledge of the subject is not made inadmissible by the
hearsay rule if the statement, when made, was so far contrary
to the declarant's pecuniary or proprietary interest, or so far
subjected him to the risk of civil or criminal liability, or so far
tended to render invalid a claim by him against another, or
created such a risk of making him an object of hatred, ridicule,
or social disgrace in the community, that a reasonable man in
his position would not have made the statement unless he believed it to be true.
Comment. Section 1230 codifies the hearsay exception for declarations against interest as that exception has been developed by the California courts (People v. Spriggs, 60 Cal.2d 868, 36 Cal. Rptr. 841, 389
P.2d 377 (1964» and possibly expands the exception, for it is not
clear whether the existing exception for declarations against interest
applies to statements that make the declarant an object of hatred,
ridicule, or social disgrace in the community.
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Section 1230 supersedes the partial and inaccurate statements of the
exception for declarations against interest found in Code of Civil Procedure Sections 1853, 1870 (4), and 1946 (1). See People v. Spriggs,
60 Cal.2d 868, 871-872, 36 Cal. Rptr. 841, 844-845, 389 P.2d 377, 380381 (1964). The requirement that the declarant have "sufficient knowledge of the subject" continues the similar common law requirement
stated in Code of Civil Procedure Section 1853 that the declarant must
have had some peculiar means-such as personal observation-for obtaining accurate knowledge of the matter stated. See 5 WIGMORE, EVIDENCE § 1471 (3d ed. 1940).
CROSS-REFERENCES
Admissibility against criminal defendant, see § 1204
Definitions:
Declarant, see § 135
Evidence,. see § 140
Statement, see § 225
Hearsay rule, see § 1200
Withdrawn plea of guilty, or offer to plead guilty, see § 1153; Penal Code § 1192.4

Article 3.

Statements of Witnesses

§ 1235. Inconsistent statement

1235. Evidence of a statement made by a witness is not
made inadmissible by the hearsay rule if the statement is inconsistent with his testimony at the hearing and is offered in
compliance with Section 770.
Comment. Under existing law, when a prior statement of a witness
that is inconsistent with his testimony at the trial is admitted in evidence, it may not be used as evidence of the truth of the matters stated.
Because of the hearsay rule, a witness' prior inconsistent statement
may be used only to discredit his testimony given at the trial. Albert v.
McKay &7 Co., 174 Cal. 451, 456, 163 Pac. 666, 668 (1917).
Because a witness' inconsistent statement is not substantive evidence,
the courts do not permit a party-even when surprised by the testimony
-to impeach his own witness with inconsistent statements if the witness' testimony at the trial has not damaged the party's case in any
way. Evidence tending only to discredit the witness is irrelevant and
immaterial when the witness has not given damaging testimony. People
v. Crespi, 115 Cal. 50, 46 Pac. 863 (1896); People v. Mitchell, 94 Cal.
550, 29 Pac. 1106 (1892) ; People v. Brown, 81 Cal. App. 226, 253 Pac.
735 (1927).
Section 1235 permits an inconsistent statement of a witness to be
used as substantive evidence if the statement is otherwise admissible
under the conditions specified in Section 77O-which do not include
surprise on the part of the party calling the witness if he is the party
offering the inconsistent statement. Because Section 1235 permits a
witness' inconsistent statements to be considered as evidence of the
matters stated and not merely as evidence casting discredit on the
witness, it follows that a party may introduce evidence of inconsistent
statements of his own witness whether or not the witness gave damaging testimony and whether or not the party was surprised by the testimony, for such evidence is no longer irrelevant (and, hence, inadmissible) .
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Section 1235 admits inconsistent statements of witnesses becanse the
dangers against which the hearsay rule is designed to protect are largely
nonexistent. The declarant is in court and may be examined and crossexamined in regard to his statements and their subject matter. In many
cases, the inconsistent statement is more likely to be true than the
testimony of the witness at the trial because it was made nearer in time
to the matter to which it relates and is less likely to be influenced by
the controversy that gave rise to the litigation. The trier of fact has
the declarant before it and can observe his demeanor and the nature of
his testimony as he denies or tries to explain away the inconsistency.
Hence, it is in as good a position to determine the truth or falsity of
the prior statement as it is to determine the truth or falsity of the
inconsistent testimony given in court. Moreover, Section 1235 will provide a party with desirable protection against the "turncoat" witness
who changes his story on the stand and deprives the party calling him
of evidence essential to his case.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Admissibility of extrinsic evi.lence of inconsistent statement, see § 770
Credibility of witnesses, see §§ 780, 785
Definitions:
Evidence, see § 140
Hearing, see § 145
Statement, see § 225
Examination of witness regarding inconsistent statement, see §§ 768, 769
Hearsay rule, see § 1200

§ 1236. Prior consistent stc-tement

1236. Evidence of a statement previously made by a witness is not mad e inadmissible by the hearsay rule if the statement is consistent with his testimony at the hearing and is
offered in compliance with Section 791.
Comment. Under existing law, a prior statement of a witness that is
consistent with his testimony at the trial is admissible under certain
conditions when the credibiiity of the witness has been attacked. The
statement is admitted, however, only to rehabilitate the witness-to
support his credibility-and not as evidence of the truth of the matter
stated. People v. Kynette, 15 Ca1.2d 731, 753-754, 104 P.2d 794, 805-806
(1940) (overruled on other grounds in People v. Snyder, 50 Ca1.2d 190,
197,324 P.2d 1,6 (1958)).
Section 1236, however, permits a prior consistent statement of a witness to be used as substantive evidence if the statement is otherwise
admissible under the rules relating to the rehabilitation of impeached
witnesses. See EVIDENCE CODE § 791.
There is no reason to perpetuate the subtle distinction made in the
cases. It is not realistic to expect a jury to understand that it cannot
believe that a witness was telling the truth on a former occasion even
though it believes that the same story given at the hearing is true.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Admissibility of evidence of prior consisteut statement, see § 791
Credibility of witnesses, see §§ 780, 785
Definitions:
Evidence, see § 140
Hearing, see § 145
Statement, see § 225
Hearsay rule, see § 1200
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§ 1237. Past recollection recorded

1237. Evidence of a statement previously made by a witness is not made inadmissible by the hearsay rule if the statement would have been admissible if made by him while
testifying, the statement concerns a matter as to which the
witness has insufficient present recollection to enable him to
testify fully and accurately, and the statement is contained
in a writing which:
(a) Was made at a time when the fact recorded in the writing actually occurred or was fresh in the witness' memory;
(b) Was made (1) by the witness himself or under his direction or (2) by some other person for the purpose of recording the witness' statement at the time it was made;
(c) Is offered after the witness testifies that the statement
he made was a true statement of such fact; and
(d) Is offered after the writing is authenticated as an accurate record of the statement.
Comment. Section 1237 provides a hearsay exception for what is
usually referred to as "past recollection recorded." Although the provisions of Section 1237 are taken largely from the provisions of Section
2047 of the Code of Civil Procedure, there are some substantive differences between Section 1237 and existing law.
First, existing law requires that a foundation be laid for the admission of such evidence by showing (1) that the writing recording the
statement was made by the witness or under his direction, (2) that the
writing was made at the time when the fact recorded in the writing
actually occurred or at another time when the fact was fresh in the
witness' memory, and (3) that the witness "knew that the same was
-correctly stated in the writing." Under Section 1237, however, the
writing may be made not only by the witnef-s himself or under his
direction but also by some other person for the purpose of recording
the witness' statement at the time it was made. In addition, Section 1237
permits testimony of the person who recorded the statement to be used to
establish that the writing is a correct record of the statement. Sufficient
assurance of the trustworthiness of the statement is provided if the
declarant is available to testify that he made a true statement and if
the person who recorded the statement is available to testify that he
accurately recorded the statement.
Second, under Section 1237 the writing embodying the statement
is itself admissible in evidence. Under present law, the declarant reads
the writing on the witness stand; the writing is not otherwise made
a part of the record unless it is offered in evidence by the adverse
party.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Authentication of writings, see §§ 1400-1454
Definitions:
Authentication, see § 1400
Evidence, see § 140
Statement, see § 225
Writing, see § 250
Hearsay rule, see § 1200
Inspection of wrJting shown to witness, see § 768
Refreshing recollection with a writing, see § 771
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§ 1238. Prior identification

1238. Evidence of a statement previously made by a witness is not made inadmissible by the hearsay rule if the statement would have been admissible if made by him while
testifying and:
(a) The statement is an identification of a party or another
as a person who participated in a crime or other occurrence·;
(b) The statement was made at a time when the crime or
other occurrence was fresh in the witness' memory; and
(c) The evidence of the statement is offered after the witness testifies that he made the identification and that it was a
true reflection of his opinion at that time.
Comment. Under Section 1235, evidence of a prior identification is
admissible if the witness denies having made the prior identification
or in any other way testifies inconsistently with the prior statement.
Under Section 1238, evidence of a prior identification is admissible if
the witness admits the prior identification and vouches for its accuracy.
Sections 1235 and 1238 codify exceptions to the hearsay rule similar
to that which was recognized in People v. Gould, 54 Cal.2d 621, 7 Cal.
Rptr. 273, 354 P.2d 865 (1960). In the Gould case, evidence of a prior
identification made by a witness who could not repeat the identification
at the trial was held admissible "because the earlier identification has
greater probative value than an identification made in the courtroom
after the suggestions of others and the circumstances of the trial may
have intervened to create a fancied recognition in the witness' mind.
[Citations omitted.] The failure of the witness to repeat the extrajudicial identification in court does not destroy its probative value,
for such failure may be explained by loss of memory or other circumstances. [Moreover,] the principal danger of admitting hearsay evidence is not present since the witness is available at the trial for crossexamination." 54 Cal.2d at 626, 7 Cal. Rptr. at 275, 354 P.2d at 867.
As there was no discussion in the Gould opinion of the preliminary
showing necessary to warrant admission of evidence of a prior identification, it cannot be determined whether Sections 1235 and 1238 modify
the law as declared in that case.
Sections 1235 and 1238 deal only with the admissibility of evidence;
they do not determine what constitutes evidence 'sufficient to sustain
a verdict or finding. Hence, these sections have no effect on the holding
of the Gould case that evidence of an extrajUdicial identification that
cannot be confirmed by an identification at the trial is insufficient to
sustain a criminal conviction in the absence of other evidence tending
to connect the defendant with the crime.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Admissibility of prior consistent statements, see § 791
Definitions:
Evidence, see § 140
Statement, see § 225
Hearsay rule, see § 1200
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Spontaneous, Contemporaneous, and Dying Declarations

§ 1240. Spontaneous statement

1240. Evidence of a statement is not made inadmissible by
the hearsay rule if the statement:
(a) Purports to narrate, describe, or explain an act, condition, or event perceived by the declarant; and
(b) Was made spontaneously while the declarant was under
the stress of excitement caused by such perception.
Comment. Section 1240 is a codification of the existing exception to
the hearsay rule for statements made spontaneously under the stress
of excitement engendered by the event to which they relate. Showalter
v. Western Pacific R.R., 16 Ca1.2d 460,106 P.2d 895 (1940). See Tentative Recommendation and a Study Relating to the Uniform Rules of
Evidence (Article VIII. Hearsay Evidence), 6 CAL. LAW REVISION
COMM'N, REP., REC. & STUDIES Appendix at 465-466 (1964). The rationale of this exception is that the spontaneity of such statements and
the consequent lack of opportunity for reflection and deliberate fabrication provide an adequate guarantee of their trustworthiness.
Definitions:
Declarant, see § 135
Evidence, see § 140
Perceive, see § 170
Statement, see § 225
Hearsay rule, see § 1200

CROSS-REFERENCES

§ 1241. Contemporaneous statement

1241. Evidence of a statement is not made inadmissible by
the hearsay rule if the declarant is unavailable as a witness
and the statement:
(a) Purports to narrate, describe, or explain an act, condition, or event perceived by the declarant; and
(b) Was made while the declarant was perceiving the act,
condition, or event.
Comment. Under existing law, where a person's conduct or act is
relevant but is equivocal or ambiguous, the statements accompanying
it may be admitted to explain and make the act or conduct understandable. Sethman v. Bulkley, 9 Ca1.2d 21, 68 P.2d 961 (1937); Airola v.
Gorham, 56 Cal. App.2d 42, 133 P.2d 78 (1942); WITKIN, CALIFORNIA
EVIDENCE § 216 (1958). See also Turney v. Sousa, 146 Cal. App.2d 787,
304 P.2d 1025 (1956). The exception provided by Section 1241 covers
not only these statements but provides a hearsay exception for contemporaneous statements generally. Whether Section 1241 goes beyond
existing law cannot be determined. No California case in point has
been found. Elsewhere, the authorities are conflicting in their results
and confused in their reasoning because of their tendency to discuss
the problem only in terms of res gestae. See Tentative Recommendation
and a Study Relating to the Uniform Rules of Evidence (Article VIII.
Hearsay Evidence), 6 CAL. LAW REVISION COMM'N, REp., REo. &
STUDIES Appendix at 466-468 (1964). See also EVIDENCE CODE § 1250
and the Comment thereto.
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There is a need for the evidence made admissible under this section
because of the declarant's unavailability. The statements are sufficiently
trustworthy to be considered by the trier of fact for three reasons.
First, there is no problem concerning the declarant's memory because
the statement is simultaneous with the event. Second, there is little or
no time for calculated misstatement. Third, the statement is usually
made to one whose proximity provides an immediate opportunity to
check the accuracy of the statement in the light of the physical facts.
It should be emphasized that this exception applies only when there
is actual contemporaneousness; otherwise, the trustworthiness of the
statement becomes questionable.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Declarant, see § 135
Evidence, see § 140
Perceive, see § 170
Statement, see § 225
Unavailable as a witness, see § 240
Hearsay rule, see § 1200
State of mind to prove or explain conduct of declarant, see § 1250

§ 1242. Dying declaration

1242. Evidence of a statement made by a dying person
respecting the cause and circumstances of his death is not made
inadmissible by the hearsay rule if the statement was made
upon his personal knowledge and under a sense of immediately
impending death.
Comment. Section 1242 is a broadened form of the well-established
exception to the hearsay rule for dying declarations relating to the
cause and circumstances of the declarant's death. The existing lawCode of Civil Procedure Section 1870 (4) as interpreted by the courtsmakes such declarations admissible only in criminal homicide actions.
People v. Hall, 94 Cal. 595, 30 Pac. 7 (1892); Thrasher v. Board of
Medical Examiners, 44 Cal. App. 26, 185 Pac. 1006 (1919). For the
purpose of the admissibility of dying declarations, there is no rational
basis for differentiating between civil and criminal actions or among
various types of criminal actions. Hence, Section 1242 makes the exception applicable in all actions.
Under Section 1242, as under existing law, the dying declaration is
admissible only if the declarant made the statement on personal knowledge. People v. Wasson, 65 Cal. 538, 4 Pac. 555 (1884) ; People v. Taylor, 59 Cal. 640 (1881).
Definitions:
Evidence, see § 140
Statement, see § 225
Hearsay rule, see § 1200

Article 5.

CROSS-REFERENCES

Statements of Mental or Physical State

§ 1250. Statement of declarant's then existing mental or physical state

1250. (a) Subject to Section 1252, evidence of a statement
of the declarant's then existing state of mind, emotion, or
physical sensation (including a statement of intent, plan, mo-
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tive, design, mental feeling, pain, or bodily health) is not made
inadmissible by the hearsay rule when:
(1) The evidence is offered to prove the declarant's state
of mind, emotion, or physical sensation at that time or at any
other time when it is itself an issue in the action; or
(2) The evidence is offered to prove or explain acts or conduct of the declarant.
(b) This section does not make admissible evidence of a
statement of memory or belief to prove the fact remembered or
believed.
Comment. Section 1250 provides an exception to the hearsay rule for
statements of the declarant's then existing mental or physical state.
Under Section 1250, as under existing law, a statement of the declarant's state of mind at the time of the statement is admissible when the
then existing state of mind is itself an issue in the case. Adkins v. Brett,
184 Cal. 252, 193 Pac. 251 (1920). A statement of the declarant's then
existing state of mind is also admissible when relevant to show the
declarant's state of mind at a time prior or subsequent to the statement. Watenpaugh v. State Teachers' Retirement System, 51 Cal.2d
675, 336 P.2d 165 (1959); Whitlow v. Durst, 20 Cal.2d 523, 127 P.2d
530 (1942); EstCbte of Anderson, 185 Cal. 700, 198 Pac. 407 (1921);
Williams v. Kidd, 170 Cal. 631, 151 Pac. 1 (1915). Section 1250 also
makes a statement of then existing state of mind admissible to "prove
or explain acts or conduct of the declarant." Thus, a statement of the
declarant's intent to do certain acts is admissible to prove that he did
those acts. People v. Alcalde, 24 Cal.2d 177, 148 P.2d 627 (1944) ; Be.njamin v. District Grand Lodge No.4, 171 Cal. 260,152 Pac. 731 (1915).
Statements of then existing pain or other bodily condition also are
admissible to prove the existence of such condition. Bloomberg v. Laventhal, 179 Cal. 616, 178 Pac. 496 (1919); People v. Wright, 167 Cal. 1,
138 Pac. 349 (1914).
A statement is not admissible under Section 1250 if the statement
was made under circumstances indicating that the statement is not
trustworthy. See EVIDENCE CODE § 1252 and the Comment thereto.
In light of the definition of "hearsay evidence" in Section 1200, a
distinction should be noted between the use of a declarant's statements
of his then existing mental state to prove such mental state and the use
of a declarant's statements of other facts as circumstantial evidence of
his mental state. Under the Evidence Code, no hearsay problem is involved if the declarant's statements are not being used to prove the
truth of their contents but are being used as circumstantial evidence
of the declarant's mental state. See the Comment to Section 1200.
Section 1250 (b) does not permit a statement of memory or belief to
be used to prove the fact remembered or believed. This limitation is
necessary to preserve the hearsay rule. Any statement of a past event
is of course, a statement of the declarant's then existing state of mind
~his memory or belief-concerning the past event. If the evidence of
that state of mind-the statement of memory-were admissible to show
that the fact remembered or believed actually occurred, any statement
narrating a past event would be, by a process of circuitous reasoning,
admissible to prove that the event occurred.
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The limitation in Section 1250 (b) is generally in accord with the law
developed in the California cases. Thus, in Estate. of Anderson, 185 Cal.
700, 198 Pac. 407 (1921), a testatrix, after the execution of a will, declared, in effect, that the will had been made at an aunt's request; this
statement was held to be inadmissible hearsay "because it was merely
a declaration as to a past event and was not indicative of the condition
of mind of the testatrix at the time she made it." 185 Cal. at 720, 198
Pac. at 415 (1921).
A major exception to the principle expressed in Section 1250 (b) was
created in People v. Merkouris, 52 Cal.2d 672, 344 P.2d 1 (1959). That
case held that certain murder victims' statements relating threats by
the defendant were admissible to show the victims' mental state-their
fear of the defendant. Their fear was not itself an issue in the case, but
the court held that the fear was relevant to show that the defendant had
engaged in conduct engendering the fear, i.e., that the defendant had in
fact threatened them. That the defendant had threatened them was, of
course, relevant to show that the threats were carried out in the homicide. Thus, in effect, the court permitted the statements to be used to
prove the truth of the matters stated in them. In People v. Purvis, 56
Cal.2d 93, 13 Cal. Rptr. 801, 362 P.2d 713 (1961), the doctrine of the
Merkouris case was limited to cases where identity is an issue.
The doctrine of the M e.rkouris case is repudiated in Section 1250 (b)
because that doctrine undermines the hearsay rule itself. Other exceptions to the hearsay rule are based on some indicia of reliability peculiar to the evidence involved. People v. Brust, 47 Cal.2d 776, 785, 306
P.2d 480,484 (1957). The exception created by Merkouris is not based
on any probability of reliability; it is based on a rationale that destroys
the very foundation of the hearsay rule.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Action, see § 105
Conduct, see § 125
Declarant, see § 135
Evidence, see § 140
Proof, see § 190
Statement, see § 225
Hearsay rule, see § 1200

§ 1251. Statement of declarant's previously existing mental or physical state

1251. Subject to Section 1252, evidence of a statement of
the declarant's state of mind, emotion, or physical sensation
(including a statement of intent, plan, motive, design, mental
feeling, pain, or bodily health) at a time prior to the statement
is not made inadmissible by the hearsay rule if:
(a) The declarant is unavailable as a witness; and
(b) The evidence is offered to prove such prior state of
mind, emotion, or physical sensation when it is itself an issue
in the action and the evidence is not offered to prove any fact
other than such state of mind, emotion, or physical sensation.
Comment. Section 1250 forbids the use of a statement of memory or
belief to prove the fact remembered or believed. Section 1251, however,
permits a statement of memory or belief of a past mental or physical
state to be used to prove the previous mental or physical state when
the previous mental or physical state is itself an issue in the case. If
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the past mental or physical state is to be used merely as circumstantial
evidence of some other fact, the limitation in Section 1250 still applies
and the statement of the past mental state is inadmissible hearsay.
The rule stated in Section 1251 is consistent with the California case
law to the extent that it permits a statement of a prior mental state
to be used as evidence of that mental state. See, e.g., People v. One 1948
Chevrolet Conv. Coupe, 45 Cal.2d 613, 290 P.2d 538 (1955) (statement
of prior knowledge admitted to prove such knowledge) ; Kelly v. Bank
of America, 112 Cal. App.2d 388, 246 P.2d 92 (1952) (statement of
previous intent to retain title admitted to prove such intent). However, the California cases have held that statements of previous bodily
conditions and symptoms are inadmissible to prove the existence of such
conditions or symptoms, although they may be admitted as a basis for
an expert's opinion. People v. Brown, 49 Cal.2d 577,320 P.2d 5 (1958) ;
Willoughby v. Zylstra, 5 Cal. App.2d 297, 42 P.2d 685 (1935). Section
1251 eliminates the distinction between statements of previous menta]
conditions and statements of previous physical sensations; it permits
both to be admitted as evidence of the matters stated. Both kinds of
statements are equally SUbjective, and there is no reason to believe that
one kind is more unreliable than the other.
Section 1251 requires that the declarant be unavailable as a witness.
Some California cases seem to indicate that the unavailability of the
declarant is a necessary condition for the admission of his statements
to prove a previous state of mind. See, e.g., Whitlow v. Durst, 20 Cal.2d
523, 524, 127 P.2d 530, 531 (1942) (" declarations of a decedent"
admissible to show previous mental state) ; Kelly v. Bank of America,
112 Cal. App.2d 388, 246 P.2d 92 (1952). But other cases have admitted such statements without insisting on the declarant's unavailability. People v. One 1948 Chevrolet Conv. Coupe, 45 Cal.2d 613, 290
P .2d 538 (1955). Section 1251 requires a showing of the declarant's
unavailability because the statements involved are narrations of past
conditions. There is, therefore, a greater opportunity for the declarant
to remember inaccurately or even to fabricate. Hence, Section 1251
permits such statements to be admitted only when the declarant's unavailability necessitates reliance upon his out-of-court statements.
A statement is not admissible under Section 1251 if the statement was
made under circumstances indicating that the statement is not trustworthy. See EVIDENCE CODE § 1252 and the Comment thereto.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Action, see § 105
Declarant, see § 135
Evidence, see § 140
Proof, see § 190
Statement, see § 225
Unavailable as a witness, see § 240
Hearsay rule, see § 1200

§ 1252. Limitation on admissibility of statement of mental or physical state

1252. Evidence of a statement is inadmissible under this
article if the statement was made under circumstances such as
to indicate its lack of trustworthiness.
Comment. Section 1252 limits the admissibility of hearsay statements
that would otherwise be admissible under Sections 1250 and 1251. If
9-2H65
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a statement of mental or physical state was made with a motive to misrepresent or to manufacture evidence, the statement is not sufficiently
reliable to warrant its reception in evidence. The limitation expressed
in Section 1252 has been held to be a condition of admissibility in some
of the California cases. See, e.g., People v. Hamilton, 55 Cal.2d 881, 893,
895,13 Cal. Rptr. 649, 656, 657, 362 P.2d 473,480, 481 (1961) ; People
v. Alcalde, 24 Cal.2d 177, 187, 148 P.2d 627, 632 (1944).
The Hamilton case mentions some additional limitations on the admissibility of statements offered in a criminal action to prove the
declarant's mental state. These additional limitations do not appear in
the Evidence Code. In the Hamilton case, the court was concerned with
a murder victim's statements that she was afraid of the accused, that
the accused had threatened to kill her, and that the accused had beaten
her. The statements were ostensibly offered to prove that the victim
feared the accused and, therefore, to cast doubt on the accused's testimony that the victim had invited him to her house on the night of the
murder. As the case was tried, however, the victim's declarations were
used repeatedly in argument as a basis for the prosecution's claim that
the beatings actually occurred, that the threats were actually made,
and that the threats were carried out in the murder.
The court said that "testimony as to the 'state of mind' of the declarant . . . is admissible, but only when such testimony refers to
threats as to future conduct on the part of the accused ... and when
[such declarations] show primarily the then state of mind of the declarant and not the state of mind of the accused. But ... such testimony is not admissible if it refers solely to alleged past conduct on
the part of the accused." 55 Cal.2d at 893-894, 13 Cal. Rptr. at 656,
362 P.2d at 480.
These additional limitations on the admissibility of state of mind
evidence are not mentioned in the Evidence Code for two reasons.
First, they are confusing and contradictory: The declarations are inadmissible if they refer to past conduct of the accused; nevertheless, they
are admissible "only" when they refer to his past conduct, i.e., his
threats. The declarations, to be admissible, must show primarily the
state of mind of the declarant and not the state of mind of the accused;
nevertheless, such declarations are admissible "only" if they refer to
the accused's statements of his state of mind, i.e., his intent to do
future harm to the victim.
Second, these additional limitations are unnecessary. Section 1200
makes it clear that statements of past events cannot be used to prove
those events unless they fall within an exception to the hearsay rule;
and Sections 1250 and 1251 make it clear that statements of a declarant's past state of mind may be used to prove only that state of
mind and no other fact. The real problem in the Hamilton case was
the fact that much of the evidence was offered ostensibly not as hearsay
but as circumstantial evidence of the victim's fear (see Section 1200
and the Comment thereto) ; but the prosecution endeavored nevertheless
to have the jury consider the evidence as hearsay evidence, i.e., as evidence that the events related actually occurred. Evidence Code Section
352 provides the judge with ample power to exclude evidence of this
sort where its prejudicial effect outweighs its probative value. But,
under Section 352, the judge must weigh the need for the evidence
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against the danger of its misuse in each case. The Evidence Code does
not freeze the courts to the arbitrary and contradictory standards mentioned in the Hamilton case for determining when prejudicial effect
outweighs probative value.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Evidence, see § 140
Statement, see § 225
Similar provisions, see §§ 1260, 1310, 1311, 1323

Article 6.

Statements Relating to Wills and to Claims Against Estates

§ 1260. Statement concerning declarant's will

1260. (a) Evidence of a statement made by a declarant
who is unavailable as a witness that he has or has not made a
will, or has or has not revoked his will, or that identifies his
will, is not made inadmissible by the hearsay rule.
(b) Evidence of a statement is inadmissible under this section if the statement was made under circumstances such as to
indicate its lack of trustworthiness.
Comment. Section 1260 codifies an exception recognized in California
case law. Estate of Morrison, 198 Cal. 1, 242 Pac. 939 (1926) ; Estate of
Thompson, 44 Cal. App.2d 774, 112 P.2d 937 (1941). The section is,
of course, subject to the provisions of Probate Code Sections 35U and
351 which relate to the establishment of a lost or destroyed will.
The limitation in subdivision (b) is not mentioned in the few court
decisions involving this exception. The limitation is desirable, however,
to assure the reliability of the hearsay that is admissible under this
section.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Declarant, see § 135
Evidence, see § 140
Statement, see § 225
Unavailable as a witness, see § 240
Establishment of lost or destroyed will, see Probate Code §§ 350,351
HearEay rule, see § 1200
Oral declarations of testator as to his intent, see Probate Code § 105
Trustworthiness requirement, similar provisions, see §§ 1252, 1310, 1311, 1323

§ 1261. Statement of decedent offered in action against his estate

1261. Evidence of a statement is not made inadmissible by
the hearsay rule when offered in an action upon a claim or demand against the estate of the declarant if the statement was:
(a) Made upon the personal knowledge of the declarant at
a time when the matter had been recently perceived by him
and while his recollection was clear; and
(b) Made under circumstances such as to indicate its trustworthiness.
Comment. The dead man statute (subdivision 3 of Section 1880 of
of the Code of Civil Procedure) prohibits a party who sues on a claim
against a decedent's estate from testifying to any fact occurring prior
to the decedent's death. The theory apparently underlying the statute
is that it would be unfair to permit the surviving claimant to testify
to such facts when the decedent is precluded by his death from doing
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SO. To balance the positions of the parties, the living may not speak
because the dead cannot.
The dead man statute operates unsatisfactorily. It prohibits testimony concerning matters of which the decedent had no knowledge
and, hence, to which he could not have testified even if he had survived.
It operates unevenly since it does not prohibit testimony relating to
claims under, as distinguished from claims against, the decedent's estate even though the effect of such a claim may be to frustrate the decedent's plan for the disposition of his property. See the Law Revision
Commission's Comment to Code of Civil Procedure Section 1880 and 1
CAL. LAW REVISION COMM'N, REP., REC. & STUDIES, Recommendation
and Study Relating to the Dead Man Statute at D-1 (1957). The dead
man statute excludes otherwise relevant and competent evidence-even
if it is the only available evidence-and frequently this forces the
courts to decide cases with a minimum of information concerning the
actual facts. See the Supreme Court's complaint in Light v. Stevens,
159 Cal. 288, 292, 113 Pac. 659, 660 (1911) (" Owing to the fact that
the lips of one of the parties to the transaction are closed by death
and those of the other party by the law, the evidence on this question
is somewhat unsatisfactory."). Hence, the dead man statute is not
continued in the Evidence Code.
Under the Evidence Code, the positions of the parties are balanced by
thr()wing more light, not less, on the actual facts. Repeal of the dead
man statute permits the claimant to testify without restriction. To
balance this advantage, Section 1261 permits hearsay evidence of the
decedent's statements to be admitted. Certain safeguards--i.e., personal
knowledge, recent perception, and circumstantial evidence of trustworthiness-are included in the section to provide some protection for
the party against whom the statements are offered, for he has no opportunity to test the hearsay by cross-examination.

CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Action, see § 105
Declarant, see § 135
Evidence, see § 140
Perceive, see § 170
Statement, see § 225
Evidence confined to personal knowledge, see § 702
Hearsay rule, see § 1200

Article 7.

Business Records

§ 1270. "A business"

1270. As used in this article, "a business" includes every
kind of business, governmental activity, profession, occupation,
calling, or operation of institutions, whether carried on for
profit or not.
Comment. This article restates and supersedes the Uniform Business
Records as Evidence Act appearing in Sections 1953e through 1953h
of the Code of Civil Procedure. The definition of "a business" in Section 1270 is SUbstantially the same as that appearing in Code of Civil
Procedure Section 1953e. A reference to "governmental activity" has
been added to the Evidence Code definition to codify the decisions in
cases holding the Uniform Act applicable to governmental records. See,
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e.g., Nichols v. McCoy, 38 Cal.2d 447, 240 P.2d 569 (1952); Fox v. San
Francisco Unified School Dist., 111 Cal. App.2d 885, 245 P.2d 603
(1952) .
The definition is sufficiently broad to encompass institutions not
customarily thought of as businesses. For example, the baptismal and
wedding records of a church would be admissable under the section to
prove the events recorded. 5 WIGMORE, EVIDENCE '§ 1523 (3d ed. 1940).
Cf. EVIDENCE CODE § 1315.
§ 1271. Business record

1271. Evidence of a writing made as a record of an act,
condition, or event is not made inadmissible by the hearsay
rule when offered to prove the act, condition, or event if:
(a) The writing was made in the regular course of a business;
(b) The writing was made at or near the time of the act,
condition, or event;
( c) The custodian or other qualified witness testifies to its
identity and the mode of its preparation; and
(d) The sources of information and method and time of
preparation were such as to indicate its trustworthiness.
Comment. Section 1271 is the business records exception to the hearsay rule. It is stated in language taken from the Uniform Business
Records as Evidence Act (Sections 1953e-1953h of the Code of Civil
Procedure) and from Rule 63(13) of the Uniform Rules of Evidence.
Section 1271 requires the judge to find that the sources of information and the method and time of preparation of the record "were such
as to indicate its trustworthiness." Under the language of Code of
Civil Procedure Section 1953f, the judge must determine that the
sources of information and method and time of preparation "were such
as to justify its admission." The language of Section 1271 is more
accurate, for the cases hold that admission of a business record is not
justified when there is no preliminary showing that the record is reliable or trustworthy. E.g., People v. Grayson, 172 Cal. App.2d 372,341
P.2d 820 (1959) (hotel register rejected because "not shown to be true
and complete").
"The chief foundation of the special reliability of business records
is the requirement that they must be based upon the first-hand observation of someone whose job it is to know the facts recorded .... But if
the evidence in the particular case discloses that the record was not
based upon the report of an informant having the business duty to
observe and report, then the record is not admissible under this exception, to show the truth of the matter reported to the recorder."
MCCORMICK, EVIDENCE § 286 at 602 (1954), as quoted in MacLean v.
City & County of San Francisco, 151 Cal. App.2d 133, 143, 311 P.2d
158, 164 (1957).
Applying this standard, the cases have rejected a variety of business
records on the ground that they were not based on the personal knowledge of the recorder or of someone with a business duty to report to the
recorder. Police accident and arrest reports are usually held inadmissible because they are based on the narrations of persons who have no
business duty to report to the police. MacLean 11. City & County of San
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Francisco, 151 Cal. App.2d 133, 311 P.2d 158 (1957); Hoel v. City of
Los Angeles, 136 Cal. App.2d 295, 288 P.2d 989 (1955). They are admissible, however, to prove the fact of the arrest. Harris v. Alcoholic
Bev. Con. Appeals Bd., 212 Cal. App.2d 106, 23 Cal. Rptr. 74 (1963).
Similar investigative reports on the origin of fires have been held inadmissible because they were not based on personal knowledge. Behr v.
County of Santa Cruz, 172 Cal. App.2d 697, 342 P.2d 987 (1959);
Harrigan v. Chaperon, 118 Cal. App.2d 167, 257 P.2d 716 (1953).
Section 1271 will continue the law developed in these cases that a
business report is admissible only if the sources of information and the
time and method of preparation are such as to indicate its trustworthiness.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Best evidence rule, see §§ 1500-1551
Corporation by-laws and minutes, see Corporations Code § 832
Definitions:
Business, see 1270
Evidence, see 140
Proof, see § 1 0
Writing, see § 250
Hearsay rule, see § 1200
Photographic copies of writings made in regular course of a business, see § 1550
Bee also the Oro88-Reference8 under Section 1280

J

§ 1272. Absence of entry in business records

1272. Evidence of the absence from the records of a business of a record of an asserted act, condition, or event is not
made inadmissible by the hearsay rule when offered to prove
the nonoccurrence of the act or event, or the nonexistence of
the condition, if :
(a) It was the regular course of that business to make records of all such acts, conditions, or events at or near the time
of the act, condition, or event and to preserve them; and
(b) The sources of information and method and time of
preparation of the records of that business were such that the
absence of a record of an act, condition, or event is a trustworthy indication that the act or event did not occur or the
condition did not exist.
Comment. Technically, evidence of the absence of a record may not
be hearsay. Section 1272 removes any doubt that might otherwise exist
concerning the admissibility of such evidence under the hearsay rule.
It codifies existing case law. People v. Torres, 201 Cal. App.2d 290, 20
Cal. Rptr. 315 (1962).
Definitions:
Business, see L1270
Evidence, see 140
Proof, see § 1
Hearsay rule, see § 1200

Article 8.

CROSS-REFERENCES

Official Records and Other Official Writings

§ 1280. Record by public employee

1280. Evidence of a writing made as a record of an act,
condition, or event is not made inadmissible by the hearsay
rule when offered to prove the act, condition, or event if:
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(a) The writing was made by and within the scope of duty
of a public employee;
(b) The writing was made at or near the time of the act,
condition, or event; and
( c) The sources of information and method and time of
preparation were such as to indicate its trustworthiness.
Comment. Section 1280 restates the substance of and supersedes Sections 1920 and 1926 of the Code of Civil Procedure. Although Sections
1920 and 1926 declare unequivocally that entries in public records
are prima facie evidence of the facts stated, "it has been held repeatedly that those sections cannot have universal literal application."
Chandler v. Hibberd, 165 Cal. App.2d 39, 65, 332 P.2d 133, 149 (1958).
In fact, the cases require the same showing of trustworthiness in regard
to an official record as is required under the business records exception.
Behr v. County of Santa Cruz, 172 Cal. App.2d 697, 342 P.2d 987
(1959) ; Hoel v. City of Los Angeles, 136 Cal. App.2d 295,288 P.2d 989
(1955). Section 1280 continues the law declared in these cases by explicitly requiring the same showing of trustworthiness that is required
in Section 1271. See the Comment to Section 127l.
The evidence that is admissible under this section is also admissible
under Section 1271, the business records exception. However, Section
1271 requires a witness to testify as to the identity of the record and
its mode of preparation in every instance. In contrast, Section 1280,
as does existing law, permits the court to admit an official record or
report without necessarily requiring a witness to testify as to its
identity and mode of preparation if the court takes judicial notice or
if sufficient independent evidence shows that the record or report was
prepared in such a manner as to assure its trustworthiness. See, e.g.,
People v. Williams, 64 Cal. 87, 27 Pac. 939 (1883) (census report
admitted, the court judicially noticing the statutes prescribing the
method of preparing the report); Vallejo etc. R.R. v. Reed Orchard
Co., 169 Cal. 545, 571, 147 Pac. 238, 250 (1915) (statistical report of
state agency admitted, the court judicially noticing the statutory duty
to prepare the report).
CROSS-REFERENCES
Articles or certificate of incorporation as evidence of corporate existence, see Corporations Code §§ 313, 6600
Best evidence rule, see §§ 1500-1510
Book published by public authority, presumption, see § 644
Definitions:
Evidence, see § 140
Proof, see § 190
Public employee, see § 195
Writing, see § 250
Hearsay rule, see § 1200
Judicial notice of official acts, see §§ 451, 452; Corporations Code § 6602
Official acts of executive and legislative departments, recording by Secretary of State,
see Constitution, Art. V, § 18
Official writings and recorded writings:
Copy as prima facie evidence, see §§ 1530,1532
Presumption of authenticity, see §§ 1450-1454
Penal records as evidence, see Penal Code § 969b
Photographic copies of writings, see § 1550 and the Oross-References thereunder
Presumption that official duty has been regularly performed, see § 664
Proof of lost or destroyed official writings, see § 1601 and the Oro88-References
thereunder
Removal of public record on court order, see Code of Civil Procedure § 1950
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Return of sheriff upon process or notices as prima facie evidence, see Government
Code § 26662
Transcript of testimony and proceedings as prima facie evidence, see Code of Civil
Procedure § 273
Writings affecting property as prima facie evidence, see §§ 1600-1605
See alBo the Oross-References under Section 1281

§ 1281. Record ofvital stalistic

1281. Evidence of a writing made as a record of a birth,
fetal death, death, or marriage is not made inadmissible
by the hearsay rule if the maker was required by law to file
the writing in a designated public office and the writing was
made and filed as required by law.
Comment. Section 1281 provides a hearsay exception for official reports concerning birth, death, and marriage. Official reports of such
events occurring within California are now admissible under the provisions of Section 10577 of the Health and Safety Code. Section 1281
provides a broader exception which includes similar reports from other
jurisdictions.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Birth, death, or marriage record as prima facie evidence, see Health and Safety Code
§ 10577
Definitions:
Evidence, see § 140
Law, see § 100
Writing, see § 250
Hearsay rule, see § 1200
Presumption that official duty was regularly performed, see § 664
See alBo the OroBs-References under Section 1310

§ 1282. Finding of presumed death by authorized federal employee

1282. A written finding of presumed death made by an
employee of the United States authorized to make such finding
pursuant to the Federal Missing Persons Act (56 Stats. 143,
1092, and P.L. 408, Ch. 371, 2d Sess. 78th Cong.; 50 U.S.C.
App. 1001-1016), as enacted or as heretofore or hereafter
amended, shall be received in ,any court, office, or other place
in this State as evidence of the death of the person therein
found to be dead and of the date, circumstances, and place
of his disappearance.
Comment. Section 1282 restates and supersedes the provisions of
Code of Civil Procedure Section 1928.1. The evidence made admissible
under Section 1282 is limited to evidence of the fact of death and of
the date, circumstances, and place of disappearance.
The determination by the federal employee of the date of the presumed death is a determination ordinarily made for the purpose of
determining whether the pay of a missing person should be stopped and
his name stricken from the payroll. The date so determined should not
be given any consideration in the California courts since the issues
involved in the California proceedings require determination of the
date of death for a different purpose. Hence, Section 1282 does not
make admissible the finding of the date of presumed death. On the
other hand, the determination of the date, circumstances, and place of
disappearance is reliable information that will assist the trier of fact
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in determining the date when the person died and is admissible under
this section. Often the date of death may be inferred from the circumstances of the disappearance. See In re Thornburg's Estate, 186 Ore.
570, 208 P.2d 349 (1949); Lukens v. Camden Trust Co., 2 N.J. Super.
214, 62 A.2d 886 (Super. Ct. 1948).
Section 1282 provides a convenient and reliable method of proof of
death of persons covered by the Federal Missing Persons Act. See,
e.g., In re Jacobsen's Estate, 208 Misc. 443, 143 N.Y.S.2d 432 (1955)
(proof of death of 2-year-old dependent of serviceman where child was
passenger on plane lost at sea).
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definition:
Evidence, see § 140
Presumption of death, see § 667

§ 1283. Record by federal employee that person is missing, captured,

or the like

1283. An official written report or record that a person is
missing, missing in action, interned in a foreign country,
captured by a hostile force, beleaguered by a hostile force,
besieged by a hostile force, or detained in a foreign country
against his will, or is dead or is alive, made by an employee
of the United States authorized by any law of the United
States to make such report or record shall be received in any
court, office, or other place in this State as evidence that such
person is missing, missing in action, interned in a foreign
country, captured by a hostile force, beleaguered by a hostile
force, besieged by a hostile force, or detained in a foreign
country against his will, or is dead or is alive.
.
Comment. Section 1283 restates and supersedes the provisions of
Code of Civil Procedure Section 1928.2. The language of Section 1928.2
has been revised to reflect the 1953 and 1964 amendments to the Federal Missing Persons Act.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Copy as prima facie evidence, see § II 1530, 1532
Definitions:
Evidence, see 11140
Law, see § 160
Presumption of authenticity, see §§ 1450-1454

§ 1284. Statement of absence of public record

1284. Evidence of a writing made by the public employee
who is the official custodian of the records in a public office,
reciting diligent search and failure to find a record, is not
made inadmissible by the hearsay rule when offered to prove
the absence of a record in that office.
Comment. Just as the existence and content of a public record may
be proved under Section 1530 by a copy accompanied by the attestation
or certificate of the custodian reciting that it is a copy, the absence of
such a record from a particular public office may be proved under
Section 1284 by a writing made by the custodian of the records in that
office stating that no such record was found after a diligent search.
The writing must, of course, be properly authenticated. See EVIDENCE
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CODE §§ 1401, 1453. The exception is justified by the likelihood that
such a statement made by the custodian of the records is accurate and
by the necessity for providing a simple and inexpensive method of
proving the absence of a public record.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Evidence, see § 140
Proof, see § 190
Public employee, see § 195
Writing, see § 250
Hearsay rule, see § 1200
Presumption of authenticity, see §§ 1450-1454

Article 9.
§ 1290. "Former testimony"

Former Testimony

1290. As used in this article, "former testimony" means
testimony given under oath in:
(a) Another action or in a former hearing or trial of the
same action;
(b) A proceeding to determine a controversy conducted by
or under the supervision of an agency that has the power to
determine such a controversy and is an agency of the United
States or a public entity in the United States;
( c) A deposition taken in compliance with law in another
action; or
(d) An arbitration proceeding if the evidence of such
former testimony is a verbatim transcript thereof.
Comment. The purpose of Section 1290 is to provide a convenient
term for use in the substantive provisions in the remainder of this
article. It should be noted that depositions taken in another action are
considered former testimony under Section 1290, and their admissibility is determined by Sections 1291 and 1292. The use of a deposition
taken in the same action, however, is not covered by this article. Code
of Civil Procedure Sections 2016-2036 deal comprehensively with the
conditions and circumstances under which a deposition taken in a
civil action may be used at the trial of the action in which the deposition was taken, and Penal Code Sections 1345 and 1362 prescribe the
conditions for admitting the deposition of a witness that has been
taken in the same criminal action. These sections will continue to
govern the use of depositions in the action in which they are taken.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Action, see § 105
Evidence, see § 140
Law, see § 160
Oath, see § 165
Public entity, see § 200
Depositions of witnesses in criminal cases, see Constitution, Art. I, § 13
Depositions taken in same action in which offered, see § 1202; Code of Civil Procedure § 2016(d)-(f) ; Penal Code §§ 1345,1362
Depositions to perpetuate testimony before action or pending appeal, see Code of
Civil Procedure § 2017(a)(4)
Former testimony in criminal action, see Penal Code § 686
Transcript as prima facie evidence of testimony, see Code of Civil Procedure § 273
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§ 1291. Former testimony offered against party to former proceeding

1291. (a) Evidence of former testimony is not made inadmissible by the hearsay rule if the declarant is unavailable as
a witness and:
(1) The former testimony is offered against a person who
offered it in evidence in his own behalf on the former occasion
or against the successor in interest of such person; or
(2) The party against whom the former testimony is offered
was a party to the action or proceeding in which the testimony
was given and had the right and opportunity to cross-examine
the declarant with an interest and motive similar to that which
he has at the hearing, except that testimony in a deposition
taken in another action and testimony given in a preliminary
examination in another criminal action is not made admissible
by this paragraph against the defendant in a criminal action
unless it was received in evidence at the trial of such other
action..
(b) Except for objections to the form of the question which
were not made at the time the former testimony was given,
and objections based on competency or privilege which did
not exist at that time, the admissibility of former testimony
under this section is subject to the same limitations and objections as though the declarant were testifying at the hearing.
Comment. Section 1291 provides a hearsay exception for former
testimony offered against a person who was a party to the proceeding
in which the former testimony was given. For example, if a series of
cases arises involving several plaintiffs and but one defendant, Section
1291 permits testimony given in the first trial to be used against the
defendant in a later trial if the conditions of admissibility stated in
the section are met.
Former testimony is admissible under Section 1291 only if the declarant is unavailable as a witness.
Paragraph (1) of subdivision (a) of Section 1291 provides for the
admission of former testimony if it is offered against the party who
offered it in the previous proceeding. Since the witness is no longer
available to testify, the party's previous direct and redirect examination should be considered an adequate substitute for his present right
to cross-examine the declarant.
Paragraph (2) of subdivision (a) of Section 1291 provides for the
admissibility of former testimony where the party against whom it is
now offered had the right and opportunity in the former proceeding
to cross-examine the declarant with an interest and motive similar to
that which he now has. Since the party has had his opportunity to
cross-examine, the primary objection to hearsay evidence---Iack of opportunity to cross-examine the declarant-is not applicable. On the other
hand, paragraph (2) does not make the former testimony admissible
where the party against whom it is offered did not have a similar interest and motive to cross-examine the declarant. The determination of
similarity of interest and motive in cross-examination should be based
on practical considerations and not merely on the similarity of the
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party's position in the two cases. For example, testimony contained in
a deposition that was taken, but not offered in evidence at the trial,
in a different action should be excluded if the judge determines that
the deposition was taken for discovery purposes and that the party did
not subject the witness to a thorough cross-examination because he
sought to avoid a premature revelation of the weakness in the testimony
of the witness or in the adverse party's case. In such a situation, the
party's interest and motive for cross-examination on the previous occasion would have been substantially different from his present interest
and motive.
Under paragraph (2), testimony in a deposition taken in another
action and testimony given in a preliminary examination in another
criminal action is not admissible against the defendant in a criminal
action unless it was received in evidence at the trial of such other
action. This limitation insures that the person accused of crime will
have an adequate opportunity to cross-examine the witnesses against
him.
Section 1291 supersedes Code of Civil Procedure Section 1870(8)
which permits former testimony to be admitted in a civil case only if
the former proceeding was an action between the same parties or their
predecessors in interest, relating to the same matter, or was a former
trial of the action in which the testimony is offered. Section 1291 will
also permit a broader range of hearsay to be introduced against the
defendant in a criminal action than has been permitted under Penal
Code Section 686. Under that section, former testimony has been admissible against the defendant in a criminal action only if the former
testimony was given in the same action-at the preliminary examination, in a deposition, or in a prior trial of the action.
Subdivision (b) of Section 1291 makes it clear that objections based
on the competence of the declarant or on privilege are to be determined
by reference to the time the former testimony was given. Existing California law is not clear on this point; some California decisions indicate
that competency and privilege are to be determined as of the time the
former testimony was given, but others indicate that these matters are
to be determined as of the time the former testimony is offered in evidence. See Tentative Recommendation and a Study Relating to the
Uniform Rules of Evidence (Article VIII. Hearsay Evidence), 6 CAL.
LAW REVISION COMM'N, REP., REC. & STUDIES Appendix at 581-585
(1964).
Subdivision (b) also provides that objections to the form of the question may not be used to exclude the former testimony. Where the former testimony is offered under paragraph (1) of subdivision (a), the
party against whom the former testimony is now offered phrased the
question himself; and where the former testimony is admitted under
paragraph (2) of subdivision (a), the party against whom the testimony is now offered had the opportunity to object to the form of thc
question when it was asked on the former occasion. Hence, the party
is not permitted to raise this technical objection when the former testimony is offered against him.
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CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Action, see § 105
Criminal action, see § 130
Declarant, see § 135
Evidence, see § 140
Former testimony, see § 1290 •
Hearing, see § 145
Person, see § 175
Unavailable as a witness, see § 240
Hearsay rule, see § 1200
Bee also the Oross-References under Section 1290

§1292. Former testimony offered against person not a party to
former proceeding

1292. (a) Evidence of former testimony is not made inadmissible by the hearsay rule if:
(1) The declarant is unavailable as a witness;
(2) The former testimony is offered ina civil action or
against the prosecution in a criminal action; and
(3) The issue is such that the party to the action or proceeding in which the former testimony was given had the
right and opportunity to cross-examine the declarant with an
interest and motive similar to that which the party against
whom the testimony is offered has at the hearing.
(b) Except for objections based on competency or privilege
which did not exist at the time the former testimony was
given, the admissibility of former testimony under this section
is subject to the same limitations and objections as though
the declarant were testifying at the hearing.
Comment. Section 1292 provides a hearsay exception for former
testimony given at the former proceeding by a person who is now unavailable as a witness when such former testimony is offered against a
person who was not a party to the former proceeding but whose motive
for cross-examination is similar to that of a person who had the right
and opportunity to cross-examine the declarant when the former testimony was given. For example, if one occurrence gives rise to a series
of cases involving one defendant and several plaintiffs, Section 1292
permits testimony given against the plaintiff in the first action to be
used against a different plaintiff in a subsequent action if the conditions
of admissibility stated in the section are met.
Code of Civil Procedure Section 1870(8) (which is superseded by
this article) authorizes the admission of former testimony only if it
was given in another action between the same parties and involving
the same matter. Section 1292 substitutes for these restrictive requirements what is, in effect, a more flexible "trustworthiness" approach
characteristic of other hearsay exceptions. The trustworthiness of the
former testimony is sufficiently guaranteed because the former adverse
party had the right and opportunity to cross-examine the declarant
with an interest and motive similar to that of the present adverse party.
Although the party against whom the former testimony is offered did
not himself have an opportunity to cross-examine the witness on the
former occasion, it can be generally assumed that most prior crossexamination is adequate if the same stakes are involved. If the same
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stakes are not involved, the difference in interest or motivation would
justify exclusion. Even where the prior cross-examination was inadequate, there .is better reason here for providing a hearsay exception
than there is for many of the presently recognized exceptions to the
hearsay rule. As Professor McCormick states~
I suggest that if the witness is unavailable, then the need for the
sworn, transcribed former testimony in the ascertainment of truth
is so great, and its reliability so far superior to most, if not all the
other types of oral hearsay coming in under the other exceptions.
that the requirements of identity of parties and issues be dispensed with. This dispenses with the opportunity for cross-examination, that great characteristic weapon of our adversary system.
But the other types of admissible oral hearsay, admissions, declarations against interest, statements about bodily symptoms, likewise
dispense with cross-examination, for declarations having far less
trustworthiness than the sworn testimony in open court, and with a
far greater hazard of fabrication or mistake in the reporting of
the declaration by the witness. [MCCORMICK, EVIDENCE § 238 at 501
(1954).]
Section 1292 does not make former testimony admissible against the
defendant in a criminal case. This limitation preserves the right of
a person accused of crime to confront and cross-examine the witnesses
against him. When a person's life or liberty is at stake-as it is in a
criminal action-the defendant should not be compelled to rely on the
fact that another person has had an opportunity to cross-examine the
witness.
Subdivision (b) of Section 1292 makes it clear that objections based
on competency or privilege are to be determined by reference to the
time when the former testimony was given. Existing California law
is not clear on this point; some California decisions indicate that competency and privilege are to be determined as of the time the former
testimony was given, but others indicate that these matters are to be
determined as of the time the former testimony is offered in evidence.
See Tentative Recommendation and a Study Relating to the Uniform
Rules of Evidence (Article VIII. Hearsay Evidence), 6 CAL. LAW REVISION COMM'N, REP., REC. & STUDIES Appendix at 581-585 (1964).
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Action, see § 105
Civil action, see § 120
Criminal action, see § 130
Declarant, see § 135
Evidence, see § 140
Former testimony, see § 1290
Hearing, see § 145
Unavailable as a witness, see § 240
Hearsay rule, see § 1200
See also the Gross-References under Section 1290

Article 10.

Judgments

§ 1300. Judgment of conviction of crime punishable as felony

1300. Evidence of a final judgment adjudging a person
guilty of a crime punishable as a felony is not made inadmissible by the hearsay rule when offered in a civil action to
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prove any fact essential to the judgment unless the judgment
was based on a plea of nolo contendere.
Comment. Analytically, a judgment that is offered to prove the
matters determined by the judgment is hearsay evidence. UNIFORM
RULES OF EVIDENCE, Rule 63(20) Comment (1953); Tentative Recommendation and a Study Relating t·o the Uniform R1fles of Evidence
(Article VIII. Hearsay Evidence), 6 CAL. LAW REVISION COMM'N,
REP., REC. & STUDIES Appendix at 539-541 (1964). It is in substance
a statement of the court that determined the previous action (" a
statement that was made other than by a witness while testifying at
the hearing") that is offered" to prove the truth of the matter stated."
EVIDENCE CODE § 1200. Therefore, unless an exception to the hearsay
rule is provided, a judgment would be inadmissible if offered in a subsequent action to prove the matters determined.
Of course, a judgment may, as a matter of substantive law, conclusively establish certain facts insofar as a party is concerned. Teitlebaum Furs, Inc. v. Dominion Ins. Co., 58 Cal.2d 601, 25 Cal. Rptr. 559,
375 P.2d 439 (1962); Bernhard v. Bank of America, 19 Cal.2d 807,
122 P.2d 892 (1942). The sections of this article do not purport to
deal with the doctrines of res judicata and estoppel by jUdgment.
These sections deal only with the evidentiary use of judgments in
those cases where the,substantive law does not require that the judgments be given conclusive effect.
Section 1300 provides an exception to the hearsay rule for a final
judgment adjudging a person guilty of a crime punishable as a felony.
Hence, if a plaintiff sues to recover a reward offered by the defendant
for the arrest and conviction of a person who committed a particular
crime, Section 1300 permits the plaintiff to use a judgment of conviction as evidence that the person convicted committed the crime. The
exception does not, however, apply in criminal actions. Thus, Section
1300 does not permit the judgment to be used in a criminal action as
evidence of the identity of the person who committed the crime or as
evidence that the crime was committed.
Section 1300 will change the California law. Under existing law, a
conviction of a crime is inadmissible as evidence in a subsequent action.
Marceau v. Travelers' Ins. Co., 101 Cal. 338, 35 Pac. 856 (1894) (evidence of a murder conviction held inadmissible to prove the insured
was intentionally killed) ; Burke v. Wells, Fargo &; Co., 34 Cal. 60
(1867) (evidence of a robbery conviction held inadmissible to prove
the identity of robber in an action to recover reward). The change,
however, is desirable, for the evidence involved is peculiarly reliable.
The seriousness of the charge assures that the facts will be thoroughly
litigated, and the fact that the judgment must be based upon a determination that there was no reasonable doubt concerning the defendant's guilt assures that the question of guilt will be thoroughly considered.
Section 1300 applies to any crime punishable as a felony. The fact
that a misdemeanor sentence is imposed does not affect the admissibility
of the judgment of a conviction under this section. Cf. PENAL CODE
§ 17. The exclusion of judgments based on a plea of nolo contendere
from the exception in Section 1300 is a reflection of the policy expressed
in Penal Code Section 1016.
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CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Civil action, see § 120
Evidence, see § 140
Proof, see § 190
Hearsay rule, see § 1200
Judgment of conviction as affecting credibility, see § 788
Judgment of conviction of motor vehicle violation, see Vehicle Code § 40834
JUdicial notice, see §§ 451, 452
Nolo contendere plea, see Penal Code § 1016
Presumptions:
Court acted within its jurisdiction, see § 666
Judgment correctly determined rights of parties, see § 639

§ 1301. Judgment against person entitled to indemnity

1301. Evidence of a final judgment is not made inadmissible by the hearsay rule when offered by the judgment debtor
to prove any fact which was essential to the judgment in an
action in which he seeks to:
(a) Recover partial or total indemnity or exoneration for
money paid or liability incurred because of the judgment;
(b) Enforce a warranty to protect the judgment debtor
against the liability determined by the judgment; or
( c) Recover damages for breach of warranty substantially
the same as the warranty determined by the judgment to have
been breached.
•
Comment. If a person entitled to indemnity, or if the obligee under
a warranty contract, complies with certain conditions relating to
notice and defense, the indemnitor or warrantor is conclusively bound
by any judgment recovered. CIVIL CODE § 2778(5); CODE CIV. PROC.
§ 1912; McCormick v. Marcy, 165 Cal. 386, 132 Pac. 449 (1913).
Where a judgment against an indemnitee or person protected by a
warranty is not made conclusive on the indemnitor or warrantor, Section 1301 permits the judgment to be used as hearsay evidence in an
action to recover on the indemnity or warranty. Section 1301 reflects the
existing law relating to indemnity agreements. CIVIL CODE § 2778(6).
Section 1301 probably restates the law relating to warranties,
too, but the law in that regard is not altogether clear. Erie City Iron
Works v. Tatum, 1 Cal. App. 286, 82 Pac. 92 (1905). But see Peabody
v. Phelps, 9 Cal. 213 (1858).
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Action, see § 105
Evidence, see § 140
Proof, see § 190
Hearsay rule, see § 1200
See also the Gross-References under Section 1300

§ 1302. Judgment determining liability of third person

1302. When the liability, obligation, or duty of a third
person is in issue in a civil action, evidence of a final judgment against that person is not made inadmissible by the
hearsay rule when offered to prove such liability, obligation,
or duty.
Comment. Section 1302 expresses an exception contained in Code· of
Civil Procedure Section 1851. Ellsworth v. Bradford, 186 Cal. 316, 199
Pac. 335 (1921); Nordin v. Bank of America, 11 Cal. App.2d 98, 52
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P.2d 1018 (1936). Evidence Code Sections 1302 and 1224 together
restate and supersede the provisions of Code of Civil Procedure Section 1851.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Ci vil action, see § 120
Evidence, see § 140
Person, see § 175
Proof, see § 190
Hearsay rule, see § 1200
See also the Cross-References under Section 1300

Article 11.

Family History

§ 1310. Statement concerning declarant's own family history

1310. (a) Subject to subdivision (b), evidence of a statement by a declarant who is unavailable as a witness concerning
his own birth, marriage, divorce, legitimacy, relationship by
blood or marriage, race, ancestry, or other similar fact of his
family history is not made inadmissible by the hearsay rule,
even though the declarant had no means of acquiring personal
knowledge of the matter declared.
(b) "Evidence of a statement is inadmissible under this section if the statement was made under circumstances such as to
indicate its lack of trustworthiness.
Comment. Section 1310 provides a hearsay exception for a statement
concerning the declarant's own family history. It restates in substance
and supersedes Section 1870 (4) of the Code of Civil Procedure. Section 1870(4)! however, requires that the declarant be dead whereas
unavailability of the declarant for any of the reasons specified in Section 240 makes the statement admissible under Section 1310.
The statement is not admissible if it was made under circumstances
such as to indicate its lack of trustworthiness. The requirement is similar to the requirement of existing case law that the statement be made
at a time when no controversy existed as to the matters stated. See,
e.g., Estate of Walden, 166 Cal. 446, 137 Pac. 35 (1913); Estate of
Nidever, 181 Cal. .App.2d 367, 5 Cal. Rptr. 343 (1960). However, the
language of Section 1310 permits the judge to consider the declarant's
motives to tell the truth as well as his reasons to deviate therefrom
in determining whether the statement is sufficiently trustworthy to be
admitted as evidence.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Administrative proceedings to establish birth, see Health and Safety Code § 10520
et seq.
Birth, marriage, or death, court proceedings to establish, see Health and Safety Code
§ 10550 et seq.
Church record of marriage without license, see Civil Code § 79
Definitions:
Declarant, see § 135
Evidence, see § 140
Statement, see § 225
Unavailable as a witness, see § 240
Federal Missing Persons Act, findings under, see §§ 1282-1283
Hearsay rule, see § 1200
Presumption of legitimacy, see §§ 621, 661
Presumption that ceremonial marriage is valid, see § 663
Trustworthiness requirement, similar provisions, see §§ 1252, 1260, 1311, 1323
Vital statistics records, see § 1281
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§ 1311. Statement concerning family history of another
1311. (a) Subject to subdivision (b), evidence of a state-

ment concerning the birth, marriage, divorce, death, legitimacy, race, ancestry, relationship by blood or marriage, or
other similar fact of the family history of a person other
than the declarant is not made inadmissible by the hearsay
rule if the declarant is unavailable as a witness and:
(1) The declarant was related to the other by blood or
marriage; or
(2) The declarant was otherwise so intimately associated
with the other's family as to be likely to have had accurate
information concerning the matter declared and made the
statement (i) upon information received from the other or
from a person related by blood or marriage to the other or
(ii) upon repute in the other's family.
(b) Evidence of a statement is inadmissible under this section if the statement was made under circumstances such as to
indicate its lack of trustworthiness.
Comment. Section 1311 provides a hearsay exception for a statement
concerning the family history of another. Paragraph (1) of subdivision
(a) restates in substance existing law as found in Section 1870(4) of
the Code of Civil Procedure which it supersedes. Paragraph (2) is new
to California law, but it is a sound extension of the present law to cover
a situation where the declarant was a family housekeeper or doctor or
so close a friend as to be included by the family in discussions of its
family history.
There are two limitations on admissibility of a statement under
Section 1311. First, a statement is admissible only if the declarant is
unavailable as a witness within the meaning of Section 240. (Section
1870 ( 4) requires that the declarant be deceased in order for his statement to be admissible.) Second, a statement is not admissible if it was
made under circumstances such as to indicate its lack of trustworthiness. For a discussion of this requirement, see the Comment to EVIDENCE CODE § 1310.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Dl'.finitions:
Declarant, see § 135
Evidence, see § 140
Statement, see § 225
Unavailable as a witness, see § 240
Hearsay rule, see § 1200
Trustworthiness requirement, similar provisions, see §§ 1252,1260, 1310, 1323
See also the Cross-References under Section 1310

§ 1312. Entries in family records and the like

1312. Evidence of entries in family bibles or other family
books or charts, engravings on rings, family portraits, engravings on urns, crypts, or tombstones, and the like, is not made
inadmissible by the hearsay rule when offered to prove the
birth, marriage, divorce, death, legitimacy, race, ancestry, relationship by blood or marriage, or other similar fact of the
family history of a member of the family by blood or marriage.
Comment. Section 1312 restates the substance of and supersedes the
provisions of Code of Civil Procedure Section 1870(13).
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CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Evidence, see § 140
Proof, see § 190
Hearsay rule, see § 1200
Bee alBo the Oross-References under Section 1310

§ 1313. Reputation in family concerning family history

1313. Evidence of reputation among members of a family
is not made inadmissible by the hearsay rule if the reputation
concerns the birth, marriage, divorce, death, legitimacy, race,
ancestry, relationship by blood or marriage, or other similar
fact of the family history of a member of the family by blood
or marriage.
Comment. Section 1313 restates the ;;;ubstance of and supersedes the
provisions of Code of Civil Procedure Sections 1852 and 1870 (11) .
See Estate of Connors, 53 Cal. App.2d 484, 128 P.2d 200 (1942);
Estate of Newman, 34 Cal. App.2d 706, 94 P.2d 356 (1939). However,
Section 1870 (11) requires the family reputation in question to have
existed "previous to the controversy." This qualification is not included in Section 1313 because it is unlikely that a family reputation
on a matter of pedigree would be influenced by the existence of a controversy even though the declaration of an individual member of the
family, covered in Sections 1310 and 1311, might be.
The family reputation admitted under Section 1313 is necessarily
multiple hearsay. If, however, such reputation were inadmissible because of the hearsay rule, and if direct statements of pedigree were
inadmissible because they are based on such reputation (as most of
them are), the courts would be virtually helpless in determining matters of pedigree. See Tentative Recommendation and a Study Relating
to the Uniform Rules of Evidence (Article VIII. Hearsay Evidence),
6 CAL. LAW REVISION COMM'N, REP., REC. & STUDIES Appendix at 548
(1964) .
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definition:
Evidence, see § 140
Hearsay rule, see § 1200
Bee also the OroBs-References under Section 1310

§ 1314. Reputation in community concerning family history

1314. Evidence of reputation in a community concerning
the date or fact of birth, marriage, divorce, or death of a person resident in the community at the time of the reputation
is not made inadmissible by the hearsay rule.
Comment. Section 1314 restates what has been held to be existing
law under Code of Civil Procedure Section 1963 (30) with respect to
proof of the fact of marriage. See People v. Vogel, 46 Cal.2d 798, 299
P.2d 850 (1956) j Estate of Baldwin, 162 Cal. 471, 123 Pac. 267 (1912).
However, Section 1314 has no counterpart in California law insofar
as proof of the date or fact of birth, divorce, or death is concerned,
since proof of such facts by reputation is presently limited to reputation in the family. See Estate of Heaton, 135 Cal. 385, 67 Pac. 321
(1902) .
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CROSS-REFERENCES
Definition:
Evidence, see § 140
Hearsay rule, see § 1200
Bee alBo the OrosB-ReferenceB under Section 1310

§ 1315. Church records concerning family history

1315. Evidence of a statement concerning a person's birth,
marriage, divorce, death, legitimacy, race, ancestry, relationship by blood or marriage, or other similar fact of family history is not made inadmissible by the hearsay rule if:
(a) The statement is contained in a writing made as a
record of an act, condition, or event that would be admissible
as evidence of such act, condition, or event under Section 1271;
(b) The statement is ,of a kind customarily recorded in connection with the act, condition, or event recorded in the writing; and
(c) The writing was made as a record of a church, religious
denomination, or religious society.
Comment. Church records generally are admismble as business records under the provisions of Section 1271. Under Section 1271, such
records would be admissible to prove the occurrence of the church
activity-the baptism, confirmation, or marriage-recorded in the
writing. However, it is unlikely that Section 1271 would permit such
records to be used as evidence of the age or relationship of the participants, for the business records act has been held to authorize business records to be used to prove only facts known personally to the recorder of the information or to other employees of the business. Patek
«t Co. 1.1. Vineberg, 210 Cal. .App.2d 20, 23, 26 Cal. Rptr. 293, 294
(1962) (hearing denied) ; People v. Williams, 187 Cal. .App.2d 355, 9
Cal. Rptr. 722 (1960) ; Gough v. Security Trust & Sav. Bank, 162 Cal.
.App.2d 90, 327 P.2d 555 (1958).
Section 1315 permits church records to be used to prove certain additional information. Facts of family history, such as birth dates, relationships, marital histories, etc., that are ordinarily reported to church
authorities and recorded in connection with the church's baptismal,
confirmation, marriage, and funeral records may be proved by such
records under Section 1315.
Section 1315 continues in effect and supersedes the provisions of
Code of Civil Procedure Section 1919a without, however, the special
and cumbersome authentication procedure specified in Code of Civil
Procedure Section 1919b. Under Section 1315, church records may be
authenticated in the same manner that other business records are
authenticated.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Evidence, see § 140
Statement, see § 225
Writing, see § 250
Hearsay rule, see § 1200
Bee also the OroBB-lleferences under Section 1310

§ 1316. Marriage, baptismal, and similar certificates

1316. Evidence of a statement concerning a person '8 birth,
marriage, divorce, death, legitimacy, race, ancestry, relation-
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ship by blood or marriage, or other similar fact of family
history is not made inadmissible by the hearsay rule if the
statement is contained in a certificate that the maker thereof
performed a marriage or other ceremony or administered a
sacrament and:
(a) The maker was a clergyman, civil officer, or other person
authorized to perform the acts reported in the certificate by
law or by the rules, regulations, or requirements of a church,
religious denomination, or religious society; and
(b) The certificate was issued by the maker at the time
and place of the ceremony or sacrament or within a reasonable
time thereafter.
Comment. Section 1316 provides a hearsay exception for marriage,
baptismal, and similar certificates. This exception is somewhat broader
than that found in Sections 1919a and 1919b of the Code of Civil
Procedure (superseded by Evidence Code Sections 1315 and 1316).
Sections 1919a and 1919b are limited to church records and, hence, with
respect to marriages, to those performed by clergymen. Moreover, they
establish an elaborate and detailed authentication procedure, whereas
certificates made admissible by Section 1316 need meet only the general
authentication requirement of Section 140l.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Evidence, see § 140
Law, see § 160
Statement, see § 225
Hearsay rule, see § 1200
Bee also the Cross-References under Section 1310

Article 12.

Reputation and Statements Concerning Community
History, Property Interests, and Character

§ 1320. Reputation concerning community history

1320. Evidence of reputation in a community is not made
inadmissible by the hearsay rule if the reputation concerns an
event of general history of the community or of the state or
nation of which the community is a part and the event was
of importance to the community.
Comment. Section 1320 provides a wider rule of admissibility than
does Code of Civil Procedure Section 1870 (11) which it supersedes in
part. Section 1870 provides in relevant part that proof may be made of
"common reputation existing previous to the controversy, respecting
facts of a public or general interest more than thirty years old." The
30-year limitation is essentially arbitrary. The important question
would seem to be whether a community reputation on the matter involved exists; its age would appear to go more to its venerability than
to its truth. Nor is it necessary to include in Section 1320 the requirement that the reputation existed previous to controversy. It is unlikely
that a community reputation respecting an event of general history
would be influenced by the existence of a controversy.
Definitions:
Evidence, see § 140
State, see § 220
Hearsay rule, see § 1200

CROSS-REFERENCES
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§ 1321. Reputation concerning public interest in property

1321. Evidence of reputation in a community is not made
inadmissible by the hearsay rule if the reputation concerns the
interest of the public in property in the community and the
reputation arose before controversy.
Comment. Section 1321 preserves the rule in Simons v. Inyo Cerro
Gordo Co., 48 Cal. App. 524, 192 Pac. 144 (1920). It does not require,
however, that the reputation be more than 30 years old; it requires
merely that the reputation arose before there was a controversy concerning the matter. See the Comment to Section 1320.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Evidence, see § 140
Property, see § 185
Hearsay rule, see § 1200
Presumptions of ownership, see §§ 637, 638, 662

§ 1322. Reputation concerning boundary or custom affecting land

1322. Evidence of reputation in a community is not made
inadmissible by the hearsay rule if the reputation concerns
boundaries of, or customs affecting, land in the community and
the reputation arose before controversy.
Comment. Section 1322 restates the substance of existing law as found
in Code of Civil Procedure Section 1870(11) which it supersedes in
part. See Muller v. So. Pac. Branch Ry., 83 Cal. 240, 23 Pac. 265
(1890) ; Ferris v. Emmons, 214 Cal. 501, 6 P.2d 950 (1931).
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definition:
Evidence, see § 140
Hearsay rule, see § 1200
Presumptions of ownership, see §§ 637,638,662

§ 1323. Statement concerning boundary

1323. Evidence of a statement concerning the boundary of
land is not made inadmissible by the hearsay rule if the declarant is unavailable as a witness and had sufficient knowledge
of the subject, but evidence of a statement is not admissible
under this section if the statement was made under circumstances such as to indicate its lack of trustworthiness.
Comment. Section 1323 codifies existing law found in such cases as
Morton v. Folger, 15 Cal. 275 (1860), and Morcom v. Baiersky, 16 Cal.
App. 480,117 Pac. 560 (1911).
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Declarant, see § 135
Evidence, see § 140
Statement, see § 225
Unavailable as a witness, see § 240
Hearsay rule, see § 1200
Presumptions of ownership, see §~ 637, 638, 662
Trustworthiness requirement, simIlar provisions, see §§ 1252, 1260, 1310, 1311

§ 1324. Reputation concerning character

1324. Evidence of a person's general reputation with reference to his character or a trait of his character at a relevant
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time in the community in which he then resided or in a group
with which he then habitually associated is not made inadmissible by the hearsay rule.
Comment. Section 1324 codifies a well-settled exception to the hearsay rule. See, e.g., People v. Cobb, 45 Cal.2d 158, 287 P.2d 752 (1955).
Of course, character evidence is admissible only when the question of
character is material to the matter being litigated. The only purpose of
Section 1324 is to declare that reputation evidence as to character or
a trait of character is not inadmissible under the hearsay rule.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Character as affecting credibility, see §§ 786-790
Character evidence to prove conduct, see §§ 1101-1104
Character, manner of proving, see § 1100
Definition:
Evidence, see § 140
Hearsay rule, see § 1200

Article 13.

Dispositive Instruments and Ancient Writings

§ 1330. Recitals in writings affecting property

1330. Evidence of a statement contained in a deed of conveyance or a will or other writing purporting to affect an
interest in real or personal property is not made inadmissible
by the hearsay rule if:
(a) The matter stated was relevant to the purpose of the
writing;
(b) The matter stated would be relevant to an issue as to
an interest in the property; and
(c) The dealings with the property since the statement was
made have not been inconsistent with the truth of the statement.
Comment. Section 1330 restates the substance of existing California
law relating to recitals in dispositive instruments. Although language
in some cases appears to require that the dispositive instrument be
ancient, cases may be found in which recitals in dispositive instruments
have been admitted without regard to the age of the instrument. See
Russell v. Langford, 135 Cal. 356, 67 Pac. 331 (1902) (recital in will) ;
Pearson v. Pearson, 46 Cal. 609 (1873) (recital in will); Culver v.
Newhart, 18 Cal. App. 614, 123 Pac. 975 (1912) (bill of sale). There
is a sufficient likelihood that the statements made in a dispositive document, when related to the purpose of the document, will be true to
warrant the admissibility of such documents without regard to their age.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Evidence, see § 140
Personal property, see § 180
Property, see § 185
Real property, see § 205
Statement, see § 225
Writing, see § 250
Hearsay rule, see § 1200

§ 1331. Recitals in ancient writings

1331. Evidence of a statement is not made inadmissible by
the hearsay rule if the statement is contained in a writing
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more than 30 years old and the statement has been since
generally acted upon as true by persons having an interest in
the matter.
Comment. Section 1331 clarifies the existing law relating to the admissibility of recitals in ancient documents by providing that such
recitals are admissible under an exception to the hearsay rule. Code of
Civil Procedure Section 1963(34) (superseded by the Evidence Code)
provides that a document more than 30 years old is presumed genuine
if it has been generally acted upon as genuine by persons having an
interest in the matter. The Supreme Court has held that a document
meeting this section's requirements is presumed to be genuine-presumed to be what it purports to be-but that the genuineness of the
document imports no verity to the recitals contained therein. Gwin v.
Calegaris, 139 Cal. 384, 389, 73 Pac. 851, 853 (1903). Recent cases decided by district courts of appeal, however, have held that the recitals
in such a document are admissible to prove the truth of the facts
recited. Estate of Nidever, 181 Cal. App.2d 367, 5 Cal. Rptr. 343
(1960) ; Kirkpatrick v. Tapo Oil Co., 144 Cal. App.2d 404, 301 P.2d
274 (1956). In these latter cases, the courts have not insisted that the
hearsay statement itself be acted upon as true by persons with an interest in the matter; the evidence has been admitted merely upon a
showing that the document containing the statement is genuine. The
age of a document alone is not a sufficient guarantee of the trustworthiness of a statement contained therein to warrant the admission of the
statement into evidence. Accordingly, Section 1331 makes it clear that
the statement itself must have been generally acted upon as true for at
least 30 years by persons having an interest in the matter.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Evidence, see § 140
Person, see § 175
Statement, see § 225
Writing, see § 250
Hearsay rule, see § 1200
Presumption of authenticity of ancient documents, see § 643

Article 14.

Commercial, Scientific, and Similar Publications

§ 1340. Commercial lists and the like

1340. Evidence of a statement, other than an opinion, contained in a tabulation, list, directory, register, or other published compilation is not made inadmissible by the hearsay
rule if the compilation is generally used and relied upon as
accurate in the course of a business as defined in Section 1270.
Comment. Section 1340 codifies an exception that has been recognized
by statute and by the courts in specific situations. See, e.g., COM. CODE
§ 2724; Emery v. So. Cal. Gas Co., 72 Cal. App.2d 821, 165 P.2d 695
(1946); Christiansen v. Hollings, 44 Cal. App.2d 332, 112 P.2d 723
(1941).
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Business, see § 1270
Evidence, see § 140
Statement, see § 225
Hearsay rule, see § 1200
Market quotations. Bee Commercial Code § 2724
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§ 1341. Publications concerning facts of general notoriety and interest

1341. Historical works, books of science or art, and published maps or charts, made by persons indifferent between
the parties, are not made inadmissible by the hearsay rule
when offered to prove facts of general notoriety and interest.
Comment. Section 1341 recodifies without substantive change Section 1936 of the Code of Civil Procedure.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Cross-examination of expert witness concerning published material, see § 721
Definition:
Proof, see § 190
Hearsay rule, see § 1200
Judicial notice of facts not subject to dispute, see §§ 451, 452

DIVISION 11.

WRITINGS

CROSS-REFERENCES
Ancient writings and dispositive instruments as hearsay evidence, see §§ 1330-1331
Business records, see §§ 1270-1272
.
Church records and certificates, see §§ 1315, 1316
Commercial, scientific, and similar publications as hearsay evidence, see §§ 13401341
Court records, judicial notice, see § § 451, 452
Examination of witness about writing, see § 768
Family records as hearsay evidence, see § 1312
Inspection of writings, see §§768, 771; Code of Civil Procedure §§ 449,2031
Judgments as hearsay evidence, see §§ 1300-1302
Official records, see § § 1280-1284
Part of transaction proved, admissibility of whole, see § 356
Preliminary determinations on admissibility of evidence, see §§ 400-406
Presumptions relating to:
Authenticity of ancient writings affecting property interest, see § 643
Book containing reports of cases, see § 645
Book published by public authority, see § 644
Letter mailed was received. see § 641
Writing truly dated, see § 640
Privileges, exceptions relating to dispositive instruments, see §§ 960-961, 1002-1003,
1021-1022
Recorded memory, see § 1237
Refreshing recollection with writing, see § 771
Scientific and professional treatises, use in cross-examination, see § 721
Subscribing witnesses, see §§ 870,959
Translators of writings, see §§ 750, 751, 753

CHAPTER 1.

AUTHENTICATION AND PROOF OF WRITINGS

Article 1.

Requirement of Authentication

§ 1400. Authentication defined

1400. A.uthentication of a writing means (a) the introduction of evidence sufficient to sustain a finding that it is the
writing that the proponent of the evidence claims it is or (b)
the establishment of such facts by any other means provided
by law.
Comment. Before any tangible object may be admitted into evidence,
the party seeking to introduce the object must make a preliminary
showing that the object is in some way relevant to the issues to be
decided in the action. When the object sought to be introduced is a
writing, this preliminary showing of relevancy usually entails some
proof that the writing is authentic-i.e., that the writing was made or
signed by its purported maker. Hence, this showing is normally referred to as "authentication" of the writing. But authentication, correctly understood, may involve a preliminary showing that the writing
is a forgery or is a writing found in particular files regardless of its
authorship. Of. People v. Adamson, 118 Cal. A.pp.2d 714, 258 P.2d 1020
(1953). When the requisite preliminary showing has been made, the
judge admits the writing into evidence for consideration by the trier
of fact. However, the fact that the judge permits the writing to be admitted in evidence does not necessarily establish the authenticity of
the writing; all that the judge has determined is that there has been a
sufficient showing of the authenticity of the writing to permit the trier
of fact to find that it is authentic. The trier of fact independently
determines the question of authenticity, and, if the trier of fact does
(266 )
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not believe the evidence of authenticity, it may find that the writing
is not authentic despite the fact that the judge has determined that
it was "authenticated." See 7 WIGMORE, EVIDENCE §§ 2129-2135 (3d ed.
1940).
This chapter sets forth the rules governing this process of authentication. Sections 1400-1402 (Article 1) define and state the general requirement of authentication-either by evidence sufficient to sustain a
finding of authenticity or by other means sanctioned by law. Sections
1410-1454 (Articles 2 and 3) set forth some of the means that may be
used to authenticate certain kinds of writings. The operation and effect
of these sections is explained in separate Comments relating to them.
Under Section 1400, as under existing law, a writing may be authenticated by the presentation of evidence sufficient to sustain a finding of its authenticity. See Verzan v. McGregor, 23 Cal. 339, 342-343
(1863). Under Section 1400, as under existing law, the authenticity of
a particular writing also may be established by some means other than
the introduction of evidence of authenticity. Thus, the authenticity of
a writing may be established by stipulation or by the pleadings. See
e.g., CODE Crv. PROC. §§ 447 and 448. The requisite preliminary showing
may also be supplied by a presumption. See, e.g., EVIDENCE CODE
§§ 1450-1454, 1530. In some instances, a presumption of authenticity
may also attach to a writing authenticated in a particular manner. See,
e.g., EVIDENCE CODE § 643 (the ancient documents rule). Where a presumption applies, the trier of fact is required to find that the writing is
authentic unless the requisite contrary showing-is made. EVIDENCE CODE
§§ 600, 604, 606.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Evidence, see § 140
Law, see § 160
Writing, see § 250
Genuineness of writing established by admission, see Code of Civil Procedure
§§ 447-449, 2033
Means of authenticating writings:
Certified abstracts of title, see § 1601
Certified photographic copies, see § 1551
Generally, see §§ 1410-1421
Hospital records, see §§ 1560-1566
Photographic copy made in regular course of business, see § 1550
Presumptions of authenticity:
Acknowledged writings, official writings, see §§ 1450-1454
Copies of official writings, see § 1530
Recorded writings, see §§ 1532, 1600
Bee also the Cross-References under Division 11

§ 1401. Authentication required

1401. (a) Authentication of a writing is required before
it may be received in evidence.
(b) Authentication of a writing is required before secondary evidence of its content may be received in evidence.
Comment. The requirement of authentication stated in subdivision
(a) reflects existing law. Ten Winkel v. Anglo California Sec. Co., 11
Cal.2d 707, 81 P.2d 958 (1938). However, the requirement has never
been stated in the California statutes.
Some cases have indicated that authentication is not necessary under
certain circumstances, as, for example, when the execution of the
writing is not in issue. See People v. Adamson, 118 Cal. App.2d 714,
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258 P.2d 1020 (1953). This is true, however, only if "authentication"
is construed narrowly to refer only to proof of due execution. The
Evidence Code defines the term more broadly and requires all writings
to be authenticated. The writing involved in the Adamson case was a
letter that a witness claimed he had received and acted upon. Under the
Evidence Code, the requirement of authentication would require a
showing that the letter offered in evidence was in fact the one received
and acted upon; and this is the preliminary showing that was found
sufficient in the Adamson case.
The "writing" referred to in subdivision (a) is any writing offered
in evidence; although it may be either an original or a copy, it must be
authenticated before it may be received in evidence.
Subdivision (b) of Section 1401 requires that a writing be authenticated even when it is not offered in evidence but is sought to be proved
by a copy or by testimony as to its content under the circumstances
permitted by Sections 1500-1510 (the best evidence rule). This is declarative of existing California law. Spottiswood v. Weir, 80 Cal. 448,
22 Pac. 289 (1889); Smith v. Brannan, 13 Cal. 107, 115 (1859); Forman v. Goldberg, 42 Cal. App.2d 308, 316-317, 108 P.2d 983, 988
(1941). Under Section 1401, therefore, if a person offers in evidence a
copy of a writing, he must make a sufficient preliminary showing of
the authenticity of both the copy and the original (i.e., the writing
sought to be proved by the copy) .
In some instances, however, authentication of a copy will provide
the necessary evidence to authenticate the original writing at the same
time. For example: If a copy of a recorded deed is offered in evidence,
Section 1401 requires that the copy be authenticated-proved to be a
copy of the official record. It also requires that the official record be
authenticated-proved to be the official record-because the official
record is a writing of which secondary evidence of its content is being
offered. Finally, Section 1401 requires the original deed itself to be
authenticated-proved to have been executed by its purported maker
-for it, too, is a writing of which secondary evidence of its content
is being offered. The copy offered in evidence may be authenticated by
the attestation or certification of the official custodian of the record as
provided by Section 1530. Under Section 1530, the authenticated copy
is prima facie evidence of the official record itself; therefore, it necessarily is evidence that there is an official record, i.e., the record being
proved by the copy. Thus, the authenticated copy supplies the necessary authenticating evidence for the official record. Under Section 1600,
the official record is prima facie evidence of the content of the original
deed and of its execution by its purported maker; hence, the official
record is the requisite authenticating evidence for the original deed.
Thus, the duly attested or certified copy of the record meets the requirement of authentication for the copy itself, for the official record,
and for the original deed.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Authentication, see § 1400
Evidence, see § 140
Writing, see § 250
Secondary evidence of writings, see §§ 1500-1566
8e6 alllo the CroslI-Reference8 under Section 1400
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§ 1402. Authentication of altered writing

1402. The party producing a writing as genuine which
has been altered, or appears to have been altered, after its
execution, in a part material to the question in dispute, must
account for the alteration or appearance thereof. He may
show that the alteration was made by another, without his
concurrence, or was made with the consent of the parties affected by it, or otherwise properly or innocently made, or
that the alteration did not change the meaning or language
of the instrument. If he does that, he may give the writing
in evidence, but not otherwise.
Comment. Section 1402 restates and supersedes Code of Civil Procedure Section 1982. See Miller v. Lllco, 80 Cal. 257, 265, 22 Pac. 195,
197 (1889); King v. Tarabino, 53 Cal. App. 157, 199 Pac. 890 (1921).
CROSS-REFERENCES
Contracts, alteration and cancellation, see Civil Code § 1697 et seq.
Definition:
Writing, see § 250
Negotiable instruments and investment securities, material alteration, see Commercial Code §§ 3406, 3407, 8206
Offering forged or altered instrument in evidence, see Penal Code § 132

Article 2.

Means of Authenticating and Proving Writings

§ 1410. When writing is sufficiently authenticated to be received in evidence

1410. A writing is sufficiently authenticated to be received
in evidence if there is any evidence sufficient to sustain a finding of the authenticity of the writing; and nothing in this
article shall be construed to limit the means by which the
authenticity of a writing may be shown.
Comment. This article (Sections 1410-1421) lists many of the evidentiary means for authenticating writings and supersedes the existing
statutory expressions of such means.
Section 1410 is included in this article in recognition of the fact
that it would be impossible to specify all of the varieties of circumstantial evidence that may be sufficient in particular cases to sustain a
finding of the authenticity of a writing. Hence, Section 1410 ensures
that the means of authentication listed in this article or stated elsewhere in the codes will not be considered the exclusive means of authenticating writings. Although Section 1410 has no counterpart in
previous legislation, the California courts have never considered the
listing of certain means of authentication in the various California
statutes as precluding reliance upon other means of authentication.
See, e.g., People v. Ramsey, 83 Cal. App.2d 707, 189 P.2d 802 (1948)
(authentication by evidence of possession); Geary St. etc. R.R. v.
Campbell, 39 Cal. App. 496, 179 Pac. 453 (1919) (corporate stock
record book authenticated by age, appropriate custody, and unsuspicious appearance). See also the Comments to Sections 1420 and 1421.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Authentication required, see § 1401
Definitions:
Authentication, see § 1400
Evidence, see § 140
Writing, see § 250
8ee
the Oro8B-Reference. under Section 1400
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§ 1411. Subscribing witness' testimony unnecessary
1411. Except as provided by statute, the testimony of a

subscribing witness is not required to authenticate a writing.
When Section 1940 of the Code of Civil Procedure was
enacted in 1872, it stated the common law rule that a subscribing
witness to a witnessed writing must be produced to authenticate the
writing or his absence must be satisfactorily accounted for. See Stevens
v. Irwin, 12 Cal. 306 (1859). Section 1940 was amended by the Code
Amendments of 1873-74 to remove the requirement that the subscribing witness be produced. Cal. Stats. 1873-74, Ch. 383, § 231 (Code
Amdts., p. 386). Instead, three alternative methods of authenticating
a writing were listed.
Section 1411 states directly what the 1873-74 amendment to Code of
Civil Procedure Section 1940 stated indirectly-that the common law
rule requiring the production of a subscribing witness to a witnessed
writing is not the law in California unless a statute specifically so
requires.
Comment.

CROSS-REFERENCES
Attorney-client privilege, exception for subscribing witness, see § 959
Authentication required, see § 1401
Definitions:
Authentication, see § 1400
Statute, see § 230
Writing, see § 250
Sanity of maker, testimony of subscribing witness, see § 870
Wills, subscribing witness' testimony, see Probate Code §§ 329,372

§ 1412. Use of other evidence when subscribing witness' testimony required

1412. If the testimony of a subscribing witness is required
by statute to authenticate a writing and the subscribing witness denies or does not recollect the execution of the writing,
the writing may be authenticated by other evidence.
Comment. When enacted in 1872, Code of Civil Procedure Section
1941 stated a limitation on the common law rule requiring proof of
witnessed writings by a subscribing witness. Section 1941 provided,
in effect, that this rule did not prohibit the authentication of a witnessed writing by other evidence if the subscribing witness denied or
did not remember the execution of the writing. Evidence Code Section
1412, which supersedes Code of Civil Procedure Section 1941, retains
this limitation on the subscribing witness rule in those few cases, such
as those involving wills, where a statute requires the testimony of a
subscribing witness to authenticate a writing.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Authentication, see § 1400
Evidence, see § 140
Statute, see § 230
Writing, see § 250
See also the Gross-References under Section 1411

§ 1413. Witness to the execution of a writing

1413. A writing may be authenticated by anyone who saw
the writing executed, including a subscribing witness.
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Comment. Section 1413 restates and supersedes the prOVISIons of
subdivisions 1 and 3 of Code of Civil Procedure Section 1940.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Authentication, see § 1400
Writing, see § 250
Subscribing witness' testimony not required, see § 1411
See also the Gross-References under Section 1411

§ 1414. Authentication by admission

A writing may be authenticated by evidence that:
(a) The party against whom it is offered has at any time
admitted its authenticity j or
(b) The writing is produced from the custody of the party
against whom it is offered and has been acted upon by him as
authentic.
Comment. Section 1414 restates and supersedes the provisions of
Code of Civil Procedure Section 1942. Section 1942 is difficult to understand. It was amended in 1901 to make it more intelligible. Cal. Stats.
1901, Ch. 102, § 480, p. 247. However, the code revision of which the
1901 amendment was a part was held unconstitutional because of technical defects in the title of the act and because the act embraced more
than one subject. Lewis v. Dunne, 134 Cal. 291, 66 Pac. 478 (1901).
Evidence Code Section 1414 is based on the 1901 amendment of Section 1942.
1414.

CROSS-REFERENCES
Admission of party, see § 1220 et seq.
Authentication required, see § 1401
Definitions:
Authentication, see § 1400
Evidence, see § 140
Writing, see § 250
Genuineness of document, request for admission, see Code of Civil Procedure § 2033
Genuineness of instrument where copy attached to pleading, see Code of CiVIl Procedure §§ 447-449

§ 1415. Authentication by handwriting evidence

1415. A writing may be authenticated by evidence of the
authenticity of the handwriting of the maker.
Comment. Section 1415 restates and supersedes the provisions of
subdivision 2 of Code of Civil Procedure Section 1940.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Authentication required, see § 1401
Definitions:
Authentication, see § 1400
Evidence, see § 140
Writing, see § 250
Opinion evidence of handwriting, see §§ 1416, 1418
Proof of handwriting by comparison with exemplar, see §§ 1417-1419
Will, admission to probate on proof of handwriting, see Probate Code §§ 329, 372

§ 1416. Proof of handwriting by person familiar therewith

1416. A witness who is not otherwise qualified to testify as
an expert may state his opinion whether a writing is in the
handwriting of a supposed writer if the court finds that he
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has personal knowledge of the handwriting of the supposed
writer. Such personal knowledge may be acquired from:
(a) Having seen the supposed writer write;
(b) Having seen a writing purporting to be in the handwriting of the supposed writer and upon which the supposed
writer has acted or been charged;
(c) Having received letters in the due course of mail purporting to be from the supposed writer in response to letters
duly addressed and mailed by him to the supposed writer; or
(d) Any other means of obtaining personal knowledge of
the handwriting of the supposed writer.
Comment. Section 1416 is based on Code of Civil Procedure Section
1943 as amended in the code revision of 1901. Cal. Stats. 1901, Ch. 102,
§ 481, p. 247. See the Comment to Section 1414.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Authentication by handwriting evidence, see § 1415
Definition: '
Writing, see § 250
Expert witnesses, see §§ 720-723
Opinion testimony, see §§ 800-805

§ 1417. Comparison of handwriting by trier of fact

1417. The authenticity of handwriting, or the lack thereof,
may be proved by a comparison made by the trier of fact with
handwriting (a) which the court finds was admitted or treated
as authentic by the party against whom the evidence is offered
or (b) otherwise proved to be authentic to the satisfaction of
the court.
Comment. Section 1417 is based on that portion of Code of Civil
Procedure Section 1944 that permits the trier of fact to compare questioned handwriting with handwriting the court has found to be genuine.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Authentication by handwriting evidence, see § 1415
Authentication required, see § 1401
Definitions:
Authentication, see § 1400
Evidence, see § 140
Trier of fact, see § 235
Exemplar for ancient writing, see § 1419
Wills, admission to probate on proof of handwriting, see Probate Code §§ 329, 372
See al80 the CroB8-Reference8 under Section 1414

§ 1418. Comparison of writing by expert witness

1418. The authenticity of writing, or the lack thereof, may
be proved by a comparison made by an expert witness with
writing (a) which the court finds was admitted or treated as
authentic by the party against whom the evidence is offered
or (b) otherwise proved to be authentic to the satisfaction of
the court.
Comment. Section 1418 is based on that portion of Code of Civil
Procedure Section 1944 that permits a witness to compare questioned
handwriting with handwriting the court has found to be genuine. However, Section 1418 applies to any form of writing, not just handwriting.
This is in recognition of the fact that experts can now compare type-
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writing specimens and other forms of writing as accurately as they
could compare handwriting specimens in 1872.
Although Code of Civil Procedure Section 1944 does not expressly
require that the witness making the comparison be an expert witness
(as Evidence Code Section 1418 does), the cases have nonetheless imposed this requirement. E.g., Spottiswood v. Weir, 80 Cal. 448, 22 Pac.
289 (1889). The witness' expertise may, of course, be derived from
practical experience instead of from technical training. In re Newell's
Estate, 75 Cal. App. 554, 243 Pac. 33 (1926) (experienced banker).
CROSS-REFERENCES
Authentication required, see § 1401
Definitions:
Authentication, see § 1400
Evidence, see § 140
Writing, see § 250
Opinion testimony by expert witness, see I§ 801-805
8ee a180 the OroBB-Reference8 under Sections 1414 and 1411

§ 1419. Exemplars when writing is 30 years old

1419. Where a writing sought to be introduced in evidence
is more than 30 years old, the comparison under Section 1417
or 1418 may be made with writing purporting to be authentic,
and generally respected and acted upon as such, by persons
having an interest in knowing whether it is authentic.
Comment. Section 1419 restates and supersedes the provisions of
Code of Civil Procedure Section 1945. The apparent purpose of Section
1945, continued without substantive change in Evidence Code Section
1419, is to permit the judge to be satisfied with a lesser degree of proof
of the authenticity of an exemplar when the writing offered in evidence
is more than 30 years old.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Person, see § 115
Writing, see § 250
Presumption of authenticity of ancient writing, see § 643

§ 1420. Authentication by evidence of reply

1420. A writing may be authenticated by evidence that
the writing was received in response to a communication sent
to the person who is claimed by the proponent of the evidence
to be the author of the writing.
Comment. Section 1420 provides a method of authentication recognized in California case law but not previously reflected in California
statutes. House Grain Co. v. Finerman d1 Sons, 116 Cal. App.2d 485,
253 P.2d 1034 (1953).
CROSS-REFERENCES
Authentication required, see 11401
Definitions:
Authentication, see 11400
Evidence, see 1140
Person, see § i15
Writing, see § 250
Presumption of receipt of letter, see I G41
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§ 1421. Authentication by content

1421. A writing may be authenticated by evidence that the
writing refers to or states facts that are unlikely to be known
to anyone other than the person who is claimed by the j}roponent of the evidence to be the author of the writing.
Comment. Section 1421 provides a method of authentication recognized in California case law but not previously reflected in California
statutes. Chaplin v. Sullivan, 67 CaL App.2d 728, 734, 155 P.2d 368,
372 (1945).
CROSS-REFERENCES
Authentication required, see § 1401
Definitions:
Authentication, see § 1400
Evidence, see § 140
Person, see § 175
Writing, see § 250

Article 3.

Acknowledged Writings and Official Writings

§ 1450. Classification of presumptions in article

1450. The presumptions established by this article are presumptions affecting the burden of producing evidence.
Comment. This article (Sections 1450-1454) lists several presumptions that may be used to authenticate particular kinds of writings.
Section 1450 prescribes the effect of these presumptions. They require
a finding of authenticity unless the adverse party produces evidence
sufficient to sustain a finding that the writing in question is not authentic. See EVIDENCE CODE § 604 and the Comment thereto.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Burden of producing evidence, see § 110
Presumption, see § 600
Presumption affecting the burden of producing evidence, effect of, see § 604

§ 1451. Acknowledged writings

1451. A certificate of the acknowledgment of a writing
other than a will, or a certificate of the proof of such a writing,
is prima facie evidence of the facts recited in the certificat.e
and the genuineness of the signature of each person by whom
the writing purports to have been signed if the certificate meets
the requirements of Article 3 (commencing with Section 1180)
of Chapter 4, Title 4, Part 4, Division 2 of the Civil Code.
Comment. Section 1451 continues in effect and restates a method of
authenticating private writings that is contained in Code of Civil Procedure Section 1948.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Acknowledgment or proof of writing, see Civil Code § 1180 et seq.
Articles of incorporation, see Corporations Code § 307
Definitions:
Evidence, see § 140
Person, see § 175
Writing, see § 250
Prima facie evidence, effect of, see §§ 602, 604, 1450
Recorded writings, see §§ 1532, 1600
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§ 1452. Official seals

1452. A seal is presumed to be genuine and its use authorized if it purports to be the seal of :
(a) The United States or a department, agency, or public
employee of the United States.
(b) A public entity in the United States or a department,
agency, or public employee of such public entity.
( c) A nation recognized by the executive power of the
United States or a department, agency, or officer of such
nation.
(d) A public entity in a nation recognized by the executive
power of the United States or a department, agency, or officer
of such public entity.
( e) A court of admiralty or maritime jurisdiction.
(f) A notary public within any state of the United States.
Comment. Sections 1452 and 1453 eliminate the need for formal
proof of the genuineness of certain official seals and signatures when
such proof would otherwise be required by the general requirement of
authentication.
Under existing law, formal proof of many of the signatures and seals
mentioned in Sections 1452 and 1453 is not required because such signatures and seals are the subject of judicial notice. CODE CIV. PROC.
§ 1875(5), (6), (7), (8). (Section 1875 is superseded by Division 4
(Sections 450-459) of the Evidence Code.) The parties may not dispute
a matter that has been judicially noticed. CODE CIV. PROC. § 2102
(superseded by EVIDENCE CODE § 457). Hence, judicial notice of facts
should be confined to matters concerning which there can be no reasonable dispute. The authenticity of writings purporting to be official writings should not be determined conclusively by the judge when there is
serious dispute as to such authenticity. Therefore, Sections 1452 and
1453 provide that the official seals and signatures mentioned shall be
presumed genuine and authorized until evidence is introduced sufficient
to sustain a finding that they are not genuine or authorized. When
there is such evidence disputing the authenticity of an official seal or
signature, the trier of fact is required to determine the question of
authenticity without regard to any presumption created by this section.
See EVIDENCE CODE § 604 and the Comment thereto.
This procedure will dispense with the necessity for proof of authenticity when there is no real dispute as to such authenticity, but it will
assure the parties the right to contest the authenticity of official writings when there is a real dispute as to such authenticity.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Authentication required, see § 1401
Definitions:
Public employee. see § 195
Public entity. ~ee § 200
S ta te, see § 220
Presumption, effect of, see §§ 604, 1450

§ 1453. Domestic official signatures

1453. A signature is presumed to be genuine and authorized if it purports to be the signature, affixed in his official
capacity, of:
(a) A public employee of the United States.
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(b) A public employee of any public entity in the United
States.
(c) A notary public within any state of the United States.
Comment. See the Comment to Section 1452.
CROSS· REFERENCES
Authentication required, see § 1401
Definitions:
Public employee, see § 195
Public entitY..t~~e § 200
State, see § ~m
Presumption, effect of, see §§ 604, 1450

§ 1454. Foreign official signatures

1454. A signature is presumed to be genuine and authorized if it purports to be the signature, affixed in his official
capacity, of an officer, or deputy of an officer, of a nation or
public entity in a nation recognized by the executive power of
the United States and the writing to which the signature is
affixed is accompanied by a final statement certifying the genuineness of the signature and the official position of (a) the
person who executed the writing or (b) any foreign official
who has certified either the genuineness of the signature and
official position of the person executing the writing or the
genuineness of the signature and official position of another
foreign official who has executed a similar certificate in a chain
of such certificates beginning with a certificate of the genuineness of the signature and official position of the person executing the writing. The final statement may be made only by a
secretary of an embassy or legation, consul general, consul,
vice consul, consular agent, or other officer in the foreign service of the United States stationed in the nation, authenticated
by the seal of his office.
Comment. Section 1454 supersedes the somewhat complex procedure
for authenticating foreign official writings that is contained in subdivision 8 of Code of Civil Procedure Section 1918. Section 1454 is based
on a proposed amendment to Rule 44 of the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure that has been prepared by the Advisory Committee on Civil
Rules, the Commission and Advisory Committee on International Rules
of Judicial Procedure, and the Columbia Law School Project on International Procedure. Proposed Amendments to Rules of Civil Procedure
for the United States District Courts with Advisory Committee's Notes
(mimeo., Feb. 25, 1964). Rule 44 and the proposed amendment, however, deal only with the question of authenticating copies of foreign
official writings. Section 1454 relates to the authentication of any foreign official writing, whether it be an original or a copy.
The procedure set forth in Section 1454 is necessary for the reason
that a United States foreign service officer may not be able to certify
to the official position and signature of a particular foreign official.
Accordingly, this section permits the original signature to be certified
by a higher foreign official, whose signature can in turn be certified by
a still higher official, and such certifications can be continued in a chain
until a foreign official is reached as to whom the United States foreign
service officer has adequate information upon which to base his final
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certification. See, e.g., New York Life Ins. 00. v. Aronson, 38 F. Supp.
687 (W.D. Pa.1941).
See also the Oomment to Section 1452.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Authentication required, see § 1401
Definitions:
'
Public entity, see § 200
Writing, see § 250
Presumption, effect of, see §§ 604, 1450

CHAPTER 2.

SECONDARY EVIDENCE OF WRITINGS
Article 1.

Best Evidence Rule

§ 1500. The best evidence rule

1500. Except as otherwise provided by statute, no evidence
other than the writing itself is admissible to prove the content of a writing. This section shall be known and may be
cited as the best evidence rule.
Comment. Section 1500 states the best evidence rule. This rule is
now found in Code of Civil Procedure Sections 1855, 1937, and 1938,
which are superseded by this article. The rule is that, unless certain
exceptional conditions exist, the content of a writing must be proved
by the original writing and not by testimony as to its content or a copy
of the writing. The rule is designed to minimize the possibilities of misinterpretation of writings by requiring the production of the original
writings themselves, if available.
The rule stated in Section 1500 applies "except as otherwise provided by statute." Sections 1501-1510 list certain exceptions to the
rule. Other statutes may create further exceptions. See, e.g., EVIDENCE
CODE §§ 1550 and 1562, making copies of particular records admissible
to the same extent as the originals would be.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Evidence, see § 140
Statute, see § 230
Writing, see § 250
Hospital records, see §§ 1560-1566
Official writings and recorded writings, see §§ 1530. 1532,1600
Photographic copies, admissibility of, see §§ 1550, 1551
Record of conveyance pursuant to legal process, see § 1603
Recorded writing destroyed by calamity, see § 1601
Secondary evidence of contents of writings, see §§ 1501-1510
Spanish title papers, duplicate copies, see § 1605
Will, proof by copy, see Probate Code § 330

§ 1501. Copy of lost or destroyed writing

1501. A copy of a writing is not made inadmissible by the
best evidence rule if the writing is lost or has been destroyed
without fraudulent intent on the part of the proponent of the
evidence.
Comment. Section 1501 states an exception to the best evidence rule
that is now found in Section 1855, subdivision 1, of the Code of Civil
Procedure. Section 1501 requires the loss or destruction of the writing
to have been without fraudulent intent on the part of the proponent of
the evidence. Although no similar requirement appears in Section 1855,
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the cases construing this section have nonetheless imposed this requirement. Bagley v. McMickle, 9 Cal. 430, 446-447 (1858).
CROSS-REFERENCES
Best evidence rule, see § 1500
Definitions:
Evidence, see § 140
Writing, see § 250
Lost or destroyed will, see Probate Code §§ 350-352
Photographic copy of lost or destroyed writing, see § 1551
Recorded writing lost or destroyed by calamity, see § 1601
See also the Cross-References under Section 1601

§.1502. Copy of unavailable writing

1502. A copy of a writing is not made inadmissible by the
best evidence rule if the writing was not reasonably procurable by the proponent by use of the court's process or by other
available means.
Comment. The exception stated in Section 1502 is not stated in the
existing statutes. However, writings not subject to production through
use of the court's process have been treated as "lost" writings, and
secondary evidence has been admitted under the provisions of subdivision 1 of Section 1855. See, e.g., Zellerbach v. Allenberg, 99 Cal. 57, 33
Pac. 786 (1893). Because such writings have been treated as lost, the
cases have admitted secondary evidence even when the original has
been procurable by the proponent of the evidence by means other than
the court's process. See, e.g., Koenig v. Steinbach, 119 Cal. App. 425,
6 P.2d 525 (1931) ; Mackroth v. Sladky, 27 Cal. App. 112, 148 Pac. 978
(1915). Section 1502 changes the rule of these cases and makes secondary evidence inadmissible if the proponent has any reasonable
means available to procure the writing, even though it is beyond the
reach of the court's process.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Best evidence rule, see § 1500
Definition:
Writing, see § 250

§ 1503. Copy of writing under control of opponent

1503. (a) A copy of a writing is not made inadmissible by
the best evidence rule if, at a time when the writing was under
the control of the opponent, the opponent was expressly or
impliedly notified, by the pleadings or otherwise, that the
writing would be needed at the hearing, and on request at the
hearing the opponent has failed to produce the writing. In a
criminal action, the request at the hearing to produce the
writing may not be made in the presence of the jury.
(b) Though a writing requested by one party is produced
by another, and is thereupon inspected by the party calling
for it, the party calling for the writing is not obliged to introduce it as evidence in the action.
Comment. Subdivision (a) of Section 1503 states an exception to
the best evidence rule that is now found in subdivision 2 of Section
1855 and in Section 1938 of the Code of Civil Procedure. Under existing law, notice to produce the writing is unnecessary where the writing
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is itself a notice or where it has been wrongfully obtained or withheld
by the adverse party. Section 1503 requires a notice to produce the
writing in these cases, too. In most instances, the pleadings will give
the requisite pretrial notice; in those cases where they do not, little
hardship is imposed upon the proponent by requiring notice.
Under existing law, secondary evidence of the content of a writing
is admissible in a criminal case without notice to the defendant upon a
prima facie showing that the writing is in the defendant's possession.
People v. Chapman, 55 Cal. App. 192, 203 Pac. 126 (1921). In fact,
a request for the document at the trial is improper. People v. Powell,
71 Cal. App. 500, 236 Pac. 311 (1925). However, if the defendant
objects to the introduction of secondary evidence of the writing, the
prosecution may then request the defendant to produce it. People v.
Rial, 23 Cal. App. 713, 139 Pac. 661 (1914). The possible prejudice
to a defendant that may be caused by a request in the presence of the
jury for the production of a writing is readily apparent; but, even
if the impropriety of such a request is conceded, there appears to be
no reason to deprive the defendant completely of his right to a pretrial notice and a request at the trial for production of the original.
The notice and request do not require the defendant to produce the
writing; they merely authorize the proponent to introduce secondary
evidence of the writing upon the defendant's failure to produce it.
Thus, subdivision (a) preserves the defendant's rights but avoids the
possible prejudice to him by requiring the request at the trial to be
made out of the presence and hearing of the jury.
Similarly, subdivision (a) avoids any possible prejudice to the prosecution that might result from a request being made by the defendant in
the presence of the jury for the production of a writing that is protected by a privilege. For the possible consequences of the prosecution's reliance on a privilege in a criminal action, see EVIDENCE CODE
§ 1042.
Subdivision (b) of Section 1503 restates and supersedes the provisions of Code of Civil Procedure Section 1939.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Best evidence rule, see § 1500
Definitions:
Action, see § 105
Criminal action, see § 130
Evidence, see § 140
Hearing, see § 145
Writing, see § 250
Inspection of writings, see Code of Civil Procedure § 2031

§ 1504. Copy of collateral writing

1504. A copy of a writing is not made inadmissible by the
best evidence rule if the writing is not closely related to the
controlling issues and it would be inexpedient to require its
production.
Comment. Section 1504 states an exception for writings that are collateral to the principal issues in the case. The exception is well recognized elsewhere. See MCCORMICK, EVIDENCE § 200 (1954). However,
an early California case rejected it in dictum, and the issue apparently
has not been raised on appeal since then. Poole v. Gerrard, 9 Cal. 593
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(1858). See Tentative Recommendation and a Study Relating to the
Uniform Rules of Evidence (Article IX. Authentication and Content
of Writings), 6 CAL. LAW REVISION COMM'N, REp., REC. & STUDIES 100,
154 (1964). The exception is desirable, for it precludes hypertechnical
insistence on the best evidence rule when production of the writing in
question would be impractical and its contents are not closely related
to any important issue in the case.
OROSS-REFERENCES
Best evidence rule, see § 1500
Definition:
Writing, see § 250

§ 1505. Other secondary evidence of writings described in Sections 1501-1504

1505. If the proponent does not have in his possession or
under his control a copy of a writing described in Section
1501, 1502, 1503, or 1504, other secondary evidence of the content of the writing is not made inadmissible by the best evidence rule. This section does not apply to a writing that is also
described in Section 1506 or 1507.
Comment. Sections 1501-1504 permit a copy of a writing described
in those sections to be admitted despite the best evidence rule. Section
1505 provides that oral testimony of the content of a writing described
in Sections 1501-1504 may be admitted when the proponent of the evidence does not have a copy of the writing in his possession or under
his control.
The final paragraph of Code of Civil Procedure Section 1855 provides that either a copy or oral testimony may be used to prove the
content of a writing when the original is unavailable. However, despite
the language in Section 1855, two California cases have held that the
proponent must prove the content of such writings by a copy if he has
one. Ford v. Cunningham, 87 Cal. 209, 25 Pac. 403 (1890) ; Murphy v.
Nielsen, 132 Cal. App.2d 396, 282 P.2d 126 (1955).
Section 1505 codifies the requirement of these cases. A copy is better
evidence of the content of a writing than testimony; hence, when a
person seeking to prove such content has a copy in his possession or
control, he should be required to produce it. 4 WIGMORE, EVIDENCE
§§ 1266-1268 (3d ed. 1940).
Unlike Section 1508 (pertaining to official writings), Section 1505
does not require a showing of reasonable diligence to obtain a copy as
a foundation for the introduction of testimonial secondary evidence.
Although the proponent of the evidence may easily obtain a copy of a
writing in official custody or show that the writing has been destroyed
so that none is available, he may find it extremely difficult to show the
unavailability of copies of writings in private custody. He may have
no means of knowing whether any copies have been made or, if made,
who has custody of them; yet, his right to introduce testimonial secondary evidence might be defeated merely by the opponent's showing
that a copy, previously unknown to the proponent, does exist and is
within reach of the court's process. The proponent's right to introduce
testimonial secondary evidence of such writings should not be so easily
defeated. Hence, Section 1505 requires no showing of reasonable diligence to obtain a copy of the writing. Of course, if the opponent knows
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of a copy that is available, he can compel its production and thus protect himself against any misrepresentation made in the proponent's
evidence of the content of the writing.
Best evidence rule, see § 1500
Definitions:
Evidence, see § 140
Writing, see § 250

CROSS-REFERENCES

§ 1506. Copy of public writing

1506. A copy of a writing is not made inadmissible by the
best evidence rule if the writing is a record or other writing
that is in the custody of a public entity.
Comment. Section 1506 restates an exception to the best evidence
rule that is now found in subdivision 3 of Code of Civil Procedure
Section 1855.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Best evidence rule, see § 1500
Definitions:
Public entity, see § 200
Writing, see § 250
Official writings and recorded writings, see §§ 1530, 1532, 1600

§ 1507. Copy of recorded writing

1507. A copy of a writing is not made inadmissible by the
best evidence rule if the writing has been recorded in the public records and the record or an attested or a certified copy
thereof is made evidence of the writing by statute.
Comment. Section 1507 restates an exception to the best evidence
rule that is now found in subdivision 4 of Code of Civil Procedure
Section 1855.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Best evidence rule, see § 1500
Definitions:
Evidence, see § 140
Statute, see § 230
Writing, see § 250
Official writings and recorded writings, see §§ 1530, 1532, 1600

§ 1508. Other secondary evidence of writings described in
Sections 1506 and 1507
1508. If the proponent does not have in his possession a

copy of a writing described in Section 1506 or 1507 and could
not in the exercise of reasonable diligence have obtained a
copy, other secondary evidence of the content of the writing
is not made inadmissible by the best evidence rule.
Comment. The final paragraph of Code of Civil Procedure Section
1855 requires that the content of official writings be proved by a copy.
Despite the unequivocal language of that section, the courts have permitted testimonial secondary evidence when a copy could not be procured because of the destruction of the original. H~"bernia Savings &
Loan Soc. v. Boyd, 155 Cal. 193, 100 Pac. 239 (1909); Seaboard Nat'Z
Bank v. Ackerman,16 Cal. App. 55, 116 Pac. 91 (1911).
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Section 1508 also permits testimonial evidence of the content of an
official writing when a copy cannot be obtained. However, because
copies of official writings usually can be readily obtained, Section 1508
requires a party to exercise reasonable diligence to obtain such a copy.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Best evidence rule, see § 1500
Definitions:
Evidence, see § 140
Writing, see § 250

§ 1509. Voluminous writings

1509. Secondary evidence, whether written or oral, of the
content of a writing is not made inadmissible by the best evidence rule if the writing consists of numerous accounts or
other writings that cannot be examined in court without great
loss of time, and the evidence sought from them is only the
general result of the whole; but the court in its discretion
may require that such accounts or other writings be produced
for inspection by the adverse party.
Comment. Section 1509 restates an exception to the best evidence
rule that is found in subdivision 5 of Code of Civil Procedure Section
1855. The final clause, permitting the court to require production of the
underlying records, is based on a principle that has been recognized
in dicta by the California courts. See, e.g., People v. Doble, 203 Cal.
510, 515, 265 Pac. 184, 187 (1928) ("we, of course, are not intending
to hold that the books in each case must be actually received in evidence to warrant the introduction of such summary so long as they are
available for use of the opposing party . . .").
CROSS-REFERENCES
Best evidence rule, see § 1500
Definitions:
Evidence, see § 140
Writing, see § 250

§ 1510. Copy of writing produced at the hearing

1510. A copy of a writing is not made inadmissible by the
best evidence rule if the writing has been produced at the
hearing and made available for inspection by the adverse party.
Comment. Section 1510 is designed to permit the owner of a writing
that is needed for evidence to leave a copy for the court's use and to
retain the original in his own possession. The exception is valuable for
business records that are needed in the continuing operation of the
business. If the original is produced in court for inspection, a copy may
be left for the court's use and the original returned to the owner. Of
course, if the original shows erasures or other marks of importance that
are not apparent on the copy, the adverse party may place the original in evidence himself.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Best evidence rule, see § 1500
Definitions:
Hearing, see § 145
Writing, see § 250
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Article 2. Official Writings and Recorded Writings
§ 1530. Copy of writing in official custody

1530. (a) A purported copy of a writing that IS III the
custody of a public entity, or of an entry in such a writing, is
prima facie evidence of the content of such writing or entry if:
(1) The copy purports to be published by the authority of
the nation or state, or public entity therein, in which the writing is kept;
(2) The office in which the writing is kept is within the
United States or within the Panama Canal Zone, the Trust
Territory of the Pacific Islands, or the Ryukyu Islands, and
the copy is attested or certified as a correct copy of the writing
or entry by a public employee, or a deputy of a public employee, having the legal custody of the writing; or
(3) The office in which the writing is kept is not within
the United States or any other place described in paragraph
(2) and the copy is attested as a correct copy of the writing
or entry by a persan having authority to make the attestation.
The attestation must be accompanied by a final statement
certifying the genuineness of the signature and the official position of (i) the person who attested the copy as a correct copy
or (ii) any foreign official who has certified either the genuineness of the signature and official position of the person attesting the copy or the genuineness of the signature and official
position of another foreign official who has executed a similar
certificate in a chain of such certificates beginning with a certificate of the genuineness of the signature and official position
of the person attesting the copy. The final statement may be
made only by a secretary of an embassy or legation, consul
general, consul, vice consul, consular agent, or other officer iit
the foreign service of the United States stationed in the nation
in which the writing is kept, authenticated by the seal of his
office.
(b) The presumptions established by this section are presumptions affecting the burden of producing evidence.
Comment. Section 1530 deals with three evidentiary problems. First,
it is concerned with the problem of proving the content of an original
writing by means of a copy, i.e., the best evidence rule. See EVIDENCE
Code § 1500. Second, it is concerned with authentication, for the copy
must be authenticated as a copy of the original writing. EVIDENCE CODE
§ 1401. Finally, it is concerned with the hearsay rule, fora certification
or attestation of authenticity is "a statement that was made other than
by a witness while testifying at the hearing and that is offered to prove
the truth of the matter stated." EVIDENCE CODE § 1200. Because this
section is principally concerned with the use of a copy of a writing to
prove the content of the original, it is located in the division relating
to secondary evidence of writings.
Under existing California law, certain official records may be proved
by copies purporting to have been published by official authority or by
copies with attached certificates. containing certain requisite seals and
signatures. The rules are complex and detailed and appear for the most
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part in Article 2 (beginning with Section 1892) of Chapter 3, Title 2,
Part IV of the Code of Civil Procedure.
Section 1530 substitutes for these rules a uniform rule that can be
applied to all writings in official custody found within the United
States and another rule applicable to all writings in official custody
found outside the United States.
Subdivision (a}(1). Subdivision (a) (1) of Section 1530 provides
that an official writing may be proved by a copy purporting to be published by official authority. Under Section 1918 of the Code of Civil
Procedure, the acts and proceedings of the executive and legislature
of any state, the United States, or a foreign government may be proved
by documents and journals published by official authority. Subdivision
(a) (1) in effect makes these provisions of Section 1918 applicable to
all classes of official documents. This extension of the means of proving
official documents will facilitate the proof of many official documents
the authenticity of which is presumed (EVIDENCE CODE § 644) and is
seldom subject to question.
Subdivision (a}(2) and (a}(3) generally. Paragraphs (2) and (3)
of subdivision (a) of Section 1530 set forth the rules for proving the
content of writings in official custody by attested or certified copies. A
person who "attests." a writing merely affirms it to be true or genuine
by his signature. BLACK, LAW DICTIONARY (4th ed. 1951). Existing
California statutes require certain writings to be "certified." Section
1923 of the Code of Civil Procedure (superseded by Evidence Code
Section 1531) provides that the certificate affixed to a certified copy
must state that the copy is a correct copy of the original, must be signed
by the certifying officer, and must be under his seal of office, if he has
one. Thus, the only difference between the words" attested" and "certified" is that the existing statutory definition of "certified" requires
the use of a seal, if the authenticating officer has one, whereas the
definition of "attested" does not. Section 1530 eliminates the requirement of the seal by the use of the word" attested." However, Section
1530 retains, in addition, the word "certified" because it is the more
familiar term in California practice.
Subdivision (a}(2). Under existing law, copies of many records of
the United States government and of the governments of sister states
may be proved by a copy certified or attested by the custodian alone.
See, e.g., CODE CIV. PROC. §§ 1901 and 1918(1), (2), (3), (9); CORP.
CODE § 6600. Yet, other official writings must be certified or attested
not only by the custodian but also by a higher official certifying the
authority and signature of the custodian. In order to provide a uniform
rule for the proof of all domestic official writings, subdivision (a)(2)
extends the simpler and more expeditious procedure to all official writings within the United States.
Subdivision (a}(3). Under existing law, some foreign official records may be proved by a copy certified or attested by the custodian
alone. See CODE CIV. PROC. §§ 1901 and 1918(4). Yet, other copies of
foreign official writings must be accompanied by three certificates: one
executed by the custodian, another by a higher official certifying the
authority and signature of the custodian, and a third by still another
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official certifying the signature and official position of the second official. See CODE CIV. PROC. §§ 1906 and 1918(8).
For these complex rules, subdivision (a) (3) of Section 1530 substitutes a relatively simple and uniform procedure that is applicable
to all classes of foreign official writings. Subdivision (a)(3) is based
on a proposed amendment to Rule 44 of the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure that has been prepared by the Advisory Committee on Civil
Rules, the Commission and Advisory Committee on International Rules
of Judicial Procedure, and the Columbia Law School Project on International Procedure. Proposed Amendments to Rules of Civil Procedure
for the United States District Courts with Advisory Committee's
Notes (mimeo., Feb. 25, 1964).
Subdivision (a) (3) requires that the copy be attested as a correct
copy by "a person having authority to make the attestation." In some
foreign countries, the person with authority to attest a copy of an
official writing is not necessarily the person with legal cllFltody of the
writing. See 2B BARRON & HOLTZOFF, FEDERAL PRACTICE PROCEDURE
§ 992 (Wright ed. 1961). In such a case, subdivision (a) (3) requires
that the attester's signature and official position be certified by another
official. If this is a United States foreign service officer stationed in the
country, no further certificates are required. If a United States foreign
service officer is not able to certify to the signature and official position
of the attester, subdivision (a) (3) permits the attester's signature and
official position to be certified by a higher foreign official, whose signature can in turn be certified by a still higher official. Such certifications
can be continued in a chain until a foreign official is reached as to
whom the United States foreign service officer has adequate information upon which to base his final certification. See, e.g., New York Life
Ins. Co. v. Aronson, 38 F. Supp. 687 (W.D. Pa. 1941).
Subdivision (b). Where evidence is introduced that is sufficient to
sustain a finding that the copy is not a correct copy, the trier of fact
is required to determine whether the copy is a correct copy without
regard to the presumptions created by this section. See EVIDENCE CODE
§ 604 and the Comment thereto.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Attestation or certification of writing, see I 1531
Best evidence rule, see II 1500, 1506, 1507
Books published by public authority, presumption, see I 644
Conveyance pursuant to legal process, certified copy, see § 1603
Definitions:
Burden of producing evidence, see I 110
Evidence, see § 140
Presumption, see § 600
Public employee, see § 195
Public entity, see § 200
State, see § 220
Writing, see § 250
Official seals and signatures presumed genuine, see §§ 1450, 1452-14!34
Presumption affecting the burden of producing evidence, effect of, see § 604
Prima facie evidence, effect of, see I 602
Spanish title papers, copies as prima facie evidence, see § 1605

§ 1531. Certification of copy for evidence

1531. For the purpose of evidence, whenever a copy of a
writing is attested or certified, the attestation or certificate
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must state in substance that the copy is a correct copy of the
original, or of a specified part thereof, as the case may be.
Comment. Section 1531 is based on the provisions of Section 1923
of the Code of Civil Procedure. The language has been modified to
define the process of attestation as well as the process of certification.
Since Section 1530 permits a writing to be attested or certified for purposes of evidence without the attachment of an official seal, Section
1531 omits any requirement of a seal.
Definitions:
Evidence, see § 140
Writing, see § 250

CROSS-REFERENCES

§ 1532. Official record of recorded writing

1532. (a) The official record of a writing is prima facie
evidence of the content of the original recorded writing if:
(1) The record is in fact a record of an office of a public
entity; and
(2) A statute authorized such a writing to be recorded in
that office.
(b) The presumption established by this section is a presumption affecting the burden of producing evidence.
Comment. Section 1530 authorizes the use of a copy of a writing in
official custody to prove the content of that writing. When a writing
has been recorded, Section 1530 merely permits a certified copy of the
record to be used to prove the record, not the original recorded writing.
Section 1532 permits the official record to be used to prove the content
of the original recorded writing. However, under the provisions of
Section 1401, the original recorded writing must be authenticated
before the copy can be introduced. If the writing was executed by a
public official, or if a certificate of acknowledgment or proof was attached to the writing, the original writing is presumed to be authentic
and no further evidence of authenticity is required. EVIDENCE CODE
§§ 1450,1451, and 1453.
Where evidence is introduced that is sufficient to sustain a finding
that the original writing is not authentic, the trier of fact is required
to determine the authenticity of the original writing without regard to
the presumption created by this section. See EVIDENCE CODE § 604
and the Comment thereto.
Code of Civil Procedure Section 1951 (superseded by Evidence Code
Section 1600) is similar to Section 1532, but the Code of Civil Procedure section relates only to writings affecting property. Section 1532
extends the principle of the Code of Civil Procedure section to all
recorded writings. There is no comparable provision in existing law.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Best evidence rule, see §§ 1500,1507
Definitions:
Burden of produeing evidence, see § 110
Evidence, see § 140
Presumption, see § 600
Public entity, see § 200
Statute, see § 230
Writing, see § 250
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Presumption affecting the burden of producing evidence, effect of, see § 604
Prima facie evidence, effect of, see § 602
Record destroyed by calamity, see § 1601
Record of writing affecting property, see § 1600

Article 3. Photographic Copies of Writings
§ 1550. Photographic copies made as business records

1550. A photostatic, microfilm, micro card, miniature photographic or other photographic copy or reproduction, or an enlargement thereof, of a writing is as admissible as the writing
itself if such copy or reproduction was made and preserved as
a part of the records of a business (as defined by Section
1270) in the regular course of such business. The introduction
of such copy, reproduction, or enlargement does not preclude
admission of the original writing if it is still in existence.
Comment. Section 1550 continues in effect those provisions of the
Uniform Photographic Copies of Business and Public Records as Evidence Act that are now found in Code of Civil Procedure Section
1953i.
Section 1550 omits the requirement, contained in Section 1953i of
the Code of Civil Procedure, that the original writing be a business
record. As long as the original writing is admissible under any exception to the hearsay rule, its trustworthiness is sufficiently assured;
and the requirement that the photographic copy be made in the regular
course of business sufficiently assures the trustworthiness of the copy.
If the original is admissible not as an exception to the hearsay rule but
as evidence of an ultimate fact in the case (e.g., a will or a contract),
a photographic copy, the trustworthiness of which is sufficiently assured by the fact that it was made in the regular course of business,
should be as admissible as the original.
Defin;tion:
Writing, see § 2;;0

CROSS-REFERENCES

§ 1551. Photographic copies where original destroyed or lost

1551. A print, whether enlarged or not, from a photographic film (including a photographic plate, microphotographic film, photostatic negative, or similar reproduction)
of an original writing destroyed or lost after such film was
taken is as admissible as the original writing itself if, at the
time of the taking of such film, the person under whose direction and control it was taken attached thereto, or to the
sealed container in which it was placed and has been kept, or
incorporated in the film, a certification complying with the
provisions of Section 1531 and stating the date on which, and
the fact that, it was so taken under his direction and control.
Comment. Section 1551 restates without substantive change the prQ':
visions of Code of Civil Procedure Section 1920b.
Definition:
Writing, see § 250

CROSS-REFERENCES
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Article 4.

Hospital Records

§ 1560. Compliance with subpoena duces tecum for hospital records

1560. (a).As used in this article, "hospital" means a hospital located in this State that is operated by a public entity
or any licensed hospital located in this State.
(b) Except as provided in Section 1564, when a subpoena
duces tecum is served upon the custodian of records or other
qualified witness from a hospital in an action in which the
hospital is neither a party nor the place where any cause
of action is alleged to have arisen and such subpoena requires
the production of all or any part of the records of the hospital
relating to the care or treatment of a patient in such hospital,
it is sufficient eompliance therewith if the custodian or other
officer of the hospital, within five days after the receipt of
such subpoena, delivers by mail or otherwise a true and correct
copy (which may be a photographic or microphotographic reproduction) of all the records described in such subpoena to the
clerk of court or to the court if there be no clerk or to such
other person as described in subdivision (a) of Section 2018
of the Code of Civil Procedure, together with the affidavit described in Section 1561.
(c) The copy of the records shall be separately enclosed in
an inner envelope or wrapper, sealed, with the title and number of the action, name of witness, and date of subpoena clearly
inscribed thereon; the sealed envelope or wrapper shall then
be enclosed in an outer envelope or wrapper, sealed, directed
as follows:
(1) If the subpoena directs attendance in court, to the clerk
of such court, or to the judge thereof if there be no clerk.
(2) If the subpoena directs attendance at a deposition or
other hearing, to the officer before whom the deposition is to
be taken, at the place designated in the subpoena for the taking
of the deposition or at his place of business.
(3) In other cases, to the officer, body, or tribunal conducting the hearing, at a like address.
(d) Unless the parties to the proceeding otherwise agree,
or unless the sealed envelope or wrapper is returned to a
witness who is to appear personally, the copy of the records
shall remain sealed and shall be opened only at the time of
trial, deposition, or other hearing, upon the direction of the
judge, officer, body, or tribunal conducting the proceeding, in
the presence of all parties who have appeared in person or
by counsel at such trial, deposition, or hearing. Records which
are not introduced in evidence or required as part of the
record shall be returned to the person or entity from whom
received.
Comment. Section 1560 is the same in substance as Code of Civil
Procedure Section 1998, except for the clarifying definition of "hospital" added in subdivision (a).
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CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Action, see § 105
Hearing, see § 145
Public entity, see § 200
Subpoena duces tecum, see generally Code of Civil Procedure § 1985 et aeq.; Penal
Code § 1326 et seq.

§ 1561. Affidavit accompanying records
1561. (a) The records shall be accompanied by the affi-

davit of the custodian or other qualified witness, stating in
substance each of the following:
(1) That the affiant is the duly authorized custodian of the
records and has authority to certify the records.
(2) That the copy is a true copy of all the records described
in the subpoena.
(3) That the records were prepared by the personnel of
the hospital, staff physicians, or persons acting under the
control of either, in the ordinary course of hospital business
at or near the time of the act, condition, or event.
(b) If the hospital has none of the records described, or
only part thereof, the custodian shall so state in the affidavit,
and deliver the affidavit and such records as are available in
the manner provided in Section 1560.
Comment. Section 1561 restates without substantive change the provisions of Code of Civil Procedure Section 1998.I.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Affidavit as evidence, see § 1562
Definition:
Hospital, see § 1560

§ 1562. Admissibility of affidavit and copy of records
1562. The copy of the records is admissible in evidence to

the same extent as though the original thereof were offered
and the custodian had been present and testified to the matters
stated in the affidavit. The affidavit is admissible in evidence
and the matters stated therein are presumed true. When more
than one person has knowledge of the facts, more than one
affidavit may be made. The presumption established by this
section is a presumption affecting the burden of proof.
Comment. Section 1562 restates without substantive cbange the provisions of Code of Civil Procedure Section 1998.2.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Best evidence rule, see § 1500
Definitions:
Burden of proof, see § 115
Presumption, see § 600
Presumption affecting the burden of proof, effect of, see § 606

§ 1563. One witness and mileage fee
1563. This article shall not be interpreted to require tender

or payment of more than one witness and mileage fee or other
charge unless there is an agreement to the contrary.
Comment. Section 1563 restates without substantive change the provisions of Code of Civil Procedure Section 1998.3.
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§ 1564. Personal attendance of custodian and production of original records

1564. The personal attendance of the custodian or other
qualified witness and the production of the original records is
required if the subpoena duces tecum contains a clause which
reads:
"The procedure authorized pursuant to subdivision (b) of
Section 1560, and Sections 1561 and 1562, of the Evidence Code
will not be deemed sufficient compliance with this subpoena."
Comment. Section 1564 restates without substantive change the provisions of Code of Civil Procedure Section 1998.4.
§ 1565. Service of more than one subpoena duces tecum

1565. If more than one subpoena duces tecum is served
upon the custodian of records or other qualified witness from
a hospital and the personal attendance of the custodian or
other qualified witness is required pursuant to Section 1564,
the witness shall be deemed to be the witness of the party serving the first such subpoena duces tecum.
Comment. Section 1565 restates without substantive change the provisions of Code of Civil Procedure Section 1998.5.
Definition:
Hospital, see § 1560

CROSS-REFERENCES

§ 1566. Applicability of article

1566. This article applies in any proceeding in which testimony can be compelled.
Comment. This section has no counterpart in the portion of the
Code of Civil Procedure from which this article is taken. Section 1566
is intended to preserve the original effect of Code of Civil Procedure
Sections 1998-1998.5 by removing Sections 1560-1565 from the limiting
provisions of Section 300.
CHAPTER 3.

OFFICIAL WRITINGS AFFECTING PROPERTY

§ 1600. Official record of document affecting property interest

1600. The official record of a document purporting to
establish or affect an interest in property is prima facie evidence of the content of the original recorded document and its
execution and delivery by each person by whom it purports to
have been executed if:
(a) The record is in fact a record of an office of a public entity; and
(b) A statute authorized such a document to be recorded in
that office.
Comment. The sections in this chapter all relate to official writings
affecting property. The provisions of some sections provide hearsay
exceptions; other sections provide exceptions to the best evidence rule;
still others provide authentication procedures.
Section 1600 is based on Code of Civil Procedure Section 1951,
which it supersedes. It is similar to Section 1532 of the Evidence Code,
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which applies to all recorded writings, but it gives an added effect to
the writings covered by its provisions. Under Section 1600, as under
existing law, if an instrument purporting to affect an interest in property is recorded, a presumption of execution and delivery of the
instrument arises. Thomas v. Peterson, 213 Cal. 672, 3 P.2d 306 (1931).
CROSS-REFERENCES
Rest evidence rule. see § § 1500, 1507
Definitions:
Evidence. see § 140
Person, see § 175
Property. see § 185
Public entity, see § 200
Statute. see § 230
Prima facie evidence. effect of. see § 602
Record of recorded writing. see § 1532

§ 1601. Proof of content of lost official record affecting property

1601. (a) Subject to subdivisions (b) and (c), when in
any action it is desired to prove the contents of the official
record of any writing lost or destroyed by conflagration or
other public calamity, after proof of such loss or destruction,
the following may, without further proof, be admitted in evidence to prove the contents of such record:
(1) Any abstract of title made and issued and certified as
correct prior to such loss or destruction, and purporting to
have been prepared and made in the ordinary course of business by any person engaged in the business of preparing and
making abstracts of title prior to such loss or destruction; or
(2) Any abstract of title, or of any instrument affecting
title, made, issued, and certified as correct by any person engaged in the business of insuring titles or issuing abstracts of
title to real estate, whether the same was made, issued, or
certified before or after such loss or destruction and whether
the same was made from the original records or from abstract
and notes, or either, taken from such records in the preparation
and upkeeping of its plant in the ordinary course of its
business.
(b) No proof of the loss of the original writing is required
other than the fact that the original is not known to the party
desiring to prove its contents to be in existence.
( c) Any party desiring to use evidence admissible under
this section shall give reasonable notice in writing to all other
parties to the action who have appeared therein, of his intention to use such evidence at the trial of the action, and shall
give all such other parties a reasonable opportunity to inspect
the evidence, and also the abstracts, memoranda, or notes from
which it was compiled, and to take copies thereof.
Comment. Section 1601 restates without substantive change the provisions of Section 1855a of the Code of Civil Procedure.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Best evidence rule. see § 1500
Court records, restoration when destroyed, see Code of Civil Procedure § 1953.01

et seq.
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Definitions :
Action, see § 105
Evidence, see § 140
Person, see § 175
Proof, see § 190
Writing, see § 250
Destroyed Land Records Relief Law, see Code of Civil Procedure § 751.01 et seq.
Duplicates of public certificates, see Government Code § 1226
Lost or destroyed writing, see §§ 1501, 1505
Official writings, see §§ 1506-1508
Private writings, restoration when destroyed, see Code of Civil Procedure § 1953.10
et seq.
Private writings, restoration when lost or destroyed, see Civil Code § 3415
Recorded map or plat, restoration when lost or destroyed, see Code of Civil Procedure § 1855b

§ 1602. Recital in patent for mineral lands
1602. If a patent for mineral lands within this State,

issued or granted by the United States of America, contains a
statement of the date of the location of a claim or claims upon
which the granting or issuance of such patent is based, such
statement is prima facie evidence of the date of such location.
Comment. Section 1602 restates without substantive change the provisions of Section 1927 of the Code of Civil Procedure.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Certificate of purchase or of location of land as prima facie evidence, see § 1604
Definition:
Evidence, see § 140
Prima facie evidence, effect of, see § 602

§ 1603. Deed by officer in pursuance of court process

1603. A deed of conveyance of real property, purporting
to have been executed by a proper officer in pursuance of
legal process of any of the courts of record of this State, acknowledged and recorded in the office of the recorder of the
county wherein the real property therein described is situated,
or the record of such deed, or a certified copy of such record,
is prima facie evidence that the property or interest therein
described was thereby conveyed to the grantee named in such
deed.
Comment. Section 1603 restates without substantive change the provisions of Section 1928 of the Code of Civil Procedure.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Acknowledged writings, see § 1451
Best evidence rule, see §§ 1500, 1506-1508
Certification of copy for evidence, see § 1531
Definitions:
Evidence, see § 140
Real property, see § 205
Official duty presumed performed, see § 664
Official writings, copies, see § 1530
Prima facie evidence, effect of, see § 602
Recorded writings, see §§ 1532, 1600

§ 1604. Certificate of purchase or of location of lands

1604. A certificate of purchase, or of location, of any lands
in this State, issued or made in pursuance of any law of the
United States or of this State, is prima facie evidence that
the holder or assignee of such certificate is the owner of the
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land described therein; but this evidence may be overcome
by proof that, at the time of the location, or time of filing a
pre-emption claim on which the certificate may have been
issued, the land was in the adverse possession of the adverse
party, or those under whom he claims, or that the adverse party
is holding the land for mining purposes.
Comment. Section 1604 restates without substantive change the provisions of Section 1925 of the Code of Civil Procedure.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Definitions:
Evidence, see § 140
Law, see § 160
Proof, see § 190
Land defined, see Civil Code § 659
Mineral lands, patent as prima facie evidence of date of location, see § 1602
Prima facie evidence, effect of, see § 602

§ 1605. Authenticated Spanish title records

1605. Duplicate copies and authenticated translations of
original Spanish title papers relating to land claims in this
State, derived from the Spanish or Mexican Governments,
prepared under the supervision of the Keeper of Archives, authenticated by the Surveyor-General or his successor and by
the Keeper of Archives, and filed with a county recorder, in accordance with Chapter 281 of the Statutes of 1865-66, are receivable as prima facie evidence with like force and effect as
the originals and without proving the execution of such
originals.
Comment. Section 1605 restates without substantive change the provisions of Section 1927.5 of the Code of Civil Procedure.
CROSS-REFERENCES
Best evidence rule, see U 1500,1506-1508
Definitions:
Authentication, see § 1400
Evidence, see § 140
Official writings, copies, see § 1530
Prima facie evidence, effect of, see § 602
Recorded writings, see §§ 1532, 1600

EXISTING CODES: AMENDMENTS, ADDITIONS, AND REPEALS
Comment. Many sections in existing codes will be superseded by
the Evidence Code and should be repealed. Other sections should be
revised to conform to the Evidence Code. In some cases, material in an
existing section to be repealed should be continued by adding a new
section to either the Civil Code or the Code of Civil Procedure. The
reason that each of these sections is proposed to be added, amended, or
repealed is stated in a separate Comment that follows the section.
BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS CODE
Section 2904 (Repealed)

SEC. 2. Section 2904 of the Business and Professions Code
is repealed.
~ ~ the fll:lPflese e4! this ehafltep the eeMiaeRtial pel&4iiefl£I ftftfJ: eeHl:HHiHieatieBS aetweeH flsyehelegfst ftftfJ: elieHt shall
he tHaeefJ: 'I:tfI6ft. the same basis as these flP&Viaea by law he~attePHey ftftfJ: elieHt; ftftfJ: Hethffig eeR.:tB:iHea Ht this ehftpteP shaY he eeBStPliea .t;e peql:lipe ftHy flPiviJegea eelBiBl:lHieatieH
.t;e he aiselesea.
Comment. Section 2904 is superseded by Evidence Code Sections
1010-1026. See the Comment to EVIDENCE CODE § 1014.
Section 5012 (Amended)

SEC. 3. Section 5012 of the Business and Professions Code
is amended to read:
5012. The board shall have a seal whieft shaY he jl:lfiieially
Hetieea.
Comment. The deleted language in Section 5012 is inconsistent with
Evidence Code Section 1452. See the Comment to that section.
Section 25009 (Amended)

SEC. 4. Section 25009 of the Business and Professions Code
is amended to read:
25009. Any defendant in any action brought under this
chapter or any person who may be a witness therein under Sections OOU; 003± eP ~ 2016, 2018, and 2019 of the Code of
Civil Procedure or Section 776 of the Evidence Code, and the
books and records of any such defendant or witness, may be
brought into court and the books and records may be introduced by reference into evidence, but no information so obtained may be used against the defendant or any such witness
as a basis for a misdemeanor prosecution under this chapter.
Comment. The amendment merely substitutes correct references for
the obsolete references in Section 25009.
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CIVIL CODE
Section 53 (Amended)

SEC. 5. Section 53 of the Civil Code is amended to read:
53. (a) Every provision in a written instrument relating to
real property which purports to forbid or restrict the conveyance, encumbrance, leasing, or mortgaging of such real property to any person of a specified race, color, religion, ancestry,
or national origin, is void and every restriction or prohibition
as to the use or occupation of real property because of the
user's or occupier's race, color, religion, ancestry, or national
origin is void.
(b) Every restriction or prohibition, whether by way of
covenant, condition upon use or occupation, or upon transfer
of title to real property, which restriction or prohibition directly or indirectly limits the acquisition, use or occupation of
such property because of the acquirer's, user's, or occupier's
race, color, religion, ancestry, or national origin is void.
(c) In any action to declare that a restriction or prohibition
specified in subdivision (a) or (b) of this section is void, the
court ~ ta*e takes judicial notice of the recorded instrument or instruments containing such prohibitions or restrictions in the same manner that it takes judicial notice of the
matters listed in Section 452 of the Evidence Code.
Comment. This revision of Section 53 provides, in effect, that the
court may take judicial notice of the matter specified in subdivision
(c) and is required to take judicial notice of such matter upon request
if the party making the request supplies the court with sufficient information. See EVIDENCE CODE §§ 452 and 453 and the. Comments
thereto.
Section 164.5 (Added)

SEC. 6. Section 164.5 is added to the Civil Code, to read:
164.5 The presumption that property acquired during marriage is community property does not apply to any property
to which legal or equitable title is held by a person at the time
of his death if the marriage during which the property was
acquired was terminated by diVOrce more than four years
prior to such death.
.
Comment. Section 164.5, which is a new section added to the Civil
Code, states the apparent effect of subdivision 40 of Code of Civil
Procedure Section 1963. The meaning of subdivision 40, however, is
not clear. See 4 WITKIN, SUMMARY OF CALIFORNIA LAW, Community
Property § 26 (7th ed. 1960); Note, 43 CAL. L. REV. 687, 690-691
(1955).
Section 193 (Repealed)

SEC. 7. Section 193 of the Civil Code is repealed.
±93-: LFl6I'f'IMltOY eP OHILBBFlN' BeRN 'IN WElBLOOK. ,All ehHtlPeD gef'ft in weEl:loek ftf'e flf'esftHlea te he legitimate.
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Comment. Sections 193, 194, and 195 are superseded by the more
accurate statement of the presumption in Evidence Code Section 661.
See the Comment to that section.

Section 194 (Repealed)

SEC. 8. Section 194 of the Civil Code is repealed.
±94: :AH ehilElTeB ~ ft W9mftB wh& has geeB: mM'Piea, BePB
witffiB tea m9Btha MteP ~ aiBS9mti9B ~ ~ mftPPitlge, &Fe
flpesRmea t& tie legitimate ehilElPeB ~ thftt BltlPPiage.
Comment. See the Law Revision Commission's Comment to Civil
Code Section 193.
Section 195 (Repealed)

SEC. 9.

Section 195 of the Civil Code is repealed.
eftB: tie aisflRtea ~
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Ca:H19P.Bia HI: a epimiBa:l aetieB
BP9Rgoftt ftB:tiep ~ flP9Visi9B:!! ~ 8eetl9B ~ ~ ~ PeM.J: ~
&P ~ hRSBftBa &P wile; &P ~ aeSSeBatlM ~ eB:e &P :seth ~
them: IllegitimBeY, HI: Sti:eh ease; BltlY' tie ~ tifte ftB:Y' etheP
±9&: !phe flPeSRBlflti9B ~ legitiBltley

~

See the Law Revision Commission's Comment to Civil
Code Section 193.
Comment.

Section 3544 (Added)

SEC. 10. Sect~on 3544 is added to the Civil Code, to read:
3544. A person intends the ordinary consequences of his
voluntary act.
Comment. Sections 3544-3548 are new sections added to the Civil
Code. They recast the presumptions declared by subdivisions 3, 19, 28,
32, and 33 of Code of Civil Procedure Section 1963 as maxims of
jurisprudence and supersede those subdivisions.
These superseded subdivisions of Section 1963 of the Code of Civil
Procedure are not continued in the Evidence Code as presumptions for
a variety of reasons. Some do not fit the definition of a presumption
contained in Evidence Code Section 600 in that they do not arise upon
the proof of a preliminary fact. Others seem to be little more than
truisms. They are cited most frequently in the appellate cases to uphold
lower court decisions that could be sustained anyway either on the
ground that the party with the burden of proof failed to persuade the
trier of fact or on the ground that the evidence would support the inference drawn by the trier of fact.
The proposition stated in Civil Code Section 3544 has been a source
of error in the cases, for it is error in a criminal case to treat it as a
presumption and to instruct accordingly when specific intent is a
necessary element of the crime charged. People v. Snyder, 15 Cal.2d
706,104 P.2d 639 (1940); People v. Mize, 80 Cal. 41, 22 Pac. 80 (1889).
Nonetheless, it is continually cited in appellate cases involving specific
intent when it is unnecessary to the decision. See, e.g., People v.
Hulings, 211 Cal. App.2d 218, 27 Cal. Rptr. 446 (1962); People v.
WilUams, 186 Cal. App.2d 420, 8 Cal. Rptr. 871 (1960). And, hence,
despite repeated reversals, instructions on the presumption continue
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to be given erroneously. See People v. Booth, 111 Cal. App.2d 106, 108,
243 P.2d 872, 873-874 (1952) ("we are at a loss to understand why
[the instruction on this presumption] was given, or why it is given
in so many cases").
Accordingly, these propositions are continued as maxims of jurisprudence, not as presumptions. As maxims, they are not intended to qualify
any substantive provisions of law but merely to aid in their just application. CIVIL CODE § 3509.
Section 3545 (Added)

SEC. 11. Section 3545 is added to the Civil Code, to read:
3545. Private transactions are fair and regular.
Comment. See the Law Revision Commission's Comment to Civil
Code Section 3544.
Section 3546 (Added)

SEC. 12. Section 3546 is added to the Civil Code, to read:
3546. Things happen according to the ordinary course of
nature and the ordinary habits of life.
Comment. See the Law Revision Commission's Comment to Civil
Code Section 3544.
Section 3547 (Added)

SEC. 13. Section 3547 is added to the Civil Code, to read:
3547. A thing continues to exist as long as is usual with
things of that nature.
Comment. See the Law Revision Commission's Comment to Civil
Code Section 3544.
Section 3548 (Added)

SEC. 14. Section 3548 is added to the Civil Code, to read:
3548. The law has been obeyed.
Comment. See the Law Revision Commission's Comment to Civil
Code Section 3544.
CODE OF CIVIL PROCEDURE

Section 1 (Amended)

SEC. 15. Section 1 of the Code of Civil Procedure is
amended to read:
1. ~ **D DIVIBIOfi eP 'PIHB ¥ObUMEl. This Act shall be
known as the Code of Civil Procedure ~ CaHfePBia, and is
divided into four Parts, as follows:
Part I. Of Courts of Justice.
II. Of Civil Actions.
III. Of Special Proceedings of a Civil Nature.
iV. ~ E'Vic:leftee Miscellaneous Provisions.
Comment. The title of Part IV has been changed to reflect the fact
that the evidence provisions in Part IV have been placed in the Evidence Code.
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Section 1179 (Amended)

SEC. 16. Section 117g of the Code of Civil Procedure is
amended to read:
117g. No attorney at law or other person than the plaintiff
and defendant shall take any part in the filing or the prosecution or defense of such litigation in the small claims court.
The plaintiff and defendant shall have the right to offer evidence in their behalf by witnesses appearing at such hearing,
or at any other time. The presence of the plaintiff or defendant, whether individual or corporate, at the hearing shall not
be required to permit the proof of the items of an account but
such proof shall be in accordance with the provisions of the
UBifsFm BasiBess ReesFes ftS EvieeBee ,A,et Sections 1270 and
1271 of the Evidence Code. The judge or justice may also
informally make any investigation of the controversy between
the parties either in or out of court and give judgment and
make such orders as to time of payment or otherwise as may,
by him, be deemed to be right and just. The provisions of
Section 579 of the Code of Civil Procedure are hereby made
applicable to small claims court actions.
Comment. The substance of the Uniform Business Records as Evidence Act (CODE CIV. PROC. §§ 1953e-1953h) appears in the Evidence
Code as Sections 1270 and 1271.
Section 125 (Amended)

SEC. 17. Section 125 of the Code of Civil Procedure is
amended to read:
125. In an action for divorce or seduction, the court may
direct the trial of any issue of fact joined therein to be private,
and may exclude all persons except the officers of the court, the
parties, their witnesses, and counsel, pFsvieee, that in fffiY'
efrliSe the eeHPt may, in the exeFeise ef ft seaM eiseFetisB, dl:ff..
ffig the examiBatisB ef ft wiiBess, exelaee fffiY' ffl' ftll etheP
witBesses in the efrliSe • Nothing in this section prevents the

exclusion of a witness pursuant to Evidence Code Section 777.
Evidence Code Section 777 sets forth precisely the conditions under which witnesses may be excluded.
Comment.

Section 153 (Amended)

SEC. 18. Section 153 of the Code of Civil Procedure is
amended to read:
153. Except as otherwise expressly provided by law, the
seal of a court need not be affixed to any proceeding therein,
or to any document, except:
1. To a writ;
2. To a summons;
3. To a warrant of arrest;
4. To the certificate of probate of a will or of the appointment of an executor, administrator, or guardian,.
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&,. !.Pe the al:ltfieRtieatioR e£ a ~ e£ a Feeertl 6P ethei' f*'6eeediRg e£ a eel:li:'t; 6P e£ ftH: eftieep tfiepeof, 6P e£ a ~ e£ a
dOel:lmeRt 6ft me iR the eftiee e£ the eleffi 6P ~
Comment. The deleted language, which relates to the authentication
of copies of judicial records, is superseded by Evidence Code Section
1530.

Section 433 (Amended)

SEC. 19. Section 433 of the Code of Civil Procedure is
amended to read:
433. When any of the matters enumerated in Section 430
do not appear upon the face of the complaint, the objection
may be taken by answer; except that when the ground of
demurrer is that there is another action or proceeding pending
between the same parties for the same cause; and the court
may take judicial notice of ethei' ~ aRd flPoeeediRgs
fleBdiRg iR the same eel:li:'t; 6P iR ethei' eel:lFts e£ the State; aRd
f& this fll:lPflose ~ the other action or proceeding under
Division 4 (commencing with Section 450) of the Evidence
Code, an affidavit may be filed with the demurrer te estaBlish
for the sole purpose of establishing such fact or iR¥olfe invoking such notice.
Comment. This revision is necessary to conform Section 433 to the
judicial notice provisions of the Evidence Code.
Section 631.7 (Added)

SEC. 20. Section 631.7 is added to the Code of Civil Procedure, to read:
631.7. Ordinarily, unless the court otherwise directs, the
trial of a civil action tried by the court without a jury shall
proceed in the order specified in Section 607.
Comment. The second sentence of Code of Civil Procedure Section
2042 reads: "Ordinarily, the party beginning the case must exhaust
his evidence before the other party begins." Section 631.7 supersedes
this sentence insofar as it relates to nonjury civil cases; it states the
existing law more accurately than does the sentence which it replaces.
Insofar as the superseded sentence relates to other actions, it is unnecessary because of Code of Civil Procedure Section 607 (civil jury
cases) and Penal Code Sections 1093 and 1094 (criminal actions).
Section 1256.2 (Repealed)

SEC. 21.
repealed.

Section 1256.2 of the Code of Civil Procedure is

~ tit aRY' eORdeHlRatioR flPoeeediRg, eitftei> ~ shaH
Be allowed te f):l:lestioR ftBY witBess as te aH e*fleBses aRd ~
~ 6P te Be flaid te Sl:lelt witBess ~ the ethei' ~
Comment. Section 1256.2 is superseded by Evidence Code Section
722(b).
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Section 1747 (Amended)
SEC. 22. Section 1747 of the Code of Civil Procedure is

amended to read:
1747. Notwithstanding the provisions of Section 124 of the
Code of Civil Procedure, all superior court hearings or conferences in proceedings under this chapter shall be held in
private and the court shall exclude all persons except the officers of the court, the parties, their counsel and witnesses. Conferences may be held with each party and his counsel separately and in the discretion of the judge, commissioner or
counselor conducting the conference or hearing, counsel for
one party may be excluded when the adverse party is present.
All communications, verbal or written, from parties to the
judge, commissioner or counselor in a proceeding unde'!' this
chapter shall be deemed fI'iftEle te f'Ifteft &ftiee!' HI: eftiei.al eeftH..
ftetiee to be official information within the meaning of tm.Mi~ &; Seetisft ±88± ~ the ~ ~ ~ Pl'seea1ipe Section
1040 of the Evidence Code.
The files of the conciliation court shall be closed. The peti
tion, supporting affidavit, reconciliation agreement and any
court order made in the matter may be opened to inspection
by any party or his counsel upon the written authority of the
judge of the conciliation court.
Comment. Section 1747 has been amended merely to substitute a
reference to the pertinent section of the Evidence Code for the reference to the superseded Code of Civil Procedure section.
Title of Part IV of Code of Civil Procedure (Amended)
SEC. 23. The heading of Part IV of the Code of Civil Pro-

cedure is amended to read:
PART IV. eli' J:iW'EBElUSEl MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS
Comment. The title of Part IV has been changed to reflect the fact
that the evidence provisions contained therein have been superseded by
the Evidence Code.
Section 1823 (Repealed)
SEC. 24. Section 1823 of the Code of Civil Procedure is re-

pealed.
l823:

DElPHn'l'lSU eli' J:iW'EBEl!l'SEl. J1i8:ieial e'riaeRee i9 the
slHletisftea ~ ffiw; ~ aseel'taiRmg HI: ft j1iaieial ~
eeeaiRg the t.Petft pesfleetiRg ft Ef8:estisR ~ fae.t:
Comment. Section 1823 is superseded by the definition of "evidence"
in Evidence Code Section 140.

meaRS;

Section 1824 (Repealed)
SEC. 25. Section 1824 of the Code of Civil Procedure is re-

pealed.
±8-24: DFlH!H'I'ISU eli' PBeeJil: ~ i9 the ~ ~ efl8:eRee; the establishmeftt ~ ft ffiet ~ e¥iaeftee.
Comment. Section 1824 is substantially recodified as Evidence Code
Section 190.
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Section 1825 (Repealed)

SEC. 26.
pealed.

Section 1825 of the Code of Civil Procedure is re-

*

~ D'I!lFINI'PIOU eP f:r*W eP 'I!lVIB'I!lU6'1!l. ~ law
e¥ideftee.; wffieh is the B'l'lsjeet this f*H'li the -Gede; is ft eelleetieft
genePal !'ales estalllishea ~ ~
±: ~ aeelaping what is te be talieB: ftS tffie withsm ~
g., Fffl' aeelaFing the ppeB'l'lmptisns
law; Beth these wffieh
ftpe aispRtftble ftB:d these wffieh ftpe esneltisive, ftB:d;
&- Fffl' the ppsaRetisn legal eviaenee ,
4: Fffl' the e'KelRsisn
whatevep is B:&t ~
&.- Fffl' aetePmining, in eeFtft.iB: eases; the ¥affie ftB:d ei¥eet

*

*

**

*

*

*

eviaenee.
Comment. Section 1825, which merely states in general terms the

content of Part IV of the Code of Civil Procedure, serves no useful
purpose. No case has been found where the section was pertinent to the
decision.
Section 1826 (Repealed)

SEC. 27.
pealed.
~

~

Section 1826 of the Code of Civil Procedure is re-

!J.!H.I'l
~

*

BOOBm3 eP 6ElB'Pz'tIU'PY Bi!lQUilmB rpe ElS'PABIrl'SH

law ftees B:&t FeEtRiFe aemsnstpatisn, that is; S1ieh

*
*

tlegpee
~ as; e'KelRamg psssillility
ePPeP; ppsaRees
absslRte eeptainty, seeB:1ise S1ieh ~ is ~ psssillle. MePB:l
eeptainty enl;y is FeEtRipea, ei' that ftegi'ee
~ wffieh ~
El1iees eometisn in ftB: 1'lB:PPej Raieea 'IB:iB:ft,.
Comment. Section 1826 contains an inaccurate description of the
ft

normal burden of proof. See Tentative Recommendation and a Study
Relating to the Uniform Rules of Evidence (Burden of Producing
Evidence, Burden of Proof, and Presumptions), 6 CAL. LAW REVISION
COMM'N, REP., REC. & STUDIES 1001, 1149-1150 (1964). Section 1826
is superseded by Division 5 (commencing with Section 500) of the
Evidence Code.
Section 1827 (Repealed)

SEC. 28.
pealed.
~

*

Section 1827 of the Code of Civil Procedure is re-

~ iHNBS eP 1iWiB'I!lU6El SPEl6H!'H!lB.

kinas
eviaenee.
±: ~ 1Htswleage
g., !!!he testimsBY
&- Writings,

~

ftpe

:fe1ip

** the ~
witBesses ,

4: ~ matepiaJ ~ ppesentea te the seBSeS:
Comment. Section 1827 is superseded by the definition of "evidence"

in Evidence Code Section 140. Although judicial notice is not included
in the definition of "evidence" in Section 140, the subject is covered
in Division 4 (commencing with Section 450) of the Evidence Code.
Properly speaking, judicial notice is a substitute for evidence and not
itself evidence. Taking judicial notice of a matter simply eliminates th(
necessity for proving the matter by evidence.
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Section 1828 (Repealed)

SEC. 29. Section 1828 of the Code of Civil Procedure is repealed.
±82&- %ere aPe se¥eI'fI:l degrees e:E evideRee .
ORe Primary and seesRdary.
Tws Direet and iRdireet.
Three Prima ffieie.; partial, satisfaetsry, iRdispeRsallle, and
eSRelHsive.
Comment. Section 1828 attempts to classify evidence into a number
of different categories, each of which in turn is defined by the sections
that follow, i.e., Sections 1829-1837. This very elaborate classification
system represents the analysis of evidence law of a century ago. Writers,
courts, and lawyers today use different classifications and different
terminology. Accordingly, Section 1828 is repealed. To the extent that
the terms defined in Sections 1829-1837 should be retained, those terms
are defined in the Evidence Code. See, e.g., EVIDENCE CODE § 410, defining "direct evidence."
Section 1829 (Repealed)

SEC. 30. Section 1829 of the Code of Civil Procedure is repealed.
~ Primary evideRee is tllat kina: e:E evideRee whieft;
HRtleP evePy psssible eireHmstaRee, ~ tM gpeatest eertamty e:E tM ffiet in flHestisR. -ThHS; ft WPitteR iRstrHIReRt is
~ tM best psssible evideRee e:E ita eoKisteRee and esRteRts.
Comment. Sections 1829 and 1830 serve no definitional purpose in
the existing statutes and appear to state a "best evidence rule" that is
inconsistent with both the Evidence Code (Sections 1500-1510) and
existing law. See Tentative Recommendation and a Study Relating to
the Uniform Rules of Evidence (Article 1. General Provisions), 6
CAL. LAW REVISION COMM'N, REP., REC. & STUDIES 1,49-51 (1964).
Section 1830 (Repealed)

SEC. 31. Section 1830 of the Code of Civil Procedure is repealed.
~ SeesRdary evideRee is tllat whielt is iRferisr te f*'i~ -ThHS; ft e6ff e:E ftR iRstrHmeRt ei' ePftl evideRee e:E ita
eSRteRts is seesRdary evideRee e:E tM iRstFHmeRt and eSRteRts.
Comment. See the Law Revision Commission's Comment to Code of
Civil Procedure Section 1829.
Section 1831 (Repealed)

SEC. 32. Section 1831 of the Code of Civil Procedure is repealed.
~ Dnmo'F FlJlIBFlNOFl BFlF'HH!lB. Dfi.eet evideRee is tllat
whielt ~ tM ffiet in dispHte, direetly, withsHt ftR ~
enee ei' pFesHmptisR, and whielt in itself; if· tFae; eSReffisively
establishes tllat fa.et.:. Ii!er eoKample . if tM ffiet in disPHte tie ftR
agreemeRt, tM evideRee e:E a witRess wh& was pFeseRt MI:El
witRessed tM making e:E it; is direet:
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Comment. Section 1831 is substantially recodified as Evidence Code
Section 410. The term "direct evidence," which is defined in Section
1831, is not used in Part IV of the Code of Civil Procedure except in
Section 1844. Section 1844 is also repealed and its substance is contained in Evidence Code Section 411.
Section 1832 (Repealed)

SEC. 33. Section 1832 of the Code of Civil Procedure is repealed.
±83& IUBffiBo':P E'liBENOE BEffi'HmB. IHaif'eet eviaeHee is
that wffieft te:eds t& estaBlisft the ffie4; Ht ais~l:lte ~ ~pe¥mg
ffiietfteF, ftHd wffieft.; tftel:lgb: tffie.; Elees ft6t
itself eeHeluBwely
establisft that ffiet; ffiit wffieft ~ aft iHfel'eHee eF ~l'eSl:lHi~
~
its e:risteHee. ~ exaHi~le. flo witHeBB ~ aft affiB:is..
sieB:
the ~ t& the ffie4; Ht aispl:lte. !J:1ltis ~ flo ffiet;
ft.e.m wffieft the ffie4; Ht ais~l:lte is iHfel'pea.
Comment. "Indirect evidence" as defined in Section 1832 is more
commonly known as circumstantial evidence. The defined term has no
substantive significance insofar as either the Code of Civil Procedure
or the Evidence Code is concerned, for under either statutory scheme
circumstantial evidence, when relevant, is as admissible as direct
evidence. The defined term is used in the Code of Civil Procedure only
in Section 1957 (also repealed), which merely classifies indirect evidence as either inferences or presumJ?tions.
The repeal of Section 1832 will not affect the instructions that are
to be given to the jury in appropriate cases as to the difference between
direct and circumstantial evidence. Nor will the repeal of this section
affect the case law or other statutes relating to what evidence is sufficient to sustain a verdict or finding.

*

**

Section 1833 (Repealed)

SEC. 34.
pealed.
~

Section 1833 of the Code of Civil Procedure is re-

~

faeie eviaeHee is that wffieft sffiHees fep the
ffiet; l:lHtil eeHtf'aaietea ftHd e¥epeeme By
etftep
~ exaHi~le. the eeptifieate
flo peeepaiHg
eftieep is Jffima faeie e¥iaeHee
flo feeeFd; ffiit it may aftep..
WB:f'ds be l'ejeetea l:lf*lfl fW66f that tltePe is fl& Sl:leh i'ee6Pd:
Comment. Section 1833 is inconsistent with Evidence Code Section
602. See Tentative Recommendation and a Study Relating to the Uni-

fW66f

*e¥iaeHee.

flo ~aptiel:ll6:F

*

*

form Rules of Evidence (Burden of Producing Evidence, Burden of
Proof, and Presumptions), 6 CAL. LAW REVISION COMM'N, REP., REC.
& STUDIES 1001, 1143-1149 (1964).
Section 1834 (Repealed)

SEC. 35. Section 1834 of the Code of Civil Procedure is repealed.
±864: PAR':PULL EViBEUOEl BElF'HmB. Paptial e¥iaeHee is that
wffieft gees t& estaBlish flo aetaehea ffiet; Ht flo sePies teHaiag te
the ffie4; Ht ais~l:lte. It may be peeei¥ea, sttBjeet t& be pejeetea
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as meOfBfleteBt, tiBless eOBBeeted with the ffiet iB disfllite ~
~ ~ ethel' Hets:- :PeP e:l£aHl:fl1e. eft ftB iss:ae ~ title t& Peal
fll'Sflel'ty, evideflee ~ the eOBtifllied flSSSeBBisB ~ ft i'emete
Seeliflaflt is flftl'aal, ~ it is ~ ft detaehed :feet.; whiOO: ~ 6l'
~ Bet be aitel'wal'ds eOBBeeted with the Met m diBfllite.
Comment. Insofar as Section 1834 defines "partial evidence," it is
unnecessary because the defined term is not used in either the Evidence
Code or the existing statutes.
Insofar as Section 1834 provides that evidence whose relevancy depends on the existence of another fact may be received on condition
that evidence of the other fact be supplied later in the trial, it is
superseded by Evidence Code Section 403 (b). See also EVIDENCE CODE
§ 320.
Section 1836 (Repealed)
SEC. 36. Section 1836 of the Code of Civil Procedure is repealed.
±83G: InBiSPmi~ EIVHHilUOIll BIllPHiElB. IBdisfleBslli91e eo&
fteftee is thftt withOlit whiOO: ft flal'tielilal' ffiet e&BBet be fll'oved.
Comment. Section 1836 is unnecessary. The defined term is not used
in either the Evidence Code or the existing statutes.
Section 1837 (Repealed)
SEC. 37. Section 1837 of the Code of Civil Procedure is repealed.
±83!f.: ConowsfV'Fl l!IVffilllUOIll BIllFHiElB. COBMlisive 6l' '&Bfffiswel'aIlle evideBee is thftt whiOO: the lew tiees Bet ~ t& be
eOBti'adieted. :PeP e:l£8:fBfl1e, the Peeeffl ~ ft ~ ~ eOfBfleteBt
jlil'isdietisB eaBBet be eoBtl'adieted ~ the ~ t& it.
Comment. Section 1837 is unnecessary. The defined term is not used
in either the Evidence Code or the existing statutes.
Section 1838 (Repealed)
SEC. 38. Section 1838 of the Code of Civil Procedure is repealed.
~ CUMUb\'fiVl!l lll'VHlIllUOIll BIllPHiElB. ClifBlilfttive eo&
fteftee is additioBM e¥ideBee ~ the SftfBe ehal'aetel', t& the SftfBe
f)OiBt.

Comment. Section 1838 is unnecessary. The defined term is not used
in either the Evidence Code or the existing statutes. The repeal of
Section 1838 will have no effect on the principle that cumulative
evidence may be excluded, for that principle is expressed in Evidence
Code Section 352-without, however, using the term "cumulative
evidence. "
Section 1839 (Repealed)
SEC. 39. Section 1839 of the Code of Civil Procedure is repealed.
~ COBBOBOBA'HV'.El Ill'VHlBUOIll BIllFINBB. CSI'I'&Bol'fttive
evideBee is addiasBal evideBee ei ft d~el'eBt ehaPftetel', t& the
8ftfBe

f)OiBt.
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Comment. The definition in Section 1839 is a confusing, incomplete,
and inadequate statement of what constitutes "corroborative evidence. " Its repeal will have no effect on the interpretation of the
sections in various codes that require corroborating evidence~ for the
cases that interpret those sections do not cite or rely on Section 1839
in defining what constitutes corroborating evidence. See CALIFORNIA
CRIMINAL LAW PRACTICE 473-477 (Cal. Cont. Ed. Bar 1964) ; WITKIN,
CALIFORNIA EVIDENCE §§ 486-491 (1958); Tentative Recommendation
and a Study Relating to the Uniform Rules of Evidence (Article I.
G~neral Provisions), 6 CAL. LAW REVISION COMM'N, REP., REC. & STUDIES 1, 56-57 (1964). Moreover, California Jury Instructions, Criminal
provides definitions of corroborating evidence derived from the case
law that are more accurate and complete than Section 1839. See, e.g.,
CALJIC (2d ed. 1958) Nos. 203 (Rev.) (possession of stolen property),
235 (Rev.) (possession of stolen property), 592-C (Rev.) (abortion),
766 (perjury), and 822 (Rev.) (corroboration of testimony of accomplices). See Tentative Recommendation and a Study Relating to the
Uniform· Rules of Evidence (Article I. General Provisions), supra,
at 56-57.
Section 1844 (Repealed)

SEC. 40. Section 1844 of the CoJe of Civil Procedure is repealed.
±844: GNB WI'flHBSB BUPPi6HHi~ '.1:'9 PB9\1B '" ~ !.Pfie Qii'eet e:viaeBee ~ eBe witBess wft& is eB:-titlea 4;e fltiI ePeElit is
~eBt ~ ~ ~ ~ Met; ~ f)epjRPY tmEl tpeaseB.
Comment. The substance of Section 1844 is recodified as Evidence
Code Section 411.
Section 1845 (Repealed)

SEC. 41. Section 1845 of the Code of Civil Procedure is repealed.
±84&: T:esftM9NY 69fH'f!f.8B '.1:'9 PBBI39UM5 lOi9WL1!lB8B. A
witBess etlft ~ ~ these Hets ~ :wftieI:I: he )mews ~ his
ewB lmew.leElge, ~ is; :wftieI:I: ftPe aepivea fPem his ewB Jlei'eef)tieBs, ~
these kw 9jlpess eases m :wftieI:I: his ~
ieB:s eP iBfepeBees, eP.t;he aeelll;P&tieBB ~ etftePB; ftPe aElmissifile.
Comment. Section 1845 is superseded by Evidence Code Sections 702,
800-801, and 1200.

m

Section 1845.5 (Repealed)

SEC. 42. Section 1845.5 of the Code of Civil Procedure is
repealed.
±849:&: tit QB:: emmeBt aeBlam f)peeeeaiBg ft witBess, ethePwise fJ:RaJ.i1iea, may ~ with pesf)eet 4;e the vallie ~ .t;he Peal
f)pef)epty iBelliEliBg .t;he imf)pevemeB1ie sitRatea tllepeeB eP .t;he
vallie ~ ~ iBtePest m Peal f)pef)epty 4;e Be tMeB:; flilft may
~ eft eiPeef e'lEamiBatieB ftB 4;e his Imew.leage ~ .t;he ameliBt
~ ~ eeBl:flRPR6Ie f)pef)epty eP f)pef)epty iBtepests. tit !'efttlePiBg his ef)mieB ftB 4;e ltigllest flilft Befi tie ftB:6. Blai'ket vallie
11-24465
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~

the ppspepty BEffight te tie eSHdeHffied the witHess slmY: tie
pePBlitted te eSHsidep iH'id gi¥e evideHee as te the Hatffi'e iH'id
¥affie ~ the impp6veBleHts iH'id the ehapaetep ~ the existiHg
~ :eeffig made ~ the ppspepties iii: the geHepal vieiHity ~
the ppspepty BEffight te tie eSHdeHffied.
Comment. Section 1845.5 is unnecessary under the general rules
relating to the examination of experts that are stated in Evidence Code
Sections 801-803.
Section 1846 (Repealed)
SEC. 43. Section 1846 of the Code of Civil Procedure is re-

pealed.
±84&: TES'l'IMOU¥ 'P9 BE IN PBiilSBUOE eli' PElBSml'S APFBO'l'EB.
A witHess eaB: tie fteapd eHly 'Iipffl'I: 6fttft Ell' afttpBlatisH, ftftd
'Iipffl'I: Q -tPi&l he eaB: tie fteapd eHly iii: the ppeseHee ftftd sti:Bjeet
te the examiHatisH ~ all the papties, H ~ eheese te &tteHd
ftftd examine.
Comment. Section 1846 is recodified in substance as Evidence Code
Sections 710 and 711.
Section 1847 (Repealed)
SEC. 44. Section 1847 of the Code of Civil Procedure is re-

pealed.
l84!h WI'FUElsS PRBSUMElB 'P9 SPi!hHi' 'FIHI 'FBU'FH: A witHess
is ppeslimed te ~ the tFlitfr:. !!!his ppeslimptisH, hswe'Vel',
Bl&Y tie pepelled ~ the maHHeF iii: wffieh he testifies, ~ the
ehaFaetel' ~ his testimsHy, eF ~ evideHee affeetiHg his ehat'&eteP ffif' tF-lith; hSHesty, Ell' iHtegl'ity, Ell' his Blstives, Ell' ~
eSHtFadietsFY evideHee, ftftd the j.liPy ftl'e the exeffisive ~
~ his eFediBility.
Comment. Section 1847 is inconsistent with the definition of a presumption in Evidence Code Section 600. The right of a party to attack
the credibility of a witness by any evidence relevant to that issue is
assured by Evidence Code Sections 351, 780, and 785.
Section 1848 (Repealed)
SEC. 45. Section 1848 of the Code of Civil Procedure is re-

pealed.
±848:- -The flghts ~ Q f*!;Fty eaHH&t tie ppejlidieed ~ the
deelaFatisH, &et; eF sBlissisH ~ aHstheF, ~ ~ ~ ~ Q
pal'tielilaF FelatisH BetweeH tftem.t theFefsFe, pFseeediHgs
agaiHst efte eaHH&t a-ffeet aHstfteF.
Comment. The meaning of Section 1848 is somewhat obscure. The
Code Commissioners' Note indicates that the section may have been
intended to exclude hearsay declarations except vicarious admissions
of agents, partners, predecessors in interest, etc. If so, the section is
grossly inaccurate because a wide variety of hearsay declarations are
admissible without regard to any relationship between the declarant
and the parties. To the extent that it deals with acts or omissions, it
is also inaccurate because the admissibility of evidence of a person's act
is not necessarily dependent on his relationship with a party. And even
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some proceedings against one person may affect the rights and duties
of persons who were not parties to that proceeding. See Teitelbaum
Furs, Inc. v. Dominion Ins. Co., 58 Cal.2d 601, 25 Cal. Rptr. 559, 375
P.2d 439 (1962); Bernhard v. Bank of America, 19 Cal.2d 807, 122
P.2d 892 (1942).
Section 1848 is unnecessary to assure the admissibility of vicarious
admissions. See EVIDENCE CODE §§ 1222-1225. The principles of agency,
partnership, joint obligation, etc., that the section purports to state
are well-established principles of substantive law that exist independently of the section. Since it serves no useful purpose and is inaccurate
and obscure in meaning, Section 1848 is repealed.
Section 1849 (Repealed)
SEC. 46. Section 1849 of the Code of Civil Procedure is repealed.
±84Q.,.

DEl6LAR:A:'l'WNO eP PRElBEl6ElOOOR 'EN 'H'FLE! ElV'HlElueEl.

WheFe, asweveF, 6fte deFives title te Peal: pFspeFt;y Hem ftBethel'; the deelaFatisB, aet; ei' smissisB ~ the latteF; while
asldiBg' the title; ffi FelatisB te the ppspeFt;y, is evideBee agaiBst
the fSFmep.
Comment. Section 1849 is superseded by Evidence Code Section
1225.
Section 1850 (Repealed)
SEC. 47. Section 1850 of the Code of Civil Procedure is repealed.
~ DEl6L:A:RA'l'IONO WHIeH ,t,BE! :A: P:A:R'l' eP 'FIIH 'l'R!dfB:&6
'!'ION:- WheFe, ftls&; the deelapatioB, aet; ei' omissisB feFfBfI
~ ft tFaBsaetisB, whieh is itself the fa.et ffi disp'Hte, &F evideBee
~ that fa.et.; fffieh deelftFatisB, aet; ei' smissioB is evideBee, ftB

flftFt

flftFt ~ the tFaBsaetioB.
Comment. Insofar as Section 1850 relates to hearsay, it is superseded by Evidence Code Sections 1240 and 1241, which provide exceptions to the hearsay rule for contemporaneous and spontaneous declarations. Insofar as Section 1850 relates to declarations that are themselves
material, the section is unnecessary because Evidence Code Sectiom
225 and 1200 make it clear that such declarations are not hearsay;
hence, they are admissible under the general principle that relevant
evidence is admissible. See EVIDENCE CODE §§ 210, 351.
Section 1851 (Repealed)
SEC. 48. Section 1851 of the Code of Civil Procedure is repealed.
±8&h :Aftd wheFe the (J'HestisB ffi diBfl'Hte lletweeB the i**'ties is the sllligatisB ei' ffi%t;y ~ ft thiPd peFSSB, wHatevep
weflld :ee the evideBee fep ei' agaiBst fffieh ~ is :fH'ima
ffiei.e evideBee lletweeB the papties.
Comment. Section 1851 is superseded by the exceptions to the hearsay rule stated in Evidence Code Sections 1224 and 1302.
No case has been.found in which the "for" provision of Section 1851
has been applied, and it is difficult to conceive of a case in which the
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"for" provision might be applied. A statement by one primarily liable
can be offered against the party secondarily liable under Section 1851
(and under Evidence Code Section 1224) because it would be admissible against the declarant as an admission. But a statement by one
primarily liable could not be offered for the party secondarily liable
under Section 1851 (or under Evidence Code Section 1224) because
it would be inadmissible as self-serving hearsay if offered for the declarant. The "for" provision, therefore, does not appear in the superseding sections of the Evidence Code because it has no ascertainable
meaning. See the discussion in Tentative Recommendation and a Study

Relating to the Uniform Rules of Evidence (Article VIII. Hearsay
Evidence), 6 CAL. LAW REVISION COMM'N, REP., REG. & STUDIES Appendix at 491-496 (1964).
Section 1852 (Repea led)

SEC. 49.
pealed.
~

Section 1852 of the Code of Civil Procedure is re-

DB9fu\itA:'fI9n eP BBeBBBU'f ElV'lBJ!lU9B eP PJ!lBIElBilBB.

!l%e aeelllf'aesR, eat; &P SJRissisR e4! & JReJRBep e4! & ~ :whe
is & aeeeaeRt, &P etit e4! tfte j1:H'isllietisR, is else allJRissiBle 89

eviaeRes e4! eSJRJREIR peJHttatisR, m eases whePe; eft EtlfestisRB e4!
pelligpee, Iffieh pep1HatisR is allmissiBle.
Comment. Section 1852 is superseded by the exceptions to the hearsay rule stated in Article 11 (commencing with Section 1310) of Chapter 2 of Division 10 of the Evidence Code.
Section 1853 (Repealed)

SEC. 50.
pealed.

Section 1853 of the Code of Civil Procedure is re-

±8e& DB91:n\itld'l9U eP BB9BBBU'f ElV'lBBU9B ASMUS'f HIB
SU99BSS9B IN' Hi'HlBJ!lS'f. !l%e aeel8paesR, &et; &P emissieR e4!
& aeeeaeRt, haviBg sftftieieRt kRe~eage e4! tfte suBjeet, agaffist

ffie peeliRillf'Y iRtepest, is else allJRiBBiBle as eviaeRee t& tftat
ateRt agaiRst ffie sueeesssp iR iRtepest.

Comment. Section 1853 is an imperfect statement of the declaration
against interest exception to the hearsay rule and is superseded by
Evidence Code Section 1230. See the Comment to that section.
Section 1854 (Repealed)

SEC. 51. Section 1854 of the Code of Civil Procedure is repealed.
.
±864:- ~ P*B'f eP *- 'i'BlU~s*-e'fIf)n PB9VJ!IB, 'PIH!I WHeJ,J!I
is AElMISSIBLI!!. :w:.ft.eR ~ e4! &R eat; aeelllf'atisR, eSRV'epsa
tieR; &P ~itiRg is ~ iR e¥iaeRee ~ eB:e ~ t.fte :whele
eft tfte same sulljeet may ge iBttsipea iRte ~ tfte etftept wfteR
& letteP is i'eetl; tfte aBswep may ge ~ aRII wfteR & Ele~ fl:et aeelapatisR, eSBvepsaesR, &P writiBg is ~ iR
eviaeBee, &RY &theP eat; aeel8patisB, es'ftVepsatisR, &P wpitiRg,
whieft is BeeeSS8pY t& JRfHfe tt aRaepsteea, may e1s& ge goiveR
iR eviaeRes.
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Comment.

Section 1854 is recodified as Evidence Code Section 356.

Section 1855 (Repealed)
SEC. 52. Section 1855 of the Code of Civil Procedure is repealed.
~ ~ eftft
~ evideBee ef the eeBteBts ef ft WritiBg,
etheP thffit the wFitiBg itsel£; ~ ffi the feHewiBg ~
OBe WheB the eFigiBal has beeB- lest 6i' destFeyed, ffi whie:h
etI:Se f*'ee-£ ef the less 6i' destF'HetieB fI'ffiSt Hi'S"t
~
Twe WheB the eFigiBal is ffi the ~essessieB ef the ~
agaiBst whem the evideBee is effeFed, ftB4 he fails te ~Fe€ktee
it ftfte:p FeaseBable ft&tiee:
ThFee WheB the eFigiBal is a ~ 6i' etheP deemfteBt ffi
the e'Hstedy ef ft ~ e.fBeeit.:
Fe'HF WheB the 6FigiBal has beeB- FeeeFded, ftB4 ft eeFtiHed
~ ef the ~ is fI'tftfte evideBee I:ly -this ~ 6i' etheP
stfttttte.
Five WheB the eFigiBal eeBsists ef B'l:HfteFe'HS aeee'HBts 6i'
etheP dee'l:HfteBts, whieh eaBB6t
e'lfaBl:i:Befi HI: ~ withe'Ht
gFeftt less ef time; ftB4 the evideBee ~ ff'8fft them is ~
the geBeFftl FeS'Hlt ef the wfteIe:.
±B the eases meBti6Bed ffi s'HBdivisieB9 tffiaee ftB4 femt; ft
~ ef the eFigiBal, 6i' ef the PeeePEI; fI'ffiSt
~Fed'Heed, ffi
these meBtieBed ffi s"HBdWisieBs eBe ftB4 twa; eitheF ft ~ 6i'
6i'al evideBee ef the eeBteBts.
Comment. Section 1855 is superseded by Evidence Code Sections
1500-1510.

:ee

:ee

:ee

:ee

Section 1855a (Repealed)
SEC. 53. Section 1855a of the Code of Civil Procedure is
repealed.
.
~ WheB; ffi ftBY ftetieB; it is desiFed te i*'e¥e the eeB.teftts ef ftBY ~ ~ 8i' dee'HmeBt lest 6i' destFeyed I:ly
eeffilagP&tieB 6i' etheP ~ ealRlftity ftB4 ftfte:p f*'ee-£ ef tflieh
less 6i' destF'HetieB, thei'e is effepeft ffi f*'ee-£ ef tflieh eeftteR.ts
fa1- ftBY aastFaet ef title fI'tftfte 8:B4 isa1fe8, 8:B4 eeFtiHed ftB e6i'Fee4; ~ te tflieh less 6i' destF'HetieB, 8:B4 ~'HF~eptiBg te hfwe
beeB- ~pe~RFed 8:B4 ma4e HI: the eFdiB8PY e&'HPSe ef B"HsiBess
I:ly ftBY ~eFBeB, HPm 6i' eeF~epatieB eBga~ed ffi the B'HMeSS ef
~Fe~RFiBg 8:B4 makiBg aastF8ets ef title ~ te tflieh less 6i'
destF'HetieB, W ftBY aastF8et ef title; 6i' ef 6BY iBstP'l:HfteBt
8jf.eetiBg title; mMe; iss"Hetl 8:B4 eeFtiHed ftB ~ I:ly 6BY
~epseB, HPm 6i' eeF~eF8tieB eBgaged ffi the B'HSiBess ef ~
ffig titles 6i' iSS'HiBg aastFaets ef title; te i'eftl estate whetheF
the S8Ifte was mMe; iss"Hetl 6i' eeFtiHed gefeFe 6i' ftfte:p tflieh
less 6i' deatF'HetieB 8:B4 whetheF the S8Ifte was fI'tftfte ff'8fft the
ePigiB81 Feeepds 6i' ff'8fft aBstF8ets 8:B4 Betes; 6i' eitheP; ~
Hem s:ae:h FeeeMs ffi the ~Fe~RFatiea 8:B4 'H~ftee~iBg ef its; 6i'
his; ttlaftt HI: the eFdiB8FY e&'HPSe ef fts B'Hsiaess, the S8Ifte may;
withe'Ht ffiFtheF ftFeef.;
admitted ffi evideBee fep the fffiF'"
~ 8fepesaid. Ne f*'ee-£ ef the less ef the epigiBal de6'l:Hft6Bt

:ee
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6P instnunent shttll be FequiFed etfi.ep thaft the ffi.e.t -that 4:he
same is Bet lffiew.a te the ~ desiFing te jfflWe its eontents
te be ffi existenee, pFovided, ne¥eFtheless, -that fffiY ~ Be
desiFing te :aBe sa.ffi: ffitlenee shiHI gi¥e Feasonable ~ ffi
wFiting te all etfi.ep ~ ffl the aetieft wfie fttwe appeaFed
theFein, e£ his intention te :aBe the same at 4:he tffitl e£ sa.ffi:
~ fH'td shttll gi¥e all !ffiCh etfi.ep ~ fl: Feasonable ~
pOFtunity te inspeet the fIffiH:e; fH'td fl:lse the abstFaets, memei'fl:H:dtr, 6P netea ffem whieh it Wfl:S eompiled, fH'td ffl take
eetHes theFeof.
Comment. Section 1855a is recodified as Evidence Code Section 1601.

Section 1863 (Repealed)

SEC. 54.
pealed.

±8G&

Section 1863 of the Code of Civil Procedure is re-

PElBSO'N'S SKlLi:>OO :?th\¥ ':F1!lS'PIFY 'Fe BElOIPHElB SH*R-

Wheir the eharaeteFs ffi whieh fl:B: instFument is writdiffieult te be deeipheFed, 6P the lang'Hage e£ the ffi.
stFument is Bet undeFstood by the ~ the e¥idenee e£
pef'sons slHlled ffi deeipheFing the ehaFaeteFs, 6P whe 'IHl:4erstfl:n.d the language, is admissible te deelaFe the ehaf'fl:eteFs 6P
the meaning e£ the langaa:ge.
Comment. Section 1863 is superseded by Evidence Code Section 753.
AO':FlBRS.
teB: ftFe

Section 1867 (Repealed)

SEC. 55.
pealed.

Section 1867 of the Code of Civil Procedure is re-

~ Mk'FElBiAL ALLlilElA':FIOU 6NbY 'Fe BEl PRO'VlilB. None bttt
a matef'ial allegation need be pf'O';ed.
Comment. Section 1867 is based on the obsolete theory that some
allegations are necessary that are not material, i.e., essential to the
claim or defense; it provides that only the material allegations need be
proved. See Tentative Recommendation and a St1tdy Relating to the

Uniform Rules of Evidence (B1trden of Prodttcing Evidence, Burden
of Proof, and Presumptions), 6 CAL. LAW REVISION COMM'N, REP., REC.
& STUDIES 1001, 1119-1121 (1964). Since Section 1867 is obsolete and
is not a correct statement of existing law, it is repealed.
Section 1868 (Repealed)

SEC. 56.
pealed.

Section 1868 of the Code of Civil Procedure is re-

±8(;8., EWBlBNO'l!l OOUFHmB 'Fe Mk':F'I!lRIAL ALL'I!lElA':FION. E¥itlenee fffiiSt eOf'l'espond with the su-Bstanee e£ the matef'ial allegations, fH'td be Fele¥tffit t& the question ffi diSj3lite. CollateFal
fluestions fffiiSt theFefof'c be ft¥oided. ±t is; howe¥ef', withffi
the disef'etion e£ the ~ t& ~ inquif'Y into a eollateFal
fae.t; wheft !ffieh fRet is diFectly connected with the flUestion
ffi dispute, fH'td is essential t& its ~ deteFmination: 6P when
it ~ the <*'edibility e£ a witness.

Comment. Section 1868 is superseded by Evidence Code Sections
210, 350, and 352.
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Section 1869 (Repealed)
SEC. 57. Section 1869 of the Code of Civil Procedure is repealed.
~ ApPfRMA'FIVH eNf,¥ 'Pe BH PBO¥.l!lB. Eaeh ~ HHiSt
~ his ewE: affiFmative allegatioH:s. EvideH:ee H:ee4 ft6t be
giYeft ffi suppoFt e£ a H:egative allegatioH:, aeept, when su-e!t
H:egative allegatioH: is fffi esseH:tial JHtFt e£ the statemeH:t e£ the
Fight e!' title eft wffie!l the ea-use e£ aetieft e!' defeH:se is
fouH:ded, H:ei' e¥eft ffi su-e!t ease when the allegatioH: is a 4efti.al
e£ the existeH:ee e£ a doeumeH:t, the eustody e£ wftieft BeloH:gs
t6 the opposite ~
Comment. Section 1869 is inconsistent with and superseded by Evidence Code Section 500. Moreover, it is an inaccurate statement of the
manner in which the burden of proof is allocated under existing law.
See Tentative Recommendation and a Study Relating to the Uniform

Rules of Evidence (Burden of Producing Evidence, Burden of Proof,
and Presumptions), 6 CAL. LAW REVISION COMM'N, REP., REC. &
STUDIES

1001, 1122-1124 (1964).

Section 1870 (Repealed)
SEC. 58. Section 1870 of the Code of Civil Procedure is repealed.
~ ~ WHH1H 'PH:¥ BH PBe¥.I!lD eN 'PIHAf:r. til, eOH:fOFm
~ with the pFeeediB:g pFo-visioB:S, evideH:ee ~ be giveB: ~
a tfial e£ the followiH:g faets.t
±: !.Phe ~ fae.t ffi dispute;
g., !.Phe aet; deelaFatioH:, e!' omissioH: e£ a ~ as evideB:ee
agaiB:st su-e!t ~
3-: :A:B: aet e!' deelaFatioB: e£ aB:otftep, ffi the pFeSeB:ee tmd
witJ:I:ffi the oBsenatioB: e£ a ~ tmd his eOB:duet ffi FelatioB:
theFeto,
4: !.Phe aet e!' deelaFatioB:, ~ e!' Wi:'itteB:, e£ a deeeased
~ iB: Fespeet t6 the FelatioB:sftip, ffiFth.; maFFiage, e!' fteath
e£ ffifj' ~ Felated By Bleea: e!' maFFiage t6 su-e!t dee eased
peFSOB: , the aet e!' deelaFatioB: e£ a deeeased peFSeB: deB:e e!'
mttde agaiB:st his iB:teFest ffi Fespeet t6 his Feal pFopeFty, tmd
alae iB: eFimiB:al aetioB:s, the aet e!' deelaFatioB: e£ a 4yiB:g
peFSOH:, mttde -uB:deF a eeB:Se e£ impeB:diH:g death; FespeetiB:g
the ea-use e£ his tieath,
&.- MteF ~ e£ a paFtB:eFsftip e!' ageB:ey, the aet e!' ~
FatieB: e£ a paFtB:ep e!' ageB:t e£ the paFty; witJ:I:ffi the seape
e£ the paFtB:eFsftip e!' ageB:ey, tmd duFiB:g its existeB:ee. !.Phe
same 'PUle applies t6 the aet e!' deelaFatioB: e£ a ~ ewB:eF;
~ deBteF; e!' etfte:p peFSeB: ~ iB:tepested with the ~
& MteF ~ e£ a eOB:spipaey, the aet e!' deelapatioB: e£ 6
eOB:SpiFatoF agaiB:st his eo eOB:spipatop, tmd FelatiB:g t6 the
eOH:spipaey ;
1-: !.Phe aet; deelaFatioB:, e!' omissioB: fopmiB:g JHtFt e£ a tFaB:SaetieB:; as explaiB:ed iB: geetioB: ±8W;
&- !.Phe testimoH:Y e£ a witB:ess deeeased, e!' eut e£ the ~
dietioH:, e!' UB:ahle t6 testi~ giveB: iB: a feFme:p aetieft BetweeB:
the same papties, pelatiB:g t6 the same mattep,
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9-: !l%e efliRieB ~ ft witBess pesfleetiBg the iaeB.-tity 6P ftaBdwpitiBg ~ ft flepseB, wfteB he has kBewleage ~ the i*!PSeB 6P
haBawpitiBg; his efliBieB eft ft flllestieB ~ SeieBee, aFt; 6P ~
wfteB he is slHlle6: thepeiB;
±G-: !l%e efliBieB ~ ft sllBsePHliBg witBess te ft wpitiftg, the
valiaity ~ whieft is iB: aisflllte, pesfleetiBg the meB.-tftl 8ftBi.ty
~ the sigBep; ftB:ft the efliftieB ~ ftB: iBtimate aef'tliaiB:te.ftee
pesfleetiBg the meB.-tftl 8ftBi.ty ~ ft flePBeB, the Feft8eB. f6P the
efliftieB BeiBg ~
±±: CeHlmeB pefllltatieB emtiBg flPevieus te the eempe¥epBy,
pesfleetiBg ffiets ~ ft fIlIhlie 6P geBel'al iB:tepest mePe thftB:
thlPty yeai'S eM; ftB:ft iB eases ~ fledigpee ftB:ft hellBaapY,
~ Ysage; te e'KfllaiB the tFlIe ehapaetep ~ ftB: &et; eeBtpaet,
ep iftstpuHleB.-t, whePe SlIeh tFlIe eliapaetep is Bet ethel'wise
fIlaiB-t hlIt :usage is B:e¥ei' admissiBle, ~ ftB ftB: iBstNmeBt
~ iBtePflPetatieB ,
±& MeBlIIfteB.-ts ftB:ft iBsepifltieBS iB fIlIhlie fIlaees; 9B eviaeftee
~ eemHleB pefllltatieB , ftB:ft eB.-ti'ies iB ~ hihles; 6P etftep
~ heelfs 6P ehapts, eBgpaviftgB eft PiBgB; ~ fleFtPftits,
ftB:ft the like; 9B e¥iaeBee ~ fledigpee,
±4: !l%e eeB.-teftts ~ ft wpitiBg, wfteB ePal eviaeBee thepeef
is admissihle ,
±&.- :A:B:y etflep ffiets fFem whieft the ffiets iB is£Rie Me fIPeBlIfI'left 6P Me legieally iBfepahle;
~ £lIeh. ffiets ftB BeP¥e te shew the epeaihility ~ ft witBeBB,
ftB eXfllaiBea iB: SeetieB ~
Comment. Section 1870 is superseded by the provisions of the Evidence Code indicated below:
Section 1870
( 8U bdivision)
1

Evidence Oode
(section)
210,351
2
1220
3
1221
4 (first clause)
1310, 1311
4 (second clause)
1230
4 (third clause)
1242
5 (first sen ten ce )
1222
5 (second sentence)
1224,1225
1223
6
1240, 1241 (See also the Law Revision Commis7
sion's Oomment to CoDE Cw. PBoo. 11850) .
1290-1292
8
720, 800, 801, 1416
9 (first clause)
9 (second clause)
720,801
10
870
1313, 1314, 1320-1322
11
Unnecessary (See EVIDENCE CODE § 351; ClV.
12
CoDE §§ 1644, 1645; CODE CIV. PROC. § 1861.
See also CoM. CODE § 2208)
13
1312, 1313, 1320-1322
1500-1510
14
210, 351
15
16
210,351,780,785

Section 1871 (Repealed)

SEC. 59. Section 1871 of the Code of Civil Procedure is repealed.
~ WliefttWep Hi slI:ftll Be mafte te ftfIfI6ftP te ftB:y eelIPt
6P ~ tfleiaef; eitftei' ~ 6P ~ the Wiftl ~ ftB:y ftetieB:

- - - -_.-_
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fjFeeeeaffig, ei¥H; epimiaal, ef' jll'VeBile eeiH't; fjeBaiBg ~
tffiaeBee is; ef' will be l'eqtliFea by
te ~ aetieB 6i" fjFeeeeaiBg, ~
effiH't 6i" j-aEige may; 9ft metieB: ~ ~ ~ ef' eB: metieB
M ~ ~ ef' ~ 8fjfjeiBt eae ef' meFe elq)el'ts te iB¥estigate; PeB4el' 8 ~ as may be eFaeFea by the eeiH't; 8Bft
~ at the tl'ial M ~ aetieB 6i" fjpeeeeaiBg pelati-ve te the
matteP 6i" matteI'S as te wftieh ~ ~ e¥i~eBee is; 6i" will
be l'eqtliFea, 8Bft ~ eeftl't ef' j.ttEige may H the eemfjeBBatieB
M ~ ~ ef' 6lq)eI'ts fef' ~ semees, if ~ as ~
~ ef' elq)eI'ts may fttwe peBaepea, HI: aaEiitieB te his 6i"
theHz semees as 8 wi.-tBess ef' wi.-tBeSSeB, at Bfteh. ameftBt 6i"
ameli'Bts as te the eeftl't ef' j.ttEige may seem FeaseBatile.
til: all eFimiBal 8Bft jll'VeBile effiH't aetieBB 8BEl fjpeeeeEiHtgs
Bfteh. eemfjeBsatieB Be Mea: sftall be ft eftepge ageiBBt the ~
HI: wftieh ~ aetieB ef' fjFeeeeEiHtg is fjeBaiBg 8BEl sftall be
~ eat M the tpeaB1H'Y ~ ~ ~ eB: ePEieio ~ the effiH't
6i" ~ til: ~ ~ ffi wftieh the fjPeeeaHPe fj!'esePieea
ftel'eia has beeft 8fttlie!'Hlea by the Beai'tl ~ SftflemseI's, eB:
ePEieio by the eeftl't ef' j-aEige HI: ~ ei-vil aetieB: 6i" flPeeeeEiHtg,
the eel&fleBBatieB Be Mea: M ~ meEiieal ~ ef' elq)eFts
sftall alse be ft eftapge agaiBSt 8BEl ~ eat ~ the tFeaSti.i'y M
fffieft eeli'Bty. lil!Eeeflt as ege¥e etlie!'wise flPeviaea, ffi all ei-vil
aetieBB 8BEl fl!'eeeeEiHtgs fffieft eel&fleBBatieB sftall; ffi the fiI'st
iBBtaBee, be aflfleptieBea 8BEl eh8l'gea te the se¥ei'al fl8I'ties ffi
~ flPefleptieB as the effiH't ef' ~ may aetePmiBe 8BEl may
the!'eafte!' be ~ 8BEl allewea HI: lilfe mlliJHleI' as etlleP eests:
NethiBg eeBtaiBea ffi this seetieB sftall be aeemea ef' eeB:st!'lie8: Be as te flI'e¥eBt ~ fl8l'ty te ~ eetieB: ef' fl!'eeeeEiHtg
fl'em flPeaHeiBg' etlleP ~ eviaeBee as te fffieft matteP ef'
matteFs, Btit wh€Pe etlleP ~ witBesses 8!'e ealle8: by ft fl8l'ty
te ftB aetieB ef' flpeeeeEiHtg they sftall be eatitlea te the ePEliBftl'Y witBess fees eB:ly 8BEl ~ witBess fees sftall be taeft
8BEl allewea HI: lilfe mlliJHlep as etlleP witBess fees:.
-:A:fty ~ Be 8flfleiBtea by the effiH't may be ealle8: 8BEl
eHmiBea as ft wi.-tBess by ~ fl8l'ty te Bfteh. aetieB ef' fll'6eeeaiBg ef' by the eeftl't ~ lmt; wheB ealleEi; sftall be
Sfttijeet te eemiBatieB 8BEl eejeetieB as te his eemfleteBey
8BEl qtlaliBeatieBB as ftB ~ witBess 8BEl as te his ffias.: S=eeh
~ tlieftgh ealle8: 8BEl eemffiea by the eeiH't; may be ePeSBeemiBea by the se¥ei'al fl8I'ties te ftB aetieB 6i" flI'eeeeEiHtg HI:
Bfteh. ePEieio as the eeftl't may ~ WheB ~ wi.-tBess is
ealle8: 8BEl aamffiea by the eeiH't; the se¥ei'al fl8I'ties sftall
fttwe the same Pight te &l$et te the qtlestieBB askeEl 8BEl the
eviaeBee . aaEifteea as tlieftgh ~ witBess wePe ealle8: 8BEl er
amiBea by ftB aa:ve!'se ~
~ eeftl't ef' j-aEige may at ~ time ~ the tFiM ef'
~ the tPial; limit the Bftlftee!' ~ ~ witBesses te be
ealle8: by ~ ~
ef'

~ eetil't; that ~
the ~ 6i" ~ ~
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Comment. Section 1871 is recodified in the Evidence Code as indicated below:
Section 1871
(paragraph)

1
2
3
4

5

Evidence Oode
(section)
730
731
733

732
723

Section 1872 (Repealed)
SEC. 60. Section 1872 of the Code of Civil Procedure is repealed.
~ Whene:v:ep tl:B ~ witness gi:v:es His epinien, He
~ ~ ffii.eet examinatien, Be fI:9kea t6 state the 1'easens
feF fffieft epinien, f:I:Bd He ~ Be ~ e1'ess exaHlinea the1'een
~ eppesing ee'Hnsel.
Comment. Section 1872 is recodified in Evidence Code Sections 721
and 802.
Section 1875 (Repealed)
SEC. 61. Section 1875 of the Code of Civil Procedure is repealed.
~ ~ take j'Haieial ftet.iee ~ the renewing.
±: !l1He -tP'Iie signi1ieatien ~ aU English weF8:s f:I:Bd ph1'ases,
f:I:Bd ~ aU legal exp1'essiens;
g,. Whate:v:el' is estaBlishea by lawt
& 19thlie f:I:Bd p1'i:v:ate e4lieial aets ~ the legislative, ~
'ti¥e f:I:Bd j'Haieial aepal'tmenta ~ this State f:I:Bd ~ the YBitea.
States; f:I:Bd the laws ~ the se:v:el'8:l states ~ the YBitea. States
f:I:Bd the iBte1'pl'etatien thepeef by the highest e&'Iil'ta ~ ~
ffit.e j'H1'isaietien ~ fffieft state&t
~ !l1He ffiw f:I:Bd stat'Htes ~ fe1'eign ee'HBtpies f:I:Bd ~ pelitieal
s'IiBai:v:isiens ~ fe1'eign ee'Hntpies, p1'e¥iaea, hewe:v:e1', that te
~ ft ~ te ask: that j'Haieial :ee-tiee tHel'eef Be taken;
1'easenal:lle :ee-tiee sHall Be ~ t6 the etftep ~ te the
aetieB Ht the pleaaings 6i' ethe1'wise,
.
&: !l1He seals ~ aU the e&'Iil'ta ~ this State f:I:Bd ~ the YBitea.
States,
G-: !l1He aeeeBBien te &ftiee f:I:Bd the eftieial signat'H1'es f:I:Bd seals
~ &ftiee ~ the p1'ineipal &ftieel'B ~ ge:v:el'BHlent Ht the legislatWa; exee'liti:v:e, f:I:Bd j'Htlieial aepal'tments ~ this State f:I:Bd ~
the YBitea. States,
!f.: !l1He existeftee, title; ftatienal &g; f:I:Bd seal ~ ~ state
6i' se:v:e1'eign peeegftiilea by the exee'Ht¥ve ~ ~ the Yffi.te8:
States,
8-: !l1He seals ~ ee'8:l'ts ~ aamil'alty f:I:Bd ma1'itime j'H1'isaie
tieft.; f:I:Bd ~ fteffipies p'IiBlie;
D-: !l1He laws ~ ftat'H1'e, the me8:9'8:l'e ~ time; f:I:Bd the geegFaphieal ai:v:isiens f:I:Bd pelitieal histel'Y ~ the wefl8:.:
±It aU tli€se eases the ee'IiPt ~ FeS6l't feF ita aiEl te apfH'e~ tiee!m 6l' aee'HHleftts ~ pefepeftee. ±It eases ftl'isffig '8:ft8:el'
s'HBtli:v:isieft 4 ~ this seetieft, the eeffi't ~ alee FeS6l't te the
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ad¥iee ell pepSeBS leaPBed Ht the s'lilljeet matteI', wffieh ttd¥iee;
if Het peeeived Ht ~ ee'IiPt; sft.all he Ht wpitiBg aM ffiftde a
tmPt ell the ~ Ht the aetieft eP ppeeeediBg.
~ a ee'IiPt is 'IiiHlble te detepmiBe what the law ell a fepeigB
ee'IiBtl'y 6P a pelitieal s'lilldivisieB ell a fepeigfl: ee'liBtFY is; the
ee'IiFt may; as the eftds ell ~ FeEt'liipe, either ~ the law
ell this £tate if it eaft 00 S6 eeBsisteBtly with the GeBstit'lftiefts
ef this State aM ell the YBitee: £tates 6P dismiss the aetieft
withe'lit ppej'lidiee.
Comment. Section 1875 is superseded by the provisions of the Evidence Code indicated below.
Evidence Code
(section)
451(e)
451(a)-(d), 452(a)-(f)
451(a)-(d), 452(a)-(c), (e)
452(0,453
1452
1452-1454 (official signatures and seals) ; 451(f),
452 (g) and (h) (remainder of subdivisions)
451(f), 452(g) and (h)
9
Next to last paragraph 454, 455
Last paragraph
311

Section 1875
(subdivision)
1
2
3
4
5
6,7, and 8

Section 1879 (Repealed)

SEC. 62.
pealed.

Section 1879 of the Code of Civil Procedure is re-

~ :AH, )'qilBB9UB S,'d"*BLH eP PBBS'I!lP'f'19n *NB S9MMUtH
€h\'f'IeN ~ B'I!l WI'f'N'I!lBB'I!lB. :All peFseBS, withem e:KeeptieB,
ethepwise thaB is speeified Ht the Befi twe seetieBs, wft&: ~
Htg ePgftftS ef seBSe; eaft pepeeive, aBd; pePeeiviBg, eaft malfe
lmewB tfteip peFeeptieBs te ~ may he witBesses. ~

fere.; Beithep

~ ft6P etfte.p

the

aft

peFseBS wh& have aft iBtepest Ht
aetieft 6P ppeeeediBg aPe e:Kel'lided , ft6P these
wh& have tieeft eeBVieted ell ePime-t ft6P pepseBs 9ft aeee'IiBt ell
tfteip epiBiefts 9ft matteI's ell peligie'lis Belief.; althe'ligft, Ht
~ ease the eFedillility ell the witBess may he hawB Ht
EfI:lestieB, as ppevided Ht Seetieft ±84!f.:.
Comment. Insofar as Section 1879 declares all persons to be competent witnesses, it is superseded by Evidence Code Section 700; insofar
as it requires perception and recollection on the part of the witness,
it is superseded in part by Evidence Code Sections 701 and 702. Insofar
as it is not superseded by the Evidence Code, Section 1879 treats matters of credibility a.s matters of competency and is, therefore, disapproved.
e¥eftt;

ef

Section 1880 (Repealed)

SEC. 63.
pealed.
±88Q,.

Section 1880 of the Code of Civil Procedure is re-

!l%e fellewiBg pepseBS eaB:Het he witBesses.

±: !l%eee wh& aPe ell 'liBse'IiBd mHtd at the time ef tfteip f*"&d'lietieB fep e:KamiBatieft.
~ GhildpeB tiBtleP teB years ell age, wh& ~ iBeapallle ef
peeeiviBg j.'tiet imppessieBs ell the faets pespeetiBg wffieh ~
aPe emmiBed, 6P ell pelatiBg them 4;p$
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3. Papties at' 8:SSigB:8PS ef ~ 4;& 8:ft aetieft at' '(3P88eeeg,
'(3ePS8B:S tit wftese ~ 8:ft aetieft 6P '(3P8eeeatitg is ftPeSeffliW; agamst 8:ft e:Kee:et8P 6P aamiB:istP8:t8P '8:J3eft & eI&im; 6P
aefft8:B:a agaiB:st the estate ef & aeeeasea '(3epS8B:, as 4;& ~
HI:&tteP 6P ffiet 8ee:eppiB:g WePe the fteatft ef s:eeh aeeeasea
'(3epS8B:.
Comment. Subdivisions 1 and 2 of Section 1880 are superseded by
Evidence Code Section 701.
Subdivision 3 of Section 1880 is the California version of the socalled "dead man statute." Dead man statutes provide that one engaged in litigation with a decedent's estate cannot be a witness as to
any matter or fact occurring before the decedent's death. These statutes appear to rest on the belief that to permit the survivor to testify
in the proceeding would be unfair because the other party to the
transaction is not available to testify. Because the dead cannot speak,
the living are also silenced out of a desire to treat both sides equally.
See generally Moul v. McVey, 49 Cal. App.2d 101, 121 P.2d 83
(1942); 1 CAL. LAW REVISION COMM'N, REP., REG. & STUDIES, Recommendation and Study Relating to the Dead Man Statute at D-1 (1957).
In 1957, the Commission recommended the repeal of the dead man
statute and the enactment of a statute providing that, in certain specified types of actions, written or oral statements of a deceased person
made upon his personal knowledge were not to be excluded as hearsay.
See 1 CAL. LAW REVISION COMM'N, REP., REG. & STUDIES, supra, at D-l
et seq. (1957). The 1957 recommendation has not been enacted as law.
For the legislative history of this measure, see 1 CAL. LAW REVISION
COMM'N, REP., REC. & STUDIES IX (1957).
Although the dead man statute undoubtedly cuts off some fictitious
claims, it results in the denial of just claims in a substantial number
of cases. As the Commission's 1957 recommendation and study demonstrates, the statute balances the scales of justice unfairly in favor of
decedents' estates. See 1 CAL. LAW REVISION COMM'N, REP., REC. &
STUDIES, supra, at D-6, D-43 to D-45 (1957). See also the Comment to
EVIDENCE CODE § 1261. Moreover, the dead man statute has been productive of much litigation; yet, many questions as to its meaning and
effect are still unanswered. For these reasons, the Commission again
recommends that the dead man statute be repealed.
However, repeal of the dead man statute alone would tip the scales
unfairly against decedents' estates by subjecting them to claims which
could have been defeated, wholly or in part, if the decedent had lived
to tell his story. If the living are to be permitted to testify, some steps
ought to be taken to permit the decedent to testify, so to speak, from
the grave. This is accomplished by relaxing the hearsay rule in Evidence Code Section 1261 to provide a limited hearsay exception for a
statement of a deceased person offered in an action against an executor
or administrator upon a claim or demand against the estate of such
deceased person. This hearsay exception is more limited than that
recommended in 1957 and will, it is believed, meet most of the objections made to the 1957 recommendation.
at'
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Section 1881 (Repealed)
SEC. 64. Section 1881 of the Code of Civil Procedure is re-

pealed.

!I!J:teioe Me J"l!l;Ftieulal' l'elatieBS ffi wIHeh it is W
w law t& eBeeliFage eeBfiaeBee &floEl t& J"lpesepve it
iBvielate, tBel'efeFe, a fJePS6B ettBBet :ee eRmiBea as ft witBess
ffi w fe1:lewm.g ~
±,. -A BlisBaBa ettBBet Be examiBea f&p &p ageaBst his wife
witBelit ftep eeBseBt, B&P ft wife f&p &p agoaiBSt ftep BliBe&Ba,
witBeli-t his eeBseBt, B&P eaB ei:theP; ~ w mal'Fiage &p
aftepwaFa, he; witBelit w eeBseRt ~ W etheP; examiBea as t&
~ eeHlHltiBieatieB maae ~ eBe t& the &tftep ffiHsiBg the HlQP~ Bli-1i this exeeJ"ltieB ftees Bet ~ 1;& ft eivil ~ &p
J"ll'eeeeElffig ~ eBe agaiBst the etheP; B&P 1;& ft eFimiBal ~
6P' J"lpeeeeaiBg f&p ft eFime eeHlHlittea ~ eBe agaiBst w etheP;
6P' f6P' ft eFime eeHlHlitted agaiBst &Betftel' fJePS6B ~ ft BlisaaBa
6P' wife wffile eBgagea ffi eemmittiBg &floEl eeBBeetea with W
eeHlHlissieB ~ ft eFime ~ eBe agaiBst w ~ &P ffi ftB ~
f6P' aamages agaiBst aBetBep fJePS6B f&p aaul:f;el'y eeHlHlitiea ~
eitftep BlisB&Ba 6P' wife.t &P ffi ft BeaFiBg held te aetepmiBe w
meBtal eemJ"leteBBy &P eeBaitieB ~ eitftep BliSb&Ba 6P' wire:g,. -AB attePBey eaBBet, witBelit the eeBstffit ~ his elieBt; Be
elEamiBed as te ftBY eemHlliBieatieB maae ~ w elieftt te him;
6P' his aEl¥iee gWeB tftepeeB ffi w e&ffi'fIe ~ J"ll'efessieBal emJ"lleymeBt, B&P eaB aft attePBey's seel'etll:PY, steBegpaJ"lBep, ep
~ :ee examiBea, witfteli-t w eeBseRt ef his eJBfl1eyel', eeBeePBiBg ftBY met. w kBewleage ef wJ:tie.h has geeB aeEllHl'ea ffi
9lieh eaJ"laetty.
3: -A elel'gy!B&B, ~ 6P' peligielis J"lpaetitieBep ~ ftB estaBlished ehliPeh e&BBet, witBeli-t w eeBSeRt ef w fJePS6B mHiBg W eeBfessieB, Be examiBea as 1;& ftBY eeBfessieB made te
him m his J"lPefessieBal eBapaetep m w e&ffi'fIe ef aiseiJ"lliBe
eBjeiBea ~ w ehliPeh 1;& wIHeh he eeleBgs.
4: -A lieeBsed J"lBysieiaB 6P' SliPgeeB eaBBet, wi:tJ:teli-t W eeBseBt ef his J"latieBt, Be examffiea ffi ft eivil aetieB; as te ftBY
iBieP!BatieB aeflliiPea ffi atteBaffig W J"latieBt, wIHeh was BeeetiI8ftPY 1;& eBftfile him 1;& J"lPeBePffie ep aet f6P' W J"latieBt, JWe~ Bewe¥el', tft&tei:theP gef&I'e 6P' aftep J"lpeeate, ~ W
eeB-test ef ftBY will exeefttea, 6P' e:laimea 1;& fta;<e geeB exeelitea,
~ 9lieh patieBt, 6P' aftep W Qeatft ef 9lieh patieBt, ffi ftBY aetieB ffivelviBg the valiaity ef ftBY iBStPlHBeBt elEeefttea, 6P'
elaimea 1;& fta;<e geeB exeelitea, ~ him; eeBVeyiBg ep tl'aBsfeppiBg ftBY Peal 6P' pepseBal J"lPeJ"lel'ty, 9lieh J"lBysiei&B 6P' SliPgeeft HlftY testify te w meBtal eeBattieB ef said J"latieBt &floEl
ffi as testifymg HlftY diselese iBfepmatieB aeflliil'ed ~ him
eeBeel'BiBg said deeeasea wIHeh was BeeessaFY 1;& eBtHtle him 1;&
pl'esel'iee 6P' aet f&p 9lieh aeeeasea, pl'eviaea ful'thel', that
aftep the death ~ the J"latieBt, the exeelitep ef his will; 6P' the
admiBistPa1;el' ef his estate; 6P' the ~Bg Bf**lS6 ~ the Qe..
eeased; 6P' H thePe Be Be slil'viviBg sJ"leliSe, the ehildFeB ~ w
deeeased pepseBally, eP; H miBel's, ~ theiP gliB:Pru&B, HlftY give
9lieh eeBSeBt, m ftBY ~ &P ppeeeeElffig Bl'elight t& pee&vel'
,l88±:

~ ~
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account ~ the aeath ~ the patient; provided flH..
~ hriBgs aft ~ t6 rccovcr damages fffl. pcrsonal injarics, saelr aetieH: shall Be dccmed te
constitate ft consent ~ the ~ bringing saelr aetieH: tJ±a.t
~ physician wh6 has prcscribcd fffl. ffl' trcatcd said: ~
ftBd wftese testimony is material Ht said: aetieH: shall tcstify ,
ftBd provided farther, tJ±a.t tfie bringing ~ aft ~ te 'Fee6VCi' fffl. the aeath ~ ft patient, ~ the cxecutor ~ his will, ffl'
~ the administrator ~ his estate; ffl' ~ the sarviving sptffiSe
~ the deceased, ffl' if there Be fie saRiving spoase, ~ tfie elHldf'Cfl: ft€rsonally, eP; if minors, ~ theW g'liftPdiaB; shall eeHS-titate ft conscnt ~ saelr execator, administrator, surviving
spoase, ffl' childrcn ffl' g'liardiaB, t6 the tcstimoBY ~ ~ ~
effi.H: wh6 attended said: deceascd.
&,. ::A: Jffitilie eftieep ee:Bft6-t Be cxe,mil*ld ftB t6 commanications
ffiftde t6 him Ht e4HcffiJ confidencc, when: the fffihlie interest
Wfffild: sa4'fep ~ the disclosare.
G:- ::A: publisher, edit6P; reportcr, ffl' ethei> ~ conncctcd
with ffl' cmployed 'lip6fI: ft newspaper, ffl' ~ ft ~ association
er wire service, ee:Bft6-t Be adjadged Ht contempt ~ ft ee-art;
the Legislatlire, er ~ administrative body; fffl. refasing te
disclosc ~ S&liPee ~ ~ information procapcd fffl. pablica
tiffil: ftftd pUBlished Ht ft ne'Nspaper.
Ner efHt ft radie ffl' television fI:eWS l'eporter er ethei> ~
connected with ffl' employed ~ a radie ffl' television stfttien Be
Be adjudged Ht contempt fffl. refusing t6 disclose the S&liPee ~
~ information procured fffl. ftftd 1iBeEl fffl. fI:eWS ffl' news oemmentary purposes ffi} radie ffl' television.
Comment. Scction 1881 is superseded by the provisions of the Evidence Codc indicated bclow.
Subdivision 1
Subdivision 1 of Scction 1881 is supcrsedcd by Evidcnce Code Sections 970-973 and 980-987. Under this subdivision and Section 1322 of
the Penal Code, a married person has a privilege, subject to certain
exceptions, to prevent his spouse from testifying for or against him
in a civil or criminal action to which he is a party. Section 1322 of
the Penal Code also gives his spouse a privilege not to testify for or
against him in a criminal action to which he is a party.
The" for" privilege. The Commission has concluded that the marital testimonial privilege providcd by existing law as to testimony by
one spouse for the other should be abolished in both civil and criminal
actions. There would appear to be no need for this privilege, now given
to a party to an action, not to call his spouse to testify in his favor.
If a case can be imagined in which a party would wish to avail himself
of this privilege, he could achieve the same result by simply not calling
his spouse to the stand. Nor does it seem desirable to continue the
present privilege of the nonparty spouse not to testify in favor of the
party spouse in a criminal action. It is difficult to imagine a case in
which this privilege would be claimed for other than mercenary or
spiteful motives, and it precludes access to evidence which might save
an innocent person from conviction.
damages

ffi}

tfle.r.; tJ±a.t where ;my
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The "against" privilege. Under existing law, either spouse may
claim the privilege to prevent one spouse from testifying against the
other in a criminal action, and the party spouse may claim the privilege
to prevent his spouse from testifying against him in a civil action.
The privilege under Evidence Code Sections 970 and 971 is given exclusively to the witness spouse because he, instead of the party spouse,
is more likely to determine whether to claim the privilege on the basis
of the probable effect of his testimony on the marital relationship. Because of his interest in the outcome of the action, a party spouse would
be under considerable temptation to claim the privilege even if the marriage were already hopelessly disrupted, whereas a witness spouse
probably would not. Illustrative of the possible misuse of the existing
privilege is the recent case of People v. Ward, 50 Ca1.2d 702, 328 P.2d
777 (1958), involving a defendant who murdered his wife's mother
and 13-year-old sister. He had threatened to murder his wife, and it
seems likely that he would have done so had she not fled. The marital
relationship was as thoroughly shattered as it could have been; yet,
the defendant was entitled to invoke the privilege to prevent his wife
from testifying. In such a situation, the privilege does not serve at all
its true purpose of preserving a marital relationship from disruption;
it serves only as an obstacle to the administration of justice.
Subdivisions 2-6
Subdivisions 2-6 of Section 1881 are superseded by provisions of
the Evidence Code indicated below:
Section 1881
( subdit'ision)
2
3
4
5
6

Evidence Code
(sections)

950-962
1030-1034
990-1006, 1010-1026
1040-1042
1070-1073

Section 1883 (Repealed)
SEC. 65. Section 1883 of the Code of Civil Procedure is repealed.
±88th ~ eft *- ~ ¥*¥ ffil WITNESS. !l!fte JHdge ffiffiat#,- eP ~ ~ may be ea-lle4 as ft witB:CSS :a,. eitfler ~
lffit iB: £R:teft ease it is iB: ~ disCFCtiOB: ef ~ ~ eP JHdge ffl
~ ~ tFffil ffl be postpOB:cd eP SUspCB:dcd, ftI:ttl ffl take ~
befflr.e aB:otftcp hdge eP ~
Comment. Section 1883 is superseded by Evidence Code Sections
703 and 704.
Section 1884 (Repealed)
SEC. 66. Section 1884 of the Code of Civil Procedure is repealed.
±884: ~
INTERPRElTElR 'Pe BEl SWORN. :wheft ft witHeSS floes ftet 'Hl1dCFstaB:d ftI:ttl spetHf ~ EHglish laB:guage, ftB:
iB:tCFPFCtCF HHf!34; be SWePB: ffl iB:tcFpFet fer. ~ AHy ~SOfr;
ft FeSitl€B:t ef the ~ eouB:ty, may be SUffiffiOB:ed :a,. ftB:7
Go-u¥-t eP ~ ffl ~ before £R:teft Go-u¥-t ei' ~ ffl fret
ft9 iB:teFpFeteF iB: ffiiY aetiofl, OF pFoeecdiB:g. !l!fte SUffiffiOB:S HHfst
be flCi'¥Cil ftI:ttl FCtUFB:cd iB: lilre ffiaB:B:CF as ft subpoeB:a. AHy

**
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Slimmefted wh6 ffiHs t& fttteft4 at the time ftitd. tHaee
eefttempt.
Section 1884 is superseded by Evidence Code Section 752.

~ 59
~

m the SliHIHI:eftS, is ~ ~ Q

Comment.

Section 1885 (Repealed)
SEC. 67. Section 1885 of the Code of Civil Procedure is repealed.
±88&.- W ±ft aY eriB'loiftal ppeseelitieftS, wfteFe the aeeli8€ld
is Q deM perseB, he sftttH. fta.¥e aH ~ the ppeeeedifigs ~ :j;fte
trial iBtepppeted t& ftiHl: m tI: laftgaage that he ett:ft liiHiepsttl:ftd
~ Q €l:lialified iBtepppetep appeifttea ~ the eetI:Pfr.
W ±ft aH eases whePe :j;fte meBW eeftditieB ~ Q ~ is
Beffig eeBsidered ftitd. wfteFe fffieft ftePS&B ~ he eemmitteEi 4;e
Q HI:efttal iftstitlitieft, ftitd. wfteFe fffieft ftePS&B is Q deM perseft,
aH ~ the eeliPt ppeeeediftgs, peFta:iBiag 4;e him; sftttH. he ifttep..
~ t& ftiHl: m Q laBgtlage that he liftdepsteas ~ tI: ~
&& ffitei'ppetei' appeffited ~ the eetI:Pfr.
W ~ ifttepppetep wh6 sftttH. he appeiftted tiBEleP the :IiePms
~ this seeti&B sftttH. he pef1;liipea 4;e 4;ake tI:ft eatft that he will
fBtI:ke tI: tFtte il'tteppf'etatieft t& the ftePS&B aeeliBed ei' Beffig
extt:B'l:ifted ~ aH the ppeeeedift~ ~ ftis ett:se m tI: legaage t.Btt:t
he liBdepsttt:ftds, ftitd. that he will ~ fffieft pepseft's tl:ft£lWePS
t& €l:liestteftS t& eeliftsel, e&1ii't; ei' ~ m the Eftglish laftgaage,
with ftis Best skill ftitd. j'lldgmeftt.
fEl+ lRtepppeteFS appeifttea tiB4eP this seetieB sftttH. he ~
ffip tfteip sepviees tI: peaseftal3le S1iHI: 4;e he detePBiiRed ~ :j;fte
~ wffieh sftttH. he Q eftapge agaiRst the eelil'tt;y.
W :As liSed m this seetieft, ~ pepseB" HI:ett:ftS Q f}ePSefi
with tI: heariftg less 59 great tI:S t& pptweH:t ftis lHlaepsteaiRg
fteFHlal apeIfeB. laBgtlage with ei' withelit Q heapiBg tt:ifb.
Comment. Section 1885 is recodified as Evidence Code Sections 751
and 754.
Section 1893 (Amended)
SEC. 68. Section 1893 of the Code of Civil Procedure is
amended to read:
1893. Every public officer having the custody of a public
writing, which a citizen has a right to inspect, is bound to give
him, on demand, a certified copy of it, on payment of the legal
fees therefor; ftitd. fffieft eep;y is aamfssillie tI:S evideftee m tike
ett:SeS ftitd. with tike ~ tI:S the epigiBal m-itiRg .
Comment. The language deleted from Section 1893 is unnecessary
in view of Evidence Code Sections 1506 and 1530.
Section 1901 (Repealed)
SEC. 69. Section 1901 of the Code of Civil Procedure is repealed.
•
±OOh -A eep;y ~ tI: ~ wpitiBg ~ tI:ft;y attt:te ei' eelHltF;y,
attested ~ the eeptifieate
the eftieep fttwiBg efttt:Fge ~ the
ePlgiRal, -lffiElep the ~ seal ~ the sttt:te ei' eelifttpy, is aElmissil3le tI:S eviaeftee ~ fffieft wpitiRg.
Comment. Section 1901 is superseded by Evidence Code Section 1530.

*
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Section 1903 (Repealed)
SEC. 70. Section 1903 of the Code of Civil Procedure is repealed.
±900-:- RIil81'P:A:LS IN S'PA'PU'PIilS, HeW ¥tit FWlBliln81il. !pfte i'ee-ittHs m ft ~ ~ ftl'e eeRefflsive eviaeRee ef the :fttets
~ fe.r the ]3HP]3sse ef eappYiRg it; mte a¥eet; ffitt R6 ~
tfieF.:. !pfte peeitals m ft ]3Pivate statHte ftl'e eeRelHsiv:e eviaeRee
aetweeR ~ wh6 elaiffi tiRtleP it;s flPsvisieRs, ffitt R6 fliPtJiep.
Comment. Section 1903 is unnecessary to support the validity of
statutes, for the California courts have said that statutes are "presumed" to be constitutional. In re Oregler, 56 Cal.2d 308, 311, 14
Cal. Rptr. 289, 291, 363 P.2d 305, 307 (1961). If Section 1903 is
deemed to have an evidentiary effect, it is undesirable to the extent
that it indicates that the Legislature may exercise the judicial power
of making findings on controverted facts and that such findings are
conclusive. Since the section is unnecessary to accomplish its essential
purpose, it is repealed. This repeal will not change the law of California relating to the construction or validity of statutes because the
courts have not placed that law upon the footing of this section.
Section 1905 (Repealed)
SEC. 71. Section 1905 of the Code of Civil Procedure is repealed.

19G&.- RIil8SBB, HeW AU'PHIilU'P18A:'P1ilB A:S EWHlIilU81il. .A, ~
dieial i'eeePft ef this State; &P ef the :(ffliteft States; ~ fie
~ ~ the flPsaHetisR ef the epigiRal, &P ~ ft ~ tftepeef,
eeFtifiea ~ the ~ &P etftep ~ he¥iRg the legal eHstefly
tftepeef. !!%e:t ef ft aiateP State ~ fie ~ ~ :t;fte attesta
tieft ef :t;fte ~ aM :t;fte seal: ef the ~ &RRe§ea, if thePe
fie ft ~ aM seal; tegetftep with ft eeptifieate ef :t;fte ~
~ &P ]3pesiaiRg magistpate, that the attestatisR is m eae

f&Pm.

Comment. Insofar as Section 1905 provides for the proof of original
judicial records, it is superseded by Evidence Code Sections 1452
and 1453 which provide a presumption of authenticity for official
seals and signatures affixed to official documents. Insofar as Section
1905 provides for the proof of copies of judicial records, it is superseded by Evidence Code Section 1530 which relates to all offioial
writings. To the extent that Section 1905 provides an exception to
the best evidence rule, it is superseded by Evidence Code Section
1506.
Section 1906 (Repealed)
SEC. 72. Section 1906 of the Code of Civil Procedure is repealed.
±9G&: -A jHaieial i'eeePft ef ft fspeiga esli:1'ltPy ~ fie ~
~ the attestatisR ef :t;fte ~ with :t;fte seal: ef the ~
lIID!:eua, if thePe fie ft ~ aM ft seal; &P ef :t;fte legal ~
ef the ~ with :t;fte seal: ef his emee lIID!:e§ea, if thePe fie ft
seal; tsgethep with ft eeptifieate ef the ~ ~ &P ~
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ffig magistl'<tte, tftnt the ~ making the attestation is the
Gleffi ffi the ~ et' the legat keeper ffi the reeeffi; aHd-; in
ettfi.er ease; that the signature ffi S1:!elt ~ is genl:line, i3:Bd
that the attestation is in due ffiRB.: !!!he signatl:lFe ffi the -GiHe£
.ffiElge et' pFesiding H!:agistFate H!:l:lSf, be authentieated by the
eeFtifieate ffi the MinisteF et' EmbassadoF, et' a Cons,II, ¥iee
Consl:ll, et' Con8l:llaF :Ageftt ffi the Yffi.ted £t.ates in S1:!elt fOFeign

eOl:lntFY.
Section 1906 is superseded by Evidence Code Sections
1454 and 1530 which provide a much simpler method of authenticating originals and copies of foreign official writings than that
provided in Section 1906. To the extent that Section 1906 provides
an exception to the best evidence rule, it is superseded by Evidence
Code Section 1506.
Comment.

Section 1907 (Repealed)

SEC. 73.
pealed.
~

Section 1907 of the Code of Civil Procedure is re-

~ EWIBElNOEl ffii1

jl:ldieial Feeet'd ffi

fI;

*

FOREIGn REOORB. -A e6ff ffi the
fOFeigR eOl:lntFY is als& admissible in e¥i-

~ l:lf*ffi ~
±: .!phftt the e6ff e4FePed ft.a,s been eompaFed by the witness
with the oFiginal, i3:Bd is B;B ffiffiet tFlHlseFipt ffi the whole ffi it-;
& .!phftt S1:!elt oFiginal Wfl£I in the el:lStody ffi the Gleffi ffi the
~ et' etfl.ep legal keeper ffi the same; aHd-;
3: .!phftt the e6ff is ~ attested by fI; seal whleft is ~
te be the seal ffi the ~ wheFe the Feeet'd FemBins, H it be
the Feeet'd ffi fI; ~ et' H theFe be De S1:!elt see,l, eP H it Be
net fI; Feeet'd ffi fI; ~ by the slgRatl:lFe ffi the legal ~

ffi the oFiginal.
To the extent that Section 1907 permits a copy of a foreign record to be authenticated by direct testimony that it is such
a copy, it is superseded by Evidence Code Sections 1400, 1401, and
1410 which permit any writing to be authenticated by evidence sufficient to sustain a finding of authenticity (which, of course, would
include direct testimony to that effect). To the extent that Section 1907
requires a properly attested copy to be authenticated by direct testim~ny, it is inconsistent with and superseded by Evidence Code Section
1530 which, by providing a presumption of authenticity for properly
attested copies of official writings, dispenses with the need for authenticating testimony. To the extent that Section 1907 provides an exception to the best evidence rule, it is superseded by Evidence Code
Section 1506.
Comment.

Section 1908.5 (Added)

SEC. 74. Section 1908.5 is added to the Code of Civil Procedure, to read:
1908.5. When a jUdgment or order of a court is conclusive,
the judgment or order must be alleged in the pleadings if
there be an opportunity to do so; if there be no such opportunity, the judgment or order may be used as evidence.
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feFeigoa eelHltFY HI: wftieft saia: aeeH'lfteats ftFe ~ eP ~
-lHI:EleP the seftl: ef SHeft state eP etfte=p ~elitiea.l sH-Baivisiea , ftfl8:
~Feviaea, fHFtheF, that the SigoaatHFe ef the seveFeigoa ef ft
feFeigoa eelHltFy eP the SigoaatHFe ef the ehie:E e'KeeHtive eP ef
the heM ef the state ae~M'tHleBt ef ft state eP ~elitieal SHDElivisiea ef ft feFeigoa eeHat=py HlHSt fie &litheBtieatea ~ the
eeFtifieate ef the mffiisteF eP am-BaSSaaeF eP ft ~ viae eeafflH eP eeaS'IHft!' ageat ef the ~ States HI: SHeft feFeigoa
eelHl1iFy.
4h DeeHHleats HI: the atlf}aFtmeats ef the ~ States geveFftHleat, ~ the eeFtmeates ef the legal eHSteEliaa theFeef.
Comment. Section 1918 relates to hearsay, authentication of official
records, and the best evidence rule. To the extent that it permits
the acts of public officers to be proved by official records, it relates
to hearsay and is superseded by the hearsay exceptions contained
in Evidence Code Sections 1270-1271 and 1280-1284. To the extent
that Section 1918 makes officially published books and documents
admissible without testimonial proof of authenticity, it is superseded by Evidence Code Sections 644 and 1530. To the extent that
Section 1918 provides the method of authenticating original official
writings, it is. superseded by Evidence Code Sections 1400-1402
(relating to all writings) and by Evidence Code Sections 1452-1454
(relating to official writings). To the extent that Section 1918 permits original official writings to be proved by certified or attested
copies, it is superseded by Evidence Code Sections 1506 (providing
an exception to the best evidence rule) and 1530 (providing a presumption of authenticity for certified or attested official writings).
Subdivision 4 of Section 1918 provides for the authentication of
a published foreign official journal by evidence that it was commonly
received in the foreign country as published by the requisite authority. Although no similar provision appears in the Evidence Code,
such evidence may be used to authenticate official writings under the
general provisions of Sections 1400 and 1410, which provide that the
requirement of authentication may be met by "evidence sufficient to
sustain a find~ng of the authenticity of the writing."
Section 1919 (Repealed)

SEC. 76.
pealed.

Section 1919 of the Code of Civil Procedure is re-

±9lQ., PUBilIS BBeeB9 eP PRI¥h'fiil WRI'l'ma EWffiI!lUSI!l. -A
~ i'ee8i'€l ef ft ~Fi-¥ate writiBg may fie ~ ~ the ePigt-

!tal Feeepa, eP ~ ft ~ theFeef, eeFtifiea ~ the legal ~
ef the peeepa.
Comment. Section 1919 is superseded by Evidence Code Sections
1452-1454 (relating to any official writings, including original public
records), 1507 (providing a best evidence rule exception for copies
of recorded writings), and 1530 (providing for proof of original
recorded writings by an attested or certified copy). See also EVIDENCE
CODE §§ 1532 and 1600, which prescribe the evidentiary effect of the.
official record of a private writing.
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Section 1919a (Repealed)

SEC. 77. Section 1919a of the Code of Civil Procedure is
repealed.
±9±9ft.:. Cltlu'eh peespas al'lElt'sp pegisteps eEl/sp ~
taepefpsm al'lElt/sp eeptiHeates fieJH; eP isstieQ ~ & ele~~ mM eP
etftep ~ m aeespaal'lee witft Hlw eP m aeespaeee witft tile
!'ftle&; peglilatisfts eElt'sp peflliipemeftts
& peligisftfl aeft8mi
ti&tieti; ~ eP eBliPea, sHaY he esmltetetit Iffiaetiee
tile
mete PeeiW tBepem, if ltPslteply ltPsvea, attestea &titi &litBetitieatea as ltPsviaea m Seetisft ~
Comment. Section 1919a provides that church records or certificates
issued by a church official are competent evidence of the facts recited
therein if the complex authentication requirements of Section 1919b
are met. Under Evidence Code Section 1271, church records are
admissible to prove the facts recited therein to the same extent that
business records are admissible. In addition, Evidence Code Sections
1315 and 1316 provide that church records and certificates (as well as
comparable certificates issued by civil officers) are admissible to
prove facts of family history that are recited therein. The complex
authentication procedures of Section 1919b are not continued in the
Evidence Code. Church records and certificates may be authenticated in
the way that other private and business writings may be authenticated.

*

*

Section 1919b (Repealed)
SEC. 78. Section 1919b of the Code of Civil Procedure is

repealed.
~ CffiHoeh peespas eP pegisteps eP ~ tBePefio8m eP
eePtifieates,
tile ehapaetep metitisftea m Seetisft ~ m
epQep. t& he atimissihle m e:viaeftee, sBeY he ~ ~ tile
srigiftal eP ~ & ~ tBepeaf eePtiHea ~ tile e1ePgyme eP
etftep ~ B&vitig tile eliStatly
tile sPigitial, ltPsviaea tftet
tile getiliil'lel'leBB
tile sigtia~e
tile e1epgy'lBe eP etfiep
~ iSSliil'lg Slieh ee!'tiHeate eP eeptifyiftg t& & ~
tile
B&BI:e eP
Slieh PeeeP& eP pegistep eP M ~ tBePefiosm, &titi
tile feet tBet Be is tile ~ havitig tile eliStatly M 8'&E!ft PeeeP&
eP pegistep afta/ap eeptiHeate, &titi tBet Slieh eeptiHeate eP ~
ee!'tiHeate, i"eeePti; pegistep eP ~ tBepefioam, was ftlily
issBeti ~ tile ~ i~ tile B&BI:e sBeY he attestea eitftep
~ tile tiisllalt, eftief ilPiest; ltpesiaetit, tiistPiet ~ePititetiaetit
eP etftep ppesiaitig eftteep M Slieh pe1igiaftfl aetismitiatisft, ee~ eP eBliPeh, mMleP his sea:l; H Be Me & sea:l; eP ~ & ~
~ eP etftep eRoH eftteep alitBsPHsea ~ Hlw t& take a~wl
etigmel'lts eP t& issfte eeptiHeates as t& tile getiliil'letiess
Bigftatlipe9 afta/ap tile esppeettieBB M aaeliBietitB eP M ~
tBepeaf, mMleP his sea:l; ~ Be ftas & seal-t ltPeviaea, flH'theP,
tBet tile feet tBet Slieh peeapa, pegisteP eEl/eP eePtiHeate is &
aaelimeftt fieJH; m aeeaptiaB.ee witft lew eP m aeespaeee witft
tile !'ftle&; peglilatisfts ealap peflliiPemetitB
& pe1igiaftfl 8:eftamitiatiaft, ~ eP eBliPeft BI:ffj" he ~ ~ tile eept,ifteate
Slieh tiisllsp, eftief ilPiest; 'ftpesiaeftt, aistPiet ~ePititetiaetit
eP etftep ltPesiail'lg eftteep. M Slieh Pe1igiSftfl aeftsmitiatisft, ee~ eP eBliPeft eP M & ~ ~ eP ~ eMI e4IeeP

*

*

*

**

*

*

*

*

*
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aatBsFil'led ~ law t6 take aekB:swledgmeB:ts ~ t6 ~
eeFtifieates QS t6 the geB:HiB:eB:ess e£ sigB:atHFeS ~ the eel'FeetB:eSS e:F dseHlBeB:ts ffi' e£ ~ theFesf, liB:deP his Beftl; if
he has It seal-; ttB:4 pFs:vided, fHFtheF, that the geB:liiB:eB:ess e:F
the sigB:atHFe ttB:4 the statliS e£ Slieh ffishetr, ~ ~ fH'6SideB:t; distFiet BlipeFiB:teB:deB:t eP etheF pFesidiB:g eflieep e£ Slieh
l'eligisliB deB:smiB:atisB:, seeiety eP ehHFeh, ~ e:F Slieh He~ ~ eP etheP ei:vil eflieep shall; in thie state eP in fHfj"
etheP state in the YB:ited States; he aHtBeB:tieated ~ the eePtiBeate e£ the Seel'etaFy e£ state e£ Slieh state, ttB:4 shall; in It
fSl'eiga eSHB:t~T, he aatBeB:tieated ~ the eel'tifieate e£ the
ss:veFeigB: ffi' etheP ~ e'KeeHti¥e e£ Slieh fSFeiga eSHB:tFY eP
the head e£ the state depal'tlBeB:t tBepesf, liB:deP the seal e£
Slieh fSFeigB: eSliB:tl'Y eP e£ Slieh state depal'tmeB:t, ttB:4 that
the sigB:atHFe e£ Slieh ss:veFeiga, ~ e'KeeHtive ffi' e£ the head
e:F the state depal'tlBeB:t e:F Slieh fSFeigB: eSHB:tFY Hl:liSt he alitheB:tieated ~ the eeFtifieate e£ the miB:isteF ffi' aHilJassadsl'
eP It eeBStil; :viee eeB:BtiJ: ffi' eSB:sHlal' ageB:t e£ the YB:ited States
in Slieh fSl'eigB: eSliB:tFY , blit if Slieh fSFeigB: eSHB:tpY he eB:e
esmpssed e£ ffi' di:vided ffit6 ss:veFeiga ~ iB:depeB:deB:t
states ffi' etheP pslitieal Slihdi¥isiSB:B, the eeFtifieate e£ the ~
e'KeeHti:ve eP e£ the head e£ the state depaFtlBeB:t e£ Slieh
fSFeigB: eSHB:try heFeiB: FefeFFed te; may he e'KeeHted ~ the
~ e'KeeHti'.'e eP ~ the head e£ the state depal'tmeB:t e£ the
state eP etheP pslitieal sHhdi:visiSB: e£ Slieh fspeiga eSHB:tI'Y,
in whieh sai4 eeFtifieates, Feesl'ds, ~ FegisteFs ft:pe !edged
eP kept; liB:deP the seal e£ Slieh state eP etheP pslitieal Sli9di:visiSB:, ttB:4 the sigB:atffi'e e£ the ~ e'Keemi:ve eP e£ the
head e£ the state depaFtlBeB:t e£ Slieh state eP etheP pslitieal
SHhdi:visiSB: shall he aHtheB:tieated in the maB:B:el' heFeiB:hefsl'e
pps:vided feP the aatheB:tieatisB: e£ the sigB:atliFe e£ the Be¥ePeigB:; ~ eneHti:ve ffi' head e£ the state depaFtmeB:t e£ a
fSl'eigB: eSHB:tpY.
Comment. See the Law Revision Commission's Oomment to Code of
Civil Procedure Section 1919a.
Section 1920 (Repealed)

SEC. 79. Section 1920 of the Code of Civil Procedure is repealed.
~ EB:tFies in ~ eP ethel' efiieial geeks eP peespds,
made in the peFfsl'maB:ee e£ his ftlity ~ It ~ e4fieep e£
thie State; eP ~ aB:stheF ~ in the peFfSFlBaB:ee e£ It ftlity.
speeially eB:jsiB:ed ~ law; ft:pe f}Pima f&eie e:videB:ee e£ the
faets stated tBel'eiB:.
Comment. Section 1920 is superseded by the business records exception contained in Evidence Code Sections 1270 and 1271, by the exception to the hearsay rule for official records and other official writings
contained in Evidence Code Sections 1280-1284, and by various specific
exceptions to the hearsay rule that will continue to exist under various
sections of the Evidence Code and other codes. The broad language of
Section 1920 has been limited in E~dence Code Section 1280 to reflect
existing law. See the Oomment to EVIDENCE CODE § 1280. See also
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EVIDENCE CODE § 664 (presumption that official duty has been regularly
performed).
Section 1920a (Repealed)
SEC. 80. Section 1920a of the Code of Civil Procedure is
repealed.
~ PhetegFaphie ~ el the peeeFds el the Depapt
ffiffit el MeteP Vehieles when eeFtified ~ the depaFtmeRt, shall
:ee admitted ffi evideRee with the same ~ aB:d ~ as the
epigiRal Feeepds.
Comment. Section 1920a is unnecessary in view of Evidence Code
Sections 1506 and 1530. See also EVIDENCE CODE § 1550.
Section 1920b (Repealed)
SEC. 81. Section 1920b of the Code of Civil Procedure is
repealed.
±9OOlr. A: ~ Whethep eRlaFged e!' Ret; Hem RRy' flhetegpaphie film; iReladiRg RRy' phetegpaphie t*ate; miepephete
gpaphie film; e!' phetestatie Regatjve, el RRy' epigiRal PeeePft;
deeameRt, iRStpameRt, plftR; beelf e!' ~ ~ :ee asea, ffi
all iRstaRees that the epigffial PeeePft; deeameRt, iRStpameRt,
plftR; beelf e!' ~ might htwe heefI: ase&,- aBEl: shall htwe the
fttll ~ aBEl: ~ el said epigiRal ~ all pappeses, ppevided,
that at the ~ el the talHftg el said phetegpaphie film; ~
phetegpaphie, phetestatie e!' ~ pepFedaetieR, the pePseB:
er effieep -aRtleP whese dipeetieR aBEl: eeRtpel the same was
~ attaehed thepete, eP te the sealeEl eeRtaiRep ffi Whieft
the same was plaeetl aBEl: has heefI: liept; e!' iReeppepated ffi
said phetegpaphie film; mieFephetegpaphie, phetestatie e!' similaP peppedaetieR, it eeptifieatieR eemplyiRg with the ppe':isieRS
el SeetieR ±ggg el this eetle aBEl: statffig the tlate eft Whieft; aBEl:
the faet that; the same was S& takeB: -aRtleP his dipeetieR aBEl:
eeRtpel.
Comment. Section 1920b is recodified as Evidence Code Section 1551.
Section 1921 (Repealed)
SEC. 82. Section 1921 of the Code of Civil Procedure is repealed.
~

JUS'FIOH'S JUBOMHU'F fN e'PHElB S':P1<'Fm, HeW PBOVElB.

A: tFaRSeFipt Hem the f'eeef'd e!' ~ el it Jastiee el the
~ el it sistef' State; el it jadgmeRt FeRdeped ~ him; el
the pFeeeediRgs ffi the aetieB: ~ the jadgmeRt, el the
exee'HtieR aBEl: pet'HPR, i£ ~ sttBseFibed ~ the J'Hstiee aBEl:
vepified ffi the maRRep ppesepibed ffi the Re*t seetieR, is admissible evideRee el the ffiets stated thepeiR.
Comment. Sections 1921 and 1922 are superseded by Evidence Code
Sections 1270-1271, 1280, 1452,1453, 1506, and 1530.
Section 1922 (Repealed)
SEC. 83. Section 1922 of the Code of Civil Procedure is repealed.
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~ ~ !.Pftepe mast Be attaehea -te the tpaftseri~t a
eeFti:lieate el the hstiee thet the tl'8:ftBepi~t is ffi all pes~eets
eeFFeet, 8fld thet he haEl jlipisaietiaft el the aetieft; 8fld alae a
fliFthep eepti:lieate el the ~ eP ~petheftetapy el the e6liftty
ffi wffieh the JliBtiee pesiaea et the time el peftaepmg the ~
fI'tefit; ~ the saM el the ealHlty, eP the saM el the ~
el Cemmeft Pleas eP Celiftty ~ thepeef, eeptiiyiftg -that the
~ Bli-Bsepihiftg the tpQtiSepi~t WfIi!; et the tlete el the ~
fI'tefit; ft JliBtiee el the Pe&ee ffi the ealiftty, 8fld -that the sigftatliPe is geftliifte. Slieft jliagmeftt, ~peeeeEl:iags, 8fld jliPisEl:ietieft
1ftftY alae Be ~ ~ the JliBtiee himself, eft the ~pealietieft
el his aeeket, eP ~ ft eew el the jliElgmeftt, 8fld his eP8l
e:!famiftatieft ftB ft witaess.
Comment. See the Law Revision Commission's Comment to Code of
Civil Procedure Section 1921.

Section 1923 (Repealed)
SEC. 84. Section 1923 of the Code of Civil Procedure is repealed.
±003: Wheftevep' ft eew el ft m'itiftg is eeptmea feP the
~l:tp~ese el eviaeftee, the eeptifieate mast stete ffi s'lHlst8ftee
-that the eew is ft eePPeet eew el the epigiftaJ, eP el ft ~eeifiea
~ thepeef, ftB the ease 1ftftY fie.:. !!!he eeptifie&te mliBt Be ~
the eftieiaI: saM el the eeptifyiftg eftieeF; if thePe Be ftfty; eP if
fie Be the .cleP1r el ft ~ ft&v.iBg ft BefH.; ~ the saM el
8tieh:~

Comment. Section 1923 is superseded by Evidence Code Section 1531.
See the Comment to that section.
Section 1924 (Repealed)
SEC. 85. Section 1924 of the Code of Civil Procedure is repealed.
±9B4-: !!!he ~pevisiefts el the ~peeeamg seetiefts el this
Aptiele ~~lieahle -te the ~ m'itiBgs el ft sisteP State; Me
eltliaJly a~~lieahle -te the ~ m'itiftgB el the ~ States;
eP ft TeppiteFY el the ~ States:
Comment. Section 1924 is unnecessary because the sections to which
it relates are repealed.
Section 1925 (Repealed)
SEC. 86. Section 1925 of the Code of Civil Procedure is repealed.
~

GlilBTfF'f9:&'fi!!S

ep PUR9HA:BI!l

PBIMAB¥

ElVi'B~l9El

ep

eWU1!lBSHH'. ,A eeptifie&te el ~liPehase, eP el leefttieft, el ftftY
l8flds ffi this State; issliea: eP 1ftftEle ffi ~liPBli8ftee el ftftY law el
the :gftite8, Stetes; eP el this State; is ~pi1ftQpY eviaeftee -that
the h6lEleP eP assigaee el 8tieh: eeptifie&te is the eWfteP el the
l8fld aesepihea thepeift, 9lit this eviaeftee 1ftftY Be evepeeme ~
~ thet; et the time el the laeatieft, eP time el filiftg ft 'f*'eem~tieft el&im eft wffieh the eel'tifieate 1ftftY h&ve geeft isSlie&,
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*

tile ltffi4 was m tile advef'Be flsssessisR
the advepse ~
eP these ffiHlep whfflB: he elaims; eP that the advepse ~ is
hsldiRg tile ltffi4 fep IfliRiRg fll:1Pflsses.
Comment.

Section 1925 is recodified as Evidence Code Section 1604.

Section 1926 (Repealed)
SEC. 87. Section 1926 of the Code of Civil Procedure is repealed.
~ :ABo ~ fI'l:ttfte ~ QB: eftieeia; eP Beaffl
sfBeeps, eP
l:1B:4eP tile dipeetisR aB:d m tile flPeseRee
eitheP; m the eel:lPSe
ef6:eittl ~ is tffima ffie.ie evideRee
the meta atatea: iR

*Sl:leh

**

~

*

CO/'flment. Section 1926 is superseded by Evidence Code Sections
1270-1271 and 1280-1284. See the Comment to EVIDENOE CODE § 1280
for a comparison of the existing law and the provisions of the Evidence
Code.
Section 1927 (Repealed)
SEC. 88. Section 1927 of the Code of Civil Procedure is repealed.
~ WheRevep ~ ttateB:t fep IB:iB:ePM laRds withiB: t.he
State
CalifePRia, issl:le& eP gpaB:ted ~ the ~ 8te:tee ~
AIflepiea, shall esB:taiR ft stateIfleRt
the 6ftte
the IseatisR
ft eIaim eP elaims; l:lfleft whieh the gptl:B:tfflg, eP isBl:lII:B:ee ef
Sl:leh ~ is basefl; Sl:leh stateIfleRt shall Be ~ ffie.ie e¥i4eB:ee
the 6ftte
Sl:leh IseatisR.
Comment. Section 1927 is recodified as Evidence Code Section 1602.

*

*

*

*

*

*

Section 1927.5 (Repealed)
SEC. 89. Section 1927.5 of the Code of Civil Procedure is
repealed.
~ Dtifllieate ~ aB:d al:1tfteRtieatea tpll:B:slatisB:S
sPigiRM £flamsh title flftfl6i'9 pelatiRg te ltffi4 eIaims m this
£.tate; aepivea hem the £flaRish eP MeueaR GsVePftIfleRts,
flPeflMed l:1B:4eP tile Bl:lflemsisR
t.he Keeflep
APehives,
al:1tlteB:tieated ~ the £l:1pveysp GeReI'M eP his Bl:1eeeSSSp ftB:El
~ the Keeflep
APehives, aB:d mea, with ft ~ peespdep,
m aeesPdaRee with Chafltep gg± the £tat1i4ies ~ ftPe
peeeivallle ftS ~ ffie.ie evideRee
all the eel:lPts
this
State with litie feFee aB:d e4¥eet ftB the spigiRals aB:d witftsl:1t
flPS'liRg tile exeel:1tisR
Sl:leh 6PigiRMS.
Comment. Section 1927.5 is recodified as Evidence Code Section
1605.

*

*
*m

*

*

*
* *

Section 1928 (Repealed)
SEC. 90. Section 1928 of the Code of Civil Procedure is repealed.
~ -A aeea
eSB:VeyaRee
Peal flPsflepty, fll:1PflsptiRg
te ftftve BeeB: exeemed ~ ft flP6fleP" ~ m fll:ll'5l:ll1:B:ee legal
flpseess
~
the eel:lPts
Peeel'8:
this state; aeJmswl
e6geti aB:d peespded m t.he ef6:ee
the peespdep
the ~

*

*

*

*
** *

*

*
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wheFeiH the real pFepeFty theFeiH deseFieed is sitflated, er the
reeeffl e£ !ffieh deed; ffl:' it eeFtified ~ e£ !ffieft reeeffl is ~
~ evideHee fua.t the pFepeFty ffl:' iHteFest theFeiH deseFieed
was tlleFeey eeH¥eyed te the gFaHtee H-aiHed ffi !ffieft tleefu
Comment. Section 1928 is recodified as Evidence Code Section 1603.
Sections 1928.1-1928.4 (Repealed)
SEC. 91. Article 2.1 (commencing with Section 1928.1) of
Chapter 3 of Title 2 of Part IV of the Code of Civil Procedure
is repealed.
Comment. Article 2.1 of Chapter 3, Title 2, Part 4 of the Code of
Civil Procedure consists of Sections 1928.1-1928.4. See the Law Revision Commission's Comments to these sections.
Section 1928.1 (Repealed)
~ -A WFitteH fiHdiHg e£ pFeslimed death; ma€le :ey the
SeeFetaFY e£ War; the SeeFetaFY e£ the ~ ffl:' etftep efHeep
ffl:' empleyee e£ the Yffite4 £.t.ates RlitheFii'led te mHe !ffieft
fiHdiHg, pUFsuaHt te the FedeFal MissiHg PeFseHs :Aet f&6
Stat& ±4&;- ~ aOO ~ h 4QS; ~ ~ W Ses!r. !f8th ~
W Y: &: {h -Apfr. 8upp-: 100117), as it Pea4 eft May 3; ±946;
ffl:' is theFeaftel' ameHded, er it duly eeFtified ~ e£ !ffieft fiHd..
ffig; shall :ee Feeeived ffi ftHy e&UPt; efflee.; er ethef. plaee ffi this
State as evideHee e£ the death e£ the pePSeft theFeiH ~ te
:ee denft; aOO the &ate; eil'eumstB:B:ees, aOO plaee e£ his 4isappeftFaHee.
Comment. Section 1928.1 is recodified as Evidence Code Section
1282.
Section 1928.2 (Repealed)
~ -Aft ~ wFitteH ~ ffl:' FeeeFd; er duly eePtitied %py theFeef, -that it pePSeft is missiHg, missiHg ffi aetieH,
iHtel'Hed ffi it HeutFal eeuHtFY, ffl:' "BeleagueFed, "Besieged, ffl:'
eaptul'ed :ey ftH eHeHI:Y; er is denft; er is ali¥e; ma€le :ey ftHy
efHeep ffl:' empleyee e£ the Yffite4 States autlieFii'led :ey ftHy
law e£ the Yffited States te ~ sueh ~ ffl:' FeeeFd; shall
:ee l'eeeived ffi ftHy e&UPt; e4Hee, er 6tftep plaee ffi this State as
evideHee -that sueh pePSeft is missiHg, missiHg ffi aetieH, ffi.teflled ffi it HeutFal eeuHtry, er eeleagueFed, eesieged, er eaptuPe4 :ey ftH eHeHI:Y; ffl:' is denft; ffl:' is ali¥e; as the ease may tie:
Comment. Section 1928.2 is recodified as Evidence Code Section
1283. See also EVIDENCE CODE § 1530 (purported copy of writing in
custody of public employee).

Section 1928.3 (Repealed)
~

ftHy fiHdiHg, ~
duly eeptified ~ theFeef, pUFpeFtiHg te hft¥e
lleeH sigHed :ey ftH efHeep er empleyee e£ the Yffite4 £.t.ates desel'ieed ffi this fli'tiele shall.~ ~ :ee deemed te hft¥e lleeH
sigHed aOO issued :ey sueh ftH efHeep 6P empleyee PUPSUB:B:t te
law; aOO the pePSeft sigHiHg sueh Pepept 6P f'eeei'd shaH pPime
ffl:'

reeePd;

F-eP the puppeses e£ this ftFtiele

ffl:'
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:ae deemed te hfwe fteted withffi the ~ e4! ms

InltflOI'
paI'psI'ts te hfwe tieeft eeI'tified :e,. a ~
aathsI'iBed :e,. law te eei'tHy it; !ffieft eeI'tified ~ shall :ae
~ ffie.ie evideB:ee e4! his aathsrity fie te eeI'tify.
Comment. Section 1928.3 is unnecessary in view of Evidence Code
~

H a

~

Sections 1452,1453, and 1530.
Section 1928.4 (Repealed)
~ H fl:BY pI'svisisB: e4! this ~ ei' its applieatisB:
te fl:BY ~ ei' eiI'eamstaB:ee is heM iB:valid, !ffieft iB:validity
shall Bet a4Eeet fl:BY etftep pI'ovisioB: ei' applieatisB: e4! the ftPtiele whieh eaB: :ae gi¥eB: e4teet withoat the iB:Valid pI'svisioB:
6i' applieatisB:, fJ:B:d te -this eB:ti the pI'ovisioB:s e4! this fJ:i't.iele
aPe deelal'ed te :ae sevel'able.
Comment. Section 1928.4 is unnecessary in view of Evidence Code

Section 3.
Section 1936 (Repealed)

SEC. 92.
pealed.

Section 1936 of the Code of Civil Procedure is re-

~ HistoI'ieal weffis.; heelffi e4! seieB:ee ei' ffi't; fJ:B:d ~
lifIhed, ~ ei' ehal'ts; wheE: me:de :e,. pel'SOB:S iB:diil'eI'eB:t :ee-

tweeH, the parties, aPe ~

ffie.ie evideB:ee e4! ffiets e4! g'OB:epal
B:otoriety fJ:B:d mtel'est.
Comment. Section 1936 is recodified as Evidence Code Section 1341.
Section 1936.1 (Repealed)

SEC. 93. Section 1936.1 of the Code of Civil Procedure is
repealed.
±93G:+. IB: hospital medieal sta!l' eommittees e4! a lieeB:sed
hospital may: eB:gftge m peseal'eh fJ:B:d medieal ~ fer the
pm'pose e4! l'edaeiB:g mspbidity ei' msl'tality, fJ:B:d may: malre
&diB:gs fJ:B:d peeommeB:datisB:s peiatiB:g te said pappose. !.Phe
writteB: peeopds e4! iB:teI'views, pep opts, statemeB:ts 6i' ffiOftl&l'fl:fI:dn, e4! !ffieft iB: hospital medieal sta!l' esmmittees peiatiB:g te
!ffieft medieal sta4ies shall :ae sabjeet te SeetioB:s OO±G fJ:B:d ~
e4! this eede l'elatiB:g te diseovepy ppoeeediB:gB, ffitt shall Bet :ae
admitted as evideB:ee m fl:BY aetieB: e4! fl:BY lriB:d: m fl:BY eeffi't
6i' :aefere ~ adJB:iB:istFative ~ ~ 6i' peI'SOB:, j*'8vided; howevep, that the admissibility m evideB:ee e4! the erigiB:al medieal peeopds e4! ~ patieB:t shall Bet :ae ail'eeted :e,. this
seetioB:.
!.Phis see-tieB: shall Bet :ae applieable te evideB:ee whieh is
matepial fJ:B:d pelevaB:t te a epiHliB:al ppseeediB:g.
Comment. Section 1936.1 is recodified as Evidence Code Section

1156.
Section 1937 (Repealed)

SEC. 94.
pealed.

Section 1937 of the Code of Civil Procedure is re-
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OBISUiAL WBI'PlnS cpe BB PBOIlUOElIl 00 AOOOUn'PElIl ¥eB:-

!.Phe opigiBal wpiting HHtSt :ee flFoElueeEl ftft6: flFoveEl,

~ as
flFoviEleEl m Seetions ~ ftft6: ~ fF it has heeD lest; ~
~ the less HHtSt ffi.st :ee HHtde befuf.e eviElenee eftft :ee gi¥eft
~ its eontents. ~ s-aeh pree£ :eeiBg fftade.; togetheF with
pree£ ~ the flue exeeution ~ the wFiting, its eontents may: :ee
~ ~ ft eepy; 6P ~ ft reeital ~ its eontents m some
atlthentie Eloeument, 6P ~ the Feeolleetioft ~ ft witness, as
fli'oviEleEl m Seetion ~
Comment. Sections 1937, 1938, and 1939 relate to the best evidence
rule and are superseded by Evidence Code Sections 1500-1510.

Section 1938 (Repealed)

SEC. 95.
pealed.
~

Section 1938 of the Code of Civil Procedure is re-

~ 'IN POSBElSSIO~' eP lkIl'fElBBEl PAB'P¥; Ne'l'feB cpe BB

fF the wpiting :ee m the eustoEly ~ the aavepse ~
he HHtSt ffirst have peRSonable Hetiee 1;& flPoauee it: H he theft
ffiti 1;& 4e s&; the eontents ~ the wpiting may: :ee ~ as m
ease ~ ita les&: ~ the Hetiee te fli'oauee it is ft&t neeesBMy
~ the wpitiBg is ~ ft ftetiee.; 6P ~ it has heeD WPeftg'~ oBtaiBeEl 6P withhelEl ~ the aavepse ~
Comment. See the Law Revision Commission's Comment to Code of
Civil Procedure Section 1937.
6f¥ElN:

Section 1939 (Repealed)

SEC. 96.
pealed.
~
HiilLIr.

Section 1939 of the Code of Civil Procedure is re-

WBI'Pmss eALbEl9 PeR **B IUSPElO'PElIl *A¥' BB Wl'I'H-

Though ft wpiting ealle4 £6P ~ eHe ~ is flPoElueeEl
~ the etheP; ftft6: is theFeuflon inSfleeteEl ~ the ~ ealliBg
£6P it; he is ft&t oBligeEl te flPoauee it as eviElenee m the ease:Comment. See the Law Revision Commission's Comment to Code of
Civil Procedure Section 1937.
Section 1940 (Repealed)

SEC. 97. Section 1940 of the Code of Civil Procedure is repealed.
±944 ~ writing may::ee ~ ~
One By ftfty eHe whe saw the wpiting' e'!feeuteEl , 6P;
Two By eviEleftee ~ the genuineness ~ the hanElwpiting ~
the makei' , 6P;
ThPee By ft EI1rBeePihing witness.
Comment. Section 1940 is recodified as Evidence Code Sections 1413
and 1415.
Section 1941 (Repealed)

SEC. 98.
pealed.
±94h

Section 1941 of the Code of Civil Procedure is re-

~ Wl'PnElS8El8 ~ ALBa 'PElS'PfFY.
6P ftees ft&t peeelleet the

BePihiBg witness E1:eHies

H the suBe'!feeutioft ei
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~

stm Be
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~ ~ etftep

e¥i-

Comment. Section 1941 is recodified in substance as Evidence Code
Section 1412.
Section 1942 (Repealed)
SEC. 99. Section 1942 of the Code of Civil Procedure is repealed.
.
~

WHHN

EW'EBElUSEl

eP

FHBllSU'FIeU

Ne'P

lH!lS'E!BSAiW.

WhePe, ftewey.ep, eviaeBee is gWeD tft.at tfte ~ llga,iBst
wftem tfte WPitiBg is ~ has at ftfiY' time admittea ita ~
tiefl, lie etftep e¥iaeBee ~ tfte exeeutieB Bee& Be giy.eB; wfteB
the iBStpUlBeR4; is &Be lBeBtieBea iB SeetieB ±94&; 9'P &Be ~
tlueeft hem the eusteay ~ tfte aavaase ~ 8B8: ftaB heeB
aetea, ~ ~ ftim as geB'IliBe.
Comment. Section 1942 is recodified in substance as Evidence Code
Section 1414.
Section 1943 (Repealed)
SEC. 100. Section 1943 of the Code of Civil Procedure is
repealed.
~ E'i'iIlEluSEl eP HAUBWBl'fHf6. ![!lie BMawl"itiBg ~ ft
~ HHfj' Be ~ ~ ftfiY' &Be wfte lJelieves it te Be ftis; 8B8:

wfte has seeB ftim write; 9'P ftas seeB writiBgB ~'Il~eptiBg te Be
ftis; ~ whieh fte ftas aeW 9'P heeB eBapgea, 8B8: wfte ftas

tli'8:s 8:ef]:'Ilipea

ft

kBewleage

~

ftie BMdwritiBg.

Comment. Section 1943 is recodified in substance in Evidence Code
Section 1416.
Section 1944 (Repealed)
SEC. 101. Section 1944 of the Code of Civil Procedure is
repealed.
±944: E¥iaeBee peBf)eetiBg tfte BMEiwritiBg HHfj' &lee Be
gi¥eft ~ ft ee1Bf'8:piSeB, lB8tle ~ tfte witBess 9'P tfte ~ with
writiBgB admittea 9'P tpe8:tea as geB'lliBe ~ tfte ~ agBriBst
wftem tfte eviEieBee is effepea, 9'P ~ te Be geB'IliBe te tfte
s8:tisfaetieB ~ tfte ~
Comment. Section 1944 is recodified in substance in Evidence Code
Sections 1417 and 1418.
Section 1945 (Repealed)
SEC. 102. Section 1945 of the Code of Civil Procedure is
repealed.
±94&.: ~ ~ ft writiBg is lB9'Pe :thaB thiPty yea:ps
eM; tfte eelB~8:riBeBB HHfj' Be lB8fte witft WPitiBgS ~'Ilp~eptiBg

te Be geB'lliBe, 8B8: geBepaily peBf)eeteEi 8B8: aeW ~ as ~
haviBg ftB iBtepest iB kBewiBg tfte feet:.

~ ~ePBeBB

Comment.

Section 1945 is recodified as Evidence Code Section 1419.
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Seetion 1946 (Repealed)

SEC. 103. Section 1946 of the Code of Civil Procedure is
repealed.
±94&: !!!he entPies ftftft etheP wFitiHgB ~ a deeedeHt, made
at er Beffi' the time ~ the tpaHsaetieR, aHd iB: a positieH te
kHew the ffi.ets statea: thepeiH, ~ be i'eRd as pPimft ffi.eie e*
4eHee ~ the :ffieta statea: thepeiR, iR the followiHg ~
OHe WheH the ffi.tFy was made agaiHst the iHtepest ~ the
~ HlakiHg it,.
Two WheH it; was made iB: a ppefessioRaJ. eapaeity aHd iB:
the epdiRapy ee\H'Se ~ ppefessieHal eeHlltiet.
Thpee WheH it; was made iR the pepfePIHaHee ~ a ffiity
speeially eHjeiRed By law.
Comment. The first subdivision of Section 1946 is superseded by the
declaration against interest exception to the hearsay rule contained
in Evidence Code Section 1230; the second subdivision is superseded
by the business records exception contained in Evidence Code Sections
1270 and 1271; and the third subdivision is superseded by the business
records exception contained in Evidence Code Sections 1270 and 1271,
the official records exceptions contained in Evidence Code Sections
1280-1284, and the various other exceptions to the hearsay rule contained elsewhere in the Evidence Code and in other codes.
Section 1947 (Repealed)

SEC. 104. Section 1947 of the Code of Civil Procedure is
repealed.
±947:- ~ eP Jil~f'fRIIIlS :M:.Se Mm9WElB. WfteB, ftR ~
is pepeated iB: tM 'fegtl:lap eeffi'Be ~ Imsmess, eRe beiHg eepieQ
frem aHethep at eP Beffi' the time ~ the tf'aBBaetieH, aH the
entPies aPe eEJ:lially pegRPded as epigiHals.
Comment. Section 1947 was a necessary provision when the only
hearsay exception for business records was the common law "shop
book" rule. That rule required that an entry be an original entry in
order to qualify for admission in evidence. The business records exception to the hearsay rule contained in Evidence Code Sections 1270
and 1271 does not require that the entry be an original entry so long
as it was made in the regular course of the business at or near the
time of the act, condition, or event recorded. As Section 1947 no longer
has any significant meaning, it is repealed.
Section 1948 (Repealed)

SEC. 105.
repealed.

Section 1948 of the Code of Civil Procedure is

~ E¥ePy ppi¥ftte wpitiHg, ~ ffiat wills ftftft testameHts; may be aekHew!edgea eP ~ ftftft eeFtiHed iB: the
H:laHRep pPevided fer the aeJmew!edgmeffi eP pPeef ~ eeftveyaHees ~ Peal pf'opepty, aHd the eef'tiHeate ~ Iffieh aekHow!
edgH:leHt eP pPeef is pPima ffi.eie e"liaeRee ~ the exeelitioR ~

the wFitiRg, iB: the BftHI:e HlRRHef' as if it; :wePe a eeHveyaBee
Peal ppopeFty.
Comment. Section 1948 is recodified in substance as Evidence Code
Section 1451.
~
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Section 1951 (Repealed)

SEC. 106. Section 1951 of the Code of Civil Procedure is
repealed.
±9ab E¥ery iestF1iffieBt eeB¥eyiBg eP a4feetiBg i'efl:l ~
~ aekaewledged eP ~ aBf! eeFtified, as pFe¥ided ffi w
-GWil eede;- may:; tegetheF with W eeFtifieate e£ aekBewledg
meB:t eP ~ ge i'eIlEl ffi e¥ideBee ffi IlB aetieft eP pFeeeediBg,
withelit DiFthep ~ alae; w eFigiBal i'eeePd: e£ Slieh eeftveyooee eP iBStF1iffieBt th1ia aekaewledged eP pFe¥ed, eP a eei'tiHea: ~ e£ w i'eeePd: e£ Slieh eeB¥eyooee eP iBstF1iffieBt
th1ia aekaewleElged eP pFe¥ed, ~ ge ~ ffi e¥ideBee, with
w HIfe efffiet as W eFigiBal ffistFtiiIlElBt, withelit flrpthep
~
Comment. Section 1951 is superseded by Evidence Code Sections
1451,1532, and 1600.
Sections 1953e-1953h (Repealed)

SEC. 107. Article 5 (commencing with Section 1953e) of
Chapter 3 of Title 2 of Part IV of the Code of Civil Procedure
is repealed.
~ !.Phe teFm "BlisiBess" as ~ ffi this aPtiele shall: iBel1ide e¥efj" kiBt:l e£ BlisiBess, ppe£essieB, eeelipatieB, eallffig eP
epeFatieB e£ iBstitatieBs, whethep eappied eft feP ~ eP Bet:
~ A PeeeP& e£ IlB /let; eeBditieB eP e¥eBt; shaH; ffi sa
fap as pele¥aBt, ge eempeteBt e¥ideBee if w eliBtediaB eP etfteia
EJ:lialified witBess testifies te ~ ideBtity aBf! w Hlede e£ ~
pFepapatieB, aBf! if it was H!:8:Ele ffi w pegWllP e&lii'Se e£ 6liBiBeSS; at eP BeIlf' W time e£ w /let; eeBditieB eP e¥eBt; aBf! if.;
ffi the epiBieB e£ the e6lii't; the seliFees e£ iB£epmatieB, methed
aBf! time e£ pFepaFatieB were Slieh as te ~ its adHl:issieB.
1993£.9. Sli"Bjeet te the eeBditieBS impesed ~ SeetieB
±96M; 6f*lB heelf aeeeliBts ffi ledgeFs, whethep ~ eP liBge1iB4; shall: ge eempeteBt e¥ideBee.
~ !J!his fti'tiele shall: ge sa iBtepppeted aBf! eeBstFlied
as te effeetliate ~ geBepal pliFpese te BHlfie liHifepm the law
e£ these States whieft eBftet it:
~ !J!his fti'tiele Hilly' ge eitea: as the UBi£eFH!: "BliBiBess
&eeepds as E¥ideBee Aet:Comment. Article 5 of Chapter 3 of Title 2, Part IV, of the Code of
Civil Procedure consists of Sections 1953e-1953h. These sections, whir.h
constitute the Uniform Business Records as Evidence Act, are recodified as Evidence Code Sections 1270-1271. Sections 1270-1271 do not,
however, include the language of Section 1953f.5, which was added to
the Code of Civil Procedure in 1959. Section 1953f.5 is not in the
Uniform Act, and it inadequately attempts to make explicit the liberal
case law rule that the Uniform Act permits admission of records kept
under any kind of bookkeeping system, whether original or copies,
and whether in book, card, looseleaf, or some other form. The case
law rule is satisfactory, and Section 1953f.5 may have the unintended
effect of limiting the provisions of the Uniform Act. See Tentative
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dence (Article VIII. Hearsay Evidence), 6 CAL. LAW REVISION COMM'N,
REP., REC. & STUDIES Appendix at 516-517 (1964).
Sections 1953i-19531 (Repealed)
SEC. 108. Article 6 (commencing with Section 1953i) of
Chapter 3 of Title 2 of Part IV of the Code of Civil Procedure
is repealed.
~ ~ ftfty lmsmess, mstitatioB, meHilJel' ~ ft flPofessioB
eP ealliBg, eP ftfty aeflaFtmeBt eP ~ ~ goveFBHleBt, m ~
l'egulRF eeliI'Se ~ Busmess eP aetivi~ hB::B ~ eP l'eeol'aea
ftfty memoFaBaum, Wi:'itiBg, eBtioy; ~ l'efll'eseBtatioB eP
eoHilJi'!'latioB theFeof, ~ ftfty aet; tFilBsaetioB, OeeUFi'eBee eP
eveBt; aM m ~ FegulaF eetiFSe ~ BliBmess hB::B etHHIed ftfty
eP all ~ ~ BftHI:e t6 he FeeoFaea, eepied eP l'efll'Oaueea ~ ftfty
flhotogFaflhie, flhotostatie, mieFoBhB, mieFoeaFa, JBieiatftl'e
flhotogPRflhie, eP 6theP flFoeess whieh aeeuFately FeflFoauees
eP f&FJBs ft aliFahle meaium feP Be l'eflFOauemg the oFig:iBM,
SHeft Fefll'oauetioB, wheB BRtisfaetoFily iaeBtifiea, is ftB tMimissihle m e:viaeBee ftB the ol'igiBM itself m ftfty juaieial eP
aamiBistFative flFoeeeaiBg wltetheF ~ ol'igiBal is m existeBee
6P Bet, aM aB eBlal'gemeBt eP faesimile ~ SHeft l'eflFoauetioB
is likewise aamissihle m eviaeBee H ~ oFigiBM pefll'OauetioB
is m existeBee aM ll:V8:ilal3le feP mSfleetioB ftoBdep IDFeetioB ~
eeHPt: ~ iBtFoauetioB ~ ft FeflFoaueea PeeePd; eBlRFgemeBt
eP faesimile, €lees Bet, flFeeluae admissioB ~ the oFigiBM.
~ !phis ftl'tiele shall he Be mteFfll'etea ftBd eOBStFuea ftB
t6 ei£eetaate ita geBeFal flUFflose ~ makiBg liBHoFm the law ~
these states whieh eBB:et ~
~ !phis ftl'tiele may he eitee: ftB the UBHol'Hl: Phetegpll:f3hie ~ ~ Busmess ftBd P-uhlie Beeol'Gs ftB EviaeBee
:Aet:
~ Nothisg m this ftl'tiele shall a@eet the adJBissihility
~ ftfty eviaeBee fleFmi-ttea ~ SeetioBs ±QOOa aM ±9OOh ~ this
~

Comment. Article 6 of Chapter 3 of Title 2, Part IV, of the Code
of Civil Procedure consists of Sections 1953i-1953l. These sections,
which comprise the Uniform Photographic Copies of Business and
Public Records' as Evidence Act, are recodified as Evidence Code
Section 1550.
Section 1954 (Repealed)
SEC. 109. Chapter 4 (consisting of Section 1954) of Title
2 of Part IV of the Code of Civil Procedure is repealed.
±ge4: MA'I'mM'M> OBd'ElO'l'S. WheBeVel' ftB ehj-eet; eOgBiHal31e
~ ~ seBSeS; hB::B ~ ft l'elatioB t6 the faet m aisflute ftB t6
tt:ifeffi l'eftBoBahle gpoliBas ~ helief FeBfleetiBg it; eP t6 HI:fI:ke
ftB iteJB m the 91iHI: ~ ~ e:viaeBee, ~ eh-jeet may he exhibi-teft t6 the ~ eP its existeBee, situatioB, ftBd ehaFaeteF may
he ~ ~ witBesses. ~ admissioB ~ SHeft eviaeBee HI:1i:Bt
he Fegulatea ~ ~ S61iBd aiSel'etioB ~ ~ ~
Comment. Section 1954 is unnecessary in light of Evidence Code
Sections 140, 210, 351, and 352.
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Sections 1957-1963 (Repealed)

SEC. 110. Chapter 5 (commencing with Section 1957) of
Title 2 of Part IV of the Code of Civil Procedure is repealed.
Comment. Chapter 5 of Title 2, Part IV, of the Code of Civil Procedure consists of Sections 1957-1963. See the Law Revision Commission's Comments to these sections.
Section 1957 (Repealed)
~

I~rnHmO'P

ffiIffiEUOE OL*S8FFf:ElB.

IHaipeet eviaeHee is

*twe~

~ IHfepeHees,~

g,. FPeslHHfltioHs.
Comment. Section 1957 is inconsistent with Evidence Code Sections
140 (defining "evidence") and 600 (defining "presumption" and
"inference"). See the Comments to EVIDENCE CODE §§ 140 and 600.
Section 1958 (Repealed)
~ INF1!lfI>mfoE BEFHnlfl. :Aft iHfepeHee is ft aeaeetioH
the ~ ~ fFem the ffiets flPovea,
wlHeh the PCftSeit
withoet ftH e:Kfll'ess aipeetioH
law t& tftftt e4¥eet:
Comment. The substance of Sections 1958 and 1960 is restated in
subdivision (b) of Evidence Code Section 600.

*

*

Section 1959 (Repealed)
~

PHEl8UMP'PION BEFIUEB. -A flpeS'lHRfltioH is ft aeEffie-

tieB, wlHeh the law e:KflFessly tliPeets t& Be fHftde hem fl8ptiee

ffiets:
Section 1959 is superseded by subdivision (a) of Evidence Code Section 600.
ffip

Comment.

Section 1960 (Repealed)

**

±9W-: WHEN
INFEHEl~WE *BI8ES: :Aft iHfeFeHee meat Be
foeHaea.
~ ~ ft faet legftIly flFovea , ~
g,. GH seeh ft aeaHetioH fFem tftftt faet as is Wlli'PaHtea ~ ft
eOHsiaeF8tion.
the 'Iifffiftl: flPofleHsities 6P fl8ssioHS
meR; the
flftPtiemftP flFoflen.sities 6P flftssion.s
the 'f*li'S9H: whese ftet is
in. qHestioH, the eem:se
sHsiHess, 6P the eeHi'Se
BfttHFe.
Comment. See the Law Revision Commission's Comment to Code of
Civil Procedure Section 1958.

*

*

Section 1961 (Repealed)
WGh PllE8UMP'PlOUS

*

*
*

Mit¥' BE OON'PllOVEll'PElB, WHEN-: -A
flpeSHHlptioB (HBless aeelaFea ~ law t& Be eOBehfsive) may: Be
eOBtFoveptea ~ etheP eviaeHee, ElH-eet eP iHaiFeet, :em 'IHtl€ss
Be eOHtFoveFtea the ~ ftPe been.El t& fiBd aeeepaiBg t& the
flFeseHlptieH.
Comment. Section 1961 is superseded by Chapter 3 (commencing
with Section 600) of Division 5 of the Evidence Code, which prescribes the nature and effect of presumptions.

12-24465
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Section 1962 (Repealed)
~ !pfle fellewiHg pFcsHmptieHs, aNd 00 etfteFs.; aPe
dccmcd eeHelHsive.
b A mlllicieHS aNd gffilty ~ Hem the dclibcFatc eemmissieH e£ ftB: HHlllwfHl !let; fer the pHFpesc e£ illjllFiHg
IlHethcF,
~ !pfle tru.lli e£ the facts Fecited, Hem the i'Ceiffil ill a
WFittCH iHstFHmcHt bCtWCCH the ~ thcFete, ffl' theW St:ffieesseFe ill iHtcFest by a SHbSCEJ:HCHt title; b-H:t this PU:le tiees Bet
~ te the f'eCi.tal e£ a ceHsideFlltieH,
3-: WheHe'VcF a ~ has, by his ewH dcclllFatieH, !let; 6P
emissieH, iHteHtieHaHy aNd dclibcFatcly led aHetheF te ~
a paFtieHlaF thiHg tffie; aNd te aet ~. SHCh belie£; he eaHH&t; ill aHj" litigatieH fH'isiHg etit e£ SHCh dcelaFatieH, !let; ffl'
emissieH, be pCFftlitted te ~ it-;
4: A teH:!mt is Bet peFmittcd te ~ the title e£ his laHdle-F4 at the time e£ the eemftleHecmcHt e£ the FclatieH ,
&.. NetwithstaHdiHg aHj" etheP pFevisieH e£ law; the isstie e£
a wife eehabitiHg with hCf' hHsbllHd, whe is Bet impetcHt, is
iHdispHtably PFCSHftlcd te be legitimatc ,
~ !pfle jHdgftleHt ffl' effiep e£ a efflH't; wheN dcelaFed by this
cede te be eeHeffisi'Vc , b-H:t SHCh jHdgmcHt 6P effiep HHtSt be
alleged ffi the plcadiHgs H there be ftB: eppeFtHHity te tie S&t
H thCf'C be 00 SHCh eppeFtHHity, the jHdgmeHt 6P effiep ~ be
tise4 as eyidcHeC ,
q.... -Afi.:y- etheP pFcffi:l1HptieR wffieh by stat-H:te is expFessly
ftlftft:e eeHeffiswe.
Comment. Subdivision 1 of Section 1962 is repealed because it "has
little meaning, either as a rule of substantive law or as a rule of
evidence . . . . " People v. Gorshen, 51 Ca1.2d 716, 731, 336 P.2d 492,
501 (1959).
Subdivisions 2, 3, 4, .and 5 are superseded by Evidence Code Sections
621-624.
The first clause of subdivision 6 states the meaningless truism that
judgments are conclusive when declared by law to be conclusive. The
pleading rule in the next two clauses has been recodified as Section
1908.5 of the Code of Civil Procedure.
Subdivision 7 is merely a cross-reference section to all other presumptions declared by law to be conclusive. This subdivision is unnecessary.
See EVIDENCE CODE § 620.

Section 1963 (Repealed)

±003-: All etheP pFesHmptieHs aPe satisfaeteFY, H HHeeHtFa
ffiete4:. ~ aPe deHemiHated disputable pFeSHmptieHs, aNd
~ be eeHtFe'VeFted by etheP evideHee. !pfle fellewiHg aPe e£
tfta.t~

±: !!%at a

~

is iHHeeeHt e£ eFime ffl' WFeHg ,
aet was tleRe with an HHlawfu.l ffite.Ht-;
&- !!%at a ~ iHteHds the eFdiHapY eeRseEJ:HeRee e£ his
~ !!%at an l1HlawfHl

¥effiHtaFY act;

U~I ~I. ~h~~: l'~;. ~~l~~~. fllhl~lfni~fir ~i ~$~l$J~J~~!l'~l~~
locw.ocw.oclnWtn:~ociocn .. If fw.*n f~ ftjochoc r-lf nn ~
"'l"~.~
*"rm ~.~'O l ~f·:IJit~o *.w.. f ~h w "I- I l! ~

:l...

H

l~l.ff.
~ tIltill
Hrfi~'~ :; [lJ I~llll;
.~."!IHt
~ J. .. Hrd. !.f:·tl! ~r.~

·0

f
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Ii" i
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3±: !!%at ft ehiM bef'ft ffi ~ weE:llsek, ~ eeffig fie
divspee Hem Bed ftftd b6fti'd; is legitimate;
gg,. !!%at ft -tffiBg eftee ~ t& etist e9atHtRes as leBg as is
*Iffiftl with thiBgs ~ that aatePe;
3&,. !ph.at the law hae BeeB 9fiey:ed,
34:- !ph.at ft dSetlmeal ei' Wl'itiag mePe tftaB 3G ~ eld is
geatliae, wheB the same hae BeeB siBee geaepa.Yy: e:eted ~
as geatliae, ~ flepssas fta¥iBg ftB iBtepest ffi the €):tlestisa, ftftd
its etlstsdy: has BeeB satisfftet9Pily ffirfllaiBea;
3&: !fhat ft flPiated ftftd flafilislied fieelf; fl1ll'fl9Ptmg t& tie
flPiated ei' flafilialiea ~ ~ Btltli9Pity:, was 8& flPiBted ei'
fltlfilisfied ,
3&: !fhat ft flPiated ftBd flafilialiea fieelf; fllll'flSptiag t& eeBtaiB- peflspts ~ eases aajtlagea ffi the tpifilHla.ls ~ the State ei'
eStlatry wha>e the fieelf is fltltiliaftea, eaBtfti.Bs eePPeet P9flS pts
~ !ffieh ease£tt
~ !fhat ft tFtlstee ei' etheP flepssa, whese ~ H was t& eeB~ ~ flPeflepty: t& ft flftPtieruaP flepssa, hae ftettlally: eeB~ t& him; wheB !ffieh flPes'lHftfltisa is aeeessapY t& fleFfeet
the title ~ !ffieh fl9PS6B ei' his stleeesssp ffi iBtepest ,
gg,. !l%e tlaiatepPtlflted tiSe ~ the ~ ~ lftftd ~ ft fi1ll'ial
gP9tlad, ~ H¥e ~ with the eeaseat ~ the ewBeP; ftBd witheat ft pesepvati9a ~ his PigMs; is flPes'lHftfltive e¥iaeBee ~ his
iateBtiea te dedieate H t& the ~ ~ that fltlPflsse,
39-: %at thePe was ft geeft ftBd saftieieBt e9asidepatisa ~ ft
Wl'ittea esatpaet ,
4G:- !fhat flPeflepty ewaeft at the time ~ death ~ ft fl9PS6B
whe had BeeB aivspeea Hem his ei' fieF ~ mePe tftaB ie1ll'
~ ~ tfiepet9 was ft6t eemmtlaity flP9flePtiy: aettHirea Q.ap..
lag mappiage with !ffieh di¥9peed sflStlse, fiftt is his ei' fieF ~
Pate flr9flerty.
Comment. Many of the presumptions listed in Section 1963 are
classified and restated in the Evidence Code. A few have been recodified as maxims of jurisprudence in Part 4 of Division 4 of the Civil
Code. Others are not continued at all. The disposition of each subdivision of Section 1963 is given in the table below. Following the
table are comments indicating the reasons for repealing those provisions of Section 1963 that are not continued in California law.
Section 1968
(subdivision)
1

2
3
4
5
6

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Superseded by
Evidence Code Section 520
Not continued
Civil Code Sl'ction 3544 (added in this recommendation)
E,·idence Code Section 521
Not continued (But see Evidence Code Section 413)
Not continued (But see Evidence Code Section 412)
Evidl'nce Code ~e('tion 631
Evidl'nre Code S(>C'tion 632
E"irll'nce Corle SI'('tion 633
Evidence Code Section 636
E"idl'nce Code Sl'rtion 6:~7
Evirll'nce Code S(>rtion 638
Evidl'nC'e Code Section 634
Not continul'd
E"irll'nce Corle S(>C'tion 664
Evidence Code Section 666
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Section 1963
(subdivision)
• 17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

25
26
27

28
29

30
31

32
33

34
35
36
37
38

39
40
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Superseded b,l
Evidence Code Section 639
Not continued
Civil Code Section 3545 (added in this recommendation)
Not continued
Commercial Code Sections 3306,3307, and 3408
Not continued
Evidence Code Section 640
Evidence Code Section 641
Not continued
Evidence Code Section 667
Not continued
Civil Code Section 3546 (added in this recommendation)
Not continued
Not continued (But see Evidence Code Section 1314)
Evidence Code Section 661
Civil Code Section 3547 (added in this recommendation)
Civil Code Section 3M8 (added in this recommendation)
Evidence Code Section 643
EviMnce Code S!'ction 644
Evidence Code Section 645
Evidence Code Section 642
Not continu!'d
Unn!'ces!<ary (dupliclltes Civil Code Section 1614)
Civil Code Section 164.5 (added in this recommendation)

Subdivision 2 is not continued because it has been a source of error
and confusion in the cases. An instruction based upon it is error
whenever specific intent is in issue. People v. Snyder, 15 Ca1.2d 706,
104 P.2d 639 (1940); People v. Maciel, 71 Cal. App. 213, 234 Pac.
877 (1925). A person's intent may be inferred from his actions and
the surrounding circumstances, and an instruction to that effect may
be given. People v. Besold, 154 Cal. 363, 97 Pac.> 871 (1908).
Subdivisions 5 and 6 are not continued because, despite Section 1963,
there is no presumption of the sort stated. The "presumptions" merely
indicate that a party's evidence should be viewed with distrust if he
could produce better evidence and that unfavorable inferences should
be drawn from the evidence offered against him if he fails to deny
or explain it. A party's failure to produce evidence cannot be turned
into evidence against him by reliance on these presumptions. Hampton
v. Rose, 8 Cal. App.2d 447, 56 P.2d 1243 (1935); Girvetz v. Boys'
Market, Inc., 91 Cal. App.2d 827, 830, 206 P.2d 6,8-9 (1949). The substantive effect of these "presumptions" is stated more accurately in
Evidence Code Sections 412 and 413.
Subdivision 14. The presumption stated in subdivision 14 is not continued because it is unnecessary, inaccurate, and misleading. This presumption has been used most frequently to sustain the validity of the
official acts of a person acting in a public office when there has been no
evidence to show that such person had the legal right to hold office. See,
e.g., City of Monterey v. Jacks, 139 Cal. 542, 73 Pac. 436 (1903) ; Delphi
School Dist. v. Murray, 53 Cal. 29 (1878). The presumption is unnecessary for this purpose, for it is well settled that the" 'acts of an officer
de facto, so far as the rights of third persons are concerned, are, if
done within the scope and by the apparent authority of office, as valid
and binding as if he were the officer legally elected and qualified for
the office and in full possession of it.' " In re Redevelopment Plan for
Bunker Hill, 61 Cal.2d ___ , ___ , 37 Cal. Rptr. 74, 88, 389 P.2d 538, 552
(1964); Oakland Paving Co. v. Donovan, 19 Cal. App. 488, 494, 126
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Pac. 388, 390 (1912). Under the de facto doctrine, the validity of the
official acts taken is conclusively established Town of Susanvi 7le v.
Long, 144 Cal. 362, 77 Pac. 987 (1904) ; People v. Hecht, 105 Ca~~ 621,
38 Pac. 941 (1895). Thus, most of the cases applying subdivision 14
are erroneous in indicating that the official acts of a person acting in a
public office may be attacked by evidence sufficient to overcome the
presumption of a valid appointment. These cases can be explained only
on the ground that they have overlooked the de facto doctrine. Compare
People v. Ah Lee Doon, 97 Cal. 171, 31 Pac. 933 (1893) (using presumption to sustain authority of judge who presided at murder trial), with
People v. Sassovich, 29 Cal. 480 (1866) (using de facto doctrine to sustain authority of judge who presided at murder trial).
In a few cases, subdivision 14 has been cited to support the authority
of an officer to certify a copy of an official document. People v. Beal,
108 Cal. App.2d 200, 239 P.2d 84 (1951); People v. Howard, 72 Cal.
App. 561,237 Pac. 780 (1925). Evidence Code Sections 1452 and 1453
make the presumption unnecessary for this purpose.
In cases where the presumption might have some significance-cases
where the party occupying the office is asserting some right of the officeholder-the presumption has been held inapplicable. Burke v. Edgar,
67 Cal. 182, 7 Pac. 488 (1885).
Subdivision 18. No case has been found where subdivision 18 has
had any effect. The doctrine of res judicata determines the issues concluded between the parties without regard to this presumption. Parnell
v. Hahn, 61 Cal. 131, 132 (1882) ("the jUdgment as rendered . . .
is conclusive upon all questions involved in the action and upon which
it depends, or upon matters which, under the issues, might have been
litigated and decided in the case"). On appeal, the fact that it is the
appellant's burden to establish that the lower court erred supplies
whatever force this subdivision might have in appellate cases. See
Vaughn v. Jonas, 31 Cal.2d 586, 191 P.2d 432 (1948).
Subdivision 20. The cases have used this "presumption" merely
as a justification for holding that evidence of a business custom will
sustain a finding that the custom was followed on a particular occasion.
E.g., Robinson v. Puls, 28 Ca1.2d 664, 171 P.2d 430 (1946) j American
Can Co. v. Agricultural Ins. Co., 27 Cal. App. 647, 150 Pac. 996
(1915). Evidence Code Section 1105 provides for the admissibility of
business custom evidence to prove that the custom was followed on a
particular occasion. There is no reason to compel the trier of fact to
find that the custom was followed by applying a presumption. The
evidence of the custom may be strong or weak, and the trier of fact
should be free to decide whether the custom was followed or not. No case
has been found giving a presumptive effect to evidence of a business
custom under subdivision 20.
Subdivision 22. The purpose of subdivision 22 appears to have been
to compel an accommodation endorser to prove that he endorsed in
accommodation of a subsequent party to the instrument and not ·in
accommodation of the maker. See, e.g., Pacific Portland Cement Co. v.
Reinecke, 30 Cal. App. 501, 158 Pac. 1041 (1916). The liability of
accommodation endorsers is now fully covered by the Commercial Code.
Accommodation is a defense which must be established by the defend-
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ant. COM. CODE §§ 3307, 3415 (5). Hence, subdivision 22 is no longer
nec~ssary.

Subdivision 25. Despite subdivision 25, the California courts have
refused to apply the presumption of identity of person from identity
of name when the name is common. E.g., People v. Wong Sang Lung,
3 Cal. App. 221, 224, 84 Pac. 843, 845 (1906). The matter should
be left to inference, for the strength of the inference will depend in
particular cases on whether the name is common or unusual.
Subdivision 27 has been rarely cited in the reported cases since it
was enacted in 1872. It has been applied to situations where a statement has been made in the presence of a person who has failed to
protest to the representations in the statement. The apparent acquiescence in the statement has been held to be proof of belief in the
truth of the statement. Estate of Flood, 217 Cal. 763, 21 P .2d 579
(1933) ; Estate of Clark, 13 Cal. App. 786, 110 Pac. 828 (1910).
Although it may be appropriate under some circumstances to infer
from the lack of protest that a person believes in the truth of a statement made in his presence, it is undesirable to require such a conclusion. The surrounding circumstances may vary greatly from case to
case, and the trier of fact should be free to decide whether acquiescence resulted from belief or from some other cause. Cf. Matt. 27 :13-14
(Revised Standard Version) ("Then Pilate said to him, 'Do you not
hear how many things they testify against you Y' But he gave him no
answer, not even to a single charge . . . . ").
Subdivision 29 has been cited in but one appellate decision in its
92-year history. It is unnecessary in light of the doctrine of ostensible
authority. See 1 WITKIN, SUMMARY OF CALIFORNIA LAW, Agency and
Employment §§ 49-51 (7th ed. 1960).
Subdivision 30, in effect, declares that a marriage will be presumed
from proof of cohabitation and repute. Pulos v. Pulos, 140 Cal. App.2d
913, 295 P.2d 907 (1956). Because reputation evidence may sometimes
strongly indicate the existence of a marriage and at other times fail
to do so, requiring a finding of a marriage from proof of such reputation is unwarranted. The cases have sometimes refused to apply the
presumption because of the weakness of the reputation evidence relied
on. Estate of Baldwin, 162 Cal. 471, 123 Pac. 267 (1912); Cacioppo v.
Triangle Co., 120 Cal. App.2d 281, 260 P.2d 985 (1953). Discontinuance of the presumption will not affect the rule that the existence of a
marriage may be inferred from proof of reputation. White v. White,
82 Cal. 427, 430, 23 Pac. 276, 277 (1890) (" 'cohabitation and repute
do not make marriage; they are merely items of evidence from which
it may be inferred that a marriage had been entered into''') (italics
in original). See also EVIDENCE CODE § 1314.
Subdivision 38 has not been applied in any reported case in its 92year history. The substantive law relating to implied dedication and
dedication by prescription makes the presumption unnecessary. See
2 WITKIN, SUMMARY OF CALIFORNIA LAW, Real Property §§ 27-29
(7th ed. 1960).
Section 1967 (Repealed)

SEC. 111.
repealed.

Section 1967 of the Code of Civil Procedure is
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~ blBISPENSABU!l EVIBENOE, WIh\:'I':- !I%e law makes
eerHtift eyideHee Heeessapy te the validity e£ paFtiealap &eta;
er the ~ e£ partiealar ffiets:Comment. Section 1967 has no substantive meaning and is unnecessary.

Section 1968 (Repealed)
SEC. 112. Section 1968 of the Code of Civil Procedure is
repealed.
~ !J!a f'Qe¥IlI ~RJUR¥ *NB 'I'REASOU, 'MeBE 'i'H*N ~
WI'I'UESS RE\tUIREB. PeFjaFY aftd tpeaSOH HI:liSt he ~
testimoHY e£ mere thftH. eRe witHess. TFeasoH
the testimoHY
e£ tw6 witHesses te the same e¥ePt ftet.; fHMl peFjary
the
testimoHY e£ tw6 witHesses, er eRe witHess fHMl eOFFoBoFatiHg'
eiFeamstaHees.
Comment. Section 1968 unnecessarily duplicates the provisions of
Penal Code Sections 1103 and 1103a.

e:r

e:r

e:r

Section 1973 (Repealed)
SEC. 113. Section 1973 of the Code of Civil Procedure is
repealed.
±913-: !ft the followiHg eases the agFeemeHt is iHvalid, '1mless the same er seme Bete eP memopaHdam theFeof he ffi WPitffig; fHMl saBsePiBed
the ~ ehaFged, eP
his agefit:
EvideHee, theFefoFe, e£ the agFeemeHt, eafHt6t he Feeeived
withoat the writiHg er seeoHtiary evideHee e£ its eOHteBts.
± AH: agFeemeHt tfia.t
its t€flHS is Bet te he pepfoFmed
withiB ft ;yeftF £rem the malIiHg theFeof,
g,. -A speeial pFomise te ftflSWeF fer the debt; defaalt, &i'
miseaFFiage e£ ftHotheF, ~ ffi the eases pFovided fer ffi
SeetioH ~ e£ the ~ ~
g,. AH: agFeemeHt made 'Iif*ffi eOHsideFatioH e£ maH'iage ether
thaB ft mataal pFomise te maFFY,
4:- AH: agpeemeHt fer the leasHrg fer ft leBger ~ thaB
eRe ;yefH'; eP fer the sale e£ i'eftl pFoperty, &i' e£ ftH iHteFest
thepeiH , fHMl f!>d:eh. agpeemeHt, H made
ftH agoeBt e£ the
Jml'ty seagM te he ehaFged, is iHValid, liBless the aathoFity e£
the ageffi is ffi wFitiHg, saBseFiBed
the ~ seagM te he
ehaFged,
&.- AH: agpeemeHt RllthOPiBiHg eP employiBg ftH ageBt eP ffise!reP te papehase eP sell i'eftl estate; eP te lease i'eftl estate fer
ft ~ ~ thftH. eRe ;yefH'; eP te ppoeliPe, iHtFodaee, eP
BOO ft paFehasep eP selleP e£ i'eftl estate eP ft lessee eP lesseP
e£ i'eftl estate where S1ieh lease is fer ft ~ ~ thftH. eRe
;year, fer eompeHsatioB eP ft eommissioB,
9., AH: agpeemeHt wffieIt
its t€flHS is Bet te he peHoPmed
ffiH'iB.g the lHetime e£ the pFomisoF, eP ftH agpeemeHt te ftevise
eP BeEpieat'h ~ ppoperty, eP te mttlre ~ pFovisioH fer ~
f*WSeB By will-t
~ AH: agpeemeHt By ft papehasep e£ i'eftl pFopeFty te Jm:r ftH
iHdeBtedHess seeaped By ft moptgage eP tleeti e£ tF1iat 'Iif*ffi the
ppopepty ptH'ehased, liBless RSSlHBptioB e£ sai& ffitleetedBess

e:r

e:r

e:r

e:r

e:r

e:r
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~ the p1:lFehftsel' is speeiiieftlly pl'svided ffil' ffi the esnveyanee
ef S1:leh pFspeFty.
Comment. Section 1973 is unnecessary. It merely describes in evidentiary terms the statute of frauds contained in Civil Code Section
1624. The repeal of Section 1973 will have no effect on existing law.

Section 1974 (Amended)
SEC. 114. Section 1974 of the Code of Civil Procedure is
amended to read:
1974. ~SHNru'FIOU eii' eBElDI':P ffi" WBI'FUiO. No e¥idefiee is admissible te ehai:ge ft person is liable upon a representation as to the credit of a third person, unless such representation, or some memorandum thereof, be in writing, and
either subscribed by or in the handwriting of the party to be
ehftFged held liable.
Comment. The amendment to Section 1974 makes no substantive
change in the law; the amendment merely makes it clear that Section
1974 is a substantive rule of law, not a rule of evidence.
Section 1978 (Repealed)
SEC. 115. Chapter 7 (consisting of Section 1978) of Title
2 of Part IV of the Code of Civil Procedure is repealed.
m& COUOLUSIVFl eft mUNSWHH:A:BLH EWHH!lNOH. ~ e¥idefiee is ~ lew mtttle eofteltlsive el' 1:lftftftsweFftble, tiHleBs Be
deelaFed ~ this ~
Comment. Section 1978 incorrectly states the existing law of California. Certain things are declared to be "conclusive evidence" in
other codes. See, e.g., COM. CODE § 1201(6), (45). Moreover, the California courts have recognized that some evidence may be conclusive in
the absence of statute, for a court, "in reviewing the evidence, is bound
to exercise its intelligence, and in doing so must recognize that certain
facts are controlled by immutable physical laws. It cannot permit the
verdict of a jury to change such facts, because . . . to do so would,
in effect, destroy the intelligence of the court." Austin v. Newton, 46
Cal. App. 493,497,189 Pac. 471, 472 (1920) ; Neilson v. Houle, 200 Cal.
726, 729, 254 Pac. 891, 892 (1927). Nonetheless, the California courts
have also relied upon this section to sustain a finding of paternity
despite undisputed blood-test evidence showing that the defendant
could not have been the father of the child. Arais v. KalensnikojJ, 10
Cal.2d 428, 74 P.2d 1043 (1937). The Legislature subsequently rejected this decision by enacting the Uniform Act on Blood Tests to
Determine Paternity. Repeal of Section 1978 will remove the statutory
basis for a similar decision in the rare case where such certainty is
attainable.
Sections 1980.1·1980.7 (Repealed)
SEC. 116. Chapter 8 (commencing with Section 1980.1) of
Title 2 of Part IV of the Code of Civil Procedure is repealed.
~ !!%is ehapteF ffHfj" be eite6: ftS the UnifoFHI: :Aet 6fI:
:meed !!!esta te Deteflftifte PftteFftity.
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Sections 1981-1983 (Repealed)
SEC. 117. Chapter 1 (commencing with Section 1981) of
Title 3 of Part IV of the Code of Civil Procedure is repealed.
Comment. Chapter 1 of Title 3, Part IV, of the Code of Civil Procedure consists of Sections 1981 through 1983. See the Law Revision

Commission's Comments to these sections.
Section 1981 (Repealed)

±98b EVIBBNOB rpe B'Iil PBOBUO'lilB B¥ WHeM-: !I%e ~
holding the afftplBative ~ the isstie ftHISt flPodaee the evidenee
te '}'lP6Ve itt tBepefope, the bliPden ~ ~ lies en the ~
whe weffid he defeated H n& e'i'ideBee wei'e ~ en eitheP

si4e:
Comment. Section 1981 is superseded by Evidence Code Sections 500
and 550. See Tentative Recommendation and a Study Relating to the

Uniform Rules of Evidence (B1~rden of Producing Evidence, Burden
of Proof, and Presumptions), 6 CAL. LAW REVISION COMM'N, REP.,
REC. & STUDIES 1001, 1124-1125 (1964).
Section 1982 (Repealed)
~ WBI':I'INO AL':I'ElRElB, WHe rpe ElJEPLAIU. !I%e ~ 'fH'&"
ffireffig a wpiting as geBaine whiffi has been alteped, 6P 8:flflelU's
;f;e have been alteped, aftep its exeeatioB, m a jml't lBatepial ;f;e
the f):aestiOB
disflate, ftHISt aeeoaBt ~ the aflpeaPllBee 6P
altepatioB. He ~ shew that; the altepatioB was made ~
aBotaep, witaoat his eoneal'feBee, 6P was made with the eaBse:at ~ the paPties aFfeeted ~ it; 6P otBepwise ppopeply 6P
iBBoeently made; 6P that the altepatioB die: net ehaBge the
lBellBing 6P IllBgaage ~ the iBsf;Fament. If he de -that; he ~
give the writing' m evidenee, M n&t otaepwise.
Comment. Section 1982 is recodified as Evidence Code Section 1402.

m

Section 1983 (Repealed)
±98& WaeBevep m a:ay aetien 6P ppoeeeaing, eivil 6P ePimiBal, bFoagBt by, Of' m the name e.f.; the Bffite Of' the peet*e
thepeof, Of' ~ 6f' m the name ~ a:ay politieal sflbtli'lisioH 6f'
~ ~ the state; Of' ~ a:ay J*lhlie e6IH'd 6f' eftieep en ~
~ ftflJ" theFeof, te eBfoFee a:ay law whlelt ft.efties ftfl:Y rtgltt;
flPivilege 6f' lieeBse te a:ay pePS6B net a ~ ~ the ~
Sffites; 6f' ttet eligible te heeoIHe s-aeh eiti2'leB, Of' 16 a ~
net a ~ 6f' pesident ~ this state; iHTtl wHenevep itt ~
aetien Of' flPoeeeding m wl:He* the sffite 6f' ftflY flolitieal ftItltJ.i..=risiefl. ffl' ~ thereof, ffl' ftfl:Y J*lhlie booffl fH' effiee..p ~
en eelt!tlf thereof, is ffl' beeoIHes a ~ it is aJ.l.egetl itt t+te
flJeading therein fll.ed en ~ ~ the otat-e; the ~ tht'l'eof,
flolitieal sahdivisioH 6f' ageBey, 6f' ~ s-aeh beft.p4 ffi' effleer; t-IttH;
s-aeh Pigftt, privilege ffl' tieeHse flas heeD esel'eiReo ~ it ~eP*tB
net a ~ ~ the triH-teti States; 6f' ttet eHgt#le 16 bPeffitte
s-aeh eiti2'len, Of' bJ: a ~ Httt. tt ~ fH' resident e.f +ltis
state; as the ease ~ be; the bHFden s-Itfrll be 'Hf*ffl tlte ~
fep 6P en whese behalf s-aeh flleadiBg' was Bled 16 estahlish the
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ffiet tfl.a.t fffielt i'ighl; pFivilege eP l-i-eeBse was exeFeised ~ ~_
peFSfflt a+leged ffl lta-¥e exeFeised the BftHt€; frRfl flf*Ht fffie-It ffie.j;
beffig Sf} estaBlished the bHFdeH sfl.aH be t\-fIfffi sttdt fll:'Pflen,
eP ~ ftHY pepseH, fu.m eP eeFpePBtieH elililfling ttttffi>.p eP
thFel:lgh ~ exepeise e£ fffielt i'igft.t; pFi'iilege eP lieense. ~ eRfttlr.
lisft ~ ffiet ~ ~ ~ ~ ffl fl.&¥e e?epeiFwd Rttffi
Pight, pl'ivilege eP HeeHse WItS; at the tiffi.e e£ Sf} exepeising ~
satfte; Ii ei-tffleft e£ the ~ Sffttes; eP eligible ffl ~ !liidt
eitiy.eH, eP was Ii ei-tffleft eP l'esideHt e£ tffis state; as ~ ease
ma;: l'efluiFe, fHT4 was at said time legally eBtitlea ffl exel'eise
Effieft Pight, pl'ivilege eP lieeHse.
Comment. Section 1983 was held unconstitutional as applied under
the Alien Land Law. Morrison v. California, 291 U.S. 82 (1934). It has
been applied but once by an appellate court since the Morrison case
was decided. People v. Cordero, 50 Cal. App.2d 146, 122 P.2d 648
(1942). Section 1983 appears to have been designE'd principally to
facilitate the enforcement of the Alien Land Law. Since that law ha'3
been held unconstitutional (Sei Fujii v. State, 38 Cal.2d 718, 242 P.2d
617 (1952» and has been repealed (Cal. Stats. 1955, Ch. 316, § 1,
p. 767), Section 1983 should no longer be retained in the law of
California.
Section 1998 (Repealed)

SEC. 118. Section 1998 of the Code of Civil Procedure is
repealed.
±99&- fa+ Exeept ftS pl'eviaed ffi SeetieB -lW8+, wfi€fl, Ii
subfleeBa dtleea teeum is seP-Veti ~ the eusteaiaH e£ l'eeef'as
ffl' etfl.e.p fll:laliHea witHess ffem Ii lieeB!'!ea ffl' ~ hespital,
state hespital ffl' hesflital ffi as iHstitutieH -lHHleP the ;}trP-is€ltetiEffl e£ the Deflal'tmeHt e£ Cef'l'eetioos ffi as aetie-ft ffi w.J:Heh
the he~is Beithel' Ii p-aPty Hffl' the ~ wfl.e.Joe ~ etHlSe
a-etifffi is allege4 te hft¥e ftPiseH fHT4 fffielt sl:lbpeefla pefjuipes
the pl'eal:letieB e£ all ffl' ftHY f*H'"l: e£ the peeef'd!'! e£ the he~pital
l'elatiBg ffl the eaPe ffl' tl'eatmeflt e£ a pfltieflt ffi ~ hospital;
it shaH be suflieieBt eeIBflliaBee tftel'ewith H the el:lsteaiaH eP
etheP eftieep e£ the hesflital shtHh withffi fi¥e ~ ~ the
~ e£ Effieft slibfleeHIi, fte.l.i.¥ep l:ly mail ffl' ethepwise Ii tf'.fte
tffid eef'f'eet ~ fwhieh ma;: be Ii flheteg'Pliflhie &P miepflflhete
g'Pliflhie l'efll'eal:letieB) e£ all the l'eeel'as aesel'ibea ffi Effieft sub'f)6eBR te the elePl!: e£ e&fti't &P ffl the eeui't H thet'e be Be elePl!:
&P te suelt etheP ~ ftS aesel'i13ea ffi subaivisieB fa+ e£ SeetiEffl 00l8; tegethel' with the liftida?.:it aesel'i13ea iH: SeetieB

*

~

fb+
as

!l%e ~ e£ the l'eeel'as shaH be seflaPately eBelesea ffi
ifmep eHvelepe ffl' Wl'liflflel', sealeEl; with the title &BEl ffiHB-

bel' e£ the aetieB, BtHBe e£ witBess ftBti date e£ subpeeBIi eleaPly
iBsel'i13ea thel'eeB , the se&le& eBvelefle &P wl'liflpel' shaH thea
be eBelesea ffi tffi euteP eBvelefle eP Wi'flppep, sealeEl; ail'eetea
as fellews .
Y the subfleeBIi diPeets IitteBaliBee ffi e&u¥t; te the eIePlr e£
suelt e&u¥t; &P te the ;tuage thel'eef, H thet'e be Be eleffi..r H the
sutipeeBR diPeets atteBaliBee at e aepesi-tieB eP etheP he8:PiBg,
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#Ie &ftiee¥

4;e

~ whem

~

at the
* the
the e4'fteef';

the defJssitisB is 4;e he

i*aee desigB:ated ffi the SaBfJeeBa ffip the talffitg
tieft eft at his i*aee ef BtisiBess, Hi ~ eases;

~

t&

~ eft tFiBaBal eeBdaetffig the heaFiBg, at a like addFess.
~ the ~ t& the ttetieR eft fJFeeeediB~ etheFwise
ftgf'€e; eft '!ffiless the sealetl eBvelsfle eft WFafJfJeF is FetaFBed t&

te+

witBess whe is t& ftfJfJeftF fJeFse'Elally, .the e9fJY ef the FeeSFds
shftll FeffiftiB: sealetl ft'Elft. shftll he ~ ~ at .the time
tFial; deflesitie'El, eft ether heaFi'Elg, 1if)6B: the dipeetie'El
the
~ e4'fteef'; ~ eft tFilm'Elal ee'Eldaeti'Elg the fJPseeedi'Elg, ffi
the fJFeSeBee ef all ftRFties whe ft.a¥e afJfleftFed Hi ~ eft fly
ee'li'Elsel at B1iffi tffitl; defJesitieB, eft heaPiBg. ReeeFds whieft ftFe
'Elet i'Eltl-edaeed Hi evide'Elee eft peEJ:aiFed ftS ~
t-he PeeePd
shftll he FetlH''Eled t& the ~ eft ~ hem whem Feeeived.
Comment. Sections 1998-1998.5 provide a special exception to the
best evidence rule for hospital records. These sections are recodified
as Evidence Code Sections 1560-1566.

**

ft

*

Section 1998.1 (Repealed)
SEC. 119. Section 1998.1 of the Code of Civil Procedure is
repealed.
~ !!!he peeeFds shftll he aeeemfJeied fly the aftidavit
the eastedie eP ethei> EJ:aalified witBess, at&ti'Elg ffi sassteee
eaeh ef the fellewffig. fa+ that the aftiaBt is the ~ aathsF
~ eastedie
the peespds ft'Elft. has aathfjpity 4;e ~ seit1:
FeeeFds, W that the ~ is ft tF1ie ~
all the peesFds
deseFised Hi the sasfJee'Ela, te+ that the FeeeFds wePe fJPefJapeci
fly the fJepse'El'Elel
the hesfJital, eta4f fJhysieiaBs, eft fJePBeBS
aetffig '\i'EI:dep the ~
~ ffi the sFcii'ElaFY e&lH'Se ef
hSSfJital sasi'Eless at eft 'EI:eftF the -time
the aet; eeaditie'El eft
e¥eB:t: If the he~ital has 'Elefte
the peesFds cieseFised, eft
~ f)fH't theFeef, the eastediaa shftll s& state ffi the aftidR:¥it,
ft'Eld deli¥eP the ailidavit ft'Elft. saeft FeeeFds ftS ftFe Bi'.'ailasle ffi
the meaeF fJFevided Hi 8eetie'El ±99&
Comment. See the Law Revision Commission's Comment to Code of
Civil Procedure Section 1998.

*

*

*

*

*

* *

Section 1998.2 (Repealed)
SEC. 120. Section 1998.2 of the Code of Civil Procedure is
repealed.
~ !!!he ~ e4! the FeeeFds shftll he admissieIe ffi tffideBee t& the same ~ ftS thettgh the eFigiaal theFeef wePe
fflEeFed ftRd the eastediaa had Seett flFeseBt ftRd testified t& the
matteFs stated ffi the ailidavit. !!!he aftidavit sflaH he admissieIe
ffi evideaee ftRd the matteFs stated theFeia sflall he fJpesameci
tF1ie Hi the asaeaee
ft flFefJeadeFaaee
evideaee t& the eaR~ Whe'El ftI:6f'e -tfta.R eB:e ~ has lmewledge ef the ffiets.;
ftI:6f'e -thim eB:e aftidavit fftftY he ~
Comment. See the Law Revision Commission's Comment to Code of
Civil Procedure Section 1998.

*

*
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Section 1998.3 (Repealed)

SEC. 121. Section 1998.3 of the Code of Civil Procedure is
repealed.
~ SeetioBs ±008; ±008+, ~ ~ ftBd ~
shall Bet :ee iBteFpFeted -t6 FeEJ:flil'e teB4eP ffl' paYHieBt ~ Htel'e
thft.B efta witBess ftBd mileage fee ffl' eth€f' ehaFge -fJ:ftleas there
shall :ee aD agFeemeBt -t6 the eOBtFapY.
Comment. See the Law Revision Commission's Comment to Code of
Civil Procedure Section 1998.
Section 1998.4 (Repealed)

SEC. 122.
repealed.

Section 1998.4 of the Code of Civil Procedure is

~ !l%e peFsoBal atteBdaBee ~ the eflstodiaa ffl' etheF
EJ:flalified witBess ftBft the pFodfletioB ~ the oFigiBltl FeeoFds
shall :ee FeEJ:flil'ed H the sflBpOeBIt tlfl:ees teemB eOBtltiBS a ela-fl:se

wlHeh~

!!!f.fte pFoeedflFe ItfltHorhsed PflPSfl:ltBt -t6 sfl:"9divisioB fa+ ~
SeetioB ±008; ftBd SeetioB 19984 ftBd ~ ~ the -Getle ~
-Gi¥il PpoeedflPe win Bet :ee deemed sflFf.ieieBt eompliaBee with
tftis sulJpoeBIt."
Comment. See the Law Revision Commission's Comment to Code of
Civil Procedure Section 1998.
Section 1998.5 (Repealed)

SEC. 123.
repealed.

Section 1998.5 of the Code of Civil Procedure is

~ IB, the ~ Htel'e thft.B efta sfl:"9poeBa. tlfl:ees teemB
is sePVed 'HJ*ffi the eflstodiltB ~ peeopds ffl' etheF EJ:flltlified witBeSS hem a lieeBsed ffl' eeHBty Hospitltl ffl' Hospital Ht aD iBstitfltioB ~ the jfl:l'isdietioB ~ the DepltPtmeBt ~ Coppee
tieBs ftBft the pepsoBltl IttteBdltBee ~ the eflstodill:B ffl' etheF
EJ:flalified witBess is peE):l'liped PliPfffiltBt -t6 SeetioB ±9-98:4 ~ the
-Getle ~ GiviI Ppoeedlipe the witBess shall :ee deemed te :ee the
witBess ~ the ~ semBg the mat Slieh sliBpoeBa. tlfl:ees
~

See the Law Revision Commission's Comment to Code of
Civil Procedure Section 1998.
Comment.

Section 2009 (Amended)

SEC. 124. Section 2009 of the Code of Civil Procedure is
amended to read:
2009. An affidavit may be used to verify a pleading or a
paper in a special proceeding, to prove the service of a summons, notice, or other paper in an action or special proceeding, to obtain a provisional remedy, the examination of a witness, or a stay of proceedings, and in uncontested proceedings
to establish a record of birth, or upon a motion, and in any
other case expressly permitted by seme etheF ppovisioB ~ tftis
eede statute.
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Comment. Section 2009 has been amended to reflect the fact that
statutes in other codes may also authorize the use of affidavits. See,
e.g., PROB. CODE §§ 630,705.
Section 2016 (Amended)

SEC. 125. Section 2016 of the Code of Civil Procedure is
amended to read:
2016. (a) Any party may take the testimony of any person, including a party, by deposition upon oral examination or
written interrogatories for the purpose of discovery or for use
as evidence in the action or for both purposes. Such depositions
may be taken in an action at any time after the service of the
summons or in a special proceeding after the service of the
petition or after the appearance of the defendant or respondent. After commencement of the action or proceedings, the
deposition may be taken without leave of court, except that
leave of court, granted with or without notice, and for good
cause shown, must be obtained if the notice of the taking of
the deposition is served by the plaintiff within 20 days after
service of the summons or petition on, or appearance of, the
defendant or respondent. The attendance of witnesses or the
production of books, documents, or other things at depositions
may be compelled by the use of subpoena as provided in Chapter 2 (commencing with Section 1985), Title 3, Part 4 of this
code.
(b) Unless otherwise ordered by the court as provided by
subdivision (b) or (d) of Section 2019 of this code, the deponent may be examined regarding any matter, not privileged,
which is relevant to the subject matter involved in the pending action, whether it relates to the claim or defense of the
examining party, or to the claim or defense of any other
party, including the existence, description, nature, custody,
condition and location of any books, documents, or other tangible things and the identity and location of persons having
knowledge of relevant facts. It is not ground for objection
that the testimony will be inadmissible at the trial if the testimony sought appears reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. All matters which are privileged against disclosure upon the trial under the law of this
State are privileged against disclosure through any discovery
procedure. This article shall not be construed to change the
law of this State with respect to the existence of any privilege,
whether provided for by statute or by judicial decision.
The work product of an attorney shall not be discoverable
unless the court determines that denial of discovery will unfairly prejudice the party seeking discovery in preparing his
claim or defense or will result in an injustice, and any writing that reflects an attorney's impressions, conclusions, opinions, or legal research or theories shall not be discoverable under any circ.umstances.
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(c) Examination and cross-examination of deponents may
proceed as permitted at the trial ~ the pFevisieBS
this
eede.
(d) At the trial or upon the hearing of a motion or an
interlocutory proceeding, any part or all of a deposition, so far
as admissible under the rules of evidence, may be used against
any party who was present or represented at the taking of
the deposition or who had due notice thereof, in accordance
with anyone of the following provisions:
(1) Any deposition may be used by any party for the purpose of contradicting or impeaching the testimony of deponent
as a witness.
(2) The deposition of a party to the record of any civil
action or proceeding or of a person for whose immediate benefit said action or proceeding is prosecuted or defended, or of
anyone who at the time of taking the deposition was an officer,
director, superintendent, member, agent, employee, or managing agent of any such party or person may be used by an
adverse party for any purpose.
(3) The deposition of a witness, whether or not a party,
may be used by any party for any purpose if the court finds:
(i) that the witness is unavailable as a witness within the

*

meaning of Section 240 of the Evidence Oode or deftEl.t eP fii+
that the witBess is at 8: gi'eateF mstaBee ~ ±0Q miles Rem
the plaee
tpjftI. eP heaFiBg, eP is etit
the Sta:te, flBless it
appeaps tfta:t the B:lJseBee
the witBess W8:B pFee:aFea h;< the
~ eifeFiBg #Ie aepesitieB , eP fii-i+ tft.at the witBess is 'IHHl:ble
te a:tteBd eP ~ lJeea:ase
ftge; sie1rHess, iBHPHl:ity, eP impFiseBHleBt; eP W tfta:t the ~ efi'epiBg the aepesitieB fta:s
geeB 'IHHl:ble te ppee:aFe the atteBaaBee
the witBess h;< s:aB~ eP fv+ (ii) upon application and notice, that such exceptional circumstances exist as to make it desirable, in the
interest of justice and with due regard to the importance of
presenting the testimony of witnesses orally in open court, to
allow the deposition to be used.
(4) Subject to the requirements of this section, a party may
offer in evidence all or any part of a deposition, and if such
party introduces only part of such deposition, any party may
introduce any other parts.
Substitution of parties does not affect the right to use depositions previously taken; and, when an action in any court
of the United States or of any state has been dismissed and
another action involving the same subject matter is afterward
brought between the same parties or their representatives or
successors in interest, all depositions lawfully taken and duly
filed in the former action may be used in the latter as if originally taken therefor.
(e) Subject to the provisions of subdivision (c) of Section
2021 of this code, objection may be made at the trial or hearing to receiving in evidence any deposition or part thereof for
any reason which would require the exclusion of the evidence
if the witness were then present and testifying.

*

*

*

*

*
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(f) A party shall not be deemed to make a person his own
witness for any purpose by taking his deposition. Except where
the deposition is used under the provisions of paragraph (2)
of subdivision (d) of this section, the introduction in evidence
of the deposition or any part thereof for any purpose other
than that of contradicting or impeaching the deponent, or for
explaining or clarifying portions of the said deposition offered
by an adverse party, makes the deponent the witness of the
party introducing the deposition, as to the portions of the
deposition introduced by said party. At the trial or hearing
any party may rebut any relevant evidence contained in a
deposition whether introduced by him or by another party.
(g) It is the policy of this State (i) to preserve the rights
of attorneys to prepare cases for trial with that degree of
privacy necessary to encourage them to prepare their cases
thoroughly and to investigate not only the favorable but the
unfavorable aspects of such cases and (ii) to prevent an attorney from taking undue advantage of his adversary's industry or efforts.
Comment. The amendment of Section 2016 substitutes the general
definition of "unavailable as a witness" used in the Evidence Code
for the substantially similar language in Section 2016.
Sections 2042-2056 (Repealed)
SEC. 126. Article 6 (commencing with Section 2042) of
Chapter 3 of Title 3 of Part IV of the Code of Civil Procedure
is repealed.
Comment. Article 6 of Chapter 3, Title 3, Part IV, of the Code of
Civil Procedure consists of Sections 2042 through 2056. See the Law
Revision Commission's Comments to these sections.
Section 2042 (Repealed)
~ ~ eP PBeeP; Hew MElULk'HlEl. !.Pfte ePdeP e4l
~ iffifSt be Feglilatea by the aeliHd aiseFetieB e4l t.he ~
OFaiBRPily, the ~ begiBBiBg the ease iffifSt etiilllHSt his
e:viaeBee beffiFe the etheP ~ ~

Comment. The first sentence of Section 2042 is superseded by Evidence Code Section 320. The second sentence is unnecessary in light
of Code of Civil Procedure Sections 607 and 631.7 (added) and Penal
Code Sections 1093 and 1094. See the Law Revision Conimission's
Comment to Code of Civil Procedure Section 631.7.
Section 2043 (Repealed)
004& If eitftep ~ Fe~ipes it; the ;jHdge ~ e*elliae
:Fl'eiB the ee:1PtFeem ftBy wiiBess e4l the aa:veFse ~ ftet at
the time 'liftdep e*aIBiBatioB, se thfti he ~ ftet heftP the testi~ e4l etheP witBesses; btit ft ~ to the ftetieB m' pFeeeea
iBg e£tBBet be se e*elliaea, ftBd
ft eOFpoFatieB is ft ~
theFete, it is eHtitlea to the pFeseBee e4l eBe e4l its effteeFs, to
be aesigHatea by its atteFHey.
Comment. Section 2043 is substantially recodified in Evidence Code
Section 777.

*
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Section 2044 (Repealed)

iW44: ~ ¥>HZ' OO~"'I'ROL ¥eBB eP H''FElRROSA'FION. !!!he
~ HHfS4; exeFeise a FeasoRable eeR4:ffll e¥eF fue mode ef
iRteFFogatioR, 00 as te mttlre it as ~ as ffistffiet; as little
aRRoyiRg te fue witRess, a-B:4 as effeetive fe¥ fue extFaetioR ef
fue tfltth.; as may he; ffltt subjeet te this ~ fue ~ may
fHi4; sueh peFtiReRt a-B:4 legal- questioRs as fuey see fi.t.:. !!!he
~ howeV'eF, may ~ fue pFoduetioR ef fUFthel' evideRee
~ ftRy paFtieulal' peiBt wheH: the evideRee ~ it is all'eady
00 ffiH as te pFeelude l'easoRable ~
Comment. The substance of the first sentence of Section 2044 is recodified as Evidence Code Section 765. The second sentence is superseded by Evidence Code Section 352.
Section 2045 (Repealed)

004&.- DHbElO'F *ND OROSS ElXAMUh"'FIO~i DElFmElD. !!!he examiRatioR ef a witRess by fue f}ftFty pFodueiRg ffifB: is deRom
~ the diFeet examiRatioR, the examiRatioR ef fue BffiI'tC
witRess, ~ fue BffiI'tC matteI', by fue aavel'se ~ fue ePeSBexamiRatioR. !!!he diFeet examiRatioR HHfS4; be eompleted befe¥e
fue eFOSS examiRatioR begHts; uffiess. fue ~ othel'wise ~
Comment. The first sentence of Section 2045 is superseded by Evidence Code Sections 760 and 761. The second sentence of Section 2045
is superseded by Evidence Code Section 772.
Section 2046 (Repealed)

004&:

LEl:z'rDIUS ~UElS'FION DElFHiElD.

,A, fj:UestioR wffielt: s-ugwffielt: the examiRiRg f}ftFty
desiFes, is deRomiRated a leadiRg eF Stlggestive questioR. .Q.R
a diFeet examiRatioR, leadiRg questioRs ftFe fI:et allowed, ex~ m the seuM: diseFetioR ef the ~ ~ ~ eiFeumstaRees, HlakiRg it ~ t:lntt the iRtel'ests ef j-ustiee Fefj:UiFe it:
Comment. The first sentence of Section 2046 is recodified as Evidence
Code Section 764. The second sentence of Section 2046 is superseded
by Evidence Code Section 767.

ges-ts te fue witRess fue

aHSWeP

Section 2047 (Repealed)
~

WImN

WI'FNElSS ¥>HZ' RElFBElSII MElMORY ~ N9'FBS:

,A, witRess is allowed te l'efFesh his memOFY FespeetiRg a

ffiet.;

by aRythiRg wpitteR by himself, eF ~ his dil'eetioR, at the
tiHl:e wheH: the filet oeeuFFed, eF iHlmediately thepeafteF, eF at
ftRy ethei' tiHl:e wheH: the filet was Hzesh m his memOrY, a-B:4 he
!mew that the BffiI'tC was eOl'l'eetly statffi m the wFitiRg. &ut
m sueh eftSe the wFitiRg HHfS4; be produeed, a-B:4 may be seeR
by the adveFse ~ whe Hl:ftY;
he eheese, el'OSS examiRe
the witRess ~ it; a-B:4 may reM it te the ~ 8e, alae; a
witRess may teetHy fffflH: sueh a wFitiRg, thetigh he Fetaffi R6
l'eeolleetioR ef the paFtieulaF ffie.ts.; ffltt sueh evideRee HHfS4;
be l'eeeived with eautioR.

*
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Comment. The last sentence of Section 2047 is superseded by Evidence Code Section 1237. The remainder of Section 2047 is superseded
by Evidence Code Section 77l.
Section 2048 (Repealed)
~ CROSS B1L!tMHfA'l'IOU, *S 'P9 WH*'i'; !l%e opposite
~ may' eFOSS cxamiRe the witNess as ~ fffiY' ffietft s-tate4 ffi
hit:; dffeet, cxamiRatioR eP CORRcCtcd thcFewith, ftR4 ffi Be deiRg
may '(ffit leadiHg ElHestioRS, ffitt if he cxamiRC him as ~ ethel'
matteI'S, !ffieh cxamiRatioR is ~ he sttI3jeet t6 the same ;pflles

as a dffeet, examiRatioR.
Comment. Section 2048 is supcrseded by Evidence Code Sections
767, 772, and 773.
Section 2049 (Repealed)
0049-:- ~ PROBUOmO Ne'i' ALLOWFlB 'P9 'bB:AB WfflfElSS.
!l%e ~ ppodHeiHg a witRess is ~ allowed t6 impeaeh his
ef'effi.t ~ ev,j,dcRec ~ :ead ehaFaeteF, ffitt he may eORtFadiet
him ~ ethel' evideflee, ftR4 may alae shew that he has made at
ethcP times statcmeRts ifleoRsistcRt wttlt his ppescRt testimoRY,
as ppovided ffi SeetioR
Comment. Section 2049 is inconsistent with and superseded by Evidence Code Section 785. See the Comment to that section. See also
EVIDENCE CODE §§ 769, 770, 780, and 1235.

oow.:.

Section 2050 (Repealed)
~

WI'l'nESS, HeW E~L'tMHmB. WHEN REl EXkMIUBB. A
eftee examffied eftftft6t he pe examiRed as ~ the eame
IRf:ttte¥ withoHt lea¥e ~ the ~ ffitt he may he pe examiBed
as ~ aRY' HCW IRf:ttte¥ ~ whieft he has tieeft examiBed ~
the advcFse ~ :AM ~ the examiBatioBS efl: Beth si4es
aPe eftee cOBeladed, the witBess eftftft6t he peeallcd witholit
lea¥e ~ the ~ ~ is gFaRted eP withheld, ffi the aePeise ~ a ~ diseFeti6B.

witflCSS

Comment.
and 778.

Section 2050 is recodified as Evidence Code Sections 774

Section 2051 (Repealed)
00eb A witRess may he impeached ~ the ~ agaiBBt
wftem he was ~ ~ eoatpadictoFY c'lidcBee ei" ~ evideBec
that his gCBepal FC~litatioB ffi:p tFlitft; hOResty, eP iBtegFity is
Batl; ffitt ~ ~ evideBee ~ ~aFtie1ilap WFOBgflil aets, ~
that it may he shewa ~ the examiBatioB ~ the witRess, eP
the FeeeP& ~ the jHdgmcat, that he had tieeft cOBVietcd ~ a
~ liBless he has ~pe'Violisly peceived a ffiH aBft HReoRdi
~ ~aFdoB, base4 ~ a eCFtiHeate ~ FehahilitatioB.
Comment. Scction 2051 is inconsistent with Evidence Code Sections
780 and 785-788. The provision of Section 2051 excluding evidence of
particular wrongful acts is continued in Evidence Code Section 787.
The principle of excluding criminal convictions where there has been a
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subsequent pardon has been broadened to cover analogous situations
in Evidence Code Section 788.
Section 2052 (Repealed)
~ ~ -A witHess ~ alae be im}'leaehea by eviaeHee
tltftt he has mMe; at etheP times; statemeHts iHeeHSisteHt with
ffis }'lpeseHt testimeBY , htit WePe this efffi be tleHe the stetemetita HffiBt be pelatea te him; with the eipe'liHl:StaHees ~ times;
~ ftBft }'lepseHS }'lpeseHt, ftBft he HffiBt be ~ wlietaep he
'I'ftREle Iffieh statemeHts, ftBft H sa; allewea te e'K}'llaiH ~ ~
the statemeHts be iH wpitiHg, ~ HffiBt be shewH te the witHees
WePe ~ El'l:IestieH is tmt te him eeHeePftiHg ~
Comment. The first clause of Section 2052 is superseded by Evi-

dence Code Section 780 (h). The remainder of Section 2052 is inconsistent with Evidence Code Sections 768-770. See the Comments to
those sections.
Section 2053 (Repealed)
~

EViBIilUOIil eli' eeeB OHAB-AO'fBB, WHIilN .M'.ib9WEB.

;&vi-

EIeHee ~ the geea ehRPaetep ~ & f)&Pty is Bet aflmissiale iH &
eivil &etieft; BeP ~ & witHess iH ~ &etieft; ~ the ehapaetep
~ Iffieh J*I;Pty ep witHess has beeH ~eaehea, ep tiBless the
iBfffie iftVewes ffis ehRPaetep.
Comment. Insofar as Section 2053 deals with the inability to support
a witness' credibility until it has been impeached, it is superseded by
Evidence Code Section 790. Insofar as Section 2053 deals with the
inadmissibility of character evidence in a civil action, it is superseded
by Evidence Code Sections 1100-1104.
Section 2054 (Repealed)

OOM: WlieHe¥ep & Wl'itiHg is shewH te & witHess, it ~
be iHS}'leetea by the e}'l}'lesite ~ ftBft H& ftlieStieH HffiBt be
~ te the witHess eeHeePHiHg & Wl'itiHg ~ it h&s beeH Be
shewH te him:
Comment. Section 2054 is recodified in substance as Evidence Code
Section 768(b).
Section 2055 (Repealed)
~

te the peeepft ~ ~ eivil &etieH ep }'lPseeea
whese immeaiate beHefit Iffieh &etieH ep
}'lPSeeeaiHg is }'lpeSeelitea ep aefeHaea, ep the aipeetsps, eftieeps,
Sli}'lepiHteHaeHt, mem13ep, ageHt; em}'llsyee, ep maHagiHg &geHt
ef ~ Iffieh f)&Pty ep }'lepseH, ep the ageHt; eftieep ep em}'lleyee
~ & mliHiei}'lal eSP}'lSpatieH wft4eft is & f)&Pty te the &etieH ep
}'lpeeeeaiHg, ~ be elfamiHea by the aavepse ~ &8 H HH6eP
epees e'KamiHatisH, sli13jeet te the P1iles &fl}'lliea13le te the e'K&fHiHatieH ~ etheP witHesses. !J!he f)&Pty e&lliHg Iffieh aa¥epse
witHess sft.a.ll Bet be ~ by ffis testimsHY, &Hft the testimeBY
~ by Iffieh witHess ~ be pe13littea by the t*l'PtY' e&lliHg
him ~ Iffieh e'KamiHatieH by etheP efl:aeHee. -A ~ wheH
iHg

-A

~
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ealled; may' be examiBea By his eWB ee:a:asel, ffltt ~ as
te the matteI's testifiea te 6ft Btteft examiBatieB.
A witBess etftep thaB a ~ wheB s& ealled; may be ei'6SBe:s;amiBed By ee:aBsel ffif' a ~ advePBe te the ~ eaHiBg
B'8:efl. witBess, ffltt ~ as te matteFS testifiea te 6ft Btteft aam-

s&

iBatieB.
Comment. Section 2055 is restated in substance as Evidence Code
Section 776.
Section 2056 (Repealed)
~ :whett; iB the ti'iel ef flBY' 9'8:it; the ttB&WeP ef the
witBess is Bet Fesps:asive te the fl:aestieB, a metieB te ~
the aBSWef' ~ be made By eitftep ~
Comment. Section 2056 is restated in substance as Evidence Code
Section 766.

Sect:on 2061 (Repealed)

SEC. 127. Title 4 (consisting of Section 2061) of Part IV
of the Code of Civil Procedure is repealed.
00Gh J..mw 1HfD6ElS eP ~ eP ElVIBEUWEI, ffi:FP 'l'6 BEl ~
S'i'RUO'i'ElD eN OElR'i'AUi POIn'i'S. !J%e ~ s:abjeet te the eeBtfoel ef the ~ iB the eases speeifiea iB this ~ ere the
~ ef the e4¥eet ef' ¥II:ffie ef eviaeBee aadFessea te them;
~ wheB it is aeelapea te be eSBel'8:8ive. ~ aPe; hewe¥ei'; te be iBstF:aeted By the ~ 6ft all ~ seeasieBs.
h !I!hat tfteip ft9weP ef j:adgiBg ef the e4¥eet ef eviaeBee is
Bet IlFsitFllpy, ffltt te be exepeised with legal aisepetisB, aBd
iB s:asspdiBlltieB te the P'8:lea ef e":ideBee,
B., !I!hat ~ aPe Bet ~ te fteeide iB eeBfePlBity with
the deelaFlltie:as ef flBY' B'IilBsep ef witBesses, whieh de Bet
pFsa:aee eSB"lietisB Hi tfteip miBtis; Rgai1l8t a less BtiHlSeF ef'
RglliBSt a pFeslHRJltisB ef' ethel' e":iaeBee satisfyiBg tfteip

miBd&t

&- !I!hat a witBess Wse iB eBe f*tFt ef his testimsay is te
be €iistF'8:8tea iB ethel's,
4: !I!hat the testiHlsay ef II:B aeesmpliee ~ te be ¥iewed
with aistF'8:st, aBd the ~aeBee ef the ePB:l admissisBs ef a
~ with ea:atieB;
&.- !I!hat iB ei¥H eases the aftiFmative ef the iss:ae HI:BSt be
pps"led, aBd wheB the e¥iaeBee is eSBtFadietsFY the aeeisieB
HI:BSt be made aeesFaiBg te the ppepeBaePaBee ef eviaeaee,
that Hi eFimiBll1 eases g:ailt HI:BSt be estaBlishea seyeBd FeasoB
aBle de:abt-;
G:- !I!hat e¥ideBee is te be estimatea Bet ~ By its eWB
iBtFiBsie weight, ffltt else aeesFdiBg te the e¥ideBee whieh it
is iB the ft9weP ef eBe siee te ppea:aee aBd ef the etfteia te
eeBtFaaiet , aBd; thepefepe,
!f..: !I!hat if wellftep aBd less satismetery e¥iaeBee is s1fepea,
wheB it appeal'S that stFeBgeF aBd mePe satisfaetery was
:withlB the ft9weP ef the ~ the ~deBee e1rePed shetiM
be vieweft with disiPast.
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Comment. The first sentence of Section 2061 is recodified in Evidence
Code Section 312. Subdivision 5 of Section 2061 is superseded by Section 502 of the Evidence Code. Subdivisions 6 and 7 are superseded by
Sections 412 and 413 of the Evidence Code.
.
The remainder of Section 2061 consists of cautionary instructions
on evidence and witnesses. Since the Constitution was amended in 1934
to permit the court to comment on the evidence (CAL. CONST., Art. VI,
§ 19), the power of the court to give instructions of the sort listed has
been unquestioned. 2 WITKIN, CALIFORNIA PROCEDURE, Trial § 67
(1954). The instructions listed were derived from the common law.
See, e.g., People v. Coffey, 161 Cal. 433, 119 Pac. 901 (1911). Hence, the
courts have not relied on Section 2061 as a definitive list of the cautionary instructions that mayor must be given on appropriate occasions. See, e.g., People v. Putnam, 20 Cal.2d 885, 129 P.2d 367 (1942).
Section 2061, therefore, is repealed to avoid singling out only a few of
the cautionary instructions that are given by the courts. As the section
is but a partial codification of the common law, the repeal should have
no effect on the giving of the instructions contained in the section or
on the giving of any other cautionary instructions that are permitted
or required to be given by decisional law.
Section 2065 (Repealed)

SEC. 128.
repealed.

Section 2065 of the Code of Civil Procedure is

~ A witness IRftSt aRBWel' EiliestisRS legal and peFtineRt
te the HHttte:J:' Hi iss-1ie; the1igh his aRBWel' fIift3" estaBlish a claim
ag:aiRSt himselft B1it he Hee4 i't6t gffe an aRBWel' whieh will
fttwe a tendeney te slibjeet him te plinishment fflF a felsny,
Hffl'

Reed he give an

aRBWel'

whieh will fttwe a diPeet teftdeitey

te degFade his ehaFaete:l:'; 1iilless it be te the ¥efj" faet Hi iss-1ie;
er te a fact fFem whieh the faet Hi iss1ie we1ild: be pFesuffied.
But a witness IRftSt aRBWel' as te the faet ef his pFevislis eeR¥ietieft fflF feleRy 1iilless he has pFevislisly Feeeffed: a £:all and
linesnditisnal paFdsn, based: 1ip6R a eeFtiaeate ef Fehabilita
tieR,.

Comment. The first clause of Section 2065 is superseded by Evidence
Code Sections 351 and 911. The second clause of Section 2065 is superseded by Evidence Code Section 940, which relates to the self-incrimination privilege.
The third clause-relating to degrading matter-is unnecessary
under the Evidence Code, and it is also superfluous under existing law.
See Tentative Recommendation and a Study Relating to the Uniform
Rules of Evidence (Article V. Privileges), 6 CAL. LAW REVISION
COMM'N, REP., REC. & STUDIES 201, 271-273 (1964). This language is
apparently" designed to protect the witness against disclosure of discreditable facts which are wholly irrelevant, and which would simply
injure him without accomplishing any legitimate purpose of proof."
WITKIN, CALIFORNIA EVIDENCE § 476 at 532 (1958) (emphasis in original). This language does not grant a witness the right to remain silent
about nonincriminating but degrading matter that is relevant to the
merits of the case. Clark v. Reese, 35 Cal. 89 (1868) (breach of promise
to marry; defense that plaintiff had immoral relations with X; held, X
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must answer concerning such relations though answer degrading);
San Chez v. Superior Court, 153 Cal. App.2d 162, 314 P.2d 135 (1957)
(separate maintenance on ground of cruelty; defendant required to
answer concerning cruelty, albeit degrading). Irrelevant evidence is
inadmissible under Evidence Code Section 350. Evidence Code Section
787 provides that a witness' character may not be attacked by evidence
of specific instances of his conduct; hence, degrading matter is inadmissible under Section 787 even when relevant if it consists of evidence
of the witness' conduct on specified occasions and is offered for impeachment purposes. In addition, Evidence Code Section 765 requires
the court to control the interrogation of witnesses so as to protect them
from "undue harassment or embarrassment." Thus, the Evidence
Code provides a witness with more protection against the revelation of
matter that might degrade him than is provided by the third clause of
Section 2065.
• The remainder of Section 2065 is superseded by Evidence Code Section 788, dealing with the admissibility of criminal convictions for
impeachment purposes.
Section 2066 (Repealed)
SEC. 129. Section 2066 of the Code of Civil Procedure is
repealed.
~ RffiHr:p eP Wl'FNElSSElS 'Fe PRO'FHO'F10N'. ±t is the fight
ef a witBess t& he pl'oteetea Hem il'pelevaBt, impl'opel', ei'
iBseltiBg EfliestioBS, aB8: Hem ftal'slt ei' iBBliltiBg aemeaBor;
t& he aetaiBea eBly sa loBg as the iBtepests ef ;llistiee reEteire
it-; t& he examiBea eBly ftS t& matters legal aB8: peptiBeBt te
the isslie,
Comment. Most of Section 2066 is unnecessary in the light of Evidence Code Section 765, which restates the substance of Code of Civil
Procedure Section 2044. The remainder of Section 2066, which relates
to the detaining of the witness, is unnecessary because this matter is
adequately covered by Code of Civil Procedure Section 2064 and
Evidence Code Section 778.
Section 2078 (Repealed)
SEC. 130. Section 2078 of the Code of Civil Procedure is
repealed.
~ COMPROMISE! ePPElB eP N9 ~ Aft effep ef eOHlpro
mise is Bet aB aamissioB that aBythiBg is tffie.:
Comment. Section 2078 is superseded by Evidence Code Sections
1152-1154. See the Comments to those sections.
Section 2079 (Repealed)
SEC. 131. Section 2079 of the Code of Civil Procedure is
repealed.
00!f.9.:. IN *O'HeN' ii'eB BI¥OROEl, ABMISSWn N9'F SUFFWIHU'P.
ffi aB aetfeB ;ffip. mYfJpeo eB the gpoliBa ef aeeltery, a eeffiessieB ef aeeltepy, whetsel' iN eP elit ef the pleaaiBgs, is Bet ef
ftsel£ seiHeioat t& ~ a jHegmoBt ef aivoree.
Comment. Section 2079 is unnecessary because it repeats what is
said in Civil Code Section 130.
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Sections 2101-2103 (Repealed)
SEC. 132. Chapter 4 (commencing with Section 2101) of
Title 6 of Part IV of the Code of Civil Procedure is repealed.
Comment. Chapter 4 of Title 6, Part IV, of the Code of Civil Procedure consists of Sections 2101-2103. See the Law Revision Commission's Comments to these sections.
Section 2101 (Repealed)

2±G±: :All ffHestiefts ~ ffiet; whei'e the tpieJ is ~ ~ ~
than these mefttieftea. in the ~ seetieft, aPe t6 :ee a.eeia.ea.
~ the ~ ftftEI: ell e¥ia.eftee tliepeeft is t6 :ee Ra.a.pessea. t6
them; ~ when ethepwise flPevia.ea. ~ this ~
Comment. Section 2101 is superseded by Evidence Code Section 312.
Section 2102 (Repealed)
~

QUElS'i'fSNS eli' fl-Jr:W AflflBBSSIllf) 'P9 'PIHlI CSUB'i'.

:All

fll:lestiefts ~ law; iftell:la.iftg the aa.missiaility ~ testimefty, the
ffiet5 flFelimiftapY te ~ aEimissieft, ftftEI: the eeftstpl:letieft ~
statl:ltes ftftEI: ~ 'M'itiftgs, ftftEI: ~ Pl:lles ~ e:via.eftee, fti'e t6
:ee a.eeia.ea. ~ the ~ ftftEI: ell a.isel:lssiefts ~ law aa.a.pessea.
t6 it: Whefte:vep the knewlea.ge ~ the ~ is; ~ this ~
f!3:Iltle e:via.eftee ~ fI: ffi.et; the ~ is te a.eelepe ~ knewlea.ge
t6 the ~ whe fti'e ~ t6 ~ it:
Comment. The first sentence of Section 2102 is recodified in Evidence
Code Sections 310 and 400-406. The second sentence of Section 2102
is superseded by Evidence Code Section 457.
Section 2103 (Repealed)
~ QUFlS'i'fSNS eli' PAe'i' B¥ ~ ell BFlFBBFlFlS. !.Phe 'f*'&¥isiefis eefttaiftea. in this f*H'1i ~ the ~ pesfleetiftg t.fte e¥ifteftee eft fI: tpieJ ~ fI: ~ aPe efll:lally aflfllieaBle eft the
tpieJ ~ fI: fll:leStieft ~ ffiet ~ fI: ~ pefepee, eP ~
~

Comment.

Section 2103 is superseded by Evidence Code Section 300.

CORPORATIONS CODE
Section 6602 (Amended)
SEC. 133. Section 6602 of the Corporations Code is
amended to read:
6602. In any action or proceeding, the court shell ~
takes judicial notice withem ~ in eel:li't ~ the Ceftstitl:ltieft
ftftEI: statl:ltes aflfl1yiftg te fepeigft eePflepatiefts, ftftEI: fI:ftY ifttep..
flpetatieft theFeef, the seals ~ Stete ftftEI: state eftieials ftftEI:
ftetapies ~ ftftEI: , in the same manner that it takes judicial
notice of the matters listed in Section 452 of the Evidence
Code, of the official acts affecting corporations of the legislative, executive, and judicial departments of the State or place
under the laws of which the corporation purports to be incorporated.
Comment. This revision of Section 6602 provides, in effect, that the
judge may take judicial notice of the matters listed in amended Section
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6602 and that he is required to take such judicial notice if he is requested to do so and the party supplies him with sufficient information.
See EVIDENCE CODE §§ 452 and 453 and the Comments thereto.
The portion of Section 6602 which has been deleted is either unnecessary because it duplicates the provisions of Evidence Code Sections
451 and 452 or undesirable because it conflicts with Evidence Code
Section 1452. See the Comments to those sections.
Section 25310 (Amended)

SEC. 134. Section 25310 of the Corporations Code is
amended to read:
25310. The commissioner shall adopt a seal bearing the
inscription: "Commissioner of Corporations, State of California. " The seal shall be affixed to all writs, orders, permits, and
certificates issued by him, and to such other instruments as he
directs. :All eeffi'ts shaH ~ jedieial ~
this seeh
Comment. The deleted language is inconsistent with Evidence Code
Section 1452. See the Comment to that section.

*

GOVERNMENT CODE
Section 11513 (Amended)

SEC. 135. Section 11513 of the Government Code is
amended to read:
11513. (a) Oral evidence shall be taken only on oath or
affirmation.
(b) Each party shall have these rights: to call and examine
witnesses; to introduce exhibits; to cross-examine opposing
witnesses on any matter relevant to the issues even though
that matter was not covered in the direct examination; to
impeach any witness regardless of which party first called him
to testify; and to rebut the evidence against him. If respondent does not testify in his own behalf he may be called and
examined as if under cross-examination.
(c) The hearing need not be conducted according to technical rules relating to evidence and witnesses. Any relevant
evidence shall be admitted if it is the sort of evidence on which
responsible persons are accustomed to rely in the conduct of
serious affairs, regardless of the existence of any common law
or statutory rule which might make improper the admission
of such evidence over objection in civil actions. Hearsay evidence may be used for the purpose of supplementing or explaining ftffj" dH:eet other evidence but shall not be sufficient
in itself to support a finding unless it would be admissible
over objection in civil actions. The rules of privilege shall be
effective to the se:me extent that they are fteW eP hepeaftep fftQ3'
otherwise required by statute to be recognized ffi effiI ftetieHs
at the hearing, and irrelevant and unduly repetitious evidence
shall be excluded.
Comment. The revision of the last sentence of Section 11513 is necessary because, under Division 8 (commencing with Section 900) of the
Evidence Code, the privileges applicable in some administrative pro-
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ceedings are at times different from those applicable in civil actions.
The substitution of "other" for "direct" in the third sentence of
subdivision (c) of Section 11513 makes no significant substantive
change but is desirable because "direct evidence" is not defined for
the purposes of Section 11513. See the Law Revision Commission's Comment to Code of Civil Procedure Section 1831.
Section 19580 (Amended)

SEC. 136. Section 19580 of the Government Code is
amended to read:
19580. Either by deposition or at the hearing the employee
may be examined and may examine or cause any person to be
examined under Section ~ eE the ~ eE ~ PFoeeEltiFe
776 of the Evidence Code.
Comment. The amendment merely substitutes a reference to the
correct Evidence Code section for the reference to the superseded
Code of Civil Procedure section.
HEALTH AND SAFETY CODE

Section 3197 (Amended)

SEC. 137. Section 3197 of the Health and Safety Code is
amended to read:
3197. In any prosecution for a violation of any provision of
this article, or any rule or regulation of the board made pursuant to this article, or in any quarantine proceeding authorized by this article, or in any habeas corpus or other proceeding in which the legality of such quarantine is questioned,
any physician, health officer, spouse, or other person shall be
competent and may be required to testify against any person
against whom such prosecution or other proceeding was instituted, and the }3Fovisious eE suhseetious ± aud 4 eE Seetiou
±88± eE the ~ eE ~ PPeeedupe ehaH: Bet lie the privileges
provided by Sections 970, 971, 980, 994, and 1014 of the Evidence Code are not applicable to or in any such prosecution
or proceeding.
Comment. The revision of Section 3197 merely substitutes references
to the pertinent Evidence Code sections that supersede subdivisions 1
and 4 of Code of Civil Procedure Section 1881.
PENAL CODE

Section 270e (Amended)

SEC. 138. Section 270e of the Penal Code is amended to
read:
270e. No other evidence shall be required to prove marriage of husband and wife, or that a person is the lawful
father or mother of a child or children, than is or shall be required to prove such facts in a civil action. In all prosecutions under either Section 270a or 270 of this code, auy existiug
pFovisious eE law }3Fohihitiug the diselosupe eE eoufideutial
eolftlftHuieatious hetweeu hushaud aud wHe ehaH: Sections 970,
971, and 980 of the Evidence Code do not apply, and both hus-
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band and wife shall be competent to testify to any and all
relevant matters, including the fact of marriage and the parentage of a child or children. Proof of the abandonment and
nonsupport of a wife, or of the omission to furnish necessary
food, clothing, shelter, or of medical attendance for a child or
children is prima facie evidence that such abandonment and
nonsupport or omission to furnish necessary food, clothing,
shelter or medical attendance is wilful. In any prosecution
under Section 270, it shall be competent for the people to prove
nonaccess of husband to wife or any other fact establishing
nonpaternity of a husband. In any prosecution pursuant to
Section 270, the final establishment of paternity or nonpaternity in another proceeding shall be admissible as evidence of
paternity or nonpaternity.
Comment. The revision of Section 270e merely inserts a reference
to the pertinent sections of the Evidence Code.
Section 686 (Amended)

SEC. 139. Section 686 of the Penal Code is amended to
read:
686. In a criminal action the defendant is entitled:
1. To a speedy and public trial.
2. To be allowed counsel as in civil actions, or to appear and
defend in person and with counsel.
3. To produce witnesses on his behalf and to be confronted
with the witnesses against him, in the presence of the court,
except that:
(a) Where the efiftrge ltas :SeeR- ~relimffiaflly examifted be£ere a eommittiftg magis-mrte ftfl:d the testimofty talHffi 4ewB
by questioft ftfl:d fffiSWei' Ht the pI'eSeftee e£ the defeftdaftt, whe
has; either Ht p-ei'S6ft er by eouftsel, &635 exammed er haft fl;ft
~Ftunity te eI'OSS examffie the witftess , er where the tes&
HHffiY e£ a witftess 6ft the 'f*ffi e£ the peeple, whe is 'Iffifl:hle te
gi¥e seem·ity fflp ffis appeaI'aHee; has fteefl: talfea eOftditi6ftally
ffi the lilfe maftfteI' ffi the ~reseBee e£ the defeftdaftt, whe has;
etth€¥ ffi ~ er by efflffiBe±, eI'OSS examifted er haft fl;ft epP6I'tUftity te eposs examifte the witBess; the ~itien e£ s-ueh
witftess ffifty be read; *P6ft its beiBg satisfaetoI'ily shewB te
the e&I:H't that he is dead er ffisaBe; er eftftfl:et with ffife ffiligeaee
be ffflmd. withitt the state; ftfl:d aeept alsft that ffi the ease e£
6f¥eftses heI'eafteI' eORlmitted the t€stfHHffiY 6ft behalf e£ the
pe6ple er the defeftdaftt e£ a witftess deceased, ffisaBe; e-Ht e£
;laI'isdietioft, er whe eaftftot, with ffife ffiligeBCe; be ~
withift the st-ate; gi¥eft 6ft a fflpmep trial e£ the ae-titffl Ht the
pFeseaee e£ the defeftdaftt wh6 has; etth€¥ ffi ~ er ~
eouftsel, eross eJmmifted er haft fl;ft oPPoI'tuftity te eI'OSS examine
the witftess, ffifty be admitted. Hearsay evidence may be ad-

mitted to the extent that· it is otherwise admissible in a criminal
action under the law of this State.
(b) The deposition of a witness taken in the action may be
read to the extent that it is otherwise admissible under the
law of this State.

- - _.. _-----
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Comment. Section 686 sets forth three exceptions to the right of a
defendant in a criminal trial to confront the witnesses against him.
These exceptions purport to state the conditions under which the court
may admit testimony taken at the preliminary hearing, testimony
taken in a former trial of the action, and testimony in a deposition that
is admissible under Penal Code Section 882. The section inaccurately
sets forth the existing law, for it fails to provide for the admission of
hearsay evidence generally or for the admission of testimony in a
deposition that is admissible under Penal Code Sections 1345 and 1362,
and its reference to the conditions under which depositions may be
admitted under Penal Code Section 882 is not accurate. Since Evidence
Code Sections 1290-1292 cover the situations in which testimony in
another action or proceeding and testimony at the preliminary hearing
are admissible as exceptions to the hearsay rule, Section 686 has been
revised by eliminating the specific exceptions for these situations and
by substituting for them a general cross-reference to admissible hearsay. The statement of the conditions under which a deposition may be
admitted also has been deleted; in place of the deleted language, language is substituted that accurately provides for the admission of
depositions under Penal Code Sections 882, 1345, and 1362.
Section 688 (Amended)

SEC. 140.

Section 688 of the Penal Code is amended to

N~:

688.

•

Ne

PFlRSON 'l'O BEl 0/;: WI'!'UFlSS ASMUS'!' HIMSFlLF Hf 0/;:
ORIMHiAL AO'I'ION, eB 'l'O BEl U?HfFlOFlSSABfL¥ ~S'I'R-AHiFlB. No
person eaft be eomflelled, ffi it erimiBal ~ te be it witBess
agaiBSt himself, fteP eaft it ~ charged with a public offense

may be subjected, before conviction, to any more restraint
than is necessary for his detention to answer the charge.
Comment. The language deleted from Section 688 is superseded by
Evidence Code Sections 930 and 940.
Section 939.6 (Amended)

SEC. 141. Section 939.6 of the Penal Code is amended to
read:
939.6. (a) Subject to subdivision (b), in the investigation
of a charge, the grand jury shall receive no other evidence
than such as is :
(1) Given by witnesses produced and sworn before the
grand jury, ;
(2) Furnished by
doeumeBtary evideBee, Of' tlle writings, material objects, or other things presented to the senses;
or
(3) Contained in a deposition ~ it witBess ffi the eases HiCfttieBed ffi that is admissible under subdivision 3 of Section 686
(b) The grand jury shall receive none but legal evidence
ftBd the best evideBee ffi degree, te tlle exelusioB ~ hearsay ei
seeoBdary evidefiee that would be admissible over objection at
the trial of a criminal action, but the fact that evidence which
would have been excluded at trial was received by the grand
jury does not render the indictment void where sufficient com-

.1
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petent evidence to support the indictment was received by
the grand jury.
Comment. The revision of Section 939.6 makes no substantive change.
The amendment, however, states more clearly and precisely the meaning that has been given the section by the California courts. See, e.g.,
People v. Freudenberg, 121 Cal. App.2d 564, 263 P.2d 875 (1953). See
also WITKIN, CALIFORNIA CRIMINAL PROCEDURE §§ 175, 228 (1963).
Section 961 (Amended)

SEC. 142. Section 961 of the Penal Code is amended to
read:
961. Neither presumptions of law, nor matters of which
judicial notice is authorized or required to be taken, need be
stated in an accusatory pleading.
Comment. This revision of Section 961 makes it clear that matters
that will be judicially noticed, whether such notice is mandatory or
discretionary, need not be stated in an accusatory pleading. See EVIDENCE CODE §§ 451 and 452.
Section 963 (Amended)

SEC. 143. Section 963 of the Penal Code is amended to
read:
963. In pleading a private statute, or an ordinance of a
county or a municipal corporation, or a right derived therefrom, it is sufficient to refer to the statute or ordinance by its
title and the day of its passage, and the court must thereupon
take judicial notice thereof in the same manner that it takes
judicial notice of matters listed in Section 452 of the Evidence
Code.
Comment. This revision of Section 963 makes the procedure provided
in Evidence Code Sections 454-459 applicable when judicial notice is
taken of the matter listed in Penal Code Section 963. It should be
noted that, notwithstanding Evidence Code Section 453, notice is mandatory if the private statute or ordinance is pleaded by reference to
its title and the day of its passage.
Section 1120 (Amended)

SEC. 144. Section 1120 of the Penal Code is amended to
read:
1120. KtiOWLI+lBOI+l eli' ~ 'i'9 BI+l BI+lOLAmlB ffi GOUit'l', **B
HB 'i'9 BI+l sweaN *S
WI'I'UI+l8B. If a juror has any personal
knowledge respecting a fact in controversy in a cause, he must
declare the same in open court during the trial. If, during the
retirement of the jury, a juror declare a fact which could be
evidence in the cause, as of his own knowledge, the jury must
return into court. In either of these cases, the juror making
the statement must be sworn as a witness and examined in
the presence of the parties in nrder that the court may determine whether good cause exists for his discharge as a juror.

'*
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Comment. Section 1120 requires a juror who discovers that he has
personal knowledge of a fact in controversy in the case to disclose the
same in open court. If he reveals such personal knowledge during the
jury's retirement, the jury must return into court. The section then
requires that the juror be sworn as a witness and examined in the
presence of the parties.
The section does not make it clear whether this examination in the
presence of the parties is for the purpose of determining if "good
cause" exists for the juror's discharge in accordance with Penal Code
Section 1123 or whether this examination is for the purpose of obtaining the juror's knowledge as evidence in the case. The circumstances
under which a juror may testify on the merits in a criminal case are
fully covered in Evidence Code Section 704. Therefore, Section 1120
has been amended to eliminate the ambiguity in its provisions and to
provide assurance that the juror's examination is to be used solely to
determine whether" good cause" exists for his discharge.
Section 1322 (Repealed)
SEC. 145. Section 1322 of the Penal Code is repealed.
~ N eithep Il'HSBIlBd ft6P wHe is Il eempeteBt witBess ~
eP IlgaiBBt the ether ffi: Il epimiBal aetieB eP ppeeeediBg te
wffieh eBe eP beth aPe pllPties, ~ with the eeBseBt ef beth;
eP ffi: ease ef epimiBal aetieBs f)p ppeeeediBgs ~ Il ePiHte eeBtmitte4 By eBe agaiBsb the ~ eP ppepepty ef the etheP;
wftethep ~ eP a£tep mappiag8 eP ffi: eases ef epimiBll1
vieleBee 'HJ*ffi eBe By the ~ eP 'HJ*ffi the ehilfl: eP ehildpeB
ef eBe By the ether eP ffi: eases ef epimiBal aetieBs eP ppeeeed
iBgs ~ Bigamy, eP adllltepy, eP ffi: eases ef epimiBal eetieBfI 6P
ppeeeediBgs BPellgHt 'IHldef the ppevisieBs ef seetieB ~ fHl4
~ ef this eede eP 'IHldef IlBY ppevisieBs ef the "JllVeooe
~~

Comment. Section 1322 is superseded by Evidence Code Sections
970-973 and 980-987. See the Law Revision Commission's Comment to
subdivision 1 of Section 1881 of the Code of Civil Procedure, which
also is superseded by the same Evidence Code sections.
Section 1323 (Repealed)
SEC. 146. Section 1323 of the Penal Code is repealed.
~ -A. defeBdaBt ffi: Il epimiBal aetieB &P ppeeeediBg eaB
B&t be eempelled te be a witBess IlgaiBst himself, ffltt ff he
e4rePs himself as Il witBess, he may be epeBS eJfllmiBed By the
eellBsel ~ the ~ as te all matteps ftBoo1; wffieh he was
eJfamiBed ffi: effi4. !l%e ffiiltiFe ef the defeBdaBt te eJfplaiB &P
te ~ By his testimeBY IlBY evideBee eP ffiets ffi: the ease
agaiHst him may be eemmeBted 'HJ*ffi By eellBsel.
Comment. The first clause of the first sentence of Section 1323 is
superseded by Evidence Code Sections 930 and 940. The second clause
is recodified as Evidence Code Sections 761 and 773. See the Comments
to those sections. The last sentence of Section 1323 is unnecessary
because it merely duplicates the provisions of Article I, Section 13, of
the California Constitution. See also EVIDENCE CODE § 413.
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Section 1323.5 (Repealed)

SEC. 147.

Section

132~.5

of the Penal Code is repealed.

~

±It: the tpial: e£ ffl' examiHatioH ~ all iHdietmeHts,
eomplaiHts, ttHd e-ther pFeeeediHgs -befeFe ffifj" eEHH't; magistrate; ~ ~ ffl' etftep tFibuHal, agaiHst peFseHS aeetlsed
ffl' ehaFged with the eemmissieH e£ eFimes ffl' eifeHses, ~ ~
BeH aeetlsed ffl' ehaFged shall; at his ewH Feqtlest, bffi; Bet et-hePwise; Be deemed a eempeteHt witHess. !l%e ereffit 16 Be gi-¥en 16
his testimoHY shaH Be ~ ~ 16 ~ ~ ~ the iHstFtle
tiO*S e£ ~ eetH't; ffl' 16 ~ diseFimiHatieH e£ the magistFRte,
~ ~ ffl' etftep tristlHal -befeFe wffieh the testimoHY is
~
!phis seetien shaH Bet Be eOHstFtled as eempeliiHg ffifj" Btleh
~ 16

testify.
Section 1323.5 is superseded by Evidence Code Section
930, which retains the only effect the section has ever been given-to
prevent the prosecution from calling the defendant in a criminal action as a witness. See People v. Talle, 111 Cal. App.2d 650, 245 P.2d
633 (1952). Whether Section 1323.5 provides a broader privilege than
Evidence Code Section 930 is not clear, for the meaning of the phrase
"persons accused or charged" is uncertain. For example, a witness
before a grand jury or at a coroner's inquest may not have been formally "accused or charged" by an information or indictment, but he
may have been "accused or charged" by a complaint or by informal
allegations j under such circumstances, it is uncertain whether Section
1323.5 would apply. A person who claims the privilege against selfincrimination before a grand jury, at a coroner's inquest, or in some
other proceeding is provided with sufficient protection under Evidence
Code Section 913, for his claim of privilege cannot be shown to impeach
him or to provide a basis for inferences against him in a subsequent
civil or criminal proceeding. See the Comment to EVIDENCE CODE § 913.
Comment.

Section 1345 (Amended)

SEC. 148. Section 1345 of the Penal Code is amended to
read:
1345. Wml!N ¥*¥ BB ~ ffi El¥IflElU9El. The deposition, or
a certified copy thereof, may be read in evidence by either
party on the trial; ~ its appeaFiHg if the court finds that
the witness is ~ te atteHd, ~ f'OaS6ft e£ his death; iHsaft~ siekH:ess, ffl' iRBrmity, ffl' e£ his eeRtiRtled aeaeRee Hem the
State unavailable as a witness within the meaning of Section
240 of the Evidence Code. ~ POadiRg the depesitieR iR: e¥ideRee; The same objections may be taken to a question or
answer contained tlieFeiR in the deposition as if the witness
had been examined orally in court.
Comment. Section 1345 has been revised so that the conditions for
admitting the deposition of a witness that has been taken in the same
action are consistent with the conditions for admitting the testimony
of a witness in another action or proceeding under Evidence Code
Sections 1290-1292.
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Section 1362 (Amended)

SEC. 149. Section 1362 of the Penal Code is amended to
read:
1362. DHPOSI'±'ION'S 'ffl BE BBzH) m 1llVlBHN'OH. OBJHO'±'IONS
'PH1llR1ll'±'O.
The depositions taken under the commission may be
read in evidence by either party on the trial; 'Iif**I: it beffig
tffie.wH, if the court finds that the witness is iHHthle te at-terul
Hem ~ effi:!Se whateveF, £tOO unavailable as a witness within
the meaning of Section 240 of the Evidence Code. The same
objections may be taken to a question in the interrogatories or
to an answer in the deposition ~ as if the witness had been
examined orally in court.
Comment. Section 1362 has been revised so that the conditions for
admitting the deposition of a witness that has been taken in the same
action are consistent with the conditions for admitting the testimony
of a witness in another action or proceeding under Evidence Code
Sections 1290-1292.
PUBLIC UTILITIES CODE
Section 306 (Amended)

SEC. 150. Section 306 of the Public Utilities Code is
amended to read:
306. The office of the commission shall be in the City and
County of San Francisco. The office shall always be open, legal
holidays and nonjudicial days excepted. The commission shall
hold its sessions at least once in each calendar month in the
City and County of San Francisco. The commission may also
meet at such other times and in such other places as may be
expedient and necessary for the proper performance of its
duties, and for that purpose may rent quarters or offices.
Except for the commission's deliberative conferences, the sessions and meetings of the commission shall be open and public
and all persons shall be permitted to attend.
The commission shall have a seal, bearing the inscription
"Public Utilities Commission State of California." The seal
shall be affixed to all writs and authentications of copies of
records and to such other instruments as the commission shall
direct. :All eeftFts sft.all take jadieial Betiee e£ the seek
The commission may procure all necessary books, maps,
charts, stationery, instruments, office furniture, apparatus, and
appliances.
Comment. The deleted language is inconsistent with Evidence Code
Section 1452. See the Comment to that section.
OPERATIVE DATE OF AMENDMENTS, ADDITIONS, AND REPEALS
Operative Date of Amendments, Additions, and Repeals

SEC. 151. Sections 2 to 150 of this act shall become operative on January 1,1967.
Comment. The amendments, additions, and repeals become operative
at the same time as the Evidence Code. See EVIDENCE CODE § 12.

TABLE I
EVIDENCE CODE TO COMPARABLE SECTIONS
Table I indicates as to each section of the Evidence Code the COlliparable provisions of the California law in effect on January 1, 1965,
that are superseded by the Evidence Code. Where the table indicates
that a section in the Evidence Code supersedes an existing provision,
the section replacing the existing provision may duplicate the superseded section or may be narrower or broader than the superseded section. For a discussion of the comparison, see the CO'mment to the Evidence Code section involved.
Where a particular section of the existing law is superseded by
more than one section of the Evidence Code, that fact is indicated
by an asterisk C~) after the number of the superseded section. (Table
II indicates the various Evidence Code sections that supersede a particular section of existing law.)
The source of each section in the Evidence Code that does not supersede a specific provision in existing law is listed as "New." For example, some sections in the Evidence Code (principally the preliminary
provisions and definitions) are based on comparable provisions in other
recently enacted California codes, such as the Commercial Code and
the Vehicle Code, and do not supersede any specific provision in existing law. For the source of a particular section, see the C&mment to the
Evidence Code section involved. See also Table III for an indication of
a source in the Revised Rules of Evidence.
Evidence Oode
(Section)

1 ------2 ------3 ------4 ------5 ------6 ------7 ------8 ------9 -------

10 ------11 ------12 ------100 ------105 ------110 ------115 ------120 ------125 ------130 ------135 ------140 ------145 ------150 ------160 ------165 ------170 ------175 ------180 ------185 ------190 ------* In part.
13-24465

Existing Oode
( Section)

Evidence Oode
(Section)

195

New
New
New
New
New
New
New
New
New
New
New
New
New
New
New
New
New
New
New
New
CCP 1823,1827*
New
New
New
New
New
New
New
New
CCP 1824

200

205
210

--------------------------

220 ------225 ------230 ------235
-.---240 ------245 ------250 --_._--300 ------310 ------311 _._---312 -------320 -------

CCP

351

-------

CCP
CCP
CCP
CCP
CCP
CCP
CCP

3;)2

-------

CCP

353 ------354 ------355 ------356 -------

CCP

-

3flO -------

* In part.
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Existing Oode
(Section)

New
New
New
1868*,
1870(1)*,
1870(15)*,
1870(16)*
New
New
New
New
New
New
New
2103
2102*
1875*
2061*,2101
2042*
1868 •
1847*,
1870(1)*,
1870(15)*,
1870(16)*
1838, 1868*,
2044*
New
New
New
1854
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Evidence Oode
(Section)

Existing Oode
(Section)

400-406 ___
410 _______
411 ------412 -------

CCP
CCP
CCP
CCP

413

CCP

-------

45(}-459
500 ____ ===
501 ------502
520 _______
521 ------522
550 _______
600 _______
601
602 _______
603 ------604 ------605 ------606
607 _______
620 _______
621 ------622 ------623
630
624 _______
=======
631 ------632 ------633
634 _______
635
636 _______
637 _______
638
639 _______
640 ------641
642 _______
643 _______
644
645
660 _______
661 ------662
663
664
665
666
667
700
701
702

Penal
CCP
CCP
CCP
CCP
CCP
CCP
CCP
CCP
CCP

CCP
CCP
CCP
CCP
CCP
CCP
CCP
CCP
CCP
CCP
CCP
CCP
CCP
CCP
CCP
CCP
CCP
CCP
CCP
Civil
CCP

-------

_______
-------

_______
_______
-------------

703
710 =======
_______
704
711 _______
720
721
722 _______
723 _._----730-733 --750 _______

* In part.

CCP
CCP
CCP
CCP
CCP
CCP
CCP
CCP
CCP
CCP
CCP
CCP
CCP
CCP
CCP

1834,2102*
1831
1844
1963(6),
2061(6)*,
2061(7)
1963(5),
2061(6)*
1323*
]875*,2102*
1981*
New
2061(5)
1963(1)
1963(4)
New
1981*
]958-1960
1961
1833
New
New
New
New
New
1962*
1962(5)
1962(2)
1962(3)
1962(4)
New
1963(7)
1963(8)
1963(9)
1963(13)
New
1963(10)
1963(11)
1963(12)
1963(17)
1963(23)
1963(24)
1963(37)
1963(34)
1963(35)
1963(36)
New
193,194,195
1963(31)
New
New
1963(15)
New
1963(16~

1963(26
1879*
1879*,1880*
1845*, 1879*,
1880*
1883*
1883*
1846*
1846*
1870(9)*
1872*
1256.2
1871*
1871*
New

Evidence Oode
(Section)

751
752
753
754
760
761
762
763
764
765
766
767
768
769
770
771
772

773
774
775
776
777
778
780

_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
-------

_______
_______
_______
--------------------------------

_______
-------

Existing Oode
(Section)

CCP
CCP
CCP
CCP
CCP
CCP
CCP
CCP
CCP
CCP
CCP
CCP
CCP
CCP
CCP
CCP
Penal
CCP

- ______
_______
_______

CCP
CCP
CCP
CCP

-------------

CCP
CCP

787 ------788
789 _______
790 _______
791 ------800 -------

CCP
CCP

801

-------

CCP

802
803
804
805
870
890
891
892
893
894
895
896
897
900
901
902
903
904
905
910

-------

CCP

785
786

911
912
913
914
915
916
917
918

_______
_______
_______
_______
-------------

_______
_______
_______
_______

CCP
CCP

CCP
CCP
CCP
CCP
CCP
CCP
CCP
CCP
CCP

-------------

-------

_______
_______
-------

-------

-------

_______
-------

_______
_______

* In part.

CCP

1885*
1884
1863
1885*
2045*.2048*
2045*
New
New
2046*
2044*.2066
2056
2046*,2048*
2052*,
2054
2049*,2052*
2049*,2052*
2047*
2045*,2048*
2045*,2048*
1323·
2050*
New
2055
2043
2050*
1847*,
1870(16)*,
2049* , 2051 *,
2052*,2053·
2049*,20511847*,2049*,
2051*,2053*
2051*,2065*
2051*,2065*
New
2053*
New
1845*,
1870(9)*
]845*,
1870(9)*
1872*
New
New
New
1870(10)
1980.1
1980.2
1980.3
1980.4
1980.51980.6
1980.7
1871 *, 1980.5*
New
New
New
New
New
New
New
2065*
New
New
New
New
New
New
New
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EilJisting Oode
(Section)

Evidence Oode
(Section)

919
920
930
940

_______
_______
_______
_______

950-962 ___
970-973 ___
980-987 ___
990-1006 __
1010-1026 __
1030-1034 __
1040-1042 __
1050 _______
1060 _______
1070-1073 __
1100 _______
1101 _______
1102 _______
1103 _______
1104 _______
1105 _______
1150 _______
1151 _______
1152 _______
1153 _______
1154 _______
1155 _______
1156 _______
1200 _______
1201 _______
1202 _______
1203 _______
1204 _______
1205 _______
1220 _______
1221 _______
1222 _______

Penal
CCP
Penal
CCP
CCP
Penal
CCP
Penal
CCP
B&P
CCP
CCP
CCP
CCP
CCP
CCP

CCP
CCP
CCP
CCP

CCP
CCP
CCP

1223 _______
1224 _______

CCP
CCP

1225 _______

CCP

1226 _______
1227. ______
1230 _______

CCP

1235
1236
1237
1238
1240

_______
______
_______
_______
_______

1241 _______
1242 _______
1250 _______
1251 _______
1252 _______
1260 _______
1261 _______
1270-1271 __
1272 _______
• In part.

CCP
CCP
CCP
CCP

CCP

Evidence Oode
(Section)

New
New
1323*,1323.5
2065*
1323*
1881(2)
1881(1)*
1322*
1881(1)*
1322*
1881(4)*

1280 _______

1881(4)*
1881(3)
1881(5)
New
New
1881(6)
2053*
2053*
New
New
New
New
New
New
2078*
New
2078*
New
1936.1
1845*
New
New
New
New
New
1870(2)
1870(3)
1848*,
1870(5)*
1848*,1870(6)
1848*, 1851 *,
1870(5)*
1848*,1849,
1870(5)*
New
New
1853, 1870( 4)*,
1946(1)
New
New
2047*
New
1850*,
1870(7)*
1850*,
1870(7)*
1870(4)*
New
New
New
New
New
1918*, 1920*,
1921*, 1922* ,
1926*, 1946*,
1953e-1958h
New

1311 _______

2904

1281 _______
1282 _______
1283 _______
1284 _______
1290-1292 __
1300 _______
1301 _______
1302 _______
1310 _______
1312 _______
1313 _______
1314 _______
1315-1316 __
1320 _______
1321
1322
1323
1324
1330
1331
1340
1341
1400
1401
1402
1410
1411
1412
1413

_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______

1414 _______
1415 _______
1416 _______
1417-1418 __
1419 _______
1420 _______
1421 _______
1450 _______
1451 _______
1452 _______

1453 _______

1454 _______
1500 _______
1501 _______
1502 _______
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CCP 1918*, 1920*,
1921*.1922*,
1926*,1946*
New
CCP 1928.1
CCP 1928.2
New
CCP 1870(8)
New
New
CCP 1851*
CCP 1852*,
1870(4)*
CCP 1852*,
1870(4)*
CCP 1870(13)*
CCP 1852*,
1870(11)*
CCP 1870(11)*,
1963(30)
CCP 1919a,1919b
CCP 1870(11)*,
1870(13)*
CCP 1870(11)*
CCP 1870(11)*
New
CCP 2051*,2053*
New
New
New
CCP 1936
New
New
CCP 1982
New
New
CCP 1941
CCP 1940(1),
1940(3)
CCP 1942
CCP 194O(2~
CCP 1870(9 *,
1943
CCP 1944
CCP 1945
New
New
New
CCP 1948,1951·
CCP 1875(5),
1875(6)*,
1875(7)*,
1875(8),
1901*,
1905*, 1906*,
1907*, 1918*,
1921 *, 1922*,
1928.3*
CCP 1875(6)*,
1901*,1905*,
1918*, 1919*,
1921*, 1922*,
1928.3*
CCP 1901*,1906*,
1907*,1918*
CCP 1855*,1937*
CCP 1855(1),1937*
New

* In part.
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Evidence Code
( Section)
1503 _______

CCP

1504 _______
1505 _______

CCp 1855*,

1506 _______

CCP 1855(3),1901*,

1507 _______
1508 _______
1509 _______
1510 _______
1530 _______

Existing Code
(Section)
1855(2),
1938,11139

New

1870(14)*

1905*,1906*,
1907*,1918*,
1920a *. 1921 * ,
1!):!2*
CCP 1855(4),
1919*
CCP 1855*,
1870(14)*
CCp 1855(5),
1870(14)*

New

CCP 1901*,1905*,
1906*, 1907*.
1918*, 1919*.

* In part.

Evidence Code
( Section)
1531
1532
1550
1n51
1560
1561
1562
1563
1564
1565
1566
1600
1601
1602
1603
1604
1605

* In

_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
part.

CCP
CCP
CCP
CCp
CCP
CCP
CCp
CCP
CCP
CCP

Existing Code
(Section)
1920a*, 1921*,
1922*,1928.3*
1923
1919*,1951*
1953i
1920b
1998
1998.1
1998.2
1998.3
1998.4
1998.5

CCP
CCP
CCP
CCp
CCp
CCp

1919*,1951*
1855a
1927
1928
1925
1927.5

New

TABLE II
SUPERSEDED SECTIONS TO EVIDENCE CODE
Table II indicates as to each superseded section of the California law
in effect on January 1, 1965, the comparable provisions of the Evidence
Code. Where the table indicates that an existing section is superseded
by a provision in the Evidence Code, the provision replacing the existing section may duplicate the superseded section or may be narrower or
broader than the superseded section. For a discussion of the comparison, see the Comment to the Evidence Code section involved. See also
the Law Revision Commission's Comment to the superseded section.
The disposition of an existing section that is not superseded by a
specific provision in the Evidence Code is listed as "Not continued."
The Comment to the repealed section gives the reason for its exclusion.
In addition to Evidence Code references, Table II also contains a
reference to sections added to other codes that continue the substance
of an existing section that is repealed but is not a proper subject for
inclusion in the Evidence Code.
Bus &; Prof Code
(Section)

2904 ______

Evidence Code
(Section)

1010-1026

Civil Code
(Section)

193 ______
194 ______
195 ______

661
661
661

Code Civ Proc
(Section)

1256.2
1823 ______
1824 ______
1825 ______
1826 ______
1827 ______
1828 ______
1829 ______
1830 ______
1831 ______
1832 ______
1833 ______
1834 ______
1836 ______
1837 ______
1838 ______
1839 ______
1844 ______
1845 ______
1845.5 _____
1846 ______
1847 ______
1848 ______
1849
1850
1851
1852

______
______
______
______

1853 ______

722
140
190

Code Civ Proc
(Section)

1854 ______
1855 ______
1855a _____
1863 ______
1867 ______
1868 ______
1869 ______
1870(1 )
1870(2)
1870(3)
1870(4)
1870(5)

Not continued

500-667
140,450-459
410
1500-1510
1500-1510
410

Not continued

602
403(b)

Not continued
Not continued

352

Not continued

411
702, 800. 801,
1200
801-803
710.711
351. 600. 780.
786
1200.12221227
1225
1240.1241
1224.1302
1310.1311.
1313
1230

1870(6)
1870(7)
1870(8)
1870(9)
1870(10)
1870(11)
1870(12)
1870(13)
1870(14)
1870(15)
1870(16)
1871 ______
1872 ______
1875 ______
1879 ______
1880 ______
1881(1)
1881(2)
1881(3)
1881(4)
1881(5)
1881(6)
1883 ______
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Evidence Code
(Section)

356
1500-1510
1601
753

Not continued

210,350,352
500,550
210,351
1220
1221
1230,1242,
1310,1311
1222,1224,
1225
1223
1240,1241
1290-1292
720, 800, 801.
1416
870
1313,1314.
1320-1322

Not continued

1312, 1320
1500-1510
210.351
210, 351. 780
723.730-733
721.802
311, 450-459.
1452.1453
700-702
701.702
970-973.
980-987
950-962
1030-1034
990--1006,
1010-1026
1040-1042
1070-1073
703,704
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Oode Oiv Proc
(Section)

1884 ______
1885 ______
1901 ______

Evidence Oode
(Section)

Oode Oiv Proc
(Section)

Evidence Oode
(Section)

1957
1958
1959
1960

6OO(b)

______
______
______
______

752
751,754
1452-1454,
1506,1530
1903 ______
!fIRl 1530
1905 ______
1962 ______
1452,1453,
1506,1530
1962(1)
1906 ______
1452,1454,
1962(2)
1506, 1530
1962(3)
1907 _______
1400,1401,
1962(4)
1410,1452,
1962(5)
1454,1506,
1962(6)
1962(7)
1530
1918 ______
1270,1271.
1963(1)
1963(2)
1280,14001402,1410,
1963(3) ___
1963(4)
1452-1454,
1506, 1530
1963(5)
1919 ______
1453,1507,
1963(6)
1530,1532,
1963(7)
1600
1963(8)
1919a _____
1315,1316
1963(9)
1919b _____
1!J63(10) __
1315,1316
1920 ______
1963(11)
1270,1271,
1280
1963(12)
1920a _____
1506,1530
1963(13~
1920b _____
1551
1963(14
1921 ______
1270,1271,
1963(15)
1280,1452,
1963(16)
1453,1506,
1963(17)
1530
1963(18)
1922 ______
1270,1271,
1963(19) __
1280,1452,
1963(20)
1453,1506,
1963(21)
1530
1963(22)
1923 ______
1531
1963(23)
1924 ______
Not continued
1963(24)
1925 ______
1604
1963(25)
1926 ______
1270,1271,
1963(26)
1280
1963(27)
1927 ______
1602
1963(28) __
1927.5 _____
1605
1963(29)
1928 ______
1603
1963(30)
1928.1 _____
1282
1963(31)
1928.2 _____
1283
1963(32) __
1928.3 _____
1452,1453,
1963(33)
1530
1963(34)
1928.4 _____
3
1963(35)
1936 ______
1341
1963(36)
1936.1 _____
1156
1963(37)
1937 ______
1500,1501
1963(38)
1938 ______
1503
1963(39)
1939 ______
1503
1963(40) __
1940 ______
1967 ______
1413,1415
1941 ______
1968 ______
1412
1942 ______
1973 ______
1414
1943 ______
1978 ______
1416
1944 ______
1980.1 _____
1417,1418
1945 ______
1419
1980.2 _____
1946 ______
1230,1270,
1980.3 _____
1271,1280
1980.4 _____
1947 ______
1270,1271
1980.5 ---1948 ______
1451
1980.6 _____
1951 ______
1451,1532,
1980.7 _____
1600
1981 ______
1953e-1953h
1270-1272
1982 ______
1953i-1953l
1550
1983 ______
1954 ______
140, 210, 351,
1998 ______
352
* The last clause of Section 1962(6) is codified as Oode

140,210
6OO(a)
6OO(b)

------

1908.5 (Added).

Oivil Oode

601
620
Not continued
622
623
624
621
* Not continued
Not continued
520
Not continuE'd
3544 (Added)

521
413
412
631
632
633
636
637
638
634
Not continued
664
666
639
Not continued
Civil Oode 3545 (Added)
Not continued
Not continued
Not continued
640
641
Not continued
667
Not continued
Oivil Oode 3546 (Added)
Not continued
1314
661
Oivil Oode 3547 ( Added)
OivilOode

~t8 (Added)

644

645
642
Not continued
Not continued
OivilOode 164.5 (Added)
Not continued
Not continued
Not continued
Not continued
890
891
892
893
894, 897
895
896
500,550
1402
Not continued
1560
of Oivil Procedure Section
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Oode Oiv Proc
(Section)

Evidence Oode
(Section)

1998.1 _____
1998.2 _____
1998.3 _____
1998.4 _____
1998.5 _____
2042

1561
1562
1563
1564
1565
320

2043
2044
2045
2046
2047
2048
2049

Oode Oiv hoc

______
------

______
______
------

______

2050 ______
2051 - - - - - 2052 ______
2053 ______

631.7 (Added)

777
352,765
760, 761, 772,
773
764,767
771,1237
760,761,767,
772,773
769,770,780,
785,786,1235
774,778
780, 785, 786,
787,788,1324
768,769,770,
780, 1235
780,786,
790,11001104,1324

Oode Oiv Proc
(Section)

2054 ______
2055 ______
2056 ______
2061 - - - - - 2065 ______

2066 -----2078 ______
2079 -----2101 -----2102 -----2103 ______

Evidence Code
(Section)

768
776

766

312,412,413,
502

351,787,7~8,

911,940
765
1152,1154

Not continued

312
310, 400-406.
450-4<'9
300

PenalOode
(Section)

1322 ______
1323 ______
1323.5 _____

97~973,
9~987

413,773,
930,940
930

TABLE III
EVIDENCE CODE TO REVISED RULES
Table III indicates as to each section of the Evidence Code the comparable provisions in the Uniform Rules of Evidence as revised by the
Law Revision Commission (referred to in the table as "Revised
Rules"). The Revised Rules are contained in separate pamphlets that
are compiled in Volume 6 of the Commission's REPORTS, RECOMMENDATIONS, AND STUDIES. Each pamphlet contains the tentative recommendation of the California Law Revision Commission on an article in the
Uniform Rules of Evidence, as follows: Article I. General Provisions
(Rules 1-8); Article II. Judicial Notice (Rules 9-12); Article III.
Burden of Producing Evidence, Burden of Proof, and Presumptions
(Rules 13-16 [omitted and proposed as Sections 500-667]) ; Article IV.
Witnesses (Rules 17-22); Article V. Privileges (Rules 22.3-40.5);
Article VI. Extrinsic Policies Affecting Admissibility (Rules 41-55) ;
Article VII. Expert and Other Opinion Testimony (Rules 55.5-61);
Article VIII. Hearsay Evidence (Rules 62-66.1) ; Article IX. Authentication and Content of Writings (Rules 67-72).
Generally speaking, the Evidence Code sections are substantially the
same as the Revised Rule referred to. In some cases, however, the Evidence Code section may be narrower or broader than the Revised Rule.
For a discussion of the comparison, see the Comment to the Evidence
Code section involved and compare the Comment to the Revised Rule
referred to. Where there is no provision in the Revised Rules comparable to an Evidence Code section, the table so indicates by the word
"None."
Revised Rules
(Rule)

Evidence Code
(Section)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
100
105
110
115
120
125
130
135
140

145
150
160
165
170
175
180
185

________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _

None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None

Evidence Code
Revised Rules
(Section)
(Rule)
190 ________ _ 1(3)
195 ________ _ 22.3(6), 62( 4)
200 ________ _

1(17),22.3(7),
22.3(8)
205 ________ _ None
210 ________ _ 1(2)
220 ________ _ 1(18),62(5)
225 ________ _
230 ________ _ 62(1)
None
235 ________ _
240 ________ _ 1(11)
62(6),62(7)
245 ________ _ 1(12)
250 ________ _ 1(13)
300 ________ _ 1(9),2
310 ________ _ None
311 ________ _ 10.5
312 ________ _ None
320 ________ _ 55.5(3)
350 ________ _ 7(3)
351 ________ _ 7(3)
352 ________ _ 45
353 ________ _
354 ________ _ 45
355 ________ _ 6
356 ________ _ None
400 ________ _ 8(1)
401 ________ _ 8(1)
402 ________ _ 1(8),8(2)
403 ________ _
8(3),19(1),19(3)

l(preamble)
1(14)
1(5)
1(4)
1(15)
1(6)
1(16)
________ _ 62(2)
1(1)
________ _ 1(7)
________ _ 63(preamble)
________ _ None
________ _ None
________ _ 62(3)
________ _ None
________ _ None
________ _ None
(376 )
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Evidence Code
(Section)

404
405
406
410
411
412
413
450
451
452
453
454
455
456
457
458
459

_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________

501
502
520
521
522
550
600
601
602
603
604
605
606
607
620
621
622
623
624
630
631
632
633
634
635
636
637

_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________

500 _________

638 _________

639 _________
640 _________
641 _________
642 _________

643
644
645
660
661
662
663

_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________

664 _________

665
666
667
700
701
702
703
704
710
711
720
721
722

_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________

Revised Rules
(Rule)

8(4)
8(5)
8(6)
None
None
None
None
9(3)
9(1)
9(2)
9.5
10(2)
10(1),10(2)
None
11(2)
12(1)
12(2)-12(5)
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
67.7(4)
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
7(1)
17(1)
19(1),19(2)
42
43
18
None
55.5(1),55.5(2)
58.5
61

Evidence Code
(Section)

723
730
731
732
733

________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _

751
752
753
754
760
761
762
763

________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _

750 ________ _

+~ ==~======

766 __'______ _
767 ________ _
768 ________ _

769 ________ _

770 ________ _
771 ________ _

772
773
774
775
776

________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _

777 ________ _

778 ________ _

780 ________ _

785
786
787
788
789
790
791

Revised Rules
(Rule)

None
None
None
None
None
17(2)
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
22(1)
22(1)
22(2)
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
20(1)
22(3)
22(4)
21(1),21(3)
22(5)

________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _ 20(3)
________ _
800 ________ _ 20(2)
801 ________ _ 56(1)
802 ________ _ 56(2)
57(1)
803 ________ _ 56(3)
804 ________ _ 57.5
805 ________ _ 56(4)
870 ________ _ None
890 ________ _ None
891 ________ _ None
892 ________ _ None
893 ________ _ None
894 ________ _ None
895 ________ _ None
896 ________ _ None
897 ________ _
900 ________ _ None
22.3 ( preamble)
901 ______ ~ __ 22.3(5~
902 ________ _ 22.3(1
903 ______ __ 22.3(2
904 ________ _ 22.3(3)
905 ________ _ 22.3(4)
910 ________ _ 22.5
911 ________ _ 7(2)
912 ________ _ 37
913 ________ _ 39(1)
914 ________ _ 37.7
915 ________ _ 37.5
916 _____ :... __ _ 36.5
917 ________ _ 28.5
918. ________ _ 40
919 ________ _ 38
920 ________ _ 40.5
930 ________ _ 23
940 ________ _ 25
~
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Evidence Oode
(Section)

950
951
952
953
954
955
956
957
958
959
960
961
962
970
971
972
973
980
981
982
983
984
985
986
987
990
991

________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _

992 ________ _
993 ________ _

994 ________ _

995 ________ _
996 ________ _

997
998
999
1000
1001
1002
1003
1004
1005
1006
1010
1011
1012
1013
1014
1015
1016
1017
1018
1019
1020
1021
1022
1023
1024
1025
1026
1030
1031
1032
1033
1034
1040
1041
1042

________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _

Revised Rules
(Rule)

26(1)(d)
26(1)(a)
26(1)(b)
26(1)(e)
26(2)
26(3)
26( 4)(a)
26(4)(b)
26(4)(e)
26(4)(d)
26(4l(e)
26(4 (f)
26(5
27.5(1)
27.5(2)
27.5(1),27.5(2)
27.5(3), 27.5( 4)
28(1)
28(2)(a)
28(2I(b)
28(2 (e)
28(2 (d)
28(2 ~e)
28(2) f)
28(2) g)
27(1)(d)
27(1)(e)
27(11(a)
27(1
(b)
27(2
27(3
27(4 (k)
27(4)(a)
27( 4)(h), 27( 4)(j)
27(4)(i)
27(4)(b)
27(4)(e)
27(41(d)
27(4
(e)
27( 4 (f)
27(4 (g)
27(4)(0
27.3(1)(d)
27.3(1)(e)
27.3(1)(a)
27.3(1)(b)
27.3(2)
27.3(3)
27.3(4}(g)
27.3 ( 4 (h)
27.3(4 (a)
27.3~4)(b )
27.3 4)(e)
27.3 4)(d)
27.3(4)(e)
27.3(4)(h)
None

27.3(4~(f)

27.3( 4 (i)
29(1) e)
29(l)(a)
29(ll(b)
29(2
29(3
34(1),34(2)
36(1),36(2),36(3)
34(3),34(4),36(4),
36(5)
1050 ________ _ 31
1060 ________ _ 32
1070 ________ _ None

Evidence Oode
(Section)

1071
1072
1073
1100
1101
1102
1103
1104
1105
1150
1151
1152
1153
1154
1155
1156
1200
1201
1202
1203
1204
1205
1220
1221
1222
1223
1224
1225
1226
1227
1230
1235
1236
1237
1238
1240
1241
1242
1250
1251
1252
1260
1261
1270
1271
1272
1280
1281
1282
1283
1284
1290
1291
1292
1300
1301
1302
1310
1311
1312
1313
1314
1315
1316
1320
1321
1322
1323
1324
1330
1331

________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _

Revised Rules
(Rule)

None
None
None

46
47(1),47(4),47(5)
47(2)
47(3)
48
49
41
51
52
52.5
53
54

None

63 (preamble), 63(32)
66
65

None

63(6)
63(32),66.1
63(61,63(7)
63(8
(b)
63(8 (a)
63(9 (b)
63(9 (e)
None
None
None

63(10)
63(1)(a)
63(l)(b)
63(1)(e)
None

63(4)(b)
63( 4)(a)
63(5)
63(12)(a)
63(12)(b)
None

63(12)(d)
None

63(13)
63(13)
63(14)
63(15)
63(16)
None
None

63(17)(b),69
62(8)
63(3)
63(3.1)
None

63(21)
63(21.1)
63(23)
63(24)
63(26.1)
63(26)
63(27)(e)
None

63(18)
63(27)(b)
None

63(27)(a)
63(27.1)
63(28)
63(29)
63(29.1)
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Evidence Oode
(Section)

1340
1341
1400
1401
1402
1410
1411
1412
1413
1414
1415
1416
1417
1418
1419
1420
1421
1450
1451
1452
1453

_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________

14540 _________

1500
1501
1502
1503

_________
_________
_________
_________

Revised Rules
(Rule)

63(30)
63(31)
67
67
None
67
None
None
71(1),71(3)
None
71(2)
None
None
None
None
None
None
67.7(4)
None
67.7(1),68,69
67.7(2),68,69
67.7(3),68,69
70( preamble)
70(1)(a)
70(1)(b)
70(1)(c)

Evidence Oode
(Section)

1504
1505
1506
1507
1508
1509
1510
1530
1531
1532
1550
1551
1560
1561
1562
1563
1564
1565
1566
]600
1601
1602
1603
1604
1605

_________
_______ ~_
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________

Revised Rule.
(Rule)

70(1)(d)
70(2)(a),70(2)(b)
70(1)(e)
70(1)(f)
70(2)(a),70(2)(c)
70(1)(g),70(2)(a)
None
63(17)(a),68
None
63(19)
72
None
None
~one

None
None
None
None
None
63(19)
None
None
None
None
None

TABLE IV
REVISED RULES TO EVIDENCE CODE
Table IV indicates as to each Revised Rule (and as to each subdivision
of those revised Rules that are divided into subdivisions) the comparable provisions in the Evidence Code. The Revised Rules are contained in separate pamphlets that are compiled in Volume 6 of the
Commission's REPORTS, RECOMMENDATIONS, AND STUDIES. Each pamphlet contains the tentative recommendation of the California Law
Revision Commission on an article in the Uniform Rules of Evidence,
as follows: Article I. General Provisions (Rules 1-8) ; Article II. Judicwl Notice (Rules 9-12) ; Article III. Burden of Producing Evidence,
Burden of Proof, and Presumptions (Rules 13-16 [omitted and proposed as Sections 500-667]); Article IV. Witnesses (Rules 17-22);
Article V. Privileges (Rules 22.3-40.5) ; Article VI. Extrinsic Policies
Affecting Admissibility (Rules 41-55) ; Article VII. Expe1·t and Other
Opinion Testimony (Rules 55.5-61) ; Article VIII. Hearsay Evidence
(Rules 62-66.1) ; Article IX. Authentication and Content of Writings
(Rules 67-72).
Generally speaking, the Evidence Code sections are substantially the
same as the Revised Rules referred to. In some cases, however, the Evidence Code section may be narrower or broader than the Revised Rule.
For a discussion of the comparison, see the Comment to the Revised
Rule involved and compare the Comment to the Evidence Code section
referred to. Some Revised Rules that are not continued in the Evidence
Code are identified by the phrase "Not continued."
R61Jised Rules
(Rule)
l(preamble) __

1(1) _______ _
1(2~

_______ _

~~~!

1(5 ========
_______ _
1(6 _______ _
1(7 _______ _

i~~~

1(10) ========
1(11) ______ _
1(12) ______ _
1(13) ______ _
1(14) ______ _
1(15) ______ _
1(16) ______ _
1(17) --____ _
1(18)
______ _
2 __________
_
4 __________ _
5 __________ _
6 - _________ _
7(1) _______ _
7(2) _______ _
7(3) _______ _
8(1) _______ _
8(2) _______ _
8(3) _______ _
8(4) _______ _
8(5) _______ _

Evidence Oode
(Section)

Revised Rules
(Rule)

Evidence Oode
(Sectio1d

100

8(6) _______ _
9(1) _______ _
9(2) _______ _
9(3) _______ _
9.5 _________ _
10(1) ______ _
10(2) ______ _
10.5 ________ _
11(1) ______ _
11(2) ______ _
12 __________ _
17(1) ______ _
17(2) ______ _
18 _________ _
19(1)

406
451
452

140

210
190
115
110
125
145

402(d)

300

Not continued

235
245
250
105
120
130
200
220

300
353
354

355
700
911
350,351
400,401

402
403
404

405

19(2)
19(3)
20(1)
20(2)
20(3)
21(1)
21(2) ______ _
21(3)
22(1)
22(2)
22(3) ______ _
22(4) ______ _
22(5) ______ _
22.3( preamble)

22.3(1) _____ _

(380 )

450

453
455(a)
454, 455(b)
311

Not continued

457
458,459
701
750
710
403(a),

702(a)
702(b)
403(b)
785
791
790

788(a)

Not continued

788(b)
768,769
770

786
787
789
900

902
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Revised Rule.
(llule)
22.3(2) _____ _
22.3< 3) _____ _
22.3( 4) _____ _
22.3(5i
22.3( 6 -----_____ _
22.3( 7 _____ _
22.3( l) _____ _
22.5 ________ _
23 _________ _
24 _________ _
25 _________ _
26(1)(a) ___ _
26(1)(u) ___ _
26(1)(c) ___ _
26(1)(<1) ___ _
26(2) ______ _
26(3) ______ _
2U(4)(a) ___ _
2U( 4)( u) ___ _
2U( 4)( c) ___ _
26(4)(<1) ___ _
26(4)(e) ___ _
26(4)(f) ___ _
26(4)(g) ___ _
26( 4)(h) ___ _
26(5) ______ _
27(1)(a) ___ _
27(1)(u) ___ _
27(1)(c) ___ _
27(1)(<1) ___ _
27(2) ______ _
27(3) ______ _
27(4)(a) ___ _
27(4)(u) ___ _
27(4)(c) ___ _
27(4)(<1) ___ _
27(4)(e) ___ _
27(4)(f) ___ _
27(4)(g) ___ _
27( 4)(h) ___ _
27( 4)( i) ___ _
27( 4)(j) ___ _
27 ( 4)( k) ___ _
27(4)(1) ___ _
27.3(1)(a) __ _
27.3(1)(u) __ _
27.3(1)(c) __ _
27.3(1)(<1) __ _
27.3(2) _____ _
27.3(3) _____ _
27.3(4)(a) __ _
27.3(4)(u) __ _
27.3( 4)( c) __ _
27.3(4)(<1) __ _
27.3(4j(e) __ _
27.3(4)(f) __ _
27.3(4)(g) __ _
27.3(4)(h) __ _
27.3( 4)(i) __ _
27.5(1) _____ _
27.5(2) _____ _
_____ _
27.u( 4) _____ _
2l)(1) _______ '
28(2)(a) ___ _
28(2)(u) ___ _
28(2)( c) ___ _
28(2)(<1) ___ _
28(2)(e) ___ _
28(2)(f) ___ _
28(2)(g) ___ _
27.~(3)

14-24465

Evidence Oode
( !Section)

003

904

905
901
195

200

2UO
910
930

Not continued
940

951
9G2
953
950
954

955
{)56
957
958
959
900

901

Not continued
Not continued

9U::!
99::!
993
9111
900
994

995
997
1000
·1001

1002
1003
1uv4:
1005
998
9!19

998
91lU
1006
1012
1013
1011
1010
1014
1015
1018
1019
1020
1021
10:22
10::!5
1016
1017,1023
10:26
970,972
971,1l72
973(8)
973(u)
980
981
982
983
984
985
986
987

Revised Rule.
( Rule)
28.5 ________ _
29(1)(a) ___ _
29(1)(u) ___ _
29(1)(c) ___ _
29(2) ______ _
2\)(3) ______ _
31 _________ _
32 _________ _
34 (1) --____ _
34(2) ______ _
34(3) ______ _
34(4) ______ _
3u(1) ______ _
36(2) ______ _
36(3) ______ _
36(4) ______ _
36(5) ______ _
36.5 ________ _
37 _________ _
37.5 ________ _
37.7 ________ _
38 _________ _
39(1) ______ _
3fl( 2) ______ _
39(3) ______ _
40 _________ _
40.5 ________ _
41 _________ _
42 _________ _
43 _________ _
4G _________ _
46 _________ _
47(1) ______ _
47(2) ______ _
47(3) ______ _
47(4) ______ _
47(G) ______ _
48 _________ _
49 _________ _
51 _________ _
52 _________ _
52.5 ________ _
53 _________ _
54 _________ _
5~.~(1)

- ____ _

5u.u(2) _____ _
55.5(3) _____ _

5G.7 ________ _

______ _
56(2 ______ _
56(3 ______ _
56(4) ______ _
57(1) ______ _
57(2) ______ _
57.5 ________ _
58.5 ________ _
61 _________ _
62(1) ______ _
62(2) ______ _
62(3) ______ _
62(4) ______ _
62(5) ______ _
62(6) ______ _
62(7) ______ _
6:2(8) ______ _
63( preamble)63(1)(a) ___ _
63(1)( b) ___ _
63(1)( c) ___ _
63(3) ______ _
63 (3.1) _____ _
56(1~

Evidence Oode
( !Section)

917
lU31
] II::::!
1030
1ua3
1U34
10:;0
1000
]11411(n)

1040(b)
1042(u)
lU42\u)
1041(u)
1U41(u)
1041(<1)
1042(n)
1042(b)
910
912
915
914

919
In3

Not continl1!'rl
Not continued

918
920
1150
703
704
352
1100

1101(a)
1102
1103
1101(b)
1101(c)
1104
1105
1151
1152
llG3
1154
llu5
720(a)
720(b)
320

Not continued

800
801
803
805
802

Not continued

804
721
722
225

135
170
195
220
240(a)
240(b)
1290
150.1200
1235
1236
1237
12!J1

l::!92

382
Revised Rules
(Rule)
63 ( 4) ( a) ___ _
63(4)(b) ___ _
6~(5) ______ _
63(6) ______ _
63(7) ______ _
63(8)(a) ___ _
63(8)(b) ___ _
63(!) (a) ___ _
6~(9)(h) ___ _
6~(9)(c) ___ _
6~(10)
_____ _
62(12)( 11) __ _
63(12)(h) __ _
63(12)(c) __ _
6~(12)(d) __ _
_____ _
63(14) _____ _
63(15) _____ _
63(16) _____ _
63(17)(a) __ _
63(17)(b) __ _
6~ (18) _____ _
63(19) _____ _
63(21) _____ _
63(21.1) ____ _
63(22) _____ _
63(23) _____ _
63(24) _____ _
63(26) _____ _
63 (26.1) ____ _
63(27)(a) __ _
63(27)(b) __ _
63(27)(c) __ _
63(27.1) ____ _
63(28) _____ _
6~(1~)
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Evidence Code
( Section)
1241
1240
1242
1204,1220
1220
1222
1221
Not continued
]223
1224
]230
]~"O

1251
:r-; ot continued
1260
1270,1271
1272
]2RO
1281
1fi:{0
1284
1~16

1fi32,1600
1301
1302
Not continued
1310
1311
1313
1312
1322
1320
1314
1323
1324

Revised Rules
(Rule)
63(21) _____ _
63(29.1) ____ _
63(30) _____ _
63(31) _____ _
63(32) _____ _
65 _________ _
66 _________ _
66.1 ________ _
67 _________ _

67.5 ________ _
67.7(1) _____ _
67.7(2) _____ _
67.7(3) _____ _
67.7( 4) _____ _
68 _________ _
69 _________ _
70( preamble) _
70(1 )( a) ___ _
70(1)(b) ___ _
70(1)(c) ___ _
70(1)( d) ___ _
70(1)( e) ___ _
70(1)(f) ___ _
70(1)(g) ___ _
70(2)(a) ___ _
70(2)(b) ___ _
70(2)( c) ___ _

71 (1) ______ _
71(2) ______ _

7](3) ______ _
72 _________ _

Evidence Code
( Section)
1330
13~1

1340
]341
1200(b),1205
1202
1201
1205
1400,1401,
]410
N nt continued
1452
1-1f.3
1454
604,1450
14;;2-1454,
11)30
1284,145214M

1r.oo

11101
],,02
1503
1f>l)4
1,.06
],,07
1509
11l0;),1508,
lri09
1fi05
1508
1413
1415
1413
1550

INDEX
In the Comments to the new Evidence Code sections, references will
be found to amended, added, or repealed sections of the existing codes.
These existing sections, listed on pages 25-27, are set out in full on
pages 294-368. The tables on pages 369-375 show the relationship between the sections in the Evidence Code and in the existing codes. For
this reason, this index refers to specific existing code sections only when
the Comment to that section contains a discussion of a topic not
treated elsewhere in this pamphlet.
This index was prepared by Mrs. Margaret Loftus.
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ACTION

Authentication _________________ 273
Hearsay exception ______________ 263
Presumption of authenticity ______ 109

1)efined ________________________

41

ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEEDINGS

Privileges ______________________ 361
Criminal or disciplinary, no physician-patient privilege ____ 190
ADMISSIBILITY
See also under specific subject

APPEAL
See also Error

Judicial notice, appeal as to _____ 82, 86
Record ______________________ 84
ARMED FORCES

Outline of provisions_________ 12
Character evidence ______________ 209
Conditional ____________________ 63
Condition not satisfied_________ 68
JiJxtrinsic policies affecting _____ 209-220
Foundational facts ________ 57-64, 65-69
Limited
_________ 55
Preliminary determination _______ 56
Privilege claim _______________ 165
Privileged matter, disclosure erroneously compelled _________ 168
Relevant evidence only ___________ 53
ADMISSIONS
See also Confessions

Authentication of writing by ______ 271
Authorized, hearsay exception _____ 228
Compromise negotiations, during__ 67
Offer to compromise ____________ 217
1)ecedent, by
Admissible when ______________ 231
Wrongful death action _________ 231
Foundation ___ ________________ 62
Hearsay exception ___________ 227, 228
Identity of declaranL____________ 62
Vicarious, C.C.P. §1848 repealed __ 306
AGENT

Authorized admissions, hearsay
eXC1!ption ________________ 228
ALIEN LAND LAW

Repealed ______________________ 347
ALLEGATIONS

C.C.P. §1867 repealed ____________ 310
AMENDMENTS, ADDITIONS,
AND REPEALS _______ 294-368

Operative date _________________ 368
Table of --------- _____________ 25-27

Record that person missing or
captured _________________ 249
AUTHENTICATION AND PROOF
OF WRITINGS'

1)efined ____________________ 266
Required __________________ 267
Sufficient authentication
construed ________________ 269
Acknowledged writings __________ 274
Altered writing _________________ 269
Authentication/authenticity
construed ________________ 266
Best evidence provisions;
exceptions _______________ 277
By admission ___________________ 271
By comparison of writing________ 67
By content _____________________ 274
By evidence of reply _____________ 273
By handwriting ______________271-273
Expert witness _______________ 272
Church records ______________ 260,325
Collateral writing _______________ 279
Copies - _________________ 268,277-280
Certification __________________ 285
Photographs _________________ 287
Use of court __________________ 282
Foreign writings ________________ 276
Official signature ______________ 276
Hospital records _____________ 288-290
Affidavit _____________________ 289
Lost or destroyed writing _________ 277
Official record, admissibility of
abstract of title ___________ 291
Mineral lands, patent for _________ 292
Official record as prima facie
evidence _________________ 2R6
Official seal ____________________ 275
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Official signature
Domestic ____________________ 275
Foreign _____________________ 276
Opponent's control, writing in ____ 278
Oral testimony, when permitted ___ 280
Preliminary fact determination____ 63
Property interests, official writings
affecting ______________ 290-293
Public records _________________ 281
Secondary evidence ___________ 281
Secondary evidence ___________277-290
Spanish title records _____________ 293
Subpoena, hospital records _____ 288-290
Unavailable writing _____________ 278
Voluminous writings ____________ 282
Witness, subscribing, testimony
unnecessary ______________ 270
Except by statute _____________ 270
BEST EVIDENCE RULE

Rule stated ________________ 277
Admissibility ___________________ 68
C.C.P. §1829 repealed ____________ 302
Ex(,pntions __________________ 277-290
Special ______________________ 68
BLOOD TESTS

To determine paternity ___154-156, 345
BOOKS

See Reference Works
BOUNDARIES

Evidence concerning ____________ 262

BURDEN OF GOING FORWARD

CALIFORNIA AGENCIES

Judicial notice of regulations______
CALIFORNIA LAW

Judicial notice __________________
City and county law___________

75
74
75

CALIFORNIA RULES OF COURT

Judicial notice __________________

76

CHARACTER EVIDENCE ___141-144

Character
Conduct, character evidence to
prove _____________________ 210
Criminal defendant, evidence to
prove conduct __________ 211-214
Proof, manner oL _____________ 209
Trait for care or skiIL _________ 214
Ultimate fact in dispute ________ 209
Victim's conduct ______________ 214
Conduct, subsequent remediaL ____ 217
Habit or custom, evidence to prove
specific behavior __________ 215
Misconduct, evidence of, to show
fact other than character ___ 211
Reputation evidence
See Reputation Evidence
Use, no limitation on ____________ 140
Witness, admissibility ___________ 145
CHILD

See Burden of Producing
Evidence

Injury action, statement of child,
hearsay exception _________ 231
Witness _______________________ 115

BURDEN OF PRODUCING
EVIDENCE

Defined ____________________ 41
Allocation _____________________ 92
Presumptions affecting _____97, 106-110
Authentication _____________ 274-277
Official and recorded writings 283-287
BURDEN OF PROOF __________ 88-92
Defined ____________________ 42
Allocation ----_________________ 88-90
C.C.P. §1869 repealed _________ 311
So-called presumptions ________ 90
Criminal action
Generally ____________________ 90
Guilt ________________________ 91
Distinguished: burden of producing
evidence _________________ 42
Due care _______________________ 92
Insanity _______________________ 92
Instructions _________ -'-__________ 91
Party who has burden ___________ 88-90
Presumptions affecting __ 98-101,110-113
Based in public policy _________ 99
Privileged communication ________ 168

CHURCH RECORDS

Admissibility ___________________ 260
Authentication, C.C.P. §1919a
repealed _________________ 325
CIRCUMSTANTIAL EVIDENCE

Admissibility ___________________ 303
CITY ORDINANCES

Burden of persuasion____________

82

CIVIL CASES

Character evidence, exclusion oL __ 210
"Civil action" defined ___________ 42
"Civil proceeding" defined for
privilege purposes _________ 157
Prior conviction admissible ____ 254-256
CLASSIFICATION OF
EVIDENCE ______________ 302
CLERGYMAN -PEN ITENT
PRIVILEGES _________ 200-202
CO-CONSPIRATOR

Admissions of _____________ 62, 64, 228
COLLATERAL EVIDENCE

BURDENS

Allocation
Outline of provisions __________
Preliminary _______________

BUSINESS RECORDS

Hearsay exception ____________ 244-246
Absence of entry ______________ 246
"Business" defined ____________ 244
Photographic copies ____________ 287

Impeachment of hearsay declarant 224
13
65

COMMERCIAL LISTS

Hearsay exception ______________ 264

385
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COMMITMENT

Deaf person ____________________ 126
Privilege
Marital, I'xcl'ption ____________ 183
Physician-plltil'nt, exception ____ 192

COMMON KNOWLEDGE

Matters of, judicial noticp
72,73,77,80,82

COURT

See also Discretion of Court
As trier of fact __________________ 47
Judge as witness ________________ 117
Lawful exercise of jurisdiction,
presumption ______________ 113
May call witnesses _____________ 135
Province of court and jury ________ 51
COURT-APPOINTED

COMPENSATION

COURT REPORTS

COMPETENCY OF WITNESSES
See itl'm under "Titnesses
COMPETENCY PROCEEDINGS

CREDIBILITY

COMPROMISE NEGOTIATION

Admissions during ______________ fl7
Offer, evidpnce of _______________ 21 7
Offer to discount claim ___________ 219
CONCLUSIVE EVIDENCE
C.C.P. §1978 repl'aled ____________ 345
CONDEMNATION

Comppm18tion of expert witness ___ 122
63

CONDUCT

Defined
_________
___________ 42
Estoppel hy, presumption _________ 106
N onassertive, not hearsay ________ 222
Nonverhal conduct as "statement" 47
CONFESSIONS

Admissihility __________________ 57, 68
Credihility _____________________ /)8
Hearsay exception ______________ 227
Jnvoluntnry. constitutional rule ___ 226
Jury, role of ___________________ 68
CONSTITUTIONAL PROTECTION

Due n1'OCPSS
____________
1)5
Involuntary confessions __________ 226
Privileges ___________________ 169,170
CONSTITUTIONALITY

Severability provision ___________
CONSTRUCTION OF NEW LAW

Gpnpral rules ___________________
Lihprnl ________________________
Outline of provisions _______ ~____

Presumption as to book purporting
to contain _______________ 110

See item under Witnesses

Marital communiclltions nrivilege __ 184
Maritlll testimonilll privilege______ 1~0
Physician-plltil'nt privilpge ________ 1!l2
Psvchothprllpist-patient privill'ge __ 200

CONDITIONAL
ADMISSIBILITY _________

EXPERT 123

Psychotherapist, privilege exception 197

Expert witness _________________ 122
Blood tpsts
_______________ 155, 1 !ill
Court-Ilppointed ______________ 123

38
39
38

11

CONTFJVlpnPA"'F()US
STATEMENT

Hearsay exception __________-237, 307
CONTEMPT

Newsman's immunity from citation 207
Not a privilege _______________ 208
Privilege claim _________________ 165
CONVERSION TABLES ____ 369-382
CORROBORATION ____________ 304
Necessary when ________________ 70

CRIMINAL PROCEEDINGS

"Criminal action" defined____ 43
Arrest without warrant,
presumption ______________ 112
Blood_ tests to determine paternity,
limitation on application ___ 155
Burden of prooL________________ 91
Im'truction __________________ 88
Character evidence ______________ 211
Co-conspirators, admissions of
62,64,228

Comment on defendant's failure to
explain or deny ___________ 163
Confessions
Admissibility _______________ 57, 68
Credibility ___________________ 58
Hearsay exception ____________ 227
Involuntary __________________ 226
Confrontation right __________ 118, 254
"Criminal proceeding" defined for
privilege purposps ________ 158
Cross-examination of defendanL ___ 127
Deaf. defendant, interpreter _______ 126
Defendant
Character of, opinion and reputation evidence _________ 211-214
Sanity issue, exception to psychotherapist-patient privilege 199
Deposition _________________ 363,3fl7
Expert witnesses, compensation
123
Former testimony, admissibility 252,254
Hearsay
Exceptions ___________________ 363
Penal Code §686 amended ______ 363
Prior identification ____________ 236
Statement offered against
defendant ________________ 226
Instructions, presumptions establishing element of crime
98,100,101-105

Mental state of declarant,
statements on ____________ 242
Presumption establishing element of
crime, jury instruction
98,100,101-105

Prior convictions, admissibility ____ 143
As affecting credibility _________ 60
Prior identification, hearsay
exception ________________ 236

---------
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Privilege
Eavesdroppers _____________ 174'201
Exercise of privilege ____________ 164
Information material to proceeding ___________________ 204-206
Lawyer-client, none when ________ 175
Marital communication, none
when ____________________ 184
Not to testify __________ 169, 178-181
Physician-patient, none when ___ 190
Psychotherapist-patient _____ 195, 198
None in sanity proceeding ____ 199
Self-incrimination ____________ 170
CALJIC No. 5L ____________ 103
Objection ___________________ 64
Penal Code §147 repealed _____ 367
Production of writing, notice
discussed ________________ 279
Reasonable doubt _______________ \)0
Refreshing recollection __________ 132
Specific intent necessary element of
crime, erroneous presumption 296
Victim's character, evidence of 212,214
CROSS-·EXAMINATION
Adverse party or witness _________ 135
Defined ________________________ 127
Expert witness __________ 120-122, 124
Hearsay declarant ______________ 225
Opinion testimony ______________ 152
Scope of _______________________ 134

CROSS· REFERENCES
Explanation of _________________

35

CUSTOM

See generally Character
Evidence
DAMAGES
Breach of warranty, evidence of
final judgment ____________ 256
Claim for, no marital testimonial
privilege _________________ 181
Claim for criminal conduct, no phy·
sician-patient privilege _____ 190
DEAD MAN STATUTE
Not continued in code _________ 243, 316
DEATH
Presumed, finding on ____________ 248
DEBTOR·CREDITOR
Presumptions
Installments or rent, payment of
Obligation delivered up to dehtor
Obligation possessed by creditor_
Person in possession of order ____

107
107
107
107

DECLARANT
Defined _________________________ 43
DECLARATIONS AGAINST
INTEREST
Hearsay exception ___________ 229, 232
DEED
Presumption of authenticity ______ 109

DEFINITIONS
See also under specific subject
Main sectiou ___________________ 39
'Vords and phrases ____________ -41-49
DEPOSITIONS
Criminal case ____ ~ __________ 363, 367
Former testimony, admissibility
as ____________________ 250-254
Hearsay declarant, deponent as ____ 223
DIRECT EVIDENCE
Defined ________________________ 70
One witness ____________________ 70
DIRECT EXAMINATION
Defined ________________________ 127
DISCIPLINARY PROCEEDING
Privileged information material to
proceeding ____________ 204-206
Physician-patient privilege
exception ________________ 190
DISCRETION OF COURT
Exclusion of evidence ____________ 54
Collateral evidence ____________ 140
Expert testimony ____________148·150
Interpreter, appointment of ______ 125
Privilege as to official information 203
DISHONESTY
Defined ________________________ 143
DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE
See Ancient Documents;
Writings
DUE CARE
Burden of proof ________________

92

DYING DECLARATIONS
Admissibility ___________________ 68
Hearsay exception ______________ 238
Impeachment by contradictory
statements _______________ 224
Preliminary fact determination ___ 67
EAVESDROPPI NG
Clergyman-penitent privileges ____ 201
Lawyer-client privilege __________ 174
Marital communications _________ 182
Physician-patient privilege _______ 187
Psychotherapist-patient privilege _ 194
EFFECTIVE DATE OF CODE 35,40
ERROR
Judicial notice
Failure to take _____________ 74, 87
"Invited" error ____________ 74, 86
Prejudicial, reversal of judgmenL_ 55
Privilege claim, overruling _______ 168
ESTOPPEL
By own statement or conduct,
presumption ______________ 106
To deny landlord's title, pre·
sumption ________________ 106
EVIDENCE
Defined ____________________ -43,

93

EVIDENCE CODE
Applicability ___________________
Effective date ________________ 35,

50
40
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FEDERAL MISSING PERSONS ACT

EXAMINATION

See also Cross-Examination
Adverse witness ______________ 135-137
Court may call witnesses _________ 135
Definitions __________________ 127-129
Exclusion of witness ____________ 138
Leading questions ___________ 128, 129
Mode of interrogation ___________ 123
Order of __________________ -' _____ 133
Prior inconsistent statements or
conduct __________________ 130
Evidence of __________________ 131
Recall _________________________ 138
Re-examination _________________ 134
Refreshing recollection with
writing __________________ 132
Responsive answers _____________ 129
Writings ______________________ 130
EXCITED UTTERANCES

See Spontaneous Statement
EXISTING CODES

See also Tables
Amendments, additions, and
repeals ________________ 294-368
Operative date _______________ 368
Table of ____________________ 25-27
EXPERT WITNESSES

Three tests _________________ 149
Blood tests to determine
paternity ______________154-156
Compensation _______ ----------- 122
Court-appointed _____________123, 135
Examination _________________ 124
Payment _____________________ 123
Credibility _____________________ 122
Cross-examination _______ 120-122, 124
Deaf person, criminal case or
commitment ______________ 126
Handwriting or typewriting,
authentication ____________ 272
Interpreters and translators ___ 125-127
Judicial notice, determination as to 83
Limit on number ____________ 122, 148
Opinion testimony ____________ 148-150
Based on opinion of another ____ 152
Basis of opinion, statement of ___ 150
Physical condition, previous, statement as basis for expert
opinion __________________ 241
Qualification ___________________ 119
Burden of producing evidence on 66
Right to prQduce other expert
evidence _________________ 124
Blood tests ___________________ 156
EXTRINSIC POLICIES

Evidence affected by, outline of
provisions ________________

Presumed death ________________ 248
FELONY CONVICTION

Admissibility to attack credibility
60, 141-144
FOREIGN LAW

Determination of _______________
Judicial notice _______________ 77,

Authpntication __________ 276, 283-287
C.C.P. §§1907, 1918 repealed ____ 322
FORMER TESTIMONY

Defined ________________________ 250
Hearsay exception ___________ 250-254
FOUNDATION

See also Authentication and
Proof of Writings
Business records, admission of ____ 245
Determining facts, procedure
57-64, 65-69
FRAUD

Exception to privilege
Lawyer-client ________________ 175
Marital communication ________ 183
Trade secrpt, privilege to protect, applicability _________ 206
FREEDOM OF THE PRESS

Privilege, newsman's ____________ 207
GENERAL PROVISIONS OF CODE

Outline ________________________

FEDERAL AGENCIES

75

12

GOVERNMENTS

See Official Records and Writings; Public Entities and
Employees
GRAND JURY

Evidence before, Penal Code §939.6
amended _________________ 364
GUARDIANSHIP

Privilege, holder of
La wyer-client ________________
Marital ______________________
PhysiCian-patient _____________
Psychotherapist-patient ________

173
182
187
194

GUILTY PLEA

Offer or withdrawal of,
admissibility _____________ 218
HABIT

See generally Character
Evidence
HANDWRITING

Authentication _______________ 271-273
Opiniou evidence _______________ 67
Defined ________________________
HEARSAY

FAMILY HISTORY

51
79

FOREIGN RECORDS AND
WRITINGS

HEARING

20

Records and statements of,
admissibility __________ 257 -261
Judicial notice of regulations _____

387

44

Basic rule _______________ 221-223
30
Deficiencies in existing rules
General provisions _______ 221-227
No implied repeal __________ 227
Outline of provisions _______ 20-22
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Admissibility ___________________ 61
Ancient writings ________________ 263
Busine~s records _____________ 244-246
C.C.P. §1947 repealed _________ 334
Child's injury, statement of child __ 231
Commercial and scientific publications, etc. ________________ 264
Conduct, non assertive, not hearsay 222
Confessions and aomissions ______ 227
Aooptive aomis~ion ___________ 22R
Authorized admission _________ 228
Co-conspirator ________________ 228
Contemporaneous statement __ 237. 307
CrNlihility of oe('lnrant _______ 223-225
Criminal proceedings
See Hearsny items under Criminal Proceedings
Cross-examination of declnrant ___ 225
Deceased person's statement, claim
against estate ____________ 316
Declarant
Defined ______________________ 43
Ioentity of ___________________ 61
Declarations against interest _____ 232
Dispositive instruments, recitals in 263
Dying declarations
See Dying Declarations
Family history, statements and
recoros _______________ 2fi7 -261
Former testimony exception ___ 250-2!l4
Inconsistent statement of witness _ 233
Judgments ___________________ 254-257
Liability or breach of duty of
declarant in issue _____ 229, 307
Mental or physical state of declarant, statements of ______ ~_ 238-240
Previous mental or physical state 240
M uItiple hearsay ________________ 223
Family reputation ____________ 259
Objection overcome, application of
other exclusionary rules ____ 221
Past recollection recorded ________ 23!l
Preliminary fact questions _______ 67
Prior consistent statement of
witness __________________ 234
Prior ioentification _____________ 236
Reference works ________________ 265
Reputation evioence
See Reputation Evidence
Rp~ ge~tne _____________________ 237
Right or title to property in issue __ 230
Sllontaneous statement _______ 237, 307
"Unavailable as a witness"
defined ____ _ ____________ 47
WiIIs, statements relnting to ______ 243
Wrongful denth, statement by
deceased _________________ 231
HOSPITAL RECORDS

Authentication; affidavit;
suhpoena ______________ 288-290
In-hospita I respa rC'h nnO study
records, admissibility ______ 219
IMPEACHMENT

See Witnesses

INFERENCES

Generally ________________ 93-113
Defined ______________________ .__ 73
From exercise of privilege _____ 163-165
From failure to explain or deny
evidence _________________ 71
From less sa tisfactory evioence ___ 71
Identity of person from identity
of name _________________ 343
INFORMER

Newsman's privilpge _____________ 207
Privilege for officinl information __ 202
Information disclosed during
ruling ___________________ 166
INSANITY

Buroen of proof ______________ 91,
Commitment proceedings
Deaf person __________________
No privilege __________ 180, 183,
Competency proceedings, no
privilege _____180, 184, 192,
Opinion evidence _____________ 66,
Plea, scope of psychotherapistpntipnt privilege __________

92
126
192
200
153
197

INSTRUCTIONS

Admissibility condition not satisfied 68
Buroen of proof ________________ 91
Criminal case ________________ 88
C.C.P. §2061 repealed ___________ 3;'7
Exercise of privilege ____________ 163
Limited admissihility of evidence__ 56
Matters judiC'ially noticed _________ 85
Preliminary fact, existence oL __ 59, 63
Presumptions _____________ .___ 98, 100
Establishing element of crime
98, 100, 101-105
INSURANCE

Liability insurance evidence
inadmissihle ______________ 219
INTERPRETERS ___________125-127
JUDGE

See Court; Discretion of Court;
Instructions
JUDGMENT

Hearsay exceptions ___________ 254-257
Liability of third pprson, C.C.P.
§1851 repealed ___________ 307
Presumption, rights of parties ____ 108
JUDICIAL NOTICE

Authorized by law __________
Outline of provisions _'-______
Substitute for evidence ______
Appeal ______________________ 82,
Rubsequent proceeoings ________
California Rules of CourL_______
Charter provisions ______________
Common knowledge, matters of
72, 73, 77, 80,
Court records and rules _______ 77,
Foreign law _________________ 77,
Information that may be used____
Jury instruction ________________

72
13
301
86
85
76
75
82
79
79
83
85
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Laws __________________________ 74
Mandatory _________________ 72, 73-77
Upon request ________________ 81-83
Official acts _________________ 77, 79
Official seals, authentication of ___ 275
Permissive _____________ 72, 77-80, 360
Presentation to court ___________ 83
Records _____________________ 84, 85
Regulations and legislative enactments __________________ 77-79
California and federal agencies,
rl'gulations _______________ 75
Rl'que~t for
Dl'nial ______________________ !'l5
Failure to make _____________ 77
Notif'e _______________________ 81
Rpsolutions and private acts______ 78
Subsequpnt proceedings, power of
court ____________________ 85
Universally known facts__________ 76
Words, phrasps. legal
expressions _______________ 76

See al.• o Instructions
As trier of facL________________ 52
Juror as witness . ____________ 117, 365
Province of court and jury _______ fi1
Verdict, evidence to tesL _________ 216
JUVENILE COURT

Compensation of court-appointed
expert ___________________ 123
Marital privilege exception ____ l80, 185
LANDLORD-TENANT

Estoppel of. tenant to deny
landlord's title ___________ 106
Presumption of payment of earlier
rent or installments________ 107
LAW

44

LAWS

Validity of _____________________ 321
LAWYER-CLIENT
PRIVI LEGE

Lawyer required to claim
privilege, when ___________ 175
Termination of privilege _________ 174
Third party pre~pnL ____________ 172
LEADING QUESTION

Dpfined ____________________ 128, 129
LEGITIMACY

Presumption ________________ 105, 111
LETTER

Presumption that mailed letter
received _______________ 98, 109
LIABILITY

Final judgment, evidence oL _____
Hearsay excl'ption, declarant's
liability in issue ______ 229,
Of third person, admissibility
of judgment ______________
C.C.P. §1851 repealed __________

256
307
256
307

LIABILITY INSURANCE

Evidence inadmissible ___________ 219
MARITAL COMMUNICATIONS

See item under Privilege

JURY

Defined ________________________

389

________ 170-178
Basic rule _______________ 173-175
"Client" defined ________________ 171
"Confidential communication"
defined __________________ 171
Eavesdroppers __________________ 174
Exceptions
Breach of duty ________________ 176
Crime or fraud ________________ 175
Deceased client
Dispositive instrument, inten-'
tion as to . ________________ " 177
Parties claiming through _____ 175
Validity of dispositive
instrument _______________ 178
Joint clients _________________ 178
Lawyer as attesting witness. ___ 177
"Holder of privilege" defined _____ 173
Joint clients ___________________ 178
"Lawyer" defined _______________ 170

MARRIAGE

Records _____________________ 257-261
Reputation evidence _________ 259, 343
Validity, presumption ___________ 112
Vital statistics, admissibility of
record ___________________ 248
MAXIMS OF JURISPRUDENCE

Presumptions recast as __________ 296
MEDICAL RECORDS

Hospital records, authentication 288-290
In-hospital'research and studies,
admissihility of ___________ 219
MINERAL PATENT ___________ 292
MINOR

As witness _____________________ 115
Injury action, statement of child
hearsay exception ________ 231
MISTRIAL

Judge as witness ________________ 117
Juror as witness ________________ 117
MODEL PENAL CODE

Presumptions, treatment _________ 104
MONEY

Presumption of delivery _________ 106
MORGAN THEORY

Presumptions __________________

94

MOTIONS

For mistrial, judge as witness ____ 117
To strike
Nonresponsive answers ________ 129
Personal knowledge, lack of ____ 116
NARCOTICS CASE

l{urden of proof ________________ 90
Presumption ____________________ 102
NONJUDICIAL PROCEEDING

Privilege in ____________________ 159
Contempt, limitation on
punishment ______________ 165
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NOTICE

PERCEIVE

Abstract of ti tIe to prove lost
document ________________ 291
Judicial notice, notice of
request for ______________ 81-83
To produce writing ______________ 278

Defined ________________________

OATH

Disqualification of witness ____ 115, 116
Preliminary fact determination __ 60, 61

Confrontation __________________ 118
Defined ________________________ 44
Interpreters and translators ___ 125-127
OBJECTIONS

Erroneous admission of evidence,
failure to object __________
Expert testimony _______________
Former testimony, admissibility of
Judge as witness ________________
Juror as witness ________________
Opinion testimony based on
improper matter __________
Personal knowledge requirement __
Privilege against self-incrimination
OFFER OF PROOF

Unnecessary when ______________

54
119
251
117
117
151
116
64
55

OFFICIAL ACTS

JUdicial notice -------_________ 77, 79
OFFICIAL RECORDS AND
WRITINGS

Authentication ______________ 283-287
C.C.P. §1905 repealed _______ 321
Of copy ___________________ 268
Foreign, authentication ___ 276, 283-287
C.C.P. §§1907, 1918 repealed _ 322
Hearsay exception ____________ 246-250
Prima facie evidence ____________ 286
U.S. government, authentication 283-287
OFFICIAL SEAL

R€cords, certification and attestation distinguished _________ 284
OPINION TESTIMONY

See also Expert Witnesses
Generally __________________ 147
Outline of provisions ________ 16
Dased on improper matter _______ 151
Based on statement of another 149, 152
Basis, statement of _____________ 150
Character, to prove _____________ 213
Criminal defendant ________ 211-214
Expert witness _______________ 148-150
Handwriting ___________________ 67
Sanity ______________________ 66, 153
Ultimate issue _. _________________ 153
ORDER OF PROOF

Discretion of court ______________ 52
l\cw provision __________________ 299
Witness lacking personal knowledge 116
PAST RECOLLECTION RECORDED

Hearsay exception ______________ 235
PATENT

;\Iineral lands __________________ 292
PATERNITY

Blood tests _____________ 154-156, 345

PERSON
D~fined

________________________

44
44

PERSONAL KNOWLEDGE
REQUIREMENT

PERSONAL PROPERTY

See also Property
Defined ________________________

45

PHOTOGRAPHS

Authentication of writings _____ 68, 287
PHYSICAL STATE

Admissibility of statement on __ 241-243
PHYSICIAN-PATIENT PRIVILEGE

Basic rule _________________
"Confidential communication"
defined __________________
Exceptions
Breach of duty _______________
Commitment or competency
proceeding _______________
Crime or tort ________________
Criminal conduct, proceeding
to recover damages ________
Criminal Or disciplinary
proceeding _______________
Deceased patient
Dispositive instrument,
intention as to ___________
Parties claiming through _____
Validi ty of dispositive
instrument _______________
Report required _______________
"Holder of privilege" defined _~ ___
"Patient" defined _______________
"Physician" defined _____________
Physician required to claim
privilege, when ___________

187
186

191
192
189
190
190
191
191
192
193
187
186
185
188

PREJUDICE

Exclusion of evidence, discretion
of court ________________ 54, 56
PRELIMINARY FACT
DETERMINATIONS

Procedure ____._______________ 57-69

PRELIMINARY PROVISIONS
OF CODE

Ontline of ______________________

11

PREPONDERANCE OF
EVIDENCE ______________

88

PRESUMPTIONS

Classified __________________ 94-96
Defined ___________________ 89, 93
Outline of provisions ________ 13
Not evidence _______________ 43
Affecting burden of producing
evidence ___________ 97, 106-110
Aff('cting burden of
proof __ 98-101, 110-113, 283-287
Ancient document, authenticity __ 109
Arrest without warrant __________ 112

EVIDENCE CODE-INDEX

Authentication of writings ____ 274-277
Authenticity of writing __________ 267
Book
Publication of ________________ 110
Reports of cases ______________ 110
C.C.P. §1963, presumptions recast
as maxims of jurisprudence 296
Conclusive __________________ 105, 338
Death, from seven years'
absence _______________ 99, 113
Debtor-creditor _________________ 107
Delivery of thing ________________ 107
Disputable
See Rebuttable, infra
Judgments _____________________ 108
Jurisdiction, lawful exercise ______ 113
Jury instructions ____________ 98, 100
Landlord-tenant ________________ 107
Legitimacy _____________________ 111
V-tter, receipt of _______________ 109
Marriage, validity of ____________ 112
Money, delivery of ______________ 106
Official and recorded writings,
authentication _________ 283-287
Official duty performed __________ 112
O\vnership _____________________ 108
Privilege, confidentiality __ '-______ 167
Property ownership _____________ 111
Real property conveyance ________ 109
Rebuttable ___________ 98-101, 110-113
See also discussion at 339-343
Criminal case ______________ 101-105
Public policy, implementing __ 98-101
Statute making fact prima facie
evidence of another ________ 96
Recording of document affecting
property interest _________ 291
Smellie case, holding repudiated __ 93
Tayer versus Morgan view _______ 94
Writing truly dated _____________ 109
PRIOR CONVICTIONS

Admissibility ________________141-144
PRIVATE ACTS

Judicial notice

78

PRIVILEGES

Ba!'ic rule _________________ 160
Deficiencies in existing rules__ 30
Definitions _________________ 157
No implied repeal by new
provisions ________________ 169
Outline of provisions ________ 16-19
Applicability of provisions _______ 159
Burden of proof on
preliminary facts _________ 66
Clergyman-penitent privileges __ 200-202
"Clergyman" defined __________ 200
Eavesdroppers ________________ 201
"Penitent" defined ____________ 200
"Penitential communication"
defined ___________________ 200
Privilege of clergyman _________ 202
Privilege of penitent __________ 201
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Comment and inferences on exercise
of privilege ____________ 163-165
Criminal proceedings
See Prh'ilege items under Criminal
Proceedings
Determination of claim __________ 165
Error, disclosure compelled _______ 168
Failure to claim ________________ 161
Holder absent ___________________ 167
Iuformpr, identity of __________ 203-206
Joint holders ___________________ 161
Lawyer-client
See Lawyer-Client Privilege
Marital communications ______ 317-319
Basic rule ___________________ 182
Eavesdroppers ___________ ~ ____ 182
Exceptions
Commitment or competency
proceeding _______________ 183
Crime or fraud _____________ 183
Criminal proceeding _____ 184, 185
Juvenile court proceeding ____ 185
Proceeding between spouses __ 184
Holder ______________________ 182
Proceeding between spouses ____ 184
Termination of marriage ______ 182
Third party, revelation by _____ 182
Newsman's ______________________ 207
Not to testify against spouse __ 178-181
Not applicable, when __________ 180
"'aiver ______________________ 180
Official information __________ 202-206
Physician-patient
See Physician-Patient Privilege
Political votes, secrecy of ________ 206
Presumption of confidentiality ____ 167
Psychotherapist-patient
See Psychotherapist-Patient Privilege
Ruling
Disclosure of information during 166
Presiding officer ______________ 158
Scope _________________________ 159
Self-incrimination, privilege against 170
CALJIC No. 51 ______________ 103
Objection ____________________ 64
Penal Code §141 repealed ______ 367
~'rade secret ___________________ 206
Waiver _____________________ 161-163
PROBATE

See also Wills
Claims against estates, decedent's
hearsay statements ____ 243, 316
Dead man statute repealed ____ 243, 316
I~awyer-client privilege, when
terminated _______________ 174
PROCEEDING

Defined for privilege purposes ____ 157
PROFFERED EVIDENCE

Defined ________________________
PROOF

Defined ________________________
Offer of proof unnecessary when__

57
45
55
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Order of proof
Discretion of courL___________ 52
New prodsion _______________ 299
Witnl'ss lacking personal
knowledge _______________ 116
Proof of writings
See Authentication and Proof of
'Writings
PROPERTY
See al8Q Real Property

Definl'd ____________________ 45
Hearsay exception: declarant's right
or title in is~ue ___________ 230
Ownership presumption ______ 108, 111
Predecessors in interest,
statements of _____________ 230
Public intprl'st in, reputation
evidpnce _________________ 262
Writing affecting property interest
See items under Writings

Informer, identity oL __________ 203
Official records
Authentication _____________ 2R3-287
Hearsay exception _________ 246-2!'iO
Official seal presumpd authentic ___ 275
Official signature, authentication
Domestic ____________________ 275
Foreign _____________________ 276
Pu blic records
Authentication _______________ 281
Hearsay exception __________ 244-246
Secondary evidence ___________ 281
Writing in custorly of,
authentication ____________ 281
QUESTIONS OF LAW

Province of courL_______________

51

REAL PROPERTY

Superseded; see PsychotherapistPatient Privilege

Defined ____________________ 46
Abstract of title to prove lost
document ________________ 291
Authentication of documents affecting real property
interest _______________ 290-293
Boundary or custom, reputation
evidence _________________ 262
Conveyance, presumption oL _____ 109

PSYCHOTHERAPIST-PATIENT
PRIVILEGE

RECODIFICATION AND
RECOMMENDATIONS

PROPOSED LEGISLATION

Outline of ---------____________ 11-24
PSYCHOLOGIST-PATIENT
PRIVILEGE

Basic rule _______________ 194-196
Broader than physician-patient
privilege _________________ 195
"Confidential communication"
defined __________________ 194
Criminal proceeding _____________ 195
Defendant's sanity in issue,
exception ________________ 199
Exceptions
Breach of duty _______________ 198
Competency proceeding ________ 200
Court-appointed psychotherapist 197
Crime or tort ________________ 198
Deceased patient
Dispositive instrument, intention as to ______ .__________ 198
Parties claiming through _____ 198
Validity of dispositive instrument - __________ ._________ 199
Patient dangerous to himself or
others ___________________ 199
Patient-litigant _______________ 196
Report required ______________ 200
"Holder of privilege" defined _____ 194
"Patient" defined _______________ 193
"Psychotherapist" defined _______ 193
Psychotherapist required to claim
privilege, when ___________ 196

Background ______________ 29-32, 33-35
Summary _____________________ 35~7
RECORDS

Business records, hearsay
exception ______________ 244-246
Church records on family history __ 260
Hospital
Authentication; subpoenR-___ 288-290
In-hospital research and studies,
admissibility _____________ 219
Official
Authentication _____________ 283-287
Hearsay exception __________ 246-250
RECROSS- EXAMI NATION

Defined ________________________ 128
REDIRECT EXAMINATION

Defined ________________________ 128
REFERENCE WORKS

Book of public authority,
presumption _____________
Expert witness, cross-examination
Hearsay exception ______________
Judicial notice, use in determination as to_________________
Reports of cases, presumption____

110
120
265
80
110

RELEVANCY

PUBLIC ENTITIES AND
EMPLOYEES

Admissibility of relevant evidence_
Preliminary fact questions .______
"Relevant evidence" defined______

Definitions - __________ :._____ 45
"Criminal proceeding" defined _____ 158
"Disciplinary proceeding" defined __ 158
Lawyer-client privilege. __________ 171
Official information privilege ___ 202-206

Character, to prove _________ .213,
Community history _____________
Family history _________________
Marriage, existence of ___________

53
60
46

REPUTATION EVIDENCE

262
261
21)9
343

EVIDENCE CODE--INDEX

Private title, not admissible
to prove _________________ 108
Property. public interest in ______ 262
Real property, boundary or custom 262

RES GESTAE __________________ 237

REVIEW

TREATISES

See Reference Works
TRIER OF FACT

Authenticity determination ______ 266
Defined ________________________ 47
ULTIMATE ISSUE

Opinion evidence _______________ 153

See Appeal; Error
RIGHT OF CONFRONTATION_ 119
RULES OF COURT

Judicial notice _______________ 77,
Mandatory ________________ 73,

79
76

SCIENTIFIC EVIDENCE

Outline of provisions ____________

16

SEARCH AND SEIZURE

Illegal _________________________ 69
Informer, identity of, privilege ____ 205
SECONDARY EVIDENCE

Of writings
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_________________ 277-290

SELF-INCRIMINATION

See item under Privilege
SETTLEMENT

UNIFORM RULES

Background ___________________ 32-34
U.S. GOVERNMENT

See Official Records and Writings; Public Entities and
Employees
U.S. TERRITORIES AND
POSSESSIONS

See Compromise Negotiation
SHORT TITLE OF CODE______

UNIFORM ACTS

Blood Tests to Determine
Paternity _________154-156, 345
Business Records as
Evidence _____ 244-246, 298, 335
Photographic Copies of Business
and Public Records as Evidence ____________________ 336

38

Judicial notice of laws___________
VERBAL

SISTER STATES

Laws of, judicial notice__________ 74
Records, authentication _______ 283-287
"State" defined _________________ 46
SPANISH TITLE RECORDS

Authentication _________________ 293
SPONTANEOUS STATEMENT

Defined ________________________

75
49

VERDICT

Evidence to test _________________ 216
VITAL STATISTICS

Record, admissibility ____________ 248
VOTING

Admissibility ___________________ 68
Hearsay exception __________ 237, 307

Privilege to protect secrecy _______ 206

STATE OF MIND EVIDENCE

Failure to make timely objection__ 54
Privilege ____________________ 161-163
Spouse ______________________ 180

Hearsay exception ____________ 238-240
Previous state ________________ 240

WARRANT

STATEMENT

Defined -----------_________ -47, 222
Estoppel by, presumption ________ 106
STATUTES

Validity of _____________________ 321
SUBPOENA

Hospital records _____________ 288-290
TABLES

Amendments, additions, and
repeals _________________ 25-27
Evidence Code to revised rules __376-379
Evidence Code to superseded
sections _______________ 369-372
Revised rules to Evidence Code 380-382
Superseded sections to Evidence
Code -------__________ 373-375
THAYER

Theory of presumptions__________

WAIVER

94

TRADE SECRET

Privilege ______________________ 206
Ruling on, information disclosed
during ___________________ 166
TRANSLATORS ____________ 125-127

Arrest without, presumption______ 112
WEIGHT OF EVIDENCE_______ 70
Evidence affecting ______________ 70
WILLS

See also Probate
Hearsay statements relating to ___
Intent of deceased, privilege
exceptions _______ 177, 191,
Lawyer as attesting witness,
no privilege ______________
Presumption of authenticity ______
Recitals in, hearsay exception _____
Subscribing witness rule _________
Validity in question, no
privilege _________ 178, 192,

243
198
177
109
263
270
199

WITNESSES

See also Examination; Expert
Witnesses; Opinion Testimony
Outline of provisions ________ 14-16
Adverse _____________________ 135-137
Competency _________________ 114-118
C.C.P. §1879 repealed __________ 315
General rule _________________ 114
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Court may call witnesses __ ~~~~~~~ 135
Cmlihility
See also Prior statements, infra
Attacking or Rnpporting __ ~__
140
Character evirlence ~~~~_. ~_141-144
Conviction of crime _~~~_ 66. 141-144
Degrarling matter, C.C.P. §2065
repeall'rl ~ __ ~~~~~~~_~~~_~~ 3;0;8
Evirlence affecting _~~~~~~~~~~~ 70
Expert witness ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 122
Genl'ral rule _~~~~~_~~~~~~~_138-140
Good character, evidence oL~_
141)
Hearsay declarant ~~~~~~~~~ 223-225
Own witness _~~~_~~_~~~~ __ 140, 221)
Privilege exercise, no inference_~ 164
Rl'ligious hl'lief inadmissihle .
144
Witnl's. nrl'~umed to speak truth,
C.C.P. §1847 repealed_~~~~~ 306
Disqualification ~~~ _____________ 115
Lack of mental capacity _______ 66
Examination, method and scope 127-138
Exclusion of witness _____________ 138
Impeachments
See Credihility, supra
Judge as witness ________________ 117
Juror as witness ____________ 117, 361)
Oath and confrontation __________ 118
Personal knowledge
requirement __________ 115, 116
Prior statements
Admissibility _________________ 62
Consistent statement, admissible
when ________________145, 234
Inconsistent statement ________ 233
Examination _______________ 130
Oral _____________________ 130
Privilege, spouse _____________178-181
Recall _________________________ 138

t'na"ailahle as a witness
C.C.P. §2016 amended ____ ~~ 351-3;0;3
Defined ~~ ________ ~~ _________ ~ 47
Out-of-court statements ~ _______ 241
WORDS AND PHRASES~~~~ __ 41_49
See al.~o definitions under
specific subject
.Turlicial notice oL_______________ 76
Outline ________________________ 11
WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION

Failure to secure, presumption____

Proof of 'Writings; Public
Entities and Employees;
Wills
Defined _______ ~____________ 49
Outline of provisions_~ __ ~_~_ 22-24
Ancient documents ______ 109, 263, 273
Business records ____________ 244-246
Dispositive instrument executed by
person now deceased
Intention _____________ 177, 191, 198
Validity ______________ 178, 192, 199
Examination of witness __________ 130
Official writing affecting property
interest, authentication __ 290-293
Past recollection recorded, hearsay
exception ______________ ~_ 235
Photographic copy ___________ 68, 287
Presumptions
Facts recited in instrumenL ____ 105
Writing truly dated ___________ 109
Refreshing recollection __________ 132
Translators ____________________ 126

~

WRONGFUL DEATH

Statement by deceased ___________ 231

o
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WRITINGS
See also Authentication and
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